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THE

ATLANTIS.

Art. I.— The Mission of the Benedictine Order.

AS the pliysical universe is sustained and carried on in

dependence on certain centres of power and laws of Agency

operation, so tlie course of tlie social and political world, fl"ence'

and of that great religious organization called the Catho- of Per-

lic Chiu'ch, is foimd to proceed for the most part from the 8*^°^

presence or action of definite persons, places, events, and

institutions, as the visible cause of the whole. There has

been but one Judaea, one Greece, one Rome
;
one Homer,

one Cicero; one Csesar, one Constantino, one Charle-

magne. And so, as regards Revelation, there has been
one St. John the Divine, one Doctor of the Nations.

Dogma runs along the line of Athanasius, Aiigustine,
Thomas. The conversion of the heathen is ascribed, af-

ter the Apostles, to champions of the truth so few, that

we may almost comit them, as Martin, Patrick, Augustine,
Boniface. Then there is St. Antony, the father of mo-

nachism; St. Jerome, the interpreter of Scriptm-e; St.

Chrysostom, the great preacher.
Education follows the same law: it has its history

in the Chm'ch, and its doctors or patriarchs in that his- "}
*-'^!^"

tory. This is the subject on which we propose to make viiiza-"

some remarks in the pages which follow, taking Educa- tion.

tion in its broadest and most general sense, as the work

contemplated in the august command,
"
Go, teach all

nations
', and as more or less connected with civilization,

social advance, the cidtivation of learning, sacred and
I. 1



2 TJie Mission of the Benedictine Order.

profane, and similar great facts, wliicli are its historical

interpretation.
The outline of what we have to say on the subject is

Of three simple enough; it is the filling up of details, which will

especi- demand diligence in the ^vi-iter, and patience in the
* ^' reader. There are tlu'ee main periods, then, of ecclesi-

astical history,
—the ancient, the medieval, and the mo-

dern; so far is plain: and there are three Religions
Orders in those periods respectively, wliich succeed, one
the other, on the public stage, and represent the teach-

ing of the Catholic Church diuing the tune of their

ascendancy. The tii'st period is that long series of centu-

ries, dimng which society was breaking, or had broken

up, and then slowly attempted its own re-constiniction
;

the second may be called the period of re-construction ;

and the third dates from the Reformation, wdien that

peculiar movement of mind commenced, the issue of

which is still to come. Now, St. Benedict is the Patri-

arch of the ancient world
;
St. Dominic of the medieval

;

Bene- ^^'^^ St. Ignatius of the modern. And in saying this, we
diet, are in no degree disrespectful to the Augustinians, Car-
Domi-

rnehtes, Franciscans, and other great religious famihes,

natius,
which might be named; for we are not reviewing the

whole liistory of Christianity, but selecting a particular

aspect of it.

Perhaps as much as this will be granted to us without
with great hesitation. Next we proceed, after thus roughly
their

^
•

. r 1 -^ 11^ 1 •:

respec- ^^^'^ppiiig out oiu" View oi history, roughly to colom- it,

tivecha- by way of contrasting these three patriarchs of Christian
racteris-

teaching with each other. To St. Benedict then, who
'

may fairly be taken to represent the various families of

monks before his time and those wliich sprang from him

(for they are all pretty much of one school), to this great
saint let us assign, for lus discriminatino" badge, the Poe-

tical; to St. Dominic, the Scientific; and to St. Ignatius,
the Practical and Useful.

These characteristics, which belong respectively to the

*^°''''^f'
works of the three great Masters, grow out of the chcum-

to their stauccs undcr which they respectively entered upon them.

respec- Benedict, entrusted with his mission almost as a boy, in-

!l'X^'^' fused into it the romance and simplicity of boyhood,
tones, -r\

• (.,.(. 1 •^-
T 1

JJommic, a man oi torty-five, a graduate m theology, a

priest and a canon, brought with him into rehgion the

maturity and completeness of learning, which he had ac-

quired in the schools. Ignatius, a man of the world
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before his conversion, transmitted as a legacy to his dis-

ciples that knowledge of mankind which cannot be learned

in cloisters. And thus the three several Orders were (so
to say) begotten in Poetry, Science, and Good Sense.

And here another coincidence suggests itself. We have
calling

been giving these three attributes to the three Patriarchs to mind

severally, from a bond fide regard to their history, and ^^^ ^^^-

without at all having any theory of philosoj)hy in oiu' "^^

°

eye. But, after having so described them, it certainly
" three

did strike us that we had vuiintentionally been illustrat- stages of

ing a somewhat popular notion of the day, the like of
^j^^."^"

which is attributed to authors, with whom we have as

little sympathy as with any persons who can be named.
Accordin* to these speculators, the hfe, whether of a race

or of an individual of the great hmnan family, is divided
into three stages, each of which has its own ruling prin-

ciple and characteristic. The youth makes his start in

life, with ^^

hope at the prow, and /a/icj/ at the helm";
he has nothing else but these to impel or direct him

;
he

has not lived long enough to exercise liis reason, or to

gather in a store of facts
; and, because he cannot do other-

wise, he dwells m a world which he has created. He be-

gins with illusions. Now, facts are external to him, but
his reason is his own: of the two, then, it is easier for

him to exercise his reason than to ascertain facts. Ac-

cordingly, his first mental revolution, when he discards

the life of aspiration and affection, which has disappointed
him, and the dreams of which he has been the sport and
victim, is to embrace a life of logic : this then is his se-

cond stage,
—the metaphysical. He acts now on a plan,

thinks by system, is cautious about his middle terms, and
trusts nothing but what takes a scientific form. His third

stage is when he has made fidl trial of life
;
when he

has foimd liis theories break down under the weight of

facts, and experience falsify his most promising calcula-

tions. Then the old man recognizes at length, that what
he can taste, touch, and handle, is trustworthy, and no-

thing beyond it. Thus he runs through his three periods
of Imagination, Reason, and Sense

;
and then he comes

to an end, and is not
;

—a most impotent and melancholy
conclusion.

We repeat, we have no sympathy in so heartless a view but with

of life, and yet it seems to square with what we have anessen-

been saying of the three great Patriarchs of Christian
f^Je^jg"

teacliing. And certainly there is a truth in it, which gives
1b
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it its plausibility. However, we are not concerned here

to do more tlian to put oiu: finger on the point at which
we diverge from it, in what we have been saying and
must say concerning them. It is true, then, that history,
as viewed in these tliree saints, is, somewhat after the

manner of the theory we have mentioned, a progress from

poetry through science to practical sense or prudence ;
but

tlien this important proviso has to be borne in mind at

the same time, that what the Catholic Chvu'ch once has

had, she never has lost. She has never wept over, or

been angry with, time gone and over. Instead of passing
from one stage of life to another, she has carried her

youth and middle age along with her, on to her latest

time. She has not changed possessions, but accumulated

them, and has brought out of her treasure-house, accord-

ing to the occasion, things new and old. She did not

lose Benedict by finding Dominic
;
and she has still both

Benedict and Dominic at home, though she has become
the mother of Ignatius. Imagination, Science, Prudence,
all are good, and she has them all. Things incompatible
in natm-e, coexist in her; her prose is poetical on the one

hand, and philosophical on the other.

Coming now to the historical proof of the contrast we
Mission ]^ave been instituting, we are sanguine in thinking that

Ignatius
^^^^ branch of it is already allowed by the consent of the

too lu- world, and is undeniable. By common consent, the pahn
ininous Qf Prudence, in the full sense of that comprehensive word,

cussed, belongs to the School of Religion, of which St. Ignatius
is the Foimder. That great Society is the classical seat

and foimtain of discretion, practical sense, and wise go-
vernment. Sublimer conceptions or more profoimd specu-
lations may have been elaborated elsewhere

; but, whether
we consider the illustrious Body in its own constitution,

or in its rules for instruction and direction, we see that it

is its very genius to prefer this most excellent prudence
to every other gift, and to think little both of poetry and
of science, unless they happen to be useful. It is true

that, in the long catalogue of its members, there are to

be foimd the names of the most consmnmate theologians,
and of scholars the most elegant and accomplished ;

but

we are speaking here, not of individuals, but of the body
itself It is plain, that the body is not over-jealous about

its theological traditions
;
or it certainly would not suffer

Suarez to controvert with Molina, Viva with Vasqi;ez, Pas-

saglia with Petavius, and Faure with Suarez, de Lugo, and
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Valentia. In this intellectual freedom its members justly

glory ;
inasmuch as they have set their affections, not on

the opinions of the Schools, but on the souls of men.
And it is the same charitable motive, which makes them

give up the poetry of life, the poetry of ceremonies,—
of the cowl, the cloister, and the choir,

—content with
the most prosaic architecture, if it be but convenient, and
the most prosaic neighboiu'hood, if it be but populous.
We need not then dwell longer on this wonderful Reli-

gion, but may confine the remarks which are to follow,
to the two Religions, which historically preceded it—
the Benedictine and the Dominican.

One preliminary more, suggested by a purely fancifid
r^^wQe

analogy :
—As there are three great Patriarchs on the Hebrew

high road and public thoroughfare of Christian History,
Patri-

so there were three cliief Patriarchs in the first age of the
^^^ ^'

chosen people. Putting aside Noe and Melchisedec, and

Joseph and his brethren, we recognize three venerable

fathers,
—Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob : Abraham, the lather

of many nations
;
Isaac the intellectual, living in solitary

simplicity, and in loving contemplation ;
and Jacob, the

persecuted and helpless, visited by marvellous providences,
driven from place to place, set clown and taken up again,
illtreated by those who were his debtors, and maligned
when he is innocent, yet carried on and triumphing amid
all troubles by means of his most faithful and powerful

guardian-archangel. We are exempted, by what has gone
before, from the duty of completing our parallel, in the

instance of Jacob
; but, as to Benedictines and Domini-

cans, we shall introduce them successively mider the type,
as it may be called, of Abraham and Isaac.

St. Benedict, like the great Hebrew Patriarch, was the
" Father of many nations". He has been styled "the Patri- ^^^\X
arch of the West", a title which there are many reasons for prolific

ascribing to him. Not only was he the first to establish a i" ™^-

perpetual Order of Regulars in Western Christendom
;
not

"ongre-

only, as coming first, has he had an ampler course of cen- gations,

turies for the multiphcation of his children
;
but his Rule,

as that of St. Basil in the East, is the normal rule of the

first ages of the Church, and was in time generally re-

ceived even in communities which in no sense owed their

origin to him. Moreover, out of his Order rose, in process
of time, various new monastic families, which have estab-

lished themselves as independent institutions, and are able
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to boast in tlieir turn of the number of tlieir houses, and the

sanctity and historical celebrity of their members. He is

the representative of Latin monachism for the long ex-

tent of six centuries, while monachism was one
;
and

even when at length varieties arose, and distinct titles

were given to them, the change grew out of him
;

—not the

act of strangers who were his rivals, but of his own chil-

di'en, who did but make a new beginning in all devotion

and loyalty to him. He died in the early half of the sixth

century ;
at the beginning of the tenth rose from among

his French monasteries the famous Conofreo-ation of Cluni,

illustrated by St. Majolus, St. Odilo, Peter the Venerable,
and other considerable personages, among whom is Hilde-

brand, afterwards Pope Gregory the Seventh. Then came,
m long succession, the Orders or Congregations of Ca-

maldoli under St. Romuald, of Vallombrosa, of Citeaux, to

which St. Bernard has given his name, of Monte Vergine,
of Fontvrault; those of England, Spain, and Flanders;
the Silvestrines, the Celestines, the Olivetans, the Humi-

liati, besides a multitude of institutes for women, as the

Gilbertines and the Oblates of St. Frances, and then at

length, to mention no others, the Congregation of St.

Maur in modern times, so well known for its biblical,

patristical, and historical works, and for its learned

members, Montfaucon, Mabillon, and their companions.
The panegyrists of this illustrious Order are accustomed
to claim for it in all its branches as many as thirty-seven
thousand houses, and, besides numerous Popes, 200 Car-

dinals, 4 Emperors, 46 Kings, 51 Queens, 1,406 Princes,

1,600 Archbishops, 600 Bishops, 2,400 Nobles, and

15,000 Abbots and learned men.'

Nor are the religious bodies which sprang from St. Be-
and the ^edict the full measure of what he has accomplished,

—
father of ^^ ^^^^ been abeady observed. His Rule gradually made
many its way into those various monasteries, which were of an

earlier or an independent foiuidation. It first coalesced

with, and then supplanted, the Irish Rule of St. Cohun-
ban in France, and the still older institutes which had
been brought from the East by St. Athanasius, St. Euse-

bius, and St. Martin. At the beirinning' of the ninth

century it was formally adopted throughout the dominions
of Charlemagne. Pure, or with some admixture, it was

'

Ik'lyot, Hist. Moil. Ziegelbauer, Litt. Hist. Soame's Mosheim, vol.

ii
, p. 2(j. Buckingham's Bible in the Middle Ages, p. 81, etc., etc.

more.
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"brought by St. Augustine to England; and that admix-

iire, if it existed, was gradually eliminated by St. Wil-

frid, St. Dunstan, and Lanfranc, till at length it was re-

ceived, with the name and obedience of St. Benedict, in

all the Cathedral monasteries^ (to make no mention of

others), excepting Carhsle. Nor did it cost such regular
bodies any very great effort to make the change, even

when historically most separate from St. Benedict
;
for the

Saint had taken up for the most part what he found, and

his Rule was but the expression of the genius of monach-

ism in those first ages of the Church, with a more exact

adaptation to their needs, than could elsewhere be found.

So uniform indeed had been the monastic idea before
jjecog-

his time, and so little stress had been laid by individual nizesthe

communities on their respective pccuharities, that religioi;s
""''y ^^

men passed at pleasm-e from one body to another.^ St.
^^gg^j^.

Benedict provides in his Rule for the case of strangers idea,

coming to one of his houses, and wishing to remain there.

If such a one came from any monastery with which the

monks had existing relations, then he was not to be re-

ceived without letters from his Abbot
; but, in the instance

of " a foreign monk from distant parts", who wished to

dwell with them as a guest, and was content with their

ways, and conformed hunseK to them, and was not trou-

blesome,
" shoidd he in the event wish to stay for good",

says St. Benedict,
"

let him not be refused; for there has

been room to make trial of him, during the time that hos-

pitality has been shown him : nay, let him even be invited

to stay, that others may gain a lesson from his example ;

for in every place we are servants of one Lord and soldiers

of one King".*
The unity, which these words imply as the distinctive Monas-

token of a monk in every part of Cliristendom, may be
||j°p^™.^

described as a unity of object, of state, and of occupation, trast to

Monachism was one and the same everywhere, because it tiie mul-

was a reaction from that secular life, which has everywhere ^^l^^
the same structure and the same characteristics. And,
since that secular life contained in it many objects, many
states, and many occupations, here was a special reason,

as a matter of prmciple, why the reaction from it should

2
Butler, June 22,

^
Thomassin, Disc. Eccl., t. i., p. 705. Calmet, Reg. Ben., t. ii., p. 25.

Mabillou, Acta Stcc, iv., p. 1. pra;f., p. xxx. Annal., t. i., prajf., § ID.
'

Reg., c. Gl.
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bear the badge of unity, and should be in outward appear-
ance one and the same everywhere. Moreover, since that

same secular lite was, when monachism arose, more than

ordinarily marked by variety, perturbation, and confusion,
it seemed on that very account to justify emphatically a

rising and revolt against itself, and a recurrence to some

state, which, unlike itself, was constant and unalterable.

It was indeed an old, decayed, and moribund world, into

which Christianity had been cast. The social fabric was

overgrown with the corruptions of a thousand years, and
was held together, not so much by any common principle,
as by the strength of possession and the tenacity of custom.

It was too large for pubUc spirit, and too artificial for

patriotism, and its many religions did but foster in the

popular mind division and scepticism. Want of mutual
conlidcnce would lead to despondency, inactivity, and
selfishness. Society was in the slow fever of consumption,
which made it restless in proportion as it was feeble. It

was powerful, however, to seduce and deprave ;
nor was

there any locus standi from which to combat its evils
;
and

the only way of getting on with it was to abandon prin-

ciple and duty, to take things as they came, and to do as

the world did. Worse than all, this encompassing, en-

tanghng system of things, was, at the time we speak of,

the seat and instrument of a paganism, and then of here-

sies, not simply contrary, but bitterly hostile, to the Chris-

tian name. Serious men not only had a call, but every
inducement which love of Hfe and freedom could inspire,
to escape from its presence and its sway.

Their one idea then, their one purpose, was to be quit
of it

;
too long had it enthralled them. It was not a ques-

'^dn •- ^^."^^
°^ *^^^^ °^' ^^^^^ vocation, of the better deed, of the

pie of higher state, but of life and death. In other times a variety
monastic of holy objccts might present themselves for devotion to
"°'ty choose from, such as the care of the poor, or of the sick,

or of the young, the redemption of captives, or the con-
version of the barbarians

;
but early monachism was Hight

from the world, and nothing else. The troubled, jaded,
weary heart, the stricken, laden conscience, sought a life

free from corruption in its daily work, free from distraction
m its daily worship ;

and it sought employments, as contrary
as possible to the world's employments,

—
employments,

tne end of which would be in themselves, in which each

day, each hour, would have its own completeness ;

—no
elaborate undertakings, no difficult aims, no anxious ven-
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tures, no uncertainties to make tlie heart beat, or the temples

tlu'ob, no painful combination of eflbrts, no extended plan
of operations, no multiplicity of details, no deep calcula-

tions, no sustained machinations, no suspense, no vicissi-

tudes, no moments of crisis or catastrophe;
—nor again

any subtle investigations, nor perplexities of proof, nor

conflicts of rival intellects, to agitate, harass, depress, sti-

mulate, weary, or intoxicate the soul.

Hitherto we have been using negatives to describe what

the primitive monk was seeking ;
in truth monachism was,

as regards the secular life and all that it implies, emphati-

cally a negation, or, to use another word, a mortification; tion of

a mortification of sense, and a mortification of reason. ^*^®

Here a word of explanation is necessary. The monks of the'

were too good Catholics to deny that reason was a divine senses

gift, and had too much common sense to think to do without ^"*^ ''^^

it. What they denied themselves was the various and '

manifold exercises of the reason; and on this account,

because such exercises were excitements. When the rea-

son is cultivated, it at once begins to combine, to centralize,

to look forward, to look back, to view things as a whole,
whether for speculation or for action

;
it practises synthesis

and analysis, it discovers, it invents. To these exercises

of the intellect is opposed simplicity, which is the state of

mind which does not combine, does not deal with premisses
and conclusions, does not recognize means and their end,
but lets each work, each place, each occurrence stand by
itself,

—which acts towards each as it comes before it,

without a thought of anything else. This simplicity is

the temper of childi'en, and it is the temper of monks.

This was their mortification of the intellect
; every man

who fives, must five by reason, as every one must live by
sense

; but, as it is possible to be content with the bare

necessities of animal life, so is it possible to confine our-

selves to the bare ordinary use of reason, without caring to

improve it or make the most of it. These monks held

both sense and reason to be the gifts of heaven, but they
used each of them as fittle as they could help, reserving
their full time and their whole selves for devotion

;

—
for,

if reason is better than sense, so devotion they thought to

be better than either
; and, as even a heathen might deny

himself the innocent indulgences of sense in order to give
his time to the cultivation of the reason, so did the monks

give up reason, as well as sense, that they might consecrate

themselves to divine meditation.
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Now, then, we are able to understand how it was that
with ^Q monks had a unity, and in what it consisted. It was

retire- ^ unitj, we have said, of object, of state, and of occupa-
ment, tion. Their object was rest and jDeace ;

their state was
siniph- retirement; their occupation was some work that was

Viil.

"

simple, as opposed to intellectual, viz., prayer, fasting,

meditation, study, transcription, manual labour, and other

unexciting, soothing employments. Such was their in-

stitution all over the world
; they had eschewed the busy

mart, the craft of gain, the money-changer's bench, and
the merchant's cargo. They had turned their backs upon
the wranghng forum, the pohtical assembly, and the pan-
technicon of trades. They had had their last dealings
with architect and habit-maker, with butcher and cook

;

all they wanted, all they desired, was the sweet soothing

presence of earth, sky, and sea, the hospitable cave, the

„, bright running stream, the easy gifts, wliich mother earth,

Summa
"
justissima tellus", yields on very Httle persuasion.

" The
quies. monastic institute", says the biographer of St. Maurus,

^'demands the most perfect quietness" f' and where was

quietness to be found, if not in reverting to the original
condition of man, as far as the changed circumstances of

our race admitted, in having no wants, of which the

supply was not close at hand; in the "
nil admirari"; in

having neither hope nor fear of anything below
;
in daily

prayer, daily bread, and daily work, one day being just
like another, except that it was one step nearer than the

day before it, to that great Day, which would swallow

up all days, the day of everlasting rest ?

However, we have come into colHsion with a great
.^^fo aZ authority, M. Guizot, and we must stop the course of our

tinction argument to make our ground good against nim. M.
between Guizot, then, makes a distinction between inonachism

^ds
etn

jj^ ^^g bu'th-place, in Egypt and Syria, and that Western
M"estern institute, of which we have made St. Benedict the repre-
iiionks scntative. He allows that the Orientals mortified the

intellect, but he considers that Latin monachism was the

seat of considerable mental activity. "The desire for re-

tirement", he says, "for contemplation, for a marked

rupture Avith civilized society, was the source and funda-

mental trait of the eastern monks : in the West, on the con-

trary., and especially in Southern Gaul, where, at the com-
mencement of the fifth century, the principal monasteries

^
Mabillon, Act. Benedict., t. iv., p. 1, p. xxxvii.
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were founded, it was in order to live in common, with a

view to conversation as well as to religious edification,

that tlie first monks met. The monasteries of Lerins, of

St. Victor, and many others, were especially great schools

of theology, the focus of intellectual movement. It was

by no means with solitude or with mortification, but with

discussion and activity, that they there concerned them-

selves".'' Great deference is due to an author so learned,

so philosophical, so honestly desirous to set out Christia-

nity to the best advantage ; yet, we are at a loss to under-

stand what has led him to make such a distinction between ""'^""

the East and West, and to assign to the Western monks
an activity of intellect, and to the Eastern a love of re-

tirement.

It is quite true that instances are sometimes to be found

of monasteries in the West, distino:uished by much intel- ""^
"° ^

, . . , 1 •! • • unfoun-
lectual activity, but more, and more striking, instances

jed,

are to be foimd of a like phenomenon in the East. If,

then, such particular instances are to be taken as fair

specimens of the state of Western monacliism, they are

equally fair specimens of the state of Eastern also
;
and the

Eastern monks will be proved more intellectual than the

Western, by virtue of that greater interest in doctrine and
in controversy which given individuals or cominimities

among them have exhibited. A very cursory reference to

ecclesiastical history will be sufiScient to show us, that the

fact is as we have stated it. The theological sensitiveness

of the monks of Marseilles, Lerins, or Adiaimetum, it

seems, is to be a proof of the intellectualism generally of

the West: then, why is not the greater sensitiveness of the

Scythian monks at Constantinople, and of their opponents
the Acoemeta3, an evidence in favour of the East? These
two bodies of Religious actually came all the way from

Constantinople to Rome to denounce one another, be-

sieging, as it were, the Holy See, and the former of them

actually attempting to raise the Roman populace against
the Pope, in behalf of its own theological tenet. Does
not this show activity of mind ? We venture to say, that,

for one intellectual monk in the West, a dozen might be ^^^ *^"""

produced in the East. The very reproach, so freely (act

thrown out by secular historians against the Greeks, of

over-subtlety of intellect, applies, if to any men, to certain

classes or certain communities of Eastern monks. Some-

^
History of Civilization, vol. li., p. 65. Bohn.
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times they were enthusiastically orthodox, quite as often

furiously heretical. If Pelagius be a monk in the West,
on the otherhand, Nestorius and Eutyches,both heresiarchs,
are both monks in the East

; and Eutyches, at the time

of his heresy, was an old monk into the bargain, who had
been thirty years abbot of a convent, and whom age, if not

sanctity, might have saved from this abnormal use of his

reason. His partizans were principally monks of Egypt ;

gards and they, coming up in force to the pseudo-synod of
^"""

Ephesus, kicked to death the patriarch of Constantinople,
' and put to flight the Legate of the Pope, and all this out

of a keen susceptibility about an intellectual opinion. A
century earlier, Arius, on starting, cai'ried away into his

heresy as many as seven hundred nmis ;^ what have the

Western convents to show, in the way of controversial

activity, comparable with a fact like this ? We do not

insist on the zealous and influential orthodoxy of the

monks of Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor in the fourth

century, because it was probably nothing else but an
honourable adhesion to the faith of the Church

;
but turn

to the gi'cat writers of Eastern Christendom, and consider

how many of them at flrst sight are monks
;
—

Chrysostom,
Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Epiphanius, Ephrcm, Amphi-

and as lochius, Isidore of Pelusium, Theodore, Theodoret, per-
regards haps Athanasius. Among the Latin writers no names

occiu- to us but those of Jerome and Pope Gregory ;
we

may add Paulinus, Sulpicius, and Cassian, but Jerome is

the only learned writer among them. We have a diffi-

culty, then, even in comprehending, not to speak of ad-

mitting, M. Guizot s assertion, a writer who does not com-

monly speak without a meaning or a reason.

But, after all, however the balance of intellectualism

may lie between certain convents or individuals in the

of Eas- East and the West, such particular instances are nothing
tern to the purpose, when taken to measui'e the state of the
monks OTg^t body of the monks ; certainly not in the West, with

tent which m this paper we are exclusively concerned, hi
•with taking an estimate of the Benedictines, we need not trouble

tradi-
ourselves about the state of monachism in Egypt, Syria,

tion. Asia Minor, and Constantinople, at least after the fourth

century, by the end of which time the tradition had passed
from the East to the West. Now, the Eastern Monks of
the fourth century simply follow the defined and promul-

^
Epiph. Hier., 69.

Fathers.

Intellec

tualism
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gated doctrine of the Church ;
their intellectualism proper

begins with the fifth. Taking, then, the great tradition

of St. Antony, St. Pachomius, and St. Basil in the East,

and tracing it"into the West by tlie hands of St. Athanasius,

St. Martin, and their contemporaries, we shall find no

historical facts but what admit of a fair explanation, con-

sistent with the views which we have laid down above

about monastic simplicity, bearing in mind always, what

holds in all matters of fact, that there never was a rule

without its exceptions.

Every rule has its exceptions; but, fiu-ther than this,

when exceptions occur, they are likely to be great ones.
ig"g4ai

This is no paradox ;
illustrations of it are to be found every and po-

where. For instance, we may conceive a climate very
I't'cal

fatal to children, and yet those who escape growing up to
"J""^^

be strong men ;
and for a plain reason, because those alone West.in-

could have passed the ordeal who had robust constitutions, dividual

Thus the Romans, so jealous of their freedom, when they ^^^^l'

resolved on the appointment of a supreme ruler for an

occasion, did not do the tiling by halves, but made him a

Dictator. In like manner, a trifling occurrence, or an

ordinary inward impulse, will be powerless to snap the

bond which keeps the monk fast to his cell, his oratory,

and his garden. Exceptions, indeed, may be few, because

they are exceptions, but they will be great. It must be a

serious emergence, a pai-ticular inspiration, a sovereign

command, which brings the monk into poHtical life;

and he will be sure to make a great figure in it, else

why shoidd he have been torn from his cloister at all?

This will account for the career of St. Gregory the Se-

venth or of St. Dunstan, of St. Bernard or of Abbot

Suger, as far as it was pohtical : the work they had to

do was such, as none could have done but a monk with

his superhuman single-mindedness and his pertinacity of

purpose. Again, in the case of St. Boniface, the Apostle
of Germany, and in that of others of the missionaries of

his age, it seems to have been a particular inspiration

which carried them abroad; and it is observable after

all how soon most of them settled down into the mixed
character of agriculturists and pastors in their new country,
and resumed the tranqiul life to which they had originally
devoted themselves. As to the early Greek Fathers, some And ori-

of those whom we have Instanced above are only prima f^^^^
facie exceptions, as Chrysostom, who, though he lived East

with the monks most austerely for as many as six years,
also.
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can hardly be said to have taken on himself the responsi-
bilities of their condition, or to have simply abandoned the

world. Others of them, as Basil, were scholars, philoso-
•

pliers, men of the world, before they were monks, and
could not put off their cultivation ofmind or their learning
with their secular dress

;
and these would be the very men,

in an age when such talents were scarce, who would be
taken out of their retirement by superior authority, and
who therefore cannot fairly be quoted as ordinary speci-
mens of the monastic life.

-Ewceptio prohat regulam: let us see what tAvo Doctors
As illus-

j^f ^i^jj Church, one Greek, one Latin, both rulers, both

St. Ba- monks, say concerning the state, which they at one time

sil, enjoyed, and afterwards lost.
" You tell me", says St.

Basil, writing to a friend from his solitude,
" that it was

little for me to describe the place of my retirement, unless

I mentioned also my habits and my mode of hfe
; yet'

really I am ashamed to tell you how I pass night and

day in this lonely nook. I am like one, who is angry
with the size of his vessel, as tossing overmuch, and
leaves it for the boat, and is seasick and miserable still.

However, what I propose to do is as follows, with the

hope of tracing His steps who has said,
' If any one will

come after Me, let him deny himself'. We must strive

after a quiet mind. As well might the eye ascertain an

object which is before it, while it roves up and down
without looking steadily at it, as a mind, distracted with
a thousand worldly cares, be able clearly to apprehend
the truth. One who is not yoked in matrimony, is ha-

rassed by rebellious impulses and hopeless attachments
;

he who is married, is involved in his own tumult of cares :

is he without children ? he covets them
;
has he childi-en ?

he has anxieties about their education. Then there is

solicitude about his Hfe, care of liis house, oversight of

his servants, misfortunes in trade, differences with his

neighbours, lawsuits, the merchant's risks, the farmer's

toil. Each day, as it comes, darkens the soul in its own
way ; and night after night takes up the day's anxieties,
and cheats us with corresponding di-eams. Now, the only
way of escaping all this is separation from the whole

world, so as to live without city, home, goods, society,

possessions, means of life, business, engagements, secular

learning, that the heart may be prepared as wax for the

impress of divine teaching. Solitude is of the greatest
use for this purpose, as it stills our passions, and enables
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reason to extirpate them. Let then a place be found, such

as mine, separate from intercourse with men, that the tenor

of our exercises be not interrupted from without. Pious

exercises nourish the soul with divine thoughts. Sootlnng

hymns compose the mind to a cheerful and calm state.

Quiet, then, as I have said, is the first step in our sancti-

fication ;
the tongue purified from the gossip of the world,

the eyes unexcited by fair colour or comely shape, the

ear secured from the relaxation of voluptuous songs, and

that especial miscliief, light jesting. Thus, the mind,

rescued from dissipation from without, and sensible allure-

ments, falls back upon itself, and thence ascends to the

contemplation of God".^ It is quite clear that at least

St. Basil took the same view of the monastic state as we
have done.

So much for the East in the fourth century; now for ^^^j^

the West in the seventh.
" One day", says St. Gregory, St. Gre-

after he had been constrained, against his own wish, to
^^J^

leave his cloister for the govermnent of the Universal "^'^'

Church,
" one day, when I was oppressed with the ex-

cessive trouble of secular aifaii-s, I sought a retired place,

friendly to grief, where whatever displeased me in my
occupations might show itself, and all that was Avont to

inflict pain might be seen at one view". While he was

in this repeat, his most dear son, Peter, with whom, since

the latter was a youth, he had been intimate, surprised

him, and he opened his grief to him. " My sad mind",

he said,
"
labouring under the soreness of its engagements,

remembers how it went with me formerly in this monas-

tery, how all perishable things were beneath it, how it

rose above all that was transitory, and, though still in the

flesh, went out in contemplation beyond that prison, so

that it even loved death, which is commonly thought a

pimishment, as the gate of life and the reward of labour.

But now, in consequence of the pastoral charge, it under-

goes the busy work of secular men, and for that fair beauty
of its quiet, is dishonoured with the dust of the earth.

And often dissipating itself in outward things, to serve

the many, even when it seeks what is inward, it comes

home indeed, but is no longer what it used to be".^ Here
is the very same view of the monastic state at Rome,
which St. Basil had in Pontus, viz., retirement and repose.
There have been great Rehgious Orders since, whose at-

8
Ep. 2.

9
Dial., i. 1.
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mosphere has been conflict, and who have thriven in

smiting or in being smitten. It has been their high call-

ing ;
it has been their peculiar meritorious service

; but, as

for the Benedictine, the very air he breathes is peace.
We have now said enough both to explain and to vin-

Mnna- dicato the biographer of St. Maurus, when he says that the

allied at ohject, and Hfe, and reward of the ancient monachism

thegol- is
" siunma quies",

—the absence of all excitement, sensible
deu age, ^^^^ intellectual, and the vision of Eternity. And there-

fore have we called the monastic state the most poetical of

religious disciplines. It was a retiu'n to that primitive

age of the world, of wliich poets have so often sung, the

simpHcity of Ai'cadia or the reign of Satuni, when fraud

and violence were unknown. It was a brinofing- back of

those real, not fabulous, scenes of innocence and miracle,
when Adam delved, or Abel kept sheep, or Noe planted
the vine, and Angels visited them. It was a fulfilment in

the letter, of the glowing imagery of prophets, about the

evangelical period. Nature for art, the wide earth and

majestic heavens for the crowded city, the subdued and
docile beasts of the field for the wild passions and rivabies

of social life, tranquillity for ambition and care, divine

meditation for the exploits of the intellect, the Creator for

the creature, such was the nomial condition of the monk.
He had tried the world, and found its hollowdfless ; or he
had eluded its fellowship, before it had solicited him

;

—and
so St. Antony fled to the desert, and St. Hllarion sought
the sea shore, and St. Basil ascended the mountam ravine,
and St. Benedict took refuge in his cave, and St. Giles

buried himself in the forest, and St. Martin chose the

broad river, in order that the world might be shut out of

view, and the soul mio-ht be at rest. And such a rest of

intellect and of passion as tliis is full of the elements of

the poetical.
We have no intention of committing ourselves here to

and a definition of poetry ;
we may be thought wrong in the

war^o-^
use of the term

; but, if we explain what we mean by it,

etical. no harm is done, whatever be our inaccuracy, and each

reader may substitute for it some word he likes better.

Poetry, then, we conceive, whatever be its metaphysical
essence, or however various may be its kinds, whether it

more properly belongs to action or to suff'ering, nay, whe-
ther it is more at home with society or with nature, whether
its spirit is seen to best advantage in Homer or in Virgil, at

any rate, is always the antagonist to science. As science
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makes progress in any subject matter, poetry recedes from poetry

it. The two cannot stand together ; they belong respec-
as oppo-

tively to two modes of viewing tilings, wliich are contra-
tf.j^j^'^g

dictory of each other. Reason investigates, analyses,

numbers, weighs, measvu'es, ascertains, locates, the objects
of its contemplation, and thus gains a scientific knowledge
of them. Science results in system, wliich is complex

unity; poetry delights in the indefinite and various as

contrasted with unity, and in the simple as contrasted

with system. The aim of science is to get a hold of things,
to grasp them, to handle them, to comprehend them;
that is (to use the familiar term), to master them, or to

be superior to them. Its success lies in being able to

draw a line roimd them, and to tell where each of them

is to be found within that circmnference, and how each

lies relatively to all the rest. Its mission is to destroy

ignorance, doubt, surmise, suspense, illusions, fears, deceits,

according to the " Felix qui po'tuit renmi cognoscere
causas" of the Poet, whose whole passage, by the way,
may be taken as drawling out the contrast between the poeti-

cal and the scientific.'" But as to the poetical, very different

is the frame of mind, which is necessary for its perception.
It demands, as its primary condition, that we should not

t ourselves above the objects in which it resides, but at

their feet
;
that we should feel them to be above and be-

yond us, that we should look up to them, and that, in-

stead of fancying that we can comprehend them, we
should take for granted that we are suiTOunded and com-

prehended by them ourselves. It imphes that we under-

stand them to be vast, immeasurable, impenetrable, in-

scrutable, mysterious ;
so that at best we are only forming

conjectures about them, not conclusions, for the phenomena as Ima-

which they present admit of many explanations, and we gmatioQ

cannot know the time one. Poetry does not address the son-

reason, but the imagination and affections; it leads to

"> Me vero primiim dulces ante omnia Musae . . .

Accipiant, coelique vias et sidera monstrent, etc., etc.

Sin, has ne possim naturae accedere partes,

Frigidus obstiterit circum prsecordia sanguis,
Rura mihi et rigui placeant in vallihus amries, etc.

And so again :

FelLx, qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas, etc.

Fortunatus et ille, Deos qui novit agrestes, etc.

I.
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admiration, enthusiasm, devotion, love. The vague, the

uncertain, the irregular, the sudden, are among its attri-

butes or sources. Hence it is that a child's mind is so

full of poetry, because he knows so Httle
;
and an old

man of the world so devoid of poetry, because his ex-

perience of facts is so vyide. Hence it is that nature is

commonly more poetical than art, in spite of Lord Byron,
because it is less comprehensible and less patient of defi-

nitions
; history more poetical than philosophy ;

the savage
than the citizen : the knight errant than the brisradier-

general ;
the winding bridle path than the straight railroad

;

the sailing vessel than the steamer; the ruin than the

spruce suburban box
;
the Turkish robe or Spanish doublet

than the French dress coat. We have said far more than

enough to make it clear what we mean by that element
in the old monastic life, to wliich we have given the

name of the Poetical.

Now, in many ways the family of St. Benedict answers to

exempli- this description, as we shall see if we look into its history,
fied m

j^g spiiit indeed is ever one, but not its outward circum-

torv, and stances. It is not an Order proceeding from one mind at a

constitu- particular date, and appearing all at once in its full perfec-
*"^°'

tion, and in its extreme development, and in form one and
the same everywhere, and from fu'st to last, as is the case

with other great religious institutions; but it is an or-

ganization, diverse, complex, and irregular, and variously

ramified, rich rather than symmetrical, with many origins
and centres and new beo-inninofs and the action of local

influences, like some great natural growth ;
with tokens,

on the face of it, of its being a divine work, not the mere
creation of human genius. Instead of progressing on plan
and system and from the will of a superior, it has shot

forth and run out as if spontaneously, and has shaped itself

according to events, from an irrepressible fulness of life

A\'ithin, and from the energetic self-action of its parts, like

those symboKcal creatures in the prophet's vision, wliich
" went every one of them straight forward, whither the

impulse of the spirit was to go". It has been poured out

over the earth, rather than been sent, with a silent mys-
terious operation, while men slept, and tlu'ough the

romantic adventm-es of individuals, which are well nigh
without record; and thus it has come down to us, not

risen up among us, and is found rather than estabhshed.

Its separate and scattered monasteries occupy the land,
each in its place, with a majesty parallel, but superior, to
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tliat of old aristocratic houses. Tlieir known antiquity, and the

their unknown origin, their long eventful history, their social

connection with Saints and Doctors when on earth, the P"*'"^"

legends which hang about them, their rival ancestral Benedic-

honoiu's, their extended sway, perhaps, over other reli- tiues.

gious houses, their hold upon the associations of the

neighboiu'hood, their traditional friendships and compacts
with other great landlords, the benefits they have con-

ferred, the sanctity which they breathe, these and the

like attributes make them objects, at once of awe and of

affection.

Such is the great Abbey of Bobio, in the Apennines, Exam-
where St. Columban came to die, having issued with his P'^s

in

twelve monks from his convent in Benchor, comity Down,
P°'° "

and having spent his life in preaching godliness and plant-

ing monasteries in hah-heathen France and Burgimdy.
Such St. GalFs, on the lake of Constance, so called from
another Irishman, one of St. Columban's companions, who
remained in Switzerland, when his master went on into

Italy. Such the Abbey of Fulda, where lies St. Boniface,

who, bm^ning with zeal for the conversion of the Germans,

attempted them a fii'st time and failed, and then a second
time and succeeded, and at length crowned the mis-

sionary labours of forty-five years with martyrdom. Such
Monte Cassino, the metropolis of the Benedictine name,
where the Saint broke the idol, and cut down the grove,
of Apollo. Ancient houses such as these subdue the

mind by the mingled grandeur and sweetness of their

presence. They stand in history with an accumulated
interest upon them, -which belongs to no other monuments
of the past. Whatever there is of venerable authority in

other foundations, in Bishops' sees, in Cathedrals, in Col-

leges, respectively, is found in combination in them.
Each gate and cloister has had its own story, and time
has engraven upon their walls the chronicle of its revo-

lutions. And, even when at length rudely destroyed, or

crumbled into dust, they live in history and antiquarian
works, in the pictures and relics which remain of them,
and in the traditions of t\\^\x place.

In the early part of last century the Maurist Fathers,
with a view of collecting materials for the celebrated works ticular

which they had then on hand, sent two of their number on example

a tour through France and the adjacent provinces. Among ?f
'^'"

,

other districts the travellers passed through the forest ofAr-
Abbey,

dennes, which has been made classical by the prose of Cse-

2b
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sar, and the poetry of Slaakespeare. There they found the

great Benedictuie Convent of St. Hubert ;" and, ifwe dwell

awhile upon the illustration which it affords of what we
have been saying, it is not as if twenty other religious
houses which they \'isited would not serve our purpose

quite as well, but because it has come first to our hand in

turninof over the pa<ifes of their vohinie. At that time the

venerable abbey in question had upon it the weight of a

thousand years, and was eminent above others in the

country in wealth, in privileges, in name, and, not the

least recommendation, in the sanctity of its members.
The lands, on which it was situated, were its freehold, and
their range included sixteen villages. The old chronicle

informs us, that, about the middle of the seventh century,
Ff.unded St. Sigibert, the Merovingian, pitched upon Ardennes and
in Ar- its neighbourhood for the estabhshment of as manv astwelve
^""^^

monasteries, with the hope of thereby obtaining from hea-

ven an heir to his crown. Dying prematurely, he but

partially fulfilled his pious intention, which was taken up
by Pepin, sixty years afterwards, at the instance of his

chaplain, St. Beregise ;
so far, at least, as to make a com-

in first mencement of the abbey of which we are speaking.- Bere-
yeais of

„-jjq \^,^^ been a monk of the Benedictine Abbey of St.

tury, Tron, and he chose for its site a spot in the midst of the

forest, nrarked by the niins of a temple dedicated to the

pagan Diana, the goddess of the chase. The holy man
exorcised the place with the sign of the Cross ; and, be-

coming abbot of the new house, filled it either w4th monks,
or as seems less Hkely, with secidar canons. From that

in*^i8tii
tii^"^© to the smnmer day, when the two Maurists visited

by aiau- it, the sacred foundation, with various fortunes, had been
rists, in possession of the land.

On entering its precincts, they found it at once full and

empty : empty of the monks, who were in the fields ga-
reformed thcring in the harvest

;
full of pilgrims, who Avere wont to

I7tir
t-oi^c day after day, in neverfailing succession, to visit the

tomb of St. Hubert. What a series of events has to be
recorded to make this simple accormt intelligible ! and how
poetical is the picture Avhich i^ sets before us, as well as

those events themselves, which it presupposes, when they
come to be detailed ! Were it not that Ave should be

"
Voyage Litteraire. Vid. also Calmet, Lorraine, t. i., p. 1043. IMoreri,

art. S. Hubert. Gallia Christ., t. iii., p. 9G6. Mabillon, Annal. Bened.,
t. ii., pp. 1(1, 441, GuG. Bucherii, Gest. Tungr. etc., t. i., p. 153. Helyot,
Urdres Mon., t vi., p. 290.
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swelling a passing illustration into a history, we miglit go
on to tell liow strict the observance of the monks had been

for the last Imndred years before the travellers arrived

there, since Abbot Nicholas de Fanson had effected a re-
\ („

form on the pattern of the French Congregation of St. the re-

Vanne. We might relate how, when a simple monk in
^""'

"^

the Abbey of St. Hubert, Nicholas had wished to change it
„g"

for a stricter community, and how he got leave to go off to

the Congregation just mentioned, and how then his old

Abbot died suddenly, and how he himself to his surprise
was elected in his place. And we might tell how, when
his mitre was on his head, he set about reforming the house

which he had been on the point of quitting, and how he

introduced for that purpose two monks of St. Vanne ;
and

how the Bishop of Liege, in whose diocese he was, set

himself against his holy design, and how some of the old

monks attempted to poison him
;
and hoAv, though he car-

ried it into effect, still he was not allowed to afrfrreofate his

Abbey to the Congregation whose reform he had adopted ;

and how his good example encoiu'aged the neighbouring

abbeys to commence a reform in themselves, which issued

in an ecclesiastical union of the Flemish Benedictines.

All tills, however, would not have been more than one reformed

passage, of course, in the adventures which had befallen the '" '^^

abbey and its abbots in the coiu'se of its history. It had '

had many seasons of decay before the time of Nicholas de

Fanson, and many restorations, and from different quarters.
None of them was so famous or important as the reform

effected in the year 817, about a century after its original

fovmdation, when the secular canons were put out, and the

monks put in, at the instance of the then Bishop of Liege,
who had a better spirit than his successor in the time of

Nicholas. The new mmates were joined by some persons
of noble birth from the Cathech'al, and by their suggestion
and influence the bold measiu-e was taken of attempting to

gain from Liege the body of the great St. Hubert, the ^"'^ f""®"

Apostle of Ardennes. Great, we may be sure, was the ^.jd, §,,_

resistance of the city where he lay ;
but Abbot Alreus, Hubert's

the friend and fellow-workman of St. Benedict of Anian, ^"^i'^

the first Reformer of the Order before the date of Cluni,
went to the Bishop, and he went to the Archl^ishop of

Cologne; and then both prelates went to the Emperor
Louis le Debonnaire, the son of Charlemagne, whose fa-

vourite hunting ground the forest was
;
and he referred the

matter ti3 the great Cotmcil of Aix-la-Chapelle, whence a
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decision came in favour of the monks of Ardennes. So
with great solemnity the sacred body was conveyed by
water to its new destination

;
and there in the Treasury,

in memorial of the happy event, the Maurist visitors saw
the very chalice of gold, and the beautiful copy of the

Gospels, ornamented with precious stones, given to the

Abbey by Louis at the time. Doubtless it was the handi-

and with work of the monks of some other Benedictine Hovise, as

illumi- must have been the famous Psalter, of which the visitors

MS^S speak also, written in letters of gold, the gift of Louis's

son, the Emperor Lothaire ;
and there he sits in the fii'st

page, with his crown on his head, his sceptre in one hand,
his sheathed sword in the other, and something very like a

fleur-de-lys buckhng on liis ermine robe at the shoulder :
—

which precious gift, that is, the Psalter with all its pictures,
two centiu'ics after came most unaccountably into the pos-
session of" the Lady Helvicha of Aspurg, who gave it to her

young son Bnmo, afterwards Pope Leo the Ninth, to learn

the Psalms by ; but, as the young Saint made no progress
in his task, she came to the conclusion that she had no

right to the book, and so she ended by making a pilgri-

mage to St. Hubert with Bruno, and, not only gave back
the Psalter, but made the oiFcring of a Sacramentary be-

sides.

But to return to the relics of the Saint
;
the sacred body

saint's
^^^ taken by water up the Maes. The coffin was of mar-

body ble, and perhaps could have been taken no other way ; but
*=""' another reason, besides its weight, lay in the indignation

' of the citizens of Liege, who made several attempts, in the

following years, to regain the body. In consequence, the

good monks of Ardennes hid it within the walls of their

monastery, confiding the secret of its whereabouts to only
two of their community at a time

;
and they showed in the

sacristy to the devout, instead, the Saint's ivory cross and
his stole, the sole of his shoe and his comb, and Diana,
Marchioness of Autrech, gave a golden box to hold the

stole. This, however, was in after times
;
for they were

very loth at first to let strangers within their cloisters at all
;

and in 838, when a long spell of rain was destroying the

crops, and the people of the neighbourhood came in pro-
cession to the shrine to ask the intercession of the Saint,

but visi- the cautious Abbot Sewold, availing himself of the Rule,
ted in would only admit priests, and them by threes and fours,

tion. "^^itl^ naked feet, and a few laymen with each of them.
The supplicants were good men, however, and had no
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notion of playing any trick: they came in piety and

devotion, and the rain ceased, and the country was the

gainer by St. Hubert of Ardennes. And thenceforth

others, besides the monks, became interested in his stay
in the forest.

And now we have said something in explanation, why
the courtyard was full of pilgrims, when the travellers came. f„r cures

St. Hubert had been an object of devotion for a particu- of bites.

lar benefit, perhaps ever since he came there, certainly
as early as the eleventh century, for we then have histo-

rical notice of it. His preference of the forest to the city,

which he had shown in life before his conversion, was
illustrated by the particular grace or miraculous service, for

which, more than for any other, he used liis glorious inter-

cession on high. He is famous for curing those who had
suffered from the bite of wild animals, especially dogs of

the chase, and a hospital was attached to the Abbey for

their reception. The sacristan of the Church officiated in

the cure
;
and with rites which never indeed failed, but

which to some cautious persons seemed to savour of super-
stition. Certainly they were starthng at first sight ;

accord-

ingly a formal charge on that score was at one time

brought against them before the Bishop of Liege, and a

process followed. The Bishop, the University of Lou-

vain, and its Faculty of Medicine, conducted the inquiry,
which was given in favour of the Abbey, on the ground
that what looked like a charm might be of the nature of

a medical regimen.
However, though the sacristan was the medium of the

cvire, the general care of the patients was left to extems.
(-0° Ui'e^

The hospital was served by secular priests, since the monks patients,

heard no confessions save those of their own people. This

rule they observed, in order to reserve themselves to the

proper dvities of a Benedictine,
—the choir, study, manvial

labour, and transcription of books; and, while the Mau-
rists were ocular witnesses of their agricultural toils, they
saw the diligence of their penmanship in its results, for

the MSS. of their Library were the choicest in the country. Library

Among them, they tell us, were copies of St. Jerome's of cimice

Bible, the Acts of the Councils, Bedc's History, Gregory
^^^^

and Isidore, Origen and Augustine.
The Maurists report as favourably of the monastic build-

ings themselves, as of the hospital and library. Those J^I""astic

buildings were a chronicle of past times, and of the changes j^^j.

which had taken place in them. First there were the poor
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huts of St. Beregise upon the half-cleared and still marshy

ground of the forest ;
then came the rebuilding, Avhen St.

Hubert was brought there
;
and centuries after that, St.

Thierry, the intimate friend of the great Pope Hildebrand,
had renewed it magnilicently, at the time that he was Ab-
bot. He was sadly treated in his lifetime by his monks,
as Nicholas after him

; but, after his death, they found

out that he was a Saint, which they might have discovered

before it
;
and they placed him in the crypt, and there he

and another holy Abbot after him lay in peace, till the

Calvinists broke into it in the sixteenth century, and

burned both of them to ashes. There were marks too of
Church, the same fanatics on the pillars of the nave of the Chm'ch ;

which had been built by Abbot John de Wahart in the

twelfth century, and then again from its foundations by
Abbots Nicholas de Malaise and Romaclus, the friend of

Blosius, four centuries later
;
and it was ornamented by

Abbot Cyprian, who was called the friend of the poor;
and doubtless the travellers admired the marble of the

choir and sanctuary, and the silver candelabra of the altar

given by the reigning LordAbbot ;
and perhaps they heard

„ . him sing solemn Mass on the Assinnption, as was usual on

ficence of that fcast, with liis four secular chaplains, one to carry his

the Cross, another his mitre, a third his gremial, and a foiutli
abbot,

j^-g candle, and accompanied by the pealing organ and
the many clattering bells, which had been the gift of

Abbot Balla about a hundi'ed years earlier. Can we

imagine a more graceful union of hiraian with divine, of

the sweet witli the austere, of business and of calm, of

splendom- and of simplicity, than is displayed in a great

rehgious house after this pattern, when unrelaxed in its

observance, and pursuing the ends for wliich it was en-

dowed ?

The Monks haS been accused of choosing beautiful

The spots for their dwellings ;
as if this were a luxury in asce-

monks
|;i(.g^ qa\(\. not rather the necessary alleviation of their pe-

of cboos- i^^iiCGs. Even when their critics are kindest, they consider

ing such sites as chosen by a sort of sentimental, ornamental
beautiful indolence. " Beaulieu river", says ]\Ir. Warner in his topo-

graphy of Hampshire, and, as he writes far less illnaturedly
than the run of authors, we will quote him,

" Beaulieu

river is stocked with plenty offish, and boasts in particidar
of good oysters and fine plaice, and is fringed quite to the

edge of the water with the most beautiful hanging woods.
In the area enclosed arc distinct traces of various fish-
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ponds, formed for the use of the convent. Some of them

conthiue perfect to the present day, and abound with fish.

A curiovis instance occurs also of monkish hixury, even in

the article of water
;
to secure a fine spring those monas-

tics have spared neither trouble nor expense. About
half a mile to the south-east of the Abbey is a deep wood ;

and at a spot almost inaccessible is a cave formed of

smooth stones. It has a very contracted entrance, but

spreads gradually into a httle apartment, of seven feet

wide, ten deep, and about five high. This covers a

copious and transparent spring of water, which, issuing

from the mouth of the cave, is lost in a deep dell, and is

there received, as I have been informed, by a chain of

small stone pipes, which formerly, when perfect, con-

veyed it quite to the Abbey. It must be confessed, the

monks in general displayed an elegant taste in the choice

of their situations. Beaulieu Abbey is a striking proof of

this. Perhaps few spots in the kingdom could have been

pitched upon, better calculated for monastic seclusion than

this. The deep woods, with which it is almost environed,

throw an air of gloom and solemnity over the scene, well

suited to excite religious emotions
;
while the stream that

glides by its side, afforded to the recluse a striking em-

blem of human life : and at the same tune that it soothed

his mind by a gentle murmuring, led it to serious thought

by its continual and irrevocable lesson".
'"*

The monks were not so soft as all this, after all; and if „
,

Mr. Warner had seen them, we feel sure he would have
them-*^^

been astonished at the stern, as well as sweet simplicity selves

which characterized them. They were not dreamy senti- ™ade

mentalists, to fall in love with melancholy winds and
^g^y^i.

purling rills, and waterfalls and nodding groves ;
but their fui.

poetry was the poetry of hard work and hard fare, unsel-

fish hearts and charitable hands. They could ploiigh and

reap, they could hedge and ditch, they coidd di'ain
; they

could lop, they could carpenter ; they could thatch, they
could make hurdles for their huts

; they could make a

road, they could divert or secure the streamlet's bed,

they could bridge a torrent. Mr. Warner mentions one of

their luxuries,
—

clear, wholesome water
;
it was an allow-

able one, especially as they obtained it by their own

patient labour. If then- grounds are picturesque, if their

views are rich, they made them so, and had, we presume,

12 Vol. i., p. 237, etc.
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a right to enjoy the work of their own hands. They
found a swamp, a moor, a thicket, a rock, and they made
an Eden in the wilderness. They destroyed snakes

; they

made a extirpated wild cats, wolves, boars, bears
; they pnt to

garden flight or they converted rovers, outlaws, robbers. The
in the

gloom of the forest departed, and the sun, for the first time

ness

^~
since the Deluge, shone upon the moist groimd. St,

Benedict is the true man of Ross.

Who hung with woods yon mountain's sultry brow ?

From the dry rock who made the waters flow ?

Whose causeway parts the vale with shady rows ?

Whose seats the weary traveller repose ?

He feeds yon almshouse, neat, but void of state,

When Age and Want sit smiling at the gate ;

Him portioned maids, apprenticed orphans blessed,

The young who labour, and the old who rest.

And candid writers, thoiigfh not Catholics, allow it. Even
did Pro- English, and much more foreign historians and antiqua-
testants rians, have arrived at a unanimous verdict here. " We

owe the agricultural restoration of great part of Europe to

the monks", says Mr. Hallam. " The monks were much
the best husbandmen, and the only gardeners", says For-

syth.
"
None", says Wharton,

" ever improved theii- lands

and possessions more than the monks, by building, culti-

vating, and other methods". The cultivation of Church

lands, as Sharon Turner infers from Doomsday Book,
was superior to that held by other proprietors, for there

was less wood upon them, less common pasture, and more
abundant meadow. " Wlierevcr they came", says Mr.
Soame on Mosheim,

"
they converted the wilderness into

a cultivated country ; they pursued the breeding of cattle

and agricultm-e, laboui-ed with their own hands, drained

morasses, and cleared away forests. By them Germany
was rendered a fruitful country". M. Guizot speaks as

strongly :

" The Benedictine monks were the agriculturists
of Europe ; they cleared it on a large scale, associating

agriculture with preaching".
'^

St. Benedict's direct object in setting his monks to

manual labour, was neither social uselulness nor poetry,
point but penance ;

still his work was both the one and the

'^
Hallam, Middle Ag., vol. iii., p. 436. Forsyth, Antiqu., vol. i., pp.

37, 44, 179. Turner, Anglo-Sax., vol. ii., p. 167. Murdoch's Mosheini,
vol. ii., p. 21, etc. Guizot, Hist. Civil., vol. ii., p. 75, Bohu.

Instan

ces in
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other. The above cited authors enlarge upon its use, and
\ve may be allowed to dwell upon its poetry ;

we may
contemplate both its utility to man and its service to God
in the aspect of its poetry. How romantic then, as well

as useful, how lively as well as serious, is their liistory,
with its episodes ol" personal adventure and prowess, its

pictui-es of squatter, hunter, farmer, civil engineer, and

evangelist united in the same individual, its supernatural

coloiu'ing of heroic virtue and miracle ! When St. Co-
Imnban first came into Burgundy with his twelve young France,

monks, he placed himself in a vast wilderness, and made
them set about cultivating the soil. At first they all suf-

fered from hunger, and were compelled to live on the

barks of trees and wild herbs. On one occasion they
were for five days in tliis condition. St. Gall, one of .

them, betook himself to a Swiss forest, fearful from the land

multitude of wild beasts
;
and then, choosing the neigh-

bourhood of a mountain stream, he made a cross of twigs,
and hung some reUcs on it, and laid the foimdation of his

celebrated abbey. St. Ronan came from Ireland to Corn- „

wall, and chose a wood, full of wild beasts, for his hermi-
gland,

tage, near the Lizard. The monks of St. Dubritius,
the founder of the Welsh Schools, also sought the woods,

* *^'

and there they worked hard at manufactvu-es, agriculture,
and road making. St. Sequanus placed himself where
" the trees ahnost touched the clouds". He and his

companions, when they first explored it, asked them-
selves how they could penetrate into it, when they saAv a

winding footpath, so narrow and full of briars, that it was
with difficulty that one foot followed another. With
much labour and with torn clothes they succeeded in

gaining its depths, and stooping their heads into the dark-

ness at their feet, they perceived a cavern, shrouded by
the thick interlacing branches of the trees, and blocked

up with stones and underwood. "
This", says the monastic

account,
" was the cavern of robbers, and the resort of

evil spirits". Sequanus fell on his knees, prayed, made
the sign of the Cross over the abyss, and built his cell

there. Such was the first foundation of the celebrated

abbey called after him in Burgundy.'^
Stiu-m, the Bavarian convert of St. Boniface, was Ger-

many.

'*
Neander, Memorials, pp. 436, 451, 473, Bohn. Rader, Bavaria Sacra.

Calles Ann. Germ., t. i. pp. 200, 276, 317,318. Guizot, Civil., vol. ii., p.
134. Whitaker's Cornwall, vol, ii., p. 196. Fosbroke, Antiq., p. 16.
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seized with a desire, as liis master had been in his En-

gHsh monastery, of founding a religious house in the Avilds

of pagan Germany; and setting out with two compa-
nions, he wandered for two days through the Bucho-
nian forest, and saw nothing but earth, sky, and large
trees. On the third day he stopped and chose a spot,
which on trial did not answer. Then, mounting an

ass, he set out by himself, cutting down branches of a

night to secure himself from the wild beasts, till at

length he came to the place (described by St. Boniface

as
" lociun silvaticum in eremo, vastissima; solitudinls"),

in which afterwards arose the abbey and schools of Fulda.

Wunibald was suspicious of the good wine of the Rhine
where he was, and, determining to leave it, he bought the

land where Heidensheim afterwards stood, then a wilder-

ness of trees and vmderwood, covering a deep valley and
the sides of lofty mountains. There he proceeded, axe
in hand, to clear the ground for his religious house, while

the savage natives looked on sullenly, jealous for their

hunting grounds and sacred trees. Wilhbald, his brother,
had pursued a similar work on system ;

he had penetrated
his forest in every direction and scattered monasteries over

it. The Irish Alto pitched himself in a wood, half way
between Munich and Vienna. Pirminius chose an island,

notorious for its snakes, and there he planted his her-

mitage and chapel, which at length became the rich and
noble abbey and school of Augia Major or Richenau.'*

The more celebrated School of Bee had a similar be-

of Bee, ginning at a later date, when Herluin, an old soldier,

devoted his house and farm to an ecclesiastical purpose,
and governed, as abbot, the monastery which he had
founded. " You might see him", says the writer of his

life,
" Avhen office was over in church, going out to his

fields, at the head of his monks, with his bag of seed

about his neck, and his rake or hoe in his hand. There
he remained with them hard at work till the day was

closing. Some were employed in clearing the land of

brambles and weeds
;
others spread manure

;
others were

weeding or sowing ;
no one ate his bread in idleness.

Then when the hour came for saying office in church, they
all assembled together pimctually. Their ordhiary food was

'••'

Mcyrick's WillibaM, p, 68. Bavaria Sacra, p. 119. Petri, Suevia
Eccles

, p. 96. Calles Ann. Germ. t. i., p. 191.

Instance
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bread of bran,'*' and vegetables with salt and water
;
and the

-water muddy, for the well was two miles oif".'" Lanfranc,
then a secular, was so overcome by the simple Abbot,
fresh from the field, setting about his baking with dirty

hands, that he forthwith became one of the party ;'* and,

being unfitted for labour, opened in the house a school of

logic, thereby to make money for the community. Such
was the cradle of the scholastic theology ;

the last years of

the patristic, which were nearly contemporaneous, exhibit

•a similar scene :
—St. Bernard founding his abbey of ,

pj
.

Clairvaux in a place called the Valley of Wormwood, in
yaux,

the heart of a savage forest, the haunt of robbers, and his

thirteen companions grubbing up a homestead, raising a

few huts, and living on barley or cockle bread with boiled

beech leaves for vegetables.'*
How beautiful is Simeon of Dm-ham's account of Eas- of Eas-

terwine, the first abbot after Bennet of St. Peter's at t^rwine

Wearmouth ! He was a man of noble birth, wdio gave mouth.

"

himself to rehgion, and died young.
"
Though he had

been in the service of King Egfrid", says Simeon,
" when

he had once left secular afi'airs, and laid aside his arms, and
taken on him the spiritual w^arfare instead, he was nothing
but the humble monk, just like any of his brethren, win-

nowing ^\4th them with great joy, milking the ewes and

cows, and in the bakehouse, the garden, the kitchen, and
all house duties, cheerful and obedient. And, when he
received the name of Abbot, still he was in spirit just
what he was before to every one, gentle, affable, and
kind

; or, if any fault had been committed, correcting it

indeed by the Rule, but still so winning the offender by
his unaftected earnest manner, that he had no wish ever
to repeat the offence, or to dim the brightness of that

most clear countenance with the cloud of his transgres-
sion. And often going here and there on business of the

monastery, when he foimd his brothers at work, he would
at once take part in it, guiding the plough, or shaping
the iron, or taking the winnowing fan, or the like. Ho
was young and strong, with a sweet voice, a cheerful

temper, a hberal heart, and a handsome countenance.
He partook of the same food as his brethren, and under

'®
Siligineus, i. e. wheaten; but can it be quasi ex siliqufi, not, ex

siligineV vid. Hor. Ep. lib. 2, 123.
'^ Butler's Lives, Aug. 20. '«

Apud. Mabillon Act. Benecl.
'" Tlioniass. Disc. Eccl. t. iii. p. 513.
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the same roof. He slept in the common dormitory, as

before he was abbot, and he continued to do so for the

first two davs of his iUness, when death had now seized

him, as he knew full well. But for the last five days he
betook himself to a more retired dwelling; and then,

coming out into the open au* and sitting down, and calling
for all his brethren, after the manner of liis tender nature,
he gave his weeping monks the kiss of peace, and died at

night while they were singing lauds".*"

. . This gentleness and tenderness of heart seems to'have

ableness been as characteristic of the monks as their simplicity;
of tiie and if there are some Saints among them, who on the
nionastic

p^bUc staffc of historv do not show it, it was because they

ter. were called out of their convents for some special purpose.
Bede goes out of his Avay to observe of Ethelbert, on St.

Austin's converting him, that " he had learned from the

teachers and authors of his salvation, that men were to be
drawn heavenwards, and not forced". Aldhehn, when a
council had been held about the perverse opinions of the

British Christians, seconding the principle which the

Fathers of it laid down, that " schismatics were to be con-

vinced, not compelled", wrote a book upon their error and
converted many of them. Wolstan, when the civil power
failed in its attempts to stop the slave trade of the Bristol

people, succeeded by his persevering preaching. In the

confessional he was so gentle, that penitents came to him
from all paits of England.*' This has been the spirit of

the monks from the first
;
the student of ecclesiastical his-

tory may recollect a certain passage in St. Martin's his-

tory, when his desire to shield the Spanish heretics from
death brought him into difficulties, from which he hardly

escaped, in his mode of dealing Avith the usurper Maximus.
Penance rtideed and mercy have gone hand in hand in

subser-^
the history of the monks

;
from the Sohtaries in Egypt

vient to do^vn to the Trappists of this day, it is one of the points
alms- in which the unity of the monastic idea shows itself,

giving. Xhey have ever toiled for others, while they toiled for

themselves; nor for posterity only, but for their poor
neighbours, and for travellers who came to them. St.

Augustine tells us, that the monks of Egypt and of the

East made so much by manual labour as to be able to

freight vessels with provisions for unpoverished districts.

-" F. 93. The passage seems taken from Bede.
*'

Bede, Hist. Eccles., i. 20. AVilliam of ]Malmesb. Ponfic. Angl.
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Theodoret speaks of a certain five tlioiisand of them, who

by their labour supported, besides themselves, innumera-

ble poor and strangers. Sozomen speaks of the monk
Zeno, who, though a hundred years old, and the bishop of ^gg jj^

'

a rich Church, worked for the poor as well as for himself, point.

Corbinian in a subsequent century surrounded his Ger-

man Church with fruit trees and vines, and sustained the

poor with the produce. The monks of St. Gall, already
mentioned, gardened, planted, fished, and thus secured

the means of relieving the poor and entertaining strangers.
"
Monasteries", says Neander,

" were seats for the promo-
tion of various trades, arts, and sciences. The gains

accruing from their combined labour were employed for

the relief of the distressed. In great fammes, thousands

were rescued from starvation".^'^ In a scarcity at the be-

ginning of the twelfth century, a monastery in the neigh-
bourhood of Cologne distributed in one day fifteen hiin-

dred alms, consisting of bread, meat, and vegetables.
About the same time, St. Bernard founded his monastery
of Citeaux, which, though situated in the waste district

described above, was able at length to sustain two thou-

sand poor for months, besides extraordinary ahns bestowed
on others. The monks offered their simple hospitality,

uninviting as it might be, to high as well as low
;
and to

those who scorned their fare, they at least could offer a

refuge in misfortune or danger, or after casualties.

Duke William, ancestor of the Conqueror, was hunting Abbeyof
in the woods about Jumieges, when he fell in with a rude Jumi-

hermitage.^* Two monks had made their way through the ^^^^'

forest, and with immense labour had rooted up some trees,

levelled the gi'ound, raised some crops, and put together
their hut. William heard their story, not perhaps in the

best humoiu', and flung aside in contempt the barley bread
and water which they offered him. Presently he was

brought back wounded and insensible : he had got the

Avorst in an encounter with a boar. On coming to him-

self, he accepted the hospitality which he had refused at

first, and built for them a monastery. Doubtless he
had looked on them as trespassers or squatters on his do-

main, though with a reHgious character and object. The
Norman princes were as good friends to the wild beasts as

the monks were enemies : a charter still exists of the Con-

" Eccl. Hist., vol. vii., p. 331, Bohn.
-*

Duchesne, Script. North., p. 23G.
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queror granted to tlie abbey of Caen/* in wliich he stipu-
lates that its inmates should not turn the woods into til-

lagfe, and reserves the fjame for himself.

Contrast with this savage retreat and its rude hospita-
]\ionas-

\yiy^
the different, though equally Benedictine picture of

Subiaco. the sacred grove of Subiaco, and the spiritual entertain-

ment which it ministers to all comers, as given in the late

pilgrimage of Bishop Ullathorne :

" The trees", he

says,
" which form the venerable grove, are veiy old, but

their old age is vigorous and healtliy. Their great gray
roots expose themselves to view with all manner of cui'l-

ing lines and wrinkles on them, and the rough stems bend
and twine about with the vigour and ease of gigantic

pythons. . . . Of how many holy solitaries have these trees

witnessed the meditations ! And then they have seen

beneath their quiet boughs the irruption of mailed men,
tormented by the thirst of plunder and the passion of

blood, which even a sanctuary held so sacred could not

stay. And then they have witnessed, for twelve centu-

ries and more, the greatest of the Popes, the Gregories,
the Leos, the Innocents, and the Piuses, coming one after

another to refresh themselves from their labours in a soli-

tude which is steeped with the inspirations and redolent

with the lioliness of St. Benedict.^''

Wliat congenial subjects for his verse woidd the sweetest

Benedic- of all poets have found in scenes and histories such as the
tinehtea

foresfoinfr, he who in his Geormcs has shown such love of
fit sub- o o"

,
o

^

ject for ^ country Hfe and country occupations, and of the themes

Virgil, and trains of thought which rise out of the country !

Would that Christianity had a Virgil to describe the old

monks at their rural labours, as it has had a Sacchi or a

Domenichino to paint them ! How would he have

been able to set forth the adventures and the hardships
of the missionary husbandmen, who sang of the Scythian
winter, and the murrain of the cattle, the stag of Sylvia,
and the forest home of Evander ! How could he have

pourtrayed St. Paulinus or St. Serenus in his garden, who
could dj-'aw so beautiful a picture of the old Corycian,

raising amid the thicket his scanty potherbs upon the

nook of land, which was " not good for tillage, nor for pas-

ture, nor for vines" ! How covdd he have brought out the

poetry of those simple labourers, who has told us of that

old man's flowers and fruits, and of the satisfaction, as a

-'
Turner, Middle Ag., vol. v., p. 89.

^^ P. 37.
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king's, which he felt in those innocent riches! He who from his

had so huge a disHke of cities, and great houses, and high love of

society, and sumptuous banquets, and the canvass for office, f'V"*

and the hard law, and the noisy lawyer, and the statesman's

harangue,
—he who thought the country proprietor as

even too blessed, did he but know his blessedness, and who
loved the valley, winding stream, and wood, and the

hidden life which they offer, and the deep lessons which

they whisper,
—how could he have illustrated thatwonder- wia"

ful union of prayer, penance, toil, and literary work, the nature,

true "otium cum dignitate", a fruitful leisure and a meek-
hearted dignity, which is exempHlied in the Benedictine !

That ethereal fire which enabled the prince of Latin poets
to take up the Sibyl's strain, and to adumbrate the glories of philo-

of a supernatural future, that serene philosophy, which sophic

has strewn his poems with sentiments Avhich come home "?®'^'''*"

to the heart, that intimate sympathy with the sorrows of

human kind and with the action and passion of human
nature, how well would they have served to illustrate the

patriarchal liistory and office of the monks in the broad

German countries, or the deeds, the words, and the visions

of a St. Odilo or a St. Aelred !

Wliat a poet deHberately chooses for the subject of his and

poems, must be in its own nature poetical. A poet in-
^'^^^f''"!^

deed is but a man after all, and in his proper person may
prefer solid beef and pudding to all the creations of his

own "
ffiie frenzy", which, in his character of poet, are

his meat and diink. But no poet will ever commit his

poetical reputation to the treatment of subjects which do
not admit of poetry. When, then, Virgil chooses the

country and rejects the town, he shows us that a cer-

tain aspect of the to'wn is imcongenial with poetry,
and that a certain aspect of the country is congenial.

Repose, intellectual and moral, is that quality of country
life which he selects for his praises ;

and effort, and bustle,

and excitement is that quality of a town life which he
abhors. Herein then, according to Virgil, lies the poetry
of St. Benedict, in the " secura quies et nescia fallere vita",

in the absence of anxiety and fretfulness, of schemes and

scheming, of hopes and fears, of doubts and disappoint-
ments. Such a life,

—
living for the day without solicitude

for the morrow, without plans or objects, even holy ones,
here below; working, not (so to say) by the piece,
but as hired by the hour

; sowing the ground with the

certainty, according to the promise, of reaping; reading
I. 3

^
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or writing this present week without the consequent ne-

cessity of reading or writing during the next
; dwelhng

among one's own people without distant ties
; taking each

new day as a whole in itseH", an addition, not a complement,
to the past ;

and doing works wliich cannot be cut short, for

they are complete in every portion of them,—such a life

may be called emphatically VirgiHan. They, on the con-

trary, whose duty Ues in what may be called undertakings,
in science and system, in sustained efforts of the intellect

or elaborate processes of action,
—

apologists, controversial-

ists, disputants in the schools, professors in the chair,

teachers in the pulpit, rulers in the Chiu'ch,
—have a noble

resultsof and meritorious mission, but not so poetical a one. When
Benedic-

^|^g bodily frame receives an injury, or is seized with some
sudden malady, nature may be expected to set right the

evil, if left to itself, but she rcquii'cs time
;
science comes

in to shorten the process, and is violent that it may be

certain. Tliis may be taken to illustrate St. Benedict's

mode of counteracting the miseries of life. He found

the world, physical and social, in inins, and his mission

resemble was to restore it in the way, not of science, but of nature,
nature, ^^^ ^g ^ setting about to do it, not professing to do it by

'

any set time or by any rare specific or by any series of

strokes, but so quietly, patiently, gradually, that often, till

the work was done, it was not known to be doing. It

was a restoration, rather than a "visitation, correction, or

conversion. The new world wliich he helped to create

, was a growth rather than a structure. Silent men were

not a obser^'cd about the country, or discovered in the forest,

work,
digging, clearing, and building ;

and other silent men, not

seen, were sitting in the cold cloister, tiring their eyes,
and keeping their attention on the stretch, wloile they

painfrilly deciphered and copied and re-copied the manu-

scripts wliich they had saved. There was no one that
"
contended, or cried out", or drew attention to what

was going on
;
but by degrees the woody swamp became a

hermitage, a reHgious house, a farm, an abbey, a ^^llage,
a seminary, a school of learning, and a city. Roads and

bridges connected it with other abbeys and cities, wliich

had similarly grown up ;
and what the haughty Alaric

or fierce Attila had broken to pieces, these patient me-
ditative men had brought together and made to live

again.
And then, when they had in the course of many years

gained their peaceful victories, perhaps some new invader
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came, and with fire and sword undid their slow and per- Their

severing toil in an hour. The Hun succeeded to the Goth, patience

the Lombard to the Hun, the Tartar to the Lombard
;
the ^?

'^*^''-

Saxon was reclaimed only that the Dane might take his JJJft

place. Down in the dust lay the labour and civilization of was de-

centuries,
—

Chm-ches, Colleges, Cloisters, Libraries,
—and stroyed,

nothing was left to them but to begin all over again ;
but

this they did without grudging, so promptly, cheerfully,
and tranquilly, as if it were by some law of nature that
the restoration came, and they were like the flowers and
shrubs and fruit trees which they reared, and which,
when ill-treated, do not take vengeance, or remember evil, jjj^g ^^^^
but give forth fresh branches, leaves, or blossoms, perhaps of na-

in greater profusion, or with richer quality, for the very
^"^®-

reason that the old were rudely broken off. If one holy
place was desecrated, the monks pitched upon another, and

by this time there were rich or powerful men who re-

membered and loved the past enough, to wish to have it

restored in the future. Thus was it in the case of the

monastery of Ramsey after the ravages of the Danes. A instance

wealthy Earl, whose heart was touched, consulted his "f jjam-

Bishop how he could best promote the divine glory : the sey.

Bishop answered that they only were free, serene, and

unsolicitous, who renoimced the world, and that their re-

nunciation brought a blessing on their country.
"
By

their merit", he said,
" the anger of the Supreme Judge

IS abated
;
a healthier atmosphere is granted ;

corn springs
up more abundantly ;

famine and pestilence withdi'aw
;

the state is better governed ; prisons are opened ;
the

fetters unbound; the shipwi'ecked relieved". He pro-
ceeded to advise liim, as the best of courses, to give
gromid for a monastery, and to build and endow it. Earl
Alwin observed in reply, that he had inherited some
waste land in the midst of marshes, with a forest in the

neighbourhood, some open spots of good turf, and others

of meadow
;
and he took the Bishop to see it. It was in

fact an island in the fens, and as lonely as religious men
could desire. The gift was accepted, workmen were col-

lected, the pious peasants round about gave theii* labom-.

Twelve monks were found from another cloister
;
cells and

a chapel were soon raised. Materials were collected for a

handsome church
;
stones and cement were given ;

a firm

foimdation was secured
; scaffolding and machinery were

lent
; and in course of time a sacred edifice and two towers

rose over the desolate waste, and renewed the past ;

—a

3b
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learned divine from France was invited to preside over

the monastic scliools.'^**

Here then we are led lastly to speak of the literary

literary
laboui's of the Bcnedictincs, but we have not room to do

labours more than direct attention to the peculiar character of their

work, and must pass over their schools altogether. Here, as

in other respects above noticed, the unity of monachism
shows itself Wliat the Benedictines have been, even in

their latest literary developments, in St. Maur in the seven-

teenth century, and at Solesme now, such were the monks
in their first years. One of the chief occupations of the dis-

ciples of St. Pachomius in Egypt, was the transcription of

books. It was the sole labour of the monks of St. Martin
com- in Gaul. The Syrian soHtaries, according to St. Chry-

wTth sostom, employed themselves in making copies of the

alms- Holy Scriptures. It was the occupation of the monks of

giving. St. Equitius and of Cassiodorus, and of the nunnery of

St. Csesarius. We read of one holy man preparing the

skins for writing, of another selling his manuscripts in or-

der to gain alms for the poor, and of an abbess writing
St. Peter's Epistles in letters of gold. St. David had
shown the same reverence to St. John's Gospel. Abbot
Plato filled his own and other monasteries with his beau-

tifully written volmnes.^^ During the short rule of Abbot
Desiderius at Monte Cassino, his monks wrote out St.

Trans-
Austin's fifty Homilies, his Letters, his Comment upon the

cnption j~, inr oT^ii r^ •

of MSS. oermon on the Mount, upon St. Paul and upon Genesis ;

in point, parts of St. Jerome and St. Ambrose, part of St. Bede,
St. Leo's Sermons, the Orations of St. Gregory Nazianzen ;

the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles and the Apocalypse ;

various histories, including that of St. Gregory of Tours,

Josephus on the Jewish War, Justinian's Institutes, and

many ascetic and other works
;
of the Classics, Cicero de

NaturaDeorum, Terence, Ovid's Fasti, Horace, and Virgil.
Maurus Lapi, a Camaldolese, in the fifteenth century,

copied a thousand volumes in less than fifty years. Je-

rome, a monk in an Austrian monastery, wrote so great
a nmnber of books, that, it is said, a wagon with six

horses would scarcely suffice to draw them. Othlon, in

the eleventh century, when a boy, wrote so diligently,

^^ Vide Turner, Anglo-Saxons, vol. iii., p. 468."
Pallatl, c. 39. Cassian, Inst.,iv., 12. Calmet, Reg., t. ii., p. 150.

Thomassin, Disc. Eccl., t. iii., p. 505. Ziegelbaum, Hist. Litt. Bened., t.

ii., p. 510.
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tliat he nearly lost liis sight. That was in France
;
he

then went to Ratisbon, where he wrote nineteen mis-

sals, three books of the Gospel, two books of Epistle and

Gospel, and many others. Many he gave to his friends,

but the list is too long to finish. The Abbot Odo of

Tournay
" used to exult", according to his successor,

" in

the number of writers which the Lord had given him.

Had you gone into his cloister, you might have seen a

dozen young men sitting in perfect silence, writing at

tables, constructed for the purpose. All Jerome's Com-
mentaries on the Prophets, all the works of St. Gregory,
all that he could find of Austin, Ambrose, Isidore, Bede,
and the Lord Anselm, Abbot of Bee, and afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury, he caused to be diligently
transcribed".^*

These tranquil labourers foimd a fm-ther field in the il- calH-

IvmiinatioR and binding of the transcribed volmnes, as they grapby,

had previously been occupied in the practice necessary jUumi-

for the then important art of calligraphy. It was not nation,

running hand that the monks had to learn
;
for it was no

^^ _

ephemeral expression of their own thoughts, which their tion.

writing was to convey, but the formal transcript, for the

benefit of posterity, of the words of inspired teachers and

Doctors of the Church. They were performing what has

been since the printer's work
;
and it is said that from

the Enghsh monks is derived the small letter of the

modern Roman type. In France the abbeys of Fon-

tenelle, Rheims, and Corbie were especially famed for

beaixty of pemnanship in the age of Charlemagne,^^ when
literature was in its most depressed state. Books in- Instan-

tended for presents, such as that which the mother of Leo *^®^"

the Ninth presented to St. Hubert, and, much more, if

intended for sacred uses, were enriched with gold and
silver plates and precious stones. Here was a commence-
ment of the cultivation of the fine arts in those turbu-

lent times,
—a quiet, unexciting occupation, which went

^^^g^

on inside the monasteries, whatever rivalries or heresies

agitated Christendom outside of them, and which, though

involving, of course, an improvement in the workmanship
as time went on, yet in the case of every successive spe-

^* Annal. Camald., t. vii., p. 300: vid. other instances in Maitland's

Dark Ages, and Buckingham's Bible in the Middle Ages, whu is defi-

cient in references.
*'' Guizot's Hist. Civil, vol. ii., p. 236, Bolin.
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cimen, whatever exact degree of skill or taste each exhi-

bited, had its end in itself, as though there had been no

other specimen before or after.

Brower, in his work on the Antiquities of Fulda, gives

^f pTi*'*
us a Hvely picture of the various tranquil occupations,

'

which were going on at one time within the monastic

walls.
" As industrious bees", he says,

" their work never

flacroina' did these monks follow out their calhnff. Some
of them were engaged m descnbmg, here and there upon
the parchment, the special letters and characters which

were to be filled in; others were ^Tapping or binding
the manuscripts in handsome covers

;
others were marking

out in red the remarkable sentences or the heads of the

chapters. Some were writing fairly what had been thrown

together at random, or had been left out in the dictation.

Gold- and were putting every pail in fair order. And not a
smiUis' fg^ ^f t]-^gj^ excelled in painting in all manner of colours,

and in drawng figures".™ He goes on to refer to an old

manuscript there which speaks of the monks as decorating
their chui'ch, and of their carpenters' work, sculpture, en-

graving, and brass work.

St Dun- ^^ have mentioned St. Dimstan in an earlier page, as

Stan. called to pohtical duties, which were out of keeping
with the traditionary spirit of his Order; here, howcA^er,
he shows himself in the simple character of a Benedictine.

He had a taste for the arts generally, especially music.

He painted and embroidered
;
his skill in smith's work

is recorded in the well-known legend of his combat with

the evil one. And, as the monks of Hilarion joined gar-

dening with psahnody, and Bernard and his Cistercians

joined field work with meditation, so did St. Dunstan use

music and painting as directly expressive or suggestive of

devotion. " He excelled in writing, painting, moulding
in wax, caxA-ing in wood and bone, and in work in gold,

silver, iron, and brass", says the writer of his life in

Surius. " And he used his skill in musical instruments,
Music, to charm away himself and others from secular annoyances,

and to rouse them to the thought of heavenly hai'mony,
both by the sweet words with wliich he accompanied his

airs, and by the concord of those airs themselves".^' And
then he goes on to mention, how on one occasion, when

30
J3 ^5

'' Vid. also Wliitaker's Cornwall, vol. i.. p. 1G7, and the whole

chapter.
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he had hung his harp against the wall, and the wind

brought out from its strings a wild melody, he recognized
in it one of the antiphons in the Commune Martyrum,
" Gaudete in CoeHs", etc., and used it for liis own hu-

miliation.

As might be expected, the monasteries of the South of .

Europe would not be behind the North in accompHsh- i„iay-

'

ments of this kind. Those of St. Gall, Monte Cassino, ing, etc.

and SoHgnac, are especially spoken of as skilled in the

fine arts. Monte Cassino excelled in miniatura and

mosaic, the Camaldolese in painting, and the Ohvetans

in wood-inlaying.^^
Wliile manual labour, apphed to these artistic pur- r^^^^^.

poses, ministered to devotion, on the other hand, when study of

apphed to the transcription and multiphcation of books. Scrip-

it was a method of instruction, and that pecuharly Benedic-
jj^g^p^"

tine, as being of a Hterary, not a scientific nature. Systema- thers.

tic theology had but a hmited place in ecclesiastical study

prior to the eleventh and tweltth centuries
; Scripture and

the Fathers were the received means of education, and

these constituted the very text on which the pens of the

monks were employed. And thus they would be be-

coming famihar with that kind of knowledge which was

proper to their vocation, at the same time that they were

engaged in what was unequivocally a manual labour;

and, in providing for the rehgious necessities of posterity,

they were directly serving their own edification. And
tliis again had been the practice of the monks from the

first, and is included in the unity of their profession. St.

Clirysostom teUs us that their ordinary occupation in his

time was " to sing and pray, to read Scripture, and to

transcribe the sacred text".^^ As the writings of the

Fathers gradually became the hterary property of the

Church, these, too, became the subject matter of the read-

ing and the writing of the monks. " For him who is

going on to perfection", says St. Benedict in his Rule,
" there are the lessons of the Holy Fathers, wlfich lead

to its very smnmit. For what page, what passage of the

Old or New Testament, coming as it does with divine

authority, is not the very exactest rule of hfe ? What
book of the Holy Catholic Fathers does not resovmd with

this one theme, how we may take the shortest course to

^^ Sleehan's Marchese, p. xxiv.
•'^ Hist. Liter, de St. Maur, 1770, p. 21.
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our Creator?" But we need not here insist on this cha-

racteristic of monastic study, which, especially as regards
the study of Scripture, has been treated so fully and so

well by Mr. Maitland in liis
"
Essays on the Dark Ages".

The sacred literature of the monks went a step further.

Their
They would be natm-ally led by their continual perusal

aiui^"*
of the Scriptvires and the Fathers, to attempt to compare

SumniiE. and adjust these two chiefsources oftheological truth with

each other. Hence resulted the peculiai* character of the

rehgious works of what may be especially called the Bene-

dictine period, the five centuries between St. Gregory and
St. Anselm. The age of the fathers was well nigh over

;
the

age of the schoolmen was yet to come
;
the ecclesiastical

writers of the intervening period employed themselves for

the most part in arranging and digesting the patristical
literature which had come down to them

; they either

strung together choice passages of the Fathers in catence,

as a running illustration of the inspired text, or they
fonned them into a comment upon it. The Sumrnce

Sententiarum of the same period were works of a sunilar

character, while they also opened the way to the intellec-

tual exercises of the scholastic period ;
for they were lessons

or instiiictions arranged according to a scheme or system of

doctrine, though they were still extracted from the works of

the Fatliers, and though the matter of those works sug-

gested the divisions or details of the system. Moreover,
such labours, as much as transcription itself, were Benedic-

tine in their spirit, as well as in their subject matter; for

where there was notliinor of original research, nothing of

brilliant or imposing result, there would be nothing to dis-

sipate, elate, or absorb the mind, or to \dolate the sunph-
city and tranquillity proper to the monastic state.

The same remark apphes to a further Hterary employ-

annals
^^^^ ^^ which the Benedictines allowed themselves, and

and which is the last we shall here mention, and that is the
chroni-

compilation of chronicles and annals, whether ecclesias-
^^^'

tical, secular, or monastic. So prominent a place does

tliis take in their Hterature, that the author of the Asceti-

con^i in the fourth volmue ofDom Francois's Bibliotheque
des Ecrivains Benedictins, does not hesitate to point to the

historical writings of his Order as constituting one of its

chief claims, after its Bibhcal works, on the gratitude of

posterity.
"
This", he says,

"
is the praise especially due

to the monks, that they have illustrated Holy Scripture,
rescued history, sacred and profane, from the barbaiism
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of the times, and have handed down to posterity so many-
lives both of Saints and of Bishops".''^ Here again' is a

fresh ilhistration of the Benedictine character; for first,

those histories are of the most simple structure and most

artless composition, and next, from the circumstance of

their being commonly narratives of contemporary events,

or compilations from a few definite sources of information

which were at hand, they involved nothing ofthat laborious

research and excitement of mind which is demanded of

the writer who has to record a complex course of his-

tory, extending over many centuries and coimtries, and

who aims at the discovery oftruth, in the midst of deficient,

redundant, or conflicting testimony.
" The men who not phi-

wrote history", says Mr. Dowling, speaking of the times losophic

in question,
" did not write by rule

; they only put down ^^^
what they had seen, what they had heard, what they
knew. Very many of them did what they did as a mat-

ter of moral duty. The result was something sui generis ;

it was not even what we call history at all. It was, if I

may so speak, something more, an actual admeasiu'ement

rather than a picture ; or, if a picture, it was painted in a

style, which had all the minute accm'acy and homely
reahty of the most domestic of the Flemish masters, not

the lofty hyperbole ofthe Roman school, nor the obtrusive

splendour, not less unnatural, of the Venetian. In a word,

history, as a subject of criticism, is an art, a noble and
beautiful art; the historical writings of the middle ages is

nature'?^

Allusion is made in this passage to the peculiarity in ^^^^
monastic historiography, that it proceeded from the mo- insisted

tive of religious obedience. This must always have been '^^•

the case from the monastic profession ; however, we have

here, in addition to the presumption, actual evidence, and
not on one occasion only, of the importance wliich the

Benedictine Order attached to these notices and memorials

of past times. In the year 1082, for instance, the Abbot

Marqviand of New Corbie in Saxony seems to have sent

an order to all churches and monasteries subject to liis

rule, to send to him severally the chronicles of theii" own

places. Abbot Wichbold repeated the order sixty years
later, and Abbot Thierry in 1337 addressed to the pro-
vosts and rectors subject to him, a like injunction.^*^ Again,

^* P. 379. Printing, another tranquil work, was introduced into

Italy by the Benedictines of Subiaco. Vid. Dr. UUathorne's Pilgrimage.
^^Introd. Eccles. Hist., p. 56. ^^

Ziegelbaur, t. ii., p. 401.
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in 1481 the Abbot of Erfurdt addressed a letter to the

Fathers of the Reform of Bursfeld, with the view of per-

suading them to enter into a similar undertaking.
" If you

were to agree among yourselves", he says,
" and make a

statute to the effect that every Prelate is under an obli-

gation to compose annals and histories of his monastery,
what could be better, what more useful, what more inte-

resting, whether for knowing or for reading?"^'

yifYiA^
It is easier to conjecture what those Hterary works

place would be, in which a Benedictine would find liimself at
htera-

liberty to engage, than to pretend to point out those from

in their
whicli his vocation would debar liim

; yet Mabilion,

employ- equally with de Ranee, implied that all subjects do not
ments. come alike to him. Here we are recalled to the well

known controversy between these two celebrated men.
The Abbot ofLa Trappe, the Cistercian de Ranee, writing
to his own people, put forth some statements on the subject
of the studies proper to a monk, which seemed to reflect

upon the learned Mam-ists. Mabilion, one ofthem, replied,
in a learned vindication of himself and his brethren. The
Abbot had maintained that study of whatever kind should

be kept in strict subordination to manual labour, and shovdd

the sub- not extend to any books except the Scriptures and the
ject be-

ascetic treatises of the P'athers. Mabilion, on the other

Kance hand, without denying the necessity of manual labour, to

and which the Maurists themselves devoted an hour a day,
Mabil- segi^ed to allow to the Benedictine the free cultivation of

the intellect, and an milimited range of studies. Wlien

they explained themselves, each combatant would appear
to have asserted more than he could successfully maintain

;

yet after all there was a considerable difference of view
between them, which could not be removed. The critical

question was, whether certain historical instances, which
Mabilion urged in his favour, were to be considered ex-

ceptions or not to the rule of St. Benedict. For our-

selves, we have certainly maintained in an earlier page of

this article, that such instances as Alciun, Paschasius, or

Lanfranc are no fair specimens of the Benedictine profes-

sion, and must not be taken to represent the monks gene-

rally. Lest, hoAvever, in saying this, we may be thought
to be evading the testimony of history, as adduced by a

writer, authoritative at once by his learning and as spokes-

^^
Ibid., t. i., p. 424. For lists of monastic histories, vide Mr. Dowling,

as above, p. 2G0; the Asceticon as above, § 26. Ziegelbaur, t. ii., p. 398.

Balmez., Frot. and Cath., p. 195.

Contro-

versy on

Ion,
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inan of the great Congregation of St. Maur, we think it

well to extract in our behalf some of liis own admissions,

which seem to us fully to bear out what we were laying

down above about the spirit and mission of his Order.

For instance, he frankly concedes, or rather mamtams,
^j^^^^ ^^

that the scholastic method of teaching theology and Mabii-

philosophy is foreign to the profession of a Benedictine, ion.

as such. "Why", he asks, "need we cultivate these

sciences in the way of disputation? Wliy not as positive

sciences, explaining questions and resolving doubts, as He gives

they occur? Wliy is it not more than enough for rehgious
^P^^|^^-

pupils to be instructed in the more necessary principles of
tion,

the science, and thereby to make progress in the study of

the Scriptures and the Fathers? Wliat need of this

perpetual syllogizing in form, and sharp answers to innu-

merable objections, as is the cvistom in the schools ?
"

Elsewhere, he contrasts the mode of teaching a subject, as

adopted by the early Fathers, with that which the school-

men introduced. " The reasonings of the Fathers ", he

says,
" are so full, so elegantly set forth, as to be every-

where redolent of the sweetness and vigour of Christian

eloquence, whereas scholastic theology is absolutely dry
and sterile ". Elsewhere he says, that " in the study of

Holy Scripture consists the entire science of monks".

Again, he says of Moral Theology,
" As monks are rarely JJ"^^.

destined to the cure of souls, it does not seem necessary logy,

that they should give much time to the science of Morals".

And, though of course he does not forbid them the study
of history, which we have seen to be so congenial to their

hL"tory.

calling, yet he observes of this study when pursued to its

full extent,
" It seems to cause much dissipation of mind,

which is prejudicial to that inward compunction of heart,

which is so especially fitting to the holy Hfe of a monk". ... , r ^•^ -I
• • D •

J. T\TOO Insists

Agam, observing that the examination oi ancient iVibb. oninves-

was the special occupation of the Maurists in Ms time, he tigation

says, "They who give themselves to this study have the of^^^SS.,

more merit with God, in that they have so httle praise

with men. Moreover, it obhges them to devote the more

time to soUtude, wliich ought to be their chief dehght.
I confess it is a most irksome and unpleasant labour;

however, it gives much less trouble than transcription,

wliich was the most useful work of our early monks ". and

Elsewhere, speaking of the celebrated Maurist editions editions

of the Fathers, he observes,
"
Labour, such as this, which

"
„ ,,

IS undergone m silence and m quietness, is especially thers.
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compatible with true tranquillity of mind, and tlie mastery
of the passions, provided we labour as a duty, and not for

glory ".^«

We trust the reader will be so good as to keep in mind
whoie"^ that we are all along speaking of the Benedictine Hfe
what

historically, and as we might speak of any other historical
"®''*"

fact; not venturing at all on what would be the extreme

Bene- presumption of any quasi-doctrinal or magisterial exposi-
djctine, tion of it, which belongs to those only who have actually

imbibed its tradition. This being clearly understood, we
think we may interpretMabillon to mean that (be the range
of studies la\vful to a monk what it may) still, whatever

literary work requires such continvious portions of time as

not to admit of being suspended at a moment's notice,
whatever is so interesting that other duties seem dull and

heavy after it, whatever so exhausts the power of attention

as to incapacitate for attention for other subjects, whatever
makes the mind gravitate towards the creature, is incon-

sistent with monastic simplicity. Accordingly, we should

expect to hnd that controversy was uncongenial to the

Benedictine, because it excited the mind, and metajDhysical

"li Y
^'

iiivestigations, because they fatigued it
; and, when we met

nor me- such instances as St. Paschavsius or St. Anselm, we should

taphysi- deal with them as they came and as we coidd. Moreover,
^^

' we should not look to a Benedictine for any elaborate and
nor sys- . -.

i i
• c ^ •

tematic. systematic work on the history oi doctrine, or oi heresy,
or any course of patristical theology, or any extended

ecclesiastical history, or any philosopliical disquisitions

vipon history, as implying a grasp of innumerable details,

and the labour of using a mass of phenomena to the

elucidation of a theory, or of bringing a range of multi-

farious reading to bear upon one point ;
and that, because

such efforts of" mind require either an energetic memory
devoted to matters of time and place, or, instead of the

tranquil and plodding study of one book after another,
the presence of a large hbrary, and the distraction of a vast

number of books handled all at once, not for perusal, but

for reference. Perhaps we are open to the charge of re-

fining, in attempting to illustrate the principle which we
seem to ourselves to detect in the Benedictine tradition

;

but the principle itself which we have before us is clear

enough, and is expressed in the advice which is given to

^^ Stud. IMonast., ed. 1732
;

t. i
, pp. 52, 135

;
t. ii p. 2

; t. i., pp. 145,

147, 191,64.
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us by a sacred wi'iter :
" The words of the wise are as

goads, and nails deeply fastened in; more than these, my
son, require not: of making many books there is no end,

and much study is an affliction of the flesh".

To test the ti-uth of this view of the Benedictine mis- Con-

sion, we cannot do better than appeal as a pahnary instance trasted

to the Congregation of St. Maur, an intellectual school
J^^'^J ^^

of Benedictines assuredly. Now what, in matter of fact, preneh

is the character of its works? It has no Malebranche, Orato-

no Thomassin, no Morinus
;

it has no Bellarmine, no "ans.

Suarez, no Petavius
;

it has no Tillemont or Fleury,
—all

of whom were more or less its contemporaries ;
but it of

,

has a Montfaucon, it has a Mabillon, it has a Sainte ®^"'*^'

Marthe, a Constant, a Sabbatier, a Martene,—men of im-

mense learning and research
;

it has collators and pub- g;^jf^^"f

Hshers of MSS. and of inscriptions, editors of the text
patristi-

and of the versions of Holy Scripture, editors and bio- cal, an-

graphers of the Fathers, antiquarians, annalists, palco- Jl^JJ^^'^^

graphists,
—with scholarship indeed, and criticism, and docu-

theological knowledge, admirable as often as elicited by men-

the particular subject on which they are directly em- '*'"y-

ployed, but conspicuously subordinate to it.

If we turn to other contemporary Congregations of St.
j^_

Benedict we are met by the same phenomenon. Their stances

labours have been of the same laborious, patient, tranquil
in

kind. The first name which occurs to us is that of Angus-
P°'"**

tine Calmet, of the Congregation of St. Vanne. His works

are biblical and antiquarian ;

—a literal Comment on Scrip-

ture with Dissertations, a dictionary of the Bible, a Com-
ment on the Benedictine Rule, a history of Lorraine. We
cast our eyes round the Library, in which we happen at the

moment to be writing; what Benedictine authors meet

them? Their is Ceillier, also of the Congregation of

St. Vanne ; Bertholet, of the*same Congregation ;
Cardinal

Aguirre of Salamanca; Cressy of Douai; Fez of Molk
on the Danube

; Lumper of St. George in the Hercynian
Forest

;
Brockie ofthe Scotch College at Ratisbon ;

Reiner

of the Enghsh Congregation. Their Works are of the

same complexion,
—

historical, antiquarian, biographical,

patristical,
—

calHng to mind the line of study traditionally ^jj-g the

pursued by a modern ecclesiastical congregation, the Ita- Italian

lian Oratory. We do not speak of Ziegelbauer, Francois, Oratory,

and other Benedictines, Avho anight be added, because

they have confined themselves to Benedictine Antiquities,
and every order will write about itself
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Further And. SO of tlie Benedictine Literature from first to last.

test. Ziegelbauer, who has just been mentioned, has wi'itten four
folio volumes on the subject. Now one of them is devoted
to a catalogue and an accovmt of Benedictine authors

;
—of

these, those on Scripture and Positive Theology occupy 110

pages ;
those on history, 300

;
those on scholastic theology,

12
;
those on polemics, 12

;
those on moral theology, 6.

This surprising contrast may be an exaggeration of the

fact, because there is much of repetition and digi'ession in
his survey, and his biographical notices vary in length ;

but, after all allowances for such accidental unfairness in
the list, the result must surely be considered as strikingly

confirmatory of the account which we have been giving.

But we must cut short an investigation, which, though
Recapi- imperfect for the illustration of its subject, is already

long for the patience of the reader. All human works
are exposed to vicissitude and decay ;

and that the great
Order of which we have been writing should in the lapse
of thirteen centuries have furnished no instances of that

general law, is the less to be expected, in proportion to

the extent of its territory, the independence of its separate
houses, and the local varieties of its constitvition. To say
that peace may engender selfishness, and hmnihty become
a cloak for indolence, and a country life may be an epi-
cm-ean luxury, is only to enunciate the over-true maxim,
that every virtue has a vice for its fii'st cousin. Us2tm
non tollit abusus; and the circumstance that Benedictine
life admits of corruption into a mode of Kving which is

not Benedictine, but its very contradictory, cannot surely
be made an argument against its meritorious innocence, its

resolute cheerfulness, and its strenuous
tranquillity. We

are told to be like little childi-en
;
and where shall we find

Benedic-
^ "^*^^® striking instance than is here afforded us of that

tines un- union of simplicity and reverence, that clear perception
scientific of the unsccn, yet recognition of the mysterious, which is

ti"cal^°^'
*^® characteristic of the first years of human existence ?

To the monk heaven was next door
;
he formed no plans, he

had no cares
;
the ravens of his father Benedict were ever

in their
^* ^^^ ^^^^' ^^ " ^^^^ forth" in his youth

"
to his work

course of and to his labour" until the evening of life
;

if he lived a
life, day longer, he did a day's work more

; whether he lived

many days or few, he laboured on to the end of them.
He had no wish to see further in advance of his journey,
than where he was to make his next stage. He ploughed
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and sowed, he prayed, he meditated, he studied, he wrote,

he taught, and then he died and went to heaven. He
.^^ ^,^^jj.

made his way into the labyrinthine forest, and he cleared habitat,

just so much of space as liis dwelling required, suffering

the high solemn trees and the deep pathless thicket to

close him in. And when he began to build, his archi-

tecture was suggested by the scene,
—^not the scientific and in their

arclii-

masterly conception of a great whole with many parts, as

tlie Gothic style in a later age, but plain and inartificial,
^'^'^'•'^''^'

the adaptation of received fashions to his own purpose,
and an addition of chapel to chapel and a wayward

growth of cloister, according to the occasion, with half-

concealed shrines and unexpected recesses, with paintings
on the wall as by a second thought, with an absence of

display and a wild, irregular beauty, like that of the

woods by which he was at first surrounded. And when
^^ ^^^^^

he would employ his mind, he turned to Scripture, the study of

book of books, and there he found a special response to Scrip-

tlie peculiarities of his vocation
;
for there supernatural

truths stand forth as the trees and flowers of Eden in a

divine disorder, as some awful intricate garden or para-

dise, wliich he enjoyed the more because he could not

catalogue its wonders. Next he read the Holy Fathers, ^^^ ^^

and there again he recognized a Hke ungrudging pro- the Fa-

fusion and careless wealth of precept and of consolation, tiieis,

And when he began to compose, still he did so after that

mode which nature and revelation had taught him, avoid-

ing curious knowledge, content with incidental ignorance,

passing from svibject to subject with little regard to in their

system, or care to penetrate beyond his o-wn homestead of style of

thought,
—and writing, not with the sharp logic of dis-

5^"^^°'

putants, or the subtle analysis of philosophers, but with

the one aim of reflecting in liis pages, as in a faithful

mirror, the words and works of the Almighty, as they
confronted him, whether in Scriptvire and the Fathers,

or in that "
mighty maze" of deeds and events, which

men call the world's history, but which to him was a

Providential Dispensation.
Here the beautiful character in life and death of St.

Bede natm-ally occurs to us, who is, in his person and instance

his writings, as truly the pattern of a Benedictine, as is of St.

St. Thomas of a Dominican
;
and with an extract from the ^®*^®'

letter of Cuthbert to Cuthwin concerning his last hours,

which, familiarly as it is known, is always pleasant to

read, we break off" our subject for the present.
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Account
" He was exceedingly oppressed", says Cutlibert of St.

of his Bede,
" with sliortness of breathing, though without

|5®* pain, before Easter Day, for about a fortnight; bvit he

ralhed, and was full of joy and gladness, and gave thanks

to Ahnighty God day and night and every hour, up to

Ascension Day ;
and he gave us, his scholars, daily lec-

tures, and passed the rest of the day in singing the

Psalms, and the night too in joy and thanksgiving,

except the scanty time which he gave to sleep. And as

soon as he woke, he was busy in liis customary way, and
he never ceased with uplifted hands giving thanks to

God. I solemnly protest, never have I seen or heard of

any one who was so diligent in thanksgiving.
" He sang that sentence of the blessed Apostle Paul,

' It is a da'cadful thing to fall into the hands of the Living
God', and many other passages of Scripture, in which he
warned us to shake off the slumber of the soul, by antici-

patmg oiu- last hour. And he sang some verses of his

own in English also, to the effect that no one could bo
too well prepared for his end, viz., in calHng to mind,
before he departs hence, what good or evil he has done,
and how liis judgment will lie. And he sang too the anti-

phons, ofwhich one is,
' O King of Glory, Lord of Angels,

who this day hast ascended in triumph above all the

heavens, leave us not orphans, but send the promise of

the Father upon us, the Spirit of Truth, alleluia'. And
when he came to the words,

' leave us not orj)hans', he
burst into tears, and wept much. He said, too,

' God
scom^geth every son whom He receiveth', and, with St.

Ambrose,
'

I have not so lived as to be ashamed to have
been among you, nor do I fear to die, for we have a good
Lord'.

" In those days, besides our lectures and the Psalmody,

\ks to
^^^ ^^^ engaged in two works

;
he was translating into

the end. EngHsh the Gospel of St. John as far as the words,
' But

what are these among so many', and some extracts from
the Notce^^ of Isidore. On the Tuesday before Ascension

Day, he began to suffer still more in his breathing, and
his feet were slightly swollen. However, he went through
the day, dictating cheerfully, and he kept saying from
time to time,

' Take down what I say qviickly, for I know

^^ The Bollandists have not been able to determine which of St.

Isidore's works is here intended ; it is not wonderful that we have as
little succeeded in the attempt.
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not how long I am to last, or whether my Maker will not
take me soon'. He seemed to us to be quite aware of
the time of his going, and he passed that night in giving
of thanks, without sleeping. As soon as morning broke,
that is on the Wednesday, he urged us to make haste

with the writing which we had begim. We did so till

nine o'clock, when we walked in procession with the
ReKcs of the Saints, according to the usage of that day.
But one of

^
our party said to him,

' Dearest Master, one

chapter is still wanting; can you bear our asking you
about it ?' He answered,

' I can bear it
;
take your pen

and be ready, and write quickly'. At three o'clock he
said to me,

' Run fast, and call oiu' priests, that I may
divide among them some little gifts which I have in my
box'. Wlien I had done this in much agitation, he spoke
to each, urging and intreating them all to make a point
of saying Masses and prayers for him. Thus he passed
the day in joy luitil the evening, when the above-named

youth said to him,
' Dear Master, there is yet one sen-

tence not written'
;
he answered,

' Write qmckly'. Pre-

sently the youth said,
' Now it is written'

;
he rephed,

'

Good, thou hast said the truth; consummatum est; take ?ie die.?

my head into thy hands, for it is very pleasant to me to working

sit facing my old praying place, and thus to call upon my ^"'^ ^'^''

Father'. And so, on the floor of his cell, he sang, thanks,
'

Glory be to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost', and, just
as he had said '

Holy Ghost', he breathed his last, and
went to the realms above".

It is remarkable that this flower of the Benedictine
jjj^g gj

school died on the same day as St. Philip Neri,—Thursday, Piiiiip'

May 26
; which in Bede's instance was Ascension Day,

^'eri.

and in PhiHp's the feast of Corpus Christi. It was fitting
that two saints should go to heaven together, whose mode
of going thither was the same

;
both of them singing,

praying, working, and guiding others in joy and exiJta-

tiou, till then- very last hour.

John H. Newman.

\To he continued.'\
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Art. II.— 0)1 the influence tchicli the Physical Geography,
the Animal and Vegetable Prodiictions, etc., of diffe-

rent regions exert upon the Langitages, Mythology, and

earhj Literature of Mankind, loitli reference to its em-

ployment as a test of Ethnological Hypotheses.

B'
lEYOND the ordinary plienomena of prganlc life,

stand the still more complex ones revealed to us by
the contact of soul and matter. Placed upon the ever-

changing surface of the globe, and composed, physically

speaking, of the same materials as that globe, and afford-

ing in their arrangement the example of the greatest

complexity of organization known, man must necessarily
be subject to all the agencies which operate upon matter.

That the different characters of the food, clothing,

causes amusements, and tastes of different peoples, depend in a

influence marked degree upon the climate, geographical position,
the food, ^j-j^2 physical conformation of each country, will, we are

man- siu'c, be at once conceded. So doubtless will also be the

kind, proposition, that the size, strength, colour, and the outlines

of the external form of men, must in some measure be

influenced by the action of surrounding nature. Might
we not also add, that the diseases to which mankind is

subject change in kind and in intensity within certain

limits, when the physical conditions under which life is

carried on are altered ?

, . The above propositions being admitted, the corollary

the ope-
to them,—that the operations of the mind itself must be

rations of likewise more or less influenced by the action of the
the mind,

pliygi^al agencies which govern the life of our bodies,—
must, we think, be accepted as true. But how is this

influence exerted, to what extent does it act, and how
far has it operated in bringing about the phenomena re-

corded in the history oi nations ? These are among the

greatest questions wliich can engage the attention of phi-

losophers, alike important as the subjects of abstract

mena°"of ^^i^nce and of every-day life. In the action of history,

history leaving out of consideration the direct government of
the result Providence, we see the results of two sets of causes, of

.s<'trof ^®^y different value it is true, but both reqmring never-

causes. theless to be carefully studied: 1. the absolute action of

the mind; and 2. the disturbing action of the physical
causes above mentioned. Unless the philosophic historian
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can determine the amount of those disturbing causes and
eliminate them, he cannot, as we think, properly discuss

the relation of cause and effect in treating his subject.
That this distinction of causes is but imperfectly under-
stood by the generality of historians, we think it would
be easy to show. As one example, we would merely
refer to the substratmn of error upon the unhappy subject
of races, which underlies so much of modern liistory.A science of the influence of physical causes upon proposed
mankind, materially and intellectually, must obviously science

be based upon a knowledge of the laws of organic life.
"^

V"'

This circimistance is indeed ahke the source of the m-eat ^f,?"" J,*^

clitfaculty ot the subject and of its imperfect development; causes

for we cannot have much material for study when its "P'"^

cliief fundamental science, physiology, can be scarcely yf,j'
said to have as yet a definite existence. We do not know
whether we are justified in designating a heterogeneous
mass of facts and speculations, which have never been

clearly grouped into a whole, as a science. In using the

word, however, we do not apply it in the sense in which
we would speak of a science of chemistry or physiology,
both of which are, comparatively speaking, homogeneous
subjects, that is, include phenomena resulting from the

operation of the same or analogous causes, but rather in
the sense in which we term such a concrete subject as

geology a science. Athough the latter includes physical,
chemical, and physiological phenomena, and therefore
not referable to the same or analogous causes, yet it is

obviously convenient to group together under one head
all the phenomena connected with the formation and
alteration of the Earth's crust. So likewise we might
group together a number of subjects Avhich are imme-

diately or remotely connected with the action of physical
phenomena upon man, physically and intellectually. This

group might consist of anthropology, or the study of the
moral and physical constitution ofman generally; and eth-

nology, or the study ofthe races of mankind, which we may
do by two methods : physiologically, that is, by the physical
characteristics of form of the head, colour, etc.

;
or philo-

logically, that is, by the comparative study of languages.
To these we should add such isolated subjects as the
influence of physical causes on mythologies, migrations of

people, forms of government and laws, industry, etc.

The past half century has been very prolific in ma- Materials
terials—understanding by that term not only facts but also fyr it

4b
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speculations
—for the anthropological and ethnological

portions of the science. The whole literature of the other

or more purely intellectual branches, consists of some

passing aUusions in the Avorks of a few authors. In the

construction of the science, as distinguished from the

gathering of materials, there has been on the whole per-

haps no very great advance made. Numerous specvila-
tions have been broached, but, with few exceptions, none
of them could even serve as viseful scaffohhnsr. Nor is

this to be wondered at, remembering the extreme diffi-

culty of the whole subject, and its comparative youth
among the branches of human knowledge.

Few, we beUeve, will be disposed to deny that the
Present

prggent method of etymolojrical investigation is not s\ich

gical
^^ Avould satisfy the strict logical reqiurements of a scien-

iiiethods tific method. There appears to us, perhaps as the result
defec- Qf ^\y^^ defective method, a striA'inir after the discovery of
live • • . • •

laws of the greatest possible generahty before the inferior

ones are established, thus anticipating the progress of the

science. Considering philology as an inductive science,

the general treatment of the subject is decidedly meta-

physical, and the results proportionally vague and uncer-

tain. Even the most scrupulous etymologist often analy-

tically proves that a Avhole group of words has been
formed from a common root, although no possible logical
connection can be traced between the ideas which they

symbohze. We admit that it can be historically proved
that many words have been derived from a common
stock, whose corresponding ideas do not exliibit the

remotest relationship. Here, however, we can apply the

test of liistory ;
but where we have not liistory to aid us

,

how are we to verify our analysis ? for without A^erifica-

tion the result of any analysis can only be a possibihty,
at best but a probabiHty. Some matenal test, then, is

Avanted by which the fundamental results of etymological

analysis may be A-erified.

We haA''e spoken chiefly of etymology in the preceding
Philolo-

paragraph, because it is the foimdation upon which the

methods whole Superstructure rests
;
but the imperfections are not

generally confined to the basis. For instance, what can be more
iniper-

arbitrary than the principles of the classification of lan-

guages? No tAvo philologists seem to agree about the

comparative values of affinities ; generic ones being fre-

quently confounded not only Avith specific, but eA^en Avith

class afiuiities
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Three principal causes have obviously operated in q

creating from the primitive inother-tongue, the great whicii

diversity of lanffuaofcs whicli now exists: 1. intellectvial Pf°'^"?®'^
• • cliv6rsitv

idiosyncrasy; 2. iniluence of physical agencies; 3. andgfian.
mixtures and contact of peoples speaking different Ian- guages.

guages. Of these, the second is, perhaps, the most im-

portant, and the least studied, no doubt because it is the

most difficult. But whatever opinion may be formed of

its importance, its action certainly pei-vades all the pheno-
mena of language, and must be estimated in order to

establish a consistent ethnological history of languages.
We are quite sensible of oiu* unfitness to deal with this

question of physical influences upon language, etc., espe-

cially with the very scanty materials which are available.

The defects of plan or arrangement may pass unheeded
amidst a profusion of ideas; but poverty of materials

only helps to set them in stronger rehef As at best we
Subject

can only treat the subject suggestively, we may do good to be

service to science by beckoning others more quahfied for treated

the task, to enter upon a path which opens into a rich
sug"^es-

and almost virgin field of research. Trusting, then, to the tively.

indulgence of the reader, we will state what we propose
to undertake.

It is a well known fact that certain articulate soimds „^,
o ^

•
1 PI 1-1 What we

are lound m one language, or group oi languages, wmch propose

may be wanting in another. It is also well understood to do.

that the coordination of phenomena usually leads to the

detection of the laws which govern them. Wlay not then
found a geography of articulate soimds by which we might
in time discover the laws which govern their geograpliical
distribution, and, perhaps, the solution of the problem of
the origin of dialects in languages ? Again, all verbs and
nouns symbolize either positive material things, qualities,
or actions, or did so before they became the symbols of

abstract conceptions. The original stock of roots in a

language must, consequently, have reflected the character

of the climate, physical conformation, geological structure,
and fauna and flora of the region where it originated.

Among the objects for which names were framed would,
doubtless, be many whose geographical distribution would
be limited, and therefore determinable. In process of
time also a language incorporates words from other lan-

guages by contact or fusion of the people speaking it with
other nations

; some of them, too, might be connected
with objects having a determinate geographical position.
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If we could discover a number of sucli words in every

language, tliey would constitute true ethnological fossils,

by means of which we could as unerringly refer a lan-

guage to its original home, and trace the line of its onward

movement, as the geologist detennincs, by means of" the

remains of the plants and animals entombed in the rocks

forming the external part of the Earth, the relative strati-

graphical succession of those rocks.

The mythology, too, of a people, and its early poetic

literature, are stamped with the character of the region
where they grew up, and may, therefore, afford means, in

many cases, of determining the point of departure in the

migrations of a people, and even of the countries passed

through, from the character of the foreign elements picked

up by the way, or the traces left behind by itself. Even
the coiu'se of the migration itself is subject to the influence

of the physical conformation and geological structure of

the surrounding regions. Finally, the same circumstances,

conjointly with geographical position, determine the pur-
suits of nations, the development, and, to some extent,
the character of their creative arts and of their social or-

ganization, while these, in turn, react upon the fonn of

their government and their laws.

The first two categories of our subject are pure philo-
How we

logical problems, and their solution consequently demands
propose ^i^g application of philolotrical methods of investifjation.to do It. -._ -i^J-

T r>
•

1 •

JNow, as GUI' mode oi treatmg these questions must na-

tm'ally assume the form of an essay rather than of a

scientific memoir, we must make the results of previous

philological inquiry, to a great extent, our basis. In
order to be perfectly intelligible, we must introduce the

subjects, of which we have just given the progi-amme,

by a preface or brief summary of so mvich of the me-
thods and results of pliilological ethnology as we may
have occasion to refer to subsequently. After mature
dehberation concerninsr the best and shortest method of

enectmg this object, we have decided upon the folioAving:
We shall take some leachng ethnological hypothesis, and

having first stated it in the terms of its authors, we will

then briefly mention the etymological principles according
to which the investigation of languages, upon which it is

founded, have been conducted; the cliief grammatical
characteristics wliich serve as the biigis of the classification

of those languages, illustrating the latter by a short sketch
of the grammatical peculiai'ities of the classes embraced
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by the liypotliesis selected, To render this part the more

complete and useful for subsequent reference, we shall

then enumerate the chief groups of languages comprised
in those classes; and lastly, we propose to give a brief

sketch of the method of historical verification appHed to

the same hypothesis.
All this being done, we will then be in a position to

take up the questions whose discussion is our proper

object. By thus grafting our subject upon some great
and well recognized ethnological hypothesis, its true bear-

ing will be better seen, while it will gain in definiteness,

and our means of Illustration will be more varied and

interesting.
However elementary we may make the smnmary just q^^

sketched, it must still occupy much space. With every sliort-

desire to compress what we had to say into one article, comings.

we have only succeeded in bringing the "introduction"

within those Hmits, and must consequently occupy a

second article with oiu* own speculations. But even this

division has not prevented a great evil—a long article
;

and yet, we could not have done otherwise than make a

big essay, for we have had to treat, in a few sheets, what

might well require volmnes to do it properly. We fear

that one of the effects of oiu" efforts at compression has

been to make a kind of literary breccia, which, in order to

be readable, would require to undergo complete fusion.

We have taken the greatest pains to give references to

the original authorities for every important statement, and ^gg j„ ^^_

have even, we beheve, corrected some errors which occur thcrities.

in this respect in several esteemed works
;
but still, as

from the nature of such an exposition, it can only be a

summary of others' labours, much that does not belong to

us will be fomid imacknowledged, owing to having be-

come common property. There are doubtless many very
valuable works and memoirs, which might have been of

use to us, which we could not procure, or of whose exist-

ence we were ignorant, a circumstance which we regret
not only for our own sake, but also because it deprives
us of the opportimity of doing an act of literary justice,
in naming every labourer in the field.

We shall select the "
Indo-European Hypothesis", ^j^^

and its corollary, the "Finn Hypothesis". The former indo-

may be thus briefly stated. The greater number of^uro-

Eiu-opean languages exhibit remarkable affinities, both
^04"^^.;^'

verbally and grammatically, and are hence believed to
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have had a common origin
—that is, were derived from

one mother-tongue, which existed as such at some period
at or after the development of the primitive mother-

tongues of the Semitic, Indo-Cloinese, and other great
families of languages. In Asia there are also several lan-

guages which exhibit a similar affinity, not only among
one another, but also with the European ones; tliis

affinity being in some instances stronger between an

Asiatic language and an European one, than between
two of the latter. The natural conclusion from all this

is, that the Asiatic languages had the same mother-

tongue as the European; and fm'ther, that the races

speaking these allied languages are the descendents of one

and the same primitive race, the seat of which has been

placed in the highlands west of the Mustag and Belm-tag
chains, towards the Caspian Sea." In this case the Em'o-

pean races of the family must have emigrated to the west-

ward, and the Indian ones to the south and east. This

occupation of Europe and India by the same family of

nations has given rise to the name Indo-European (or

Indo-Germanic), by which it is distinguished.
This emigration of the Indo-European race being as-

riypo-
sumed to have taken place at a comparatively recent

thesis, period to the first diffusion of mankind, the countries

through which that race passed, must have been abeady
inhabited by people of diffijrent races, and who were

either absorbed, displaced, or exterminated by the immi-

grating one. Who were those people? History tells

us that part was occupied by the Semitic races—
namely, Arabia, Syria, Egypt, etc., but leaves us alto-

gether in the dark respecting the aboriginal inhabitants

of Europe and of India. It was to meet this difficulty
that the Finn hypothesis was proposed; and it assumes

that Finns and other allied races belonging to one great

fiimily of nations occupied all the countries with the ex-

ception of the Semitic empires, through which the Indo-

European races passed. The Finns, who have thus ob-

tained such ethnological preeminence, are, properly speak-

ing, the race of that name foraiing about five-sixths of

the population of the Grand Duchy of Finland, and to

a smaller extent, of the Russian Government of Archangel.

They are an obscure race, who, probably, have not acted

any very remarkable part in history, and who appear,

'

Lassens, Indische Altcrthiimcr, Bd. 1, S. 526.
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almost for the first time in its pages, in the Germania of

Tacitus,"^ whose notice is by no means flattering. Their

immediate alliances are, if possible, more obscm-e; for

among them are the Laplanders, to whom indeed it is

probable the observations of Tacitus apply, rather than to

the Finns of Finland. It would appear that the Lap-
landers once occupied all the country as far south as both

shores of the Gulf" of Finland, and, perhaps, even to some
extent along the south shores of the Baltic'

The first person who conceived the idea of the Finn „ , ,

hypothesis, appears to have been Schlozer, who says :* broaches
" There is a Fimi world or Finn stock, which, in the idea

the extent of its . diffusion on the surface of the old

world, is one of the very greatest in the whole history of

mankind or of nations, compared to which even the Sla-

vonic race, so far as we know its original limits, was very

trifling. Take up a map and measui'e !
—from west to

east in the far north, from Finland and Lapland in Nor-

way, the immense tracts on the coasts of the North and

Ai'Ctic seas as far as the Ural
;
then from north to south

down the west side of the Baltic sea, foimerly deep into

Sweden and Norway, ofboth which countries the Finns ap-

pear to have been the aboriginal inhabitants
;
then on the

other side of the Baltic, through Finland Proper and Es-

thonia onwards to the Curische HafF; then also the whole

2 As it may interest many of our readers, we shall give the entire

passage from Tacitus:— " Peucinorum Venedorumque et Fennorimi
nationes Germanis an Sarmatis ascribam dubito, quamquam Peucini,

quos quidam Bastarnas vocant, sermonc, cultu, sede ac douiiciliis ut
German! agimt. Sordes omnium ac toriior : procerum connubiis mixtis

nouniliil in Sarmatarum habitum foedantur. Venedi multum ex moribus
traxerunt : nam (^uicquid inter Peucinos Fennosque silvarum ac mon-
tium erigitur, latrocmiis pererrant Tenuis mira feritas,
foeda paupertas: non anna, non equi, non Penates

;
victui herba, vestitui

pelles, cubile humus. Sola in sagittis spes, quas, inopia ferri, ossibus

asperant. Idemque venatus viros pariter ac feminas alit : passim
enim comitantur jJartemque prsedas petunt. Nee aliud infautibus fera-

rura imbriumque suffugium, quam ut in aliquo ramonmi nexu coute-

gantur. Hue rodeunt juvenes, hoc senum receptaculmn. Sed beatius

arbitrantur, quam uigemere agris, illaborare domibus, suas ahenasque
fortunas spe metuque versare. Securi adversus homines, securi ad-
versus Deos, rem difficillimam assecuti sunt, ut illis ne voto quideni'

opus esset".— Germania, cap. 4(j.

^ See Lehrberg's Untersuchmigen iiber die alteste Geschichte Rus-
- lands, S. '201-203; and Sjogren iiber Pinnische Bevolkerung des St.

Petersburger Gouvernement, S. 76.
*
Nestor, Ilussische Annalen, iibersetzt von A. L. Schlozer. Got-

tingen, 1802. Th. IIL, S. 116-117. The passage is also quoted in

Slowanske Starozitnosti sepsal Pawcl Josef Safarjk, etc., Praze, 1H37".
See also German Translation under the title,

" Paul Joseph Schafarik's

Slawische Alterthiimer". Leipzig, 1843—1844"'.
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of nortli-wcst Russia on this side of the Volga as far down
as the Morduins

;
then beyond that great river from the

Ingrians on downwards to the Voguls, Permjaks, and

Bashkirs. These races still exist
; they are still recogniz-

able in their ancient languages and customs, even although
most of them have been pressed forward into the far north

by other different races following after them from the

south
;
on one side the Germans, on another the Slaves, and

on the tliird Tatars
;
but some few have, however, totally

lost themselves in the new comers".

This idea of Schlozer was favom'ablv received by many
philologists, who successively extended it so as to include

finally nearly the whole of Europe and Asia
;
but it is espe-

Rask's cially to Rask that the Finn hypothesis in a definite shape is

view. (iue_ Hq conjectured that the Tchudes, a name appHed
to the Finns and a number of allied peoples, formerly

possessed the whole of modern Sweden, Norway, and

jDenniark.* He also considered that the northcm family
of nations, of which the Tchudic or Fumic races formed

an element, had spread over a wider geogra})hical area

than any other in the world. " Thence it follows", he

says,*'
" that the people of tlois race who are now found

uninterruptedly from Greenland over the northern part of

North America, Asia, and Europe as far as Finland, must

have lived in very ancient times much farther into

Evirope ;

—on the one side to the Elbe, Britain, Gaul, and

Spain ;
on the other from the Wlrite Sea to beyond the

Caucasus. It would appear as if in pre-historic tunes, be-

fore the spread of the Indo-European race, a considerable

part of the modern Europe was first occupied and for a

long time inhabited by races of this family, which at a

later period were partly annihilated, partly dispossessed
and driven into the northern regions, by peoples of Indo-

Ev^ropean origin
—

namely, by Kelts in Gaul and Britain,

by Germans in Germania and Scandinavia,' and by Slaves

*
Rask, Ueber dieUersprung der Altnordisclien Sprachen. Stockholm,

1818, S. 112—146 (also quoted in Schafarik's Siawisch. Alterth., Bd. I.

29).

^Eask, in Nycrup Magazin. Kjopenhavn, 1820, I., quoted in Schaf-

arik, who also gives "Wiener Jalu'b. der Liter., 1822, Bd, 15. He also

mentions the title of another work of Rask's, in which allusion is made
to this, but which we have not seen, namely, "Ueber die Zendsprache
nebst einer Uebersicht des Gesammten Sprachstammes. Uebersctzt von
V. H. V. d. Hagen" S. G9—72.

'' Upon the supposition that Jiitunhcimr, in the Scandinavian sagas,
refers to the land of the Tchudes, and lotnar to the Tchudes them-

selves, Kask has attempted to prove that Jiitland in Denmark [Scan-
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m tlic Trans-Carpathian countries. The northern races

also filled, as already observed, the whole of noi-thcrn and

middle Asia, regions which must be considered as their

original home. Here the central Asiatic mountains were

their shield against other races, and their immense popu-
lation preserved them here from the fate which befell the

smaller races belonging to the family in flat, open, every-
where accessible Europe".
The preceding passage expresses the hypothesis in its

very widest extension, and we need not, therefore, dwell

further on the subject, than to observe that it is the

greatest conception with which the science has been en-

riched within the present century, and one which has

vmdoubtedly served the chief purpose of all such specula-

tions, namely, as scaffolding for further researches.

This hypothesis (considering the two but as one) is not Basis of

a mere guess ; right or wrong it is founded upon the result the Hy-

of comparative et3nmological and grammatical investiga-
P°^ ^*^^'

tions of the languages of Europe and Asia, more or less

aided by historical inqiury. The amomit of tnith which it

contains must depend upon the correctness of the methods

of research, and upon the care and skill with which they
have been employed. We could not possibly describe

those methods in detail, but the short sketch which we

propose to give of those parts which concern our own

peculiar subject, will give a sufficient idea of their general
character. The points we shall notice will be: 1. the

nature of roots and the formation of words; 2. the phone-
tic laws which govern the combinations of syllables in a

lancmajje, or the gradual modification in time ofthe latter,

or the passage of words from one language into others.

These two points will require to be prefaced with some ob-

servations on the formation and classification of articulate

sounds; 3. the comparative grammatical organization of

different languages. In accordance with this scheme we
shall now proceed to consider the formation and classifica-

tion of sounds.

The lungs, the larynx, the month, and the nose are the organs Produc-

uscd in the production of articulate speech: the aspiration, \oice,
t'o" of

and consonantal articulation are the agents. The aspiration is
^^l^^^'

simply a stronger breathing which helps to give force and efJect sounds.

to vocal sounds, and will be best understood by the dilFerence

diiiavian Jotland'] (leiivcs its name from Uitnar, andtliat consequently
the Tchudes must have formerly possessed Denmark. J. Grinmi makes
a similar remark, Deutsche Mythologic, Dritte Ausgnbe, I. bd. S. •187.
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between the pi'onunciation of ha and ah. The voice is the tone

produced when the air in passing throngh the contracted opening

of the glottis sets certain ligaments (chordce vocales) in rapid

vibration.

-P^yg
The sounds constituting articulate speech are of two kinds,

kinds of vowels and consonants
;
the former are produced by the passage

articu- of the air through the opening of the glottis ;
the latter are formed

'***" above the glottis in the vocal tube or in the cavity of the mouth

or nose, by the air simply rushing between surfaces differently

modified.^ The moditications effected in these different organs
constitute what is termed articulation. If the vocal chords be

relaxed, and do not consequently vibrate during the passage of

the air through the glottis, we only produce the mute or whispered
vowels

;
if the vocal chords be tense, and vibrate, we get true in-

tonated vowel sounds, which, at the same time that they consti-

tute elements of speech, partake somewhat of the character of

musical tones. In other respects the difference in the character

of vowel-sounds depends upon the size of the buccal cavity and

the outlet or aperture of the mouth. All consonants, Avith the

exception of a few modifications—or rather we should say all pure
consonants—can likewise be produced in whispering without the

aid of vocal intonation. Some of them, howevei', admit of being
sounded with a vocal tone as well as without it, while we cannot

so sound the others
;
and if we attempt to sound them aloud, we

merely produce a combination of the consonant with a distinct

vowel. This circumstance serves as an important element in the

classification of consonants, as we shall hereafter see.

. „ It has been historically as well as physiologically proved, that

cation of ^^^^ earliest and chief vowels were a, i, u; e and o having been

vowels, formed later as intermediate, though nevertheless perfect, vow-
els— e lying between a and i,

and o between i and u. Besides

these perfect vowels, there are the mixed or obscure vowels, a, o,

u, resulting from the fusion of i with a, o, u. These are not

diphthongs, but on the contrary may be long or short. The in-

termediate perfect vowels e and o have more vowel character than

i and m, and hence a, e, o, are termed liquid or flowing vowels,
and i and u, inflexible or consonantal vowels. This difference of

character enables the hquid vowels to yield an infinity of delicate

shades.

As unfortunately the same letter is not used in every language
Value ^Q express the same physiological sound, it might lead to mis-

attacL to Conception if, before pioceeding farther, we did not determine the

each precise values which we attach to each vowel letter. The chief

vowel perfect vowels, a, i, u, recur in all languages, and the interme-
letter. Jiate perfect ones, e and o, in most. On this account we think

^ J. ]\riiller—Elements of Physiology. Translated by Baly. London,
1843, vol. ii., p. 104G.
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it more correct, when treating of languages from a scientific

point of view, that each simple sound should be represented by a

simple letter
;
that is, that the five definite physiological pure

vocal sounds, produced by varying the size of the mouth aperture,

etc., should be expressed by the five simple letters used in mo-

dern European alphabets for vowel sounds. This may present

some difliculty at first to those who are accustomed to consider

ouly the particular sounds which these letters represent in their

own language. Thus, for example, the pure vowel sound of a

exists in English in the a in far; of o, in most words in which

that letter occurs. But the letters e, i, u, do not represent per-

fect vowel sounds, but mixed ones, and we have accordingly to

look for the true simple vowel sounds under others ; thus,—e

will be found to be best represented by the a in name; i by the

e in theme; while u is expressed by the oo in cool. The German

u is the true sound, but the French and Dutch u are mixed

sounds, the true simple sound being expressed in the former by

ou, and in the latter by ai. Our a, e, i, etc., are, therefore, to be

understood as expressing the true physiological sounds, the

values of which in English we have just given. The advantage

of this system will be best imderstood when we come to speak

of diphthongs, for when we know the precise value of the simple

sounds, it is easy to determine that of any possible compound.
The organs of the mouth which produce articulation are the

Qj.„

lips, tongue, and teeth, acting pair-wise in the production of con- wWch

sonants, one part being active, moveable, and pressing on the produce

other ; namely, the under lip, the fore part of the tongue, and the c""*""

back part of the tongue, on one side, and the upper lip, teeth, and

palate, on the other. The consonants ditFer essentially in chnracter

according as they are chiefly articulated by one or the other

organ, and may accordingly be classified into labials, or those pro-

duced by the lips, dentals by the teeth, and palatals by the

palate. Besides these, several intermediate sounds have been

developed in some languages, such as the lingual or cerebral of

the Sanscrit, which lie between the dentals and palatals, or, as in

other languages, the labial-Iinguals, in the formation of which the

lips act, and the glottal or guttural of many languages, which are

produced lower down in the throat than the palatal. As the

vibrating column of air, which produces voice, can pass through

the nose as well as through the mouth, we may get nasal modifi-

cations of all the vowels and of a number of the consonants ; but,

as these sounds, when much developed, are disagreeable, most

people avoid them, although there are some, like the sounds of

m and n, and especially the latter, which cannot be produced

without the intervention of the nose
;
indeed the former passes

into h if we attempt to sound it by the mouth alone. The „ . .^
, .' , 111 .1 1 • Spiritus

aspn-ation in speaKing only passes through the mouth, and is
^^^-^^ ^^^^

of two kinds, the spiritus lenis and spiritus asper. These terras asper.

rgans
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were first applied to the marks by which the Greeks distin-

guished ill writing those initial vowels of words, which were to

be aspirated, for they had the aspirate only at the beginning of

words. Other nations distinguish the spiritus asper by a pecu-
liar letter, for example, h, but have no mark for the lenis. They
are both, as J. Miiller says, the simplest expression of the reso-

nance of the mouth-walls during the expiration of the air without

any hindrance of the organs of the mouth. They may, there-

fore, be considered as the weakest and shortest explosive con-

sonant sounds, and in this sense some writers, as for example,

Rapp," look upon the spiritus lenis as the first beginning of a

consonant, and instances the circumstance that if we pronounce

any vowel as e, tending towards the mixed vowel « or o, etc.,

we pronounce in reality two sounds
; along with the fundamental

vocal sound we have also the fundamentnl consonantal one. He
even goes further, and says, that it is a law that no vowel sound

can be pronounced without an accompanying consonantal one, but

that none beside the fine ear of the Greeks had ever fully seized

this elementary consonant, and fixed it under the w^ma oi spiritus
lenis. Other writers'" think that the lenis has only a negative

character,
—that it only indicates where no asper or true h aspi-

ration occurs.

The aspirate may precede or follow the vowel, or may even

completely penetrate it, and being produced by the resonance of

the expired air during the repose of the vocal chords of the glottis,

it ceases, that is, passes into the voice, the moment the column of

air is set in vibration : aspiration and voice are therefore really

inseparable.

Consonantal articulation being merely the organ or instrument

whf h^
of speech, can only produce audible sounds by the agency of the

produce
^'oice or of aspiration. This circumstance introduces the new ele-

conso- ment of classification among the consonants above referred to.

nants. "\Ye have in the first place those formed through the agency of

the intonation of the voice, or vocal consonants, which, if the arti-

culation be incomplete, have a certain vowel character, and are

hence called semi-vowels, w, the German and Fiench _/, etc. ]f,

on the other hand, the articulation be complete, we have the liquid
consonants fLitet^ce consonantes liquidce) Avhich are of two kinds,
oral forales), I, r, and iiasal (nasales) m, n, ng, etc., according as

the voice escapes through the mouth or nose. If incomplete con-

sonantal articulation be rendered audible by the aspiration or

breath passing through the mouth during the aspiration itself,

which can only of course be done by the organs simply approach-

^ Versuch einer Physiologie der Spraclie. Von Dr. K. M. Eapp. Ister

Bd. 1836, S. 53.
'" Valentin-Lehrbuch der Physiologie dcs Menschen (Erste Aufl.

1S44), 2ter Bd., S. 291.
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ing, the articulation is as it were completely penetrated by the aspi-

ration, and we get the aspirated continuons consonants/, (sharp)
s (double ss), ch, etc., and the mixed sounds of s and ck—sch in

German, or English sh. As the half vowels, liquids, and aspirants
are so formed that the voice and the breath go through the mouth
or nasal canal, more or less open, while the phonetic organs do not

change their place during the production of the sounds, these con-

sonants are, like vowels, continuous sounds, and are hence termed

continuous consonants (L. c. continues). When the aspiration
follows a complete articulation, which it must do in every such

case, because the breath is arrested or barred for a moment by con-

tact of the articulating organs, the miitce or mute consonants^^ are

produced. In this case the aspiration may be spiritus lenis or

asper, the tirst giving the common inflexible consonants divided

into the soft mutes (viedice), b, d, g, and the hard mutes (tenues),

p, t, k; the asper gives the aspirated mutes (aspiratce), bh, dh,

gh (in Sanscrit), and />^ (^), th, (9), kh
(1^)

in Greek, Sanscrit,

English, etc. The sound of the mutes is momentary, and is the

result of a sudden explosion of the air forced through the organs,
and more or less arrested during the articulation, and only becom-

ing audible the moment the pressure is relieved. Hence they are

called explosive consonants (L. c. explosiva^J. A marked distinc-

tion between explosive and continuous consonants is, that in pro-

nouncing the former the vowel follows the consonant, in the latter

it precedes it, Avith some trifling exceptions.
Consonants formed by the same organs, such as dentals, etc., ^, ^^..r

may be called homorganic ; but homorganism could not form the cation of

basis of a true classification of consonants, because sounds would conso-

thereby be included in the same category, which, in accordance "aiits.

with physiological principles, would be distinct. Some physiolo-

gists are of opinion that the production of any given sound

depends less upon the accurate arrangement of particular articulat-

ing organs, than upon the fulfilment of definite physical conditions

which may be expressed by a determinate geometrical figure; or,

in other words, different individuals may produce the same sound

by diflerenc means.'- Consonants formed by the same kind of

action may be called homogeneous, a character which affords the

truest foundation for a classification. But although the classifica-

tion of all consonants into homorganic categories be not scientifi-

cally correct, it is so within the limits of each homogeneous
category. Thus there is a wide distinction between I and d,

though both would be classed as dentals. A common quality of

this kind is obviously not one which could form the basis of class

distinctions. On the other hand, I and r are oral liquids, and may

' ' So called because they do not admit of vocal intonation.
'- Emil Harlcss, in the article

"
Stimme", in "

Wagner's Handwurter-
huch der Physiologio". Bd. iv. Braunschweig, 1853. S. 704.
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consequently be physiologically classed together ;
but the former

is dental, and the latter palatal, qualities, which, though not capa-
ble of founding class distinctions, are well fitted to mark generic
ones. The best classification is that which includes both dis-

tinctions founded upon homogeneous and honiorganic relations,

the latter being subordinate to the former. In order to render

this classification of consonants more intelligible, we shall give it

in a tabular form, which we borrow from Heyse.'^ The letters

in the same horizonal line are homogeneous, those in a perpendi-
cular line homorganic :

A.—Continuous Consonants. Labial. Dental. Palatal.

I. Aspirants (also Sibilants), articulation '

j'^
(sharp)) ch

imperfect, penetrated by the aspira-
''*''' '^' '

tiou (these are intimately related to } f ^

the class of mute consonants), | ^'^J'
(German) or

'^
j sh English, etc.

II. Vocal or Intonated Consonants : ) s (soft=2:) .;

1. Semi-vowels : Articulation iniper-S «' *
v

'

feet, penetrated by the voice, ) French j, etc.

1'. Lii/uids: Articulation i)erfect, pene-
trated by the voice, wliich may
pass either tlirough :

—
a, the mouth producing oral, . — / r

or i, the nose giving nasa/, . hi" n ny

B.—Explosive Consonants.

III. Mutes: Articulation perfect, with suc-

ceeding aspiration,
1. \N\i\\ Spirilus Lenis :

—
a, soft (jiiedicB), . . . b d q
b, hard {tenues), . . . p t k

2, With Spiritus Asper, Aspiratce:
—

a, soft, . . . . . bh dh gh

6, hard, . . . ph
I'^'l lY'}

J
. A vowel being a flowing or continuous sound, may be of inde-

of vo- finite length if we could continue to force air through the glottis; in

wels. articulate speech it is, however, of a definite duration, the minimum

being assumed as the standard."" As the vowels are of secondary

'^ Die Sprachwissenschaft. S. 209.
"
According to J. MuUer (Elements of Physiology, vol. ii., p. 1047),

in the pronunciation of m, n, and ng, the air passes simply througli the

nasal canal, the aperture of the moutli being closed either by the lips or

by the tongue being pressed against the j)alate, and without suffering

any opposition. The mouth is closed by the lips while m is spoken, but
" the soimd is not produced by this act of closing of tlic lips, but after

tliey are closed, by the simple passage of the air througli the nasal

cavity, together with the resonance of the diverticulum formed by the

cavity of the closed mouth". On this accoimt he does not consider m to

be a labial sound. Tliis circumstance is of considerable philological im-

liortance, though the distinction does not appear to have been hitherto

appreciated by philologists.
'^ If any given vowel be prolonged, as in singing, we very soon lose
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importance in speech, and merely intended to sound the arti-

culate consonant or vehicle of the ideas, the vowels of the tirst

or primitive syllables are considered to have all been short. In

the progress of development of language, the duration may be

increased, partly for euphony' sake, and partly in order to express

grammatical and other differences. The lengthening can, how-

ever, only take place by the junction of a new vowel element.

This may or may not be identical with the first. In the first case,

the result will be long vowels
;

in the second, diphthongs. But

although the long vowel is the short vowel twice taken, it is not

spoken by two successive eiforts, but is one perfectly homogeneous
sound of double the duration of the short one. The diphthong is Diph-
also the fusion of two vowel sounds into a continuous sound

;
but thongs.

in this case the vowels are different, and more or less of their

individual character is maintained—that is, it is a heterogeneous
sound unity. The mixed vowel, on the other hand, is a homoge-
neous one

;
but the diphthong often passes into it, and even into

a simple long vowel. Every combination of two short vowels

does not produce a true diphthong. If we arrange the vowels in

the order from the highest to the deepest, thus : i, e, a, o, u, it

will be found that the passage from the middle vowel a, towards 2,

on one side, and u on the other—that is, the combination of a

flowing or initial with a fixed or final vowel alone, produces a

true diphthong; the initial vowels are, accordingly, a, e, o, and

the final i, u. The reverse arrangement does not produce the

full flow
;

a hiatus will occur between the component vowel

sounds, or the final one will pass into a half vowel j, and form a

syllable. This contrast will be easily observed by sounding ai,

au, and ia, ua. There can, consequently, be only six true diph-

thongs, a?, au, ei, eu, oi, ou. The false or imperfect diphthongs
incltide all other vocal combinations of short vowels, such as ae,

«o, ea, eo, ia, ie, to, iu, ua, ue, ui, uo. The first two are the

links between the two classes, belonging, perhaps, as much to the

true diphthongs as to the imperfect ones.

Gemination, or the doubling of consonants, corresponds to long Qemina-
vowels. The analogy of the diphthong among the consonants tion.

also occurs in the combination or fusion of two or more conso-

nants
;
and like the diphthongs, such combinations are not arbi-

trary, but take place according to certain laws, that is, only
certain letters can thus fuse. These laws differ according as the

consonant is initial, final, or internal, that is, in the middle of the

word.

The combination of a consonant and a vowel constitutes a
r^^^ g^,j_

syllable {uvWajii]) : indeed the mere pronunciation of a conso- lable.

"

the power of clistiuguisliing which it is, that is, it ceases to be a true

articulate sound.—Professor Willis,
"
Cambridge Philosophical Trans-

actions ", vol. iv., 1832.

1. 5
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First syl-

lables ex-

pressed
both no-

minal

and ver-

bal ideas.

The root

had the

nant constitutes a syllable, because it may be asserted that no

consonantal sound is possible without an accompanying vowel.

In Tamulic it is beautifully said, that the consonant is the body,
the vowel the soul, and the syllable the soul and body. But in

a more general sense, a syllable is any word, or part of a word,
which is formed by a break or pause in the voice

;
in this way a

vowel or diphthong may be considered a syllable. But it would

be what is called a naked syllable ;
combined with one consonant,

it is said to be clothed, and is open or closed according as the

consonant precedes or follows the vowel
;

if a vowel be included

between two consonants, the syllable is enclosed. It has never yet
been ascertained whether all syllables were originally open ;

but

if, as in the nature of things must be the case, the roots of all

languages be monosyllabic—a result which has been obtained by

analytic investigations even in the case of the highly developed

languages
— either this is not the case, or we have not obtained

in every instance the original form of the root, for several roots

occur which are enclosed syllables. In what are called the mono-

syllabic languages, however, open syllables appear to be the rule.

The object of every perception is perceived under two circum-

stances, space and time,, or what we might term statical and

dynamical conditions: 1. as occupying, and therefore existing

in, space
—

therefore, a thing, an object, or a fixed quality ;
and

2. as changing, existing in time, and, therefore, motion, action.

The first phonetic combinations, or articulated syllables symbolic
of ideas, must have expressed both conditions—statical and dyna-
mical

;
that is, must have been capable of expressing the ideas

represented by nouns and verbs, which together constitute the

matter or substance of language. They were not, however,

necessarily either nouns or verbs, but materials for both."' To
these first rudimentary words (the ovofia and

p7]i.ia
of the Greeks,

or
0a,j/at aiJixavTiKcd of Aristotle) the term root is applied. A

root, or the definite articulate sound by which man first expressed
his conception of any phenomenon, did not denote either the sub-

ject or the action, but the whole concrete occurrence as it affected

his senses. But as the verb expresses the being, the action, the

root may present itself in subsequent stages of the language in

the verbal form, frequently as the infinitive, whenever the dynamic
condition of the phenomenon happened to be the most important.
In other cases the noun or adjective form may best express the

value of the root.

The root representing the concrete occurrence—that is, verb

and subject
—had the symbolic value of an entire sentence

;
but

'®
Bopp Vergleichende Grammatik, S. 105. W. v. Humboldt, Die

Kawi Spracbe (Einleitung), S. ex. Becker (Organism der Sprache,
2'« lieu bearbeitete Ausgabe, 1841, S. 83) is of a diiferent opinion ;

be

says,
" All root-words in a language are verbs, and all radical concep-

tions, conceptions of action ".
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this sentence must have been very indeterminate, no fixed time yai^e of

being denoted
;
or rather it was aoristic, the past, present, and to a sen-

some extent the future, being included. The person, like the tence.

tense, would not be expressed by any special contrivance, but

the third person, which is that of narrative, would almost inva-

riably be implied.'''

The idea that the roots are rather the materials for verbs and
-pj^g^ig^^

nouns, than either of them properly, receives corroboration from that

the study of those languages which have not yet developed them- roots are

selves beyond the condition of an assemblage of roots without o"\y
'"^-

grammatical forms
;

for it is assumed that a period must have
/"^Q^^g

occurred in the history of the development of every language, andverba

when it consisted only of unmodified roots.'* Thus, for example, corrobo-

the Chinese syllable ta may mean great, size or greatness, to be rated.

great, to enlarge, very, according to its position, combination, and

relation to other words. According to K. Meyer, a similar cir-

cumstance may be observed even in such a developed language
as the old Egyptian : for example, mis mus, the child-suckles ;

Iiim mis, the Avoman bears
;
7non her, the shepherd drives

;
her

mon, the driver herds. '^

A language composed wholly of roots of verbs and nouns could pirst

but imperfectly express the proportions or relations in space or stage of

time under which the subject contemplates or thinks of the object, develop-

such as number, the pronouns, beyond, down, etc., or those per- j^^_

fectly subjective determinations of thought, logical relations, and
guage.

expressions of the will, such as affirmation, negation, doubt,

question, object, cause, etc. In order to express all those com-

plicated relations, language had to undergo certain modifications.

At first the juxtaposition of certain roots with other verbal and

nominal roots, would be made to express a particular relation in

one position, and another in a different one, like the Chinese

syllable ta, mentioned above. The roots which would have the

value of noun and verb in a sentence made up in this way,
would constitute the matter or hochj

—the chief idea, while the

roots, whose value would vary with the relative position to the

chief idea, would represent the special relations of space, number,
etc. This, then, would be the first stage of development of lan-

guages.
As Fichte well observes,^" a living language changes itself in

the inverse ratio of its culture
;

that is, the more civilized a

"' See J. G. Fichte, Von der Spraclifiihigkeit und dem Ursprunge der

Sprache—Sk'mmtliclie Werke, Bd. viii., S 313.
'* An opinion entertained by a great many eminent philologists, but

put forward prominently by Benfey among others. GiJtting. Gelehrt.

Anz. November, 1852, S. 1782; quoted by Heyse, Die Sprachwissen-

schaft, S. 144.
'^
Heyse from Miinch. Gelehrt. Anz

, December, 1841.
20

Ante, Note 17.

5 B
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people becomes, the less progressive change docs its language

undergo
—the sooner does it become fossilized

;
the more uncul-

tivated it is, the more the language is modified. We may accord-

ingly expect to find that the languages of those people, who
became more or less civilized at an extremely early period in

the history of the human race, have been more or less checked

in their development ;
this is the case, for example, with the

Chinese. The reverse of this proposition, that a nation whose

language is undeveloped must have been civilized, does not of

course follow.

The next stage of language development would be where the
becon

j-oois expressing relation of time, uumber, etc., or what we might

the sepa- conveniently term form roots, would get attached or agglutinated
ration of to those constituting the matter of the sentence, and undergo
the pro- more or less modification for euphony' sake, such as the loss of
nonuiia

gQ,^^g letters, etc., but not so much that the orij^inal roots could
or par- ,.'' .iti- />

tide "<^t 0^ i"^ most cases recognized. In this stage ot progression
roots. the form roots would gradually lose their original special meaning,

and would acquire a generic one, so that a single root might be

made to express the same kind of relation in connection with any
number of different nouns or verbs. This loss of special mean-

ing and gain of generic value produces in languages, at this stage
of development, an essential difierence between the roots which

become divided into what we might term corporal roots, that is,

nominal and verbal roots, as already mentioned, ^n(\ formal roots,,

(corresponding in some measure to the
(i^j^pov

and avv^trrf-ioQ

of the Greeks, or (puvai d(Tt]i.ioi
of Aristotle), or the pro-

nominal or particle roots of comparative grammarians.
It will be observed that Ave have assumed all pronominal or

particle roots to have originated from roots which had once

verbal and nominal value. We may have assumed too much,
because the opinion of philologists is yet unsettled upon this

point. There are, no doubt, a great many of this class of roots,

the origin of which, despite the action of agglutination, etc., can

still be perfectly distinguished even in the most complex lan-

guages. Thus, to give a few examples taken at random, which

although not going back to original roots, will be, perhaps, more

intelligible. AA'e have the French, p'as,, rien, point,, from the

original Latin substantives, ^a55M5, 7'em, jJU'ictum; nihil from

ne-hilum [quod granofaha; alihceret Festus) that is, not a fibre;

not (Germ, niclit)
= ni-ivilit {iviht

=
thing) ;

the English afiix,

ly; Anglo-Saxon, Uk; Old Saxon, lie; Old English, liche; Alle-

mannish, li; German lick—from Old High German substantive

lih = body, form (hence German—Leiche, a corpse, English—
Z/c/igate, the outer gate of a church-yard, i/c/ifield, etc.). But

it is possible that, as languages became highly symbolic, many of

them might have been arbitrarily made.

Roots agglutinated or adhering together, might in process of
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time amalgamate fully together, ami then gradually undergo 'i'liini, or

various external phonetic modifications, that is, either destroy
^'"aly'i-

or alter its initial or final letters—or internal, that is, change gt^ge.
the vowel of one of the roots, etc., so that the formal root would

become so indissolubly soldered to the main word as to be unre-

cognizable as a distinct word. This is the amalgamate or inflex-

ional stage of languages.
AVhen a language becomes amalgamating or agglutinating, the Forma-

primitive monosyllabic words must necessarily disappear and give tion of

place to a new set of words containing them, but modified either 'exico-

by internal changes or external additions. The effect of this S'^p '"c

modification is to contract the unlimited contents of the roots,

and make them permanent symbols of definite conceptions, such

as they would temporarily possess iu a monosyllabic language,

according to their relative position in a sentence. The same root

might undergo a great number of modifications, so as to yield
several new words, exactly as a root in the free monosyllabic con-

dition might have represented several different ideas according to

its relative position to other words. Again, the first words

formed may, by the addition of t\\Q formal roots, give rise to a

great number of words having definite grammatical forms. Thus,
for example, there is assumed to be a root y/o or Jiu, which gives
the following words, some being nouns, some verbs—the root in

each word being marked in Italics : English
—

flow, flooA. ;
Ger-

man—
-Jius,?, ;

Latin—-fluo, etc. From these are derived such

words as flowing, flooded (probably y^Oii^er, floral, flour), fllessen,

fluere, fluent, etc.

The conversion of the root into the word, or clothing it,
as we

Clothing

might term it, is so universal, that even in languages which and un-

border upon the monosyllabic condition, the naked root very clothing

rarely occurs, and almost every word is dissyllabled. In the
^°°'*"

modern European languages, however, which are undergoing a

change which we shall notice presently, the clothing is sometimes

worn off the root, and we get many naked roots having the defi-

nite meaning of former Avoi-ds. Thus, for example, the word
hand was in Gothic handus; Crimean Gothic, handa; and already
in Old High German it was reduced to liant; and in Old Saxon,

Anglo-Saxon, etc., hand or hond, etc.

Words are formed out of roots in two ways : first, by a
p;pg(.

change of the root vowel, or internal word forming ; secondly, by method

consonantal strengthening of the root, or external word-making, of for-

The first process may take place in three different ways: 1. by a
™'"^

change of the principal vowels a, i, u, into e and o—example, sang, ^^^^^

sing; 2. by weakening or obscuring the root vowels a and i into roots

e, and u into o, as fall, fell; tan (root), teneo, tendo; 3. by

strengthening the root vowel Avhich occurs, {a) by lengthening
the short vowel, example \f(3 (root) \/;^(,) Doric XaS-w, facia,

feci; (b) by diphthonging (guna in Sanscrit) Germ, hiss, beissen:

(par, <pnivio
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Second Word-forming by the second or external process takes place
method, by the addition of suffixes and prefixes. These additions are of

three kinds: 1. Reduplication, that is, a repetition of the root

itself or part of it, the effect of which is to strengthen the mean-

ing of the root, as for example^ singsong, zigzag, .Si^dffxm.

2. Derivation, that is, by the addition of prefixes and suffixes,

which, in the fully developed language, have no meaning of

themselves, and do not occur isolated in the language—that is,

pronominal or particle roots. The words thus derived are ob-

tained often not directly from the root, but from some simpler
word: in either case they are of two kinds, middle forms and
Iranch forms ; the former are those in which the affix is only
one letter, or where the end syllable is so grown with the root or

stock word, that, when the latter is stripped of the letter or

syllable, it does not constitute an independent word—examples :

iron, water, finger, garden, etc. The branch forms are such

derivative words as leave, on removal of the prefix or affix, an

intelligible word—examples: with suffix—golden, 2'>otter, faithful,

princess, darkness; with prefix
—

unrij)e, misfortune. 3. Com-

position, which consists in the junction into a compound word
of several simple words which independently are intelligible.

Every composite word consists of two members, one of ^^hich

contains the general or fundamental idea of the composite, the

other limits or determines it. The fundamental word is gene-

rally placed last— as, glasnvindoiv, windoivglass, beesivax. Each
member of a compound word may itself be compound, but this

does not affect the dualistic character of the word which such

compounds may form : thus, we haxefulhnoonshine, and German—
ober-landjugermeister. The formation of compound words may
take place in two wnys : 1. by juxtaposition of two or more words,
which stand in an immediate grammatical relationship with eacii

other, that relationship being expressed by the usual flexions,
and which together constitute a concrete whole—examples :

do-notlnng* greater part, etc. 2. True composition, which may
be, (a) the junction of two or more words coming together in

their simplest condition, that is, without their relations being

generally expressed by flexions, and which may be decomposed

again without undergoing any essential change in their meaning,
such as upperlip, birthday, etc. ; (b) by fusion, that is, the com-
bination of the two members so as to represent a simple concep-

tion, their individual meaning, more or less altered, having passed
into that of the compound, but neither of them separately having

any reference to the compound, which, so far as meaning is con-

cerned, is consequently indecomposable—examples : penknife,

snoivwhite, etc. Words formed by true composition being capa-
ble of holding together, may serve as materials for new com-

pounds, or as stocks upon which to found derivative words by
the addition of prefixes and suffixes— examples : nut-tree-oil^

fortnightly (fourteen-night-ly).
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Our observations upon articulate sounds must have shown, Number
what indeed every one may at once divine, tliat the possible ofarticu-

number of homogeneous sounds is very limited, and even of '^t^^

single sounds of a heterogeneous character. The combination of
jj^^^gj

two sounds to an unity may, no doubt, like the mixture of two

colours, produce an infinite number of shades
;
but as, in the case

of colour mixtures, there is a limit to the appreciative power of the

eye, so there is also, and a much narrower one, to that of the

ear. But no one language possesses the whole even of the com- no lan-

paratively small number of simple sounds above mentioned, and
^"^^^

consequently we may expect the same result iu the case of the
^j^qJ^^

mixed sounds. This ditFerence between the original number of

sounds in any two languages must be a most fruitful cause of the

production of distinct languages, quite independently of the simi-

lar effect Avhicli the differential development of the grammatical

organization would have.

The most striking fundamental phenomenon of ethnological r^^^ ^^^

philology is the great number of distinct languages which exist,
opinions

Connected with this diversity we have to notice two opinions aboutthe

which are at the basis of ethnological speculation. According to causes^
of

one, all languages have originated from one primitive one
; of^i^^n-^

according to the other, there have been several distinct primitive guages.

languages. Fortunately for humanity's sake, the balance of scien-

tific evidence is decidedly in favour of the first opinion, and each

new investigation but helps to clear away some remaining barrier

standing in the way of an absolute harmony between religious

and scientific doctrine upon this, one of the most vital questions

connected with mankind. The doctrine of original unity of lan-

guage involves the existence of affinities between all languages.
Such afSnities should also exist between all the languages derived

from any one of the primitive languages ; and, consequently, the

observations which we are about to make fit one hypothesis as

well as the other.

The primitive language must have first split into a small
Co^pa-

number of dialects, each of which, in its turn, may have become rative

the parent or stock of another series, and so on. In order to affinities

compare any two languages, then, we should know the degree of
"^'^'^^

relationship in which they stand, for the value of the affinities
^"

which they might exhibit would be altogether determined by it.

We can best conceive the character of this relationship by com-

paring the whole series of languages to the members of a great

family with its genealogical tree. The sons of the progenitor or

father would represent the first derivations from the parent lan-

guage ;
the children of each sou would bear closer relationship

to each other than they would to their cousins the children

of the other sons
;

and so of the grand-children. But the

farther we proceed the greater will be the complexity of relation-

ships, because we may have to consider, in the case of a given
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language, relationships of the same value as those represented by

brother, tirst-cousin, second-cousin, and uncle.

This brings us to consider the several ways in which languages
Ways in

jjj^y differ
;
for it is only when we know this that we can proceed

which
^^ classify them according to the relative order of their affinities,

guages The sources of difference between languages may be thus sum-

may dif- marized.
*^s'- I. Languages undergo decay, and, consequently, single words,

and even whole families founded on certain roots, and, con-

sequently, the roots themselves, may wholly disappear out of all

languages. A few derivatives may, however, escape destruction,

and thus preserve the root in one or more languages, while all

trace of it may have passed away out of other languages. In

this state the root would be obscured. Again, a group of words

may disappear, with the exception of a few derivations, out of

one or more languages, but may be preserved in several others,

which would thus aftord a key to the root of the derivations left.

We could not give examples of the first kind, because we are

not sufficiently acquainted with all roots and ail languages to be

able to say that any one root has positiveli/ perished, though it

is probable that numbers of tliem have. We can give abundant

examples of the last kind of loss, but one may suffice. Engl.
—

Bridegroom; Auglo-Ssixou, Bi^ijdijuma ; Germ.—Brautigam ; old

high German—Brtitigomo, from Gothic—Guma; Anglo-Saxon— ^'wrna = old high German—Gomo; Lat.—Ho7no = man; no

simple word from the same root now existing in German, Avhile

in English we have the word Groom. Languages grow as well

as decay ;
this growth is, however, chiefly upon the foundation

of previous words, but there is no reason to the contrary, if we

assume that new roots are sometimes created.

IL Two or more languages may have complete identity of

roots and of a great many simple words, and even of derivatives,

but these may have been modified in sound and in meaning. This

may occur in either of the following ways :
—

1. In sound merely ;
a root or word may, in accordance with

certain phonetic laws, have assumed different forms of sound in

difi'erent languages.
2. By the employment of the same root or word to symbolize

different ideas.

3. In both ways ;
that is, the original word may have been

phonetically modified and its original meaning changed.
4. The same object may get its name in different languages

from diflereut roots, all of which may exist in each language.

Thus, one people may derive the word blue from the colour of a

lake, and another from the sky ;
or the word for horse from its

swiftness, from its bearing burdens, or from the name of some

place from whence they first obtained it, as is supposed to be the

origin of the Hebrew word for that animal.
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III. The same material or roots may have been subjected to

difterent degrees or kinds of grammatical organization.
It is imnecessary just now to say anything further upon the

first causes of diflereuces between languages, the loss or gain of Cnarac-

roots
;
and we shall accordingly proceed to consider the second

pijongtic

category of causes, the most important among which, and per- moditi-

haps of all causes, are phonetic modifications. Each nation, cations,

from causes not hitherto determined, use certain simple and mixed

sounds in preference to others
;
and as different classes of articu-

late sounds exercise different muscles, the employment of parti-

cular sounds will help to strengthen certain muscles. On the other

hand, those which would act in the production of the unused

sounds, not being exercised in the same way, the faculty for pro-

ducing those unused sounds will be weakened or even altogether

lost. This difficulty of pronouncing foreign sounds may be still

further increased by the unequal development of one of the

muscles required for its production, by its constant use in pro-

nouncing some other sound. Hence, if one language borrows a

word from another, it must modify it more or less, and even to

such an extent as to render it scarcely recognizable, if it contains

sounds or combinations of sounds which do not exist in the lan-

guage into which it is introduced.

Again, if we recollect the classification of consonants according
to the organs which produce them and the manner of their pro-

duction, we can imderstand how consonants cannot be joined
with one another at random to form a syllable ;

or in other words,
those consonants alone can be fully and purely sounded in succes-

sion as parts of one syllable, which are produced by organs and

muscles which can be rapidly articulated or moved one after the

other. And further, the final consonant of one syllable influences

the initial one of the next in a similar manner. If the articu-

lating organs be unable to produce the sounds in succession, they
will substitute some other sound which will be naturally formed in

the attempt. Even the vowel sound which accompanies certain

consonants or combinations of consonants, is not an indifferent

matter, and consequently it also may suffer change. The character

of the modifications and substitutions which take place in this

way depends upon the phonetic character of each language ;
or in

other words, each language has phonetic laws of change of its

own. From the study of these we may make a general code of pho-
netic laws which would enable us to include all the possible ways
in which words may be phonetically modified within a limited

number of categories. The more important of these general laws

may be briefly summarized as follows :
—

Languages change phonetically in three ways
— 1. by ex- -Wavs ia

change of one sound for another
;

2. by the addition, loss, or which

change of position of sound ;
3. by contraction. We shall 'an-

take each of these processes and examine it somewhat more in S"^S^^

detail.
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change

phoneti-

calJy.

By
change of

vowels.

Byinter-

cliange
of conso-

nants.

I. The exchange of sounds may also take place in three ways—1. Without the apparent influence of other sounds or of the

phonetic elements of the word generally, that is, where they are

not the cause^of the change, though they may exert a modifying
influence upon the manner in which it is exerted

;
2. by the action

of neighbouring sounds and syllables, influence of the phonetic
material—assimilation, dissimilation, and influence of phonetic

equilibrium, law of compensation ;
3. influence of accent.

1. Without injluence of other sounds: (a) by a change of
vowels, which usually takes place from a, i, u, into e and o, and
of a into i and u; a reverse change is not considered to occur

;
the

following example shows the kind of interchange through the

whole vowel scale : German—lache, Italian—lago; English
—

lalce(a
=

e); Latin—lix ; Irish— lough; Vendish— luza. (h)

by an exchange of vowels with consonants, such as the change of

i and ?i into the half-vowels j and v, and the reverse. Another

example of the same kind is the alfinity which subsists in some

languages between u and I, which is displayed in two ways—first,

I becomes u, but it must be preceded by a vowel, for example,
Latin—collum becomes French con; secondly, a vowel preceding
I is changed into ^^; example, Gr., (\koc ; Latin, ulcus. The
Latin / becomes i in Italian when it occurs between a mute and a

vowel. Example, ^9/a???<c?, p/ano; clarus, chiaro.

(b) Interchange of consonants. Consonants can only inter-

change when they are related to each other. This relationship is

of two kinds, homorganic, or those produced by tlie same organs,

such as dentals ; and homogeneous, or those produced by the same

kind of action, such as liquids, etc. This relationship is cross-

wise, as will be understood from what we have said on the classi-

fication of consonants
;
that is, two consonants may happen to be

homogeneous and homorganic at the same time
; as, for instance,

I and n : this is, however, not common, and even in the example
I is an oral liquid, while n is nasal. In accordance with this

distinction, consonantal interchange may be included under two

categories : 1. The interchange between homogeneous consonants,
of which numerous examples might be given, between the half

vowels, spirants, and h—Ex. : old High German, ahsala; mid-

dle High German, ahsel; modern German, achsel; Latin, Jihmi;

Spanish, hilo; between the liquids, such as I and r—Ex. : Lat.—
Peregrinus; Ital.—pelegrino; French—pelerin; ^ and «—Ex.:

Lat.—apostolus; French— aputre, etc.
; between mediae inter-

change is very rare
;
between tenues, and finally between aspirates

and spirants. 2. Interchange between homorganic consonants.

Of this kind are (a) the interchange of continuous and explosive

consonants of the same organic kind, such as v and h—Ex.

Lat., vervex; Middle Latin, herbix; French, brebris; j and g—Ex

German, Gemse; Polish, Giemza ; h, ch (,v), and g— Ex.

Gothic, Guma; Old High German, gomo (koinoj; Latin, homo
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Grimm's
law of

d and t into j— Ex. : Greek, p6Sov\ Latin Eosa; I and d ; rn, b,

p—Ex.: Gothic, stibna; old English, stempne; old Saxon, sto/m«;

German, stimme. 2. The interchange of the homorganic labial-

mutes b, p, etc.
; dental, d, t, th, etc.

; palatal, g, k, etc.

Interchanges of this kind between homorganic mutes are so com-

mon that every one can suggest an example. Connected with the

interchange of homorganic mutes, we may mention the remarkable

historical interchange which has been discovered among the Indo-

European languages, and which exhibits a perfect circular move-

meut from one articulation stage to another, in accordance with
transpo-

the law of transposition of soitnds (in German, Lautverschiebung) sition.

discovered by Jacob Grimm.-' The Greek, Latin, and Sanscrit

form one stage ;
the Gothic, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, the Scan-

dinavian languages, and the Lower German, the second
;
the old

High German, the third stage. According to these successive

stages, each of the nine mutes has been shifted forward in the

direction in which the sounds are naturally developed—that is,

the labial, dental, and palatal mediae pass into the corresponding

tenues, the latter into aspirates, and aspirates into mediai again,
thus completing the circle.'^'- The middle and modern High Ger-

man have remained nearly at the third stage, or that of the old

High German, with, however, an increasing tendency towards a

retrograde movement, that is, to soften the hard consonants, the

former movement being a passage from soft to hard sounds.

The following table will help to render this very remarkable

law more intelligible. The letters are arranged in three homor-

ganic categories of labials, dentals, and palatals. The first column
in each division serves to show to what homogeneous category
the letters in the division belong. The second column gives the

three Greek mutes belonging to each homorganic division ; the

third, the corresponding ones in Gothic
;
and the fourth, in old

High German. Thus b in Greek corresponds to p in Gothic and
to f in German, while ph in Greek is represented by b in

Gothic and p in German—that is, the Greek medias become
Gothic tenuis and German aspirates, etc. If we take any given
letter in any of the languages named, we may, by this table, find

the corresponding letters in any of the others
; thus, t in old

High German corresponds to Gothic d, etc.

Labials. Dentals. Palatals.

%~> o o ^COO
MedifB b h—p—-f
Tenuis p -p—f—^

Aspirate ^2 r ph-b p

Mecliaa a..

Tenuis t..

Aspirate t/i...th-d—t

CI o
rf-t—th
t -th- d
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2. Under the Influence of Neighbouring Sounds. Changes of

this kind may be chissed under two categories, 1. those depend-

ing upon the material quality of the sound
;
and 2. upon the

quantity or equilibrium of the syllable. The first category may
be further subdivided into, 1. assimilation of consonants and

vowels
;
and 2. dissimilation.

. . . Assimilation is of two kinds, homologous and analogous, and

lation of ^^^7 ^^ either consonantal or vocal, progressive or retrogressive ;

conso- generally it is the latter in the Indo-European languages, the

nants.
speech going forward and anticipating, as it were, the following

sound
;
but in the northern or Ural-Altaic languages, vocal assi-

milation is always progressive, the vowel of the affix being made

dependent upon that of the root. 1. Homologous assimilation,

or the assimilation of a liquid to a preceding liquid, or a labial,

a preceding labial, and so on. Thus, in Greek a assimilates v in

civ and iraXiv when they enter into combination
;

e. g., aiiaaiToi,

TraXicToiToc. Again, we have in Latin an example of a mute

assimilating a mute when ad, sub, and ob, enter into combination
;

e.g., affinis, succedo, oppono. This kind of assimilation is also

common in the conversion of Latin words into Italian, thus :

dictus=detto. The assimilating influence of I in the middle of a

word upon a preceding "O in Irish, may be referred to this cate-

gory, thus: codIa sleep, is pronounced as if written C0II4. 2.

Analogous assimilation, which is of two kinds; (o) homorgauic, or

the conversion of a consonant into another which belongs to the

same organ as the following one, thus : tarn gives tandem ; that

is, the labial m passes into the dental, to correspond to the dental

d; French, printemp=L?i\An, in-imum tempus; Italian, p)vonto^

Latin, promptus. (b) Homogeneous, or the conversion of a con-

sonant into another which belongs to the same stage of articula-

tion. This is the law in Greek for all combinations of two mutes;
thus the soft labial

jS
in

rp/jSoj
is hardened to the tenuis tt, when

in combination it is succeeded by the hai'd dental r in TtrpiTrrai.

Again, the spirant s hardens the preceding media, scribo—scrip)si;

liquids, on the other hand, soften
; thus, the hard t in quatuor is

softened to d by the liquid r in quadrvpes, etc. To this cate-

gory belongs also the kind of assimilation called by Schleicher,^*

Zetacis- Zetacismus, which occurs in almost every language
—

namely, the

mus. action of i or j on a preceding k or t sound ;
in assimilating these

it, as it were, squeezes them, and gives a hissing sound.-* Assi-

-*
Spraclivergleichende Untersuchungen, S. 33.

^* The Hellenic substitution of the palatal sibilant Z for the softened

guttural and dental consonants of the ancient dialects, is of this kind.

The EngUsh g, j, and ch, are also more or less the result of the same
kind of action. The palatal sibilants resulting from Zetacismus are

distinct from the original sibilants of the language, inasmuch as at the

very period when the latter are fading into mere aspirations, or dege-

nerating into semi-vowels, the process of substituting palatal sibilants

may be in full activity.
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milation extends also outside the limits of words, to the contiguous
sounds of connected words, in the pronunciation of many peoples,

and even to the written language, as was especially the case in

Sanscrit.

The assimilation of vowels differs so far from that of conso- Assimi-

nants, that, while the latter is almost invariably the result of ''^'^'°" "^

contact of two sounds, in the former the vowel of a syllable acts

upon that of the preceding syllable over the intermediate conso-

nants. As examples of homologous assimilation, we may instance

nihil=^ne hilum, consul=consilium. The analogous assimilation

of vowels may be described as the obscuring of the vowel of a

preceding syllable, mixing with it another vowel sound. Of this

kind is the remarkable progressive vowel assimilation in the

Finnic-Tatarian or northern family of languages. According to

the peculiar vocal harmony in these languages, a final a, o, u,

becomes «, a, il, if the root vowel be a, o, u, and vice versa.

The Irish rule of "Broad to broad, slender to slender", c4.ol

le C40l 45Ur le4'C4i3 le leAtAX], is very similar to the law

of harmony just mentioned. In Irish the vowels are classi-

fied into broad (a, o, «,) and slender (e, i). Now, the rule is

this, that a consonant or consonants should, in every written

word, lie between either two broad or two slender vowels; or, in

other words, if the vowel of a syllable be broad, the vowel of the

next succeeding syllable should be broad
;

if a slender vowel pre-

ceded, a slender one should follow.

Dissimilation is the avoidance of the disagreeable repetition of r.- • •

,., Ill •
r> 1 .

Dissimi-
like sounds by the conversion or homogeneous consonants mto lation.

heterogeneous, and homorganic into heterorgauic. For instance,

the Greeks never commenced two succeeding syllables with aspi-
rates

;
if in combination this happens, the first aspirate is con-

verted into the tenuis homorganic with it. Indeed they appear to

have avoided having the same consonant occur in two successive

syllables. A remarkable example of dissimilation is afforded by
the euphoneous interchange between the palatal liquid r and the

dental one I in the Latin words ending in avis or alis. If the

simple word or stock upon which the derivation is effected end
in r, the termination will be alis ; if in

I, in aris. Examples :

singul-Axis,, muraXh, Solaris. In English we have jnirj^le, from

Latin jnayura ; marble— French, marbre, from Latin marmor.

Equilibrium of Sentences, or the Laws of Compensation.
—In t

^^
assimilation and dissimilation we have the establishment of Comi)en-

euphony by means of a positive change of quality in the sounds sation.

themselves. In the laws of compensation we have a much more
delicate method of attaining it in certain cases, by the relation be-

tween the quantity or length of the vowel sounds in connected

syllables. Vowel changes of this kind may be purely phonetic, or,

without having any positive grammatical value, may affect the

symbolic meaning of a syllable by giving it phonetic preeminence.
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Influ-

ence of

accent.

Augmen-
tation.

The effect may be produced in two ways, by strengthening the

vowel sounds, or by weakening them. The former consists in the

diphthonging or lengthening of the short root vowels f-' the latter

in the weakening of the stock vowel when it is increased by re-

duplication or prefix. Thus in Latin, a becomes i in open sylla-

bles, and e in closed ones
; facto, efficio; annus, perennis. In cer-

tain cases a passes into u; t'into i; ae into I; au into u; 6 into

i; u into e, etc.
;
some of these changes being common to a great

many languages, while others are peculiar to one.

3. Under the injluence of accent.—The relative importance of

this element of phonetic change depends upon the circumstance

of its being fixed or variable. In Greek and Latin it was varia-

ble, and followed or depended upon the number of syllables in the

word, or the quantity, which was almost always invariable. In

modern languages there is a gradual tendency to make words

purely symbolic, and hence in some of them accent is employed
not only as a means for obtaining pure euphony, but to express
intellectual differences, as a kind of delicate substitute for in-

flexions cast off. In such cases it overrides all other phonetic

relations, altering the pronimciation of both toned and uutoned

syllables. Thus, for example, in German the tone or accent is

quite invariable, always maintaining its position on the root or

stock syllable ;
such toned or accented syllables have their short

vowels lengthened, or the following consonant doubled
;
the vow-

els in the unaccented syllables being -weakened or even volatilized

altogether.

II. Augmentation, Retrenchment, Metathesis.—These pho-
netic means of change are presented to us under two aspects,
either in their evident or historical form, as they have been pre-
sented to us in the gradual change of a given language in the

course of time, or in the contrast of allied languages or dialects of

the same stock, or as the expression of the assumed methods

according to which grammarians suppose certain phonetic changes
to have occurred either in the formation of the simple words or

inflexions.

Augmentation is applied to the addition of meaningless sounds

to Avords in order to establish euphony, and takes place either by
(a) Prosthesis or Prothesis, or the prefixing of a letter: thus Lat.,

spiritus ; French, esprit. It may be a consonant as well as a

vowel. Anglo-Saxon, meltan (English—melt) gives English smelt,

old German smeltan, modern German schmelzen. (h) Epithesis, or

augmentation by a final letter, such as the v of the third person

singular in Greek, TsriKpti'-, (c) Epenthesis, or augmentation by

^^ This is the Guna and Wriddliiof Sanscrit gi'ammarians: the former
consists in adding an a before the vowel, so that from j or u e or o is ob-
tained. Wriddhi consists in tlie use of « in the same way, so that a before

2 gives ai ; a before u gives au. Heyse Sprachwissenschaft, S. 316.
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interpolation of sounds in the interior of the word. Example, of

a consonant, Lat. domitare—French, dompter; of a vowel—Gr.
'

A<TK\})TrioQ
— Lat. yEsculapius.

Retrenchment is rarely employed to produce euphony, but Re-

rather for brevity, and is one of the principal causes of the diffi- trench-

culty of discovering the roots in some languages, as in French. It
"^^'"•

takes place either by (o) Aphajresis, or the retrenchment of a

vowel or consonant in the first syllable. Example, Lat. extraneus,
Ital. estraneo; French, e{s)tranger, Engl, stranger. The French

word is an example of the retrenchment of a consonant, the Eng-
lish of a vowel

; {h) Apokope, or the cutting off final vowels and

consonants. The latter is common in Greek, such, for example, as

the dropping of final mutes
;
the former is not, but very frequent

in other languages. Sometimes the whole syllable is cut oft",

Latin, Amicus—French, Ami. (c) Retrenchment in the interior

of a word, which may be, 1. elision, or the dropping of one vowel

when two come together, as ne—unquam = nunquam; 2. syn-

cope, or the dropping of a vowel occurring between two conso-

nants. Example, narnp—Trarpocyl^at.valide—valde. Sometimes
it causes the melting of two words. Example, do not, do'nt; (c)

dropping of a consonant or of a whole syllable or eclipsis.

When this takes place in the case of a consonant and two vowels,

the latter are drawn together, and a long vowel produced, if the

two vowels be alike, or a diphthong, if they be different. We need

not give examples of this kind of change, as they are abundant in

every language, and in most cases the rules vary with the lan-

guage.

Metathesis, or the reversal or changing about of the position of Meta-
a sound with respect to the other sounds of a word. It is one of thesis,

the commonest and most important methods of changing the

appearance of words, and producing difference between allied

languages. Examples: Latin, pro; Spanish, por; French, ^jowr;

Gothic, hrinnan, brennan; Anglo-Saxon, J^'raan; English, burn;

Anglo-Saxon, thridda ; English, third. The tendency in the

modern languages is to transfer the consonant after the vowel, as

in the examples given ;
but iu the Slavonic dialects the tendency

is the reverse, at least in the case of the liquids.

III. Contraction is the combination or fusion of two or more Contrac-

vowels belonging to different syllables, to a single mixed vowel or
'°"'

diphthong. In some languages this is effected only for euphony,
in others its object is brevity. As the simple vowels are all pre-
served in the compound one, and are not lost, as in the case of

actual retrenchment, the effect of this method of change is not

nearly so destructive of the organic form of the language as those

already mentioned. Contraction maybe imperfect or perfect;
the former is only employed iu the pronunciation, the latter

being also employed in writing. Imperfect contraction is of two

kinds : Syuizesis, or the combination of two vowels in pronun-
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ciation to a diphthong ;
and Synaloepha, or the melting of two

vowels to one mixed vowel, wliich needs not necessarily be long.

They are both temporary means of helping rhythm, and their only

permanent effect is dependent upon what the early rhythmical
ballads of a people may have upon its ultimate pronunciation.

Perfect contraction is of two kinds: contraction properly so

called ((TvvaiptaKj),
which takes place within a word, or between

two separate woi-ds, or crasis which is almost confined to Greek.

All, or nearly all, possible modes of word I'orming and

chief

"

letter clianging, wliicli could exist in any language, may,
letter- -^e believe, be included imder some one or more of the
changes categories mentioned in the preceding abstract. If the

under the changcs of this kind, which every language achnits of, be

foregoing determined, the comparative philologist is also able to dis-

catego- (jQygj, ^i^Q special phonetic laws which belon^ to each Ian-

guage. Having discovered these, he may now proceed to

^Tfjjjj analyze the words of any language, decompose the com-
the dis- pomid ones into their component ones, strij)

the derivatives
COvery of from a common stock word of their inflexional elements,

lia^r^pho-
^^'^^ unclotlie the stock itself so as to obtain the naked

netic root : he may even in many cases discover the roots of
laws of i\^Q inflexional elements themselves. Again, he may

proceed synthetically as well as analytically : knoAving
enables the modification which a simple word or root would uu-
us to do.

(lergo on being subjected to the action of the peculiar

phonetic laws of a language, or of a series of languages,

singly or in succession, he may test the accuracy of his

analytical results, by building upon one of his roots all

the words which it might form in accordance to the pho-
netic and formallstic or grammatical laws of a given

language, and then see how far his backword process
accords with the actual words in that language. This

synthetical test has never, as it ought to have been, ap-

plied to the whole series of roots of a family of languages,
and the artificial materials for a lexicon thus formed,

compared with those wliich the natural growth of the

lanoruaofe had evolved.

It must be evident that any attempt at etymolofjical

lot-icai' investigation, not foimded on a knowledge of the phonetic
resear- laws of languages, must be perfectly barren in result,

ches not 'S^q admit that the residts hitherto obtained by the plio-

upo„
netic system are not above suspicion ; nay, more, we con-

phonetic fess that acknowledged adepts in the processes of letter

laws, of
changing have arrived at the strangest results, such even

" '

as the Avildest etymological guesses of the old school of
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philologists could scarcely rival certainly never excel.

All this merely proves that a good instrmnent has been

badly appHed, and that philology is yet in its infancy
as an inductive science.

Having disposed of the phonetic laws, the basis of all Diffe-

branches of comparative grammar, we can now addi'css rence be-

ourselves to the last element of difference between Ian-
j^n^^^

guages—grammatical organization. The special object guages

wliich we have in view in this essay dispenses us from '" gram-

dwelHng with the same detail upon this element of differ- "^Lnnt
ence that we did upon the phonetic one. It wotdd not, zation.

indeed, be necessary in any case, inasmuch as every one

is more or less acquainted with the elements of grammar,
while the principles of letter-changes are comparatively
but little known. Wlien we speak of grammatical organi-

zation, we mean it chiefly in reference to the formation of

grammatical words (adjectives, adverbs), inflexions, etc.;

because, strictly speaking, all we have said about roots

and words belongs to the subject of grammar, just as

much as anything we shall hereafter say ;
but the distinc-

tion, without being logical, is convenient. We shall have
to make a few observations on the classification of lan-

guages in connection with the Indo-European and Finn

Hypotheses, and this will ofier us an opportmiity of com-

municating as much information on this part of compara-
tive grammar as will suit the purpose we have in view.

Bacon's aphorism,
" Citius emerqit Veritas ex errore n\ -r

quam ex conjusione ,
however we may be disposed to cation

doubt of its truth universally, is quite applicable to the indispen-

case of sciences which deal with a multitude of objects or
®"

facts. Better some classification, even though erroneous,
than none at all, because we may safely say that one of

the greatest progressive steps which an infant science can
make is the framing of some classification. In the in-

fancy of science the classification must needs be artificial,

because the afiinities linking the objects or facts cannot

be known, much less can their order or relative value.

One of the uses, indeed, of a system of classification, is to

enable afiinities to be discovered. The most artificial

classification ever proposed contained some elements of a

natural one
;
but a perfectly natural one can only be framed

at a very advanced stage of the science. There can be
no doubt then that there is some truth, indeed much, in

the recent classifications of languages proposed by several

distinguished German philologists ; nevertheless, they are

I. G
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but temporary scaiFolding, and should never be looked

upon in any other light. Of all those which have been

proposed, that of Pott appears to present most advantages,
with one exception, which we shall hereafter refer to,

than any of the others. This classification may be thus
Pott's summarized : 1. Isolating languages, or those in which the

cadon. ii^^tter or chief idea, and the form, or secondary idea,

derivative or flexional element, still remain perfectly sepa-
rated. 2. Agglutinating languages, wherein matter and
form adhere together, but scarcely more than externally.
3. True inflexional amalgamating languages, in which
the matter and form are so intimately blended that both

fuse into an indecomposable unity. The first class is re-

presented by the Chinese and Indo-Chinese languages ;
the

second, by the Finnish, Turkish, Mongolian, and other

languages grouped together in accordance with tlic Finn

hypothesis; the third, by the Semitic, and still more so

by the Indo-European languages. The latter is the

proper normal type; the first two are below the normal;
but there are others ai^ain which Pott considers to ex-

ceed the normal, namely, the American
;
and accordingly

he makes a fourth class of them
;

—4. The transnormal or

incorporating languages.
F. Schlegel, who was one of the first to make a

gel's. general classification of languages, divided"-'"' them into

three principal classes: flexionless, ajjixing, and injtect-

A. W. i^fjf languages. A. W. SchlegeP' adopted his brother's

Schle- classification, but subdivided the inflectincr Lmmiacres into
S*^ ^'

synthetical, or those whose inflexions are chiefly formed

by additions to the root or stock word, and analytical,
or those which can also make internal phonetic changes
in the root or stock word perform the functions of inflec-

tions. The Indo-European represent the synthetical lan-

'
.

'

.V'guages ;
the Semitic (Hebrew, etc

),
the analytical. Bopp^®

has made another classification, in which he starts from the

mechanism of the languages—that is, the means by which
their grammar is formed, and accordingly distinguishes
the following classes: 1. Languages with monosyllabic
roots, without the power of combination, and, therefore,

without organization, without grammar; of wdiich the

^^ See his celebrated work,
" Ueber die Sprache und Weisheit der

Inder ".

*' " Observations sur la langue et la literature Proven^ales ".

as
Vergleicliende Grammatik, s. 112.
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Chinese is the type. 2. Languages witli monosyllabic
roots, but capable of combination, and developing their

organization or grammar almost wholly in this way ;
of

which Sanscrit, Greek, and all other languages (whether

agglutinating or amalgamating), with the exception of,

3. the Semitic languages, which produce their gram-
matical forms not only by combination, but also by
internal change in the root itself W. v. Humboldt,"' W. von

though making the external form or grammatical struc- Hum--

ture of languages the basis of his classification, seems to

liave been influenced also by what we might term the

comparative psychological character of languages. He
takes two extreme opposite types

—the Chinese and San-

scrit (Indo-European) languages, the former having no

phonetic expressions whatever for grammatical diiFe-

rences, while the latter express them in the most perfect
manner by true inflections. All other languages lie

between these extremes, and admit, in general, of being

only negatively characterized; while, on the one hand,

they are capable of expressing some grammatical rela-

tions, they do not possess true inflections
;
hence they can

only be included together in one class upon very general
and indefinite grounds. The grammatical differences

in this very loosely formed class are, however, distin-

guished, so far as external form or material expression is

concerned, very clearly and sharply, by particles or for-
mal words, which are themselves either complete words
or can be directly referred to such, and, consequently,
have an independent meaning. But, on the other hand,

they do not possess any invariable, inherent forma-
listic or grammatical difference between noun and

verb, so that it often happens that any word may be

used as a verb or noun indifferently. This would

show, in accordance with what we have already said

upon the subject of roots, that the words in these lan-

guages have not yet lost the intrinsic character of pri-

mitive roots, that is, are rather materials for nouns or

verbs than either of them properly. Humboldt divides

this class of languages into two groups, according to the

mode in which the particles are employed : (a) Particle

languages, properly so called, which do not characterize

the verb by any external form, like the Indo-Chinese

and the Polynesian languages. To this class he also

-^ See the Introduction to his great work,
" Die Kawi Sprache".
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adds the Mandchu and iSIongolian, but this, we believe,

he did upon imperfect data. 2. Agghitinating languages,
\i which characterize the verb more or less perfectly by

pronominal suffixes, shortened or modified in form. In

accordance with this classification, the Chinese, as being
more consequent, would stand liigher than the whole

class, which is characterized by a want of true logical
1

1
consequence, the grammatical spirit having been obscured

I by mixing the material and formal meaning together.

Stein-
SteinthaP" has proposed another classification not foun-

thai's. ded,like all the preceding ones, upon the external form or

mechanism of the languages, but on the specifically dif-

ferent internal feeling or power of languages of different

peoples, and the internal form of speech thereby deve-

loped. The fundamental idea of Steinthal's classification

appears to involve the admission of several distinct races

of men, while all the others are consistent with unity of

race, or actually assume it.

j^gjj_
Inflected languages have within historical times under-

guages gone a singular change, which has resulted in the pro-
tirop duction of what might be considered as a perfectly dis-
t eir in-

^^^^^^ cXq.^^ of lancrua<jes. This chan<re is the fallina; off of

the inflections, or their incorporation m some instances

with the body of the word, losing at the same time their

inflectional value, the functions of the lost inflections being
then fulfilled by separate words,—prepositions with sub-

stantives, and auxiliaries with verbs. The English, French,

Italian, modern Greek, the Germanic, and other modern

European languages, etc., are now in this condition.

They also exhibit a great instability in the manner of

expressing relations of time, that is, the tenses, and even
in the employment of the conditional forms of verbs.

Navratil,^' for example, has drawn attention to a singular

Change cii'cumstance of this kind in some of the Sclavonic Ian-

wiiich guages. They are especially distinguished from other
Sclavo-

lanofuacres by a distinction between verbs dependinjj upon
nic v6rbs oo_^ ^ ^^^ _i oi
are un- ^hc duration of the action—that is, into imperfect verbs
der go-

ing. 30 j)jg Classification iler Spraclien dargestellt als die Entwicklung der

Spracliidee; Berlin, 1850—and Die Entwicklung der Schrift. Nebst eiuem
(jffeuen Sendsclircibeu an Herrn—Prof. Pott., Berlin, 1852. "We have
not liad an opportunity of seeing either of these works, and are conse-

quently able to judge of them only from a few extracts in Bohthngks
" Ueber die Sprache der Jakuten. St. Petersburg, 1851", and a refer-

ence to them in Heyse's
" Die Sprachwissenschaft".

^'
Beitrag zum StucUum des Slavischen Zeitwortes aller Dialekte

Wien, 185C.
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{verba imperfectivaj, which, express imperfect action, and

perfect verbs (verba perfectiva), which express finished,

completed action. By means of this distinction the Scla-

vonic dialects are able to express by a single form an ac-

tion once performed, [or the repetition of individual ac-

tions, or the action as a whole, and thus gain in precision
and shortness of expression. Logically speaking, the per-
fectverb can have no present indicative

;
the imperfect verb,

on the other hand, expressing action in process, can alone

have a true present tense. Now, the change alluded to is

the use of the present indicative of the periect verb to ex-

press the true present. The effect of this tendency is to

obliterate the imperfect verbs altogether. Such changes
are more marked and rapid in the dialects of mixed

peoples.
It may be useful here to point out some of the more

prominent peculiarities of each of the great famihes into

which philologists are disposed to di"vide languages. And
we may observe, that these divisions exhibit in some
cases remarkable coincidences with the geographical divi-

sions of continents.

Alphabetic writing, as Dr. Donaldson has observed, Develop-

was not invented by one effort. It was the result of
a"j^j^*°

series of successive improvements. The first effort at betic

assisting the memory must have been a rvide di'awing of writing,

the object; but such di-awing must have had from the

outset more or less symbohc meaning, as representing a

quahty or an action
;
for example, a rude outHne of a

horse, swiftness. It then became' ideographic, the idea

being dii'ectly suggested by the pictiu-e. Such was the

Egyptian picture-writing in its earliest stage. For, as

Champolhon's important discovery shows, these ideogra-

phic symbols very soon became phonographic ;
the latter

clement never, however, becoming predominant. Out of

the Egyptian ideographic wi'iting was evolved the purely

phonographic Hebrew letter alphabet, which was pro-

bably the parent of all other letter alphabets invented. In

China the process of evolution was different. Instead of

ideograpliic symbols, when they lost the power of pictorial

representation, becoming phonographic symbols, as the

Egyptian did, they merely became purely abstract symbols,
like numerals (as Latham calls them, rha?matographic),
whose combinations expressed complex ideas, without

any reference to the form of objects. In Chinese there

are about 200 such simple signs, which have been de-
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rived originally i'rom pictures of objects; out of these

some 40,000 to 50,000 combinations can be made (the

Imperial Dictionary contains about 33,000). The Chi-

nese ideographic symbols have also their phonographic
derivative in the Japanese; but this is a syllable alpha-

bet, and not a letter one. Now Chinese WTiting expresses

perfectly the character of the language ;
the monosyllabic

roots are, in truth, abstract rhasmatographic sounds, which
have no separate special meaning, and only acquire it in

combination.

A monosyllabic language camiot have the syllabic

atioa"in'
acccntuation of polysyllabic languages; but, in lieu of it,

mono- the Chinese has a very peculiar syllable tone, which be-

syliabic longs morc to the character of the idea symbolized than

<nia£res
^^ ^^^^ sound itsclf, and is, conseqviently, of unportance for

the meaning of the word. This accent is not a mere em-

phasis, but a positive rise and lall of the voice, productive
of a kind of musical intonation. This circumstance is of

considerable ethnological importance, inasmuch as it seems

very probable that accent was originally in all languages
a musical intonation of this kind. Very recently, indeed,
Weil and Benlow^^ have endeavoured to prove that this

was the case in Sanscrit and Greek, and, to a certain

extent, in Latin also, and consequently in the mother-

tongue of the Indo-European languages. We shall have
occasion to refer to this subject again.

Wliile the Chinese is characteristically monosyllabic,

t r'oT*^'
^^^^ American languages are apparently polysyllabic.

Ameri- The elements of a sentence, which in the Chinese are

can Ian-
placed side by side without combination, are phonetically

guages. J^g^.(j ^j-^ j.]-^Q American lanwuasfes, so as to become one

word. As they have not attained a single trace of in-

flexions, or any more grammatical organization than the

Chinese, they are polysynthetical rather than polysyllabic,
and ought, strictly speaking, be classed with the Indo-

Chinese family. The difference between them and the

Chinese is more apparent than real, or, as Steinthal has

well observed, purely morphological.^^ WilHam von Hum-
boldt^^ has termed one of them, the Mexican, incorporat-

ing, because it places the object between the subject and

verb, as for examples
—

ni-qua, I eat; ni-naca-qua, I flesh

^^ Tlieorie Generale de TAccentuation Latine.
^^ Die Classification der Sprachen. Quoted in Heyse's Sprachwissen-

scliaft, y. 17").
" Die Kawi Spi'aclie=Einleitung.
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eat
; ni-maca, I give ; ni-te-tla-maca, I-some-onc-some-

tliing-give. The close and striking affinity, or rather

the absence of all intrinsic difference, between the Ameri-
can and Chinese languages, becomes remarkably evident, /

as Heyse observes, when, in Mexican, the elements of a

sentence are too numerous to be fused into one word. In
this case they fall asunder, and stand beside one another

as indifferently as in Chinese ;
as the following example,

from the work of Hmnboldt, already quoted, shows:—
ni-c-tschihui-eia in no-piltzen ce calli =l-it make-for the

my-son a house=I make for my son a house. Pott ap-

plied Humboldt's term incorporating, as we have seen,
to the whole American languages, and made them a dis-

tinct flimily. Wliilc he considers the Chinese under the

normal, he makes the American transnormal
;

it is diffi-

cult to understand what he means by this term
;
because

the American languages certainly never passed beyond the

monosyllabic stage in the direction of the normal type.
Future researches will undoubtedly show that the Ameri-
can languages only form a subdivision of the Indo-Chinese

family ;
that is, that they belong to the flimily of mono-

syllabic languages of which the Chinese is the highest

type, and which includes the Siamese and other languages
of farther India.

The Malayan is another family intimately connected
q,

with the Chinese. The languages of this family are spread ter of

over the Phillippine Islands, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Ma-

Celebes, Madagascar, and the peninsula of Malacca, form- ^^'^^'

ing the Avcstern branch, or Malay Proper, and the Poly-
nesian Islands, or the eastern branch. The words are

monosyllabic, and consist of the naked roots, inasmuch
as any word may be used indifferently, as substantive,

adjective, ur verb. The grammatical relations in the

eastern branch, as in the Indo-Chinese, are expressed by
the position of the words, and by separate particles ; or,

in other words, it has no grammar. The Malay, in the

stricter sense, without having a true grammar, exhibits a

tendency to form words by the addition of prefixes,

affixes, etc. Considering Chinese as the type, we have
one great family of languages, consisting of three great

groups, the Indo-Chinese, the American, and the Malay-
Polynesian. The latter, it may be remarked, is very much
mixed up with Sanscrit elements in those places geogra-

phically situate near India; this is the case witli the

Kawi, or poetical language of Java. It was this intimate
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mixture that led Bopp to consider tlie Malayan languages
as disintegrated Sanscrit dialects. One of the greatest

problems in philology would unquestionably be the inves-

tigation of the roots of all the languages of the three groups
here mentioned, with the view of estabHshing their identity.
The time is, however, distant when a solution of so vast

a problem, can be hoped for.

Conterminous, northward and westward, with the last

named great family, come a multitude ot' languages spoken
by nations, which occupy the whole of central and nor-

thern Asia, from the Pacific to Europe, and even part of

Europe itself These languages exliibit sufficient affini-

ties to entitle philologists to connect them together into

one family. The limits of an article, and the object we
have in view, forbid us to enter into any details as to the

nature of those affinities
;
but as tliis is the northern family,

already mentioned in connection with the Finn hypothesis,
we may find it useful, subsequently, to note somewhat
more specially than in the case of the last group of fami-

lies, the kind of general affinities by which the members
of the family are finked together.

This family exhibits a remarkable development in gram-
matical organization as we proceed from east to west.

The Mandchu, which is conterminous with the Chinese,
exhibits the first development of the agglutinating stage
of languages, but was congealed in its very infancy;
while in Finnish and Hungarian, the most extreme

western members, we have two languages wliich aj^proach
so closely to the European type, that many are disposed
to take them, especially Finnish, out of the class alto-

gether, and join them to the Indo-European. The family
thus naturally divides itself into two divisions :

—the east-

ern—Mandchu (Tungus) and Mongofian ;
the western—

Turkish and Finnish lansfuaofes. Between them come
the Samojede group, wliich in some respects belongs to

the first. The language of the first division can scarcely
be said to have any true grammatical categories, there

being frequently no absolute distinction between adjec-
tives and verbs. Thus, in Samojede, the adjective, when
used as an attribute, has the meaning of a noun, as saica

jcile, a good day ;
but if it be used as a predicate, it acquires

a A^erbal character, as the conjunction is at the same time

contained in it, af^ jdleda saira, the day is good. It may
also get an adverbial significance. Shnilarly, the substan-

tive may be a nominal or verbal stock at the same time,
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TMs absence of distinct grammatical categories goes so

far in the Samojede, tliat a noun may be both declined

and conjugated, the latter not extending, however, be-

yond the indicative mood
;

still in this mood the personal
suffixes of the noun and verb are not completely diflerent.

The verbal suffixes can not only be affixed to the nomina-

tive, but even to the other cases. Possessive suffixes may
be added to nouns, as anou, my boat

;
but in some dia-

lects this may be likewise added to verbs, so that the two
kinds of suffixes are common to nouns and verbs, and no

distinction, as in other languages, can consequently be

founded on them. In the second division of languages
there is, as above remarked, a much greater approach to

y"^^^^'
the true inflexional character of the Indo-European Ian- (.q^a di-

guages ; but, notwithstanding the really wonderful and vision,

highly poetical development of both Fmnish and Hun-

garian, the peculiar and imperfect character of their ori-

ginal organization has never been fully overcome. No

superfluity of forms, or delicate modes of expressing
mmute shades of diflerence of action, can ever counterba-

lance the want of this inner logical consequence, which can

only be attained by an absolute separation of the gram-
matical categories. As examples of the existence of this

kind of imperfection, even in Finnish and Hungarian,
which are vmdoubtedly the most perfect languages of the

family, we may mention that they have no true subjec-
tive and objective cases; the same word also often serves

as noun or adjective. Finnish has a superlative degree,
and both it and Hungarian a comparative ;

but they are

wantmg in all the other languages, and can only be ex-

pressed by particles and adverbs.

We have not space to insist upon further grammatical

imperfections, and shall therefore content ourselves with

giving a few examples of the most characteristic resem-

blances which have been noted.

Assmning roots to be necessarily monosyllabic, we
cannot help being stnick with the general dissyllabic
character of the simple words in the whole family.
Even the foreign monosyllabic words, borrowed into Ehvtli-

Finnish for example, or the Chinese roots into Mon- mical

golian, are made dissyllabic by the addition of a rhythmi-
^"^^

cal final vowel. Indeed the diflerence between the roots

and simple words appears in all cases to consist in

the clothing of the former with such a rliythmical vowel.
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This dissyllabic character of the simple words is one of

the circumstances which make Finnish, etc., tend so mucti

to the trochaic rhytlmi. The root is inflexible through-
out all the languages of the family, a peculiarity wluch
distmsruishes it in a marked manner from the Indo-Em'o-

pean and Semitic families. It can neither have the vowel

strengthened, interchanged, or subjected to metathesis
;

the only change of which it seems capable is the soften-

ing of a final consonant according to a certain law of

harmony. There appear, however, to be some excep-
tions to tliis rule of root inflexibihty in Lappish and

Jurak-Samojede, and Bohtlingk has recently noticed the

same circmnstance in Jakutish. The root, on the other

hand, influences all the sufiixes.

In other languages accents appear to have a lengthen-

ing effect on vowels only ;
but in Finnish, Lappish, etc.,

the consonants are smailarly affected, so tliat they help
to protect the vowels from modification. Tliis produces
an equilibrimn between the consonants and vowels, so

that neither of them can be said to predominate. The

heaping of consonants is thus avoided; for instance, in

Finnish two consonants cannot besfin or end a word. In

pure Hungarian words also, two different consonants

scarcely ever occvu* in the same syllable, and foreign
words are often completely modified in accordance with

this circumstance by the intercalation of a vowel between
the consonants, thus—Stephen; Genn., Stephan becomes

Istevdn, etc.^^ The same piinciple operates more or less

in Mandchu, Mongolian, Turkish, and Samojede, especi-

ally as regards initial consonants, and, indeed, may be

said to constitute a general characteristic of the entu'e

family.

The most remarkable featiu'e, however, of tbe northern

family, is the pecuHar law of vocal harmony which reigns

throughout every member of the family. In these lan-

ofuasfes the vowels are divided into tliree classes: 1. hard

{majores); 2. soft {minores); and 3. neutral (medice).
To the fu'st class belong a, o, «, to wliich in some lan-

guages ?/ IS also added; the second class contains the

obscure or mixed vowels a, o, ii; i, and in some languages
e, belong to the third class. Now the law of harmony is

tlxis: 1. If the root syllable of the word contains a hard

^* Die Grundziige der Finnischen Spraclic niit Riicksiclit auf den

Ural-Altaischen Sprachstamm. Von II. Kellgren, Berlin, 1847.
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vowel, a, 0, n, (_y),
the following syllables cannot have a

soft vowel, a, 6, il; 2. in like manner hard vowels cannot

follow soft ones
;

3. the vowel i is neutral, and may be

followed by either a hard or soft vowel
;

4. this is also

the case with e in the Finnish and Samojede languages.^*^
The roots m the northern family form the first syllable

Dislike

of the word; or in other words there are no prefixes. This
g'^^g*^'

circumstance is in some degree opposed to the formation

of compound words
;
but it is chiefly to "the inflexibility

of the root and the domination of the law of vocal har-

mony, that we must attribute the want of power in the

languages of this family to form true compoimd words.

They either use special words as a substitute for such com-

poimds, or they seek to effect the object by different

means. Thus in Finnish, instead of forming a true com-

pound, one of the words is put in the genitive, as j^uuii

latva, the tree's top, instead of tree-top. One of the most
characteristic distinctions between the northern languages
and the Indo-European ones, is the circmnstance that they
have the same case suffixes in all nmnbers. The Northern „,

^

Samojede dialects form an exception to this; they have endings.

different endings in different niunbers, and in this respect

approach therefore the Indo-European languages. The

pliu'al endings in several members of the family exhibit a

great affinity. Thus in Finnish, Morduin, and Ostjak, it

is t; in Mongolian it is also t or ut
(i'lt) ;

in Esthonian it

is d; in Lappish, h (k) ;
and Hungarian, k; in Tungus, I.

In some others it is irregular : thus in Syrj^nean, it is jas;

Tcheremiss, icglcc; Turkish, lar. The affinity between geni- case suf-

tive suffixes is still more striking, for as a general rule it fi.xes.

is n; even the Mandchu ending ni or i can be scarcely
considered an exception. No special affinity can be disco-

vered between the other case-endings. In expressing the

cases in phu'al, the root, in accordance with what we have
said above, goes first, then the phu^al suffix, and lastly the

case suffix
;
so that the plural suffix is intercalated between

the latter and the root in converting the singular into the
A'^iriiiti-

plural. A few examples will make this more intelligible, natidn

and at the same time show the character of the asrgluti-
'l'"*'''''-

natmg princijilc. We shall select the Syrja^nean word jeclen-

)uort=^man, the Osmanli word Khatoini=Iacb/, and the sion of

Tungus word hira^nver, so as to take our examples from "ouf's-

^^ Castren—Grammatik dei" Samojeclischen Sprachen. St. Peters-

burg, 1854, p. 23,
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as widely different members of the family as possible. We
need not, however, decline them fully, as that would oc-

cupy too much space, for there are no less than fifteen

cases in Syijasnean, or rather sixteen, because there is a

second ablative. We shall accordingly confine om'selves to

two or three, and will separate for greater distictness the

different suffixes by hyphens.

Syrjcenean. Tungus.

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

Nominative, mort, mort-jas. Nominative, bira, bira-1.

Tmort, mort-jas. Genitive, bira-'ji, bira-l-'>i.

Genitive
-^
mort-lan, mort-jas-lan. Dative-Locative, bira-du, bii-a-1-du.

(mort-lys, mort-jas-lys.

Accusative, Jmort-as, mort-jas-as.

Osmanli.

Singular. Plural.

Nominative, Khatoun, Kliatoiin-lcr.

Genitive, Khatoun- un, Kliatoun-ler-un.

Dative, Kliatoun-gha, Khatoun-ler-gha.

Nothing, however, shows the character of a language
better than the verb. The grammatical relations, such as

atical mood, tense, pronominal endings, etc., which in other

changes languages are denoted by lengthening, interchange, etc.,

"lad" bv
°^ ^^^ ^"^^^ vowel, by prepositions, or modifying particles,

suffixes, must be expressed in the northern languages by the suc-

cessive addition of suffixes, wliich are subjected to the

proper laws of euphony. The cause of this is the aversion

of all the languages to prepositions, and the inflexibility
of the root. In the most developed languages of the

family,
—the Finnish, Hiuigarian, and Tm-kish,—the verb

possesses an extraordinary power of denoting modifica-

tions of action, and relations of the verb to the subject
and predicate. The words formed in this fashion, though
sometimes unwieldy, possess much poetical expression,
and enable the freest scope to be given to the most exu-

berant fancy.
In the conjugation of the verbs, the stock, or simple

Order of vcrb, formed by the clothing of the root, and which is

attach- most generally to be found in the second person singular,
"1,'''^^, imperative mood, of the intransitive form of the verb, is
fit SUI- J-

,
'

, ,' ,

fixes. ])laced first, as in the declension of the nouns. This is

followed by the suffix, denoting the class of verb, as, di-

minutive, frequentative, inchoative, etc.
;
next comes the

Grain-
in
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suffix of form, that is, of active, passive, intransitive
;
after

this, tlic suffix of mood
;
and finally, the personal suffixes.

In Finnish, the personal endings are the same for all personal

forms and modes, with the exception of the verb ole (he), endings,

and the manner of conjugating the same. Foreign in-

fluence has affected the Hungarian conjugation, and ren-

dered it much more complicated. In Mongolian, pro-

perly so called, the verb does not take personal endings ;

but in Bm'jjetish there is no verbal form without them,

although they may be dropt ;
it is only the third person

singular and plm'al, which, properly speaking, can be said

to want endings, but they are more or less irregular. In

Tungus also, the third person singular and plural are

used v\4thout suffixes
;
the personal endings of the present

and other tenses are a little different, but in the impera-

tive, they are very irregular. It is probable that in all

the Samojede dialects, the personal endings were for-

merly the same in all the classes, forms, etc., of the verb
;

but they have suffered modifications, and are not now
alike. According to Castren, the ending for the first

person was m, which would agree with the Lappish,

Syrjajnean, Tchercmiss, Ostjak, Hungarian, Turkish, and

also Finnish, in which it is n (ni), but evidently by in-

terchange with m. In Tungus, we also fuid m as an end-

ing in the first person singular.
It may be interesting to give one example of the AgRluti-

manner in which the verbal suffixes are added in agglu-
nation il-

tmating languages. We shall select the Turkish "verb
^^^^^^^^

sev, love; participle, sev-er, loving; inffiiitive, sev-mek, tojugation

love; present indicative, sev-er-i-m, I love (Hterally,
of verbs.

"
loving am F). The present indicative is thus formed

from the participle, sev-er, and i-m, the first person sin-

gular of the imperfect verb i-mek (meh, in the Turkish, is

the suffix of the infinitive), to be; which is confined to

the Ottoman dialect. This infinitive appears not to have

been ever used f'' i-m is formed from the root i; and the

pronominal suffix m, in accordance with what we have

mentioned above, that m was the suffix for the first

person singular in the majority of the northern languages.
The following gives the manner of forming the persons
and nmnbers in the present indicative, and will serve to

^^ Eclaircissements sur qvielquea Particularites des Langues Tatares

et Finnoises, par F. L. O. Hulirig. Paris, 1845, p. 20.
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show the principle upon which the other tenses arc

formed :
—

Singular. Plural.

1st per., sev-er-i-m = loving am I. 1st per., sev-er-i-z = loving are we.
2nd „ sev-er-sen = loving thou. 2nd „ sev-er-siz = loving ye.
3rd sev-er loving. 3rd sev-er-Ier= loving.

In the second person singular, the suffix is sen, thou;
the third person singular has no personal suffix, giving
us an example, in a comparatively highly developed lan-

guage, of what we have stated respecting Burjastish and

Tungus. The first person singular is regular, the suffix

being formed from the root i (from imek), and the soft s=z
suffix of the first person plural; the second phu'al has

siz=yc ;
and the third person plural has merely the simple

nominal plural suffix. A still better example of the in-

dependence and want of adhesion of the suffixes of agglu-

tinating languages, is afforded by the manner in which
the different forms of the verb are produced by interca-

lated suffixes. Thus :
—

Active,

Transitive,

Passive,

Infinitive, Simple,

,, Negative,

„ Impossible,

„ Simple,

,, Negative,

Reflective,

Reciprocal,

Impossible,

Simple,

Negative,

Impossible,

Transitive of

passive,

Simple,

Negative,

Impossible,

Transitive of

reflective.

Negative of

preceding
transitive,

Impossible of

same tran-

sitive.

Simple,

Negative,

Sev-mek, to love.

Sev-me-mek, not to love,

Sev-eh-mo-mek, not able to love.

Sev-dm:-mck, to make love.

Sev-dur-me-mek, not to make love.

c ^v , 1 (not able te
Sev-eh-dm'-me-mek, < , ,'

( make love.

Sev-il-mek, to be loved.

Sev-il-me-mek, not to be loved.

c- -1 V. 1 (not able to be
Sev-il-eh-me-mek,

j j^^^^j

rto make that

Sev-il-dur-mek, be

Sev-in-mek,

•s some one

( loved.

Jto love oneself, to

( please oneself.

Sev-in-dur-mek.
{'

c, • „ 1 (not to love one-
Sev-m-me-mek, <

,|.

o • vv 1 Snot able to
Sev-m-eh-me-mek,

^ i^.-e oneself.

to make oneself

to love.

Tnot to make
Sev-in-dur-me-mek, -\

oneself to

love,

not able

to make
oneself
to love.

Sev-ich-mek, to love reciprocally.

c, . u 1 (not to love
Sev-ich-me-mek,

| reciprocally.

'}

Sev-in-der-eh-me-mek,
•
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not able to

Reciprocal, Infinitive, Impossible, Sev-ich-eh-me-mek, \ love reci-

procally.
Passive ofre- c •

i i i (to be loved re-
, Sev-ich-il-mek, ->, „

ciprocal,
'

( ciprocally.

Neo'ative of \
"°* *° ^^

itrereflino- Sev-ich-il-me-mek, j
loved reci-

preceain„,
^ procally.

Tmnoss'blp of ("^*
^^^^ ^^

X^ ™ Sev-ich-eh-1-me-mek, -.'be loved re-
tne same,

'
) . „'

(ciprocally.

Transitive of « .,,
C to make oneself

reciprocal,
Sev-ich-tur-mek,

j
to love reci-

^ '

C procally,

N^g^^-« «f
f'oiesertothe prece- Sev-ich-tur-me-mek, <^

oneseii ro

ding '
'°^® ^^""

*'
l^ procally.

'not to be

I
able to

„ ,P
"

Sev-icli tur-eh-me-mek, < oneself
' to love

recipro-

^cally.^"A verb ^'i/asz'-inflected after tliis fashion, may grow to „

an extraordinary length, especially if the personal endings blance

be added. There is, undoubtedly, considerable sunilarity
between

between this system of agglutination, and the incorpo-
^sgiuti-

rating method of the American languages, the difference and in-

being chiefly in the circumstance that in the latter, even corpora-

nomis (the object) are intercalated in the body of the *'"^' ''^""

verbal form, as in the examples given at page 86.

There now only remain three families of languages to

be noticed—namely, the African, the Semitic, and the

Indo-European. The first is, in all probability, but a

subordinate division of the second, in the same way that Semitic

we have considered the American and Malayan as alhed family,

to the Cliinese. In this respect the investigations of Pro-
fessor Fr. Newman on the Berber languages are of great
importance. With regard to the Semitic languages them-

selves, they are second only to the Indo-European in the

perfection of their grammatical organization. Gesenius,
Ewald, Schwartze, Lepsius, Ftlrst, Delitzsch, and Rodiger,
have all laboured to establish an identity between the roots

of the Semitic and Indo-European famihes
;
and this ap- Triliteral

pears now to be generally admitted. There is a singular
roots in

anomaly, however, in the Semitic roots
; they consist, in

f^^]^^^^

many cases, of three consonants, and are, therefore, unpro- guages.

,
3* Elements de la Grammaire Turke, par P. Amedee Jaubert. 2me.

Edit., Paris, 1833.
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nounceablc without the addition of a vowel
;
but sucli an

addition immediately develops not a simple stock word, but
a grammatical form. For example, analysis yields, as the

root of the verb to kill, ktl, which is quite ideal
;

if we add

a, o, etc., we get ktal, ktol, etc. ; but these are no longer
roots, but grammatical forms of the verb. The change of

letter, which, in the Indo-European languages, is the

chief means of forming words, is, on the other hand, in

the Semitic ones, one of the most frequent means of in-

flecting. We may have occasion subsequently to refer to

this anomaly in the Semitic roots
;
but as we shall have

otherwise very little to do with this family, we will not

devote further space to it.

As every one must be sufficiently conversant with the

iiiatical
characteristic grammatical organization of the Indo-Euro-

structure pean family of languages, of which Greek and Latin form
of Indo-

examples in the fully inflected states, and Enghsh in the

peani^an- Stage after the thromng off of those inflections, we pro-

guagea pose to take for granted that our readers are abeady pos-
"*^^'^ sessed of the kind of information relative to this family^ '

that we have endeavoured to briefly give about the nor-

thern one.

I.an- We have now ended our proposed sketch of the prin-
guages

ciples upon which investigations in comparative philology

ing^to"'
^^'^ founded

;
and we may, accordingly, ^^roceed to enu-

ludo- merate the members of the two families we have selected
Euro-

f^g examples, which have been grouped together in accord-

niih'.

^
^i'^ce with the results of such investigations. This list

will be of great use hereafter, and hence it is that we pro-

pose to devote so much space to it.

Indo-European.—This family is divided into six

groups:— 1. The Indian, which includes the Sanscrit,
Sanscrit, the oldest form of which is to be found in the religious

books of the Hindoos— the Vedas. The classic San-

scrit, or the language of the Brahminical epic poems, the

Ramayana and Mahabharata, etc., is newer, and already
differs from the Veda Sanscrit in sound, verbal and

Piili. grammatical construction. From these sprung the Pali,
the language of the Buddhistic books of Ceylon and of

India beyond the Ganges, and which, according to Lassen,

Prakrit
^^^^t have been formed in India Proper 500 years before

Christ
;
the Prakrit, or vulgar language, which occurs in

the dramas along with pure Sanscrit, and existed fully
300 or 400 years before Christ. These are now all ex-

tinct; but a great nimiber of languages derived from
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tliem (at least verbally, tliougli not always grammatically)
are still spoken in India. These are divided into five

jj„je,.„

chief divisions, namely, Bengali, Huidi (the Mohamme- lan-

dan court dialect, mixed with Persian and Arabic words, guapes
of

is generally called Hindustani), Ragaputra (central India

at Udajapur, etc.), Mahratta, and G'at (in Sind, Pengab,
etc.). These include about twenty-six different dialects,

according to Lassen. The Gipsy language is also con- Gipsy

sidered to be a barbarized Indian dialect.^**
'^""

The Persian, Medo-Persian, or Arian group,"^" wdiich
'^

'

includes the old Persian, wliose oldest records are the Old Per-

arrow-headed or Persepolitan inscriptions on stone from ^"*"*

the time of Darius and Xerxes
;
the Zend, an old Ian- 2end.

guage, but yovinger than the last, and so called from the

religious book of Zoroaster, the Zend Avesta (the living

word). Its home is supposed to be Eastern Persia or

Bactiia. The Pehlvi, or more properly Huzvaresh, as Pehlvi.

found in the inscriptions of the first Sasanida? about

A.D. 229, and which is impregnated with Semitic ele-

ments even more than modern Persian
;
the Pazend or Pazend.

Parsi (being called the former when written with Zend

characters, and the latter when written with the Arabic

characters), which was spoken in the time of the later

Sasanidse, in the sixth and seventh centuries, until the

conquest of Persia by the Kalif Omar, The preceding
lancjuaijes are now extinct, but the modern Persian has

grown out of them, but mixed with many Arabic words
from the influence of Mohammedenism. The other

living languages of the Medo-Persian group are those of Affghan,

the AfFghans ;
of the Kurds of Kurdistan

;
the Beluchi,

^^'^'

of Beloochistan ;
the Ta,g'iks, of Buchara. To these a

great number of philologists
—among others may be

mentioned Bopp— are now disposed to add the Iron or iron and

Ossetic of the Caucasus, while Schleicher considers that Arme-

the Armenian has most affinity with this family.^'
"^*°*

Latino- Greek group, called by Schleicher the Pelasgic q^eek

family, understanding by the term Pelasgic the funda- and

mental lansuagje from which both the Latin and Greek Latin,

have been derived, includes the dead languages, Greek

^' See Pott. Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien, 2 Bde, 18i4-45.
*°

Arja Zend Airja is the name by which these people originally

designated themselves. Iran, the name of Persia, is derived from this

word ; from hence is also derived the term Arian, sometimes applied
to the whole Indo-European family.

^' Schleicher Die Sprachen Europas, s. 131.

I. 7
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Roman-
tic lan-

guages.

Litthua-

nian.

I-ett.

Church
Sclavo-

nic.

and Latin, and the modern languages, Italian, Walla-

cliian, new Greek, Spanish, Portuguese, and French—
many of these languages being mixed with a consider-

able element of other groups.
JLittlmano-Sclavonian group. The Litthuanian branch

bears the same relation to the Sclavonic that the Latin does

to the Greek—that is, it appears older. To the former

belong Litthuanian Proper, or Prussic Litthuanian (to

distinguish it from the Samogitic or Polish Litthiianian,

which is less pure), the oldest of all the living languages
of the Indo-European family, for it still retains the seven

cases of the Sanscrit and the dual; the Prussian, usually
called Old Prussian, spoken on the Baltic coast east of

the Vistula, in the neighbourhood of Merael, up to about

the end of the seventeenth century, but now extinct;

the Lett, the popular language of Kurland, or Courland,
and the greater part of Liefland—a language which is

to the Litthvianian what the Italian is to the Latin.

The Sclavonian branch, which is divided into two groups,
in accordance with a separation which apparently took

place some centuries after the Christian era,''^ into Antens
and Sclaves. The Antic or south-eastern group includes

in the first place the old Sclavonic church language, into

Avhich SS. Cyril'^ and Methodius, the apostles of the

Bulgarians and Moravians, translated the gospels, epistles,

and psalms, and other religious books, in the second half

of the ninth century;" the new Bulgarian, which is very

*- This division is probably founded upon a passage of Procopius,
Bello Goth. 2. III. c. 14:—"

Formerly the Sclaves and Antens had only
one name: both were called STropoi, I believe for this reason, because

they are scattered in their villages ((nropdcjjvy\ The real origin of
the name being, according to Dobrowsky and Schafarik, the word
Srhi, the name tliey gave themselves, and from which our word Ser-
vian is obtained, and the still more correct German name Serben.

*^ SS. Constantino and ]\Iethodius were two brothers, natives of

Thessalonica, a half-Sclavonic city of Macedonia, who lived about
the middle of the ninth century. Constautine, or Cyril, as he was
also named, was called from his learning the "

philosopher". He be-
came a monk early in life, his brother Methodius being a priest, and
afterwards archbishop. They first preached to the Sclavonized Bul-

garians, and in 861 INIethodius baptized Boris, the Bulgarian king.
With the view of furthering the conversion of the Sclavonic people,

Cyril (probably assisted by his brother) set to work in 855 to make a
Sclavic alphabet, and between that year and 862 the translations men-
tioned above appear to have been made. Tliis new Sclavonic literatme
thus took its rise in the Greek Sclavonic countries, then passed into

tlie Bulgarian countries, and finally into Moravia, Avhere the gospel
was also preached by the two brothers.

^' Schleicher (Die Formeulehre der Ivirchenslavishen Spradhe, s. 28)
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much degenerated ;
the Russian (Great, Little, and White

Russian) ;
the Illyrian, that is—a, the Serbian dialect,

Russian,

with Cyrilian alphabet, called Illyrian when the Latin

alphabet is used; h, the Slovenic, to which the Vendish Serbian.

or Crainerish, the Carinthian, and Styrian belong.
The second group is the Slavinic or Western, and

comprises—the Polish or Lechish, the Bohemian or Polish,

Tchechish, the Sorbish or Serbish of Lusatia" ^'*^-

Germanic group,—the oldest known type of which is

the Gothic of Ulfiias' translation of the Bible, made in the Gothic,

second half of the fourth century. Leaving out the

Gothic, this family may be divided into three branches:

1. Scandinavian, comprising Swedish, Danish, Nor- Scandi-

wegian, and Islandic, the fundamental language being
navian

the Old Icelandic of the Edda and other Saga. 2. The '^'^'''=''-

Low German or Niederdeutsche dialects, comprising the

Low German or Plattdeutsche, the oldest form being the Low
old Saxon poem, Heliand, in alliterative verse, made, it German

is said, in the ninth century. This dialect had its own ^'^^''^^'

literature until 1662, when the last edition of the Bible
in it was published. The Dutch and Flemish (or

Vlamische) ;
the extinct old Frisian and Anglo-Saxon,

the basis of the English. 3. The upper or High German
dialects, comprising the dialects of Southern Germany and High

of Eastern Switzerland. The old fundamental languages
German

were the Frankish or old High German, between the

seventh and eleventh centuries, and the Schwabian or

middle High German, between the twelfth and fourteenth

centuries. Since then the new or modern High German

literary language has been formed, but not altogether out

of the High German, but by the aid also of the Low Ger-
j..- _

man upon the basis of the dialect of Upper Saxony, rence

The most characteristic distinction between the upper or between

High German and the Lower or Piatt German dialects is
|^^\^"^

the change of the mutes, p, t, k in the latter into / (pf), German.

thinks that the language of these translations was probably Old Bul-

garian. But as the Bulgarians, properly so called, were not Sclaves, but

belonged to the Uralian or Tchudic race, and came originally troiu the

region called Great Bulgaria, between the Don and Volga, he must
rather refer to the Sclaves who occui)ied the countries on the Danube
before the arrival of the Bulgarians.

*' Called Polabic, from Pa=on, Lahe=-Elbe, that is, living on the

Elbe, and includes, or did include, a number of races such as Verlets,
and who occupied the districts between the Baltic, tlic Qder, and the

Elbe, Lusatia, and the part of Saxony east of the Saale, and believed to

have also occupied Holstein, Mecklenburg, Lauenburg, etc.

7b
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z, and ch in the former—a change which, in all proba-

bility, arises from the great Keltic element in the popula-
tion of Upper Germany.

Keltic group,—the living languages of which are

Irish, etc. divided into two branches: 1. Gaelic, comprising the

Erse or Irish, the Scotch Gaelic, Manx. 2. Cambrian
or Kymric, comprising the Welsh, the Armoric of Bre-

tagne (another dialect, the Cornish, died out abovit sixty

years ago). As we hope that the Keltic language and
literature will receive a large share of attention in this

publication, we need not enter further into the character

of the ancient languages of the grovip here.

Skijjetar.
—In the part of modern Tvu'key in Europe,

Skipetar. ^^'^^S the Adriatic coast, from opposite the Island of Corfu

northwards, and to the westward of the Bulgarians, exists

a people known as the Albanians, or as they are called

by the Turks, Arnauts, a portion of whom speak a pe-
culiar language

—the Skipier or Skipetar. They are ge-

nerally looked upon as the descendents of the ancient

Illyrians, who formed one of an extensive family oi" allied

nations, that in ancient times occupied the countiy lying

along the east and north-east coast of the Adi-iatic and
thence even into Asia Minor, and to Avliich the Getae or

Dacians, the Moesians, the Macedonians, the Epirots in

Europe, and the Lydians, Carians, Plirygians, etc., in

Asia Minor are referred. This language has been un-

classed, opinion leaning towards placing it in the Northern

Family. According to Schleicher,""^ however, the Skipe-
tar is Indo-European; its nearest affinities bemg with

Greek, but much corrupted.

J Northern.*^—Tliis family consists of five well defined

guages groups of languages, which most, if not all, philologists
belong- now admit to be so inthnately connected as to constitute

"^^^I"" a distinct family and to have had a common stock Ian-
northern -^

family, g^age.
I. The Finnic, Ugrian, TcJmdic, or Uralian group

consists of four branches, each of which in tm'n comprises
a number of langfuacres, and these aofain of dialects:—
1. Languages of the Baltic Fimis,*^ comprising the Es-

^^ Die Sprachen Europa's, S 138.
*^ This family has received a great number of names, according to

the particular point of view under which it was studied, such as—the

Ural-Altaic, the Altaic, Finnish -Tataria7i, Mongolian -Tatarian,
IVorth-Asiatic or Turanian, etc.

X All the Baltic Finnish languages are very similar to one another :
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tlioniau, of which there are two principal dialects, the Estho-

Reival dialect spoken in Esthonia and the Island of Oesel nian and

or Samez, and the Dorpatic in Liefland, the language of ^'•''^isb.

the Lieffs or aboriginal inhabitants of Lielland
;
the Fin-

nish proper, the dialects of wliich are classed into two
di^asions—the West and East Finnish. The language of
the Laplanders, of which there are a great number of

dialects.

2. Languages of the Volga Finns.—The Finnish
nations who occupy the basin of the middle Volga in the

governments of Kasan, Nishne-Novgorod, Simbirsk, and

Pensa, comprise the Tchuvatch or Tchuvash, Tcliere-

miss and Morduins, each of whom speak a distinct lan-

guage which has several chalects. The Tchuvatch or Tchere-

Sujasch, of which there are, at least, two dialects, is so '"'^®'^^^-

betvirked, that but few Finnish words remain. This is

also the case with the Tcheremiss, but in a less degree
In the neighbourhood of the Ural Mountains the fusion
of Finnish and Tm'kish elements has produced a new
language spoken by the Teptiars. There are two dialects

of the jMorduin separated by the Volga, and so diiferent

that the people of one side understand with difficulty
those of the other.

3. Languages of the Permian Finns.—The Permian
Finns occupy the country about the Lower Kama, the

regions of the Lower D-wina, and the mouth of the
Mosen. The eastern boundary of this branch was for-

merly the Ural chain, but has been pushed westward by
the Voguls and Ugrians. This branch comprises the

languages of the Votiaeks (Voti or Voten), or as they
call themselves Uhd-Murd,^^ the Syi-j^nians, and Per-
mians proper. These nations speak languages which

the most developed is that spoken in Finland, or Finnish proper. This
must have been cultivated at an early period, because they have native
words for writing {kirjoittaa) and for book {kirja). This writing was
Eunic, and has now been replaced by a Romaii alphabet. The difle-

rence between the East and West Finnish may be shown by a few
examples, thus, the personal pronouns, myo, tyo, //?/o, etc., in East Fin-
nish, become 7ne, te, he, in West Finnish. In the East Finnish dialects
there is a great tendency for double consonants before diphthongs and
long vowels

; for example, the words issiiite, tullee, sannoo, lewwee, in
East Finnish dialects, correspond to isaiti, tulee, sanoo, lewee, in West
Finnish. The influence of Swedish, among other causes, is quite
sensible upon the West Finnish chalects. The whole subject of dialects,
and the causes which have led to their development, has never yet been

scientifically studied in any language, and yet it is the key of philology.
*^

Ulid=rhospitable host, Mm-d=nian ;
in Syrjamian mort=man, and

also=homo Syrjaenus.
—

Castren, Elementa Grammatices Sijrjance.
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Syrjje- ii^ay be considered as dialects of a common language,
nian, wliicli is called the SyrJEcnian, though it is I'ather the
'^"^*

language of the Permians proper, to which the name

apphes, as the language of the Syi-ja^nians may be con-

sidered a dialect of it. TItc Votiaeks are of all the Finnic

tribes the hkest to the Finlanders. According to Rus-

sian authors,*" they have a tradition among them that they

emigrated from Finland. It is more probable that it was
from the government of St. Petersburg, where Finnic

tribes were displaced and partially absorbed by the Rus-

sians, at a comparatively recent period. There are still

a few very small islands of a Finnic people in that

govermnent, called Voti or Voten, who are supposed by
some to be the original people. The Permian Finns

appear to have been once the most powerful and ciAalized

ol" the Finnic nations, and to have earned on an exten-

sive commerce and amassed great wealth. It was pro-

probably the Bjarma land of the Scandinavians, and
hence probably the Russian name, Perm.

4. Languages of the Ugrian Finns.—The nations

grouped together as Ugrian Finns are the Voguls, the

"Obi Ostjaks, and the Magyars of Hungary. The two
former occupy both sides of the Ural and the district of

the Lower Obi, the country of the Ostjaks being the

Vogui. more northern of the tAvo. The Voguls call themselves

and the Ostjaks Mansi Kum, and in the south, where

they are in contact with the Bashkirs, they have lost

their nationality very much, Avhile higher towards the

Osi'ak
^o^th they appear to be new comers. The Ostjaks also

call themselves Mansi, but sometimes also Tju Kum, i. e.,

Swamp People, corresponding to the Suomalaisets of the

Baltic Finns. They consider themselves as a branch of

the Permian Finns; but the numerous dialects which

they speak, and which in the north are mixed with

Samojede elements and in the south with Vogul, are

much more analogous to the latter. The Vogul has

three principal dialects; one on the Irtysh or Irtish,

the second on the Upper, and the third on the Lower Obi.

The Vogulish has so much that is peculiar, notwithstand-

ing its decided Finnic character, that it may be con-

sidered as an independent language.'*'

^"
Rytsclikow, (Orenburg. Topographic, quoted by Miillcr— Strom -

sj'stems der Wolga, S. 380.
'•'^

Georgi, Beschrcibuiig Allcr Nationen, i. s. G5.
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The Magyars of Hungary, the impia gens Ilungarorum Magyar.
of the historians of the middle ages, appear to have come
from some part of Asia into the districts between the

Dnieper and the Don, towards the end of the seventh

century ; nearly two centuries later, having been dispos-
sessed by the bastard Finnic-Turkish race, the Petchi-

nakhi, they moved south-westward under Ai'pad, and

passing by Kieff about the year 885, they poured into

Hungary, Transylvania, Moldavia, and Wallachia, and
subdued the Sclavonic and Daco-Roman jDopulation then

occupying Pannonia. The language ofthe present Magyars
is mixed with a verv larsfe nmnber of words borrowed
from the lan^uao-es of the surrounding nations, but never-

theless a considerable number of the original roots re-

main.*^

"^ One of the most vexed questions in philology is the classification

of this language. Some of the early Danish philologists, Eudbeck and

Sajnovits {Demonstratio Idioma Hung, et Lappon. idem esse. Havo-
nice, 1770) attemijted to show its alliance with the Lapp, a doctrine
which was supported by Hagcr {neue Beiueise der Verwandschaft der

Hungarn init den Laplandern. Wien, 1793). Such an alliance was not

pleasing to the national vanity of the Hungarians, and a different source
was sought. Several MTiters, such as the learned P. Beregssassi, at-

tempted to derive it from some of the eastern languages ;
others even

fixed upon the Parthians as their forefathers. The remarkable work of

the Transylvanian Gyarmath (Affinitas Lingua Hnngaricre cum Linguis
FenniccE originis grammatice demonstrata. Gottingce, 1 799), in which he

comjjared the Himgiu-ian not only with the Lapj), but also and chiefly
with the Finnic, and with the Esthonian, Votjak, Tcheremiss, Vogtds,
etc., so far settled the question that most philologists have since as-

sumed the Magyars to be an Ugrian race. The Magyars themselves

preferred being considered the descendents of the Huns, who entered
Pannonia many times before. This desire to escape a Finnic origin,
and learn who his ancestors were, once led an enthusiastic Magyar,
Csoma de KiJros, to seek among the far eastern Turkish race of the

Uighur for the origin of his race. Later still (a few years since)
another enthusiastic Hungarian, and one also like the other, a lover of

science, Antal Reguly, has devoted himself, under the most depressing
difiiculties, to the study of the whole of the Ugrian dialects. From his

coiTCspondence, published by K. von Baer {Seitrllge zur Kenntniss des

Russischeii Beichs, dth Bd. \st Abt/i.), he appears to think that the

afiinity between the Magyars and Voguls is very great, thus bearing
out a remark of Schlozer's, that " the Voguls and the present Hun-
garians are the same people". We are not aware whether his re-

sults have been yet published, but perhaps it is upon his labours that
the conclusion of Ladislaus Szalay (quoted in Heyse's System der

Sprachwissenschaft, 1856) is founded, namely, that the Magyars really

belong to a Finnic race, and probably to the Chazar branch. The
Chazars or Kosars were an Uralian Finnic race who occupied the
delta of the Volga, and fomided a flourishing city called Atel or Itil

(this was also the name by which the Volga was known to the Byzan-
tines), which was the emporium of the Indian and Asiatic trade, as

we learn from oriental authors, already in the sixth century. In the
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II. Tlie Jahdish- Turkish Group}^
—This group may

be conveniently di\'ided into four branches, as follow: 1.

Uighur. The Eastern, inclutling the Uighur, 2\^ha[/atai, or Old

Turkish, on the Mongol frontier about Lake Lob
;
it is the

first Turkish language which has had an alphabet. The

Uighiu' race is under the Chinese dominion
;
dialects of

last quarter of the eighth century tlieir empire extended to the Dnieper
and tile Olca, as is ])rovcd by their fortifying the line of the Don
against the Petcliinalclii {ira-'CivaxtTal). In the beginning of the

eleventh century the empire of the Chasars fell, and the race itself was
more or less bcturkcd by the stream of Turkish hordes already pour-

ing in by this the inmiigration gate of Europe. It is right to state

that Dr. Latham (The Natural Histojij of the Varieties of Man, p. 87),

appears to assume that the Chazars or Khazars were Turks. His chief

authority is the passage of Theophanes—Tovpxoi awb t^c ioick;, ovg

X«^«()«f oj'Ojuasoi'fft. He also endeavom"s to prove that the Khazars
and the Akutirs, the latter being imdoubteiUy the Huns of Priscus,
were the same people. The weight of evidence appears to us to be

against Dr. Latliam's opimon as to the Turkish origin of the Khazars
;

and, on the contrary, his supposition that tlie latter and the Akatirs

were identical, appears to be almost certain. In this case the Ilmis were
Finnic if wo make the Chazars so. Now this is exactly the conclusion to

wliich one is forced by an examination of all the facts of the case. The
Bashkirs, and especially the Meshtsherajks, a name which reminds one
of Magyar, are probably the renmant of the Chazars, and are, no

doTibt, closely related with the Voguls, who have evidently, in conunon
with the races just mentioned, been driven northwards by the Tatar
invasion. It is certain that the travellers. Piano Carpini and Ilubru-

quis, who visited the Great Khan of Mongoha (the former as Envoy of

Pope Innocent IV.) in the years 1247 and 1253, call the land of the

Bashkirs (Baschart, Pascatir), Great Hungarj'. Kubruquis also ex-

pressly says that the language of that country was the same as tliat of

the Hungarians—See Bergeron— Voyages faits principalemetU en Asia—La Haye, 1735 ; and also Hecueil de Divers Voyages, Leide.—van

der Aa, 1721) ;
and also in the former work the account of the Minorite

Kuysbccck, wlio visited the Volga coimtries in 1253, in which he states

that the language of the Hungarians and Bashkirs is the same
;
a state-

ment in hai-mony with that of Rubruquis just given.
Connected witli the origin of the Magyars and the empire of the

Chazars, we may mention the city of Madshar or Madshary, noticed,

according to Karamsin, in the Russian chronicles, in the year 1318,
and the very curious and remai'kable ruins of which Garber, an artil-

lery officer of Peter the Great, discovered about the year 1726-1727

upon the Kuma, a river which falls into the Caspian near the Caucasus,
and directly south of Astrachan. As our space does not pemiit us to

describe those ruins, we must refer the reader who is interested further

in the subject, to the account of them given by K. E. von Baer, in the

fourth vol. of "
Beitruge zur Kenntniss des Russischen Reiches. Peters-

burg, 1841". As a singidar circumstance to which we may hereafter

have occasion to refer, we may state that Castren discovered that

there was a river called the Madjar in the Sajaii mountains, a part of in

the little Altai chain, a region which, upon many grounds, has been
assumed to be the oi-iginal seat of the whole Finnic, and perhaps of

the whole northern, family of nations.
'•'^ This name has been proposed by Otto Bbhtlingk. Uebcr die

g^prache der Jakuten Einleitung S. XXIX.
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tlie tribes of Uzbek Turks wlio are found at Khasgar, Uzbek.

Kokan, Kodjend, Samarkand, Bucliara, and a few as

far west as Cliiva; that of the Karakalpaks, south-west

of the Aral Sea, between the Amu and Syr. 2. The
Westeim Turkish dialects inchide those of the Tarekameh,

Quisylbashi or Turkomans, from Balk to the Caspian,

along the Persian frontiers (another portion of this race ^^^^

occupy the western side of the Caspian, along the Kur,
almost to Tiflis). The Karatshai, Nogai, or Mankat, and
Kmnuk of the Caucasus, the Tm'ks, erroneously called

Tatars, ofthe west coast of the Sea ofAzof and the Crimea,
also belong to the Nogai. The language of the Osmanli
or Ottoman Turks of Constantinople, the most polished Osmanli.

and richest of the Turkish dialects, but now largely
mixed with Arabic and Persian. 3. Northern and Nortlc-

western Languages. This group includes Qiurkis or

Kirgis of Independent Tartary, who are divided into
K:ircis.

three hordes : 1 . The great horde or Burnt, from beyond
the river Sara, Su, or Sari, to Lake Balkash, and south to

Khasgar; 2. The middle horde occupies the region of

the high table land north-east of the Aral Sea, between
the Sari on the east, the sources of the Ishim on the

north, and westward to Lake Ak-Sagul and the sources

of the Tobol ;
3. The little horde, who occupy the region

about the Berdianka, the Heck, and other tributaries

which fall into the left side of the Jaik or Ural; the

Jemba, which falls into the Caspian, and eastward to the

Ulu-Irgis, which falls into the sea, or rather collection of

shallow seas, the Ak-Sagul ;
the dialects spoken by the

pure Turkish or bastard Turkish races belonging to Siberian

Russia, and generally, but erroneously, termed Tatars, T."!'^'''*';^

including the Baraba of the Barabinz Steppes, between
the Obi and the Irtish

;
the allied dialects spoken by

races formed of pure Tvn-ks, beturked Samojedes and
Yenissei Ostjaks in South Siberia—the Tomsk Turks

;
the

Kusmezk on the Upper Tom, Jarinar, Tubalar, Birgus,
Teleuts, Karagass, Katschinsk, Koibals,'^* Sojots, and the

Tobolsk Turks
; Bashkirs, Meshtshergeks, and Teptia^rs,

between the Ural and the Jaik, in the government of

Orenburg;
—these three tribes are beheved to be be-

tui'ked Finns, and their languages to have a large Finnic

^' The Koibals, according to Castren (Reisebericlite unci Briefe aus
den Jahren, 1845-1849), belong to the undassed race of the Yenissei

Ostjaks.
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element in tliem
;
Tatars of Kasan. 4. Jakuts or Turks

of the Lower Lena, or as tliey call themselves, Sacha
;

Jakuts. isolated tribes of the Jaknts are also to be found in the

midst of the Jukagirs, one on the middle course of the

Indagurka, from lat. 65° N. to 68°, and another about

the mouth of that river, in the region of the Tundra,
and beyond lat. 70° N.

The study of Turkish dialects has made but little pro-
Turkish gross; mitil very lately only two dialects, the Osmanli
dialects and, to some extent, the Uighur, were generally known,

known.
^^^ conscquencc of this, it has frequently been affirmed

that so Httle difference existed between them, that the lan-

guage of Constantinople could be understood at Jakuzk
in Siberia f^ but we now know, thanks to the travels of

von Middendorff and the grammatical labours of Boht-

lingk, that the Osmanli and Jakutish are not so very
similar

;
we believe considerable differences, grammatical

and verbal, will be found between the multitude of

Turkish dialects whose existence has been ascertained,

when we shall know more about them than we can learn

from the imperfect and generally incorrect vocabularies

which we possess at present.

Beri- Berizine'"^ divides the Turkish dialects into three great
zine'g groups corresponding to those above indicated (he leaves
ciassifi-

^YiQ Jakutish out of consideration); these three gi'oups
include nineteen dialects, which are distributed thus : to

the eastern, he refers six
;
the western, five

;
and the

northern, eight. Von Hammer'^^ divides the Tvu'ks into

twenty-four races—a classification foimded upon that of

Easchid- the Persian writer, Raschid-ud-din, who manifestly con-
ud-din's. foxmds Mongolians and Turks in a great many instances.^*

Both classilications, and indeed all that we have seen, are

manifestly based vxpon the most arbitrary considerations,
and consequently we have adopted a purely geographical
one, whicli, although not indicating the relationship of

the different dialects, is at least convenient.

III. The Samojede Group.
—The Samojede races con-

»s
Klaproth.—Asia Polyglotta—S. 216.

^^ Reclierches sur les dialectes Musulmans par E. Berezine—Pre-
miere Partie—Systeme des dialectes Turks. Casan, 1848.

'' Geschichte d. Osman. Reiches, Bd. x., s. 081-688.
^** This conclusion has been arrived at from reading F. v. Erdniann's

"
VoUstandige Uebersicht der Acltesten Tuerkischen, Tatarischen,

iind Mogholischen Voelkerstajmme nach Easchid-ud-din's Vorgange".
Kasan, 1841.
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sist of tliree principal branches, each of which speaks a

different branch language divided into a number ofcastre'n's

dialects:—1. the western or Jurak Samojede, wliich dassifi-

comprises five dialects
;

2. the east or Tavgy Samojede g^,'^".

°

(also called the Avam Samojede, from the name of one jede lar-

of the dialects), also comprising five dialects; 3. the Stages,

south or Ostjak Samojede, with three dialects. Besides

these three principal branches, there are two smaller ones,
the Yennissei branch, spoken by a race who occupy the

lower course of the Yennissei between the Jurak and

Tavgy branches
;
and the Kammasinz, in the middle of

Asia.*^

IV. Tatarian or Mongolian Group consists of three

great branches, a division which also appears apphcable to

the languages. They are—1. the Mongolians, properly so

called, who inhabit the inner table of Asia, called Mon- Mongo-
1*

golia, at both sides of the immense desert of Gobi. The '^"'

Northern Mongolians constitute a more or less homo-

geneous people, the Kalkas, but the Southern Mongolians
are spht into a multitude of tribes. 2. Biu'jffits, who in- Burjte-

habit the region about Lake Baikal, and belong mostly
*'*^-

**
Formerly the Samojede race was divided geographically and lin-

guistically into two divisions— 1. The Northern Samojedes, on the
Lower Yenissei and along the Arctic Ocean into north-east Europe ;

and 2. the Southern Samojedes, in the highlands within which the
Yenissei rises. The latter consisted of part, at least, of the Sojots or

Uliang hai of the Chinese and the Uriang chai of the Mongols. This
is a collective name employed to denote all tribes living in the Sajan
Mountains. Among the Samojede tribes of tliis region, whether pro-
perly included among the Sojots or not, may be mentioned the IMators,
the Arins, the Assans, the Karagass, etc., who roved as nomades partly
within the territory of China and partly within that of Russia. They
now speak Turkish dialects, but with certain idioms and peculiarities
of dialects of a Samojede character. In religion they are Russians

;
in

customs, habits, and dress, Turks. The single exception is the small
horde or Uluss (tlie Abalakow), of the Kammasinz, who live within the

region of the steppes, about the two small tributaries of the Yenissei,
the Kana, and Mana. This horde comprises the so-called "Forest
Kammasinz" of the Russians, the remaining two hordes being, one of

Turkish, and the other of Yennissei Ostjak origin. They caU them-
selves Kagmashe, or in the plural Kagmashesang, and still retain a
remnant of the Samojede mother tongue, wliich is rapidly becoming
extinct. The vocal harmony, so characteristic of the entire family,
existed in a much more perfect form in this dialect than in the more
northern ones, in which it has become more or less obscured. AVe owe
to the excellent and indefatigable Castren, who visited the locality,
a vocabulary of this dialect. It is also to him we owe the classification
of the races given in the text, and the discovery of the true affinities of
the Samojede group with the Finns. See liis

" Reiseberichte und
Briefe aus den JaJiren, 1845-1849. St. Petersburg, 1856", and
" Grammatik der Samojedischen Sprachcn. St. Pctersbttrg, 1854''.
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Kalmuk. to Russla
;

3. Oeloets or Kalmuks, composed of four cliief

tribes: Dsvingar, Chosliot, Torgod, or Turgut, and Dur-

bet, who occupy the great steppes of the western table-

lands between the Kuen-lim and the Altai, the Chuchu
Noor and Lake Dzaisang. The Russian Kalmuks, who
crossed the river Ural or Jaik in 1(530, 1G36, and 1703,
and settled in the region at both sides of the lower Volora,

but cliiefly between that river and the Don, southward of

Astrakan, were principally Torgod Oeloets. The greater

part of them returned to Mongoha in 1771, on the invi-

tation of the Emperor of Cliina. A few isolated tribes of

Mongols, known as Eimaks, are found in Northern Persia.

Mand- ^* Tungus Group, comprising chiefly the Western,
chu. under which we may include the dialect spoken in the

neighbourhood of Turachansk, on the Yennissei; the

Tchapojir, about the Middle Tunguska; the Orotong
about the lower Tunguska; and the Mangaseisk. TJie

Southern, to which the following belong: the dialect

aboiit Kirensk on the Lena
;

that about Bargusin on
the shores of Lake Baikal

; that of the horse Tungus of

Nertchinsk
;
the dialect of the Tungus on the Angai'a,

near Irkutsk. The Eastern, including the dialects of the

Lamut and Ochotzk, east of the Aldan ]\Ioimtains on
the shores of the Sea of Ochozk. All the dialects men-
tioned are spoken by tribes under the dominion of Russia,

who, according to Hagemeister, do not in the aggregate
exceed 35,000 to 40,000 souls.«»

The languages spoken by Timgus nations under the

dominion of China, are, with one exception, scarcely
known. That one is the Mandchu, the only Tungus
tongue which has an alphabet, which it has borrowed
from the ]\longolian. The Mandchu race wliich, since

1644, rules Cliina, does not extend further north than lat.

46° N., according to Kmiai Kim, a native Corean Catholic

missionary.'^' North of the Sunggari, and between it and
the Amiu', which join one another, is fovmd the nation of

the Ukin, and further to the north-east, at both sides of the

Suchalian, which is formed by the junction of the Amur
and Sunggari, exists another nation known by the Chi-

nese name o£ Tu-jn-laze, or Fish-skin Tatars. Both these

"" Statistische Uebersicht vSiberiens,
—quoted ia Castren's " Grund-

ziige eiiier Tungcusischen Sprachlchre, St Petersb., 1856".
^' Revue de TOrient, Mai, lSt6, quoted in Berghaus's Physikalischer

Hand—Atlas vii. Abth. S. 5.
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people are believed to speak Tungus languages, but they
are not known, nor are the dialects to the north-west along
the Amur to the Russian frontiers near Nertchinsk.

Sporadic Languages considered to belong to the
Northern Family.—Pliilologists, under the influence

of the Finn hypothesis, have successively added to the

northern family a number of isolated languages, or groups
of languages, which we shall enumerate in their order,

proceeding from west to east. The affinities by wliich

these languages are connected with those above enmne-
rated are often very slight and unsatisfactory, and accord-

ingly it is here that we become sensible of the confusion

wliich prevails in the classification of languages, and of

the very defective principles upon which the relative va-

lues of affinities are estimated.

Euskaric.—This language, which is considered to be the Basque.
remnant of the old Iberian, is spoken by the Basque or

Escaldunac people in the Pyrenees, and is a kind of lan-

guage island, left as a philological monument, showing
the extent of denudation of the ancient races produced by
the Indo-Em'opean floods.

The Caucasian Languages.
—This group includes all

the languages spoken in the Caucasus, which have not Cauca-

been already classed under the Indo-European family or ^"'" '**"'

as Tiu-kish, and may be subdivided into fom- branches :

^^^^^^'

1. Ibeiian branch (Georgian, Colchian, Suanic) ;
2. Ab-

shas and Tcherkes; 3. Lesgian; 4. Mizshegian. There
is so much aflhiity between the Georgian and the Ossetic,

that, if the latter be made Indo-European, so must the

former; a conclusion to which, indeed, Bopp appears to

have come, inasmuch as he is inchned to consider the

whole Iberian branch as Indo-European. Opinion varies

very much upon tliis point, some philologists adopting
Bopp's view, while many make the branch just named
northern. But if this be added to the northern, so should,
in strict logic, the Ossetic or Iron and several others, per-

haps also the Armenian
;
an alternative which Dr. Latham, Tibetian

indeed, accepts. The Tihetian. This language, although
it is radically related to the Chinese, is not altogether

monosyllabic, and consequently is intermediate between
the Cliinese and Northern families, to the latter of whom
Schott refers it. The Draunda I^anguages of the southern

^"'^"^"

part of the Peninsula of India and the various Hill jenissei-

Tribes. The Jenissei Ostjak along the Yenissei, and the Ostjak.

various colonics of this branch in Central Asia within the
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Chinese frontiers, most if not all of Avhom have now

probably lost their mother tongue. The Juhagir,

Kuagesof Tchuvcmz, Korjak TsJmktsheti, Kamtshadale, or Ian-

North- gnages of the races who occupy the north-east of Asia,
Eastern eastward of the Lena. To these may also be added the

languages of the Ainos or Kurile chain of Islands, in

wliich it has been found that the peculiar laws of con-

struction of the northern family are obser\'ed.^^ The

language of the Greenlanders was added by Rask him-

self, as we have already seen. Recent researches of Mr.
E. Norriss have shown that the fimdamental vocal har-

Japan- mony and other peculiarities of the languages of the
ese. Northern family also exist in the Japanese and in the

languages of the Lieu Khieu Islands. It is probable that

the languages of Corea partake of the same pecuHarities,
because it is a histoncal fact that the Coreans are the

descendents of the Sian-pi, the Tungus nation which

occtipied the land of the Northern Hiong-nu or Chiungnu
(Turks), and amalgamated Avith them when the Chinese

Emperor of the Han dynasty defeated that pec^ple at the

moimtain Kinwei in the neighbovu'hood of the L^pper
Irtish 63

We have now, as we hope, sho'wn how the two hypo-
verifica-

^j^gggg wliich we have selected as examples, have been built
cation of ,

^ r- • • • 11- 1

hypo- upon the results oi mvestigations conducted in accordance
theses, with the abstract piinciples of comparative grammar. Our

next step is their verification, or, to speak more coiTcctly,
to show how tliis has been attempted to be done. In the

sense in wliich that term would be used in astronomy or any
of the exact sciences, there cannot be, if indeed there ever

can be, an absolute verification of etlinological hypotheses.
We should not, however, on tliis accoimt, neglect to avail

oiu'selves of such imperfect substitutes as are oiFered to us.

A science may afford several methods of verification : the

more complex the subject, the more numerous they ai'c

Hkely to be. Although pliilological ethnology is an emi-

nently complex subject, yet, strictly speaking, historical

evidence is the only means liitherto available for the pur-

poses of verification. But does liistory tell us of an Indo-

European migration ? Some wi"itei"s answer hi the affii'-

mative
;
and accordingly we propose to state in what way

62 Berghaus. Physikalischer Hand-Atlas, vii. abth., S. 6.

"
Klaproth—Asia Polyglotta. Paris, 1823. S. 238, also 211,
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and liow far it does so. At this stage we do not propose
to venture to put forward any opinions of our own, and

what we shall say, as well as what we have already said,

must therefore be looked upon merely as a summary of

the most advanced views of recent writers.

History does not inform us of the condition of the Condi-

parent people from which it is assumed the Indo-Euro- tion of

pean nations have sprung. But knowledge of this kind
j^^^"'

would be very useful, indeed is indispensable, to enable Euro-

us to exercise a critical judgment upon the obscure events pean

which constitute the only historical evidence which can

be brought forward to support the presumed migrations
of races. We must accordingly seek for this information

in some other quarter, or rather in the only one to which
we could look—an examination and comparison of all the

words expressing family relations, government, cultiva-

tion, etc., now existing in the Indo-European languages.
We have seen that, independent of the doubtful mem- ^^^

bers, there are six great groups of languages of the Indo- there but

European family : the western cUvision, comprising the one, or

Keltic, Pelasgic, German, Sclavonian; 2. the eastern, com- ^-^l^^

prising the Persian and Sanscrit languages. Now, the several

question naturally suggests itself, did these nations migrate
Indo-

from the common country at one and the same period, or
J^l^\^^_

were there separate successive emigrations at distant inter-
grations?

vals of time? Some adopt the opinion, that there were se-

veral distinct emigrations, that of the Keltic family being
the most ancient, and of the Indian the most recent. The

imequal development of grammatical organization which
the different members of the family exhibit, and other

pecuharities, are considered by many to favour the latter

view. The other opinion is, that the emigration was

simultaneous, or that at least the European portion was

part of the same great wave
;
the grammatical differences

being accounted for by contact with, and incorporation of,

foreign elements, as the wave of population progressed
westward, the Keltic being assumed to have been modi-

fied by members of the northern family, and the Sclavonic

by the Semitic, as we shall see by-and-by.
The comparison of the different categories of words al-

luded to above, in all the Indo-European languages, has

led to some extremely interesting conclusions. There is ideas of

an almost complete agreement between them in the words family

expressive of the relationship of members of the same
^1^°"^.

family. In most cases, too, their original meanings are rent race.
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discoverable, and these give us glimpses of the character

of the family idea in the oldest time. Thus for example :

brother was considered as the protector as well as the

father, sister as the foundi-ess of a new family, daughter
Form of as the milker.^^ The form of government must have also

govern- advanced beyond the condition of the patriarchal family,
because we find a Sanscrit word vig pati

—Zend, vlg paites
the master or lord of a place (vig being intermediate be-

tween a house and a city), exists in Litthuanian in the

form wiessjyati, a man of rank, a lord, and wiesspatenr,'
a woman of rank. Patnt signifies in Sanscrit a woman,
and in Greek the second part of the word is iroaig instead

of TTOTtc? ^atin potis, feminine TTorin'a, mistress, and fonns

the second part of the word StcnroTi]^, a despot, feminine

^tairoiva, which is a retrenched ibrm of ^tcTTTOTvia, the

original meaning of which was protector, as it comes from

pa. Pdla in Sanscrit has the same meaning; and the

words for father in the European languages come from

the same root. Thus from the same root two derivatives

have been made, one of wliich expresses protector of the

family, and the other protector of a number of families.

The same root pd is also found in the Sanscrit word ^o/>«
or (jdpa, which orighially

and still means shepherd (cow-

herd), but at the same tune also protector and defender in

general, and in this sense was appHed to the gods. It also

signifies king, as gopald and gdsvdmin
—

originally a pos-
sessor of cows. These words prove that the Arians were

originally ruled by shepherd kings.
The most usual words for king in Sanscrit are Pag' and

Rag'an f^ they correspond to Latin Rex; Gothic, Reiks;

Irish, H?5- The root of these two words is dittologous:
in the first word it appears to have the force of regere, to

judge ;
in the second it must mean to shine, but, at the same

time, to rule
;
for the Sanscrit word for silver, rag'ata,

—
Gr., apyvpog ; Lt., argentum ; Irish, 4)it3e4'D, is derived

from it. The king, therefore, appears in the high posi-
tion of judge.

Mode of The commonest mode of warfare of the parent Indo-
warfare.

Em'opeans appears to have been in chariots. Ratha is

^* S. A. Kuhn—Zur Aeltesten Geschichte der Indo-Germanischen
Viilker. Osterprogramme des Real-Gymnasium zu Berlin aus dem
Yalire, ISio, p. 3. Also, Lassen-Iudische Altertliumskmide, Bonn, 1647,
Istr Bd., S. 813.

'^'^Rig'u, superlative rag' isht' ha, means direct, therefore, the

straightest way ; rig'uju, loving the riglit. Ante note Gi.
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tlie Sanscrit for chariot, and in the Zendavesta the war-

riors are called rathaestdo, that is, standers upon chariots.

Their chief occupation was the herdincf of cattle, as is _

proved by the great niunber of words, especially in tioas.

Sanscrit, which appear to have originated in pastoral
habits. Great wealth was connected with the possession
of cows

;
and the vedas are full of allusions to the ancient

pastoral life. The words for cattle, and several of the

domestic animals, such as goose, swine, boar, etc., are

common to several members of the family. This pastoral
life was not apparently the nomadic life of the Mongo-
lians or Turks, but a fixed one, the land being cultivated

to some sHght extent. Agricultm-e could not, how-

ever, have been much practised. Wliile the East Arians

(Indians and Persians) have the same word for ploiigh,
the European members of the family have different.

And J. Grimm'''' has shown that there is much more

frequent identity between words connected with pastoral

life, than between those relating to tillage. That they
were acquainted with corn to some extent at least, is

proved by the word Java, Sanscrit for barley, existing in

one at least of the European languages, though applied
in a generic instead of a special sense—namely, the word

jawai (plur.), which in Lltthuanian signifies com or grain

generally. Perhaps part of the original race, who owned
the rich valleys, tilled the lands, while those who occu-

pied the plains were only shepherds. We have many
examples of this kind in the present chanates of Chiva
and Buchara, forming part of the supposed original home
of the race. Connected with the question of a single
or several successive emigrations, we may mention a cir-

crmistance which speaks in favour of the former view, or

rather in that of the simultaneous wandering from the

origmal seat of the race, and the subsequent sphtting up
of the migrating horde after it had come in contact with
civlHzed Semitic people ; namely, that many of the words
connected with tillage are common to Greek, Latin, Ger-

man, and Sclavonian. Agricidture must also have been

early practised among the Indian Arians
;
for the word

Krisht'i, wliich is derived from the verb Krish, to

plough, was a coimnon expression for men at an early

period."

'''^ Geschichte d. Deutsch. Spraclie. S. 69.
^'' The following observations of Professor Wilson, on tliis subject

are interesting:—
I. 8
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WcaviiifT appears also to have been known to the parent
race, as the Avord lor it is common to several languages.

They also had regular houses.*^^ At an early period too

there must have been considerable associations of people
amonfif the parent race, becavise in addition to the word

atiiins of '^'H'l ah-eady mentioned, denoting a place, we find abeady
people, in the vedas the word grama for village, and the word

pur, or in the later form, puri, for city. Now the word

vig is probably the root of the Latin vlcus, Aallage, and of

the great number of derivatives which have been fonned
from it

;
while the Greek 7roAtc= city, corresponds exactly

with puri.
Cimous glimpses of the state of intellectual develop-

ment among the people of the parent stock may also be

, . „ obtained from a study of the words expressive ot' abstract
Intellec- . .

J
.

i
• •

i i

tual de- ideas, rehgious or otlierwise
;
but tins is not the place to

veiop- dwell further on the subject. Those who are interested
nient.

-j^ -j. ^^.^|| ^^^ ^ good deal of matter in Grimm's work
above quoted. In the second part of this paper we hope
to employ this kind of mvestigation in a new point ofAacw.

The preceding obser^^ations upon the parent race will

prepare us for discussing with more advantage its subse-

Migra- fl^^cnt migrations. Of the emigi-ation eastwards and
tions of southwards to Persia and India, we purpose to say nothing,
parent

referring those who wish to study that part of the subject to

Lassen's great work on Indian Antiquities. The subject

consequently narrows itself into the migrations of the

Pelasgic, Sclavonian, Keltic, and Gennan branches, which
we shall treat of in the order named.

" At this period (epoch of the earliest of the Vedas) a pastoral people

they might have been to some extent
;
but they were always, and per-

haps in a still greater degi-ee, an agi'icultural people, as is evidenced by
their supplications for abundant rain, and for the fertility of the earth,
and by the mention of agricultm-al products, particularly barley". . . .

"They were a manufiicturing people ; for the art of weaving, the labours

of the carpenter, and the fabrication of golden and of iron mail, are al-

luded to; and, what is more remarkable, they were a maritime and
mercantile people"'. Rig Veda Sanhita. Translated by H. H. Wilson,

p. 57.
^* In Sanscrit dama; Gr., tiw^a Lat., domus; Eus. domi. According

to Grinmi, the Gothic word timrjan, to build, contains it, being related

to Aij.itiv (Ion. pro. o'lKocofjiiv) to biiild a house. A similar corres-

pondence may be observed between the parts of a house; thus, for

example, door—Sanscrit, dvur ; fern., dvara ; Old Persian, dhuwara;
Kurd, deri ; Armenian, durhn ; Gothic, daur; Gothic of the Crimea,
thurn ; old high German and old Saxon, dor; Lett, diirwis {durris);

Litthuanian, durrys; Eus., dver; plural, dveri; Greek (plural), Sivpa .

AeoL, ^spa ; Irish, TOIX^T perhaps the Irish 'CJ5, a house, is similarly
related with the Gothic timrjan.

race,
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Ifwe accept the Fin hjrpotliesis, the countries into which xi,e

the Indo-Evu-opcan immigrations took place must have countries

been fully inhabited. In their route westward lay the ^aversed

fertile regions watered by the Tigris and Euphrates, and already

the rich Asiatic countries bordering the Mediterranean, peopled,

and we may also add Egypt. Those beautiftd regions,
once teeming with abundance, now partially convei"ted

into deserts, or withering under Turkisli rule, were the

seats of great empires, of a liigh civiHzation, of rich and

flourisMng cities filled with magnificent palaces, even

during the mythological period of Grecian history, and

long before the dawn of its chronology. If such a Plunder

movement of races took place, it must have been
ex-^^*'.'""

cited by the same causes, especially the love of plunder, cause."

wliich in historic tunes, between the fourth and seventh

centuries of om* era, brousfht those hordes of barbaric

people into Eiu'ope who destroyed the ancient civilization

of Greece and Rome. No doubt the conquests of the

Babylonian and Egyptian princes carried the fame of

their power, magnificence, and wealth, as did those of

Rome at a later period, far into the heart of Asia.

Althouofh we have no accurate chronolooical liistories No accu-

of Babylon or Esfypt in which we miofht hope to find a ^^^J cj^i. _ ^
o J. ctiron<i-

record of such a migration, yet so nrighty an event could
logical

not have occuiTed without leaving traces of it in the monu- history

ments of those peoples, and especially in their monumen- ^^.
^"'^''

1
• • • rrii p 1 T 1 T^ migra-

tal inscriptions, i he supporters oi the Indo-Em'opean t,io„g_

hypothesis have accordingly sought for such traces in Ni-

neveh and Egypt, and have ransacked every legend and

myth of Greece, and have done much good ser^dce by
their labom-s in the field of ancient liistory,

if they have „^^
not gathered much fruit of the kind they sought. The enters

more sanguine theorists have fomid abundant facts in fa- think

vour of their hypothesis. AVhether the proofs thus sup- ^^^^^I^^"

posed to be obtamed are such as would satisfy the re- traces.

quirements of strict logical inductions, we will not now

attempt to determine. The illustrations which we pro-

pose to give of those speculations wall, we hope, enable

our readers to estimate theh general character, and their

ralue as historical evidence.

Perhaps the most positive speculations are those ofKruger's

Kruo'cr,'^'' because he is not satisfied with connecting ^pecuia-» tion.

** Die Eroberung von Vorderasien, Egypten und Grieclienland durch
die Indo-Germanen. Von J. Iviniger, Bonn 18.55, as the fii-st part of his
"
Urgeschichte des Indogermanischen Vblkerstammes''.

8 B
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events, whicli stand, as it were, between the mytliological
and historical periods of ancient liistory, with the migra-
tion of the Indo-Europeans, but he even attempts to make
a chronology,

jj..
, , One of the most remarkable speculations in ancient

opinion history is that of Roth,'" about the HyksOs, an Asiatic
that the

shepherd people, who suddenly burst upon Egypt, then at

weie^fhe
^^^® height of its glory imder the twelfth dynasty of the

Hyksos. ancient empire, devastated it, erected a new empire, and
fixed its seat at Memphis. The new dynasty, which is

known as that of the "
Shepherd Kings", foimded a great

fortress in the Delta against the Assyrians, a kind of inih-

tary camp, said to contain 240,000 soldiers, and is said to

have ruled 511 years, when it was overthro-svn. According
to Roth, the Hyksos, on the fall of their dynasty, appear as

the Pclasgi, about whose origin so many hypotheses have
been broached. This opinion of Roth's appears to receive

corroboration from the discovery which has been made of

Doric columns among the ruins of the temples of the an-

cient empire, Avhile none could be foimd among those of

the new empire which succeeded the Shepherd Kings."'
Now Herodotus appears to consider the lonians as Pe-

lasgi, and Bockh s researches lead liim to the conclusion

that the latter were not a foreign race, but an earlier phase
of the Hellenic nationality. Rhode,'^ and perhaps others

also, have pomted out an Arian or Indo-European ele-

ment mixed with the Coptic. Roth has also given it as

his opinion that the rehgion of the Hyksos was Aiian or

Indo-Eui'opean, and Josephus states that the name of their

fortress, Avaris, was derived from an old myth of the gods ;

but, according to Roth, the chief god which the Hyksos
Lepsius brought into Egypt was the Arian sim god Hvare (Horus).
thinks

Lepsius, in his Egyptian travels,'^ speaks of the race of the

Aamu Aamu
,
who wandered intoEgypt imder the twelfth dynasty,

were towards the end ofthe twenty-third century B.C., according
Hyksos. to the chronology adopted by liim, and whom he considers

'''' " Geschiclite unserer Abendlandischen Pliilosophie'' as first vol. of

"Die Egyptische und die Zoroastrisclie Glaubenslelire als die iiltes-

ten Quellen unserer speculativen Ideen. Von Prof. Eduard Etith,

Manheim, 1847.
''' Studien und skizzen aus den Liindern der alten Kultur. Von. Dr.

Jul. Braun Manheim, 1854.
"^ Die Heilige Sage und das gesamriite Eeligionsystem der Alten

Baktrer, Meder, und Perser, oder des Zendvolks. Von J. G. Ehode,
Frankfort, a. M. 1820, S. 5.

" Briefe aus Egypten. Berlin, 1852. S. 97.
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as the predecessors of the Hyksos and to have been of their

race. They are represented upon the Egyptian monu-
ments with fair hair and blue eyes, characteristic of

the Indo-Europeans. Bunsen and Lepsius have both
rendered it probable that the horse was introduced into

Egypt by the Hyksos. That animal appears nowhere Horsein-

on the monuments of the ancient empire, while it formed
into'^'^

the chief power of the Egyptian chariot-warriors under Egypt
the new dynasty. It is also certain that the oldest Semi- ^y ^^^

tic races did not know the use of the horse to the same ^

extent
; and, according to Herodotus, the Arabians in the

army of Xerxes rode camels. Layard alludes to the fact

that the Arabian horse, which has since become so cele-

brated, is not alluded to in the Bible, while it is often men-
tioned by the Assyrians ;

he further states that the Hebrew
words Sus and Pa7'asc/i= horse, are derived from Susa and

Persis, a signal proof, therefore, that it was foreign to the

Hebrew people. As specimens of the kind of etymologi- Speci-

cal arguments used in support of the Hyksos hypothesis, we
"®°® ^^

may mention the attempt to explain Palestine to be Baal's
logical

land (sten=: land). Pelusimn, the subsequent name ofargu-

Avaris, Pelasgi, Pehstim, are also behoved to contain ™®"'"

the word Bel or Baal. As the journey of the Israelites

into Egypt took place under the dynasty of the Hyksos,
the word Goschen is connected with the Sanscrit word
(rosAawa z= shepherd land. Again, there is every reason

to believe that the Phihstines were not Semitic, and Hit-

zig,''*
has even attempted to prove that they were Indo-

Eui'opeans. The other name, Carian, by which they
were known, Kruger endeavours to connect with the word
car =r master, in Sanscrit and Zend; hdr, in old Norse

;
mo-

dern German, lierr; that is, that they were the noblemen
or lords in the land. Finally, the words wlaich Bohlen"
has adduced, in order to show the relation of Egyptian
names with Sanscrit, may be added to the list

; among
these we may mention ^gyptus=r^l^»/;^a, the hidden;

Isis=:isz, the mistress; Amenthes, the Egyptian under-

world =:-4ma«^/ias in Sanscrit.

Upon these and sunilar data Kruger endeavours to
-^^°^_

prove that the East Arians or Indo-Europeans, under the peans or

name ofModes, advanced westward in the twenty-third cen- Medes

tury B.C., took Babylon, and established the empire of the ^
were the

amu

'*
Mythologie unci Urgescliichte der Philistfier. Leipzig, 184o.

'•'- Das Alte Indien, Bd. ii, S. 456.
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and Medes
;
that about the same tune their advanced posts

after-
penetrated into Egypt (2,200 B.C.), and were the fair-

wards the
haired, bhie-eyed people called AetJiim or Aanm, who

appeared before the Pharao Sesiu-tesis II., and who must
have been such an object of wonder to the black Egyp-
tians, that they handed down to posterity the careful re-

presentations of them. Under the next king, Sesurtesis

III., the first Sesostris ofthe Greeks, the glorious twelfth

Egyptian dynasty reached the summit of its power. Obe-

lisks, pyramids, noble palaces, tombs hewn in the soHd rock,

the world-famed labyrinth, the artificial lake Maeris, all

attest the high cultivation, great wealth, and therefore ex-

,
tensive commerce and external-world relations of Egypt at

this period. Sesostris appears to have fought successfully

against the advancing Arians, lor prisoners of this race ap-

pear often in the warlike scenes or toui'naments represented

upon the monuments, as the German prisoners of war were
often the gladiators of the Romans. But to this splendoiu- of

Egypt followed suddenly a frightful downfall, at the same
moment that an avenger of the oppressed Chaldean people
arose in the north. In the year 2,100 B.C., Ninus, the Assy-
rian, destroyed the empire of the Medes, and scattered the

Arian people ;
one portion went northward luider the name

of Haik,'^ another went south, destined to play a great part
in the world's history. As Pelic Hyksos, they nded the

land and people of Egypt for centuries. But this con-

quest did not end their struggle "with the Assyrians, for it

lasted yet a long time. They sought to protect them-

selves against these world-conquerors by the great wall of

Avaris; but the mighty Semiramis conquered them, and

even, it is said, advanced as far as Ethiopia. Never-

theless, under her grandson, Arius, or Ariuch, a second

campaign was necessary, which, however, only brought
for some time the Palestine Hyksos under the Assyrian

yoke.
For 260 years the di'ead of the Assyrians kept the

'^ St. Martin, in his "Memoires Historiques et Geographiques sur

rArnienie, Paris, 1841", torn, i., thus describes this advent of the sup-

posed Arians into Armenia :
—" The first general or prince who governed

their land was a certain Haik. About 22 centuries before our era he
left his native country Babylon and settled down with his entire family
among the Armenian raomitains, in order to escape from tlie tyrany of

the Assyrian king, Belus. This prince, enraged at his secession, col-

lected a numerous army and attacked Ilaik in the midst of his new
settlement, but the fortune of arms decided against the Assyrians, and
defeated ui a great battle he lost his hfe."
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race of the Hyksos together, but as that diminished, the Down-

bonds of harmony weakened. The Hyksos, occupyin<,r
fall of

the interior of the country, adopted the customs and reli-
j[*.^.j,^j.

gion of their more ci\'ihzed subjects, and thereby exaspe- dynasty,

rated their northern fellow-countrymen. At length, un-

der Apophis, the last king of the first Shepherd Dynasty,
it came to open ci\dl war. His own family joining with

the Egyptian people, he was dethroned, B.C. 1840, and,

Avitli his adherents, driven to tlic sea and expelled from pounda-

Egypt. His son, Danaos, or Ion, laid the foundation of a tiou of

mighty state in Argos, which ennobled the primitive inha-
^^^^^

^^

bitants of the country, the forefathers of the Illyrians and
jjyksos

Albanians. Another part of the adlierents of Apophis, colony

the Asfenorides, conquered Syria, where they remained as ""'''^'"

Cadmomtes until the fall of the second Hyksos dynasty
in Egypt, 15(S9 B.C. About that time the Egyptians rose

against their rulers and besieged Avaris Avith 480,000 T"*^"^

men, and compelled them to leave Egypt, but allowing j^j.^,^^ ^f

them to depart with their goods and families. They went Egyp-

to the number of 240,000 men to Palestine, driving north- tian

wards a wave of Semitic populations; the latter, in turn, ^^^
^'

diiving the Hyksos, and especially the Cadmonites, settled second

on the coast, on the sea. Mixed with Semitic elements, ^'gra-

these followed their brothers of the same race, and peopled Qreece

Crete, Cillicia, Lycia, Rhodes, Tharos, Thracia, and under

Hellas. Cadmos especially appears to have been for mid- Cadmos.

die Greece what Danaos was for southern.

The greater part of the heroes of Avaiis remained in Emim,

Palestine, and as the nations Emim (perhaps more cor- Chorim,

rectly Aemim, and then connected with the Aemim or
^'^|ji„j"^f

Aamu, a few of whom wandered into Egypt, as already me

mentioned, rmder the Pharao Sesostris II.), Chorim, and Bible,

Ennakim, of the Bible, Hved
in_

bitter strife with the Se-
~''^

mitic people until their destruction by the Israelites, B.C.
Hyksos.

1,300, in entering Canaan from Egypt. This exodus of

the Israelites has been identified by Lepsius with that of

Osarsiph, and therefore totally unconnected with the pre-

vious Hyksos emigration. The children of Enack are

mentioned in the Bible as giants ;
the Hyksos were also

considered so in Egypt ;
and what is singvilar, St. Martin"

has a remarkable passage in which St. Ephrem, who lived Arme-

in the middle of the fourth century, mentions the Kiuxls,
"i''^n«

Armenians, and their neighbours, as the descendents of
^^^'^^J^^^f

^ the

'' Memoii-es Historiquoet Geograi>liiqucsiirrArincnie, torn. ii. p. 255. Medes.
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the giants ;
and Kruger even endeavours to connect the

Ai-menian word Hesgai=giant, with Hyksos and Haik.'*

Solution Ki"iig(^i' hopes that the question of, who were the Pe-

„f My- lasgi ? is now solved for ever. He accordingly beUeves
thos ..f there was no Argos before Danaos, and no Pelasgi, for
Epaphos. ^y[ii^ i^^jj-^ came both name and people. He would seem,

therefore, to refer the mytliological genealogy given by
Apollodoiiis and others, in connection with the mythos of

Epaphos and Danaos, commencing with Inachos and end-

ing with Danaos, Europa, Cadmos, and their children, to

two periods, the one antecedent to the arrival of Danaos
in Greece, and the other to that of Cadmos. In corro-

boration of this view he states that the latter name is ibund

among the Phrygians and Armenians, and even in India.

Kruger promises to continue his researches on the his-

iiromised ^°^T ^^ ^^^^ Indo-European family, and states that he is

future in possession of a Persian chronology which goes back to
resear- 2308 B.C., but giving positive dates for certain events as

Ikr back at least as 1118 B.C., and whose correctness is

corroborated by its remarkable harmony with the Cliinese,

Egyptian, and Grecian chronologies. By means of this he
believes he will be able not only to determine, in a

general way, the period at which Zoroaster flourished—
a point about which writers have diftered, even to the

extent of thousands of years
—but also to assign positive

^* If the Iron or Ossetii be really Indo-Eiiropean, and that their name
(Iron) be derived from Iran or Persia, they should, upon Kruger's hj'po-

thesis, be part of the scattered Medes. Some form of the word IJaik

ought, therefore, to occur in their language. We have, however, failed

in linding such a word in the ^^
Ossetische Sprachlehre" of Sjogren

( St. Pctersburgh, 1844). No word for giant is at all given in the dic-

tionary attached to that work.
The circumstance that one of the six races with blue eyes and fair

hair, mentioned in the Chinese annals, was called Hakas (Klaproth,
'•''

Peuples de Ra^e blonde", in his ''Tableau Historiques de VAsie", p.

161-186), adds considerably to the interest which Kruger's speculation
has attached to the word Haik. These Hakas subsequently became the

Ivirgis; but Ritter {Die Erdkunde von Asien, Bd. /., aS. 434), who con-

siders the whole of these fair races to be Indo-Europeans, looks upon
the Kirgis as a mixed race, composed of the remnant of the Hakas and

Turks, to which must probably be added part of another fair race,
the U-Sun (the Hieou-Siun of older, and the Ou-Si-mi of later Chinese

annals—Abel Remusat—Remarq. s. I'extens. de la Chine Occid. p. 06,

quoted in Eitter, as above). In opposition to this, it may be urged that

the Ivirgis language is one of the purest Turkish dialects. But then,
on the other hand, the Kirgis have more or less of a Mongohan type ;

and yet, scarcely any Mongolian words are found in their language. It

^vould be of the greatest interest to examine the Kirgis dialects tho-

roughly for an Indo-European clement.
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dates for some of tlie principal events of his life. This

chronology is to form the second part of the work aheady

quoted, but which we have not yet seen/"

The most recent hypothesis proposed respecting the p^.

line of migration of the Sclavonic members of the family, Donald-

is that of Dr. Donaldson.^" We shall merely state the
^""^^^^r

hypothesis in general terms, and refer the reader for the
^f t,jg

arguments urged in its Support, to the admirable memoir of Median

the author. The basis of the hypothesis is the assumption °"^g".*^*"

that the Sarmatians (Sowpo^arat of Herodotus) and the
vonians.

Sclavonians were identical. Opinion is, however, divided

upon this subject; Schafarik, perhaps the greatest autho-

rity upon Sclavonic pliilology, holding very strongly the

view that they were distinct races.*' Most scholars, on the

other hand, agree in considering the Sarmatians as Medes.

In a passage of Diodorus we are told that, during the

Scytliian possession of Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, etc.,

about the year 633-605 B.C., several of the conquered
nations were transplanted to other regions, the most im-

portant of whicli were the Assyrians, who Avere located

in the lands between Paphlagonia and Pontus, and the

Medes to the region about the Tanais, and that these

Medes were the subsequent Sarmatians. Pomponius Mela
considers them to be nearly allied to the Partliians

; PHny
and Ammianus MarcelHniis also support the Median ori-

gin of the Sarmatians.

The cliief tribes of the Sarmatians were the Jaxamatje

{la^afxaTai), the Roxalani (Pw^oXavot), lazyges ('la^u-

-yte), and the Alani. According to Gatterer s etymology,
which is very generally received, the name Sauromataj

signifies the northern Mateni or Medes, while the name
of the Jaxamataj signifies Medes from the Jaxartes. If

the original centre, from which the Indo-European parent
race issued, be considered to be the Ak-tag and Mus-tag
mountains, that is, that part of the western continuation

of the Thian-Chan chain which crosses the Belur-tag
chain almost at right angles, and the latter chain itself,

corresponding in part to Kafihistan, the covmtry of the

^^ It was to have been published under the title of "
Wiederherstellung

der Persischen Chronologie und Geschichte des Zweiten Assyrischen
Weltreichs nach Persischen Quellen ".

*"* On two unsolved problems in Indo-German Philology, by the Rev.
J. W. Donaldson, D.D. Keport of the British Association, vol. xx.,

p. 138 (Ipswich, 1851).
*' Slawische Altertliiimer, Bd. i., S. 33.3.
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Siaposli, forming the watershed of the Oxus or Anion,
and the Cabul, the race mnst liave abeady extended
itself westward, as far as the Tigris, at the period of the

JNIedian empire. Either then or later it is considered to

have become subdivided into four branches : 1. the

Arians, properly so called, who spread themselves over

the Hindoo Koh, and thence over the mountains over-

looking the Indus, whence they pom'ed into Hindostan
;

2. the Sacse (^aKai)^ who occupied the Khorassan momi-
tains and the country extending to Buchara and the

valley of the Anion
;

6. the Medes or Matians, who occu-

pied the region about the South Caspian to the Assyrian
Irontier; and 4. the Persians, or as some call them, the

Germanians. Now the question arises, were the Jaxamataj

or Medes of the Jaxartes the same as the Saca^ ? The
latter are evidently the Se, Sse, or Sai of the Chinese, and
the Aaat of Herodotus. They are usually classed among
that undefined group of people, the Scythians, whom
vSchafarik concludes, though we think without reason, to

be Tchudes or Ucrrians. So that the Median orimn oi" the

Sclavonians has two difficulties standing in the way of its

iidoption ; one, the identity of the Sarmatians and Scla-

vonians; and the other, the doubt as to Avho were the

Saca3 of the Transoxiania or the region of Buchara and
Khokand.

Assuming that these difficulties be removed, the Scla-

vonians are descendents of the I\Iedes, and must have been

in contact at a very early period with Semitic people ;

und, consequently, the Sclavonian dialects ought to exhibit

traces of that contact. But the Semitic and Sclavonian

lansfuaofcs stand in direct antithesis to one another, the

distinctive characteristic of the Semitic lanGfuaires beiiifj

the general triliteral character of the unuifiected words,
to which we have abeady adverted, and the invariable

syntactical contrivance by which the whole mechanism of

speech is carried on. Dr. Donaldson attributes this result

to the early adoption of alphabetic writing, the establish-

ment of a literature, and the unusually frequent intermix-

ture of cognate races. In the Sclavonic languages, on the

other hand, the etymological forms are perfect, and there

is a total absence of merely syntactical contrivances—cir-

cumstances that may be accoimted for by the late period
of the development of their literatm'e, and that the Scla-

vonic people are the least mixed of any of the branches

of the Indo-Europcans. If, then, Sclavonic languages
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exlaibit any traces of the contact with the Semitic, the

argvmient would be the stronger from the unfavonrablc

character of the circumstances under which the evidence

would he obtained. Dr. Donaldson thinks, hoAvever, that

there are verbal and phonetic coincidences between the

Sclavonic and Semitic languages which cannot be acci-

dental, and which are not traceable to any subsequent
intercourse between the two races, and which are not

found in the other European languages. He also points
to the circumstance, that the distinction into perfect and

imperfect verbs, which is so characteristic of Sclavonian

dialects, as we have already mentioned, is common to all

Semitic lano-uag'es. Putting these and other circumstances

together, and to which ovu- space forbids us to refer, he

concludes that the Sclavonians were Modes, and were,

consequently, in contact with Semitic populations on the

Assyrian frontier. Again, remembering the name Jaxa-

matiB, or Medes of the Jaxartes, the route by which they
entered Europe must have been from the borders of As-

S}'Tia, through Media and Hyi'cania, round the eastern

shores of the Caspian and Aral Seas, across the Tanais

into Russia.

As corollaries to this Median origin of the Sclavonians, Kurds

we have two other hypotheses : one, that the Chaldeans, a"d

Kasdim, or Kurds, were also Medo-Persians, They are .'^°"
^^

^^

generally admitted to be an Indo-European tribe, who dents of

descended from their mountains and conquered the plains
Medes.

of Mesopotamia about the time of the prophet Isaiah.

Some Avriters have clauned for them an alliance with the

Sclavonians
;
and even those Avho deny this, as Ewald,

look upon them as Medo-Persians. The second is, that

the Iron or Osseti of the Caucasus are descendents of the

Alani, one of the Sarmatian tribes
; and, consequently,

upon the assumption that the whole Sarmatian race was

Mede, the former must also be so, and specially related to

the Sclavonians.

Connecting the Sclavonian and Hyksos speculations, Conclu-

and assuming them to be established, the conclusion tosionfrom

which they would lead would be, that the Pelasgi, Scla- ^'•^.'^^"'^

vonians, Armenians, Kurds, and Osseti, were all Medes, vonian

"

and the downfall of the great empire of the Medes, the hypo-

date of their separation. There is one important difficidtv ^b*-'^*^'^-

which suggests itself when the hypotheses are thus placed
in juxtaposition, and which we cannot help mentioning :

it is this : if the Pelasgi be Medes, why should not the
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Greek and Latin exhibit as characteristic traces of con-

tact with Semitic peoples as Dr. Donaldson assumes the

Sclavonic dialects do? May not traces of so important
a distinction as that between incomplete and complete
verbs be found in early Greek, or still more probably, in

the more ancient Latin, before the kind of literary action

which is e-^'cn now obliterating them in certain dialects of

the Sclavonian, began to operate ? Such an investigation,
if it has not been akeady made, would possess great eth-

nological interest.

No consistent hypothesis has ever been proposed re-

sisteiu" spectmg the immigration of the Keltic tribes, for the

hypo- simple reason that, although there have been more books

Kefuc
°'

written, and more theories broached about them, etlino-

nngra- logists, w*hether philological or physiological, have, gcne-
tion,

rally speaking, possessed pretty much the same kind of

knowledge about the Kelts and their language, as they
have about the tribes and languages of Central Africa.

The only definite hypothesis respecting their route into

Europe, in accordance with the Indo-Em"opean hypo-
K, Me- thesis, is that suggested by K. Meyer.*^ According to

yer's him, the Kelts came from Asiatic Scythia, which would
specu- seem to imply that they oricfinated from the tribe of the

Indo-Europeans Avliich we have called Sacas, who occu-

pied the region about Buchara. The immigration was
not single, but consisted of several successive ones, divided

into two distinct periodic streams floAving in different

directions. The first was supposed to fiow through Syria,

Egypt, thence along the northern coast of Africa, to the

Straits of Gibraltar, tlirough Spain and into Gaul, where
it spht into three streams, one fiowing into Italy, a second

along the northern declivities of the Swiss and Tyrol Alps
and the valley of the Danube to the Black Sea, and the

third into Great Britain and Ireland. The second route

of immigration was more direct
;
it entered by the depres-

sion north of the Caspian, across the Jaik and Volga,

through Kussia, and thence partly through Scandinavia,
and partly through Prussia, and along the shores of the

Baltic and the North Sea into England. Intimately con-

nected with this hypothesis of the Keltic migrations is the

very curious speculation of Meyer about the Irish Fenian

tribe of Usnach, or as Meyer terms it, Uasin, whose

^- On the importance of the stmly of the Celtic languages. Ecport
of the British Association for 1817, p. 30.
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destruction is described in the beautiful poem of oj'ie

cl)lo)i)r)e U)r»ie4C (tlie death of the childi'en of Usnach).
This tribe he considers to be identical with the U-sin, one
of the tribes of Central Asia, having fair hair and blue

eyes, described, as already mentioned, in the Chinese
Annals. We give this hypothesis ^vithout comment,
but at a later period we propose to publish all that is

known of this Oriental tribe, whenever the publication
of a correct version of the Irish poem in the pages of this

periodical may give us the opportunity.
A recent writer affords us an opportunity of present- The Ger-

ing, in its most matured form, the current opinions as to manic

the line of immigration of the Germanic races.®^ migra-

After a few remarks in the usual spirit of the Neo-
Germanic school, the principles of which have been so

io„i"°i"

enthusiastically adopted in Scotland, about the Kelts, survey of

and also about their diffusion, he makes an ethnolo- Europe

gical survey of Europe at the conomencement of Em"0"
arrival of

pean chronological history, which we shall endeavour to Ger-

summarize in a few words. The extreme north-west of '"^"^•

Europe, and the northern shores of the continental main

land, were then occupied by the Gaelic Kelts in Ireland,
North Britain, and Gaul; the Kymric and other Kelts,
as the Welsh of England, and the Cimbri and Teutones

(considering them as Kelts), lived on the shores of the

North Sea, this being the position into which successive

waves of people coming westward had driven them,
as the first intruders into Em-ope. The Hellenic and
Kelto-Italian successors of the Pelasgi occupied Greece
and Italy, together with, in the latter, the intrusive

Semitic Rasena or Etruscans. Spain and Portugal were

peopled by the Iberi and Celtiberi, and some Phoenician
or Punic colonics. Phoenician colonies also occupied the

Mediterranean islands, and a small colony of Phocians
had just founded Massaha in Southern Gaul. Inside this

fringe of Mediterranean nations, the whole of Central

Europe
—from the Atlantic to the Adriatic, from the

North Sea to the Alps
—was occupied by Keltic races ;

the valley of the Danube, and thence eastward to the

^' Dr. Daniel Wilson, Professor of History and English Literature,

University College, Toronto (Canada), and author of "Prehistoric
Annals of Scotland", "On the Intrusion of the Germanic Races into

Europe"—Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol. i., now series

(Jan., 1855), p. 33.
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Euxinc by tlio Scjtlao-Sarmatian stock.^* These races

being all assumed to be intrusive, must have previously

displaced some other people, and either absorbed, extir-

pated, or drove them forwards, as in turn they, pressed

upon by fresh swarms from Asia, moved westwards, till

at lenofth the Gael overflowed fi'om Gaul into l^ritain,

Intru- and northward into the Kimbric Chersonesus, and south-
sion of

-^yard into Italy. These fresh swarms are assimied to be

bv the the Germanic stock, who entered by the only luiguarded
Immi- portal between the southern spur of the Ural Moimtains

GateTf
'^"^^ ^^^" Caspian Sea, probably about 500 or 400 b.c,

tlie and found their way along the banks of the tributaries of

Volga, the Vistula to the Baltic.

Different Besides the maritime one of the Mediterranean, it is

ways by true there are only three routes by which a great migrating

a niiffra-
l^c>i^"<^*^ ^^ people could easily pour into Europe. The first

tory peo- leading from the plateau ol' Iran and the liighlands to the

pie may eastward througli Haniadan (the ancient Ecbatana, the

Eurooe capital of the Medes), through the Elvend Pass, over Ker-

manshah to Bagdad
—the route of Alexander the Great to

IncUa—then across the Tigris and Euphrates into Asia IMi-

nor, and across the Hellespont into Europe. The second

route leading from the regions of the Oxus and Jaxartej?,

and the remarkable table-land, opening into the western

depression ofthe Aral and Caspian Seas, which lies between
the Altai and Thian Chan mountains, is along the httoral

of the Caspian, at the foot of the Elbruz mountains, to the

plains of jNIagan, at the mouth of the Araxes, thence

by the low valleys between the Caucasus and the Cas-

pian, and across the Don and Dnieper, and into the valley
of the Danube. The third, also leading from the same
central Asiatic regions across the Kirgis Steppes, the Jaik,
and the peculiar depression lying between the low range
of the Ural, called Ohtchei Syrt, the Caspian, the Jaik,

and the Volga, and across the latter into Russia, and
then ffoino- northward to the Baltic, or south-westward to

the Danube. Of these routes, Dr. Wilson selects the latter,

which is that almost imiversally adopted by ethnologists,
because the others were closed, Asia Minor being occu-

pied by Lydians, Lycians, Pho?nicians, and other Avar-

like civilized races, while the Danubian countries were

*' It would appear that our author assumes that not only were the
Sarraatians the same as the Sclavonians, but that the Scythians and
Sarinatians were also one and the same.
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in the possession of Scythian tribes. From the Volga, The
he supposes them to have crossed Russia "

along the route of

northern cdsfe of the impenetrable forests of Volhynia
^^^OX J iiiiins

and Poland, and the water-shed of the Dnieper and from th©

the Vistula—the route pursued by the Huns under At- Volga to

tila in the fifth centtuy
—and thence along the tribu- S^^J'"'"

taries of the Vistula to the Baltic", near Livonia and
Esthonia. Thence they were compelled by their neigh-
bours and predecessors from the East, whose power had
been consolidated, and who had become settled, to cross

into the " islands of Gottland, Oland, and to Scania, and
there settling themselves in the great northern Scandina-

vian peninsula, where archaeological research** proves
*^ In the very next paragraph ( p. 44), Dr. Wilson mentions the kind

of archffiological investigations which lie considers confirmatory of

the conclusion which he lias advanced, relative to the late arrival

of the Germanic Nomades in Western Em-ope. This is
" the abrupt

transition from the aboriginal stone relics, to the evidences of the

metallurgic arts of the last pagan period, disclosed in the sepidchral

depositories of Northern Scandinavia". The effect of prejudice in

diminishing the power of critical judgment in man is really remarkable.

The Neo-German School having decided in their own minds that all

great discoveries, both abstract and practical, belong chiefly to the Ger-
manic branch of the Indo-European race, of course the discovery of

metals must have been made by them, and was, therefore, carried into

their new settlement in ScantUnavia ! AVhat if the German Nomades
were ignorant of iron, and only learned its use in Scandinavia, or

on their way thither! Yet such is, very probably, the case. The idea that

three successive races occupied the north and north-west of Europe, the
first ofwhom used only weapons of stone, the second bronze weapons, the

third, being acquainted with iron, originated, I believe, in Denmark. In
an excellent little guide to the ethnological archaeology of North Europe,
published by the Society of Northern Antiquarians of Copenhagen, hav-

ing the title of '''

Leitfaden zur JVordischen Alterthumskundc. Kopenha-
gen. 1837", this hypothesis is stated, as it ought to be, with caution and

reserve, and merely as a probability. Some of the members of that body
have not imitated this good and scientific example ; among others, Mr.
Worsaae in his " Diinemarks Vorzeit durch Alterthuiner und Grahhugel
beleuchtet. Kopenhagen, 1844", looks upon the hypothesis as an expres-
sion of facts. Another and more recent writer of the same school is

Mr. Axal. Em. Holmberg, who has published a popular exposition of

the ancient condition of Scandinavia, imder the title of " Nordhon
under Hednatiden. Popular FrumstulUng af vara F'nrfuders aldsta

Kultur, 1854", in which the first part is devoted to— 1. The Stone Age.
2. The Bronze Age. 3. The Iron Age, etc. Another work on the

same subject, but which we have not seen, is Fr. Klee. Sfeen-, Bronce-og,
Jern-Cultiirens Minder, efterviste Jra et alminde.liy culturhlst. Staml-

punct i Nordens nuvoerende Folke-og SprogeiendommeHgheder. 1854.

That weapons composed of the three kinds of materials mentioned are

found in tumuli, not only in Scandinavia, but also in Ireland and else-

where in North Europe, is true ;
and this is just the whole amount

of truth in the hypothesis— the three successive races, each in a dis-

tinct state of cultivation, being an interesting creation of imaginative

archaeology, which has found favour not only in the country of its birth,

but in England, Scotland, and we may also add, Ireland.
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them to have displaced an older Allophyllian population,

they nnrsed their young strength, preparatory to their in-

trusion on the historic area of ancient Europe".
From the Scandinavian peninsula, he then supposes

sion"of t^^6 Germanic race to have issued at a later period, and
Germans produced tliosc grand disturbances which ended in the
from destruction of ancient civihzation. Beginning by the

navia displacement of the Kymri from Denmark, they seized

into upon the centre of Europe, from the Rhine to the Elbe,

Tr,"r.ni penetrating like a wedge between the Gaids and Sarma-

tians, causing a Keltic wave to flow over Central Italy on
the one side, and into Britain on the other

;
and thus in-

truding the Gallic Cantii, Belga3, etc., upon the older

.Keltic races. The pressure of the same Germanic wedge
drove another part of the Kelts down the Danube, where

they mingled or displaced the Illyrian and Thracian occu-

pants already as early as the time of Alexander the Great.

At a later period the Kelts invaded Macedonia and
^Etolia under Brennus, and even attacked the Delphic
Shrine

;
some also crossed into Asia Minor, where they

peopled Galatia; the displacement of one race disturbing
the eqilibrium of the whole chain of races throughout

Europe and Asia, until the entire were set in motion,
and finally poured as a vast torrent upon the Roman
Empire.

Such, then, is the Indo-European h3rpothesis in the

form in which it has assmned the greatest degree of con-

sistency and development, by having attempted to add
to the physiological and philological, the more definite

and siu'e test of history. Taking this remarkable hypo-
thesis as oiu' basis, we hope in om' next article to be able

to investigate the problem we have in view—namely, how
far have these migrations, if they are correctly stated,

left recognizable traces in the languages and mytho-
logies of the existing nations of Europe and Asia, as well

as the general subject of the influence of physical circum-

stances upon the intCillectual developments of mankind.

We shall then also have an opportunity of making some
observations upon the opposite theory of Latham, in which
he denies the eastern origin (in the sense of the Indo-

European hypothesis) of all the European nations.

W. K. Sullivan.

[To he continued.']
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Art. III.—Structural Characteristics of the Basilicas.

THE buildings first used by modern society for the

special purpose of what was a new worship, were
the Basihcas. These buildings were no new invention,

nor, on the other hand, were the Clu'istians for the first

time collected for worship within them. The basilicas

existed xmder the Empire, and the new society had its

meetings in small oratories or private houses, whenever
the frequent outbreaks of persecution did not force its

members raider groiuid. Of the origin of the title Basi- Origin of

lica there are several accoimts, and the matter is of little t^'eBasi-

importance except as indicating the use of the biuldings its name
so termed. Oru" modern Exchanges seem to come nearest and use.

to them, both in form and use, ha^dng both a large central

space for walking and business, with covered walks or

alleys by its side for the special resort of distinct traders

or dealers. Besides this, the basihcas were halls of justice,
and the recessed space at one end, termed tribune, was
the court, with the seat of the judge raised against the

centre of its wall, and benches for his assessors, and suf-

ficient space in front for pleaders, and so forth. The side

naves or walks were separated from the open centre by
colonnades, which, in more splendid buildings, supported

galleries appropriated to spectators, the sexes being sepa-
rated. This is the outline of the basilica in its old state.

It was roofed, at least in most instances, with the flat

roof raised on coved sides, and thence termed tesfudo.

There was nothing to compare to it among the existing

biuldings of antiquity for the uses required. Whether,
however, these actually existing halls were permanently
converted into cathedrals and churches is questionable.

They were so used, doubtless, and formed the model for

the ancient churches still preserved to us.

There is a great deal to be said about the basilicas, not

only in the way of very curious and interesting descrip-

tion, but on the principle they exempHfy of adapting prjnci-

existing buildings, or existing models or notions of build- pies they

ings, to purposes of worship, and of their other principle,
embody,

of the taking no accoimt of their exterior in comparison
with their interiors.

They may be viewed, too, as the grandest examples of

I-
. 9
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Colour, decoration in colours that modem arcliitectiu'e has pro-

duced, and in many other respects.
It must suffice, for the present, to take a sketch of the

various fonus, devek^pments, and modifications of these

g buildings, under their leading structural characteristics.

ture. Under this term basilica, we must include a class of

buildings not always so named, which involved develop-
ments or additions that became the germs of great and
wonderfid featm'es in the architecture of the greater

periods, indeed of the greatest period, of modern art.

The basilica proper is an oblong building divided into

three or more naves, the central being the most uuportant,

by colonnades, with a raised tribime, a sort of semicircu-

lar alcove, called the absis or apse (from the Greek

ava(5aiv(i)). This apse is separated from the naves by a

Avide transept running across the whole building, and

generally extending beyond its lunits of width, and span-

ning the central nave by a vast arch, called " trium-

phal". The apse exactly corresponds to tliis great arch,

and sometimes chapels have grown in the back wall of

the transept, corresponding, in like manner, to the arches

opening into the side naves, so as to end the vista of all

the colonnades with these recesses and altars. In the

1. The earliest churches, however, altai's were less abimdant than

Basilica now, and the central apse was the only one existing,
proper, gometuues the side naves were double on each side (as

in San Pietro), forming five with the central nave. Still

the basilican oblong form remains in them all. The gal-

leries, however, are not foimd in the earliest basilican

chtu'ches. Coins remain wliich afibrd a rude represen-
tation of the great Ulpian basiHca of Trajan, and from
this one would gather that the galleries extended all along
above the colonnades from end to end in that bvdlding.
If so, the earher churches built after these models omitted

that feature, and raised the walls of their central nave on

arches, or colonnades with flat arcliitraves, imder which
access was given to the side naves. These naves, with

the transept, apse, and raised tribime, under which was
a subterranean chapel or "confession", in which the tombs
of the saints were deposited, tombs which fixed the site

of the church, formed the leading structural featiires of

the basilica proper.
Besides this kind of structm'e, we have round and

2. Other domed biuldingp, all variously taken after ancient mo-
" ™''

dels, particularly the Pantheon and the domed vaults of
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the larger thermge at Rome, which must be considered
under the same general head. Though these circular

buildings, with their developments of cruciform naves,
involve great changes, and principles of construction far

more subtle than any needed for the basilica proper,
yet they belong to the age and grow out of the others,
or are found parallel to them in an unbroken tradition.

The same spirit seems to have reigned over the archi-

tecture of these first eight or nine centuries of oiu- era,
and basilicas, whether Byzantine or Roman, were from
a common origin

—the monuments of the old Empire.
In tracing this connection, we shall be led to consider all

the varieties of structiu-e belonging to this serious and

imposing style of architecture, which indeed, taken as

a whole, it may be doubted whether the grand system of
the Lombards and Normans, or the romantic science of
the Northern Gothic, surpassed in impressive effect, capa-
city, and convenience.

The first growth made in basilican building, was, as

already observed, the transept, which pushed back the

apse. To one side, that of the entrance, was attached
a square cortile, with open colonnades round, and some-
times a foimtain in the centre. In the larger basilicas

this seems to have been general, but few of them have
siu-vived the changes of so many centuries. This roomy First

court surromrdcd by dead walls, was famihar, from the S^^th

accustomed arrangements of the Roman dwelling-houses
of the more important class. It is still traceable in the

mosque of Sta. Sophia of Justinian at Constantinople,
the chiu-ches of San Vitale at Ravenna, San Clemente
at Rome, Sant' Ambrogio at Milan, and other churches
of the first nine centmies. It has disappeared from all

the great basilicas at Rome, though we may take the
double colonnades of modern St. Peter's as the represen-
tative of that of the ancient building.
The Romans attached distinct baptisteries to their

churches. These generally followed the type of the ex-

isting circular buildings, from their obvious applicabihty.
That of St. John Lateran, though altered, is still the same
in main lines and parts that was built by Constantine, and
in which he was said to have been baptized by Pope St. ^^?\

Sylvester. It is octagonal, and consists of an octagonal
colonnade supporting a massive architrave, from which
rises a second, supporting the octagonal roof. The lower

9b
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colonnade Is surrounded by a wide passage or aisle for

spectators. The centre descends by steps into the font.

Sta. Cos- The contemporary chui'ch of Sta. Costanza was built

taiiza, for a similar pui'pose, and was used for the baptism of

the imperial family, who were buried in the great por-

phyry sarcophagus for merly placed in it, but at present
in the Vatican gallery. The form of this cluucli is still

more elegant. It consists of a circiilar colonnade of arches

on coupled columns, sm-momited by a vaulted dome and
siirroimded by a vaulted aisle.

On the same model were built the round church of

Nocera and the circular chtu'ch neai* Bonn on the Rhine.

These were either directly on the plan, or mere modifi-

proto- cations, of the circular aiila^ of tlie baths, such as those

types, of Diocletian, three of which still subsist. One forms

the parish chiu'cli ol' San Bernardo, and another, smaller,
was incorporated by VanvitelU into Michael Angelo's

adapted churcli of Sta. Maxia degli Angeli, that of the

Carthusian Fathers. Tliese are well constructed vaults

of brick. The Pantheon, older than any of them, being
so vast and massive that it was only the gigantic mind
of Michael Angelo that has since conceived the idea of

rearing such a mass into tlie heavens on piers and arches

San Another circular chui'ch—that of San Stefano on the
Siefano. Czelian, said to be an ancient building

—is larger than

any of these, excepting the Pantheon, but less scientific.

It is surroimded by an aisle, but the central part is tra-

versed by Avails on which an ordinary timber roof is sup-

ported. It was, however, too large and important to

serve merely the purpose of a baptistery.
Chmx'h architecture in Rome made little progress as

to type and form beyond this point. Galleries, a marked
featiue in the basilicas of a more Byzantine character, ai'c

rare in Rome itself Though a requisite in Constan-

tinople for the use of women, they are not to be foimd
in the early basilicas of Rome, or with few exceptions.
That of St. Agnes is of the earliest age ;

but the fact of

that chiu-ch being built in the Catacombs, and, therefore,
several feet below the surface of the ground, may have

Gal- suggested it. The galleries surroimd the church on three

lories, sides, and arc approached from the gromid level. A
very curious old church, called that of the Quattro Santi

lucoronati, has also galleries on its two sides, ending

abruptly at the altar end, so as to leave a regular basilican
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transept between nave and apse ;
tlie galleries and their

colonnades performing the part of the walls, whicli

usually divide the great basilicas and support their roofs.

This church is perhaps the most direct representatiA^e
of the actual basilican hall of the old empire, as to its

galleries, in existence.

By degrees, however, the rival capitals of Constan-

tinople and Ravenna rose into impoi'tance as homes of art

as well as seats of government. Their origin, as such,

being Christian, they were, naturally, uninfluenced by
the presence of a grand antiquity, with vast and various

monvunents of its power and activity. They received

in the first instance a certain capital of ideas from Rome.
In the case of Constantinople, its foimder did all in his

power to impart to it an artistic actiA'ity, and imported
or constructed whatever he could to give it splendour
and prestige. Here, as his mother, St. Helena, did in Bvzan-

Palestine, he built basilicas, probably both on the Roman tiiie

model, and that more interesting system to which the growtl>s.

adoption of domed constructions in his capital naturally
led. Wliile ancient Rome adhered to, and has still re-

tained its aifection for, that element of length and sim-

plicity of form which marks almost all its churches, the

subtle Byzantines imbibed a deep attachment to the

more scientific system of the dome, and the graceful
circular colonnades and vaults which Constantino had
made use of in the baptistery of Sta. Costanza. These

arrangements present to the eye a certain variety and

complexity of curves, and suggest to the mind a cor-

responding mystery, wliich the Orientals did not fail to

dwell upon with inexhaustible delight, and to develop
with a graceful, creative sense of beauty, which in its tm-n,

and at several epochs, reacted upon the west.

Proceeding first to Ravenna, we find, in the churches

of St. Apollinare in Chiasse, the old station of the impe-
rial fleet, and in some of the remains still existing of the

episcopal palace, geniiine remains of the times of St.

Peter Chrysologus, magnificent moniiments of the Roman Raven-

basilica, with its mosaic decorations, and with the grace-
"**•

'

Its stvls
nil development of a style of sculptiu-e original and most ofScuip-
characteristic. In Rome, where temples and thermae lay ture.

in splendid and massive ruins on every side, the foun-

ders of churches had no need to qiiarry columns, nor

to sculpture capitals or cornices. They had these ready
to their hand. The consequence of this facility was, not
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only that the shafts were ancient, but that the capitals
were taken undecunque, and where one or two shafts

were of imeqvxal length with the rest, the height was com-

pensated by a foot of base or six inches of capital. These
are constantly varying, when taken from older biiiklings,
and where they were supplied for the occasion, the old

forms were generally followed unchanged. In Ravenna,

though both in tliat city and in Constantinople the em-

perors helped themselves to sucli precious shafts as were
worth a sea voyage, tlie architects origmated capital and
cornice decorations for themselves. The general character

of this scvilpture, though far ruder than that of the empire
in execution, is interesting from its sunplicity and origi-

nality. T]\e acanthus-leaf capital is still used, but with

a greater desire to appreciate its natural beauty, and
with a certain delight in observing the fresh joyousness
of living vegetation, blown by winds, and clinging round
the convex mass, rather than gmnmed on to it in the

old Corintliian manner. The convex form, as natiu'ally
indicative of the greatest sustaining power, is preferred
to the old concave in capitals. Tliis character of detail

appears in the oldest of these Ravennese chiurches.

But Ravenna has some remarkable monuments of the

age of Justinian and of Galla Placidia. The most im-

San portant of these is San Vitale, an octagonal building
Vitale. rising into a dome and surrounded by a wide vaulted

aisle, with a gallery above it, also vaulted. The arches

on which this central dome rests are supported on mas-

sive piers, and rise to the height of the top of the upper

galleries. Seven of these arches thus open into the gal-

lery and aisle by a semicircular recessed colonnade, in

two stories, falhng into the arch al)ove by means of a

semidome and vault. The eighth side protrudes into a

sanctuary that interrupts the circuit of the aisle and gal-

lery, and ends in an apse beyond the octagonal outer

wall. The roof of this portion of the chm'ch is a qua-

dripartite vault of masonry, covered with mosaic. That
of the apse is as usual

One feature common to all basiUcas, that of the por-

tico, appears in great beauty in chm"ches of this descrip-

tion, and particularly in this of San Vitale. It is a wide

enclosure, attached to one of the angles of the outer

walls, enclosing, therefore, two narrow triangular spaces,
which seem to form with the actual portico a double

enclosure. There are openings into these spaces by

Its por-
tico.
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means of arches; but the walls are not cut away into

regular colonnades between them and the aisle of the
church.

Other domed octagonal churches at Ravenna are also

of great interest. One of these, S. Giovanni in Fonte,
is octagonal, and formed once the baptistery attached to

the cathedral. A road now runs between the two. It S. Gio-

has a raised font of marble in the centre, instead of
I?^"*

^^

the octagonal basin sunk in the baptistery of Constantino.
This font, like that of the baptistery of Pisa, is large

enough for immersion. The dome rests on the outer
walls.

One very remarkable feature in the dome constructions

that were now building is the masonry of tlie dome itself.

That of San Vitale consists of cylindrical pots screwed Struc-

into each other, the tail of one made to fit into the
^"''^

°^

mouth of the next. These are then carried round in a ^ith
close spiral, like the structure of a straw beehive. Brittle pots,

as these earthen jars may seem, few constructions can be

stronger, consistent with the lightness required, the cylin-
drical form of the jars, coupled with the extra strength of
the doubled portions where the tails are inserted at regu-
lar intervals, being a full equivalent for the non-solidity
of these voussoirs.

Another of the domed churches of Ravenna, somewhat
later in date, must be noticed as a curious example of the

very contradictory of such a system of construction. This
is the chm-ch called Rotonda. It is circular, or rather In mo-

polygonal with the effect of being circular. It consists "o^'t'i-

of a very solid cruciform vault in the basement, into

which the sea water has access. Above this rises the

polygonal chamber, smrrounded by a vaulted gallery,
which was (for it is no longer existing) completely ex-
ternal to the main chamber, and only entered from it

by two or three openings. The dome that covered the
centre is of one single stone, hollowed out and cut exter-

nally into a bold convex, leaving massive stone handles,
hollowed under, by means of whicli it was raised to its

position. Against the outer smrface of each of these stood,
it is said, the image of one of the apostles. There is no
trace of them now, the vault of the surrounding gallery

having been destroyed. What is most curious about this

enormous mass of stone, weighing 2,280,000 pounds in
its rough state, and 940,000 pounds at present, is that it

must have been the first stone of the building. It is quite
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inconceivable tliat, after the raising of tlie walls to the

requisite height, such a mass could have been first raised

and then moved by machinery wide enough to embrace
the building and drop its roof upon it. The only rea-

sonable explanation of it is that the stone was raised and
held aloft by scaffolding till the walls rose and received

it. As a tour de force it is a,wonderful testimony to the

energy and vigom- of Theodoric the Goth, who had it

made to support the porphyry sarcophagus he was bmied

in, which the traveller may now see attached to the front

of his palace in one of the streets of Ravenna.
The Empress Galla Placidia has left us one of the most

interesting of yet existing basilicas. It is very small,

scarce forty feet in greatest length, cruciform, of the regu-
lar Latin proportions, and rises into a little dome at the

intersection. The whole is vaulted in very massive ma-

sonry, and beautifully encrusted with marbles and mosaic.

Galla I^ ^^''^s made to contain three heavy sarcophagi, for which
Placidia. there is just room in the three smaller arms of the cross.

The central contains the remains of the empress herself;

the others those of Honorius, her brother, and Constan-

tius, her second husband. The body of the empress was

preserved in full dress, sitting in a chair, down to the

sixteenth centm-y. It could be seen through an opening
in the sarcophagus. Unfortunately, some childi'en put
into it a lighted candle, which caught the dress, and the

whole was consumed. The opening is closed up, but

how much of her imperial majesty may still remain un-

consmned cannot be known. There remains, too, in

this curious chiu-ch a primitive altar. It stands imder the

cupola, is of the usual height and proportions, rather

short, and stands on a single step or footpace. The
whole is composed of slabs of white marble. That which
forms the front is rudely sculptured with a cross, a lamb,
and a dove, in low relief. On the altar is a small pre-
della to hold the candlesticks : whether this forms part of

the original may be doubtful, but the whole is a rare spe-
cimen of so small an altar in its ancient state.

Some of the imperial magnificence found its way into
Sa!i Lo- I^ome in the form of the interesting basilica of San Lo-

Eome. renzo Fuori le Mure. It is the only basilica of the

large class in Rome in which galleries are foimd. The

present building has been mvich altered. The church of

Galla Placidia, built in the fifth century, Avas to some
extent rebuilt by Pelagius the Second, in 578; but the
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old columns cither remained or were replaced and twelve

fluted columns of" pavonazzo enclose the sanctuary on
two sides, and a third colonnade on the third. Above
the side colonnades, which were half bviried till they
were opened twenty-five years ago to their bases, are gal-

leries, with smaller columns of pavonazzo and serpentine.
The burial of these lower columns seems to indicate that

they and the galleries above them were of the original
work of the empress, as it is not probable that freshly

placed shafts should be buried in a new building. The
restorations were of other parts of the church. The pre-
sent nave was added in the eighth century by Adrian the

First, who reversed the original arrangement, placing the

opening of the nave where the apse had formerly stood.

The raising of the gromid in the present sanctvuiry has

been occasioned by the height of the subterranean chapel

containing the bodies of SS. Stephen and Laiirence, and
the level of both sanctuary and side aisles under the gal-
leries was made to coincide with the top of this vault.

If this was the work of Pope Pelagius, it accounts for the

remarkable position of the columns in this older portion.
It would otherwise obviously have been easier to cut the

shafts than to go to the trouble of burying them to dimi-

nish their height.
The architecture of Galla Placidia and of Justinian

made no more progress than this in Rome. In the

east, however, the emperor achieved greater wonders
even than in Ravenna. He determined to rebuild the

church of Sta. Sophia, founded by Constantino, and
found too small for the importance of the later city.
Justinian had good reason for desiring to recal to the

memory of his subjects his predecessor's object in its foun-

dation. The present church, or mosque, is in plan a

square enclosm-e of 269 feet by 243 diameter, of massive

walls. This is subdivided into nine portions, the central Sta.

being the great dome, from which radiate four arms of a Sophia,

cross, or fom- naves of equal length, and enclosing four gtanti-

square spaces in the four corners. The eastern and nople.

western arms of the cross are wider than the other two.

They are formed by two semidomes of the same diameter

as the dome, opening ovit from the base of the latter, and
thus prolonging it into a vast oval hall. The northern

and southern transepts are in stories, as are the four angu-
lar enclosures. The transept galleries and lower stories

are subdivided by the two tiers of columns necessary to
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support the vaulting and floor above. These four vast

piers, on which the dome rests, with the eight corres-

ponding piers in the outer walls, on which the various

arches abut, which form the plan of the church, form so

many admirably calculated points of support, and the con-

necting arches form them into eight enormous buttresses,

sufficient to resist tlie lateral thrust of this bold cupola.
It is the shallowest in existence for its enormous span of

one hundi-ed and fifteen feet
;
the depth being only equal

to one sixth of this diameter. The height of the centre

is no less than one hundred and ciglity feet above the floor.

It is lighted at its base by a circle of twenty-four arched

windows. The interior presents to the eye the appearance
of an oval vault descending on piers and arches, subdivided

into arcades in two tiers. The eastern and western semi-

circles enter the angular enclosures of the square by semi-

circular recessed colonnades in two tiers, as in San Vitale,
and the altar end protrudes into an elongated apse, which

passes beyond the boundary walls, those on the east being
made thick enough to enclose small chambers for varioua

purposes, while the western subdivisions open by nine

arches, three in each subdivision, into the vestibule, an
inner gallery rimning the entire breadth of the building,
and opening again by four arches into a broader portico,
to wlxich there are thi-ee doors, protected by three small

external porches. Towers and staircases flank this double

portico, and there are four square staircases, en cordon,
for the ascent of mules or horses into the cralleries. Jus-

tinian's predecessors had rebuilt the church once since its

original foundation, and it had again been destroyed by
the same means as in the first instance, viz., by fire. It

was necessary, therefore, to construct the building of fire-

proof materials. The dome seems to be strengthened

(according to Gibbon) by circles or chains of iron, the
^'9

piers being of solid blocks of freestone. The weight of

the cupola is diminished by its material, which is Rho-
dian brick of peculiar lightness. Unfortunately, the

building was scarcely complete before a large portion of

it was thrown down by the shock of an earthquake, a

misfortune more common in that latitude than it has

been since. The Emperor Justinian was not discouraged,
but entirely restored it, strengthening the mass of the

external piers, so that no settlement has taken place since.

Like almost all the public buildings of the later empire,
this was constructed in brick and crusted over with mar-

dome.
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ble and mosaic. Confining ourselves, however, for the

present to the structiu'al character of these churches, we Becomes
shall find that this type, once reached in Constantinople, a type of

began to spread in every province of the Greek empire,
t)rientai

and to find its way further still, into India and Syria.
In no long time the Mahommedan sect arose, grew, and

propagated itself with fearful success and celerity. Tliis

dome construction was taken up hy it, and Sta. Sophia
became the type of the Arab architecture, destined some
five centuries later to react upon that of the west, impart-
ing much of its oriental elegance to the Norman and
Frankish builders. Nine hundred years after tlie foim-
dation of Sta. Sophia, the Turks were masters of that

chm'ch, and followed it out in three or four magnificent
mosques, those of Achmet and Suleiman being more

j^^^g.

scientific and graceful, though scarcely more solemn or ques, af-

impressive, than their original. With Sta. Sophia, how- ter its

ever, San Vitalc, San Nazzaro e Celso (the tomb of Galla
"°'^^''

Placidia), and tlie great chm-ches of Rome, we musthmit
the class of buildings wliich are to be included under the
head of basilicas.

Something more must be said about the state of deco-
rative art during the period of their erection, and the
mode in which it was applied to their ornamentation.
The material of these buildings was in general brick

;

and for a kind of masonry, then only valued for its

superior cheapness and
utility, none ever was more acci-

dentally subhme. That kind of work, of which traces

still remain of the age of Honorius in Rome, called reti-
^^cora-

culatum, had gone out of use. It consisted in the facing of o7 tife"^'

the mass being laid end ways, the bricks being square on Basiii-

the facing, and diminisliing within so as to set in like '^^^•

teeth. The brick of Justinian's time, and commonly used
in the basihcas, is the old, dark red, large, flat brick, a
foot and a half long, with bands of large "tile introduced,
and arches turned in the same material. The quantity of
mortar used, and the proportion of surfaces on wliich it

fastens, form the secret of the extraordinary solidity of
this mode of building. The walls and vaults become
shells of sohd rock. The campaniles, or bell towers,
attached to the basihcas, iisually distinct from them, are

built roimd at Ravenna, elsewhere square, but without
buttresses like our northern towers. The constniction,
then, of these churches being thus simple and solid, is

usually left to speak for itself externally. As architec-
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tiire, the basilica builders had no sort of intention of

cliallenging critics in their exteriors. They contem-

plated art in their interiors only. This was by a system
of decorative incrustation. Very rarely had they the

means, or did interest for the mode of building subsist a

sufficient nmnber of ages, to see this incrustation car-

ried out to the exterior sm'face. The one great exception
of St. Mark's at Venice, must be noticed separately. This
mode of decoration was intended for the interiors. Mo-
saic of small dice or cubes of coloured marbles had been

extensively used, chiefly for pavements, but also for roofs,

by the old empire in later days. The incrustation of

walls with larger and more magnificent veneers of marble
was also common. The scale on which the imperial
baths and palaces were built, necessitated the use of the

more cheap and procurable material of brick; and the

taste for importing rare and splendid marbles, coidd only

satisfy itself by covering with them these vast protected
Incrus- interior surfaces. This system therefore became, in the

hands of the rich and luximous Romans, the most sump-
tuous source of architectural decoration. It was at the

same time a system distinct from that of the structure

itself. The latter was crusted over and concealed as by
a coat, the forms and lines of which had no necessary
connection with the mass beneath or behind it. These
slabs of marble were usually made to cover the walls up
to a given height, fifteen to twenty-five feet, after which
occiu's generally a string or cornice holding them and

binding them into the wall, while it marks the division

between the marbles and the mosaic decorations, which,

being in small dice, could assume the character of pic-
torial representation. The sculpture on these buildings is

usually executed in white marble, the shafts of columns

being of various colours and monoliths. As already
observed, there are two characters of sculpture in basi-

licas, the first being a simple imitation of the debased
Roman work of the period, and usually executed to sup-

ply parts that were not to be obtained by ransacking
Sculp- the ruins of the city. The second period of scidpture,
ture.

viz., all that executed in Ravenna, Constantinople, or

elsewhere, where no older work was at hand, has a cha-

racter of its own—shai-p, severely controlled, but not

wanting in ^^gour or grace. Constantinople and Ra-
venna furnish the most elegant and characteristic work
of this kind. In this sculpture natural forms and the
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appreciation of natviral vegetation begin to reappear. For
some ages the easterns seem to be aliead of" the west

in these respects; the east therefore will form the best

field for study for details of these works.

The state of artistic design w^as imdoubtedly at its

lowest when these basilicas began to be erected as Deca-

clnu'ches. Their historical designs are nide and conven- dence of

tional. The old Greek sense of beauty had died out in
^""®"

liome. Luxmy and vulgarity had gradually destroyed
the manliness of the race, and such sense and love of

beauty as it had possessed in days of vigour and pros-

perity. Constantine coidd find few competent artists

either to sculptui'e his trimnphal arch or to decorate

his new capital. Still the Christian commimity had car-

ried down with it into its subterranean oratories and cha-

pels certain traditions of former times. Historical repre-

sentations, even sometimes imder mythological types, as

that [of Orpheus, are habitual to those interesting monu-
ments. The classic tunic, and occasionally the nude

figure, continued to be represented in their paintings.
We shall find, as basilica building and decoration pro-

gressed, a marked difference between the simplicity of

accessories of di'ess and ornament in the west, in contrast

with the elaboration of colour and detail in the east.

The basilicas of Justinian at Ravenna are interestinof ex-

amples of this Byzantine spirit. They represent in more
than one instance the emperor and his court, or his era-

press and hers, with details of costmne carefully followed.

But though these designs were rude, and showed ignor-
ance of form, they were by no means wanting in grandeur.
Quite the contrary. That nerve and \dgom- of charac-

ter wliich luxury had eaten out of the Italian character,
was beginning to grow anew from fresh sources, and

Christianity really inaugiu'ated the re\dval of the arts. Its '"evi-

That revival was slow, and conducted through most V^
"'^'

stormy ages of calamity, but a genuine revival it was. chris-

The peculiar changes of personal character which Chris- tian in-

tianity gradually spread, till it affected races and nations,
""^'^'^^^*

often, probably to keen observers always, expresses itself

in that index of the human soul, the face. Wliether
jjj" \°_

the early races of believers philosophized vipon this fact man

or not, they were undoubtedly affected by it. It grew
*'^^^ i"

into an instinctive principle, that the face was the field, ^^^^^ ^^

in man, for expressing character. The power of repre- the fi-

senting action or motive was therefore sought in the ex- S"""®*
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pressioii of the featui'es, rather than the position or move-
ment of the limbs. And though, of coiu'se, it was cen-

turies before the refinements of art in representation of

these objects could be attained, still some influence of the

kind is observable in these early Christian representa-

tions, and, tliough rude, the faces and forms possess a

grandeur which no art, with all its charm, has since sur-

passed ; pm-pose, position, and architectural character of

the representations being taken into accoimt. Mosaics

of glass, with gold ground or deep blue, worked in the

same manner and material, were the means at the dis-

posal of the architect for decorating all those portions of

his chiu-ch which either could not be covered with mar-

ble, or fell into the lines of curve or concavity cavised

San by the arches of the roofs, domes, semidomes, and colon-

Marco, nades. We have alluded already to Venice. What
marks so pecuharly the interest of San Marco, is its pre-
servation of the basihcan type after so many ages, with

the additions of lemrth from its western, and domes from

its eastern associations. It is, besides, both decorated

from pavement to keystone in its interior, and elaborately
on its visible exterior portions besides. It exhibits the

refinements of mosaic decorations both in historical sub-

jects and their accessory details, and besides in decora-

tions of borders, inlaid cornices, and the like. As to its

form, we can only stop to give it generally. The church

is small; its outline is a Latin cross covered by five

domes; the eastern arm running into apse besides, and
the western having the addition of the portico or vesti-

bule running the entire width of nave and aisles. These
aisles continue throughout the building. They are di-

vided by arcades, which are not vaulted, but open at

top, from the nave. They are covered above by the

ponderous ai'ches which support the sides of the domes,
and are wide enough to bridge over the corresponding

portions of aisle width lengthwise. The outer porch is

vaulted, and rises to about half the height of the western

facade; it opens by five arched doorways to the outer

air. The front of this therefore forms the lower facade

of the chiu-ch, and the arches of the doorways rest on

two tiers of colmnns of marble of all colours, the archi-

volts being of sculptured white marble. The colmnns
are continued along the front with great effect, and, as

in the basilicas, are monolithic. The pavement of San
Marco is an admirable example of almost every kind of
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marble mosaic, from the Roman and Alexandrian work
down to the medieval Italian pietra dm'a. The Vene-
tians had peculiar facilities for such modes of building,
and were much imder Greek influence while holding the

key of the central waters of Europe. A detailed account

of St. Mark's would reqmre more space than we can

now afford. But though so much later than the early

basihcas, it is a wonderful exponent of their principles.
It remains, before concluding, that some comparative

notice should be taken of the scale of the old basilicas,

with reference to the larger chiurches of subsequent times.
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^^reatly the elements of length and height increased in

after times. That of cubic capacity, on the contrary,
seems to have duninished. If we deduct from the me-

dieval churches the parts walled off by solid stone screens

or wooden partitions, and the immense space taken up
by the piers necessary for the support of vaulted roofing,
we shall see how decidedly the older buildings have the

advantage, as far as the question goes of holding vast

multitudes at a tunc. A simpler arrangement than that

of the western basihca can hardly be conceived, and,

graceful and wonderful as the siibsequent architecture

became in southern as well as northern Europe, no build-

ings whatever have svirpassed these early churches either

in solemnity or practical convenience.

John H. Pollen.
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES.

Art. I.—On the Injluence of the Great Inequalities of

Jupiter, Saturn, etc., upon the Motions of the other

Heavenly Bodies. By Rev. W. G. Penny.

IN
calculating tlie anioimt of the perturbation in the '^'^^ P''°"

path of one planet caused by the action of another, ^^e dis-

it is usual to assmne that both the planets would, except turbing

for the inequalities caused by their mutual attraction,
f<>'"<^es of

move accurately in ellipses, no account being taken of Janets

the small inequalities in the path of either of them caused causes

by a third planet. But since in reaUty any alteration in ipequa-

the place of either of them causes an alteration in their
j^,

mutual distance, it is evident, according to the theory riod.

of gravity, that their mutual attraction •will be altered

also
;
that is, that their disturbing force will be different

;

or in other words, that a new disturbing force will be

added, which will produce its corresponding inequality in

the path of each of them.

Now, the undisturbed place of a planet so nearly coin-

cides with its actual place, that we may in most cases

altogether neglect any difference in the disturbing force

which arises from the planet not being exactly in the

place where it woidd be if midistm'bed
;
but we cannot do

so always. For example, in the case of Saturn, there

exists an inequality in longitvide which is represented by
652" sin {2n^t—Ain^t-\-Il), together with another of about

half the magnitude of the radius vector. These, in

linear measure at least, are about equal to the eccentricity
of the Earth's orbit

;
and therefore, under certain circum-

stances, are quite large enough to produce a sensible in-

equality in the motion of a neighbom'ing planet.
In fact, when we remember that the effect of a dis-

turbing force depends not only upon its intensity, but

also, in some cases, upon the square of the time dm'ing
which it acts in one direction, it is evident that a very
minute force, if its period is very long, may produce very
sensible results.

In order therefore to complete the theory of planetary
I. 10
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perturbations, it becomes quite necessary to searcb out all

forces of this kind whose period is very long, or in other

words, to examine whether in the formation of the dif-

ferential equations of motion, we may not by the employ-
ment of the true coordinates of the planets, find terms in

the disturbing fimction which we should not find by
merely using the elliptic ones, having a very small divi-

sor, and wliich consequently will be much increased by
integration. For example, suppose that we are calcula-

ting the mutual pertiu'bations of Saturn and Uranus.

Now, if we employ the terms above mentioned, which
occur in the true coordinates of Satiu-n, it is evident that

we shall obtain a term in the differential equations of

motion of the form

Bsmi?>nJ.—QnJ.-\-2nJ,-\-Y\)

1^^, Wj, «g, being the mean motions of Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus. This expression, as it will have to be twice

integrated, will be twice divided by on^
—

^n^^\-2n^, which
is a small quantit}''; and the term which residts in the

longitude of Uranus from the employment of the above

mentioned and other inequalities which will produce terms

of the same form, amounts to about 43 seconds. This,

though much smaller than some of the inequalities in the

path of Uranus, is still considerable with respect to many
tliat occur in the planetary theory, being in fact larger
than any that have been hitherto noticed in the motions

of jNIercury, Venus, the Eartli, or Mars
;
and being more

than five times as large as anv of the perturbations of the

Earth. Its period is about 1,700 years; and there Avill be

corresponding terras in the longitude both of Saturn and

Jupiter; that of Saturn amovmts to about 40", and that

of Jupiter to about 10".

Inequa-
Another remarkable inequality of the kind which I

lity of have found, is one which appears to exist in the motions
long pe- Qf ^]-^g Earth and Mars.' Its period is somewhat lono-er
nod in ^ ^

' Since the above has been in type, we have found that this inequa-
lity, as far at least as the motion of the Earth is concernefl, has been

already calculated by Mil. Leverrier and Hansen. The coefficient

given by the former (see vol. xxx., p. 463, Comptes rendus) is 7.162".

That by the latter is 6.221". That here obtained is 7,21)3", which
therefore agrees very closely with that given by M. Leverrier. Also
the small inequality noticed further on, which depends on the disturb-

ing forces of Mars and Venus, has been given by the latter writer ;

but not that depending upon the product of the forces of Jupiter
and Saturn.
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tlian the one mentioned above, being about 1,800 year?,
the mo-

or about twice that of the long inequality of Jupiter and '"""^ "

Saturn. It arises in the following way : Four times the and tiie

mean motion of the Earth is very nearly equal to eight Earth,

times that of Mars minus three times that of Jupiter ;
it

has an exceedingly small divisor; and in fact the term

which represents it in the disturbing function is multi-

plied by a quantity which amounts to upw^ards of twenty
millions ! This inequality appears to amount, in the case

of the Earth, to about 7.29", and in that of Mars to about

45"
; quantities which are larger, and in the case of Mars

very considerably so, than any which arise from simple

perturbation ;
the largest hitherto known in the motion of

the Earth, amounting to not more than 7.15", and in the

motion of Mars to 24.53".

One remarkable thing about this inequality is the effect

which it appears Hkely to have upon the motion of the

Moon. According to the investigations of Professor Han-

sen, the inequality lately discovered by Mr. Airy in the

motion of the Earth, which amovmts to about 2.05" with

a period of 240 years, gives rise to an inequality in the

motion of the Moon amounting to about 23"
;
and therefore

it would seem that there will also be a corresponding one

arising from that above mentioned, and which will amount
to something considerable. I have not been able to get
access to Professor Hansen's investigations, and have not

yet finished the calculation of the Imiar inequality, and
therefore cannot as yet give its precise amoimt ;

but I hope
to have done so in time to pubhsh the residts in the

second number of this Periodical.

And, in general, in order to find quantities of this

kind, we must not only seek out all terms in wdiich

jOiW,
—

j)2??.j
is small, n,, n^i ..., being the mean motions of

the planets, and pi, p.^,
. . .

, any whole nmnbers, but also

all those in which p,«,
—

p^n^^tzp^n^ is small with respect
to any of the three quantities w,, Wg' ^s? f^^" ^^^ such terms

will be much increased by integration. It will be seen

that all such quantities will be of the order of the second

power, or rather of the product of two powers of the dis-

turbing force. It should also be observed, that in general,
if

jt>2 ^2 relate to that one of the three planets which lies

between the other two, the quantity P2 ought to have a

different sign from p, and
jDg,

in the same way that where
two planets only are concerned, jo,

and
p.^

should have

different signs; otherwise such high powers of the ecceii-

10 b
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tricities will be involved as will make the terms quite
insensible.

The two combinations above given, namely ^n^
—

8??3

•\?>n^ and 2n^
—

672j+3ng, appear to be much the most

remarkable
;
but there are others also wliich give rise to

quantities wliich come within the limit at which it is

usually considered necessary that they should be retained

in the planetary tables
;
there are even one or two such

involving the product of three disturbing forces, and con-

sequently the coordinates of fom* planets One of them

appears to amount to about 7".

With regard to this limit of the quantities wliich are

to be considered as worth retaining, it may be remarked
that M. Bouvard retains quantities which exceed a cen-

tesimal second; and MM. Pontecoulant and Laplace go
still fm-ther

;
the former retains quantities of one-tenth of

a sexagesimal, and the latter of a tenth of a centesimal

second. But with respect to the terms at present under

consideration, it may be quite sufficient to retain only
those which exceed a sexagesimal second, except, per-

haps, in the case of the Earth
;
where it may be advisable

to include smaller ones, in consequence of the inequalities
which they may be the cause of in the motion of the

Moon.

Equa- To proceed then with the calculations : and first let us
tionsof determine the inequahty of the Earth and Mars.
motion.

^ n_^'r COS (B—6') m'
^et K_

^^ ^/(^2_2^/cos(0-0')+ ''")

Where r, 9, etc., refer to the disturbed, and the quan-
tities with the accents to the disturbing planet.
I employ the equations,

Sd=
,

^

h.(2r^r)-drd,r+ 3[S,d,(R)

-|-2rrfZ,.Rl

for determining the alteration in longitude, and

d':rdr+ n'r^r= -2[4.(R)-rd.R

— n-rdi' ySe
cos nt-\-e~n-\-, etc.j-

for determining that of the radius vector.
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In tlie formation of these equations, several quantities

depending upon powers of the disturbing force higher
than the first, are omitted; but none of these quantities
omitted appear to have any effect upon the investiga-
tions which follow

;
so that we may use the above equa-

tions as they stand.

Then, to find an equality in longitude of the form

P sin {Snst—4:7i^t—dn,t+n)

we must find all terms in R havinof the same arsfiunent. Expan-

For this pm-pose we must expand R, and its expansion ^^^
is effected in exactly the same way as in ordinary cases

where we are considering the mutual pertm'bations of two

planets only ;
that is, by making it depend upon the ex-

pansion of the quantity
m'

V{a^-2aa cos (0-6')+ a
-2),

a and a' being the constant parts of r and /.

This is done by assmning the quantity

m'
-77-5
—H—} 7a

—
fl'VT~',\ = 2A -1- A, cos(9—6')+ etc.

V(o—2aa cos{p—u)-\-a'i)
° ^ ^ -^

+ A,cosk(9-e')+ eic.

m'
Then if we call —

r-j
—

^
—

7 jn
—

a'\ . ">\
^

5
it is

fs/ia^
— Iaa cos{p—b)-\-a^)

evident that if we neglect for a moment the quantity
tn V

—f^ cos (0—0'), R is what A becomes when r, /, are

Aviitten for a and a', or when we write a(l-\-v) for a, and

a\\-\-v ) for a', where av and av represent the variable

parts of r and r ; therefore we shall have by Taylor's
theorem

R=A -t- au(i^
A -f aV(Z^A -f etc .

Now since

A=|-A^-|- -1- A, cos ^- (0—0')

we shall have

adJ^= \adA^+adA^ cos (0— 0')-f-

-\-ad^A^Qo&k{0—d')+
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ad^A= \ad^^A^+ a'd^A^ cos (0
-

61')+

+ a'd^A^iio^k{B— 0')+

with similar quantities for a^fZ^A, aad^ d'^A, etc.

Therefore, by substituting these vahies of A, a£?„A, etc.,

in the expression for R, and collecting the coefficients of

the different cosines, we shall have for this part of R,

R=: — (iA +iad A v+Wd A ?;'+ etc....)

—
( Aj+ ad^A^v-\- aVZ^Ay+ etc..) cos (0

— ^)

—
( A^+ adA^v-^ aV^A/+ etc....)cosA(0-e')

— etc

The expansion of the first part of R is effiicted in like

manner, and it becomes -7r,(l+tJ—2t;'+ etc.) cos {9—6')

so that the only part of R which will be affected by the

addition of this quantity is the coefficient of cos {B—B') ;

adding these qviantities together, we may put R under the

form

R= - (1A^+ hadA^v+Wd^Ay+ etc. . . .)

—
{A^-\-adJ^^v-\-ad^A/o-\- etc... .) cos h (0— O")

— etc

And in order to obtain terms of the forax

P cos (Snt._^—4:iK— dnt_^+ U)

we must substitute for v, v, B, B', not merely their elliptic

values, but their complete values ;
that is, we must include

all terms Avhich they may contain which will produce
terms of the required form.

Again, the most convenient form in which R can be
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put for reducing it to numbers is by substituting for

ad A., ard'^K,, etc., their values in terms of a'd .A.,

a'^c^^'A^,
etc.^ These are,

«^aA,= -A,-a'd^A„ aa'dJ^A,= -2a'd^A,-a'^dlA,,

a-d''A. = -2ad A,-aa'd d A,=2A,-\- 4.a'd A,+aHlA,,^'' a K a k a a k «
,

a k ' a k'

etc.

The quantities A^, adj^^^, etc., are also dependent upon
the coefficients of the expansion of the quantity

m
-v/(l-2acos(0-0') + a')

a
where a=-—^ a being greater than a'

;
and if b^ be the

a

general coefficent of the latter quantity, it is found that

A, = ~h,, adaAt= -adh,, a\ilA,z:z~ a^'dlh,, etc.
a a a

except in the particular case where 7i and h are both

unity, when they have a different value
;
but this term

does not enter into the present investigation. The terms

of this kind which will be wanted in the case of Mars
and the Earth, are found to be as follows :

—

6,=.i29973 h,.=:.mno h,=.omrD ^^^^^,_

b,=.02sm its'o'f

quanti-

ad b,= .60426 ad b,= .43723 ad b,= .31104 ties, etc.,
« ^ « " « ''

in ex-

adj,,= .21184 rE."""

o'(fJ.= 2.i$81 a'd--b,= 2.214% a'd'b,= 1.1918

(cd?b,= 1.5318

a\l'b,=. 10.2Q7 ahPb,= 10.527 a'd' h,= 10.431

a'dl^b,= 9.894

a' is supposed to be less tluiu a.
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a\I*h,= 54.72 a'd*h,= 5S.67 a'd'b,= 60.37

5,= .01 7505 a= .6563003

ad 6.= .15666
a »

ahr-h,= 1.2259
a •*

a'd'Lzz 8.701
a 'a-

Direct It must bc here observed tliat the entire perturbation
andiiidi- ^£ ^^^ ^j- ^|^^ three planets, say of" Mars, for instance, will

turba- consist of two distinct parts ; first, that caused by the in-

tion. direct action of Jupiter and the direct action of the

Earth, and next, that caused by the indirect action of the

Earth and the direct action of Jupiter. Thus, in the

first case, if there are certain inequalities in the orbit of

Mars produced by the action of Jupiter, the attraction of

the Earth upon it will be different to what it would be if

there were no such inequalities ;
the terms arising from

this difference are what we mean by those arising from the

indirect action of Jupiter and the direct action of the

Earth, and so for the second case.

To find terms of the first kind, we must find all those

terms in the coordinates both of Mars and the Earth
Avhicli arise from the simple perturbation of Jupiter and

wdiich inckide the quantity on^t in their argiunent ;
and

must add them to the elHptic vahies of r* / 6 B' in the

disturbing function which relates to Mars and the Earth ;

and to find terms of the latter kind, we must find all

terms in the coordinates of Mars and JujDiter which in-

chide in their argmnents the quantity 4n.^t. Let us begin
with the former, as they appear to be the more impor-
tant. I find then the following quantities in the coordi-

nates of Mars:—

J-r- Se = -201257'' sin (4^3^-3^+4^3- 3.,- 1^3)-

which gr V («)
haveto —=— llhOh" COS

(4n^t—^n^t-\-Aii: —oe^—vr^
be added ^
to the

elliptic

values of W=~ .01101" sin {4:n^t—on^t-\-4^„—?>i^—vT^

:}

t.^V"" ^r .Y («.)ordi- O' AAHon// „//!«. * a„ ^ i /I . Q. _ \ I
^ 1/

nates , ^= .00929"cos(4wJ-3nof a
V 3 .
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g0=.O2465"sm(4/U-3w,«+4£-3t^+lO9°.l) 1 Mars

^^-
_.008955''cos(4wJ-3V+4£,-3£,4-108°.18') I

'^
?"''^

'"

fj
V 3 4 ' J 4 ' / ^ forming

thedifFe-

yprjf JO 1

g0= 1.19503" sin (3w3f-3n,«+ 3^3- 3e,) ^i equa-

-= - .951068" cos (3w3«-3«4«+3£3-3£^) j
^

g0= .2623"sm (3n3-3n^«+3£3-3£^+81°. 27)
")

-=-.1068 cos
(3«3^-3>i^«+363-3£^+81°.56')J

'

g0=:2.318O"sin(2«3«-3n,«+2£3-36,+ 5O°. 6') ^
- = -1.4776" cos

(2w3e-3n,«+2£^-3£,+ 52°. 43') \
^^^

Co ^

ga=.195"sm(2n3«-3n,«+2£3-3£,+20°340
"J

^-_.0889"cos(2/?3<-3n,^+2£3-3£,+20.570
f-'-^^')

g0=
3.3273"sm(n3«-3jM+£3-3£,-l°.14')-j

|'=:-.864"cos(n3«-3;M+ f^-3f,-6°.180 j

^^'^

g0= .1112"sln(5n3<— 4/?2«+5£3—4£2— CT3)
^j

^= -.0942"cos(5/23«-4»,«+5£3-4£,-T^3) f ^^^

and in tlie coordinates of the Earth there occiu* the terms

g0'=.16985"sin(3n,^-4n,<+ 3£,-3£,)
"J

^= -.135103"cos(3n,«-3«,«+3£,-3£,) (
^-^^

g9'= .551129"sin(2n,«-3n/+ 2f2-3£,+s7,)"J

^=-.3770"sin(2n,«-3n,«+ 2£,-3£,+tT,) \ ^^^'

Of these quantities the vahies of S0 in (a) (h) (c) and (e),
as also those of W in (/) and (^), are taken from M.
Pontecoixlant's Systeme du Monde. The quantities (d)
are omitted both by M. Pontecoulant and Laplace, and

may therefore seem suspicious, but I have gone over the
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calculation of them twice on separate paper, and such

appears to be the result. Tlie values Sd and Sr in a,

are what result from the employment of the equation

— = — .9ol"cos(3n3i— Sn^i+Sfj
—

St^)
a'

in the last term of the equation for the radius vector, and

in the term drd,r in that for the longitude ;
and from

the quantity which arises from the division of this value

of r^r by r, to obtain Sr. Equations b, in like manner,

are derived from the use of the terms

^"^= -lAn6"cos(2n,t-dn,t+2e,-de,+ 52°Ad'Y
a

TcV
and from the corresponding term for —-, which is

u

-1.4717 COS (2r?3<...+ 54°. 12')

and the equations (c^) are derived from the value of the

raduis vector in
(^d).

There will also be a minute quantity corresponding to

equations (d) in the coordinates of the Earth, the effect

of which I find will be slightly to increase the entire value

of the inequality, but by no sensible quantity. The only
term in the radius vector given by M. Pontecoulant is

that in (b); that in (c) agrees pretty closely with that

given by Laplace, allowance being made for the differ-

ence of the mass of Jupiter adopted by him. The others

also which I have added Avill be found to be pretty cor-

rect, as they give values, when substituted in the equa-
tions for the longitude, which agree with the terms in

longitude given by M. Pontecoulant.

The value of gr in (6), as given by M. Pontecoulant,

is given in the form 8*——.0000070256 cos (3^3^, etc.).

This is expressed not in parts of the radius of the orbit of

Mars, but of the Earth, which radius is taken for unity.

It must, however, before it can be made use of in the fol-

lowing calculation, be reduced to parts of the radius of

the orbit of Mars, which is done by multiplying the right-

hand member by aa, which will give

- = -.0000070256 acos(3n3i-, etc.);

^ These values of rcr and Sr were also emiiloyed in finding the term (rf).
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but as the quantity which finally results from the employ-
ment of this term will have to be reduced to seconds, it

will be more convenient to express the right-hand mem-
ber in seconds at once

;
which is done by multiplying it

by 60^ —
,
and thus arises the quantity in (b). All the

terms of Sr are given in the same form.

It would somewhat simplify the operations if we were
to put the quantities a, a,, Og, etc., into combination

;
but

by keeping them separate, we can more easily see how
much of the final result is due to each of them, and so

may more easily supply any correction that may be ne-

cessary in consequence of any inexactness in the terms

(a,), etc.

The following values of the masses, mean motions, and
elements of the orbits of the Earth, Mars, and Jupiter,
are those which I have made use of; they are taken from Numeri-

M. Pontecoulant
{fi

is here supposed to be the mass of
j^^g/of

the Sun): the mas-
ses and

elements

— /^ _ fl _ fl of the
-~

356354 "^^-2680337 '"^-1054 ^^'^^
JM ars,

andJu-

n,= 1295977.37" 713
= 689051.08" ?i,

= 109256.59". p^^^""-

£3= 100°. 23' 32" £3=232.49.50 £,
= 81.52.10

^,= .0168536 e3= .093306 e,= .0481621

«r2=99°.30 ^3=332.23.40 ct,= 11.7.36

also if y be the inclination of the orbit of Mars to the Calcula-

ecliptic, and a, the longitude of the ascending node, tion of

7= 1°. 50' a. =48°.
'

the in-

Let us begin by determining that part of the inequality resdt-^
which is due to the terms in equation (a). ing from

equa-

LetR=iRo+R,cos(0-0O+ ...+R4Cos4(6l-0O- c«")!^''^'

Now it is evident that the terms in equation (a) will

produce a quantity of the required form by combination
Avith the angle ^7i^t—4:n^t; the part of R therefore which
we shall want is R^ cos 4 Q—B'. Now, by substituting for
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6 its value increased by the quantity given in (a),
viz.:-

n,t+£,+ ... + .201257" sm {in,t-dn,t+4.£,~de,~vr,)

we shall obtain the term

+ 402514" cos (Sn^t-4.n,t-ST),t+S£,-4:e,-Se,-vT,);

also R,= —m' (A^+adaA^v)= —m' (A^~A^+a'da>A^v)

= —m!
|A,+A,+ a'rf<.A,.11505" cos {^n^t—Zn^t

(by substituting for u the value given in
.(a)] ; therefore,

by multiplying by the value of cos (4
—

0') we shall

have

R=:_^' r.402514''A,-i
(A,+a'c;<„A,).11505")

cos(8ni,.;.etc.);

for A^ and a'c^a/A^ write their values -6,, —ac? h.\
a a '^

or i.129973 and -.60426 and we shall find
a a

m'
11= .094552'' cos (8n3<,-4?i2«—3n,f...—cr3)

We have now to form the function --I 1 cZ/R), and in

doing so we must be very careful in this and all other

occasions of the kind, to remember wliich of the quan-
tities 8^3^, etc., belong to the coordinates of the dis-

turbed planets, since the quantity c?,(R) means that R
is to be differentiated Avith respect to the disturbed planet

only. In this case, smce the inequality (a), viz.:—
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sin (4r«3«— 3n^i— , etc.), belongs to the coordinates of

Mars, it is evident that the tenns %n^t—?>n^t belong to

Mars.

Let 8«3^— 4w2«— 3n^«+8£—4f2— Se^^rX, then, bearing
in mind what has just been said, we shall have

-^f f rf,(R)= -gi!^
^^ ^\\ ,,

^.094552"

X sin (X
—

13-3)
= 89

which may be put imder the form

3m' 8n3-3n, n\ . .094552" sin (X-t=T3)
n\a^' Wg (8W3— 4«2— 3nJ

or since n^a^=ix, fx being the mass of the Sun,

g^^_m' 3 {^n^-^f ;^3_^y.094552'.

fx «3 \hn^—4:n.^—6nj

Xsin(X— CT3).

To reduce this to numbers, we have

7=35(k^ log. 356354= 5.5518817.

r?3
= 689051.08" ^,= 109256.59 n2= 1295977.37.

. . 8n3-3w,=5184638.87

log. 8n3-3;2,= G.7147185

log. n^ =5.8382513

.8764G72=log.^^^~—^;

W3

also, 87?3-3w,= 5184638.87"

4/?, z= 5183909.48"

.8«,-3n,-4rr,= 729.39"
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locT. ^3= 5.8382513

log. 729.39 =z 2.8629598

2.9752915 =log
"'

2 8«3— 3n,— 4nj

5.9505830 rzlog.f
^

log. 3= .4771213 V>n.-'6n-4.n,
8w,— ?>n.

.8764672 =zW •3 '^"-\

*=
»'3

7.3041715
subtract log. 356354= 5.5518817

1.7522898

=loc..3''''^^=^« ( 'h V°
fx

II 3 \8/23— 3n^— 4n^y

As tliis multiplier is common to all tlie terms which occur
in the direct perturbation of Mars by the Earth, it will

be very useful. Adding to it the logarithm of .094552,

(the remaining part of the multiplier of sin (X— t^a))

which is

^.9756707
1.7522898

we have .7279605= log. 5.345
;
hence this term gives

g0= -5.345" sin (X-C73) (A).

In like manner, equations a, and a^ give respectively

g0= -.354"sin (X-u,) (AJ

§0= -.548'' sin (X+ 108.32) (A,).

As the period of this inequality is very long, for very great
exactness it would be necessary to take into account the

variations of the elements of the orbits. The principal
effect of this variation is to lengthen the period of the in-

equality, and this is equivalent to causing a small dimi-

nution of the divisor, which would somewhat increase the

amomit of the inequality; in fact, it appears to be in-

creased by about a twenty-fourth of its whole amount.
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But then, on the other hand, as the eccentricity of Mars

is not very small, we ought also, for great accuracy, to

take into accomit the higher powers of the eccentricities.

The complete calculation of such terms would be very

complicated; but it appears that by taking them into

account the entire amount would be diminished by much
about the same quantity by which it would be increased

by taking into account the variations of the elements.

Also the angles between the major axes of the planets
are slowly varying ;

that between the axes of Mars and

Jupiter, for instance, is slowly diminishing. The effect

of this would be to cause a slight diminution in the value

of such quantities as equation (c). But then, on the

other hand, the eccentricities of both the orbits are on the

increase, which would tend to increase the quantity ;
so

that it will be seen that the change which it would un-

dergo during one period or more of the long ineqviality,
whether for greater or less, will be extremely small, and

may be neglected. So that it would seem that if the work
is correct, the first approximate value obtained as above

will be a very exact one, qiute as exact as is usually ob-

tained, and will serve for one period or more, without

sensible error; the error committed will certainly not

amount to a second for Mars, or to more than a very small

fraction of one for the Earth. It may also be not out of

place to notice, that in determining the mass of Mars,
from the comparison of the observed value of the pertur-
bations caused by it with their theoretical value, since

the latter are generally somewliat smaller when the

higher powers of the eccentricities are taken into ac-

count, it follows that the mass of Mars, which would re-

sidt from tliis comparison, when they are taken into ac-

coiuit, will be most likely somewhat larger than if they
were omitted.

The values of S0, above given, are those which result

simply from the function Ay,(^t(R), which is twice di-

vided by the very small divisor .0010585, this being

the value of tlie quantity
— -. ihe terms

which would arise from the other terms in the equation
for the longitude, 2j\ rc^^R, for instance, will be quite
insensible.

Terms resulting from
(Jj)

and (6,).
The argument of these is Snj^— 3n^^; and hence the Inequa-

quantity X will result from the combination of these with '''''^* '^-

the angles,
'"'""S
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^'°™
An^t—An^t, v^t; and with bn^t—bn^t, n^t.

tions Ch)

andfi,). Ict Wg^+ ft — ^2? ^tc. Then if m the terms belonging to R,

R4COS4 6~B', and R5 cos 5B— B\ we substitute for r r'

and Q 0\ their vahies

•

rj^afl— 63008(^3— CT3)— .951068" cos(3^3—3(^,))

r'= a' (1—^2 cos 02— CTo)

03= 03+ 2^3 sin (<^3-T^3)+ 1.19503" sin (3<^3-3«^,)

0'=
(p'+ 2e2sin{(j)'—Ui)

we shall obtain

R=-m'(9A,+a'c?„,A,)1.19503"g3Cos(X-CT3)

-m'^(10A,+ 12a'd^,A,+ a"dlA,).96lOQS"e,cos{X-Tn,)

+^m' {lOA,+ a'd,,A,)l.l9503" e, cos (X—nr,)

+ ^tn' {lOA,+ 12a'd„A,+ a"dlA,).d510QS" e,cos{\~r^:)

= _ .44269" - cos (X-U3) +06342"
- cos (k-vr.;)

=—.48361" "-' cos (X+ 33°. 37'),

we have now to form the function —.^1 1 c?,(R) with this

value of R, just as was done above; and by doing so, we
obtain the term

g0= -27.339" sin (X+ 33°. 37') (B).

And by the same process the equations (6,) give

g0=4.38O"sin (X+ 115°. 21') (B,).

Inequa- Term depending upon (c) and (c,).
hty re-

'^-^Q terms (c) and (c,) it is easily seen will have to be
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multiplied by the squares of the eccentricities and incli- suiting

nations : for simplicity we shall calculate these two parts ^ _

separately. Then by making use of the terms (c) we find tions (c)
and (ci).

V.= -~il04.K,+ 22a'd„,A.,+ a'Hl,K:}

X 2.3180" g^cos (X-2cr2+50°. 6')

+
-g-(550A,

+ 1 lOaU'A,+ 5a'UA,)

X 2.3180" e3g,cos(X-CT3-t;7,+50°. G')

-
^(342Ae+ ma'chA,+ ?,a'HlA,)

x2.3180"«^cos(X-2ct,+50°.6')

-^'(126A,+ 174AaUA,+ 27a'VZ;^A+a\Z2,A,)

X 1.4776" e^ cos (X-2ct3+52°. 43')

m
"8"
+—(120A,+ 166aUA,+26a'^<Z^A,+a«ci^A,)

m'

1.4776" e2^3COs(X-t;r2-cr3+52°. 43')

-
^, (1 14Ae+ Ib^a'd^A,+ 25a'-^^?Ag+ a'^^^A,)

1.4776" e^ COS (X-2ct,+52°. 43')

which terms, reduced to numbers and put into combina-

tion, give R=- -.36754" cos (X+ 118°. 41), which, in-

tegrated, etc., gives

g0=:—20.7774" sin (X-fll8°. 41').

The part arising from the inchnation of the orbit of

Mars to the ecliptic appears to amomit to only
— .0962"

sin (X— 45°), ^vhicll, united with the former, gives

^0= -20.583" sin (X+ 118°. 37') (C)
I. 11
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Ineqna- and by the same process the terms (c,) give
)i(y re-

?rom"^ ^0= -1.490'' sin (X+88°. 7') (CJ.
equation

OO- It will be seen that in the part of R introduced by the

term in the radius vector, the coefficients of the quan-
tities A4, Aj, Ag, decrease in arithmetical progression, as

also do those of a'da'^i, etc.

Calculation of the term depending upon (d). This term

is multiplied by the cubes of the eccentricities. Hi-

therto the tenns have been obtained by the actual sub-

stitution of the true coordinates of Mars in R
;
and we

might calculate the following term by the same method,
but another way is preferable. For, since the elliptic va-

lues of the expansion of R have been already calculated,

and tables of tlicm formed (See Pontecoulant, Systems
du 3Ionde, vol. iii.) it will save trouble, in cases where

higher powers of the eccentricities have to be employed,
if we can deduce the complete value of R from its ellip-

tic value, just as this is itself deduced from the value

which it would have, supposing the eccentricities were 0.

Let then R' be the elliptic value of R
;
then if R be

the complete value, it is evident that R is what R' be-

comes when r and B become r-\-^r, 9-\-S6; therefore, by
the differential calculus, U= R'+ d^R'Ed+drlVSr; the

only parts of which will be wanted are the two latter.

The calculation of the first of them is very simple, for if

in general R'^R'^-f- +Rii cos 0—0', we shall have

d() R=: — A'Ri. sin kO— 6*',
that is, it will be the same as the

corresponding term of R', but multiplied by
—

k, and

with sin instead of cos. Now the tenn R'^ cos 46— 9'

will contain the term

-^(1471A.-i-447a'c^<.A,+39a'^c;f,A,-fa'^eA.)

X ^3 cos (7^3—4^2
—

8573)

=:Pcos(703— 4^2~3^3)) suppose;

then we shall have by what has gone before,

t^^R'zr
— 4 P sin (7^3— 4^2— ScTj) ;
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let this now be multiplied by ^0, or by its value

3.3273" sin (^3— 3^^— 1°. 14), and we shall have, on

restoring the value of P, cIqWW

~~
24 (1471A,+ 447aU,'A,+ 39a'VeA,+a'V/^A,)

X 3.3273" el cos (X- 3^3- 1°. 14).

and in like manner we shall have for the remaining terms

+m'^ (1490 A,+435a'J„A,+38a'^eA,+tt'U'.A,)

X 3.3273" el e^ cos (X-2ct3-ct,-1°. 14)

- m' ^ (1482 A6+ 422 a'd,,K,^?>l a'Hl.A,+ a'Hl,A^)

x3.3273"g3^,cos(X-t73-2c72-l°-140

+m' ~ (1456 A,+ 408aU A,+ 36a'^t^|,A,+a'^c?^,A,)

X 3.3273" e\ cos (X-3ct2- 1°. 14'),

which terms, reduced to numbers and put into com-
bination and integrated, etc., give the term

g0- _4.874" sin (X+ 99°. 37').

The finding of the term ^^R'Sr is somewhat more com-

plicated; it is done thus: d,^'-=daK'dra, or if r*= al-f-v

dj'= l+v= ^^
..d,:\X'= d,JX'^. (M. Pont., vol. iii., p. 20).

a
Also, =l-fecos — CT-fe^cos 2rf)— 2ct

r ' ^

9
+ - e^cos 3^

— 3ct.

Hence we mv;st find all terms in R', which, when multi-

pHel by this, will give temis of the form cos (7(^3—4^2),
since this is the quantity which by combination with the

11b
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tei-ms in equations {d), will produce a term of the required
form

;
and first for those terms wliich contain only the

eccentricity of Mars.

These will be,

R'= — m' A^ cos 4^3—4^2

—Y (^A^-\-a'd'aA^) 63 cos (5^3—4^2— BTj)

—
g (104A,+ 22aU,'A,+ a'VZ?,,A,) elcos (6<^3-4^,-2ct;,)

?7l'

^^{miA,+ U7a'd„,A,+ 3da"dlA,-\-a"d':7A,)

xe^cos(7^3— 4^2— 3^3)

R' 1
also, <iaR'= a'c?„,R; and by differentiating the

above value of R, we have

1 m'— a'da'^=— a'd'„A^ cos (4^3— 4(^^)

m'
+ .^(10a't/„A^+a'HlAJ ^3 cos (5^3— 4(^^—573)

Ttl

+^ (1 26a'c;„,A,+ 24a'^c?lA,+ af'd^, A ,)

X e\ cos (6^3— 4(^,— 20-3)

7/1

+jg^(1918aV4A,+525aXA,+42a'V5A,+tt'W^A.)

X e^ cos (7^3— 4^2
~

ScTg).

Therefore, by taking the sum of R'+ a'c?„,R, we have

m'
cLR'= -

(A,+ a'rfoA,) cos (4^3- ^.^
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+ (9A^+ lla'J„,A^+a'^c/^A^) 63 cos {fx^^—itp^—w^

+
^- (104A,+ 148a'J„,A,+ 25a''dl,A,+ a"dlA,)

X ^aCOS (6^3— 4^2
—

2t3-3)

m'
+ £^ (1471A,+ 2365aUA,+ 5G4a'H^A+ 43a'H^A,

X a'^t^jA,) ^^ cos (703—402— 3ct*) ;

therefore, multiplying this by
—

,
or by its value

. 9 ______—
{i+e^cos (ps—vTs+ elcos 2(})s—2m^+ ~elcos dtfi^—'du^)

X a .864" cos (03-30,-6°. 18') ;

we have for the part of R deiDendiiig on the powers of the

eccentricity of Mars only,

7n'

J,.R'Sr =
-^^g.864"(1918A,+2968a't^„A,+651a'^i/'^A,

+ 4.{WdiA,+ a''diA,) el cos (X-3t73-6°. 18')

and, in like manner, the remaining terms of R depending
upon el, e.2, etc., are

m'
+
^2-864" (1750A,+2716a'^„A,+603a'^(eA,

+Ua'HlA,-\-a"d',A^ 4 e, cos (X- 2^3-^2-6°. 18'

-g^
.864" (1596A,+2484a'4Ae+558a'2J^Ae

-

+4:2a'^dlA,+a"diA,) e, el cos {\-vt,~2t;j,-G°. 18')

m'
+^ .864" (1456A,+ 2212a'd„A,+ 5 16a'^^^A,
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+ 40a'V?.^Aj+a'^J^A.) e\ cos(X-3ct,-6°. 18'),

which behig reduced to numbers and put into combina-

tion and integrated, etc., give

g0 = -2.228sin(X+ 91°.56'),

which united with the pai't previously found, gives

^B=-1.10\" sin (X+ 97°. 10') (D.)

It will here be seen that the coefficients of the quantities

A^, Aj, etc., are not in arithmetical progression, as they
were in a former case

;
but here the first differences of

the coefficients are in arithmetical progression, as are also

those of a'(/„A^, a'(/„ A^, etc., these diffi?rences being re-

spectively, 168, 154, 140; 252, 232, 212; 48, 45, 42.

The remaining ones are in arithmetical progression. This

may serve as a sort of test of their correctness. This

method was also used to verify the results, equations (c).

The part depending upon the inclination of the orbits is

of no importance. The term depending upon (e) Avill be

omitted for the present.

Inequa- The remaining terms, i. e. those depending upon (/)
hties re-

r^j-^^j
(^g^^ belong to the coordinates of the Earth

;
and there-

from f'^i'C '^^'G must remember that in the diffiirentiation of R,
equa- '^n^t is the only part which belongs to the coordinates of

ti<'ns(^0 Mars ; also, the terms in the expansion of R, which will
and (g). i • i

^

be required, are.

ReCos6 0-0' R,cos7 0-0'. R,cos8 0-0'.

The tei-m arising from (/) appears to be

S0=2.194" sin (X-h33°. 16') (F),

and that from {g) is

g0=:4.749" sin (X -\- 78°. 2') (G.)

Combi- The terms above found appear to be the only ones of any
these'in- "i^poi'tancc in the direct mutual perturbation of Mars and

equali- the Earth
; collecting them and putting them into corn-

ties, bination, we have for the inequality of Mars, produced by
the direct action of the Earth,
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g03=—44.442" sin (X+ 75°. W).

The corresponding quantity for the Earth will be found

very approximately by multiplying this by ~\/
-

;

the logarithm of this latter quantity is

1.2151410, that of 44.442" is 1.647793(5 ; therefore we

w •

T iv.- 1.2151410
obtam by addition ^ ,,,„.,,,.-,/.•' l.b477i)ob

.862934(3 =log. 7.293";

hence for the Earth Total

result for

g6l,= 7.293"sin(X+ 75°.14'). (1.) Earth.

It only remains to consider the effect of the terms in equa-
tions {e). We are now engaged with the direct action

of Jupiter upon Mars, and therefore must remember that

the quantity 8^3— 4^^ ^^ow belongs to the coordinates of

Mars. The term resulting from (e) appears to be

g03= -1.815" sin (A-CT3) (E)

which, united with the value of g^y, above found, gives
for the entire perturbation in the longitude of Mars,

g^^- _ 45.684" sin (X+ 73°.34'). (2.) Totaire-

suit for

There will also be a term of the same form in the lono-i-

tude of Jupiter, but it will be perfectly insensible.

Also, the term in r'^r corresponding to this, will pro-
3

duce, by substitution in the function ^er^r cob (^t^—vr^,

etc., the terms in the longitude of Mars

W^= -4.262" sin (7<^3-4^,- 3.^3+45°. 57'). (3.)

+4.262" sin (9.^3-4^,-3.^3+101°. 11')- (4.)

To the former of these will have to be added a few small

terms, arising from the substitution of the quantities (a),

(^), etc., in the differential equations; but they are so mi-
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nute that they may be neglected. Also, correspondhig
to these two latter equations, there will be the term in the

radius vector

^^3= 213" cos (703-%-303+45°. 57')

-2.13" cos (703-4.^2-303+101°. 11')

Amount It must be mentioned that t is supposed here to com-

Earth's
i^^^^^ce with the year 1800.

displace- It may be worth while to see how the present position
ment at of the Earth is affected by the above inequality. This

sent^"^^
will be done by substituting for n^, e^, etc., their nume-

ti.ne. rical A^alues. The values of ^3, etc., for the year 1800 are

f3=230°.49'.50", €^
= 100.23.32, 6,

= 81.52.10, then 8^3
z= 1862°. 38'. 40", 4f, := 401.38.8, 3€, =245.32.30, by
means of these values and those of W3, etc., previously

given

Be,= 7.29d" sin (729.39f+ 210°. 46'),

or-7.293"sin(729.39«+ 30°.46'),

from which we see that the Earth is at present behind its

mean place; and by making <=:57, we shall find that for

the beginning of this year g0= - 7.293" sin 43°. 58'=
—

5.06", which gives the quantity by which it is in arrear

of its mean place.
The time when it was at its mean place will be found

by making 729.39"f+30°. 46'=0, which will give t=
—

151.8, that is, it was at its mean place about 151.8

years before the year 1800, or about 209 years ago; since

which time it would appear to have fallen back about 5",

and it will attain its greatest negative value in about 240

years after this, and the motion will then begin to be ac-

celerated.

As the period of this inequality is very long, and its

amount small, it will take a long com'se of the most careful

observations to determine the circumstances of it, or even

to detect its existence at all : nevertheless, if it is correct,

it may ultimately be done with qui'te as much certainty
and accuracy as any other inequality of the same amoimt
in which the period was shorter. Of the three bodies

which are principally affected by it, that in which it Avill

probably be by far the most considerable, is the Moon ;

and, consequently, it would seem that this is the body in
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which it will be most easily detected by observation.

Before going to the calculation of any other inequalities
which exist, it may be well to make a few remarks upon
the one which has been just examined. It is remarkable

not only for the facts that have been mentioned, such as

its ejSects upon the motion of the Moon, etc., but for the

extreme smallncss of the quantities wdiich produce it.

Mars is one of the smallest of the planets, and the inequali-
ties in its motion, which give rise to it, are very minute.

There appears to be a small inequality of long period in the Small

motion of the Earth produced by the long inequality of inequa-

Jupiter and Saturn, which, though it does not appear to
^^^ J"^j_

amount to more than about the third of a second, as its tion of

period is about 900 years, may have a sensible efiect on ^iie

the motion of the Moon. It is needless to give the calcu-
^^^

lation at length; but the following terms, taken from
M. Pontecoulant, are the principal ones which produce it.

In the coordinates of Jupiter, we have

S0= -1187" sin (5.^,-2.^,+ 3° 40')

-16r'sin(5(^,-3./»,-58°. 11')

h-= - .000292 cos {Dcj>,-2cp,- 15°. 33')

-.00202 cos (5.^,-30,-58°. 7');

and in those of Saturn,

g0=-29O6"sin(5./,,-20,-|-3°.38')

+ 652.59" sin (40,-20,- 59°. 34')

Br=- .00095 cos (50="- 20,+ 32°. 32')

+01479 cos (40,-20,-59°. 28').

The values of Sr here given are expressed in parts of the

radius of the Earth's orbit.

All these quantities together appear to produce the in-

cquaUty in the orbit of the Earth

ge= - .354" sin (50,- 20,- 34°. 50'). (5.)

There arc many other combinations of terms like these,
which produce small divisors, but no others that I have
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found in the case of the Earth, which seem to be of im-

portance. As, for instance, the terms depending upon

3^,-702+ 403, and upon 50,-602—403.

These, as well as others wliich there are, may perhaps
produce an inequaHty of a few seconds in the Moon's mo-
tion, and so, perhaps, may be worth examination

;
other-

wise they are of no importance. The former appears to

amount to about one-foiu-th oi" a second
;
the latter is still

less.

The principal steps in the calculation of the terms de-

pending on !^0,— 605+ 30g, mentioned above, and upon
05
—

40e+ 20p as well as one or two involving the coordi-

nates of four planets, will be given in a future number.

Art. II.—On the Physical Structure of the Earth. By
Henry Hennessy.

The fi- ^r^HAT our planet was once in a condition of complete
gure of JL fluidity, is clearly indicated by what Alexander von

*5'® Hmnboldt has so happily called the greatest of all geog-

proves it
^^ostical phenomena, the flattening of the earth towards

to have its poles, and its outswelling towards the equator. Wliile
been

_ i\^q labours of mathematical investigators, since the time

a state of of Ncwtou, havc rendered more evident the explanation of

fluidity, this phenomenon by the fundamental principles of me-

chanics, the estimate of its absolute amount has been
found more and more coincident with the results of obser-

vation. Playfair and Sir John Herschel have, it is true,

Iinper- pointed out the possibility of the earth acquiring a sphe-
fect at- roidal shape from the abrading action of its liquid coat-

tempts to
jj-^g

.

]j^j^ neither of these philosophers have followed out

the all the consequences flowing from the mechanical condi-

Earth's tions of the problem they had stated. The prominent

^^"h^ position given to their views, in connexion with certain

thehy- geological theories, and especially by one of the ablest

potbesis writers of the present day,' induced me some years ago to
of fluid-

give some attention to the question.^ By the aid of deve-

' See Lyell's Principles of Geology, chap. 18, seventh ed.
; chap. 31,

ninth ed.
-
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. iv., p. 333.
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lopments in series of Laplace's coefficients, I obtained

a mathematical expression for the equilibrium of the

watery coating of the abraded spheroid. This expression
contains terms depending on the density of land and

water, and on the mean density of the earth. Among
other results deduced from it, it appears that on the

abrasion theory, the difference between the equatorial and

polar axes of the fluid covering of the earth, could not

exceed tttt: t of its mean radius. Observation shows that
• 11 111

its true value is about 3^^J, and thus we are compelled to

regard the abrasion theory of the earth's figure as inade-

qiiate to satisfy all the requirements of a perfect theory.
In proceeding to consider the general stnicture of the The

earth, it may thus be fairly assumed that it was at one
^^^?^^

time in a fluid state, in other words, that it was in a state gjate of

of fusion from intense heat. It is difficult to conceive the

any other means of satisfying the condition of fluidity ;

Earth

and direct observations, in every instance that they have
^^^^ '"^^

been made, clearly prove the existence of a temperature, tense

at points not far below the surface of our planet, which heat,

would suffice to melt nearly every substance coming under

our notice.

Ifthe physical properties ofthe substances existing in the
process

earth's interior do not essentially differ from those which of solidi-

come under our observation, it is possible to arrive at an fication

approximate knowledge of the internal strvicture of our ^ f^

planet by studying the physical and mechanical changes
which would take place during the solidification of sub-

stances in a fused state. The fused iiiatter composing the

earth would at first evidently consist of a series of spheroi-
dal layers of equal pressure and density, arranged symme-
trically around their common centre, the density of each

layer increasing with the pressure from the surface to

the centre. If pressure were very effective in solidifying
the matter of the earth, it might be possible that sohdifi-

cation would commence at the centre. But as yet we
have no reason to conclude that great pressure and great

density of fused matter may not be inconsistent with its

state of flviidity. This is rendered still more manifest by
certain conclusions dedviced from the dynamical theory of

heat, which I have communicated to the British Associ-

ation.* The experiments of M. Cagniard de Latour show
that certain gases and vapours may acquire the density of

3 sSee. Athenaeum, September 5, IS,')?, p. lll'O.
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liquids, while still retaining their aeriform condition, provi-
ded that the temperatui'e continues extremely high. But,
even allowing the possibility of the formation of a solid

nucleus from the influence of pressure at the centre of the

Earth, where the pressure on the fluid would be greatest, it

Avill soon appear that this nucleus could not long exist under
the conditions accompanying the sohdification ofthe super-
ficial parts of the fluid. If we define the sohd crust of the

Defini- Earth as that portion of it which would be laid bare by
tion of

stripping off" all the rocks evidently deposited as sedimen-

crust^of ^^^y formations, experunent proves that when the rocks

the composing the crust of the Earth, as thus defined, are
Earth in reduced by heat to a fluid condition, and then allowed

present
^^ soHdify, they contract in volmne to a very considerable

imiuiry. extent. The density of the solidifying portions will be

thus considerably increased, and the tii'st eflect of refri-

geration on the superficial stratmn of the fused mass will

therefore be, to cause portions of that stratum to sink

downwards tlirough the next adjoining stratum, until they
arrive at another of equal density with tlaemselves. The ex-

tremely small conducting power of such fused matter will

permit us to entirely neglect the direct influence of conduc-

tion between such portions of the fluid as are not in close

contact
; consequently the cooling of the remaining strata

will take place chiefly by the influence ofthe descending so-

lidified portions. The portions of the fluid so cooled by
contact would also tend to change their positions and to

descend in a similar manner. A process of convection

would thus take place at the surface of the fluid, but the

following causes would tend to impede its propagation
towards the interior of the mass :

—
1. The flviid rendered dense by refrigeration would

descend into strata successively denser from compression.
2. The passage of the cooled matter through these

strata would tend to make them still more dense.

3. The densities of the portions descending from the

surface, would be dimmished by the increase of their own

temperature from contact with strata nearer to the centre.

From these actions, not only would the cooled portions

solic^fi-
^^ ^^^^ superficial strata of the flviid come more quickly in

cation coiitact with Strata of the same density, below which they
should could not further descend, but also, their motions would

mence at ^^ niore resisted in proportion to the density of the strata

the sur- passed through ;
and thus the energy of the process of con-

face so as
vection, imlike the same process in a perfectly homogeneous
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and limpid fluid, such as we see it exhibited in the fami- to f„rm

liar phenomenon of water boiling, would rapidly diminish the cruse

from the surface of the spheroid towards its centre. The °^

^'|^

principal oscillations of the fluid, owing to convection,
would therefore take place near the surface. The visci-

dity of the igneous fluid, just before entering the solid

state, would interpose so great an obstacle to the descent

of the solid masses formed on its surface, as to allow them
to remain floating sufficiently long to become aggregated
into more or less continuous sheets, enveloping the fluid

matter below. The manner in which stones are supported
when thrown on the viscous surface of the fused matter

flowing from the crater or sides of a volcano during an

eruption, has been long since remarked by Spallanzani*
and other observers. And it is from this pecuharity of

the lava that the portion still fluid is capable of sup-

porting even detached masses that have become soHd
on its surface. Thus, when these masses become united

in a continuous sheet, a stream of still fluid lava is found
arched over with a solid, continuous flooring, on which
observers can safely tread.

A soHd crust might thus be formed at the earth's sur-

face, long before the process of convection extended to

any great depths. We should thus ultimately have a solid

shell containing within it a mass of matter still in a fused

condition. That this is the most probable nature of the

process which would take place, appears from other

phenomena accompanying the cooHng of igneous rocks.

The fonnation of volcanic bombs presents us in miniature
with something analagous to the process of solidification

that occurs on a grand scale within the cmst of the globe.
I shall have occasion to refer to a very instructive instance

of this kind, which came under the notice of Mr. Darwin,
and which I have already quoted elsewhere.'^

After the formation of the first stratum of the shell, it

is probable that its extreme tenuity (compared to the
Earth's radius) would subject it to continual rupture and

displacements, from the forces acting upon it; but, in

studying the manner in which the solidification of the

mass proceeds, we shall, for the present, abstract such dis-

turbing causes. The passage of any fluid stratum in con-

tact with the solid shell, from its fluid condition to the

''

Voyage dans les Deux Siciles, t. i., p. 62
=• Phil. Mag., August, 1856.
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solid state, would be accompanied by the elimination of
latent heat. A portion of this heat passing downwards
to the strata reduced in temperature by convection, would
tend to further neutralize the effects of that process, and
to render the cooling of the whole mass more gi-adual.

Changes If we conceive the stratum of fluid in contact Avith the
in the

shell, and which is on the point of passmg to the sohd

tion^'ot"" state, to be divided into an infinite number of prisms,
matter each having its axis pointed in the direction of a radius
within from the centre of the Earth, it will suffice to examine

Ea^rth
what happens to one of these prisms, in order to under-

produced stand the process of solidification of the entire stratum,

by the When the temperature of the prism has been sufficiently

0^801^1-
^*2t^^^ced to cause it to become solid, it will contract in

filiation, volume perpendicularly to the surface of the shell, and
thus tend to leave an empty space between itself and the

remaining fluid, in the direction of the line joining it with
the centre of the Earth. This canal of fluid will, there-

fore, be free from the pressure of its solidified outer stra-

tmn
;
and if the density of its several strata be due to the

pressure they support, it foUows that they will thus tend
to expand outwards, so as to fill up the empty space left

by the contraction of the outer stratum. This tendency
to expansion will, however, be in some measure counter-

acted by the slow contraction of the entire fluid, from the

gradual loss of its heat. The density of each stratum of

the fluid, in ofoinfj from its surface to its centre, will evi-

dently vary with less rapidity than before any of it had
solidified

;
the pressure, and consequently the density, at

its centre, will constantly diminish with each successive

addition to the inner surface of the shell. If a soHd nu-

cleus had been originally formed at the centre from the

effect of pressiu'e, the conditions accompanying its solidi-

fication would thus be diminishing in energy ;
for it is

evident that but little change could take place in the tem-

perature at that point, compared to other portions of the

mass. It appears, therefore, that the transition of the

fluid matter to the state of solidity at the inner surface of

the shell, would take place in such a way as to cause a

transport of matter from the interior of the Earth towards

its siuiace, and such as, at the same time, to render the

fluid matter enclosed within the shell more homogeneous,
T„ . . the more advanced the process of solidification. The ob-
UhlStra- . o nr t\ • o ^ 1-11
lion from scrvations of Mr. Darwin on one of the volcanic bombs
the which he had found in the Island of Ascension, afford an
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interesting illustration of the foregoing remarks. He no- appear-

ticed several such bombs, of which he selected one as the ^"'^^^

best characteristic type of their interior structure. He feTb"

exhibits a figure and description of the specimen in his volcanic

Naturalist's Voyage, p. 493. Wlien broken, the speci-
bombs,

men showed that its central part was coarsely cellular,

the cells decreasing in size towards the outer portion;
this cellular mass was surrounded by a hard, shell-like

casino-, about one-third of an incli in thickness
;
this was

again covered over with a coating of finely cellular lava.

He accounts for these appearances by saying that the ex-

ternal crust must have cooled rapidly into the state in

which it was actually observed ;
then the lava still fiuid

within was urged by the centrifugal force developed by
the rotation of the bomb, as it spun around its centre

while moving through the air, and thus was produced
the compact, strong shell

;
and lastly, the centrifugal force,

by reheving the pressure on the central parts of the mass,
allowed the vapoui's there to expand their cells, thus pro-

ducing the coarsely cellular stiaicture of the interior. In
this case, the energetic action of the centrifugal force

caused the phenomena to be developed in a very striking
manner

;
but it is manifest that any other force tending

to expand the fluid enclosed by the external soHd shell,

would have more or less of the same tendency generally,

namely, the removal of matter from the interior to the

exterior of the coohng mass. The expansive tendency of

the fluid composing the nucleus of the Earth, if greater
than its contraction from the slow refrigeration of its

entire mass, would also develop a scries of pressures at

the inner surface of the shell. The existence of such

pressures seems, moreover, to be indicated by another

circumstance connected Avith the Earth's structure, which
we shall presently examine.

In my Researches in Terrestrial Physics,^ I have shown
that the tendency of the matter composing the nucleus to

become successively more homogeneous, woidd modify
the form of the surface of the nucleus. It would become
more oblate with each successive diminution of its radius.

The strata of the shell soHdified from it, would therefore

tend to become more oblate, and at a given period of the

process of solidification of the Earth, the inner surface of

Philosophical Transactions, 1851, Part II.
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the shell should possess an ellipticity greater, or at least

not less, than that of its outer surface.

The oblateness of the strata of equal density of the

nucleus would still follow the general law of diminution,
in going from the surface of the nucleus to its centre,

though the rapidity of that diminution would not remain

always the same, under the conditions of decreasing di-

mensions and decreasing density of the fluid mass. The

appearance finally presented by a section made through
the Earth's centime, would be somewhat like that indicated

in the adjoining figure. The shaded portion represents
the sohd shell, and the ellipses di'awn within the light

portion represent the forms of the strata of equal density
in the fluid nucleus.

The ellipticities of the inner and outer surfaces of the

shell, are here represented as equal, while those of the

surfaces of equahdensity in the nucleus, are represented
as diminishing towards the centre.

Hitherto, the exterior fi^re of the Earth, and the ar-

rangement of its internal strata of equal density, have

sumption been treated by mathematical investigators on the hypo-
thesis that the particles of the fluid underwent no change

Erro

neous as-

with



encum-
bered.
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whatever in their positions on entering into the solid ^'hich

state. This formed the basis of the investigations of
**^j,^^'r

Clairauk and Laplace, and seems even to have been ta- of the

citly assmned by Mr. Hopkins, in his valuable inquiries primitive

as to the influence of the Earth's internal structure on the
*^"''j^'^y

phenomena of precession and nutation. I had, in the Earth
fii'st part of my Researches, pointed out the necessity of had been

discarding so useless and embarrassing a supposition, and
in the second part was enabled to apply certain experi-
mental results, wliich appear to show that the assmnption
is altogether inadmissible.

On this erroneous supposition, the forms of the strata impor-
of the solidified shell would, of coiu'se, correspond strictly

taut re-

with the figures of the strata of equal density in the ori-
^"rdinK

ginal fluid mass, before any of it had passed to the solid the inter-

state. The importance of discarding this superfluous
nalstruc-

error, and of considering the fluid matter originally or ac-
^^^^

°^

tually composing a great part of the Earth as possessing si- Earth

milar physical properties to fused rocks, coming imder follow

oiu- notice, becomes immediately apparent by the remark-
^a"rd'i"n

'^'

able diflerence in the results as to the internal structiu'e this erro-

of the globe. This conclusion will be rendered still more neous as-

apparent by comparing my results with one of the most ^"™P'

important of those to which Mr. Hopkins has been led.

He has shown that, if P, denotes the processional motion
of the Earth, considered as a solid, homogeneous spheroid,
with the eUipticity f,, and P', the precession of the Earth,
considered as a heterogeneous fluid nucleus enclosed in a

heterogeneous solid spheroidal shell, of which the inte-

rior and exterior ellipticities are respectively t and f,, we
shall have the relation :

—

P'-P.=
(l-^^)F(a)P,

F (a) being a function of a, the radius of the nucleus, and

always a little less than unity. From what has been

stated, it appears that e cannot exceed £,, consequently P'
cannot exceed P„ a result totally diflTerent from that ob-
tained by observation. I should add that Mr. Hopkins's
result is founded upon the supposition that the transition

from the perfect fluidity of the mass to the complete soh-

dity of the shell, is not gradual but abrupt, and that no

viscidity, molecular pressure, or friction exists at their

surfaces of contact. It is evident that all these assump- Pressure

I. 12
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and fric- tions mu3t be abandoned
; and, on tlie contrary, I haA'e

tion ex- J3een led to conclude that, between the shell and nucleus,

tween" pi'essure and friction actually exist to so great a degree as

the fluid to cause the entire mass to rotate in space very nearly as
nucleus one sohd body.

Earth "^^ more clearly imderstand how a normal pressure
audits may exist at the siu-face of contact of the nucleus and
solid en-

gliell, let VIS consider what would take place if the shell
^'^"''^' soHdified Avithout any contraction taking place in the

particles of the fluid on changing their condition. The

density of the strata of the shell would, as already
stated, be the same as that of the fluid strata which

they replaced. The density of the surface stratum of

the nucleus having the radius a, would be the same as

that which it possessed when it was merely an internal

stratum of equal pressiu'c ;
it would, therefore, depend

on the pressure; lor if the density of any stratum of

the fluid is proportional to the pressures of the outlying
strata, that density must be a fimction of the depth below

the surface. The pressure of the fluid against every imit

of surface of the shell Avill therefore be represented by
the area of that unit of surface, mvdtiplied by the height
of a column of fluid required to compress the surface of

the original fluid to the density of the stratum, situated at

the distance a from the centre. In this case, therefore,

such a pressure, so far from being neglig-ible, would be so

enormous as apparently to render unnecessary any further

inquiry as to the movements of the fluid and solid por-
tions of the Earth. Investigators of the figure and struc-

tui'e of the Earth, such as Laplace, who have neglected to

. consider the change of physical properties of the fluid

matter on entering the solid state, seem to have been

conscious of the result of their omission by treating the

dynamical problems of the Earth's rotation as if the

Influence nucleus and shell moved together as one solid mass. Con-
ofchange traction of the matter of the Earth's nucleus on its con-

of Ihe

'^

gellation from the fluid state, would diminish the pres-
fiuid sure against the shell. If we adopt for illustration the
on the most reasonable law of the pressui'e IT, and density p, at

exTrd-^ any stratimi of the fluid

sad by it dll
against

—— =r Jcp ;

the dp
Earth's

. . •in
crust. then, in the case where there is no contraction, we shall

have at a unit of surface of the shell n'= cpi-\-C. When
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contraction is introduced, it will follow, as I have shown,'
that the coefficient of contraction will continually ap-

proach to unity, in going from the surface of the Earth to

its centre, dming the stages of its solidification, where it

will finally attain that vahic.

In the case of contraction, we may write for the same
radius of the surface of the nucleus, n'=

<?jo'^+ C', in

which jo':=K|0„ K heing a function of the coefficient of

contraction /c, of the fluid having the density p' when
it passes to the fluid state. As p'=.kp2, p2 being the density
of the stratmn of solid shell formed by its sohdification ;

and as p^ is generally greater than p,,
it follows that K

must be greater than k, for

/.p2
= Kpi, or Kr=A:— and p, -=i-

p^, etc.

Pi

The almost entire absence of conducting power in the

fluid, and the impediments already adduced to show that

rapid convection could not extend to any considerable

distance below its surface, seem to show that the slow con-

traction of any column of fluid, reaching from its centre

to its surface, will be much less than what would be at

first supjDosed. There are, therefore, reasonable grounds,

independently of the result deduced from Mr. Hopkins's
researches, that the difference between the expansive ten-

dency of the nucleus and its general contraction woidd
result in a pressure at the inner surface of the shell. It Crystai-

is only sufficient to remember that the slow accession of I'^e

matter from the nucleus to the shell, during the process of
l^^^^^^ ",',!

terrestrial refrigeration must result in a highly crystalline nersur-

structure of the inner surface of the shell, as pointed out ^^^^^ ^f

by Bischof and others, as well as to keep in view the dislo-
p^^th's

cations that may from time to time occur, to immediately ciustl

perceive that sufficient cause exists for producing such an

amount of friction as would be effective, along with the

pressure, in causing the shell and nucleus to rotate toge-
ther nearly as one solid mass. The projection of great

crystalline masses into the remaining fluid would thus, not

only by increasing the tangential action between the nu-

cleus and shell, account for the result I have adduced,
but they would also give rise to a series of reactions

producing disturbances in the superficial positions of the

7 Phil. Trans. 1851, Part II. p. 524.

12 B
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fluid, whenever, from any cause, a tendency should exist

for tlie nucleus and shell to move with different velo-

cities. Such a tendency would be in constant action from
the very nature of the process of solichfication, where-

by matter is transported from the centre of the nucleus to

its surliicc, and from the nucleus to the shell. These re-

actions may thus be eftective in disturbing the surface of

the flidd, so as to produce sensible undulations, and thus

give rise to some portions of the phenomena of earth-

(]^uakes.

Connex- I'hc influence of these resxilts on such geological theories

ion of the as attempt to explain the phenomena of the elevation and
preced- Jepvcssion ofthe Eartli's surface have not vet been fully de-

views veloped. A great living geologist has endeavoured to ac-

witti pe- count for many of these phenomena by the gradual sub-
ological

^jjijj^g (){' ^Ijp solid shell upon the contracting nucleus

niics. within it. Thus, he maintains, ridges and protuberances
would be produced at diflerent epochs, so as to constitute

the different chains of mountains scattered over the sur-

face of the Earth. The structure of the central axes of the

great mountain -chains of the world seems to indicate

that portions of them have been often ejected from the

interior in a liqiud or pasty condition. Such fractures

cannot always be traced in the rocky masses which form
these axes as would necessarily indicate that they are

merely the ridged edges of a great subsidence, and their

appearance would frequently bemuch more easily explained

by considering them as the results of the elevating forces

originating in the pressures here adduced, gradually

pushing forth through the broken shell certain portions
of the imperfect fluid, which form the sui-face of the

nuclciTS. The results to which I have been led seem
to indicate that the reaction of the interior and still

fliud nucleus upon the exterior crust of the Earth, takes

place in such a way as might be appHed to explain many
of the interesting symmetrical relations of the configura-
tion of our planet, wliich M. EHe de Beaumont has so

ably and laboriously grouped together, in his work on the

moimtain systems of the globe.* In thiis referring to M.
Elie de Beaiunonfs researches, it will be reachly under-

stood that I am far from implying that all his conclusions

are satisfactorily established. At the same time, there can

scarcely be a reasonable doubt as to the existence of cer-

* Notice sur les Systemes de Montagues. Paris, 1852.
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tain relations of a symmetrical character between so many
widely distributed phenomena of elevation, belonging to

the same or to successive geological epochs, as would in-

dicate the operation of general and ^\4de-spread disturbing

agencies beneath the soHd crust of om- planet.
If some parts of an elevated district were fractured. Foldings

while its other parts were still entire, it is easy to per-
and

ceive how foldings and ridges wovild be produced, as well "^S^s cf

as in the system of subsidence. This \'iew is fmther Earth's

coniirmed, by considering that the tliickness of the soHd cmst

shell of the Earth, althouo-h small compared to the '^^P^^}^

Earth's radius, w^ould soon be suflficiently great to enable produced
the shell to stand of itself, independently of the support of by eie-

the fluid nucleus beneath. It is true, that if both surfaces of '^''*'^.'^''-^'

the shell possessed elHpticities, such as they had when the

matter composing them was in a fluid state, its smallest

limiting thickness, at the present day, might be an eva-

nescent quantity ; for, with any thickness, the phenomena
of the variation of gravity, of the inequality in the

Moon's motion, and of precession and nutation, would be

precisely the same, whether the Earth was fluid to its

surface, or solid to its centre
; but, as it already appears

that if we admit a change of position in the pai'ticles com-

posing the fluid in their passage to the solid state, the

ellipticities of the inner and outer surface of the shell will

follow a different law from that of the original fluid strata

of equal pressure, we cannot immediately conclude that

the limiting value of the present thickness of the Earth's

crust is evanescent. I have attempted to assign a limit-

ing thickness, which is also very small, but I admit that

the calculations on this jDoint require revision, for as yet we
want some of the most important data. It will not suffice

to take, as is usually done, the surface of equilibrium office of

'

the watery covering of the Earth, as the Earth's true sur- equili-

face, for by so doing, we would be already begging the Y'"™
"^

question to be decided
;
we would be thereby tacitly as- waterv

suming that the Earth's surface is perpendicular to gravity, coating

an assmnption from which the evanescent value of the °f
^^'^

thickness of its crust wou^ld immediately follow. The
j,f',t, the

elegant manner in which Professor Stokes has deduced Earth's

Clairault's theorem, shows, with remarkable clearness, that ^^"^

if we assume for the Earth's surface the characteristic pro-

perty of a fluid sui'face, the variation of gravity and other

statical and dynamical results of the Earth's figure and

structiu'e, will be the same, whatc\'cr may be its internal

surface.
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constitution. But if we consider the surface of tlie Earth
as that surface which woukl he exposed to view hy strijD-

ping off, not only its Uquid covering, but the strata of

sand, clay, and rock, which had evidently been deposited
from water in a sedimentary condition on the outer sur-

face of the solidified shell, we shall have a surface differ-

ing from that of the water covering of the spheroid. The
immense elevated table-lands of central Asia and of the

the New World, and still further, the great depressions of

the bed of the ocean, revealed by recent soundings and
tidal phenomena, sufficiently prove that the Avater surface

is far from representing with certainty the true surface of

the solid spheroid ;
and although the former is necessarily

perpendicular to gravity, so far from being entitled to

infer that the latter possesses the same property, we

might very safely assume the reverse.' We may there-

fore fairly infer provisionally, that the tliickness of the

shell is not necessarily so extremely small as to be a ne-

gligible fraction of the Earth's radius, when considering
the ffreat statical and dvnamical conditions of the Earth.

Incon-
'^^^^ results obtained by JNIr. Hopkins regarding the mi-

clusive- nimum thickness of the Earth's crust, which would be
iiess of consistent with the observed amount of precession and

j^ _ nutation, having been sometimes referred to by geologists,

kins's es- it is right to add that these results are not at all conclusive,
timate They are derived from a discussion of the values of the
of the

"^

tiuckness
fi-actioii — contained in the expression already quoted.

Larth s
j^-^ order to estimate the value of this fraction, Mr. Hop-

crust
kins tacitly assumes that the forms of the strata of equal

density in the solid crust, including that of its inner and
outer siu'faces, are precisely the same as those of the fluid

mass from which the strata had sohdified ;
and in short,

that the process of sohdification of the globe was accom-

panied by no change whatever in the geometrical distri-

bution of its particles. This assumption can now no

longer be considered as tenable, consequently no conclu-

sions as to the thickness of the Earth's crust can be de-

rived from considerations of which it forms the essential

Dim- foundation. AVith any but a very small thickness, it appears
cuiu' of

impossible that subsidence of the shell could take place

J, fur
"^ such a way as to account for the phenomena of elevation

^ These views liave been furtlier developed by tlic autlior in a paper
read at the meeting of the Britisii Association in Dublin.
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of mountains or plateaus on their edges. If any portion ihe pro-

of the crust were unsupported by the nucleus, its ten- duction

dency would be to support itself on the principle of the
1*^.""'"^'"

arch. We cannot compare its condition to that of a thin, subsi-

unsupported, and brittle egg-shell, as has been done by dence uf

M. Ehe de Beaiunont, for the attractions to which the sohd po''*'""^,, . .01 the
shell of the Earth is subjected, acting very nearly perpendi- Earth's

cularly to the tangent plane at any point of its inner sur- crust.

face, acts precisely in the direction best adapted for se-

eming its stability. On the contrary, a small, round ob-

ject like an egg-shell, at the Earth's surface, is subjected to

parallel pressures, and is thus placed under more unfa-

vourable conditions for stabiHty.
If we consider two arches of equal dimensions and mugti-a.

strength, one with a mass of fluid pressing down on its tion

extrados, the other with a mass of fluid pressing upwards
from the

on its intrados, the head of fluid producing pressure in
^"i!!)!,,', „j-

both cases being equal to the depth of the fluid over the arches,

first arch, it is manifest that the second arch would be far

more readily burst upwards than the other would be

crushed downwards. It is well known to engineers that

arches made to sustain incredible pressures from above,

may be easily
" blown up" by a comparatively moderate

pressure from below.

The forces resulting from the expansion of the nu- Tiie

cleus, and its pressvire against the shell, are, as well pressures

as the action of gravitation, perpendicular to the tan-
j^-"^^^'^^

gent planes of the shell, but while the latter acts in fi„ij „„-

the direction most favourable to stability, the former act cleus of

in the direction most fivourable to rupture, and would, ^'i''.^"'""'^'^

therefore, be far more likely to be effective in producing ,i°e solid

disturbances of the Earth's crust, and above all the ele- crust,

vation of the lines of mountains, which impart such a P'"/^"'^"^

T , .
1 /•

• T T> adequate

peculiar character to its general coniiguration. in my Me- causes

searches on Terrestrial Physics, I have in some measure i«>r phe-

considered the action of such a pressure, combined with "?"''^"''

another that would result from a tendency in the nucleus tion.

to change its figure, and I have shown that if the former

happened to be small compared to the latter, a zone of

least disturbance might exist on the Earth's surface, for

the position of the boundaries of which formulae are as-

signed. As no trace seems to exist of such a zone from

geodesical measurements, I was led to infer that the gene-
ral pressure predominated over the variable pressure, and,

therefore, that lines of elevation on the Earth's surface
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should not present any marked relation of parallellism,
either to the equator or to the meridians. It is satisfactory
to find that this theoretical inference is confirmed by a con-

clusion of M. EHe de Beaumont, in the work abeady
quoted. If the lines of elevation of the Earth's surface are

grouped, so as to form, for the most part, a series of diame-
tral lines to each figure of a network of regidar pentagons,
I cannot see any reason why such a synunetrical network

might not be fonned far more readily by the pressure of

the nucleus acting outwardly against the shell, than by the

subsidence of the latter inwards. The more reg-ular and

symmetrical the arrangements of the mountain systems,
the more difficult it appears to reconcile them with mere

subsidence, and the more easily do these arrangements
seem to admit of explanation by the action of purely

elevatory forces. The analogy between an interior, ex-

panding, elevatory force, which separates the parts of a

mass, and the molecular forces, which cause portions of

certain rocks—for instance, basalt—to split into polygonal
prisms, is far more clearly manifest, than between these

phenomena and the crushing force which would accom-

pany an action of subsidence. Lines of least resistance to

separation or simple fracture, are more easily determined

by the action of these forces, than lines of easiest crushing
or squeezing, and greater symmetry might be fairly ex-

pected in the distribution of the former than in that of

the latter.

Art. III.—N'ote on the differences of level (seiches) ob-

served by M. Stabroioski on Lake Onega in Russia.

By Henry Hennessy.

THE phenomena briefly described by M. Stabrowski
in the Comjytes rendus of the French Academy for

last July, present some relations of resemblance to those

occurring on the surface of Lough Erne, the physical ex-

planation of wliich is contained in a letter adch-essed by
me to the President of the Royal Irish Academy, which

appears in the Proceedings of that body.'
Both at Lough Erne and Lake Onega, the abnormal

' Vol. vi., p. 279.
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condition of the surface of the water is due to atmospheric
disturbance

;
but while in the former the action of the air

seems to be entirely dynamical, in the latter its mode of

action, and the resulting effects, present a statical cha-

racter. The transitory wave of translation, which some-
times unexpectedly beats against one of the shores of our

Irish lake, is due, as I have shown, to the action of de-

scending currents of air from the lulls at the opposite side
;

but Lake Onega appears to act under changes of atmos-

pheric pressui-e, like a differential barometer. It possesses
all the conditions essential for this purpose, being long
and narrow. The result is, that accidental differences of

atmospheric pressure at its extremities woidd produce very
observable changes in the water level. The risinsf of the

water at one side of the lake is usually accomjDanied by a

fall in the bai'ometer, and vice versa. The seiche is always
the precursor of wind [horizontal cm-rents] ,

and the oscil-

lations of the surface of the lake enable the natives to

foretell the direction and force of the winds.

Art. IV.—On the formation of several Acids of the

series C„H„0„ hy the Destructive Distillation of Peat}

By William K. Sullivan. Being Part I. of the

Chemical History of the Products of the Destructive

Distillation of Peat.

WHENEVER
we submit animal or vegetable sub- Action of

stances to the action of heat in close vessels, we ^^^^

obtain three classes of products
—

gaseous, Hquid, and
"J|"^jj,

solid. The gaseous products consist chiefly of carbonic and ve-

acid, carbonic oxide, olefiant gas, and marsh gas. The getable

liquid products consist of water holding certain liquid sl'i'nces

and some few sohd bodies in solution. Another portion in close

of
the_ liqviid products insoluble in water, and holding

vessels,

the chief part of the solid bodies in solution, forms a mass

' An abstract of the chief results contained in this j)aper was read
at the Dubhn meeting of the British Association, August 27, 1857.
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of a more or less oily or butyraceous consistence, known
as tar. The bodies held in solution by the water and the

constituents of the tar are very numerous and various.

But their relative proportions, and in some respects their

nature also, depend upon the kind of body svibmitted to

distillation, and \xpon the temperature at which the dis-

tillation takes place. The latter circumstance, indeed,
not only affects the constituents of the tar and the bodies

held in solution in the water, but also the gaseo\is pro-
ducts. If the distillation be effected at a very low tem-

perature, scarcely any or no gas will be produced ;
if at

a very high temperature, abundance of gas, and scarcely

any liquid or soHd products, will be formed.

Classes The liquid and solid products may be classified under
of bodies four heads: 1. bases; 2. acids; 3. alcohols, ethers, and

JJ*""'
similar compounds; and 4. carbo-hydi'ogcns. Bases are

the result of the decomposition of azotic bodies, and their

amount and number wU therefore depend upon the

quantity of nitrogen in the substances operated upon.
Animal bodies, such as bones, blood, etc., will accord-

ingly yield more than vegetable substances. The precise
conditions upon which the formation of acids depends are

not well understood
;
but it is evident that the substances

which yield them must contain oxygen, if we except one,

hydrocyanic acid, which contains nitrogen, and is accord-

ingly formed most abundantly in the distillation of

animal substances. The third class of bodies appear to be
most readily formed from woody and amylaceous sub-

stances. The fourth are formed from all indifferently,

though doubtless different kinds are produced from each

substance distilled.

Effects of Generally speaking, it would appear that the effect

tiie vari- of increasing the temperature of distillation is to lower
ation of

^j^g atomic weight of the bodies produced. Thus, for

ture <.f example, at comparatively very high temperatures the

tiisti!- bases consist ahnost entirely of ammonia; at still higher
liUioii,

temperatures, even this will be in part converted into

cyanogen or totally decomposed. At comparatively low

temperatures, several of the compound ammonias will

also be produced, such as methylamine, ethylamine,

aniline, etc. Similarly, among the hydrocarbons resulting
from distillation at a low temperature, we have a large pro-

portion of soHd bodies, and a large proportion of the liquid
ones have very high boihng points. The hydrocarbons

produced at a high temperature, on the other hand, are
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cliiefly liquid ;
and we may even carry the temperature

high cnovigh to get them in great part as gases or Hqnids
with extremely low boiling points, or even to decompose
them altogether, and get as our chief volatile product
marsh sfas.

We know as yet too little about the circumstances

affecting the production of the second and third classes

of products, to speak positively upon the effect of tem-

perature upon them
; but there can be no doubt that

it is similar to that exerted upon the bases and carbo-

hydi'ogens.
The substances whose products of distillation have gub-

been hitherto studied, are wood, coal, bituminous shale, stances

and bones. The first yields the largest proportion of^^'^''*^

bodies belonging to class 3
;
the latter appears to give of di"tV

the largest proportion of bases. The products of another lation

substance, peat, can now be added. This substance
J'^^*^

stands intermediate between wood and coal, partaking studied,

of the character of the one or of the other, according as

we operate upon the light moor peat, in which the vege-
table structure of the plants from which it was formed is

still visible, or upon the compact earthy peats, in which
all trace of organized stnicture has disappeared. The

products are probably more nmnerous and various than
even those of wood, the more so because the temperatm-e
of distillation of peat is perhaps lower than that at which
the distillation of any other bodies distilled on a manu-

fticturing scale is effected.

Mr. Rees Reece proposed, about seven or eiii^ht years ^

ago, to ertect the custiiiation oi peat m a novel manner, tion of

with the view of obtaining certain of the products for present

commercial purposes. This process was made the sub-
^^~

,

ject of an investigation, in which I was engaged, while with a

chemist to the Museum of Irish Industry, in the year
farmer

1850, and although of an altogether technolocfical cha- [^'^!'"*J"^•^^iii- •
^

• logical
racter, it aitorded me during its progress an opportunity inve>ti-

of seeing that the complete investigation of the products gation.

from a scientific point of view would be extremely in-

teresting and important. Among the observations which
I then made were, the detection of butyric acid, cyanide
of ammonium, and cyanide of methyl, or acetonitrile

C4H3N, among the ^woducts of distillation, and the pro-

bability of the presence of other hydrocyanic ethers

or nitriles. These observations were not mentioned
in the report of the investigation pubHshcd as a par-
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liamontaiy document in 1851-, for several reasons, but

chiefly because the analytical j)roofs being defective, I

preferred omitting all mention of them until I could
enter upon a thorough investigation of the whole of the

products, after the technological part of the subject had
been completed. Want of time and other causes pre-
vented me, however, from resmning the subject imtil the

present year. In the meantime the process of distillation

has been earned out commercially, and I have thus been
enabled to obtain sufiicient quantities of the raw products
to pursue the investigation with far greater chances of

obtaining successful results, than I could have hoped for

otherwise. Indeed, it woidd be perfectly impossible to

investigate the subject at all, but for the facihty of opera-

ting upon largo quantities of materials.

In this As very little attention has hitherto been bestowed on
and fol- the acids produced by destructive distillation, or their allied

°^'"? bodies, the alcohols and ethers produced by the same
memoirs '

i
•

i i / i i
•

on peat procoss, i purposc taking up this branch oi the subject
products, iirst, leavinjT the investio-ation of the bases and carbo-

akohob
'

l^ydrogens to a later period. In this first instahncnt I

and
'

shall confine myself chiefly to the results obtained with
ethers

respcct to that most remarkable and important class of

Jj^'^'^^
acids having the formula C„H„0,.

treated In order to vmderstand the exact mode of occurrence
of- of the several bodies to be described in this and succeeding

memoirs, it will be necessary to briefly describe the process

by which the peat is distilled on the great scale.

Descrip- The retorts employed for the distillation of the peat are
tion of

^ij-^iil^g those used in any other process of distillation,
process ,*^ ,

^
, .

of distil- being no other than ordinary High Fm^naces, similar to

hition of those employed in iron smelting, and, like them, supplied
peat. with a blast of air, blown tlrrough three tuyeres by a

cyKnder blowing macliine. Each furnace is capable of

holding from fifteen to twenty-five tons of peat, accorcHng
to its density, and is completely covered down, having a

peculiarly-contrived hopper for feeding the furnace, and
two outlet-pipes for conveying away the products of dis-

tillation and combustion into a main somewhat similar to

that used in gas works, but somewhat diiferently disposed.
Connected with this main is a pecviliar refrigerator or

condenser, consisting of a series of isolated chambers

divided by diaphragms and connected by a series of

upright pipes, and then a series of scrubbers, consisting
of cylinders with several gratings, upon which rest sue-
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cessive layers of round pebbles, and througli which water

can be made to fall as- a dense rain.

The furnaces being filled with peat and ignited, the

blast is turned on, and the distillation proceeds. But
jj,

there is combustion going on also
;
that is, the charcoal furnaces,

produced by the distillation is completely consumed by
the blast of air blown in at the tuyeres. At this point
an intense heat is produced, and the whole of the oxygen
of the air is converted into oxide of carbon. This com-

poimd, together with the unaltered nitrogen of the air,

both at a very high temperature, then pass up through
the m?ss of turf in the furnace and char it, the products

being carried forward by the blast through the outlet-

pipes into the main, where the liquid and solid prodiicts
are partly condensed; thence the current of gaseous
matter passes through the condensers and scrubbers, where
the remainder of the solid and Hquid bodies are deposited.

It must be already apparent that no charcoal is obtained

in this process, the whole of it being consumed in the

bottom of the furnace, in order to supply heat to distil

the fresh peat added from time to time through the hopper
at top.

Notwithstanding that the distillation takes place in a Tempe-
blast of air, the process, so far as the products of distilla- rature of

tion are concerned, does not differ in results from close
| '(

'
'

distillation in ordinary retorts. The operation, too, is

carried on at a very moderate temperature ;
for although

that of the gases, as they ascend from the hearth where
the com^bustion of the charcoal takes place, is extremely

high, yet they become so rapidly cooled by the latent

heat absorbed by the large quantity of water which must

be evaporated from the turf (that generally used giving
about 35 to 40, and sometimes even 50, per cent, of

water by distillation), that the temperature at the top of

the furnace scarcely ever exceeds 200° Cent., and in the

outlet-pipes it rarely exceeds 110° Cent. The fresh turf

is, in fact, partially distilled by a current of hot steam

and gases in the upper part of the furnace
;
the complete

charring being effected lower down by the hot gases alone.

If the volume and force of the blast be sufficiently

increased, a bright red heat may be obtained in the upper
part of the furnace, and even the outlet-pipes may become
red-hot

;
but in practice the blast is so regulated that the

temperature above stated is not exceeded Indeed the

lower the temperature at which the process can be carried
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on, tlie greater Avill be the amount of those products
wliich are of commercial importance. The process would
be most perfect if no gaseous carbo-hydi'Ogens were pro-

duced, that is, if all the hydrogen came over in the form
of liquid and solid compounds.

Distri- A considerable part of the tar is deposited in the main,
bution of and a great part of the water also, the remainder of both
t e pro- ^g deposited in the condensers and sciiibbers. From the
(iucts in

,
i^ . . . „ . . ,

the con- latter the gaseous products, consisting ot nitrogen, oxide

densing of cai'bon, carbonic acid, marsh gas, a small portion of
appa- olefiant gas, and the vapours of some of the more volatile

carbo-hydi'ogens, pass under the different boilers and stills,

where they serve as fuel for the production of steam, etc.

The water which collects in the main contains less of the

volatile, liquid, or solid products in solution than that

which is condensed at the end of the condensers and in

the scrubbers, Avherc the chief part of the methylic alcohol,

ethers, etc., is condensed. The tar collected in the main
is also more solid than that which is collected in the

scrubbers, which is often semi-fluid or about the consistence

of wood-tar.

The tar deposited in the main and in the condensers

lationof
^^ collected and subjected to distillation in a current of

tar. super-heated steam. The product which comes over con-

sists chiefly of a number of liquid carbo-hydrogens of

different boiling points, holding in solution a number of

sohd ones, that in greatest quantity being paraffine. There
are also present a great number of other substances (bases,
carbolic acid, etc.), but in comparatively small quantity.
As the history of these products Avill form the subject of

another paper, I will not further allude to them here.

The quantity of water which distils over from turf is

enormous, and consequently we may expect to find a

large proportion of the solid and liquid products, which
are soluble in water, in solution in it. The more abun-

dant of these are ammonia, in combination chiefly with

acetic acid and methylic alcohol. The ammonia and
Sepava- alcohol are capable of being separated in a state of more

ammonia ^^ ^*^^^ purity, and are consequently of commercial inl-

and portance ;
but the acetic acid cannot be economically

wood-
prepared, and is not consequently separated. The pro-
cess of separating the methylic alcohol and ammonia
consists in agitating the aqueous liquid with caustic lime,

which combines with the acid bodies and sets the ammonia
free. The liquid, after the undissolved hme and the
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resinous bodies, wliich form insoluble compounds with

lime, have settled to the bottom, is distilled in a Coffey's
still. The products of this operation are—1. an impure
liquid, containing wood spirit and free ammonia, and a.

great number of other bodies, but in smaller quantity
(bases, carbolic acid, acetic ether, nitriles, etc.) ;

and 2.

an impure brown hquid, containing the lime salts of the

acids, which is allowed to run waste. The impiure mix-
ture of methylic alcohol and ammonia is treated with

sulphuric acid sufficient to neutralize the ammonia, and

again distilled. The sulphate of ammonia and other
bases remain behind in the still, and are run off and

evaporated in leaden pans to crystalhze the sulphate of
ammonia. The distillate contains the methylic alcohol
and other neutral bodies.

Lea\dng the history of the bases accompanying the Xreaf-

ammonia, and the bodies mixed with the methylic alcohol, ment nf

as subjects for other subsequent papers, I will return to ^'"l""'"

the waste hquor containing the hmc salts. This liquor tahiing
is so very dilute, that an immense volume must be eva- acids.

porated in order to obtain sufficient of the mixed lime
salts to be able to effectually separate the acids. Several
hundred gallons were accordingly evaporated in a leaden

pan, so as to reduce the whole to a small bulk, Durino-
the operation, a large quantity of pitchy or tarry matter

separated, and was removed. The concentrated liquor
was still further evaporated in the laboratory, generally
until a pellicle formed on the surface. Sulphuric acid,
diluted with twice its weight of water, was then added in

sufficient quantity to decompose the lune salts
;
the whole

was allowed to stand until the tarry matter, sulphate of

lime, etc., had settled to the bottom, when the clear Hquor
was distilled.

The acid liquor which came over was usually some-
what milky, when the solution of lime salts had been

evaporated to a pellicle before decomposition with sul-

phuric acid, otherwise it was clear and of a straw yellow
or pale brown colour. Wlien left exposed to the air for
a few days, this colour changed to a dark reddish brown.
The acid always smelled like a combination of the smell
of vinegar with that of rancid butter, more or less masked,
however, by the strong and disagreeable smell which

pervades all peat products.
This acid liquor was neutralized with carbonate of

soda, and concentrated by evaporation, and set aside mitil
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a good crop of crystals of acetate of soda was obtained.

These wdre removed and left to drain in funnels for some

days; the drainings were added to the mother liquor,
and the whole again concentrated by evaporation, and set

aside to crystalHze in a warm place for some days, during
which a further crop of crystals of acetate of soda separated.
The mother liquor drained from these crystals yielded a

white precipitate with acetate of zinc, insoluble in water
and alcohol, but readily soluble in cyanide of potassium.
Treated with strong siilphuric acid and distilled, an acid

liquor came over, having the characteristic odour of

n<^en hydrocyanic acid. Some of this liquor, treated with a

formed fcw drops of potasli and then with a few drops of proto-
during sulphate of iron, ct)ntaining a little persulphate, and heated,

tilLtion
^^^'^ then treated with a few (h"ops of liydrochloric acid to

of peat, dissolve the precipitated oxide of iron, yielded Prussian

blue.''

^
Cyanide of ammonium appears to be always formed in the distilla-

tion of peat. But the quantity seems to be subject to considerable

variation, being apparently greatest with dense dry tm-f distilled at a

high temperature, and least with light wet turf distilled at a low tem-

perature. According to M. Langlois (Annul, de Chim. ct de Phi/s., t.

Ixxvi., p. Ill), cyanide of anmionium is formed when dry ammoniacal

gas passes over dry charcoal at a red heat, hydrogen being eliminated ;

but according to M. Kuhlmann {Annul, der C/ieni. und Pliurm., Bd.

xxxviii., s. 02), marsh gas is evolved in this reaction. Gerhardt ( Traite

de Chimic Organiq^ie, t. i., p. 305) gives the following equation, ex-

pressive of the change, in accordance with the results of Kuhl-
mann :

3 C2 + 4 NH3 = 2 [C2 (NH,) N] + C2H,.

Grerhardt also states, that if a mixture of oxide of carbon and ammonia
be passed through a red-hot tube, cyanide of ammonium will be formed,
thus :

2 CO + 2 NH3 = C2 (NH^) N + 2 HO.

As the conditions required for the formation of cyanide of ammonium
by either of these processes, but especially by that last mentioned, co-

exist in the interior of the furnace in which peat is distilled, we need
not be surprised at its presence among the products of the distillation,

or of the existence of several nitriles, or hydrocyanic ethers, among
them also. The higher the temperature, too, within certain limits, the

more favourable the conditions for the mutual decomposition of oxide

of carbon and ammonia, a circumstance quite in accordance with the

observation made above, that the quantity of cyanide appeared to in-

crease with the temperature of distillation. In connection with this sub-

ject, I may mention some observations which seem to indicate that the

action of oxide of carbon, at a high temperature, upon ammonia, is one of

the chief sources of the formation of cyanide of ammonium in the distil-

lation of peat. When turf containing about thirty per cent, of hygro-
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The niotlier liquor, from which the cyanide of zinc Treat-

was separated, was still further concentrated, introduced ment of

into a stoppered flask, and double its volume of dilute
^°^^^''

sulphuric acid (composed of one part of oil of vitriol by after

weight, and two of water) added, and the whole allowed separa-

te stand during the night in a mixture of salt and pounded
"°"

^\

ice. On the following morning nearly the whole of the of zinc.

sulphate of soda had crystallized out. The mother liquor
was covered with a layer of an impure brown oil

;
this

was removed with a pipette, and the mother liquor poured
off. The latter was then partially saturated with carbo-

nate of soda, as recommended by Liebig, in the process

proposed by him for the separation of butyric and valeric

acids by fractional distillation,^ and distilled
;
the whole

of the acetic acid remained behind, in the fii'st trial with

a small portion of one or more of the other acids
;
these

small portions it was not thought worth while to attempt
to separate farther. The distillate yielded a Kttle more

oil, which was added to the first quantity, and an ex-

tremely acid liquor, in which the smell of fonnic acid

predominated. This liquor was somewhat diluted with

water, divided into two portions, one of which w^as intro- ^H^^^
duced into a stoppered flask containing freshly prepared of cop[ier

hydrated oxide of copper, with which it was allowed to ^^.''f

digest for some time. The remainder of the acid was
aqueous

then added in successive portions, the whole being well product.

shaken, so as to take up any basic salts formed, and "f
f""''^'

nearly, but not completely, neutralize the whole of the
jigt;].

acid added. The solution was then filtered, to separate latioa.

metric water is distilled in a closed iron retort, heated by gas or other

fuel, the liquid which came over at the first period of distillation shows
no trace of hydrocyanic acid, even when heated with sulphide of am-
monium, and tested with sesquichloride of iron. Very little ammonia
is formed in the early stages of distillation, and the liquor has even an
acid reaction. When the mass approaches a dull red heat, ammonia
begins to come over

;
and at a still higher heat, cyanide of ammonium

may be detected, the gaseous mixture at the same time containing a

good deal of oxide of carbon. As there is always abundance of oxide
of carbon in every part of the furnace during the distillation of peat
in a blast of air, the conditions are certainly more favoiu-able for the

production of cyanide of ammonium in this process, than when the dis-

tillation is conducted in closed vessels. Perhaps the cyanogen observed

by Buusen and Playfair, as a constituent of the gases of high furnaces
in wliich iron is smelted with coal, is in part formed under similar

conditions. Another sovu"ce of cyanide of ammonium may also be men-
tioned, namely, the decomposition of methylamine and other compound
ammonias, at a red heat.

3 Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., Bd. Ixi., S. 355.

I. 13
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undissolved oxide and difficultly soluble copper salts

of acids suspected to be present, and exposed to sponta-
neous evaporation in a warm place ;

a crystalline mass was

left, which was crushed up and treated with alcohol;
the luidissolved residue was dissolved in water, and

again crystallized by spontaneous evaporation. The salt

obtained, crystallized in oblique, rhomboidal prisms, of

a clear blue, and yielded, by distillation with phos-

phoric acid, an acid liquor having all the properties of

formic acid.

A small portion of it neutraHzed with soda, evaporated
to dryness, and treated with some hydrate of baryta, left

acid pre-
^ residue containing oxalic acid, a reaction more or less

pared characteristic of formic acid.* Another portion of the

acid was treated with oil of vitriol, which decomposed it

salt ill- with evolution of oxide of carbon. Some drops of it,

soluble warmed with a solution of corrosive sublimate, threw down
*" *

calomel, and on boiling the mixture for some time, me-

showed tallic mercury was separated. The free acid did not give
it to have a precipitate with nitrate of silver

;
but a few di"ops, nearly

been fi.r-
ng^itralized with soda, crystallized on a watch glass, and

DUG &ClU> • rt
O '

'

dissolved in a very small quantity of water, so as to form
a somewhat concentrated solution, yielded, with nitrate of

silver, a white, difficultly soluble, crystalline precipitate,
which soon darkened. On heating the mixture, the whole
of the silver was reduced, and the fluid became black,
from the finely divided silver in suspension. These diffi:?-

rent reactions showed that the substance was formic acid.

V In order to control these results by the detennination of

the atomic weight, the remainder of the acid was neu-

tralized %vith carbonate of baryta, the solution filtered,

and the filtered liquor set aside to crystalHze. The crys-
tals formed were di'ained, washed with distilled water,
dissolved in water, and again crystallized over sulphuric
acid. The crystals formed did not lose their transparency
when exposed to the air.

Cor- 0.715 grammes of the baryta salt dissolved in water,
roborated and precipitated by dilute sulphuric acid, gave 0.730
by deter-

„,j^,^^-^-^j^gg ^f sulphate of baryta, =0.479 grammes of
mination P i

•
n t , ,i r- n • ...

of atomic baryta, which corresponds to the loilowmg composition m
weight. 100 parts:

—
Calculated. Found.

CHOs, 32.550 32.906

BaO, 67.450 67.094

*
Peligot Aimal, de Chim. et de Phys ,

Ixxiii. 220.
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The numbers found agree sufficiently well with the

theoretical ones, considering the 'great difficulty of sepa-

rating and purifying mixed acids of tliis kind, where

the quantity of material to be operated upon is small
;

and in this case there was the additional difficulty of the

presence in the crude acid of a great quantity of tarry

matters, in the separation of which a good deal of material

was lost.

The oil was next examined. It was agitated with pxami-

chloride of calcimn, to remove adliering water, and then nation of

distilled. The portion which passed over at temperatures
°'^-

under 140°, was collected apart ;
the operation was con-

tinued until the temperature rose to 16(3°, when the resi-r

due became quite thick and tarry, and nothing fuither

could be done with it, as the quantity was too small to

attempt the further separation of its constituents by other

means. Having since obtained a much more considerable

quantity of material, I hope to be able to separate the

substances of a higher boiling point than 160°.

The oil wliich came over at temperatiu'es under 140°
j^Jjij^g

was partially neutralized with carbonate of soda, and dis- at 140'*

tilled. The distillate consisted of an oily liquor, having
C.

a piercing, disagreeable smell, reminding one at the same

time of rancid cheese and the smell produced in the

boihng of soap. This oil was again distilled with a very
small quantity of carbonate of soda, the temperature

being carefully rcgidated by means of a fusible alloy
bath. The distillate was a clear, oily liquid, which
boiled at 140°, and distilled without change. It dis-

solved in water, the excess of oil floating upon the sur-

face of the saturated solution. Carbonate of potash was

added to this solution to neutralize it, and the whole

evaporated to dryness. The dried mass was treated with

anhydrous alcohol, which dissolved the potash salt, leav-

ing the excess of carbonate of potash behind. The alco-

holic solution of the potash salt was then treated with

ether, which precipitated the potash salt in colovirless

* Among the many sources from which the formic acid present in

the peat liquor may be derived, we may mention the hydrocyanic acid.

It is well known that if we boil a solution of cyanide of potassium, we
convert it into ammonia and formiate of potash. Even a solution of

it in stoppered bottles gradually decomposes, carbonate and formiate

being formed. During the boiling of the liquor containing the lime

salts, the cyanide of lime must be also partially decomposed. This,

though it must certainly be one of the sources of the formic acid, is not

the only one.

13 B
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Analysis pearly scales, feeling fatty to the toucli. This salt was
of potash employed to determine the composition of the acid.
^^^^' 0.650 grammes of this salt, dried at 130° and burned

with oxide of copper, gave*^

0.755 grammes of CO2 (inclusive of that combined with
the potash, which was supposed to remain beliind as car-

bonate), and 0.262 grammes of HO.
0.345 grammes of the salt, dried at 130°, gave by

treatment with SO3HO, evaporation to diyness and

ignition: 0.268 grammes of sulphate of potash= 0.145

grammes of potash.
These nimibers lead to the following formula and com-

position in 100 parts :
—
Calculated. Found.

Ce 32.085 31.678

H, 4.456 4.478

O3 21.392 21.816

KO 42.067 42.028

100.000 100.000

j^
These numbers were further controlled by the deter-

mination mination of the atomic weight from the analysis of the
of atomic silver Salt. This salt was prepared by precipitating a

^Tth^'
solution of the potash salt with nitrate of silver : a white

baryta apparently crystalline precipitate was formed, which
salt.

slightly blackened, and then partially decomposed on

boiling the mixture for a few minutes. On cooling, the

salt was deposited in warty grains, which, on examina-

tion with a lens, appeared to be composed of a pecvdiar

arrangement of needles. By careful recrystallization
from a dilute solution left to spontaneous evaporation for

a few days, the salt was obtained in colourless needles.

0.415 of this salt, dried over sulphuric acid, gave 0.247

of metalhc silver =0.265 of oxide of silver, or in 100

parts,

Calcnlated. Found.

CeH.Oj, 35.912 36.074

AgO, 64.088 63.926

100.000 100.000

^ In burning substances of this kind, and indeed all volatile bodies,
or such as at a high temperature yield products of distillation which are
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The formula resulting from this analysis is that of^/"".

propionic or raetacetonic acid CgH^OajHO. acid.'

Some years ago Nollner obtained an acid from the fer-

mented mother liquor oftartrate of lime, which he termed
^^^^,J

pseudo-acetic acid. Nickles analyzed the body and pseudo-

deduced the formula CgHgO^= CgHjOs, HO, which is the acetic

formula of the acid obtained by Gottlieb by the action of
^

'

potash or dilute sulphuric acid upon hydrocyanic ether

or cyanide of ethyl (propionitrile), and which can also be
obtained in several other chemical reactions. Nickles,

however, beheved it to differ from the metacetonic acid.

Dumas, Malaguti, and Leblanc,^ considered the acid of

Nollner to be identical with metacetonic acid
;
both acids,

besides possessing the same composition, are also identical

in smell, boiling points, and in the appearance and pro-
not iden-

perties ofa^reat number of their salts, especially the ''^'^t

1 1 rt^^ 1
•

1 1 • • 1
metace-

baryta salt, ine subject has been agam examined re- tonic or

cently by Limpricht and von Uslar,* who have come to propionic

the conclusion that the acid of Nollner is really diJBferent
^^^^'

liable to be carried forward into the chloride of calcium tube without

being fully decomposed, I have found it advantageous to use a slight
modification of the usual process. The tube is of considerable length.
Some oxide of copper is moistened with nitric acid, and heated very
strongly in a crucible, so as to get it into a hard, sintered mass, which,
when powdered, has the advantage of not being so hygroscopic as the
oxide of copper usually employed. Tliis powdered mass is again heated,
and when sufficiently cooled, the substance to be analyzed is mixed up
coarsely mth a little of it, and introduced into the tube, previously
well dried. The whole is then covered with soft oxide, heated to 200**

or 250'^, and filled in out of the crucible itself in which it was heated,
as recommended by Gerhardt, and the tube being corked, it is tapped,
so as to shake the whole together. About four or five inches of the
tube in front of the mixture is then filled up with small lumps of the
sintered oxide previously heated to 200°, and put into the tube hot. The
remainder of tlie tube, for about six inches, is then filled with copper
turnings, whose surface has been oxydized by being exposed at a red
heat to a current of dry oxygen gas. The combustion is proceeded
with in the usual way, except that the part of the tube filled with

copper turnings, and part of that filled with the lumps of sintered

oxide, is first heated red-hot before the combustion commences, and is

kept at that temperature to the end of the operation. In this way,
any carbo-hydrogens which may be carried forward by the current of
carbonic acid and vapour of water, must pass through a kind of sponge
of oxide of copper, and over a very extended surface of oxydized
copper at a red heat, and are completely burned. When the combus-
tion is finished, the last traces of carbon may be burned away by
passing a current of oxygen gas through the tube in the way described

by Gerhardt, and which was first suggested by Laurent (Gerhardt's
Traite de Chimie, t, i., p. 35). Generally speaking, this need not be

employed, except in the case of very diiBcultly combustible bodies.
'
Compt. rend., xxv. 781.

8 Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., Bd. xciv., S. 321 (1855).
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Diffe-

rence

which

they ex-

hibit iu

their re-

actions.

treat-

ment of

oil boil-

ing be-

tween
140°
and 160°
C.

from metacetonic acid obtained from cyanide of ethyl,
etc.

;
one of the points of difference being that the pro-

pionate
of potash is separated from its alcoholic solution

m a crystalline state on the addition of ether, while the

butyro-acetate is uncrystallizable. The acid obtained

from the peat Hquor corresponds, therefore, with true pro-

pionic acid, in the circumstance of its potash salt being

precipitated as pearly scales from its alcoholic solution

by ether.

By repeated distillations the butyroacetic acid may
be resolved into butyric and acetic acids

;
but propionic

acid, on the other hand, may be repeatedly distilled with-

out its boiling point changing. If propionate of potash
or soda be distilled with alcohol and sulphuric acid, and

water be added to the distillate propionate of ethyle, a

liquid lighter than water, and having a sort of fruit, or

rather fennented fruit odour, separates. This liquid may
be distilled without decomposition, its boiHng point re-

maining constant at 101°. Butyroacetic acid, on the

other hand, yields, under the same circumstances, a mix-

ture of acetic and butyric ethers, which may be separated

by fractional distillation, the former boiling at 74°, and
the latter at 119°. A portion of the propionate of potash
obtained from peat liquor, distilled with sulphuric acid

and alcohol, pelded an ether boihng at 101°, and capable
of distilling unchanged, and corresponding in every re-

spect with propionic ether .^

The portion of the oil wliich came over at temperatures
between 140° and 160° was about three-fourths neutral-

ized with carbonate of soda and distilled
;
the distillate

was rejected. The residue in the retort was then dis-

tilled with sufficient hydi'ated phosphoric acid to decom-

pose it
;
the distillate was agitated with chloride ofcalcium,

and then about one-third neutraUzed with carbonate of

soda, and again distilled. The distillate consisted of an

oily liquid, having a faint yellow tint, but becoming
dai'ker on keeping. This is also the case with nearly

every peat product, no matter what pains may be taken

to pmify it, probably from the presence of minute traces

of some body which oxidizes rapidly and blackens. The
oil was neutralized by baryta Avater, and evaporated to

dryness at a very gentle heat, a few bubbles of carbonic

^ See a short paper, "Observations on some of the products of the

putrefaction of animal and vegetable substances", at page 202 of this

number.
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acid being passed through the sokition in the first instance,

to convert excess of baryta into carbonate. The dried

residue was dissolved in water, carefully filtered, and the

solution set aside for some weeks durinEf summer in a

cellar. The greater part of the salt crystallized out m the

form of lustrous flattened prisms, which were unaltered

by exposure to the air, and melted at a temperature a

little below 100° into a clear glass. Heated to 130°, they
lost 18.64 per cent., which corresponds very nearly to 4

equivalents of water. . .

I. 0.645 grammes of this salt, dried at 130°, and of baryta
burned with chromate of lead, gave 0.730 grammes of salts,

carbonic acid, and 0.264 grammes of water.

0.330 grammes of the same salt, dried at the same tem-

peratiu'e, gave 0.247 grammes ofsulphate ofbaryta =0.162

grammes of baryta.
II. 0.450 grammes, brnmed vsdth oxide of copper, the

salt having been first mixed up with phosphate of copper,

gave 0.512 gi'ammes of carbonic acid and 0.183 grammes
of water.'"

These numbers correspond to the following per-centage

composition :
—

Found.

Calculated. I. II.

C, 30.834 30.866 31.030

H, 4.496 4.547 4.518

O3 15.418 15.497 15.362

BaO . . . 49.252 49.090 49.090

100.000 100.000 100.000

Deter-

minationThese results were controlled by a determination of the _

atomic weight from the analysis of the silver salt. A dilute of atomic

solution of the baryta salt was treated with nitrate of^^'sj''^

silver, and exposed to spontaneous evaporation. After
gj^^'

^

'" It is well known that in the combustion of the baryta salts

of several of the organic acids by means of oxide of copper, the

baryta remains behind in the tube as carbonate, while in the case of
the salts of several other acids, the whole of it does not remain as car-

bonate. This is the case with the acids ofthe series now under discus-

sion. Lerch, in his investigation on the volatile acids of butter

{Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., Bd. xlix., />. 216), accordingly proposed
to mix the salt to be analyzed, before mixing it with oxide of copper,
with from three to fom' timesits volume of ignited phosphate of copper.
He found that the whole of the carbonic acid was driven off from the

baryta, when baryta salts were burned under such circumstances.
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some time pearly lustrous scales were formed, which were

abnost insoluble in cold water. They were well washed,

and dissolved in boibng water. On coobng, the salt

crystalhzed out.

0.365 grammes of the salt, dried over sidphuric acid

and ignited, left 0,201 grammes of metaUic silver= 0.2 16

grammes of oxide of silver. These results lead to the

following numbers :
—

Calculated. Found.

C«HA> 4^-Sl^ 40.853

AgO, 59.487 59.147

100.000 100.000

Butyric These numbers represent the formula CgH703,HO,
acid. which is that of butyric acid.

The salt of baryta with four equivalents of water, which

tulion' I obtained, corresponded with one of the salts described

of buty- by Chancel, and which appears to have been also obtained
rate of

^y Pelouze and GeHs. Chancel stated tliat butyrate of
'^*'^'*'

baryta crystalHzcs either with two or four equivalents of

water of crystaUization, according as it is obtained from

hot or cold solutions. Wlien it crystaUizes in the cold, it

fonns long flattened prisms perfectly transparent and con-

taining 18.8 per cent, of water, or four equivalents. These

crystals melt to a transparent liquid without losing weight
when heated to a temperature below 100°. Crystalhzed
from warm solutions, the salt contains 10.5 per cent, of

water, or 2 equivalents, and does not melt at 100°. I had

not enough of material to succeed in the preparation of

the salt with two equivalents of water, ha\'ing only ob-

tained anhydrous crusts in every attempt which I rnade.

According to Lerch, butyrate of baryta appears in two

diiferent crystalHne conditions, and in each is anhydrous ;

the one consists, as Che^Teul has described, of mother-of-

pearl-like plates and flattened flexible prisms ;
the other

of hard granular crusts. The latter may, however, be

converted into the former by repeated recrystalhzation.

In either condition it did not melt at 100°. Lerch fur-

ther states that he could not obtain butyrate of baryta

other than in an anhydrous form.

It is difiicult to account for the different results ob-

tained by Chancel and myself, and by Lerch. The

same difiiculty occurs in the case of propionate of baryta,

if the salt of Keller, with nine equivalents of water, be
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really a propionate, for all other statements agree in con-

sidering that salt as anhydi'ous. I have instituted some ex-

periments with the view of discovering the cause of the

anomaly in the baryta salts of both acids, as well as to

defermine more exactly the constitution of the butyrates
and of the double salts which they form with the acetates,

but the investigation is not yet sufficiently advanced tc
enable me to give any results here.

The acids of the series C„H„04, or according to the
^^.j^g ^^

notation of Gerhardt, the acids homologous to the radical the series

CnHgn— lO, which I have as yet succeeded in separating CnHnO^,

from peat liquor are accordingly :— preseLe
has been

Fonnic Acid, C2H2O4 estab-

Acetic „ C,H,0,
"'^''^•

Propionic „ C6Hg04
Butyric „ CsHgO,

It is highly probable that several higher members of

the series are present, and may be detected when a suffi-

cient quantity of the mixed salts is operated upon.
The acids not belonging to the last mentioned series, other

which have been found, are, hydrocyanic acid, and phenic, acids

or carbolic acid, which is formed in very large quantities.
fo"'»d-

It is probable that this class will also be much enlarged
when larger quantities of raw material are employed.

Independent of the theoretical importance of this new
rp.

.

source of the remarkable series of homologous acids, their source of

occurrence as products of destructive distillation derives the acids

additional interest from the discovery by Schcrer of se-
°^

^^^

veral members of the series in the mineral water of Brii- c«HnO
kenau, in Bavaria." There can be no doubt that the pro-

rendered

duction of coal is nothing more than a process of slow
|"*""^

.'""

distillation, and that all the substances which are obtained by
when wood or peat are distilled, are given off in the Scherer's

early stages of metamorphosis of coal-forming organic
'^'s<^o^e'"y

substances. The origin of the acids in the water of Brii- ,„ mine-
kenau is probably the slow decay of subterraneous vege- ral wa-

table matter, perhaps a bed of Hgnitc or brown coal. I '^"'

shall have some further observations to make on this re-

lation between destructive distillation and the formation
of coal in the subsequent papers of this series.

" Annal, der Chem. u. rharm., xcix., S. 257.
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Art. V.— Observations on some of the Products of the

Putrefaction of Vegetable and Animal Substances, and
their relation to Pathology. By William K. Sul-
livan.

A BRIEF summary of the observations which form

the subject of the following commiuiication, was

appended as a note to a paper wliich I read at the Dublin

Meeting of the British Association, and which is printed
in the present number of this journal (" On the forma-

tion of several of the acids of the series C„H„04, by the

destructive distillation of peat"). It had already been

put into type in its original shape, when it struck me that

the subject being of so much importance, especially in a

physiological point of view, my observations might not

prove uninteresting, if somewhat extended, and the ana-

lytical details added. Svich an extension was incom-

patible with the limits of a note, and I have accordingly
made a distinct communication of it.

Mass of Several years ago, I made between thirty and forty
wheatea

pounds of wheaten Horn- into dough with distilled water,
flour set

p^jj^pg^j \^ jj^ QT^ earthen pan, covered it with distilled
to putre- r

T 1 1 • 1
^

1 ,1 f
fy seve- Water, and placed m the water and over the mass oi

rai years dougli an inverted funnel, the neck of which communi-
"^°' Gated by means of a narrow glass tube with the top of a tall

narrow bell glass pro%dded with a stop-cock, and inverted

over some mercury in a basin. The whole apparatus was
laid aside in a cold damp cellar for one year ; dm'ing this

period the mass swelled up, bubbles of gas where evolved

which collected in the funnel, and could be made to pass
into the bell glass from time to time by opening the stop-

Gases
cock. The gas collected in this way consisted almost

evolved entirely of carbonic acid, but small quantities of marsh
during g^g CaH^ and uncombincd hydrogen were obtained,

tion

^ ^°'

Sulpiride of hydrogen did not appear to have been given
off at any period of the putrefaction ;

a piece of paper

dipped into acetate of lead, suspended in the bell glass
for days, did not exhibit the slightest blackening. Proto-

chloride of mercury or basic acetate of lead was not

precipitated black by the water standing over the dough.

Changes Very soon after the dough was placed in the water the

produced putrefaction set in, but its energy gradually diminished
in mass

according as the liquor became acid. At the end of the
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year the greater part of the mass appeared to have
b3'putre-

undergone but little true decomposition. Nevertheless, faction,

the gluten throughout the whole mass had undergone
considerable physical change. It had lost much of its

tenacity, the external portion especially foraiing a soft

slimy mass in wliich quantities of starch globules more or

less unaltered were imbedded. A portion of the gluten
taken from within about an inch of the surface of the

mass, and freed from all adliering starch, was digested
with water slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid at

a temperature of 22° C. until it dissolved. This solution

examined with a polarimeter presented the power of left-

handed deviation in a very feeble degree, compared with
a solution of an equal degree of strength made with fresh

gluten.
At the end of the second year the appearances were but

little altered, and it was quite remarkable how httle the ^^ ^"re-

putrefaction had progressed. That this retardation was faction

caused by the presence of acids in the liquor, was very
shown by

clearly demonstrated by another experiment made with ^^^\.
flour mixed up with ground chalk, and then made into ment to

dough and placed in water beside the other mass. In ^^ owing

the course of a few months the mass had putrefied more fonna-
than the other had done after the lapse of two and a half tion of

years. In this case a little sulpiride of hydrogen appeared ^^"^^^

to have been formed. Circmnstances prevented me from

continuing the experiments after this period. But being
anxious to determine the nature of the substances dis- Experi-
solved in the water of the flour putrefied without chalk, ments

I placed the whole mass upon a Hnen strainer, and when ^^^ ''^'"^

it had thoroughly drained, I mixed the mass on the filter ceeded

Avith a large quantity of distilled water, allowed the soHd with,

part to subside, and decanted off the supernatant liquor, *!|f ^^^^'
wliich was then added to that which had drained from bases

the mass. This Hquor was mixed with baryta water and and ba-

distilled until the greater part of the Hquor had passed ^fldds^*
over. The latter was very weakly alkahne

;
it was neu- pre-

tralized with hydrochloric acid and evaporated to dryness,
served,

at first on a sand bath, and lastly over a water bath.

This dried mass was then preserved in tubes. The re-

sidue in the retorts was then removed, some carbonic acid

passed through it, boiled, filtered, and evaporated to

dryness, and the dry mass preserved in tubes.

While these experiments were in progress I also p
allowed a mass of brain to putrefy under exactly similar nient on

the li-

quor.
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putrefac- circumstances. In tliis case the putrefaction set in with

brain^ great rapidity, and continued unintenaiptedly for several

months, because here the liquor never became decidedly
acid. Both sulphide and phosphide of hydrogen were
evolved during the decomposition of the mass,

A very superficial examination of the acid, basic, and

bases^*
Other products contained in the liquid in which the brain

formed had putrefied, made at the time, and among which I

during found valeric acid in comparatively large proportions, and

Hon of

*^"

"^l^at I believed to have been trimethylamine and some
brain. peculiar compound containing phosphorus, led me to be-

lieve that a considerable number of the ammonia bases are

produced during the slow decay of vegetable and animal

substances,

£^ jj. Having been engaged during the past year In searching
nieiitsre- for similar bodies among other products, I determined to
sumed examine the chlorides and baryta salts from the putre-

thepast
lection of the flour, which I had carefully presei-ved

year. in tubes, as above mentioned, but which I had not had
time to analyze. The following is a smnmaiy of the re-

sults which I obtained.

The dried mass presumed to contain the mixed chlo-

tional rides of several bases, was treated with absolute alcohol,

distil- which dissolved a portion of it
;
the residue was common

lation of chloride of ammonium, as was fully established by a

chlorides determination of the platinum in the precipitate fonned

into three by the addition of chloride of platinum and alcohol to a

portions, golution of it. The alcohoHc solution separated from

the chloride of ammonium was evaporated to di'jaiess;

the dry mass was introduced into a retort and a quantity
of baryta dissolved in water added, equivalent to what

would be required to saturate one-third of the acid con-

tained in a qviantity of common chloride of ammonimn

equal in weight to the diy mass put into the retort.

The mass was then heated in a water bath, the product
of distillation received into water acidulated with hydro-
chloric acid, the solution thus obtained evaporated, and

the resulting diy mass, wliich I shall call A, preserved for

further examination. As much more baryta was added

to the residue in the retort and a second product, B, ob-

tained. A tliird portion of baryta was then put into the

retort and a third product, C, foimd.

The product called A was fractionated in exactly the

^'"*^",
same manner that the whole mass had been, the distillate

distil- being subdivided into three portions, a, 6, c The por-
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tion a was dissolved in tlie smallest possible quantity of 'ation of

water ;
bicliloride of platinum was then added, and a

^""^

'**'*

mixture of alcohol and ether which threw down a double

salt possessing all the properties of the ordinary platino-

chloride of ammonium. A determination of the platinimi

in this salt verified the supposition that the substance

operated upon was almost wholly chloride of ammo-
nimu.

A portion of the product h was dissolved in water and Prepa-

treated with bichloride of platinum and alcohol, but
^^J^^" ^

'^

scarcely any precipitate could be obtained. The whole
p^ua-

was then evaporated to dryness in a water bath, but it dium and

was found so difficult to effect a separation of the pure ^^^ '^^*_*i

compound, that I had to have recourse to the combina- ^^(-H,

tions with other metals. Another portion was treated

with protochloride of palladium, but although a beau-

tiful salt was formed, considerable difficulty was expe-
rienced in separating it in a pure state. Having dissolved

the remainder of the product in the smallest possible

quantity of water, a very concentrated solution of ter-

chloride of gold was added, which threw down a yellow

precipitate that dissolved on the addition of a mixture of

ether and alcohol. The solution thus formed was exposed
to spontaneous evaporation in a warm place, but shaded

from the light. A number of small short rectangular

prisms separated, which dissolved with difficulty in cold

water
;
but freely in boiling water, though not without

suffering slight decomposition if boiled for some time.

This difference of solubility afforded a means of obtaining
the salt in a comparatively pure state

;
the crystals were

accordingly dissolved in a small quantity of boiling
water

;
on cooling the compound crystalhzed out. The Mode of

proportions of gold and chlorine in these crystals were deter-

determined by introducing a weighed qviantity of them
^^'"'"S

into a small flask, adding some granulated zinc and one amount

drop of diluted sulphmic acid, and allowing the whole to of gold

digest for some time. Wlien all the gold was precipi- ^?^ ':'''°'

tated, the supernatant clear Hquid was decanted off, and
goi^j salt.

the residue repeatedly washed by decantation. The

precipitated gold was treated with dilute nitric acid in

order to dissolve the excess of zinc
;
the solution was de-

canted off and added to the previous liquor, and the gold

repeatedly washed by decantation as before. Wlien fully
washed it was transferred to a small porcelain cup, dried

in a water bath, gently ignited, and weighed. All the li-
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quids obtained in the washing of the gold were then placed
in an evaporating basin, and a little milk of liine added,

and the whole evaporated in a water bath to dryness to

expel the volatile base. The di'ied residue was boiled

with water, the solution filtered, and a few drops of nitric

acid added so as to carefully neutralize the lime
;

it was

then heated to boiUng, and nitrate of silver added, to pre-

cipitate the chlorine. The milk of Hme used, was pre-

pared from lime made with wliite marble
;
before being

used it was slacked and then mixed with a large quantity
of pure water, allowed to settle, the clear liquid decanted

off, and fresh water poured on, this operation being re-

peated three or four times so as to separate any chlorine

which might be present. 0.115 gramme of the gold
salt all treated in this way gave 0.056 gramme of

The base metallic gold, and 0.165 gramme of chloride of "sil-

in the ver. Thesc numbers lead to the conclusion that the body
portion ^j^(^gp examination was the aurochloride of trimethy-

tiime- Hum, N(C2H3)3,HCl,AuCl3, as will be evident from the

thyia- following comparison :

miue.

Calculated.
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was

Calculated-
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Gold salt The gold salt was prepared with the other portion of
of ethy- the chloride : it consisted of fine bundles of lustrous golden
lamine.

Q^^^gg prismatic needles, but containing a Httle of another

gold salt mixed with it. With the extremely small quan-

tity of material at my disposal, I foimd it impossible to

purify a sufficient quantity of the salt for an analysis.
Ccon- The portion marked C, from the first fractioning of the

*eve^ral chloridcs, apparently contained several bases ;
but I had

bases. not enough substance to enable me to prepare the plati-

num or gold salts in a state of purity.
Bases The only bases, accordingly, whose presence I was able

fuund, to determine with certainty, were, trimethylamine, ethy-
trime- i

•
i i

•

thyla- lamme, and amylamme.
mine, etc. The baryta salts were treated by Liebigs process of

fractional distillation, and in other respects in the manner

Baryta described in my other paper, already referred to
;

it is

^^'' J , therefore unnecessary to describe the process here. The

acetic, ^^^J acids which I could detect were acetic, butyric, and

butyric, valeric; several higher members of the series are un-
and va-

(Joubtedly formed by putrefaction ;
but it would require

acids. to operate upon a very large quantity of material in order

to be able to separate them. I am also disposed to think

Formic that formic acid is also produced by putrefaction. The
acid pro- results which I obtained, although renderino^ its existence
111 ' o o

_ ^

resent ^®^T probable, do not entitle me to pronounce positively

upon its presence.

Negative
With regard to the presence of propionic acid, my expe-

charac- rimeiits are rather of a negative character, and certainly
ter of ^Q jjQ^ \q^^ ^q ^ definite result. On distilHng one of the

as to the soda residues (resulting from the partial neutraHzation of

presence the mixed acids, with a view of separating acetic acid) with
of propU

phosphoric acid, neutralizing the distillate with baryta, and

crystallizing the baryta compound two or tliree times,

which was a matter of considerable difficulty, a salt was

obtained having the exact appearance of propionate of

baryta. When a solution of this salt was decomposed by
carbonate of potash, the solution filtered, evaporated to

diyness, and the residue treated with absolute alcohol,

no crystalline salt could, however, be sejDarated by the

addition of ether, wliich, it is to be presmiied, would be

the case if propionic acid was present.

Propi- It is probable that the acid which has been obtained by
onic acid ^^g putrefaction of lentils, peas, etc., by Boehme,' and

' Jour, fiir Prakt. Chem., xli
, 278, (as quoted in Gerhardt's Traite

de Chim., t. ii., j). 440).
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wliicli Dessaiffnes and Cliautard^ believe to be present in ""'
,111 111 • 1 readily

spent tanners bark, may be the butyroacetic, and not true formed

propionic acid, which does not appear to be readily formed during

in processes of putrefaction. When mangel wurzel or pw'^^refiic-

other varieties of beet are stored in heaps, and liappen to

heat and decay, a good deal of butyric acid is sometimes

formed; but I was never able to detect propionic acid,

nor could I in putrefied beet juice, although I have ope-
rated on a large quantity. F. Keller, nevertheless, states* Keller

that propionic acid is the predominating acid formed when states

bran is fermented with animal tissues; indeed, he says *!'f^'"',
, , -Tii'i •

1
•• •! obtained

the only acids he obtained were acetic and propionic acids, it.

According to him, propionate of baryta contains nine

atoms of water of crystallization, which it loses on being
heated to 140°. This statement is opposed to the usual

opinion that propionate of baryta is an anhydrous salt.

Frankland and Kolbe distinctly state^ that propionate of

of baryta dried at 100° has the formula, BaO, CgHsOj.
Strecker^ observes, that the mixed salts of acetic and strecker

butyiic acids could be mistaken for propionates, and that thinks

the formation of propionic acid in the fermentation of
jj^j^^^^i

bran, as mentioned by Keller, is by no means proved, salts of

He, however, obtained a large quantity of that acid under ^*^^''^

circmnstances which certainly show that it can be formed
^^^-^^

^'

during putrefaction, if not in the first stages, at least as acids

the result of secondary reactions. In making lactic acid could be

by the modified process proposed by Bensch, that is, by for^p^!'

mixing together water, sugar, sour milk, and cheese, the pionates.

mixture was left for two or three months in a place in

which the temperature varied from 20° to 0°. There He ob-

was formed at the end of this time, besides lactate of
J'!'"^'^^^''

lime, a considerable quantity of mannite (as much as lib. however.

from lOlbs. of sugar). On allowing such a mixture of

lactate and mannite to remain during a summer at a tem-

perature reaching to 20° or 22°, the lactate of lime gra-

dually dissolved, and the evolution of gas continued.

After standing for a year, the mass was treated according
to Bensch's process for separating butyric acid, but none
could be found; the only acids obtained being a large

quantity of propionic acid, a small quantity of valeric

acid (derived from the cheese), and acetic acid.

- Journ. de Pharm
, xiii., 244.

'' Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., Ixxiii., 205. •

* Annal. der Cheiu. u. Pharm., xcii. 80.
^ Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., Ixv. 288.

I. 14
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The formation of compound ammonia bases in the pro-
cess of putrefaction is of great interest in a pathological

. point of view. Indeed I was originally led to institute

terest in'
^^^ forcgoing experiments from the belief that such inves-

a patho- tigations would throw light upon many pathological
logical changes, and from the conviction that the ammonia which

^g^
°

is said to exist in the blood in typhus, scarlatina, variola,

which cholera, and other diseases, is a product of decomposition,
the for- and would be found to be oftentimes a mixture of methy-
com-°"° lamine and other compound bases with common am-

pound monia. That this is the case in the last stages of yellow
ammo-

fever, when the quantity of ammonia (part, at least, being

piurefac-
'^^ ^^ ^t^^Q of chloride of ammonium, a body which

tion pre- could scarcely be the result of the decomposition of urea),
sents. becomes very considerable, I have not the least doubt.

In the year 1848, I showed*^ (I believe for the first

Disco-
time) that leucine could be formed in the living system,

leiidne '"-^^^^ that, too, without scarcely any organic disease. That
can be body is always a product of the putrefaction of substances
formed

containing nitrogen, especially when it takes place under

livin"' water, and I am consequently inclined to look upon its

body. presence m animal secretions as a proof of putrefactive

changes having set in. It is also probable that in every
case where leucine is formed during putrefaction, com-

pound ammonia bases will also be found if sought for.

Wliether this was the case in the liquid in wliich I

observed the leucine, I could not, of course, determine
;

but it is worthy of remark that creatine was found in

comparatively large quantity, while there was but little

Fact urea present. Since my discovery of this remarkable

firmed substance in an animal secretion, it has been fomid by
by other Several other observers. French and Staedeler, for

obser-
example, observed it in the hirnian Hver, after acute atro-

phy of that organ, after typhus, etc. ;^ Scherer also found

it in the liver of a dnuikard who had died of typhus.®

Gorup-Besanez observed it in normal ox-liver, and also in

the pancreas of that animal;^ a similar observation has

been made by Wolff,'" who, in addition to a large quantity

^
Proceedings of the Pathological Society of Dublin. Session 1847-

184S, p. 29.
'' Wien. Med. Wochensclirift, 1850, No. 30, quoted in Gmclin's HanJ-

bncli der Cheniie (Fortsetzuiis;), Bd. xiii. 2te. Hiilfte, S. 75.
« Arch. f. Path. Anat'., x., S. 228—230.
^ Annal. der Chem. u. Pharm., xviii S. 1— 43.
'0 Arch. f. Path. Anat., x., S. 228—230.
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of leucine, also detected the presence of a homologiie of

it. Vircliow and French have also found leucine in

fresh pancreatic juice and in the glands themselves.

Most of these observers believe that it is a normal product
of the organism; but Virchow" has observed it to form
and increase after death, and consequently looks upon it

as a cadaverous product. That it is found in the hving
organism is, however, placed beyond doubt by my obser-

vation. But on the other hand it is doubtful whether it

is ever produced by the healthy action of the organs. .
F-r^i •• "^ ..Is nrO"
That it IS a product of decay, though formed within

^ably al-

living tissues, is, I think, supported by the circumstance ways a

that Gorup-Besanez found several of the acids of the series P™*'"*'*

C„H,i04 accompanying it in the liver
;
and in the mother

liquor of the pancreatic tissues from which the leucine

was separated, he observed the characteristic smell of the

same acids on the addition of sulphuric acid. In connec-

tion with this point it would be of interest to determine
tyrosine

whether tyrosine and hypoxanthine, which Wolff foimd in and hy-

large quantities in the pancreas of the ox, and Scherer in pof
en-

tile liver of the drunkard above mentioned (he finds ai^^vs

hypoxanthine in all human livers), are always formed formed

during putrefaction along with leucine. Gorup-Besanez dunng

found no tyrosine in the Hver of the ox, and he thinks the
{^"^ y

'^'^'

presence of hypoxanthine doubtful.

Immediately after Wurtz's discovery of methylamine proba-

and ethylamine, I sought for them in several diseased se- bility of

cretions, but did not get any very decided results. I P';6seiicu

obtained, however, from the sweat of a patient suffering pound
from bromidrosis, a small quantity of ammoniacal chlorides, ammo-

wloich yielded, with bichloride of platinum and also with '"'''* "^

terchloride ofgold, crystalline compounds, which appeared etc.

'

when examined under the microscope, to consist of at

least three difFerent forms of crystals. I determined the

amount of platinum in the mixed salts, and found that the

atomic weight of the base or bases was much higher than

that of common ammonia. Here also, as in ordinary per-

spiration, the greatest part of the organic matter consisted

of volatile acids—formic, acetic, butyric ;
but in addition Caproic

to them, I obtained crystals of baryta salt, which had f-*^"'
^^^'°'

what appeared to me the exact form of caproate of ba-
pl-esent

ryta. These acids, as Lehmann has shown,'^ are not the in sweat.

' ' Arch. f. Path. Anat., viii., S. 335—3G3.
'2 Lchrbuch cler Physiolugisclien Chemie, 2te Auf. Istr Bd., S. 57.

I. 14 b
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products of the decomposition of the sebaceous svibstarice.

The fact of their occurring in normal sweat is apparently

opposed to the idea that they are products of putrefaction ;

but in the present state of our knowledge, no decided opi-
nion can be formed as to how far the presence of the

acids of this series can be considered as an indication of

putrefaction.

Iiiipor- Other occupations have hitherto prevented me from pm--
tance of

suing this kind of research
;
and I do not know whether

m^irUng ^^7 °^*^ ^^^ ^^^ turned his attention to the subject. It

the con- would undoubtedly be of the greatest importance to deter-
dition mine the pathological conditions under which salts of

^"hich
ammonia are developed in the blood, etc., and whether

com- the compound ammonias are formed in every case where
pound common ammonia is produced. Such investigations would

*j"™°j!g
be very much facilitated by a good microscopical investi-

formed gation of the forms of the platiniun, palladimn, and gold
in the g^lts of the ammonia bases, and the pubhcation of a good

series of photographic views illustrative of them,

p It is also possible that some of the phosphorus bases

lity that discovered by Paul Thenard, and which have formed

phospho- the subject of a recent admirable memoir by Hofman and

J""'^ Cahours, may be formed by the putrefaction of the brain

formed ^'^'^^ nervous matter. I hope to be able to resume my ex-

during pcrimcnts on the putrefaction of the latter bodies iimne-
the pu-

(liately, and tliis time on a suflficient scale to enable me to

of the separate most of the substances formed.

brain.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTICES.

PHYSICS.

1.—On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in motion. By Professor

W. Thomson and J. P. Joule, Esq.'

These researches were made on bodies moving through air with

velocities carefully measured by a whirling apparatus. The thermo-

meters in use were filled witli ether or chloroform, and were so gra-
duated as to exhibit changes of temperature in extremely small divisions

of the centigrade degree. It was thus found that a thermometer

having a bulb nearly one inch in length and a quarter of an inch in dia-

meter, would have its temperature raised 1" centigrade by a velocity
of 163"7 feet per second. Another thermometer with a much more

voluminous bulb, had its temperature raised to a corresponding amount

by a velocity of 183'5 feet per second. On wrapping the thermome-

ters successively with paper and with metallic wires, the effect of mo-
tion on temperature was considerably increased. With wire the effect

was quintujiled at slow velocities, thus rendering manifest the influence

of fluid friction.

The authors have, on several occasions, noticed the effect of sudden

changes in che force of the wind on the temperature of a thermometer

held in it. Sometimes the thermometer was observed to rise, at other

times to fall, when a gust came suddenly on. When a rise occurred,
it was seldom equivalent to the effect, as ascertained by the fore-

going experiments, due to the increased velocity of the air. Hence

they draw the conclusion that the actual temperature of a gust of wind

is lower than that of the subsequent lull. This is probably owing to

the air in the latter case having had its vis viva converted into heat by
collision with material objects. In sheltered situations, such as one or

two inches above a wall opposite to the wind, they observed that a ther-

mometer indicates a higher temperature than it does when exposed to the

blast.

Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 27.
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2.— On the Influence of Temperature on the Elasticity of Metals. By M.

KuPFFER. And on the Thermal Effects of Longitudinal Compression

of Solids. By J. P. Joule, Esq.

The results obtained by M. KupfFer are printed in the Compte rendu

of the Physical Observatory of St. Petersburg. He finds that heat

influences both the transverse and torsional elasticity of wires and

rods of different metals. The decrease of elasticity for every degree

(Reaumur) of increase of temperature is calculated by a formula contain-

ing terms deduced by obsei-viug the oscillations of rods at different tem-

peratures. Thus, for silver, he finds a decrease of elasticity of 0.000568;
for wrought iron, 0.0004696; Platinum, 0.00020110; plate glass,

0.0001242; Swedish iron, 0.0004555; English rolled hoop iron,

0.0004416; copper, 0.0005570; lead, O.O003O;55. With high tem-

peratures the loss of elasticity became a little greater.

]\Ir. Joule^ finds that heat is evolved by compression, and absorbed on

removing the compressing force, in every substance he experimented on.

In the case of metals the results agree very closely with the formula in

which the longitudinal expansion by heat under pressure is considered

the same as the expansion without pressure. He found that the experi-

mental results Avere generally a little in excess of those calculated, thus

indicating what M. Kupffer's researches had already established, namely,
that the elastic force of metals is impaired by heat. Professor Thomson
has appended some valuable remarks on the alterations of temperature

accompanying changes of pressure in fluids, from which it appears that

pressure generally increases in a slight degree the temperature of fluids,

and that this increase is greater the higher the temperature of the fluid

operated upon.

3.— On the Electro -Dynamic Qualities of Metals. By Professor W.
Thomson.

The author had already communicated to the Royal Society^ a de-

scription of experiments by which he found that iron, when subjected
to magnetic force, acquires an increase of resistance to the conduction

of electricity along, and a diminution of resistance to the conduction

of electricity across, the lines of magnetization. By some experiments
made recently, he has ascertained that the electric conductivity of nickel

is similarly influenced by magnetism, but to a greater degree, and with a
curious difference from iron in the relative magnitude of the transverse

and longitudinal effects. Thus, with the same magnetic force, the effect

of longitudinal magnetization in increasing the resistance, is from three to

four times as great in nickel as in iron, while the diminishing effect of the

^
Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 27, p. .504.

^ Bakerian Lectiu-e on the Electro-Dynamic Qualities of Metals, Feb. 27,
3856, in the Philosophical Transactions.
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transverse maguetization is nearly the same in the two metals. In con-

nection with the comparison it may be observed, that nickel was found by
Faraday to lose its magnetic inductive capacity much more rapidly with
elevation of temperature, and must, consequently, as the author has else-

where shown,' experience a greater cooling effect with demagnetization,
than iron at the temperature of the metals in the experiments above men-
tioned. Professor Thomson further observes, that it Avill be very import-
ant to test the new property for each metal at those higher temperatures
at which it is very rapidly losing its magnetic property, and to test it at

atmospheric temperatures for cobalt, which, as Faraday discovered, actu-

ally gains magnetic inductive capacity as its temperature is raised from

ordinary atmospheric temperatures, and which, consequently, must ex-

perience a heating effect with demagnetization, and a cooling effect with

magnetization.
The present experiments, from the oblong form of the specimens of

the metals used, do not admit of founding a quantitative comparison
upon them

;
but the author hopes before long to be able to make a strict

comparison between the effects for iron at least, if not for nickel also,
and to find for each metal something of the law of variation of the con-

ductivity with magnetizing forces of different strengths.
—

Proceedings of
Eoyal Society, vol. viii.. No. 27, p. 550.

4.— Optics and Painting.

M. Jamin has published in the Revue des Deux-Mondes during the

past year some remarkable and highly interesting views on the connection
of optics with the art of painting. As Mr. Ruskin's views on landscape

painting have been received with considerable favour in these countries,
and as many artists are more or less tinctured with the opinions of the

realistic school, we thought it might prove useful to give the following
abstract of these views, which we translate from that published by the
Abb^ Moigno in Cosmos.

When an artist desires to imitate a scene containing unequally dis-

tributed masses of light and shade, he is obliged to attribute to each of
them its real value. He must, therefore, measure, or at least estimate,
the brilliancy of different objects or of difl^erent surfaces, and graduate
them in his cojiy according to the same proportional scale as in the model.
For this purpose, he possesses an eye more or less exercised, which,

however, as in other men, is a powerless instrument for the exact com-

parison of luminous intensities. He is, moreover, obstructed by the im-

perfection of resources of the art of painting ;
for nature generally pre-

sents an absolute brilliancy that no colouring could imitate. Unable to

make his picture as perfect as nature, he is forced to darken it
; but, for

accuracy, he should at least maintain harmony and proportion of lights ;

that is to say, weaken all the lights in the same proportion. On this con-

Nichol's Cyclopsedia of Physical Science, article
"
Thermo-Magnetism".
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dition alone will his representation be true and faithful. How far has

this condition been fulfilled in the most celebrated pictures? in other

words, how far are the master-pieces of art true to nature? This is the

])robleni M. Jamin has proposed for solution by the aid of optical science.

More fortunate than the painter, the optician, knowing the imperfec-
tions of the eye, has invented photometrical apparatus, by which he can

compare the brilliancy of neighbouring objects, and numerically express
their relative illumination. By the aid of such apparatus, for instance,

he ascertains that the shadow of a stick cast upon white paper has a

twentieth of the brilliancy of the portions directly illuminated by the

sun. M. Jamin himself has invented one of these precious instruments,
of which we shall try to give a general idea. Imagine a small telescope
like a single-bari-elled opera glass. By putting the eye at the front we see

that its interior is divided by a partition. On looking at an object through
one of the compartments, a neighbouring object can be seen through the

other
;
and by turning the tube upon itself, tlie ])artition may be made to

coincide with the line of separation of the two objects. Close to the eye
the instrument carries a rao\able graduated circle. If, continuing to re-

gard the two objects, you turn this circle, you will remark that one be-

comes more distinct, while the other darkens. Soou the darker object
becomes extremely black, while the other attains its maximum brilliancy.

The graduation of the circle is so arranged as to show the ditFerence in

brilliancy of the two objects by the number of divisions which this circle

has to be turned from the zero (found as above) until the objects appear
in the field of view with an equal degree of brilliancy. To understand

this better, conceive the shadow of a house cast on a white wall. Let

us direct the telescope on the boundary line of the shadow
;
we see in

one compartment the brilliant surface, and in the other the shadow ;
let

us now turn the circle until the two parts acquire the same brilliancy, or

until we see an equally illuminated surface. The divisions in the circle

will then show that the mark which stood at zero at the commencement
of our experiment has moved to 20, showing that the illuminated part of

the wall is twenty times more brilliant than the shaded portion. Had the

wall been yellow, blue, or any other colour, we should have found the

same result. Instead of the wall and the shadow of the house, we

might consider the ground and the shadow of a tree, a sunbeam and a

shadow cast anywhere, the lines of separation of light and shade in a

landscape, of a building and the sky, of blue sky and a cloud, etc—in

every case we would have obtained numbers expressing the relative bril-

liancy of objects contiguous to the field of vision, provided always that

the photometer be suitably modified, not only according to the brilliancy,

but the tints or colourings of the contiguous objects.

Let us now suppose an artist to have reproduced in a landscape a wall

with a shadow, a piece of ground with the shadow of a tree, etc., and

let us try to investigate the truth of his representation. Tiie operations

are precisely similar to those already described when examining the rela-

tions of the objects themselves.

M. Jamin states that after having submitted to the tost of his photo-
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meter a great number of pictures, he has arrived at the unforeseen result,

that in almost ail, the proportional relations of the lights differ from those

of nature. Always, or almost always, the shadows are not sufficiently

deep ; light and shade in pictures have also different colouring, so that

the photometer, such as described, cannot, as in nature, render the appa-

rent brilliancies of objects exactly equal. A twofold incorrectness is thus

everywhere indicated, incorrect proportions of lights, false imitations of

tints. Had these deviations from nature been trifling, painting might be

admitted to be an approximate imitation of nature
;
but they are on the

contrary very considerable. In the simple case of a body illuminated by
the sun, and a shadow cast upon it, the relations found in summer, win-

ter, different hours of the day, fine and bad weather, have been extremely
varied. In general the minimum value of the relation of light and sha-

dow is 10, its maximum value 20. But when sunbeams in pictures are

examined, we find the above relations comprised between 2 and 4, so

that the brilliancy of the sun-light is incomparably weaker in the pictures

than in the true landscapes. It is difficult to conceive how the eye can

tolerate such considerable inaccuracies. Still, all landscape painters do

not deserve this reproach in the same degree ;
the modern school has

made great progress towards exactness ; every one may remark that their

pictures have deeper shadows and brighter lights ;
some pictures of De-

camps, for instance, present luminous effects comprised within the limits

assigned by nature.

The discordance between nature and art in night pictures is not less

remarkable. If in one of these pictures, usually lighted by a murky

lamp, we compare the light of the lamp with the best illuminated parts,

we shall find a relation comprised between 20 and 30. By placing in a

room a lighted candle and a sheet of white paper, the ratio of the light

of the candle to that reflected from the paper, will be found to be 1500
;

the candle flame is thus 1500 times as luminous as the paper, while in

a picture it is made scarcely 30 times as luminous.

In the most celebrated interiors of Granet, the sky is 4 or 6 times

brighter than the window-sashes of the rooms. To test this relation,

M. Jamin selected a room with newly-painted sashes, which presented
some similarity with those represented in Granet's pictures. By plac-

ing his photometer before the window, he found the sky 400 times

brighter than the sashes. M. Jamin admits from trial the impossibility

of imitating nature in this matter.

Let us now consider a complete landscape : in the foreground, masses

of earth, trees, or buildings ;
in the middle distance, similar objects,

seen through a stratum of air, which forms a kind of luminous veil, and

increases their brilliancy ;
in the background, mountains, which blend

themselves with the sky ;
the clouds, whose light far surpasses that of

terrestrial objects ;
the sun, finally, whose dazzling splendour no eye

can bear. Measured by the photometer, the luminous intensity of the

clouds is several thousand, sometimes several million, times as great
as a tree close to the observer. What can the painter do to imitate the

infinite gradations in such a scale, when his brightest white has only a
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relation 80 times as great in the photometer as ivory -black ? If he

would adhere to the truth, he would be forced to recognize the existence

of scenes which he should not attempt to paint ;
he should banish the

clear sky from his pictures, and never try to represent brilliant clouds.

But he can do better by consulting his imagination more than his eye,
his interpretation of the reality rather than reality itself, and he will

produce a picture possessing indeed only a fictitious reality, but still,

charms of life and spirit that will render it acceptable and admired.

To recapitulate, painting is not, as too often supposed, an imitation of

nature, but an admitted fiction whose productions do not possess physi-
cal reality. Moreover, were it attempted to give the art this character

of reality which it wants, insurmountable material obstacles would arise.

So that, of all schools of art, the least rational is the realist. Assuming
to be accurate, the realists should be guided by photometry ;

but the

photometer proves that they have not even approximated to nature in the

relations of their hghts. M. Jamiu concludes by expressing his satis-

faction that physical science should recall to painting its spiritual ten-

dency, which seemed of late about to be forgotten.

CHEMISTRY.

5.—Electro- Chemistnj.

Professor Miller, of King's College, London, in presenting the first

part of a "
Report on the recent progress of Electro-Chemical Research",

made some observations bearing upon the binary theory of salts, which

are especially interesting and important, coming as they do from one

who was hitherto one of the ablest supporters of the theory. Accor-

ding to Dr. Miller, the inquiries made of late years in the field of electro-

chemistry were characterized rather by modifications of the laws pre-

viously admitted, than by any striking or important additions to the

stock of scientific truth. Adverting to Faraday's observations of the

exceptional conducting power of solid sulphide of silver and one or two

other bodies, he stated that it had been shown by the researches of

Beetz and Hittorf, that in these cases a true electrolytic decomposition

occurred, a circumstance rendered possible by the somewhat viscous con-

dition of the substances which exhibit this anomalous character. The
true electrolytic nature of the decomposition was proved, firstly, by the

rise of conducting power occasioned by rise of temperature (whereas in

metals the eflfect of heat is exactly the reverse) ;
and secondly, by the

effects of polarization observed upon the electrodes between which such

bodies are placed.

Allusion was next made to the insulation of metallic bodies by Bunsen,
who had shown that in many instances, as in the decomposition of a solu-

tion of sesquichloride of chromium, the deposit upon its negative pole
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could be made to assume the rcguline form, by reducing the surface of

this plate to dimensions considerably smaller than the positive plate ;
a

result probably owing in part to the secondary decomposition produced in

the limited portion of liquid around the wire, whereby the sesquichloride

was reduced to the protochloride of chromium, and subsequently the

metal itselfwas deposited. This view was rendered probable by observing
the effects obtained during the electrolysis of sesquichloride of iron, iu

which these successive stages could be distinctly traced. In cases in

which, like the chloride of manganese, the compound was already in the

form of protochloride, it was a matter of slight importance whether or

not the negative electrode presented a smaller area than the positive

electrode. Attention was called to the fact pointed out by Faraday, of

the non-existence of more than one electrolyte in 'multiple series. In

the case of the protochloride and of the bichloride of tin, the proto-
chloride only is an electrolyte while in the anhydrous condition. The bi-

chloride is not an electrolyte. Yet, when dissolved in water, itself also

not an electrolyte, the solution conducts freely, and a similar result is

observed in other analogous cases.

Keferring to the decomposition of salts in solution, the bearings of

electrolysis upon Davy's binary theory of the composition of salts, was

briefly alluded to, and some of the difficulties attending the adoption of

this theory in the case of the subsalts were mentioned
;
these facts, taken

in connection with those already alluded to in the case of the bichloride of

tin, leading the author rather to the view that a salt is to be regarded as a

whole, susceptible of decomposition in various modes, and therefore admit-

ting of representations under two or three different rational formulas, each

of which may, under particular circumstances, be advantageously made
use of.

In the discussion which followed the statements of Dr. Miller, Dr.

Apjohn observed that the advantages in certain cases, of reducing the

dimensions of the anode had been well understood previous to the experi-
ments of Bunsen. It was well known that when WoUaston decomposed
water by a succession of electric sparks, he employed this expedient, no
doubt because he had ascertained that it facilitated the electrolytic action of

the interrupted current on the water.

6.— On Proto-SulpJdde of Carbon. By M. E. Baudrimont.

The proto-sulphide of carbon, CS, may be obtained by any of the fol-

lowing reactions : 1. In decomposing the vapour of the bisulphide of

carbon, CS^, by spongy platinum or pumice stone heated to redness; under
those circumstances CS2 is decomposed into CS and sulphur, which de-

posits on the sponge aud obstructs its further action ; 2. it is obtained

during the preparation of bisulphide of carbon, and simultaneously with
it

;
3. by the decomposition of the vapours of CS2 at a red heat, in con-

tact with pure lampblack, wood charcoal, and especially animal black in

fragments; 4. by the decomposition at a red heat of the vapours of

CS2 by hydrogen ; 5. by the calcination of sulphide of antimony with
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excess of carbon
;

6. by the reaction, at a red heat, of oxide of carbon

on sulphide of hydrogen CO+HS=HO+CS ; 7. by the reaction of sul-

phurous acid on olefiant gas at a red heat
;

8. by the reaction of oleiiant

gas on chloride of sulphur at a red heat ; 9. by the decomposition of

sulphocyanogen by heat, etc.

The first process gives the gas sufficiently pure ;
the other methods

give it mixed with sulphide of hydrogen and oxide of carbon. It may
be purified by passing it rapidly through a solution of acetate of lead and

protochloride of copper dissolved in hydrochloric acid, then drying it,

and receiving it over mercury. It is a colourless gas, having an odour

which reminds one of the common bisulphide of carbon, but not disagree-

able, and strongly etherial. It burns with a beautiful blue flame, producing
carbonic acid, sulphurous acid, and a little sulphur. Its density is a

little greater than that of carbonic acid. It is not liquefied by the cold

produced by a mixture of ice and salt. Water dissolves about its own
volume of the gas, but it soon decomposes it into sulphide of hydrogen
and into oxide of carbon IIO+CS=CO+IIS. It is scarcely more soluble

in alcohol or ether. It is not absorbed by a solution of protochloride of

copper. A solution of acetate of lead is not immediately blackened by

it, but is after several hours' contact with it, and in the course of several

days the gas is completely decomposed, oxide of carbon and sulphide of

lead being formed. It is rapidly decomposed in contact with alcaline

solutions. With lime-water, for example, the reaction gives sulphide of

calcium and an equal volume of oxide of carbon, CaO+CS=CaS+CO.
No carbonate of lime is produced in this reaction. At a red heat it is

slightly decomposed : 1. by spongy platinum ;
2. by the vapour of water

into HS and CO
;

3. more easily by hydrogen into HS and carburetted

hydrogen ;
4. by copper into sulphide of copper and carbon (graphi-

toidal); 5. lastly, mixed with an equal volume of chlorine, a partial

condensation takes place, the products formed being the subject of

present research by the author.

On analysis made with oxygen in the eudiometer, it yielded equal
volumes of carbonic and sulphurous acids, from which the formula OS is

deduced. Its composition is, however, perfectly established also by its

reaction with lime water, mentioned above. This is also corroborated by
the determination of the quantities of carbon and sulphide of copper ob-

tained when the gas is made to act upon that metal. The author pro-

mises a complete study of this body, which, he says, several chemists

attempted to obtain, but heretofore without success, probably in conse-

quence of water and alkaline solutions transforming it into oxide of car-

bon and sulphide of hydrogen. M. Peraoz has, however, since drawn

attention to a passage in his work. Introduction a VEtude de la Chimie

MoUculaire (Strasburg, 1837-38, page 117), in which he distinctly

points out the fact of the formation of the compound CS during the pre-

paration of bisulphide of carbon, especially if the vapour of sidphur be

uot rapidly and abundantly produced. He did not, however, examine

its properties very minutely.
— Comxites rendiis, t. xliv. (11th of May,

1857), i). 1000.
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7.—On Ccqjroic Acid. By M. A. Wdrtz,

M. Wurtz has made the very interesting observation, that the caproic

acid obtained by Frankland and Kolbe by the action of potash upon

cyanide of amyle, exerts a right-handed rotatory power, while it is

probable that the same acid, obtained from cocoa-nut oil, has not any
such power.—Annal. de Chim. et de Phys., t. li. (November, 1851),

p. 358.

8.—Researches on the Phosphorus Bases. By A. W. Hofmann and

A. Cahours.

About ten years ago M. Paul Thenard pointed out, in a note on the

action of chloride of methyl upon phosphide of calcium,
^ the existence

of a series of bodies, wliich may be viewed as phosphoretted hydro-

gens, Avhose hydrogen has been replaced by an equivalent quantity of

methyl. The discovery of methylamine, ethylamine, and the other com-

pound ammonias, having given a new and peculiar interest to the subject,

the authors took up the unfinished labour of M. Thenard, with a view of

completing it, by a careful study of the bodies which he discovered, and

by an extension of their number.

Instead of following the method of preparation proposed by M. The-

nard, they found that they could jjrocure such compounds more readily

by the action of terchloride of phosphorus on zinc-methyl, zinc-ethyl,

etc. The bases MegP and E3P, which the authors propose to call re-

spectively, trimethylphosphine and trietlujlphosphine, remain united with

chloride of zinc, and may be liberated by a simple dilution with an alkali.

They are obtained in this way as volatile oils of a peculiar and strongly

marked odour, and possessing distinct basic properties.

The following is a list of the compounds which they have studied, and

the details respecting the preparation, properties, and analyses of which,

form the subject of a lengthened memoir presented to the Royal

Society :
—

Methyl Series.

Trimethylphosphine, MeJ*
Platinochloride of trimethylphosphine, . . Me3P. HCI, PtCl,

Binoxide of trimethylphosphine, . . . MegPOj
Bisulphide of ditto, . . . MegPS,
Biselenide of ditto, . . . MCgPSe^
Iodide of pliosphomethylium, .... Me^PI
Platinochloride of ditto, .... Me^PCl, PtCl^
Aurochloride of ditto, .... Me^PCl, AuCl,
Iodide of phosph' ethyltrimethylium, . . . (MegE) PI
Platinochloride of ditto, . . . (Me^E) PCI, PtCl.,

Iodide of phosph' amyltrimetliylium, . . . (McgAyl) PI
Platinochloride of ditto, . . . (MegAyl) PCI, PCI.,

^
Comptes rendus, t. xxi. p. 144, and t. xxr. p. 892
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Ethyl Series.

Triethylphospliinc, E3P
Platinochloride of triethylpliosphine, . , . E3P, HCl, PtCl
Binoxide of ditto, . . EjPOj
Bisulphide of ditto, . . E3PS.J
Biselenide of ditto, . . EgPSe^
Iodide of phosphethylium, .... E^PI
Platiuochloride of ditto, .... E^PCl, PtCl^
Aurochloride of ditto, .... E^PCl, AuClj
Iodide of phosijhoniethyltriethyliuni, . .(MeE.)PI
Platinocliloride of ditto, . . . (MeE,^) PCI, PtCl,
Iodide of pliospli' amyltriethylium, . . . fAylE3)PI
PlatinoclUoride of ditto, . . . (AylEg) PCI, PtCl.^

The compouads named in the preceding table exhibit an almcst perfect

parallelism with the corresponding terms of the analogous nitrogen, arse-

nic, and antimony series
;
we have similar formula;, similar modes of

combination, similar decompositions. This analogy is particularly mani-

fest in the compounds belonging to the ammonium-t>ipe. In these

remarkable bodies, nitrogen, [jhosphorus, arsenic, and antimony, appear
to play absolutely the same part. The oxides of these compound metals

exhibit almost perfect identity of properties, to such a degree, that a

mere study of their reactions would never indicate the presence of ele-

ments so dissimilar as nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony ;
while

their alkaline power is so great that they might be confounded with

potash and soda. The derivatives of nitrogen are only distinguished
from the corresponding members of the phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony

series, by the behaviour of the hydrated oxides under the influence of

heat.

The compounds formed on the annnonia-type exhibit, on the other

hand, a gradual increase in intensity of the electro-positive character, as

we proceed from the nitrogen to the antimony series. Thus, trimethyla-

mine and triethylamine are not capable of uniting with oxygen, chlo-

rine, bromine, and iodine ; while the corresponding members of the

phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony series possess tliis power in a high

degree.

Triethylamine unites with the acids producing compounds of the ara-

monium-type, and containing

E3N, HCl
E3N, HSO4
E,N, HNOg.

Chemists have not yet succeeded in preparing the corresponding com-

pounds in the arsenic and antimony series. Triethylarsine and triethyl-

stibine only combine directly with oxygen, chlorine, sulphur, etc., pro-

ducing saline bodies, which have the composition respectively of—
EAsO., EgSbO.
EjAsCLj EgSbCi;
E3ASS E3SbS.,

The two classes are, however, represented in the phosphorus series.

Triethylphosphine not only forms compounds analogous to the salts of
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triethylamine, but also the terms corresponding to the binoxides of tricthy-

larsine and triethylstibiue. Thus :
—

Corresponding
, "-: _

^

to salts of Triethylamine to binoxides of Trietlii/larsine, etc.

E3P, HCl E3PO,
E3P, HSO4 E3PCI.,

E3P, HNOg E3PS2

The phosphorus compounds accordingly hold a position intermediate

between the nitrogen compounds, on the one hand, and the arsenic and

antimony series on the other
;
but exhibiting a tendency rather towards

the latter than towards the former. Considering the close analogies

which phosphorus and arsenic present in other directions, this tendency
cannot surprise us. Besides the circumstance that the acids of phos-

phorus and arsenic are polybasic (the acids of antimony have not been

yet sufficiently investigated), while those of nitrogen are monobasic, the

remarkable connection which subsists between the combining numbers of

phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony, may be mentioned. If we compare
those numbers we will find that the difference between the equivalents of

phosphorus and arsenic is virtually the same as that between those of

arsenic and antimony :—
Phosphorus,. . , 31)

difrerence44
. 75>Arsenic, . . . i^v

Antimony, . . . 120j
difference 45

whilst the equivalent of nitrogen stands altogether apart from the rest.''

The same relative position of the elements nitrogen, phosphorus, ar-

senic, and antimony, may also be traced in their hydrides, H3N, H3P,

H3AS, HSb. Ammonia is a powerful alkali
; phosphoretted hydrogen

unites only with hydrobromic and hydriodic acids, whilst in arsenietted

and antimonietted hydrogen the power of combining with acids has alto-

gether disappeared. In these hydrogen compounds the gradation of pro-

^ The authors do not appear to have noticed the very singular circumstance

that the sum of the equivalents of nitrogen, phosphorus, and arsenic, is equal
to the equivalent of antimony :

—
Nitrogen, 14

Phosphorus, 31

Arsenic, 75

Equivalent of antunony = 120

The equivalent of nitrogen cannot, therefore, be said to stand apart. Indeed

the difference (44 to 45) betAveen the equivalents of phosphorus and arsenic on
the one hand, and between arsenic and antimony on tlie other, noticed by the

authors, is nearly equal in the former case, and exactly equal in the latter, to

the sum of the equivalents of nitrogen and phosphorus. We may also point out

another curious relation between tlic equivalents of those bodies, v Inch is this :

If we add the equivalents of phosphorus and antimony, the sum will bo 1 5 1
;

if

this be divided by 2, the product will be 75.5, or vh-tually the equivalent of

arsenic—W. K. S.
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perties is, indeed, even more marked than in their trimethylated and

triethylated derivatives. On comparing the terminal points of the series,

ammonia and antimonietted hydrogen, we cannot fail to be struck by the

dissimilarity of properties, Mhich at the first glance appears to limit the

analogy of the two compounds to a mere parallelism of composition.
In the methylated and ethylated derivatives of these compounds, the

intensity of the chemical tendencies in general is so much raised, that the

gradation is no longer perceptible to the same extent.—Proceedings of
the Royal Society., vol. viii., No. 27.

MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

9.—Researches on the hydroscopic properties of the minerals of the

family of the zeolites. By M. Damour.

The author, who has already on various occasions pointed out the pro-

perty which certain minerals possess of losing and again readily taking

up the water which enters into their composition, when they are suc-

cessively submitted to the action of a perfectly dry atmosphere and of a

more or less moist one, has made some interesting experiments, with a

view of determining within what limits this property is possessed by the

zeolites. The following is a summary of his results: 1. the zeolites,

with a single exception (analcime), possess the property of losing con-

siderable quantities, and sometimes the whole, of their water of combi-

nation, eitlier when placed in a perfectly diy atmosphere, or when ex-

posed to temperatures comprised between +40" C. and incipient redness ;

2. zeolites which have been subjected to partial deshydratation, can re-

combine with the whole of the water which they have lost, by simple

exposure to the air; 3. the temperature at which the water is dis-

engaged, without altering the power of the mineral to take it up again,
varies with the species of mineral

;
4. the facility with which the

deshydratation is effected, is usually in direct ratio to the number of

equivalents of water contained in the mineral.

These results appear to the author to confirm the opinion that the

zeolites, although usually found in crevices, cavities, or veins of certain

rocks considered to be of volcanic origin, have been formed by aqueous

dissolution, and not, like lavas, by igneous fusion. The author proposes
to examine whether the deshydratation of minerals takes place in con-

stant proportions, and corresponding to determinate temperatures.—

Comptes rendus, t. xliv., No. 19, j). 975.
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10.— Oti the Gases evolved hy the volcanic vents of Southern Italy. By
MM. Charles Sainte-Claiue Devillb and Felix Leblanc.

Any one acquainted with volcanic regions can easily imagine the diffi-

culties which beset the experimenter in collecting the gaseous emanations

which issue from vents. The high temperature of the localities where

these vents occur, the suffocating odour of the gases evolved, the disposi-

tion of the ground, which renders their collection not only difficult, but

often dangerous, and, lastly, the atmospheric conditions under Avhich the

greater part of the volcanic orifices are placed, are all so many obstacles

to be overcome. The authors, by means of very ingenious apparatus,

specially invented for the purpose, succeeded however in overcoming every

difficulty; and accordingly, M. C. Deville visited, between the end of May
and the commencement of August, 1856, the principal centres of emana-

tions of Vesuvius, the Phlegrjean Fields, Etna, Sicily, and the iEolian or

Lipari Islands, and collected the gases. These he examined on the spot by
means of a small portable laboratory ; but, in addition, sixty-six tubes,

first exhausted of air, were filled at these various localities, and sealed up

by the blowpipe, and brought safely to Paris, where they were examined

by the authors conjointly. The apparatus employed in the analysis was
that of M. Doyere : the results were also controlled by comparative ex-

periments made by the eudiometer of M. Reguault.

The chief results obtained by the authors may be summarized as

follows :—
1. Atmospheric air plays a considerable part in the majority of vol-

canic emanations, sometimes even preponderating ;
but this air is almost

always impoverished in oxygen, to an extent which, in some of the ex-

periments, reached more than 3 per cent. So that the cone of Vesuvius,
for example, may be compared to a kind of downflow chimney, in which
certain gases are burned, owing to the high interior temperature, and at

the expense of the oxygen of the air which flows in.

2. The higher crater of Vesuvius disengages carbonic acid
;
but this

disengagement takes place through orifices quite distinct from those which
evolve hydrochloric and sulphurous acids, and which play a totally different

part in the distribution of volcanic forces. This circumstance establishes

an analogy hitherto unobserved between certain of the higher fumoroles

of Vesuvius, and the emanations of carbonic acid from the volcanoes of

New Granada, long since noticed by M. Boussingault.
3. The nature of the gaseous elements escaping by the same orifice

is subject to incessant variations. At the grand solfatara of Puzzuoli,
the gas, which is expelled at the same time with the vapours of water

under strong pressure and a considerable noise, and which deposits chlo-

ride of ammonium and sulphide of arsenic, was collected at two different

epochs— the 10th of June and 30th of July, 1856, two specimens being
collected on each occasion. The following table contains the results of tiie

analyses of these specimens :
—

I. 15
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acid, or of carburetted hydrogen, or of a mixture of both. If the whole

of the gaseous emanations in which the carbon predominates, be grouped

together, we may get a series in whicli the extremes are formed, the one

by carbonic acid, and the other by pure carburetted hydrogen, the inter-

mediate terms indicating gradually increasing or diminishing proportions
of the one or the other, as we go to one or other extreme. The follow-

ing table exhibits such a scries :
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, ETC.

11.—Researches on the nature of the Crystalline Humour in the different

classes of Animals. By MM. A. Valenciennes and Fbemy.

The crystalline lens of the eye in animals is composed of three parts :

the fibres, the cortical layers, and the nucleus. Hitherto the comparative

study of these parts has been but little attended to. The authors have,

however, recently investigated the case, and established a nnmber of

curious facts, interesting alike to the physicist and physiologist. They
have shown, for example, that there is a very remarkable analogy between

the crystalline lens and an achromatic one.

It is admitted by all anatomists that the substance of the nucleus is

denser than that of the cortical layers : Brewster and Gordon have fully

demonstrated this increase of density from the circumference to the centre.

Hitherto, however, no chemical difterences had been discovered between

the different layers of the same crystalline lens. The authors accordingly
submitted the lenses of diiFerent mammalia, such as the ox, the sheep,
the horse, etc., to slow desiccation

;
all those examined behaved alike, that

is, the cortical layers readily exfoliated, whilst the nucleus remained more
or less compact. In examining the chemical composition of the different

lenses, equal quantities of substance were always used, so as to avoid the

errors resulting from operating on unusually concentrated albuminous so-

lutions.

The cortical layers consisted of a noncoagnlable albumen, apparently
identical with that found by the authors in eggs, and which they propose
to call metalbumen, in order to distinguish it from coagulable albumen.

It has the following properties :— It dissolves in a large quantity of

water
;
the solution is not troubled by boiling, but coagulated when

neutral salts, such as chloride of sodium, etc., or acids, are added to the

boiling solution. If it be concentrated at a very low temperature, so as

to reduce it to a kind of syrup, resembling the gummy-looking mass of

the lens itself, it may be coagulated by boiling, a circumstance which
accounts for the coagulation which takes place Avhen the lens itself is

submitted to the action of boiling water. It dissolves in concentrated

hydrochloric acid, but does not become blue under the influence of the

oxygen of the air, as common albumen does. It leaves, on incineration,
an ash not exceeding one per cent., and not containing alkaline chlorides.

It is very similar to albumen, is precij^itated by all the re-agents which

throw down the latter, and does not differ much in composition from it.

In aerial animals, the nucleus of the crystalline lens consists of albu-

men, having the following properties :
— it is soluble in water, coagulable

by heat, and behaves in all its chemical reactions like the albumen of

egg ;
it leaves more ash than metalbumen, and the ash contains a notable

quantity of chloride of sodium
;

it dissolves in concentrated hydrochloric

acid, but does not become blue by the action of air. Its composition
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may be considered the same as that of albumen of egg. The albumen 13

not always found in the centre pure and free from metalbumen
;
thus it

was found in the lens in man, mingled with metalbumen in the cortical

layers. When a liquor holding the two in solution is boiled, it simply
becomes opaline, and gelatinizes if properly concentrated. The ostrich

aftbrds an example of the mixture of both in the nucleus. The propor-
tion of albuminous substances contained in the lens varies with the

species of animal, and appears to always increase with age.
It is well known that when albumen is treated with alcohol, it coagu-

lates and becomes opaque. An egg preserved during some time in

alcohol, hardens, as if it had been subjected to heat, and its albumen

entirely loses its transparency. Its action upon the crystalline lens is

different. The cortical layers, composed usually of metalbumen, are

rendered opaciue when kept in alcohol, while the nucleus sometimes as-

sumes the aspect and semi-transparency of horn. This circumstance,
which confirms the difference in chemical composition just established

between the cortical layers and nucleus, is of great importance in com-

parative anatomy and zoology. Owing to this difference of action, the

two parts can be distinguished ;
in some cases, however, the separation

is not very sharply indicated, the nucleus remaining opaque, and being

only separated from the cortical matter by layers of a gray substance.

The authors think that in such cases the albumen and metalbumen are

intimately miugled. These results were obtained principally by the

examination of the lenses of the following species of mammalia, birds,

and reptiles, which had been preserved in spirits for more than thirty

years, having been obtained from the museum of the Garden of Plants,

and generally put up by Cuvier : Slmia inuus, Mustella vuhjaris (Linn.) ;

.Falco fulvus (Linn.) ;
Falco ossifayus (Linn.) ;

Strix virginiana ; Strix

aluco; Testudo imbricata (Linn.); Chelonia marmorata.

In some lenses, as in those of the otter, faint outlines of the trisection

of the lens in the direction of the fibres, could still be detected. In other

animals, the nucleus, which would have become opaque in boiling water,

assumes an amber colom' more or less deep from the prolonged action of

alcohol, and preserves its transparency. In this case, the cortical layers,

composed chiefly of metalbumen, and which the action of the alcohol has

rendered opaque, detach themselves very sharply from the nucleus, and

thus enable many interesting observations to be made on their relative

thickness. In the first place, the cortical layers are not equally thick on

the two meniscuses of the lens, and great differences may sometimes be

observed in the structure of the lens in animals very closely related, such

as the horse and the ass. From sections made along the axis of vision,

it would appear that the difference in degree between the anterior and

posterior curvatures, depends principally on the relative thickness of the

cortical layers on both faces
; thus, in the ass the thickness on both curves

is nearly the same, while in the horse it is greater on the anterior than on

the posterior face. These differences are specific, and do not depend on

accidental causes acting at the moment of the commencement of the action

of the alcohol upon the albuminous parts of the lens. The most singularly
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constructed lens observed by the authors was that of an Indian elephant :

the opaque layers of metalbumen were accumulated on the front of the

lens, and only formed a simple membrane on the back
;

in this way the

posterior curvature was very great, while the anterior face was flattened.

This disposition was not observed in any other mamalian animal
;

it

would consequently be interesting to determine whether such a disposition,

observed in only one case, occurs in all the individuals of the same

species.

From the numerous studies of the lenses of the mammalia made by the

authors, it results that the segmentation of the lens varies with the species.
In the quadrumania'and in several carnivora of the genus Felis, and also

in the dog, they found on the anterior face three segments, as in man.
In the horse, the otter, the pole-cat, the beaver, the gazelle, the deer, the

goat, there are four segments ;
in the ox there are only three segments ;

while the number rises to five in the chamois, and even to eight in the

gigantic kangaroo. In the lens of the owl three rather indistinct

segments were detected.

On examining the lenses, preserved with their capsules in alcohol, it

was observed that the capsule is always thin
;
a lens of the common vul-

ture, however, presented a consistent and very thick capsule. Among
the lenses of mammalian animals examined, that of the dromedary was
the largest; its diameter was 0"',021, that of the nucleus being 0'",017.
The lens of the lion is also remarkable for its size, the diameter of onfe

being 0"',018 ;
the two meniscuses presented the same convexity.

The lenses of birds coagulated by alcohol have not the same aspect as

those of mammalian animals
;
the concentric layers which surround the

nucleus are distinguished by a difference of coloration.

Fibres of the lens. The existence of a fibrous substance in the crys-
talline lens cannot be doubted. It is evidently this matter which retains

the albuminous liquid, whose properties have been just stated, in its len-

ticular form. Kolliker has established that the fibres of the lens are

hollow tubes, which contain the albuminous liquor. This fibrous sub-
stance is insoluble in water

;
it is transparent, and becomes opaque when

submitted to the action of that liquid ;
it retains its transparency in con-

tact with strongly albuminous liquids like that of the lens itself: the

opacity which the lens assumes when exposed to moist air, is caused by
the action of the moisture upon the fibrous matter. The fibres do not
consist of fibrine, because they exert no action upon oxygenated water

;

they are insoluble in ordinary acids, but dissolve rapidly in acetic acid,
even when very weak—a characteristic property first pointed out by
Kolhker; this solubility cannot be compared to the swelling up of fibriue

treated with acetic acid. The fibres have the composition of albumenous

substances, but the authors think that the fibrous matter should not be
confounded with the latter. The proportiou of fibrous substance varies

with the consistence of the diflferent lenses
;
thus in man, where the lens

is softest of all, the amount of fibrous matter is almost imponderable ;

the harder lens of the ox contains somewhat more, while in those of the

aquatic mammalia, the quantity augments in still larger proportion.
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The crystalline lens in the aquatic mammalia. The authors' observa-

tions upon the lenses in this family of animals were made upon those of the

seal and several of the cetace^e. From the observations made on the lens

of a seal which had died, it was found that, while its cortical layers con-

sisted of metalbumen, and its nucleus of albumen, like those of aerial

animals, its centre was more solid than in the latter
;

the albuminous

liquor is pasty, and is retained by a great number of fibres
; owing to

this circumstance, when the nucleus is treated with water, a solution of

albumen is obtained, which solidifies in consequence of the abundant de-

posit of fibrous substance, which immediately hydrates and becomes

opaque. These fibres dissolve in acetic acid, but much more slowly than

the preceding. Thus, the generic characters which separate the mam-
malia from the fish, exist also in the lens of the amphibious mammalia

;

but in the latter, the nucleus is nearly solid, and thus, while having the

same composition as the mammalian animals, it approaches in some

respects the solid lenses of fishes.

Cnjstalline lenses of fish. The lenses of fish differ completely in com-

position from those of the other vertebrataa. While the latter, as we have

seen, are formed of albuminous liquors diflerently concentrated, and main-

tained in the form of a lens by a fibrous substance, the lenses of fish are

characterized by a solid nucleus, formed of a substance insoluble in water,
and to which the name phaconine, from tpaKog, a lens, has been given.

The cortical layers are formed of albumen, which coagulates by heat, like

that of eggs ;
the nucleus is phaconine, in the form of concentric layers,

which are readily reducible to filaments. Phaconine is insoluble in water,

alcohol, and ether, is perfectly transparent, and this property is not

destroyed by the prolonged action of boiling water. If the filamentous

membranes of the phaconine constituting the nucleus of the lens of a fresh

fish, be detached before cooking, and be placed in contact with cold

water, they become opaque, and swell up. Phaconine is almost insoluble

in ordinary acids, and is not transformed into a gelatinous substance by
their action

;
it dissolves slowly in acetic acid

;
alkalies dissolve it, but

with difficulty ; this substance, consequently, presents a certain analogy
with that which forms the fibres in the lens of mammalian animals.

The following table represents the composition of the metalbumen, albu-

men, and phaconine :
—-
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exist between the two crystalline segments of the double eye of anaUeps
tetroplithahmis, the singular disposition of which was the subject of an

interesting memoir by M. de Lacepede.^
Lenses of the cephalopoda. The solidity of the nucleus formed of

phaconine is not the exclusive characteristic of the lenses of fish, but

rather of those animals who live exclusively in water. The lenses, for

example, of cephalopoda have the same composition as those of fish.

The cortical layers are albuminous
;
the nucleus is solid, and composed

exclusively of phaconine. In thus proving an absolute identity between
the lenses of fish and those of aquatic mollusca, the authors have estab-

lished a very curious physiological fact, namely, that the composition of

the crystalline lens depends upon the medium in which the animal is to

live. In examining the lenses of cephalopoda an interesting fact was

discovered, which had not been hitherto noticed by any anatomist,

namely, that the lens is composed of two unequal and perfectly distinct

segments. In the Loligo pavo, the larger segment is more concave than

the other, and is always the posterior one. The upper meniscus is per-

fectly distinct from the posterior one
; they may be separated by the

slightest shock, and a section of the lens exposed. The cortical layers
are formed of albumen coagulable by heat

;
the nucleus containing pha-

conine is disposed in concentric layers diflerently coloured. The authors

are desirous of directing the attention of those physicists who occupy
themselves with the determination of the direction which the luminous

rays follow in traversing the humours of the eye, to this extraordinary
structure of the eye, which is the same in all the cephalopoda.
A curious application of the author's researches may be mentioned

;

they discovered that the transparent bodies found in place of the eyes of

some mumnnes, brought from a tumulus near Arica in Peru, were the

lenses of cephalopoda.

They attempt to determine the nature of the eyes of the garden snail,

sing, etc., and of those more singular ones which constitute the numerous
occuliform and brilliant points which exist between the cilia and the

tentaculoe of several acephal*, such as Pecten maximus and Pecten jaco-

hceiis, etc. All these small eyes appeared to have a kind of small crys-
talline lens, which hardened on being boiled ;

but these corpuscles are so

small, that they have reserved them for future investigation.

The whole of the results may be summarized as follows :
—

1°. That the crystalline lens cf a mammalian animal is formed of fibres,
insoluble in water, and united at the centre by an albuminous substance, coagu-
lating at about 65'^, but becoming transparent and amber-like by the prolonged
action of alcoliol, and united exteriorly by an albuminous body non-coagulable
by boiling mider the conditions indicated, not becoming blue by the action of

hydrochloric acid, and which has been called metalbumen.

^ The singular disposition of the eye of anahleps tetrophthahnus, or lohitis

anahleps, as it was formerly called, to which the authors allude, is the division
of the cornea and iris by transverse ligaments, and the existence of two pupils,
giving the appearance of a double eye, while there is only one crystalline bu-

nio\U", one vitreous humour, and one retina. This extraordinary tish is found
in the rivers ofGuyana and Surinam. See Lacepede, Mem. de VlnstituU National,
t.

ii., p. 372.

I. 16
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2''. That these two substances, anatomically distinct, and constituting two
different parts of the lens of a mammalian animal, should be distinguished by
special names ;

the name endophacine is accordingly proposed for the central

portion, and exophacine for the external layers.
3°. That the crystalline lens of birds, reptiles, and batracians, differs very

little from those of the mammaha.
4". That the lens of fish is likewise formed of two distinct parts; the one,

cortical, or exophacine, is composed of metalbumen
;
and the other, or nucleus, is

formed of an albumenoid substance, soUd and insoluble in water, and called

phaconine.
6°. That the fibres of the lens of the mammaha, united by albumen or by

metalbumen to form the endophacine or exophacine of the lens, have considerable

analogy with the phaconine of fish.

Morbid alteration of the crystalline lens. The authors have made
some exceedingly interesting and important observations on the altera-

tions which lenses undergo when they become opaque from the effects of

disease, as, for instance, cataract. The observations were chiefly made
on the lens of the horse, which, as is Avell known, is sometimes affected

by this disease. They discovered that in this case the lens suffers a

modification which resembles in a certain degree that which has been ob-

served to take place when a lens is exposed to the action of alcohol or

boiling Avater. The albumen and metalbumen which constitute the

healthy lens of a horse, become, by the action of the disease, insoluble in

water, and form slightly opaque membranes, Avhich may be readily sepa-
rated from one another. This modification is not due, as has been sup-

posed, to phosphate of lime, which would modify the properties of the

albumen
; but, on submitting these membranes to analysis, it was found

that they did not leave more ash than ordinary albumen.

[I made, on two or three occasions, some analyses of lenses affected

with cataract, which corroborate in a most striking manner the Ajjews of

MM. Valenciennes and Fremy upon that disease contained in the pre-

ceding memoir. The lens was carefully weighed, dried in a water bath,

then in an oil bath heated to a temperature of 130", weighed, then in-

cinerated, and the ash weighed ;
in no case did I find that the per-centage

of ash, and especially of phosphates, exceeded that of a lens quite free

from disease. The condition in which I received the specimens was such

as to preclude the possibility of my obtaining any accurate results as

regards the per-centage of water
; nevertheless, I may observe, without

desiring to attach much importance to the circumstance, that the diseased

lens appeared to always contain more water than healthy ones. It may
be well to observe, however, that healthy lenses exhibit a variation in

the per-centage of water, within certain limits. It would be interesting

to discover whether the opacity of the lens in disease, is the result of

increased hydratatiou.
—W. K. Sullivan.]
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ETHNOLOGY.

12.—On the Inhabitants and Dialect of the Barony of Forth, in the

County of Wexford. By Very Rev. C. W. Russell, D.D.,
President of St. Patrick's College, Ifaynooth.^"

[Communicated by the Author.]

Among the minor curiosities of the ethnographical map, one of the

most interesting is the occasional occurrence, in the centre of one of

the great families of language, of some fragment of another and entirely

distinct tongue, which is found to have maintained itself in complete

isolation, in vocabulary, in structure, and inflexions, from that by which

it has been, perhaps for centuries, surrounded. All the more prominent

examples of this phenomenon—as that of the Basque cropping up in the

midst of the Italo-Pelasgic group ;
of the Ossete in the centre of the

Caucasian; and the Samoyede in that of the Tartaro - Mongol—have

already been the subject of much learned speculation. I allude at pre-

sent to certain less known and less striking, though, in some respects,

hardly less instructive instances, in which the aflinities of the intruder

with the group amidst which it is found are closer and more appreciable.

Such, for example, is that of the well known German dialect of the

Sette Communi of Verona, and the Tredici Communi of Vicenza— de-

scendants of the few stragglers of the Cimbrian expedition into Italy, who

nearly two thousand years ago, escaped from the almost total extermina-

tion of their army under Marius
;

or the converse example of the Latin

vocabulary and the Latin forms, which have been preserved in the

Romani languages of Wallachia, since the days of the Latin colonies

planted upon the Danube under the early Roman emperors.
The object of the present essay, however, is not to trace the history of

these foreign anomalies, but to bring under the notice of the Section a

domestic example of the same singular phenomenon, which, although
well known in Ireland, has received but little attention elsewhere, and

which, even in Ireland, has never been thoroughly discussed : I mean the

peculiar dialect which, up to the last generation, continued to be com-

monly spoken in the baronies of Forth and Bargie, in the County of

"Wexford.

A paper on the subject of this dialect, accompanied by a metrical

specimen and a short vocabulary, was printed by General Vallancey in

the second volume of the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, and

it is alluded to by several writers
;
but I am not aware that any regular

attempt has been made to analyze its elements, or to investigate its

character. Vallancey is content to represent it as the ordinary English
of the period of the Invasion, preserved unaltered by the descendants of

the original colony. But a more common, and in Ireland a more

popular opinion, looks upon it as of Flemish origin, or at least, as exhi-

'" Eead at the Dublin Meeting of the British Association, August, 1857.
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biting the Flemish element in a very high degree. I purpose, in the

following observations, to submit for the consideration of the Section

whatever lights upon the question appear to ma to be derivable, first,

from the history of the colony, and secondly, from the vocabulary and

structural or grammatical analysis of the dialect itself.

1. The origin of the colony presents no difficulty. All writers upon
Irish history, local and general, agree in considering it as a settlement of

the first adventurers, who, in 1169, accompanied the expedition of

Strongbow, Fitzstephen, and Maurice Fitzgerald, to Ireland, and to

some among whom lands were assigned in the district now known under

the name of the baronies of Forth and Bargie. This little band consisted

of one hundred and forty knights, and three hundred infantiy. The

latter, being followers of Strongbow and Fitzstephen, may be presumed
to have been recruited in Glamorganshire and Pembrokeshire

;
and one

of the main foundations of the hypothesis of the Flemish character of the

language of their descendants is derived from this circumstance. The

population of these counties was at that time a very mixed one, consist-

ing not only of Welsh, but also of English, of Normans, and of other

foreign adventurers. Among these were a large number of Flemings
who had been settled in Wales for nearly half a century previous to the

invasion. A terrific inburst of the sea in 1107, and again in 1113, had
laid "waste the seaboard of the Low Countries, and had driven a consi-

derable body of Flemings for refuge to England, with which country,
since the marriage of Matilda, daughter of Baldwin of Flanders, with the

Conqueror, a close connection had been maintained. With the English

peasantry, however, these foreigners were from the first so unpopular,
that the king, Henry I., found it expedient to collect them all into one

settlement around the present Haverfordwest, in Pembrokeshire, Avhere

they were joined by a subsequent immigration of their fellow-countrymen,
who came over as military adventurers in the reign of Stephen I., in

1138.

These Flemish settlements had their centre in the south of Pembroke-
shire and the south-west of Glamorganshire, in that peninsula west of

Swansea Bay, still known as the Gower district
;
and that they engaged

in considerable numbers in the invading expedition under Strongbow, is

inferred from the number of seemingly Flemish names, such as Connick,

Colfer, Godkin, Bolger, Fleming, Furlong, Waddick, Ram, Scurlock,

Ros^iter, Prendergast, Wadding, Codde, Lambert, Parle, and others,

which are still to be found in different parts of the county of Wexford,
but especially in these baronies of Forth and Bargie. On a closer exa-

mination, it is true, this evidence will be found in part illusory. Of the

names on which it is founded, some, as Ram and Godkin, are certainly
of a date far later than the Anglo-Irish invasion. Others, as Rossiter,

Lambert, Prendergast, however Flemish in appearance, are unquestion-

ably Norman or English. Mr. Herbert Hore, of Pole Hore, however, in

a learned paper in the Arclueologia Cambrensis (New Series, iii. 127),

clearly proves the Flemish origin of many of the Wexford families. A roll

of Wexford men, summoned for military service in 1345, cited by him,
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contains several unmistakably Flemish names. And on the whole it is

impossible to doubt that the original settlement in the baronies of Forth

and Bargie, contained a considerable infusion of that Flemish element

which already existed in the population of Pembrokeshire and Glamor-

ganshire. With the view of ascertaining the proportions of the two

races at present, I addressed a sheet of printed queries to the clergy of

the two baronies, but unfortunately the time was too short to permit any

exact conclusions. Thus much, at least, is certain : that a large majo-

rity of the names is Norman or English, as Stafford, Devereux, Barry,

Hore, Browne, Gifford, Lambert, Roche, Hay, Whitty, Mitton, etc.,

some of which are still popularly known by the hereditary character em-

bodied in the rhyme :—
Stiffe Staffort, Stiff Stafford.

Gai Gaffort, Gay Gifford,

Dugged Lamport, Dogged Lambert,

Leighen a-Chiese, Laughing Cheevers.

Proud Derouze, Proud Devereux.

Criss Colfere, Cross Golfer.

Valse Vurlonge, False Furlong.

Gentleman Broune, Gentleman Browne.

II. But secondly, even were it certain that the Flemish element

had preponderated in the population at the time of the original settle-

ment, it may be doubted whether that circumstance could be regarded

as conclusive in deciding how far the same element was actually in-

troduced into the language of the colony. It would yet remain

to be inquired whether the Flemings of Wales themselves at that pe-

riod still retained their native language in its integrity. Now, it

must be recollected, not only that the Flemings were not the only fo-

reigners then settled in AVales, but also that the Welsh colony of Flem-

ings was, by this time, at least in its second generation. We know, too,

that even at the first settlement, Henry I. sent English colonists

among them to teach them the English language ;
and so successful was

this policy, that, as early as the time of Higden, it is said of their de-

scendants that " dimissa, jam barbaric Saxonic^ satis loquuntur"—
(Higden, Gale's Ed., p. 210). This Pembrokeshire colony, indeed, was so

eminently English, that it was known under the name which Camden
himself renders,

"
Anglia Transwallina"—"Little England beyond Wales".

The most, therefore, that can certainly be presumed of the original lan-

guage of the adventurers who settled in Forth and Bargie, is that the

form of English which they introduced contained a certain portion of the

Flemish element.

But, whatever was the precise character of the language of these

colonists, authorities agree that their descendants preserve, with singular

fidelity, not only this language, but also many peculiarities of manner, of

social and domestic usage, and even of costume. The most notable of

these were maintained in full observance down to the generation before

the last, and are well remembered by many old persons still living in the

baronies. In the seventeenth century they were almost universal.
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In the Southwell MSS., now in the possession of Sir Thomas Phillips,

of Middle Hall, Worcestershire, are a series of returns regarding the

county of Wexford, written about 1680, and supplied to Sir William Petty,

copies of which have been kindly communicated to me by Mr. Edmund
Hore of Wexford, to whom I am indebted for much valuable information

on the subject of the language. In the first of these returns, which is

anonymous, we are told that "
they preserve their first language (old Saxon

English), and almost only understand the same, unless elsewhere educated"
;

that "
they observe the same form of apparel their predecessors first

used", which is,
"
according to the English mode, of very fine exquisi-

tivelie dressed frieze, comlie, but not costlie"; that they "inviolablie pro-
fess and maintain the same faith and form of religion" (of their obser-

vances in which particular many most interesting details are described) ;

and that "
they seldom dispose of their children in marriage but unto

natives, or such as will determine to reside in the barony". There is one of

the customs mentioned by him which deserves a special notice.
" In

summer", says he,
*'

they constantlie desist from all works about ten of

the clock, soon after dine, reposing themselves and their ploughhorses
until two of the clock, during which time all sorts of cattle are brought
home from the field and kept enclosed". Another of the reports in the

same MS., by Colonel Richards, an old Cromwellian ofiicer, then governor
of Wexford, goes still farther, and not only states that " about high
noone men and women, children and servants, naturally cease from

labour, and goes to rest for about one hour or two", but adds that "
the

cattle doe soe too—the geese and the ducks repaire into their master's

yard, and the cocks and hens do goe to roost for that time, and exactly
at the hour !" This usage of the siesta (though perhaps not quite to

the extent described by the worthy colonel), has continued down to the

generation now living. It is called in the local dialect "
enteet",

or more properly nonteet (noontide)
—" the noontide rest".

There is another of the colonel's notices of the barony which will startle

you no less. In describing the women of Forth, he assures us that " in

one particular they excel all their sex in this kingdom, viz., they so re-

vere and honour the male sex, man, beast, and bird, that, to instance one

particular only, if the master of the house be from home, his sonne, if

any, or, if none, then his chief servant present, though but a poor plough-
driver or cow-boy, shall have the first mess of broath or cut of meat,
before the mistress and her female guests, if she have any ! This I

know, but I have heard it affirmed, that if there be noe man or boy in the

house, they will give the first bit to a cock or a dog, or any male creatureT
Whether it be that the rights of women are now better understood by
the fair ones of the barony, or that the tone of the other sex has been

elevated since the colonel's day, I am happy, for the honour of modern

Forthite gallantry, to add, that of this strange usage I have not been

able to discover any present trace.

The same, indeed, might be said of most of the peculiar usages of the

district. Fashion in this, as in other matters, has prevailed over tradi-

tionary feeling. The youths and maidens of the new generation have
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grown ashamed of the ways of their elders, and accommodated themselves

in most things to the customs by which they are surrounded
;
and now

almost the only characteristic by which the people of Forth and Bargie

are distinguished from their neighbours throughout the county, is their

superior industry, intelligence, and thrift.

The language has shared the same fate. Even in 1788, at the time

when Vallancey collected the specimens of it which give interest to his

paper, it was not without some difficulty that he discovered experts suffi-

ciently intelligent for his purpose ;
and the vocabulary which he printed

was chiefly supplied by an old gentlewoman named Browne, commonly
known under the title of " The Madam". An old man named Dick Barry,

of Ballyconnor, who lived to an exceeding old age, was probably the last

genuine representative of the Forth-speaking peasantry. Hardly one is

now to be found in the entire district who uses it as a familiar tongue ;

and very few, and these only among the oldest Forthers, can be said even

to be familiar with the common words of the vocabulary. An address,

written by Mr. Edmund Hore, was presented to Lord Mulgrave in 1836
;

but it must be regarded rather as a pleasant surprise for the good
humoured curiosity of that popular nobleman, than a serious literary

or political composition. Like Irish in what used to be the Irish-speak-

ing districts, the Forth language has become unfashionable in Forth itself;

and the young generation are unwilling even to acknowledge an acquaint-

ance with it, much more to employ it as a medium of ordinary intercourse.

The idea of the Flemish origin of the dialect is comparatively modern.

Grose (^Antiquities, ii. 61) holds it, it is true, to "be a Teutonic tongue,
introduced in the first age of Christianity, or perhaps earlier". But no

one has ever seriously discussed so wild a theory. I have already alluded

to the opinion of Vallancey, that the Forth dialect is nothing more than

the English of the invaders. The anonymous report in the Southwell

MSS., written in 1682, describes it as " old Saxon English". Colonel

Richards pronounces it
" the very language brought over by Fitzstephen",

and adds that " whoever hath read old Chaucer will better understand it

than an English or Irishman". A third contemporary report in the same

MS. collection concurs in this view.

Stanihurst, however, with more exactness, while he agrees in regarding

English as the substance of this dialect, adds,
" that in our dales they

have so acquainted themselves with the Irish as they have made a

mingle-mangle or gallimaufrere of both the languages, and have in such

medley or checkerwise so crabbedlie jumbled them together, as commonlie

the inhabitants of the meaner sort speak neither good English nor good
Irish". Of the samples of the vocabulary which he gives some are

plainly Irish.

If we possessed any satisfactory specimens of the language, this contro-

versy would present little difficulty. Had we some Forther "Tim
Bobbin", or even some collection like those of the English provincial

songs ;
had any of our native novelists, by introducing it into their dia-

logue, done for it what Conscience has done for his native Flemish, or

Auerbach for the rude dialect of the Black Forest, it would be easy to
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determine its real character. But, unfortunately, hardly any relics of the

language are now recoverable, although the old inhabitants declare that,

in their early days, songs and ballads in the native dialect abounded iu

the baronies
;

in which also I am assured many of the old English

ballads, as Chevy Chase, Rohin Hood, etc., were quite common

among the people. The 'Right Rev. Dr. Browne, Catholic Bishop of

Kilmore, remembers to have heard, Avhen a boy, a great variety of

Forthite songs, said or sung by a blacksmith in his native parish. Mr.

Edmund Hore once had met in a number of the Wexford Chronicle, of

the year 1772, a considerable collection of metrical pieces ; but, unluckily,
the paper was inadvertently destroyed, and I have in vain appealed to

every quarter which seemed to offer a hope of recovering this collection.

A few scraps, which, it must be owned, have their full share of the

Fescennina licentia, are all that I have been able to find. One friend

had often heard iu his youth a rustic song, commencing :
—

Th'ar was a "Waddeen in BolhTiiore,
Th'ar was a hunnert, lackin a score;
Y"ar welcome hartille, y'ar welcome j eyes,
Y'ar welcome hartille every one.

The song proceeded to describe the company there assembled, but the

only further fragment he remembers is a line about

Ee Vrieste o'paryshe on a long-tailed garrane.

There was another, which began
—

A maide vrem a Bearlough,
Aniire vrem ee Bake,
E'sholtliet owuanoree,
Nicli th' Ilia thoras o' Culpake.

One of these maids was bringing to market a tide (kid)
—the other a

basket of eggs ; unluckily the kid, in some awkward gambol, jumped

against the basket and broke the eggs ;
and the fun of the piece con-

sisted in the scolding-match which ensued between the fair ones, and in

which all the Billingsgate of the dialect is exhausted.

Sometimes the common English ballads contained a few words in the

native dialect, generally in the nature of a hit at the Forthers. There is

one about a mumming expedition, which, according to the old country

fashion, a party of young men from Duncormac made into the parish of

Kilmore, where, instead of receiving the hospitality which they expected,

they were put off by the canny Kilmore men with regrets and apologies
—

In rank and fine order we marched to Ivilmore,
Our only intention being mass to procure,
But the hoclianny set unto us did say,
" Fad didn'st thou cum t'ouz on zum other dey ?—
Fad didn't thou cum t'ouz phen Av'ad zum tliin to yive ?"—
But curse on the churls, 'tis at liome we could live.

The only complete piece which I have been able to recover is that

printed by Vallancey. I shall give a short account of it, together with

the opening and concluding verses, as a sort of text for the observations

on the structure of the dialect which it seems to suggest. The theme is
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of the simplest. An old yeoman, Walthere (Walter), who is described

as "
lournagh" and " hachee" (" low spirited" and " out of temper")

with the world, in answer to the remonstrance of one of his neigh-

bours, Jone (John), on his downcast and moody appearance, relates

how a great match of the well-known rustic game of commane or

hurley, in which two neighbouring parishes were pitted against each

other, had been lost through an unfortunate miss on the part of his son,

Tommeen. It begins by Jone's demanding—
" Fade teil thee zo lournagh", co Jone,

" zo knaggee !

Th' weithest all curcagh, wafur, an cornee,

Lidge w'ous ana milagh, tis gai an louthee

Huck necher y'art scudden—fartoozo hachee ?"

Walthere replies
—

"
Well, gosp, c'hull be zeid; mot thee fartoo an fade

;

Ha deight ouz var gabble tell ee zin go t'glade.
Ch'am a stouk, an a douel ;

wou'll leigh out ee-dey ;

Th' vaUer w' speen here, th' lass i chourch hey".

" WTiat ails you, so melancholy", quoth John,
"
so cross?

You seem all snappish, uneasy, and fretful ;

Lie with us on the clover, 'tis fair and sheltered ;

Come nearer, you're rubbing yoiu^ back, why so ill-tempered ?
"

"
Well, gossip, it shall be told

; you ask what ails me, and for what,
You have put us in talk tiU the sun goes to set.

I'm a fool and a dunce
;
we'll idle out the day ;

The more we spend here, the less in the churchyard ".

I must refer to Vallancey for the narrative. Walthere proceeds to tell

that the game was "
jist ing our hone"—all but won by his party

—had it

not been that by ill-luck his son " Tommeen was ee pit t' drive in"—that

is, placed as the player, to give the harnmighblow, the decisive stroke,

which was finally to drive the ball through the enemy's goal. At first

the odds had all been against Tommeen's party, but the scale turned, and

they were on the point of complete success. The ball was almost at goal,

and needed but a gentle stroke to drive it through, when, instead of a

gentle
"
dap or a kewe", Tommeen, in his unlucky over-eagerness,

"
yate

a risph"
—drew a tremendous blow, and, striking his bat upon an anthill,

(eraothee knockane) shivered it in his hand. Losing the advantage by
this unlucky indiscretion, he gave the adverse party an easy victory.

Hence the mortification and chagrin of the narrator.

The concluding stanzas, which describe the rough but hearty con-

solation offered to Walthere by his listeners, are highly characteristic—
" Ha ha! be me coshes, th' ast ee paid it, co Jone ;

Y'oure w' thee croaken, an ye me thee hone !

He et nouth fade t'zey ee'lean vetch ee man,
Twist thee an Tommeen, and ee emothee knaghane.
Come w'ous, gosp Learry, theezil, and Melchere ;

Outh o'me hone ch'ull no part wi Walthere.—
Jowane got leigheen ; she pleast am all'—Howe ?

Sh'ya ame zim to doone as w'be doone nowe :

Zo bless all oure vrendes, an God zpeed ee plowe".
I. 17
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"
Hey ho ! by my conscience you have paid it ", quoth Jotm.

" Give o'er your crossness, and give me your hand.

He tliat kiiows what to say, mischief fetch the man,
Betwixt you and Tommy, and the pismire hill.

Come with us, gossip Larry, yourself, and Rliles ;

Out of my hand I'U not part with Walter.—
Joan set them a laugliing; she pleased them all thaw ?

She gave tliem some to do as we're doing now : (drinking).
So bless all our friends, and God speed the plough".

Meagre as is this specimen of the language, it will at least enable us

to form a general idea of its chief structural and grammatical peculiarities.

It is hardly worth while to advert to the principles of pronunciation.

Many of them are, in the main, those of all the archaic forms of English,
at least from the period when English orthography became sufficiently

settled to enable us to judge. The hard g and c, the broad sounds of

the vowels, the peculiar powers of the diphthongs, are all very strongly
marked in the Forth dialect

;
and there is a general tendency in it to

lengthened and drawling accentuation, which cannot fail to be observed.

Many of our modern monosyllables appear in Forth in the dissyllable

form—"halluf", "calluf", "moweth" (half, calf, mouth), etc.; and in

dissyllables the accent is almost invariably laid by the Forthers on the

last syllable.

In the inflections of nouns, pronouns, and verbs, there are some things
which call for more special observation. The most ordinary form of the

definite article is ee, and when the modern article is used, the final vowel

is commonly elided. Noims in the possessive case invariably follow the

modern inflection of s, instead of the Chaucerian es or is; and the old

plural termination en is almost entirely unknown in Forth. The plural of

nouns is commonly es, which termination, however, is always a distinct syU

lable, and converts a monosyllablic noun into a dissyllable in the plural ;
as

"
man, mannes". There are a few exceptions, such as,

"
keyen", kiue, "piz-

zen", peas,
"
ein", eyes, etc., etc. But it is remarkable that some of the words

in which these anomalies occur are also abnormal in modern English itself.

The personal pronouns, with the exception of "ich" (pronounced

"itch"), "I", and the old Saxon "hi" (they), are almost the same as

in modern English ;
but in prefixing them to the persons of the verb, as

also in prefixing articles, prepositions, and similar particles, whether to

nouns or verbs, the final vowel is always elided, even before a consonant.

Thus the substantive verb is conjugated, "ch'am", "th'art", "he's"

"she's", "w'ar", "th'ar"; so also "ch'ave", I have
;

"
th'ast", thou

hast
;
and in the infinitive, in prefixing the preposition

" to ", the same

elision takes place, even before a consonant, as " t'drowe ", to throw.

In the regular verb the terminations of the singular are the same as in

the modern English verb
;
but the plural occasionally follows, in the

second and third persons, the old Saxon or Frisian ending
" eth ";

—a

form which, for the second person, is familiar to the readers of Chaucer,

as in the line,

" Kiseth up, sir preest, and stondeth by me ".

On the contrary, the old Chaucerian ending of the third person,
" en

"
is

unknown in the Forth dialect, as is also the " en" of the ancient infinitive.
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The present participle ends in "
en", or " een"

;
and the past retains the

old "
y" prefix, or "

ee", often prefixed to the simple infinitive, as
"
ee-drowe", from "

drowe",
"

to throw", and sometimes to the participle,

as "ee deight". In some participles, however, this prefix is omitted,

and some others follow a form almost of pnrely German character.

The vocabulary has hitherto been chiefly known from Vallancey's

paper ; but, through the kindness of Mr. Edmund Hore, I have received

a very considerable supplement to that collection of words. However

strange this vocabulary may appear to one unaccustomed to archaic

English, it is impossible to doubt that in the main it is English. A
large proportion of the words are perfectly identical with their modern

counterparts ;
and others, as "

vorreat", forehead
;

"
bawcoon", bacon ;

"
stuckeen", stocking ;

"
maistreace", mistress, are but broad sounds of

the modern English.
Still it is equally certain that many of the words are decidedly un-

English. As it may fairly be presumed that the early settlers married in

the country, the first mothers of the colony can hardly have failed to

leave a trace of their native tongue in its language. Accordingly, not-

withstanding Vallancey's assertion to the contrary, the dialect con-

tains a considerable mixture of Irish words
; as,

"
puckane", a goat ;

"
garrane", a horse

;

"
knockane", a hill, etc.

Whether, and how far the Flemish element may be traced in it is

much less clear. From what I have already said, it is plain that

Flemish must have some influence on the original language ;
but I am

satisfied that this influence was less than has commonly been supposed.
It is true that there are some words which at first sight have a very

foreign look. Such, for example, are a large class of words beginning, in

modern English, with/ or p, but in the Forth dialect, as in the Flemish

or Dutch, with v; as, vrom, vresh, vroste, voote, vrist, vour, etc.

There is also a similar change of s into z; as, zin, zey, zill (amezil),

zitch, etc.
;
but this seeming identity will appear less conclusive for the

Flemish origin of the Forth dialect, when it is recollected that the very
same peculiarities occur in almost the entire of the southern group of the

provincial dialects of England ;

—the z in the Somerset or Dorset ;
the v

in these dialects, and still more in those of Devon and Wilts. So, also,

the coincidence of the forms of certain of the numerals in the Forth

dialect with the Flemish, by which some persons have been struck,

equally occurs in English dialects. Again, the seemingly peculiar Forth

demonstrative "
dicka", is exactly the Devonshire " thicka"

;
and I have

little doubt that any adept in archaic or provincial English, would find it

an easy task to trace the same analogy through the entire Forth vocabu-

lary, with the sole exception of the Celtic portion, to which we have

already alluded.

On the whole, therefore, I cannot hesitate to say that the notion of

any decidedly Flemish aflSnity of the Forth dialect appears to me an illu-

sion. Trying it by either or both of the two great rival tests adopted

by the opposite schools of comparative philology, I can find no trace

whatever of any peculiar Flemish characteristics, whether in its struc-

tural forms or in its vocabulary. The inflections of its nouns and verbs
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are entirely dififerent from the Flemish : the vocabulary has hardly any-

thing Flemish in it which may not be explained by the common descent

of English and Flemish from one German stock ;
and much that appears

Flemish at first sight in the Forth dialect, is equally found in other dia-

lects of English, to which no one has ever dreamed of ascribing a Flemish

origin.

If I could have hesitated in this conclusion at all, ray doubt would

have been removed by the judgment of a distinguished Belgian scholar,

a perfect master both of English and of his own language, to whom I

sent Vallancey's specimens for examination, and who assures me that

there is nothing whatever in them which can be regarded as peculiarly
Flemish.

I venture, therefore, to conclude that the Barony of Forth language
is a lineal descendant of the English introduced by the first settlers,

modernized in its forms, and also, though in a less remarkable degree, in

its vocabulary. The latter, indeed, were it not for the large proportion
of Irish words which it contains, does not depart very much further from

the ordinary Enghsh than some of the provincial dialects of England
themselves.

A more curious task would be to compare the Forth language with the

Gower dialect, or with the popular language of south-west Pembrokeshire,
of which the Forth settlement was but a colony, and which, if any infer-

ence could be drawn from the afiinities of race, ought to be presumed to

exhibit the same substantial characteristics. I regret my inability to

undertake such a comparison ;
but I am confirmed, in what I have said of

the Forth dialect, by Mr. Latham's opinion, that there is nothing pecu-

liarly Flemish in the kindred dialect of Gower. The only specimen of

the Gower dialect with which I myself am acquainted, is the short voca-

bulary published by Mr. Collins in the Tramactions of the Philological

Society.^^ It contains about sixty words
; these, with the aid of my

friend, Mr. Edmund Hore, I have compared with the Forth vocabulary ;

but there are no more than six out of the entire which we were enabled

to Identify ;
nor in these is the coincidence very remarkable, as some of

them occur in other provincial dialects.

Nevertheless, I cannot help thinking that this curious dialect, even as

bearing on the history of the English language, deserves more attention

than it has received. It appears to me to partake of the vocabulary of

each of the three great English provincial groups—the Northumbrian, the

Mercian, and the Saxon, but especially of the last. Moreover, judging

from the inflexions of the verb, and from the participial forms, it seems .

to me to belong to a period especially requiring illustration. And while

I am fully conscious of my own inability to do justice to the inquiry, the

meeting of the Association in Dublin has appeared to me an occasion on

which I might venture to invite to it the attention of others whose studies

in English philology will render the task at once easy and interesting.

'• A paper on the Flemings in Pembrokeshire in the "
Archaeologia Cam-

brensis", New Series, i., 138-42, contams nothmg on the language.



THE

ATLANTIS.

Art. I.—Joan of Arc.

THE
trial of Joan of Arc, at Rouen, lasted in all four

montlis. Unjust in substance, it was conducted
with scrupulous adherence to form. She was interrogated Extant

repeatedly and minutely as to the particulars of her life,
°^^terials

and especially as to her supernatm'al claims. The inter-
history

rogatories and her answers, taken down in French by the of Joan

notaries on the spot, were turned into Latin and embodied ^^ ^^^'

in the formal record of the trial drawn up shortly after its

termination. Several exemplifications of this record, un-

der the hands and seals of the notaries and the seal of the

Bishop of Beauvais, her judge, are in existence. A copy
also exists of a great portion of the original minutes of

the questions and answers, in French, quite sufficient to

testify to the general fidelity of the Latin version.

Twenty years after her death, the tardy justice of King
Charles VII. caused him to solicit from Pope Calixtus III.

the institution of a process for the revision and reversal of

the sentence passed at Rouen. After an examination of
the record of the former trial by the Auditor of the Rota,
and liis rejjort upon it (a paper of singular ability), the

Pope issued liis brief for the process of revision, and after

a long investigation the former sentence was annulled and
her good name fully restored. On this second trial were
examined no fewer than 132 witnesses, including her uncle,
Durand Laxart, who had been her first confidant, her other

surviving relatives, her godfather and godmother, friends

I. 18
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Preva-

lent ig-
norance

and un-

certainty

respect-

ing her.

M. Qui-
cherat's

great
Work.

Tv-lio liad knoTTii lier from cliildliood until slie set out upon
her joiu-iiey to seek the king, her attendants upon that

journey, the Duke of Alengon, Count Dunois, and others

her fellows in arms, her own chaplain, squire, and page ;

lastly, several of the assessors who sat upon her trial at

Rovien, the chief notary by Avhom her answers were re-

corded, the friar who attended her on the scaffold, and

many others present at her death. These depositions,
embodied in the record of the second trial, exist in full.

In addition to all this, there remain contemporary accounts

of her in considerable number, some of them letters vrnt-

ten from the camp, almost in the hght of her presence.

Surely there are few historic personages of an epoch a

little removed from our o-^ti, whom there are materials of

judging so abundant and trustworthy.

Strange to say, with all these means of tiiith, the me-

mory ofJoan early passed into, and long remained in, the

twiliirht rcfjion of tuicertaintv and fable.

Almost in her own day, the Bm'gundian chronicler

Monstrelet gave that vmgracious and sceptical account of

her, filled with the idle inventions of her enemies, which
was followed by writer after writer, till it became doubt-
ful what she was—a heroine or a political tool—a

fanatic or cheat—or that mixture of both which is

such a favourite character with the philosophic historian.

But it was impossible that tliis indolent acquiescence in

uncertainty could subsist before the quickened spirit of re-

search which has marked our age, or that when French

history in all its sources became the chosen field of the

labours of the foremost in gfenius among Frenchmen, their

inquiries should not tui'n to " the only being m hmnamty
and history", says Count Louis de Carne, "but for whom
France would have ceased to reckon among nations".'

But all other labours on the subject of Joan of Arc
must yield to the great work of M. Jules Quicherat,^

brought out by the Societe de I'Histoire de France.

JNI. Quicherat has printed in full the entire of the re-

cords of both trials. He has collected every account and
notice of her to be found either amongst her own contem-

' Revue des deux mondes, 15tli January, 1856.
2 Proces de condamnatiou et de rehabilitation de Jeanne d' Arc dite

La Pucelle, publies pour la premiere fois d' apres les manuscrits de la

Bibliotheque Rationale, suivis de tous les documens historiques qu' on a

pu reunir et accompagnes de notes et d' eclaircissemens, par Jules Qui-
cherat. Cinq volumes. Paiis, 18-10-1850.
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poraries, or writers of the age immediately succeeding.
As a matter of mere editing, tliis work is beyond ail

praise. Both the Latin and French of the records are

printed with great accuracy ;
but with a just discrimination,

Avhile he has throughout corrected the contracted and
semi-barbarous spelling of the Latin, he has left the old

French in its orisfinal garb. The notes alone must have
cost a world of labour. There is not a person or locahty
mentioned in the text (how obscure soever) as to which

they do not supply information, which adds to our means
of judgment. There is no part of the text throwing light

upon another to which our attention is not called by a

brief reference. There is also a copious index to the

entire. Lastly, J\L Quicherat has added an essay of his own,
which he terms Aper(^iis Nouvemix, in Avhich he has strictly
confined himself to the new lisrht which the documents

published by him throw ujDon many circumstances of her

history. In these docmnents at all events is to be found
all that can be known respecting her, and they both

bring out her own personal character in the clearest and
most definite way, and render the facts of her career as

undeniable as any recorded by man.

Yet, at the same time, the study of these documents impres-

immeasm'ably deepens the wonder wliich attends upon her. sion left

It has been often remarked, by way of contrast between
Ytiil"k,"-

the works of man and the natm-al works of God, that cuments.

minute inspection beholds the beauty of the former vanish
in vulgar and unsightly detail, while in the latter it serves

but to reveal their inner and perfect harmony. If the

same analogy hold in the moral world, in the comparison
between human action and impulse on the one hand, and
the operation of a divine influence upon the other, we will

find it hard to believe that the actions of Joan of Arc
hold of nothing higher than Earth.

Before speaking of her, however, we must look back to Trelimi-

the condition of France for some tliirty or forty years before "?'^—a period unsurpassed in history for its crimes, its dis- theVe-
tractions, and misery. We must have some measure of vious

the deep need there was of a deliverer,
—we must see how

^f'lieof
black and troubled was the night upon which that lieahng
star arose.

In the reign of Charles V. of France, when the four-

teenth century was verging to its dechne, France held, as

she holds in the nineteenth, the first place amongst Euro-

pean kingdoms. True, she was indeed far from that com-

18*
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pact and formidable unity wliicli now marks her, and

which, from the rocks of Mont St. Michel to the roots of
the Alps (whatever be the strife of parties), makes one
sentiment of undivided nationality throb in thirty-six
milhons of bosoms. She had still all the external attri-

butes of a feudal monarchy, and the lords of her great

provinces enjoyed a power never arrogated in England by
the liaughticst of the Nevilles or Percies. Yet, although

Decline the feudal system was still fully enthroned in the ideas,
of the manners, and jm'isprudcnce of the time, the independent

rise of" po^er of the nobility had, during the reign of Charles V.,
the se- been largely yielding to tlic power of the crown. The
coiid feu-

great work of the consohdation of the monarchy was
^ '*'"•

already in progress, in wliich Louis XI. and Richelieu

were afterwards such zealous workmen, and which was
crowned and completed by Louis XIV. But in the

fourteenth century, the idea which was accomplished
in the seventeenth, of annihilating the intermediate power
of the nobles, and of bringing the central authority of the

sovereign to act directly upon all his subjects, would have
been held a monstrous outrage upon the constitixtion of

the reahn. The increase of the power of the crown to

which we have referred, was brought to pass in a different

way,
—in a way accordant with the spirit of the age.

Whenever, by the feudal law of escheat, any of the

great fiefs became vacant for want of heu's, or was for-

feited for treason, either the king absorbed it into the

domains of the crown, or, more commonly, granted it as an

appanage^ to one of his own immediate relatives. When
the elder house of Burgundy, for example, became ex-

tinct in the reign of King John, the father of Charles V.,
he granted that duchy to his son Philip the Bold;
a grant afterwards confirmed by Charles V., thus

creating the second and more memorable house of Bur-

gundy. Another of the brothers of Charles V., was Duke
of Berri; a third was Duke of Anjou; and his wife's

brother was Duke of the Bom-bonnais; Normandy had
been united to the French crown since the days of PhiHp
Augustus ;

the great central provinces were the hereditary
domain of the crown; and, lastly, Charles V. had in

his own day
—he and his glorious servant the Constable

^
Apanage (ad panem) was the provision carved out, either by king

or vassal, for a younger son. It always reverted on failure of male
heirs. See Du Cange, Apanagium, and the 95th chapter of St. Simon's
memoirs.
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Du Guesclin—won back all the conquests which the

Enghsh, under the Black Prince, had made in the pre-

ceding age, lea\ang them no footing in the kingdom with
the exception of the single town of Calais and some j^etty
castles in Aquitaine. Thus the strength of the king and
of his family was so great as to leave no power in the realm

capable of contending -with them. Yet there was in this

state of thincfs one manifest danofer. So lono-, no doubt,
as the kmg was personally vigorous and resolute, the

power of the great princes round the throne would be

likely to remain united and to be his instrument; but,
if the sceptre were to pass into wavering or imbecile

hands, was it not to be dreaded that each of these princes

would, on the other hand, seek to use the royal authority
for his own purposes, and that their contending ambitions

would rend one another and the land?
So it unhappily proved. Charles V., the politic and Madness

far-seeing, was no more, and the crown had passed to his
^^ ^^"'"

son, then a boy. Charles VI. was a prince of fair pro- August

mise, and as he matured showed no worse faults than 1392.

those which belong natm'ally to yovith
—a love of plea-

sure—a love of the pomp and circumstance of war—when,
in his three-and-twentieth year that visitation befell him
which was the source of so great calamities for France.

Being filled with just wi-ath at a foul and all but suc-

cessful attempt which had been made to murder his fa-

vourite the Constable Oliver de Clisson, the king put him-
self at the head of an expedition to punish the culprit
and the Duke of Brittany, who had sheltered him. For
some days before setting out, he had been strange and

wayward in his manner, by turns silly and moody ;
and

on the journey he received a great mental shock from a

maniac, who rushed out as he was passing through the

wood ofMans, and seizinsfhis bridle, cried out: "O kincr,

you are betrayed !

" The king continued brooding in si-

lence until he passed through the wood and came out

upon the plain under the scorching rays of the sun. It

was the month of August, 1392, a summer of miexamplcd
heat. One of the pages behind the king, di'owsy with
the heat, let his lance fall, which struck upon the helmet
of his companion. The king heard the chnk of the steel,

and suddenly shrieked out that he was betrayed, an<l

drawing liis sword, rode furiously at his followers, and
struck down four of them. He then endeavoured to kill

his brother the Duke of Orleans, who was saved from him
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vnt\\ difficulty ;
and after exhausting himself with frantic

efforts, he was at length secured, his eyes rolling wildly
in his head

;
he was in a paroxysm of raging madness.

From that day till his death, tliiily years after, Charles

VI. was never permanently restored to reason, though he

had many lucid intervals, sometimes lastmg for months,

during which he mostly showed liimself well intentioned

and just, though depressed from the clinging fear of liis

infirmity, and, of coiu'se, for all mformation as to the past,

at the mercy of those around him. But what is still

stranger is, that dvu-ing all that time no regular regency
was appointed. All edicts went forth in the king's name,
as if he were in full possession of his faculties

;
and the

royal authority thus lay as prize for whosoever could gain

possession of his person.

Contests
The Duke of Orleans, the only brother of the king,

of the and the Duke of Burgundy, his vmcle, at once arose as

princes of tiie leaders of rival factions, who, in city and country, in

blood, open council and secret intrigue, sought by every means

to counteract and vmdermine each other. The Duke of

Orleans haughtily asserted his claim, as nearest of blood,

but the Duke of Bm-gundy soon acqiured the predomi-
nance from liis mature age and longer experience, as well

as from the power which his own great dominions gave
him

; for, in addition to the dukedom of Burgvmdy, he

was, in right of his wife. Count of Flanders and Artois,

and held imder his command the populous cities of

the Netherlands, then in the clhnax of their prosperity,
and bursting with commercial wealth. And, in justice
to Phihp of Bm-gundy, it must be said that in all

his administrative acts there was at least some pre-
tence of public good held forth, some endeavour to

relieve the condition of the kingdom ;
and this moreover,

that, wdiatever was the animosity of parties, they did

not, during his life, break out into open bloodshed.

But he died in 1404, just twelve years after the com-

mencement of the king's madness, leaving as his heir liis

son John, who acquired the surname of the Fearless {Jean
Sans Peur) ;

and rightly was he so named, for he was with-

out fear ahke of God or man. He became the inheritor of

his father's immense possessions, the inheritor to the full

of his father's ambition, and of far more than his father's

passion of factious hate. Towards him the Duke of

Orleans did not stoop to show that deference which

he had been reluctantly forced to pay his father. Ac-
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cordingly, with the queen's concurrence, he bokllj as-

sumed the powers of regent; and it must be owned, a

model of a bad government it was—partial, violent, and

rapacious. Such was the detestation with which it in-

spired the Parisians, that they never could be taught to

feel just pity or anger for his cruel end. But the Duke of

Burgundy little dreamed of suiTcndering tamely that

power in the central government which his father had

possessed. He was prepared to appeal to arms, and both

parties commenced to make mihtary preparations, and
their troops were drawing near and darkening round the

capital. But the Queen and the Dukes of Berri and

Bourbon, the uncles of the two rivals, interposed, and suc-

ceeded in effecting an apparent accommodation. Orleans

and Burgundy were reconciled, they swore a solemn

peace with one another, they ratified it by joining in the Murder

most sacred rites, and the Duke of Orleans promised to of ihe

dine with the Duke of Burgundy on Sunday, the 18th
J^"^®*'^

of November, 1407. But that day never dawned for leth

Louis of Orleans. On the Friday before it he had been Nov.,

supping with the queen, when a message arrived from *

the king, desiring his presence. He set out at once after

nightfall of a November evening upon a mule, and with
but two attendants, through the dark streets of Paris;
when on passing the Porte Barbette, he was suddenly
attacked with such violence that his hand w^as cut off.

He cried out that he was the Duke of Orleans. The as-

sailants replied that it was he whom they sought, and

tearing him from his mule, they murdered him upon the

ground, dashing his brains about the pavement. The

message sent to him had been a snare—the assassins were
satellites of the Duke of Burgundy, and the murder was
that duke's contrivance. He tried at first indeed to con-

ceal his crime
;
but when the INlayor of Paris came before

him, in the presence of the Dukes of Berri and Bourbon,
and required pei-mission to search his palace to find the

assassins, he turned pale and avowed to his uncles that he
had prociu'ed the deed to be done, at the instigation, as he

said, of {\\Q Devil. They bade him fly from Pans. He
fled, soon to return. The momentary remorse which he
had felt was swept away by the returning flood of pride
and evil passion, so soon as he felt himself upon his

own
territory, surrounded by all the realities of power.

He returned to Paris, not in chains as a felon and a mur-

derer, but with a Flemish army at his back, and in the
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hateful foiin of aiTogant and triumpliant crime. In the

meantime tlie widow of the murdered prince, Valentine,
Duchess of Orleans, a daughter of the Duke of Milan,

brought her children in her hand to the foot of the king's
throne with a passionate cry for justice. The king loved

her much, for her tender ItaUan nature had often watched
over and soothed his malady, when his own wife Isabella

of Bavaria, a German, cold and gross, stood estranged and
aloof The poor king mingled liis sobs with those of the

widowed duchess as he promised that justice which he
felt he was impotent to bestow. Impotent indeed ! She
had to fly from Paris as the Duke of Burgimdy entered it

with a force which there was notliing to resist, avowing
and glorying in liis ciime. He extorted from the king a

The full and complete pardon; but something still more dis-

Duke of
graceful was to ensue. The circumstances of his crime

J "^f
""'

were peculiarly detestable. The victim was the only
ay avo^\ s i- •i

. .,. •'

and jus- brother oi his sovereign, his own ni'st cousin, ms com-
tifies his

panion in boyhood, and in early youth his brother in
^""^°'

arms, according to the custom of cliivalry when cliivalry
was

;
and he had slain him with infamous treachery, con-

trary to the faith of a solemn treaty sworn between them.

Yet he procm-ed his OAvn hired orator, Jean Petit, a Nor-

man friar, in the face of the University of Paris, to

defend and justify that crime upon the pretext of permissi-
ble tyrannicide, in a harangue which is still to be read*—a

mixtm'e of pedantic sophistry, of perverted Scripture,
and misapplied history, and in which the real faults of the

murdered duke are mixed up with incredible calimmies.

But it serves to give us some measm'e of the terror whicli

Burgundy inspii'ed, to think that a body Hke the Univer-

sity of Paris could Ksten in patience to a doctrine so

monstrous—a doctrine Avhich, we have to add, was after-

wards condemned and anathematized when that terror

was removed.

Death of The Ducliess of Orleans, di'iven from Paris, died soon

the^ after of a broken heart
;
but before her death she summoned

round her bed her husband's sons, the young Duke Charles

of Orleans, his brothers the Counts of Vertus and An-

gouleme, and another who was not her son, but whom,
from his high quahtics and liis zeal in his fathers cause,

she loved as hers, one whom we shall hereafter find

playing a noble part in the Hberation of his coimtry, who

' It is ffiven in full br Jloustrclet.

duchess.
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was then known as the Bastard of Orleans, but who sub-

sequently acquired and made illustrious the name of

Dunois. She exacted from them a pledge never to

cease the pursuit of their father's murderers—a pledge
but too faithfully fulfilled. The Duke of Orleans, too

yoimg to be the leader of a party, alHed himself in mar-

riage with the daughter of the Earl of Armagnac, a

Gascon noble of no great territory, but of an active, dar-

ing, and unscrupulous character. He at once became the

head of the faction of Orleans
;
and the civil war which

burst out through France became known as the war of

the Burgundians and Armagnacs. The details of tliis mi-

serable war are but a revolting record of blood and ra-

pine. Civil wars are, indeed, proverbially perfidious and Civil war

inhuman, but all other cvn\ wars in history might be
?^

*''*^

termed honourable and merciful in comparison with this ^\^^^

of the Burgundians and Armagnacs. As it sprang from no and Ar-

contest of principles, from no public cause, bvit from selfish ™as"acs.

hate and ambition, so it was carried on without one re-

deeming or ennobling feature. Yet, without studying the

details, it is hardly possible to conceive what the wretched

country suffered at the hands of both the factions. The
soldiers of Armagnac inspired especial horror. They came

trooping from the south, those ferocious Gascons, pillaging,

slaying, cruel for the sake of cruelty, and mingling with

it a brutal levity and impiety, putthag the peasants to bar-

barous tortures to discover their hidden hoards. Yet, they
were almost rivalled by the Flemish troops of Burgundy.
They indeed did not, like the Gascons, destroy for destruc-

tion's sake, but they brought with them their carts and

Avagons from Flanders, and they swept the French fields

and granaries clean, in the spirit of hucksters rather than

of soldiers. Again, as we may well conceive, in the sus-

pension of all authority, armed bands of freebooters every-
where arose, who clothed themselves -with whatever names 1*^ cha-

suited them, but whose only pm-pose was plunder. Lastly,
^^^ ^^'

the unhappy peasant, whose peaceful labours gave birth

to that wealth which was the prize of the combatants, too

often di'iven to despair, flung down the beneficent plough
for the destroying sword, and became himself a brigand
and marauder. In the words of a contemporary,*

"
all

France was as the sea, where every one hath as much

sovereignty as he hath strength". The metropolis several

^ Alain tie Chartres.
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times clianged masters, and each change was marked with

m^assacres and judicial murders
;
while each party, who

for the time liad possession of the king, hurled royal
edicts ag^ainst their enemies as rebels and traitors. Five

several treaties of peace were made, sworn to, and vio-

lated. Yet, the crowning infamy remains. Both parties
vied in seeking to purchase the assistance of the common

enemy of their comitry. The Duke of Burgundy was the

first to enter into negociation with Henry IV. of Eng-
land, but the Earl of Armagnac outbid him. A regular

treaty was concluded between the king of England and
the Armagnacs, by which, as the price of the military aid

which he was to render them, they stipvxlated to surren-

der to him all Aquitaine in full sovereignty, and to hold

their fiefs in that duchy as his vassals. The death of

Hemy IV. alone prevented that treaty from being car-

ried into effect, and owing to a change of circumstances,
which was no merit in them, the Armagnacs, who had
thus bargained for the dismemberment of France, became
in the event the champions of her independence.

Henry V., in the fiower of his age and possessed by a

devouring ambition, was little disposed to be content with

Aquitaine. Regarding France in its bleeding and dis-

tracted condition as an easy prey, he asserted a preten-
Invasion gion to the crown itself. The grounds of his claim were

bvHeurv
"^ ^^^® ^^'^^ degree preposterous, involving a denial of the

v., of Sahc law, the fundamental law of the French monarcliy.
Englaud. But the avowcd sfrounds mattered httle when he knew

and his adversaries knew tliat the sword made title as well

as sanction. Henry amused the French with negocia-
tions and offers, until in August, 1415, the red cro-s was
on the seas, and Harileur was besieged by thirty thousand

men. This campaign of Henry in France is famihar to

all of us, stamped as it is upon om* minds by the grand
di-ama of Shakespeare, perhaps the best of his historical

plays,
—a genuine English epic, in which the higher qua-

lities of his countrymen, their great capacities for action

and endm'ance, are immortally pourtrayed. Yet this

very campaign of Henry is but another example how

widely different is the art of victory from that of

conquest, and how little the mere winning of bat-

tles avails an invader until he establishes an interest

in the vitals of the country which he comes to subdue.

Crcssy and Poitiers, the glories of the preceding age,
had passed away as barren of real results, as if they had
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been but passages of arms at a tournament, and now the

still more glorious victory of Agincourt, where the flower Battle of

of French chivalry fell or were made captives, served Agin-

but to open to Henry the road to Calais, that his army *^°"''^.

might embark in safety for England ;
and two full years

"^

elapsed before he invaded France again. The danger
of their country and the insolence of Henry's demands
had in some desjree united the French, and although

the Duke of Burgundy held aloof, his eldest son, the

young Count of Charolais, had so much of French feel-

ing that he biu'st into tears at being restrained by his

father's command from leading his troops to join the

French ranks at Agincourt, But during the two years of

respite the fury of faction blazed out afresh. The Count
of Armagnac had made himself master of Paris, and as the

inhabitants of that city were always strongly Burgundian,
he exercised upon them the greatest cruelty, multiplying
executions daily, until a terrible retribution came. A
sudden revolution overthrew his power and opened the

gates to the Duke of Burgundy.
The Armamiacs were seized and flimof in multitudes ,,

•
.

^
r^ f>

°
• Mas.-acro

into prison, until, upon some rumours oi an army coming oftlieAr-

to liberate them, they.were all torn from their prisons and magnacs

massacred under circmustances singularly resembling those C^^^^)-

of September, 1792. Amongst the victims who thus pe-
rished was the Earl of Armagnac himself, a man of great
wickedness but great capacity, the head and right arm
of his party. Burgundy was therefore once more lord

of the ascendant.

But John the Fearless was beginning to weary of this jiurder

long civil butchery. Now on the borders of
fifty, his of the

blood was cooling fast, and his conscience was heavy with ^^^^ °^

many crimes. Evil as he had been, he could not see
^j

"'^""'

without a pang the Enghsh landed once more in Nor- (i4l9).

mandy, and city after city falling before them
;
and his

own advances to Henry were now treated with character-

istic insolence. He became therefore sincerely desirous

of terminating the civil war, and of reconciling himself
with the Armagnacs. That party was greatly broken
and scattered. Their bravest captains had fallen at Agin-
court. Armagnac was slain, and the Duke of Orleans,
who had been taken at Agincourt, was a prisoner in Eng-
land. They had still, however, one important source of

influence in their hands. The dauphin, the heir of the

crown, now a youth of sixteen, had from his childhood
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fallen under Armagnac influences, and was passionately
devoted to their party. He was now jomed with Sir

Tanneguy Duchatel and the remaining Armagnac leaders.

To him the Duke of Burgundy made his prolFers of peace
and submission. The bridge of Montereau, upon the

• Seine, was appointed for their meeting, with all solemn

pledges of good faith. Three barriers were erected across

the bridge with a gate and lock to each. As the Duke
of Burgundy entered the second barrier it was ominously
locked behind him, and when he was in the very act of

kneeling to the dauphin. Sir Tanneguy Duchatel struck

him in the face with a hatchet, and the other Armagnacs
soon completed the murder.

The daviphin was leaning listlessly upon the barrier

when the deed was done. Of actual particijDation or

connivance, he must, we think, be acquitted ;
but he had

been trained in an evil school
;
he was still but a boy in

years, and there was in him a fatal passiveness of cha-

racter, which led Imn to accept whatever was done by
those around him. In the minds of all men the respon-

sibility rested upon him.

Its evil Thus fearfully, after the lapse of twelve years, was the
results, cleatli of Louis of Orleans avenged by a crime equal

in treachery, and yet more ominous of ill. It at once

annihilated the only hope of a union of Frenchmen

against the invader. The Duke of Burgundy's eldest son,

noAV duke, when Count of Charokiis, had, as we have

seen, wept because he was not amongst the French ranks

at Agincourt ;
but every thought and feeling were now

absorbed in a burning desire of vengeance. He solemnly
foreswore allegiance then and thereafter to the perjured

dauphin, and he placed himself, his vassals, and the power
of his dukedom, at the feet of Henry of England. The

Queen too, Isabella of Bavaria, who had then her unhappy
husband wholly in her hands, entered into the league with

the Burfifundians and the Eneflish. She had conceived

for her son one of those unnatviral hatreds sometimes, but

rarely, seen on the part of mothers
;
and she was devoted

to the interests of her daughter Catherine, whom Henry
V. desired to marry. Within eight months from the

murder of the Duke of Burgundy, was concluded the

Treaty of treaty of Troyes, perhaps the most ignominious that ever

Troyes. was imposed upon a nation. By that treaty Henry was

to marry Catherine
;
the title of King of France was to

be preserved to Charles VI. during the remainder of his
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life, but all the substance of power was to be given to

Henry, with the title of regent ;
and upon the death of

Charles, Henry and his heirs, kings of England, were to

remain for ever kings of France. Charles, the dauphin,
was solemnly proscribed

" on account", says the treaty,
" of the horrible and enormous crimes which he has per-

petrated in our kingdom of France". It was agreed that

no peace was to be made with him, and that Henry was
to exert himself to the uttermost in reducing all the towns,

castles, and forts, which yielded obedience to him. We
may wonder that the blood of France could have sub- Miser-

mitted for a single day to such disgrace. But the suffer-
^^^^

^'^^^

ings of France had surpassed the power of human endu-
"

ranee. Of late years the despairing husbandman had even

omitted to cast his seed into the ground. Famine had
come in the trail of war, and pestilence and dysentery, as

ever, in the wake of famine.'^ In the city of Paris alone

80,000 had died in one year, and the very wolves had
come to prowl in the streets of the metropolis. Peace !

peace ! and some strong ruler who would protect life and

goods, had become the cry of all hearts. So a great portion
of the French nation seemed disposed to acquiesce in the

English rule. Henry for the next two years was active in

subduing and punishing with stern severity the remaining
cities ofthe north of France which adhered to the dauphin.
He was full of great designs. He meant France to be
the road for him to the subjugation of Italy, and Italy the

gateway to the East. But from his conquests and his

projects, from his young bride and his newly won realm,
he was suddenly summoned. He died in his thirty-foiu'th o/nenrv
year, leaving an infant son the heir oftwo mightykingdoms, v. and

He was followed to the grave in a month by the unhappy
Charles

king of France, whose fatal reign came at last to a close.
n422")

Henry left an infant the heir of both his crowns
;
but

as guardian of that infant, and as regent of the reahn of

^ " There appeared nothing but a horrible face, confusion, poverty,
desolation, solitariness, and fear. The lean and bare labourers in the

country did terrify even thieves themselves, who had nothing left

them to spoil but the carcases of those poor miserable creatures wan-
dering up and down like ghosts drawn out of their graves. The least

fences and hamlets were fortified by these robbers—English, Burgun-
dians, and French—every one striving to do his worst. All men of
war were well agreed to spoil the husbandman and the merchant.
Even the cattle accustomed to the larum bell, the sign of the enemy's
approach, would run home of themselves, without any guide, by this

accustomed misery"—De Serves : see notes to Southey's Joan of Arc,
and Creasy's Decisive Battles, p. 31G.
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Despe-
rate con-

dition of

Charles

VII.

Siege of

Orleans

(1428).

Negocia-
tiona for

France, he left his brother the Duke of Bedford,' a prhice
to the full as brave and politic, and almost as stern, as

himself, and devoted heart and soul to the maintenance

of the English power in France. The dauphin, on the

other hand, was inert, suspicious, and irresolute. Upon
his father's death he had assiuned the title of king Char-

les VII.
;
but he was more in the condition of a wander-

ing fugitive than a king. The Parisians, who had always
been strongly Burgundian, mocked him, and called him

king of Bom-ges ;
and his mother, whose monstrous hatred

unceasingly pursued him, did not scruple to blast her own
name and character in the falsehood which she invented

to destroy him, for she gave out that he was not the son

of Charles VI. He had made one great attempt, chiefly

with his Scottish auxiliaries, under Archibald, Earl of

Douglas, against the English, but his forces met a signal

overthrow on the field of Verneuil. Destiny seemed to

have declared irrevocably against him. North of the

Lou-e, that is, in the greater portion of Fraaice proper,
the English and Burgundians were complete masters;

and if the provinces of the south still nominally adhered

to him, it was more for preserving their own semi-inde-

pendence, than from any allegiance to the house of Valois.

What grasp he had upon the country was diminishing day

by day. In the centre of France one great stronghold
alone still remained true to him—the city of Orleans. Ac-

cordingly, the English directed all their force to that city,

and laid vigorous siege to it in the autumn of 1428. Dunois

threw himself into the town, and the Orleanists made a

gallant defence
;
but the English won the outworks built

by the French upon the bridge across the Loire, and they
built round the city six strong forts called bastilles, from

which they assailed it on every side. Charles sent a

force of French and Scots to relieve the city and to inter-

cept a convoy of provisions coming to the besiegers ;
but

this force was met by the English general. Sir John

Fastolfe, and almost annihilated in the battle of the her-

rings.^ After this defeat, the fate of Orleans seemed sealed,

and the citizens opened a negociation for the surrender of

the city, not indeed to the English, but what was in truth

'
Shakespeare's John of Lancaster, the same sober-blooded boy, who

liked not Falstaff. It is uncertain how the error of calling him Duke
of Lancaster crept in.

^ The salt fish intended for the English was scattered about the field.

Thence the name of the battle.
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the same tiling, to the Duke of Burgundy. With the fall surrea-

of Orleans, Charles would have had no sustainable footing
^^r.

north of the Garonne, nor could he have prolonged the

war for any time behind that river. He was now at the

castle of Chinon in Touraine, seeking by the distraction of

vulgar pleasures to deaden the sense of his misfortunes.

In truth he despaired of himself and of France. Over-

whelmed with such a course of disaster, his mother's slan-

der sank into his mind, and he began to doubt whether

Providence had not declared against his lineal right, and
he meditated a total abandonment of France and a retreat

into Spain or Scotland. Then would have been accom-

plished all the aspirations of Henry V., and the heirs of

Plantagenet would have been fast enthroned in the seat

of Charlemagne
—

"
Ruling with large and ample empery
O'er France and all her almost kingly dukedoms".

But it was not to be. Providence had not decreed that

France, whose part in the drama of history was to be so

magnificent,
—the preceptress of Europe, in the foremost

rank of civilization, of science, and of arms,—should have

her grand career cut in two, her nationality strangled, and
her people dragged at the chariot-wheels of a proud and

unsympathetic rival. Nations do indeed, like individuals,

accomplish their appointed tasks—some in action and
some in suffering ;

and perhaps our own country in her

subjection has i'ulfiUed as providential a mission as any
other people in tlieir glory. But the destiny reserved for

France was different. In another hundred years from the

time of which we speak, came the great revolt against the

Church, in which France, humanly speaking, held the

balance, and it was not in the designs of Providence that

she should be in that hour the servant of England. The
cause of France, in all human calculation, was lost; but

it is when human efforts and human foresight are most at

fault, that the superhuman ways of God seem most won-
derful in their simplicity and might.
From the narrative which we liave gone through, we Belief of

might fancy that all sense of religion, all thought of the the peo-

laws of God, were extinguished in France, and that the P^®
'."

*

nation was steeped in impiety and crime
;
but it was lar

deliverer,

from being so. There had been indeed dreadful wicked-

ness, dreadfully chastised
;
but it is not from the baseness

of courtiers or the ferocity of soldiers that we are to
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judge the great body of the people. The peasantry of

France remained, as they still remain at this day, faithful

and devout, and there had even sprung up in their great

misery, a certain mystic tendency, a persuasion that God
would in some unforeseen way redeem and relieve them.
This belief had taken definite form, and a prophecy was

current, that France, ruined by a woman, would be saved

by a woman, and that a virgin from the Marches of Lor-

raine would be the saviour of the land P So when
Charles VII., in the Lent of 1429, was lying in his

castle of Chinon, dissolute and desponding, there came
a floating murmur to his ear, growing daily stronger, that

the destined deliverer was at hand
;

till at length it was
announced to him that a maiden in man's garb sought his

presence, who declared that she was commissioned by
Heaven to raise the siege of Orleans, and to seat him upon
the throne of France. That maiden was Joan of Arc.

Birth of She was then just seventeen years of age. She was born
Joan. QT^ i\^Q (Jay Qf t}^e Epiphany, 1412.'" Her parents, Jac-

ques D'Arc and Isabelle Ilommee, were peasants of the

village of Domremy, in the valley of theMeuse. Across

the river, at a little distance, arose the hills which were
the border-land of Lorraine. By some unexplained singu-

larity, the inhabitants of this valley, though surrounded on

every side by English and Burgundian garrisons, and se-

parated by eighty leagues of hostile country from the pro-

Fkielity viuccs held by Charles VII., had preserved their fidelity
of Dom- to the house of Valois. The village boys of Domremy
theYouse oftcn fought the boys of the neighbouring villages in this

of Valois. quarrel ;
and Joan in her childhood frequently saw them

return bleeding from their combats." The cottage of

Joan's father was close to the village church, and not far

was that fairy tree, of which use was afterwards made in

vainly trying to charge Joan with superstition
—a spread-

ing beech, round which the children danced, and upon

llerchild-
"^^^^^e branches they hung their chaplets of flowers to our

hood. Lady of Domremy. She herself was simply and well

^ "
Prophetisatum fuit quod Francia per mulierem deperderetur et per

unam virginem de Marchiis Lotharingiae restaurari debebat".—Proces,
vol. it. p. 447.

">
Quicherat, vol. v. p. 115.

" "
Interrogata si unquam ftiit cum pueris qui pugnabant pro parte

ilia quam tenebat, respondit quod non, unde habet memoriam, sed bene
vidit quod quidam iUorum de villa de Domremy qui pugnaverunt con-

tra illos de Maxey inde aliquando veniebant bene Isesi et cruentati".—
Proces, vol. i. p. G6.
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brought up; tauglit hex Patei\ Ave, and Credo; taught
to spin and sew ;

so that she said long afterwards that she

did not fear to meet any woman in Rouen in sewing and

spinning.''^

She attended ahnost wholly to the house, but rarely

going to the fields to keep her father's sheep.
'^ In her

childhood she was remarked for a fervent, yet grave and

simple piety, taking especial delight to hear the church
bells ring.'* So she grew up, rmtil, in her thirteenth year,
one summer noon, in her father's garden, she heard a

voice addressing her on her right hand, towards the Com-

church, and she saw at the same time a bright light, mence-

She was filled with a great fear. The voice exhorted '"'"^'.o^
her vi~

her to personal goodness, and told her to frequent the gjons in

church, and that she would thereafter have to go into her i.3th

France.'^ Soon after, she commenced to see visions of y^*'"'

angels and saints. St. Michael was the first that ap-

peared to her, and he told her that St. Catherine and St.

Margaret would come to her, and that she should act

through their counsel, for that they were ordained by
God to guide and counsel her in that which she was to

do, and that she was to place faith in them, for this was

by the command of God.'"

St. Catherine and St. Margaret visited her, and to them She

she made a solemn vow of virginity. These visions ™^'^<'*'/
• • • -I • VOW ol

continued from time to time for four years, durmg virgi-

which Joan pondered them in her heart, but never spoke nity.

of them to any human being. No change was ob-

'^
"Interrogata utrum in juventute didicerat aliquam artem, dixit quod

sic; ad suendum pannos lineos et iiendum: nee timebat muliereni

Rothomagensem de nendo et suendo".—Proces, vol. i. p. 54.
'^ "Duni erat in domo patris vacabat circa negotia familiaria domus

nee ibat ad campos cum ovibus et ceteris animalibus".—Proces, vol. i.

p. 54.
'* The sexton of Domremy tells us how she promised to give him

wool for diligence in rmging,
'^"Confessa fuit quod dum esset setatis xiii annorum ipsa habuit

vocem a Deo pro se juvando ad gubernandum. Et prima vice habuit

magnum timorem. Et venit ilia vox quasi hora meridiana, tempore
-^stivo, in horto patris sui, et ipsa Johanna jejunaverat die prascedenti.

Audivitque vocem a dextro latere versus Ecclesiam. Et raro audit
earn sine claritate. Ilia vox docuit se bene regere, frequentare Eccle-

siam, et eidem Johannae dixit necessarium esse quod ipsa Johanna veniat
in Fi-anciam".—Proces, vol. i. p. 53.

'^ " Et dixit ultra quod Sanctus Michael quando venit ad eam dixit

sibi quod Sanctse Catharina et Margarita venirent ad ipsam, et quod
ipsa ageret per consilium ipsarum quae crant ordinatse pro eam condu-
cendo et ei consulendo in eo quod debcret agere : et quod hoc erat per
praeceptum Dei".

I. 19
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served in her, except lier increasing piety and self-denial.

Her charity to the poor especially was extraordinary.
She was known to lie upon the floor that she might
give them her own bed. And this great affection

for the poor was a trait which marked her afterwards

in the days of her greatest glory. In the beginning of

the year 1429, her voices became more urgent and

specific. They told her that the time was now come—
that she had been chosen by God to deliver the kingdom
of France from its enemies, and that she was to make her

way to the king at Chinon, and demand from him troops
to raise the siege of Orleans. " But how", said she,

" my
lord, can I do that? for lam a poor maiden, knowing nei-

ther how to ride nor to command in war".'' Her voices

She ia told her to communicate with Sir Robert de Baudricourt,
told ta

captain of the neighbouring town of Vaucouleurs, and that

nicate ^^^ would givc her an escort to conduct her to the king,
with She opened herself first to her uncle, named Durand
DeBau-

Laxart,'* and implored of him to speak to de Baudricourt.

She told no other of her family, and yet a sense of some-

thing uncommon commenced to spread respecting her.

Her father dreamed that he had seen her depart from his

house accompanied by men at arms, and he declared that

if he thought such a thing possible, he would drown her

with his own hands
;''*

and a plan was even devised for

fixing her at home. A young man of the village averred

that she had promised him marriage, and (evidently with
her parents' connivance) summoned her to the bishop's
court at Toul. She attended, and put an end at once to

the pretence. That recourse was had at all to such a de-

vice, shows what solicitations to marriage she must have
resisted. Her rmcle at length brought her with him to

Vaucouleurs, and went himself to convey her message to

His re- de Baudricourt. The old knight burst into incredulous

of her" laughter, and told her uncle to bring her home and punish
her. But when Joan herself made her way to him, her fer-

vent convictions could not fail to work upon him. He felt

it was something more than natural, and his first thought
was to have her exorcised. To this ceremony she joy-

fully submitted, kissing the priest's stole when it was laid

upon her. De Baudricourt then wrote about the matter to

'"' Quod erat pauper filia quje iiescivit equitare nee ducere guer-
ram".—Proces, vol. i. p. 52.

"* See liis evideuce, Proces, vol. ii. p. 444.
'3

Proces, vol. i. p. 132.
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tlie king, and in the meantime sent lier to Nanci to tlie

Duke of Lorraine. That duke, who was prostrated by sick-

ness, hearing a rumour of her supernatural claims, desired

to see her, and asked her about his malady ;
but she an-

swered at once that she was a simple girl
—that she had no

other mission than to give back the kingdom of France to

the dauphin, and that she had neither knowledge nor power
in the affairs of other princes. When she returned from
Nanci to Vaucouleurs, Robert de Baudricourt would no

longer oppose her departure, and two young men, Jean
de Metz and Bertrand de Poulengy, who had been fired

and subdued by her words, proffered themselves as her

guides, putting their hands in her's (the feudal symbol
of allegiance), and swearing to lead her to the king.
Then Joan, in obedience to the command of her voices,

abandoned her woman's dress, her peasant's russet gown,
and put on that male attire to which she clung so persever-

ingly, and which, about to take part, as she was, with
men in camps and war, was counselled, as she herself

insisted, by every dictate of prudence.-"
Till her departure was accomplished Joan knew no gue sets

rest.
" She seemed straitened, like a woman", says one of out from

the witnesses,
" wdio expects her time".^' At length she 7^"™'^"

set out with her guides and their servants, and bade fare-

well to the valley of the Meuse, never to look on its fami-

liar waters more, though she beheld the mightier Loire

and Seine red with her own victories. The little company
who thus left a nameless border-village to confront the

power of England, to rescue beleaguered cities, to en-

throne dynasties, and to change the course of European
history for ever, were six in all. Vaucouleurs was upwards
of a hundred leagues from Chinon, and the road was full

of English and Burgundian soldiers. Yet they passed
in perfect safety. Joan rode like a man-at-arms, calm,
but elate and confident, sorrowing only that they were

obliged to keep away from the churches and from hearing
Mass. Yet she stopped for a time at Fierbois praying
devoutly in the church of St. Catherine, and from that

^^ Minute details as to this dress are given by Jean de Metz and
Bertrand de Poulengy in their evidence on the trial of revision

;

"
ipsa

dimisit suas vestes mulieris rubei coloris et fecerunt sibi fieri tunicam
et vestimenta honiinis".—Poulengy, vol. ii., p. 257 ;

it is evident that it

was designed with the view of i^rotecting her innocence. " Portabat

caUgas ligatas multis ligis fortiter colligatis".
—vol. iii. p. 147.

^' "Et erat tempus sibi grave ac si esset inulier procgnans". Cathe-
rine de Eoyer.

19*
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town slie sent to Charles to announce her coming. On the

twelfth day they reached Chinon. Charles was most re-

luctant to receive her. His own nature was cold and emi-

nently distrustful, and his immediate advisers were men of

crooked policy, to whom everything enthusiastic was hate-

ful. But the popular fervour was now so great that he
Her re- was Compelled to yield. He received her in the evening
ception jj^ ^j-^g great hall of his castle at Chinon, which was lit

lea.
with fifty torches. He was surrounded by many lords

and by more than three hundred knights. The king hid

himself on purpose amongst his courtiers, yet she walked

direct to him and embraced his knees. He said he was

not the king.
"
Ah, gentle dauphin", said she,

"
my

name is Joan the ]Muid. The King of Heaven has sent

to you by me, that you will be crowned and consecrated

in tlie city of Rheims, and that you will be lieutenant of

the King of Heaven, who is King of France". The king
still looked coldly upon her, when she added, in a low

voice, a sentence by which he was thunderstruck. We
mentioned that Charles in his profound discouragement
had doubted of his own legitimacy ;

and he had one day
fervently prayed to God to make him in some way know
with certainty, if he were of the blood of the kings of

France, and if so to deign to preserve his crown, but if

he were not, to permit him to escape into Spain or Scot-

land. Of this prayer, of these mental doubts, no human

being knew. Now, when Joan saw that he still mis-

trusted her, she said to him :

" I come to tell you, on the

She tells P^^"^ o^
^^^J Lord {Messire), that you are true heir of

liim of France and son of the king, and I will lead you to
his secret Rheims to be consecrated" ; and she added the particulars

of his prayer.-- He no longer thought of rejecting her,

but before accepting her aid, he put her through another

ordeal, for which he cannot be censured. He sent her

to Poitiers to be examined by the college of ecclesiastics

amina- there, for the supernatural might spring from an evil

at PoL- source, and the wicked spirit might have clothed him-
tiers.

ggjf* g^g g^j-^ ano-el of light. She was there for three weeks,

closely examined and sifted as to every particular of her

^^ Alain Chartier, the secretary of Charles, mentions in a letter

•writton by him shortly afterwards (July, 1429), that what she said pri-

vately to the king no one knew, but that every one saw the change
which she wrought in him—"

Quod locuta sit, nemo est qui sciat illud,

tamen manifestissimum est regem velut Spiritu non mediocri fuisse

alacritate perfusum"—and Charles long afterwards confessed that she

told him distinctly of his secret prayer, and the place and cii'cum-

stances under which it was made—Proci's, v. p. 257.
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life and her revelations, and she answered always with

perfect simplicity and unwavering consistency.^^ One of

the objections raised to her was, that if God wished to

deliver the kingdom of France, He could do it without

soldiers.
"
Ah, my God'', she said,

" the men-at-arms

will fight, and God will give them the victory"; and
when asked how she hoped to be believed without a sign,
she said she was not come to Poitiers to do signs or

miracles, that her sij^n would be to raise the sieofe of

Orleans. " Give me", she said,
"
men-at-arms, few or

many, and I will go". They decided at last that the The

king might lawfully use her services.-* So he gave her a '""S

suit of white armour, and the Duke of Alencon bestowed [^dtoa'c-

upon her a black war-horse, but she still wanted a ban- cept her

ner and a sword. For the sword she bade them send to services,

the town of Fierbois, and in tlie church of St. Catherine

to dig inside the altar, and they would find underground,

though half corroded with rust, a large sword with five

crosses marked upon the blade. The cure of Fierbois

was written to, an armourer of Tours was sent to make
the excavations, and the sword was found just where she

had indicated, and in such a way as to exclude the possi- jj^^ ^y&n-

bility of fraud. Her banner she had made according ner and

to the commands wliich she received from her voices, sword.

On it were painted the images of our Savioixr hold-

ing the world in His hand, and of the blessed Virgin.
Beneath them were a crown and the fleur-de-lis, the golden
lilies of France, all wrought upon white linen, with a

silken fringe. There were inscribed upon it the words,
Jesus »J« Maria. When Joan received the banner in her

hands her rapture knew no bounds, and to the last she

loved it with extreme attachment. She rode round the

camp amid a storm of acclamations. She had just com- Her form

pleted seventeen
;
of middle stature

;
her figure robust and fea-

and agile, with black hair and handsome features,—not '^'^®^*

the Greek ideal beauty which sculpture has since bestowed

upon her, but a bright face of peasant comeliness.^^ Her

2^ The depositions cat Poitiers are unhappily lost, and appear to have
been so at the time of the Cause of Revision

;
all that is known of theni

is from the memory of those who were present. Joan upon her trial

constantly refers to them.
'^*

Quod in eadem nihil invenerant fidei Catholicse contrarium et

quod, attenta necessitate rex de eadem se juvare poterit—Evidence of
the Duke of Alencon, vol. iii. p. y3.

'^^ Erat brevi quidem staturu, rusticana facie et nigro capillo, et toto

corpore prtevahda—vol. iv., p. 523. "
Competeutis est eleijantia;, virilem

sibi vindicat gestum".—Zei^er of Perceval de Boulainvitlers to the Duke
of Milan, written 2lst June, 1-429.
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deportment on horseback and in arms was a wonder to

see. Her voice was gentle and womanly.-*' She spoke
little, but with what impressiveness, we have her own re-

corded words to tell.
" It seems like a divine thing",

wrote the young Counts of Laval shortly after,
" to look

upon her and to hear her".^^ She bore her harness, says
the Duke of Alencon, as knightly as if she had done

no other thing in all her life. The king put her at

the head of the relieving force to march to Orleans.

Her first act of command was to banish from the camp
all women of evil life, and to make every soldier go to

confession and communion. Think of it ! Those old

warriors of the Armagnacs, who but a few years before,

in the sack of Soissons, had committed horrors of sacri-

lege which the pen almost refuses to write, became like

little children in her hands. The past with all its

guilt and unutterable misery was forgotten. With con-

sciences purified
—with hearts bathed anew in faith and

hope
—with faces radiant with anticipated trivimph, they

marched under the visible blessing of Heaven to com-

bat in the noblest of causes.

Sbe sets There is still extant in the archives of Brussels the

the r^iie trauscript of a letter written by one who saw her at

ving that time before the relief of Orleans, viz., the 12th
force for

April, 1429, and who relates her prophecy—that she
*^r^ean3.

^Q^|(J \)Q wounded there, but not mortally
—a prophecy

exactly fulfilled. The French captains practised a deceit

on Joan, and led her and the army to Orleans by So-

logne, on the left bank, instead of, as she desired and

commanded, right through the ranks of the English.
Dunois came forth from the city to meet her. He him-

self has described this first interview: "Are you", said

she,
" the Bastard of Orleans?" who answered that he was,

and that he rejoiced at her coming.
" Is it you", said

she,
" who have given the advice to come by this side

and who have hindered me from going directly where
Talbot and the English are ? To which the deponent
answered that others wiser than he had believed that

counsel the surest. Then Joan replied: In the name
of God the counsel of our Lord is surer and wiser than

^^ Vocem mulieris habet ad instar gracilem
—Letter of Perceval de

Boulainvillers.
-' In a letter to their mother :

"
et scmble chose toute divine de son

faict, et de la voir et de I'ouyr".
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yours. You thought to deceive me, and you have de-

ceived yourselves, for I bring to you the best succour that

has been ever given to any city, since it is the succour of

the King of Heaven. It does not come from me, it has

been sent to you at the prayers of St. Louis and St.

Charlemagne ; God hath had pity on the town of Orleans.

And the deponent says besides, that the winds, which till

then had been contrary and hindered the transport of pro-

visions, suddenly changed and became favom-able. The
boats immediately set out with full sail and arrived in spite

the Eno-hsh guns. From tliis moment the deponent had of

good hope, and besought Joan to enter into Orleans,

where her presence was so much desired. From all these

circiunstances it appears to deponent that these things
came from God rather than man".^*

She rode by the side of Dunois into the city, and she

was received by the people as an angel from Heaven.

The attacks upon the English works commenced imme-

diately.^^ The English fought resolutely as always, but

the French were in such a state of exalted enthusiasm,

that it was not in mortal valour to resist them. Joan her-

self never struck with the sword, but she rode foremost,

banner in hand, into the ranks of the enemies. After-

wards upon her trial she told her simple secret :
" I said

to the soldiers, enter boldly among the English, and I

myself entered boldly". Bastille after bastille of the be-

siegers was captured, and in ten days from the time

when she set foot within the city, that siege which had

lasted eight months was at an end. Talbot and Suffolk The

broke up their camp and retired to the north. She pe- ^'Jjfg^'^^

remptorily forbade any pursuit.
" This day", she said,

"is Sunday; let us go and thank God"; and causing a

great altar to be erected in the plain before the city, she

had a Mass of thanksgiving offered for their deliverance

in the sight of all the people. Till then Joan was known
as La Pucelle, The Maid, but her name became then im-

perishably linked with the city she had saved, and she

was thenceforth for all time the Maid of Orleans.

How prodigious was the effect of this blow, we may
well conceive. Neither nation ascribed it to human
arm

; but, while the French exulted in the manifest help

^* Evidence of Count Dunois, vol. iii. p. 6.

2' An able and interesting account of the details of the siege and de-

liverance of Orleans ^\\\\ be found in Professor Creasy's Fifteen Deci-

sive Battles of the World, p. 30-i.
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of God, the English, in their hate and fear, called it

witchcraft and the work of the Devil. " The courage of

the soldiers was shaken", wrote the Duke of Bedford,
"
by

lack of sadde beleeve (want of serious faith), and unlaw-
ful doubt they had of a disciple and limb of the fiend

called the Pucelle, Avho used false enchantments and sor-

cery".^"
The in- But what is astounding is, that in this tide and flood

''f rh°"
^^ victory, Charles and his advisers returned once more

lgg_
to their timid councils. They wished not to hazard what

they had won, and they sought to confine themselves to a

defensive warfare on the Loire, which meant, in trvith, to

give the enemy time to recover from their panic, and to

come back recruited in heart and strength. Joan spoke

boldly what her voices told her was to be done. Until

King Charles VII. had been crowned at Rheims, his

title was but half consecrated in the eyes of his sub-
The

jects. She told the king that they should march to
iiiarr to

j^j^gju^g f^j^. j^jg coronation. Rheims was 150 miles from
Ivheims.

,
. . , . ,

Urfeans. ifie intermediate country was entirely m tlie

hands of the enemy, bristling with strong places, and
traversed by tliree deep rivers. Yet once more the fer-

vour of the people's faith overpowered the prudence of

the courtiers, and the expedition to Rheims set forth. It

promised to occupy months of siege and battle, and it

was like a long triumphal march. The Earl of Suffolk

had thrown himself into Jargeau, the first town upon tlie

Cajiture li^e of way. It was at once stormed and captured.

geau.''
VVhen Joan saw the Duke of Alencjon hesitate to com-
mence the assault, she said: "

Ah, gentle duke, are you
afiaid ?—do you not know that I have promised to your
wife to bring you home sound and safe ?"

Battle of The English had still an army in the field under the
I'atay. command of Lord Talbot, and they met the French at Pa-

tay. But the time was signally reversed when 200 English-
men could beat 400 Frenchmen. It was now, as Dunois

said, 200 French who could put to flight 400 English.
The English soldiers felt the omen of evil upon them.

Their hearts sank and their arms were paralyzed when they
saw the gleamingofthat white panoply, and the waving of

that banner, which was the presage of victory to France, of

dismay and discomfiture to them. The English army
were scattered at Patay, and the French advanced to

30
Rynier's Foedera, vol. x. p. 403.
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Troves, the capital of Champacrne. Once more the cold
^i'P^'"^^

^.
' i^ 111 TT 111 •! i*^' irovei).

fit seized the French leaders. How could they, without

machines or siege artillery, take so strong a place ? They
seriously thought of breaking up and returning to Or-

leans. Joan implored of them to wait for three days.
" We would gladly", said they,

" wait six".
" Six days !"

said she;
" I tell you we will be in the city to-morrow";

and the next morning the city capitulated without a

blow. The road was now open to Rheims. They en-

tered on the 14th of July, 1429, and on the following

Sunday Charles was duly crowned by the Archbishop Corona-

of Rheims according to the ancient rite, and anointed
^^"^1*^^

with the sacred oil which St. Remy had brought from at

Heaven 900 years before for the coronation of Clovis. Kheims,

When the rite was finished, Joan flung herself before the
j^| ^

king, and embraced his knees weeping: "O gentle king !" 1429.

she said, "now is accomplished what I told you God would

do
;
that I should raise the siege of Orleans, and lead you

into your city of Rheims to receive your holy consecra-

tion, showing you are true king". She rejoiced beyond
measure in the joy which she saw around her. At Crepy,
on their way homeward, she said to the Archbishop of

Rheims: "Behold a good people, nor have I anywhere
seen any people rejoice so much at the return of so noble

a king. Would I could be so happy when I finish my
days, to be bvu'ied in this land". " O Joan", said the

archbishop to her,
" in what place have you a hope of

dying !"
" Where it pleases God", she said,

"
for of the

place or hour I know no more than you, and would that

it pleased God, my Creator, that I could now depart lay-

ing aside my arms, and returning to serve my father and
mother in keeping their sheep with my sister and my
brothers, who would much rejoice to see me".^'

Was the mission of Joan finished at Rheims? We Was her

find it so stated in almost all histories
;
and a misreading

""ssion

of her conversation with the archbishop led even to the nished"?

statement, that she had implored King Charles to permit
licr, now when her task was done, to return and keep
her fxther's sheep. Yet, nothing lias been proved more

clearly from the answers of Joan herself upon her trial,

than that she did not believe her mission to have then

terminated. Slie was sent, she says, and says it again
and again, to drive the last of the English out of France

;

^' Evidence of Dunois, vol. iii. p. H.
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and she averred that ifshe were once more in armour in the

French camp, it would be one of the greatest blessings
that could befall France. And again, a few days before

her death, when urged to resume her woman's dress, she

said,
" when I shall have accomplished that for which I

was sent from God, I will take the dress of a woman".^^

Intrigues Yet, in one sense her mission did end at Rheims.
agamst The faith of the people still followed her, but her ene-

mies, not the English, but those in the heart of the court

of Charles, began to be too powerful for her. We may,
indeed, conceive what a hoard of envy and malice was

gathering in the hearts of those hardened politicians, at

seeing themselves superseded by a peasant girl. They,
accustomed to dark and tortuous ways, could not com-

prehend or coalesce with the divine simplicity of her de-

signs and means. A successful intrigue was formed

against lier.'^ It was resolved to keep her still in the

camp as a name and a figure, but to take from her all

power, all voice in the direction of affairs. So accord-

ingly it was done. The French in August besieged
Paris, then in the hands of the English. The siege was
undertaken contrary to her advice; she took part,

nevertheless, in the assault with her accustomed fearless-

ness, and was wounded. The assault was repelled, but
Joan rising from her wound, said that she was assured

that if the assault were renewed they would win the city.
In answer to that exhortation, they put her by force upon
a horse, and sent her back to the camp while a retreat

was sounded. And then they cast the entire responsi-

bility of the failure upon her.

She is What pangs must that poor heart have suffered during
taken that weary time, belied and discredited; burning with

at'conv
^°^® °^ France, and made impotent to serve her ! She

still, however, fought as usual, and when the Burgun-
dians laid siege to the town of Coinpiegne, on the Oise,
she threw herself into it to defend it. That very day
she headed a sally against the besiegers. But her fol-

lowers retired, and she, who was ever in the front, was
left alone. She was surrounded and captured by the

piegne.

^2
Quanclo ego fecero illud propter quod ego sum missa ex parte Die

accipiam habitum muliebrem, vol. i. p. ."9i.

^^ •'

George de la Tremouille", says M. Quicherat, "endured the Pucelle,
but it was iu order to labour for the ruiu of her influence ;

a work
which he directed Avith infernal perfidy, making the odium of its exe-

cution fall as far as possible on his colleagues".
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Bastard of Vendomme,^* a knight in the service of John
of Luxemburg, It was the 23rd of May, 1430, a little

more than a year from the deliverance of Orleans.

Her ways and habits during the year she was in arms Her ^

are attested by a multitude of witnesses. Dunois and the
^^^}^^.

Duke of AlenQon bear testimony to what they term her

extraordinary talents for war,^^ and to her perfect fisarless-

ness in action
;
but in all other things she was the most

simple of creatures. She wept when she first saw men
slain in battle, to think that they should have died with-

out confession.^'^ She wept at the abominable epithets
which the English heaped upon her; but she was with-

out a trace of vindictiveness. "
Ah, Glacidas, Glaci-

das !

"
she said to Sir William Glasdale at Orleans,

"
you

have called me foul names, but I have pity upon your
soul and the souls of your men. Surrender to the King
of Heaven !

" " And she was once seen, resting the head
of a wounded Englishman on her lap, comforting and

consoling him.^* In her diet she was abstemious in the

extreme, rarely eating until evening, and then, for the

most part, only of bread and water sometimes mixed
with wine. In the field she slept in her armour, but
when she came into a city, she always sought out

some honourable matron, under whose protection she

placed herself; and there is wonderful evidence of the

atmosphere of purity which she diffused around her,
her very presence banishing from men's hearts all evil

thoughts and wishes.''* Her conversation, when it was
not of the war, was entirely of religion. She confessed

often, and received communion twice in the week.^"

"And it was her custom", says Dunois,
"
at twilight every

day, to retire to the church and make the bells be rung

^* Not Vendome, as often written. Her captor was a simple knight,
in no way connected with the hlood of Bourbon.

^^ "
Especially", says the latter,

" in the management of artillery.
She showed", he adds, "the skill of a leader of thirty years' expe-
rience",—Vol. iii. p. 110.

36 Vol. iii. p. 106.

_

3^ Contrast tliis with the stern Amazon drawn by Schiller—see espe-
cially the scene with Montgomery, in wliich Joan is made to say that
he might as well look for mercy from tlie lioness or spotted tigress, as

begins life from her.—Jungfrau Von Orleans, act ii. scene 7. Indeed,
the whole play as a work of art is quite unworthy the great author of
the Piccolomini.

3* Vol. iii. p. 72.
39 See the E%4dence of Jean of Metz, vol. ii. p. 438, and of Dunois,

vol. iii. p. 15.
"

D'Alen^on, vol. iii. p. 100.
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for half an hour, and she gathered the mendicant reli-

gious who followed the king's army, and she put herself

in prayer, and made them sing an antiphon of the blessed

Mother of God".^' From presumption, as from supersti-

tion, she was entirely free. When women brought her

crosses and chaplets to bless, she said: " How can I bless

them ? your own blessing would be as good as mine".
Ileranx- She ever yearned after the union of Frenchmen, and on
jetyfor ^|-^g very day of the coronation at Rheims, she dictated a
union •

*^ *'

among touching letter to the Duke of Burgundy, conjuring him
French- to be no longer an enemy to Ids country, but to let the
men.

p^gj. j^^ forgiven in Christian peace. But of negociations
with the P^nglish she was supremely impatient.

"
I tell

you", she often repeated,
"

tlnere is no peace to be made
with the Englisli, except at point of lance"."

The She was now a prisoner in the hands ofJohn ofLuxem-
Knghsh ]3Qm.cr ^ vassal of the Duke of Burgundy. But from the

solved to moment of her capture, the English set their hearts upon
obtaia obtaining possession of her. That deep pride of character
posses- -^vl^Jp}^ ^vas perliaps a larije element in their success had its
81011of,, i.^ _0--, ., ,

iier,
darker expressions. It rendered tnem intolerant oi the

slightest defeat or check, and engendered towards any
enemy who might inflict it upon them a liatred stopping
short at no calumny and no cruelty. Their hatred of

Joan was something wholly indescribable, and from the

beginning they had spread the most abominable slanders

concerning her. They Avere resolved upon her destruc-
and to

tion,—not merely upon killing her, for that would avail

tried foT
little while her memory remained a beacon for France,

sorcery, but upoii blasting her name and its influence, stamping

upon her for ever the brand of evil, and extinguishing in

infamy that light which had been of such disastrous omen
to them. They designed to have her condemned by an

ecclesiastical tribunal as a blasphemer and a sorceress. In

their proceedings to effect this end two circumstances

curiously characteristic of the nation appear; first, their

accomplishing their purpose under colour and in form

of strict law
;
and secondly, their vising as their instru-

ments natives of the country whose subjugation they

sought.

Pierre Their chief instrument in this case was Pierre Cau-
Cau- chon. Bishop of Beauvais. That he acted with deliberate
chon,

iniquity it is by no means necessary for us to believe.

*'
Dunois, A-ol. iii. p. 14.

*'^ " Nisi buto lancea;".
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There are many contemporary testimonies highly favour- Bishop

able to him, and in the very brief of Pope Calixtus III.,
^,^|^*'""'

by which the process of revision was instituted, he is

called vir bona' memorice. But all his words and acts

throughout this business show that his judgment was

radically perverted by faction and ambition. He had

been always a strong partizan of the Burgundians, had
attained the high difrnitics of rector and conservator of

the privileges of the University of Paris (the most Bur-

gundian of corporations), and was held in great esteem

by Philip, Duke of Burgundy, who bestowed upon him
stronj?

the bishopric of Bcauvais. When Beauvais fell into the parti zaa

hands of Charles VII., he was driven from the possession
f'^^^l'''^^-

of his see, and took refuge in England with the Cardinal

of Winchester (the Cardinal Beaufort of Shakespeare),
who took him wholly under his patronage. He became
a devoted adherent of the house of Lancaster, and the

English promised him the archbishopric of Rouen."
Thus all his feelings, his resentment for the past, his

hopes for the future, were bound up with the maintenance

of the English power in France, and he naturally re-

garded with abhorrence whatsoever threatened that

power. But not only were the feelings of the Bishop en-

listed against Joan
;
that sentiment was strongly shared

by all the ecclesiastics in the English or Bungundian in-

terest, and, foremost among them, by the University of

Paris. The party spirit wdiich divided the nation ran

high, as we may conceive, among the clergy too. And
when the College at Poitiers absolved her from the

taint of sorcery, and declared that Charles might laAvfully
use her services, the opposite party were all the more
loud i;i pronouncing her a witch: to this their position
forced them

;
for if she were sent from God, what was

to be thought of their cause? So that not alone with

the English rulers and soldiers, but with a large body of

French ecclesiastics, and amongst them many learned and
able men, the belief in the Sorcery of Joan acquired al-

most the strength of a first principle. We should bear

this always in miad in judging of the tragedy that fol-

lowed.

The news of the capture of Joan had hardly time to Requisi-

reach Paris, when the vicar in that city of the inquisitor
'^i""^ for

*^ See this promise recorded in the proceedings of the Privy Council
of England, published by Sir Harris Nicolas, vol. iv. p. 10.
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the sur- of France, at the instance of the University, despatched

J«J^^"

°f a letter to the Duke of Burgundy (26th May, 1430), re-

quiring Joan to be delivered up, that she might be

brought to Paris and tried there by the Church. This

summons never was proceeded on, for the English were
reluctant that she should be tried in Paris, which, though
deeply Burgundian as we have seen, was not so entirely
under their control as their provinces in the north.

They sought a pretext for getting her into their own
hands, and in this a singular accident favoured them.

It so happened that the place wdiere Joan was taken,
outside Compiegne, was just on the borders of the dio-

cese of Beauvais. This circumstance was made the

foundation for a claim by the bishop, who was then at

Rouen, of ecclesiastical jurisdiction over her. He sent

a requisition to the Duke of Burgundy and John of

Luxembourg, demanding that she should be delivered

up to him to be tried. This requisition was aided by
letters from the University of Paris, couched in terms

which vividly express the terror that she inspired. After

speaking of the possibility of her escape being effected,

they go on to say: "For such great damage to holy
faith, such enormous peril and loss for the whole state of

the kingdom, have not happened in the memory of man,
as would happen if she escaped by such accursed ways
without due reparation", and they say it would be still

worse if she were liberated "
for money or ransom"."

Sheisde- But John of Luxembourg by no means thought of

(m the P^^'^^^o "^ith his prisoner simply upon these requisitions,

part of In those days an important prisoner of war was a very
the King valuable piece of booty, and a high ransom might natu-

knd"fs" ^^^^y ^^ expected for Joan. So another machinery was

suzerain, resorted to. According to the feudal jurisprudence of

France, the king, as chief suzerain, was entitled to have

the prisoners of his vassals delivered up to him upon
paying to the captor the value of their ransom according
to a graduated scale. The highest ransom was ten thou-

sand francs. Now as Henry VI. of England was also

King of France by the treaty of Troyes, a formal de-

mand of the prisoner was made in his name grounded on

this law. And to avoid all cavil, the highest ransom was
offered. "And although the capture of that woman is not

like that of a king or prince or other person of great es-

" Vol. i. pp. 9, 11.
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tate, whom tlie king would be entitled to have from any-
vassal for the price of 10,000 francs, according to the

custom of France, yet our Lord the King ofiers that

sum".*^ And, in addition, an annuity for life was pro-
mised to the knight who actually took her.

The negociations for her surrender were spread over and is at

months, but at length she was formallv delivered into the length

hands of the officers of the King of England. While she
'^^'^^'^^

was with the Burgundians, she seems to have been treated

as a prisoner of war, with honour and humanity, and from

the wife and aunt of John of Luxembourg she received

such kindness, that she afterwards declared that if human
influence could have prevailed upon her to change her

male garb, she would have done it at the exhortation of

those ladies.''® Yet it was during that period that she was Her leap

guilty of the first formal disobedience to her voices in a from the

desperate attempt to effect her escape. Li her extreme
^^^''

"*

dread of falling into the hands of the English, she sprang voir,

from the top of a high tower at the Castle of Beaurevoir,

contrary to their command. She said she could not

help it." She fell dizzy from the leap, but, strange to say,

unhurt, and was carried back into the castle insensible.

What she feared so much had now come to pass, and
she was in very different hands from those of the ladies

of Beaurevoir. They brought her to Rouen in chains,
and cast her into a cell, where she was pinioned to the

wall by iron fetters on her hands and feet, and three Eng-
lish men-at-arms were set to guard her day and night.

In the meantime the preparations for her trial were Prepara-

slowly proceeding. Commissioners were sent into her t'ons for

own country to take depositions as to her early life and ^^^^ '"^''

habits. These depositions were evidently too favourable
to her. Some idle rumours were gathered, such as that

she had been at one time a servant at an inn and there

learned the management of horses and the use of arms—
a statement which, though shown to be without founda-

tion, was afterwards reproduced by Monstrelet, and co-

pied from him by Hume ;
some simple calumnies, such as

a gross charge in reference to De Baudricourt; some

vague accusations of superstition in connection with the

" Vol. i. p. 14. «
Proces, vol. i. p. 95.

^' This simi)le expression for a strong impulse was afterwards made
one of the grounds of charge against her. " In quo male sentire videtur
de libertate liumani arbitrii et incidere in errorem illorum qui", etc.,

etc., Proces, vol. i. p. 260.
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fairy tree. But all these were felt to be wortliless, and
the depositions were suppressed in the record. Joan was
indicted and condemned out of her own lips.

Assem- The Cardinal of Winchester, the Duke ofBedford, and
^'y of the Earl of Warwick, the tutor of the young king, as-

iiTies^in'
sembled in Rouen for the trial. Their all-powerful influ-

liouen. ence was felt at every stage, but of their presence the

published proceedings give no trace. There came also

from Paris many doctors of high repute, but all strong

partizans. The see of Rouen was then vacant, but

territorial jurisdiction for the trial was obtained, though
with some difficulty, from the vicar-capitular and chap-
ter of Rouen. When the first public session was held

in the Royal Chapel of the Castle of Rouen, on the

21st of February, 1431, the bishop sat with no less

than forty-two assessors, viz., fifteen doctors of theology,
five doctors of civil and canon law, seven bachelors

in theology, eleven bachelors in canon law, and four

licentiates in civil law. When the court sat, a formal

citation was delivered to the apparitor to be served upon
Her two Joan in her prison. In his return to this writ the appari-
reqiiests. ^^^ relates two requests which she made at the time of ci-

tation, first, that ecclesiastics of the side of France as well

as those of the side of England might sit ixpon her trial,

and secondly, that she might be permitted to hear Mass.

The first request was passed over in silence ;
the second

was refused,
" in consideration of the crimes of which she

is accused and the deformity of the garb in which she

perseveres". She was then brought before the tribunal

and an oath tendered to her, to answer truly to whatsoever

should be demanded of her. But she peremptorily re-

fused to take the oath in that form. She would answer

fully, she said, as to her own acts
;
but as to her revela-

tions from God, she had confided them to no one but

Charles,
" whom she calls her king"; nor would she to

She is any other if her head were to be cut off. She ultimately

mined in ^^^^ *^® ^^^^ ^° answer concerning matters of faith, re-

public serving to herself the right not to answer as to the secrets

of her revelations. She was then minutely examined be-

fore the full court of assessors for five successive days. At
the end of that period the bishop resolved, for reasons

which we may divine, that her further examination should

be conducted in the prison in the presence of four or five

and in
persons selected by himself. She was accordingly for six

prison. ^^J^ further, and generally twice a day, sifted in tlie
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prison by tliese special examiners, astute and practised
men. It is hard to describe what effect the perusal of

these examinations leaves upon the mind, or what an im-

pression it gives of her uprightness and good sense, her jjer an-

simplicity, her piety and humility, and her unshaken swers.

faith in the reality of her own inspirations.
" I believe",

she said,
"
firmly, and as firmly as I believe the Christian

faith, and that God redeemed us from the pains of Hell,
that my voices came from God and by His ordinance"/*

Her voices, she said, had been with her from the begin-

ning, and she had always obeyed them except when she

leaped from the tower of Beaurevoir. They were still

daily communing with her in her cell, and telling her to

answer boldly to her questioners. Her accusers put to her

the mystery hidden from man, and asked her if she was
in a state of grace.

" If I am", she answered,
"
may God

keep me in it; if I am not, may God put me in it.*^ I

would grieve more than for the whole world, if I knew
that I were not". Yet she added, that she did not believe

that, if she were in mortal sin, St. Catherine and St. Mar-

garet would come to her. She was asked why, if she

were not in sin, she confessed so often.
" One can ne-

ver", she said,
" cleanse one's conscience too much". She

was asked if St. Catherine and St. Margaret hated the

English.
"
They hate what God hates, and love what

God loves". Does God then hate the English ?
" Of the

love or hatred which God bears to the English, or what
He means to do to their souls, I know nothing ;

but I

know that they will all be driven forth of the realm of

France, except those who will die there". She was
accused of having prevented peace. No, she said; "I
did all in my power to make peace with the Duke of

Burgundy; but as to the English, the peace to be made
with them, is, that they go back to their own country
of England".^" She was asked whether she had placed
more confidence in her banner or her sword: "My
trust", she said,

" was neither in sword nor banner, but

<8 Vol. i. p. r,2.

*^
Interrogata an sciat quod ipsa sit in gratia Dei, respoudit

"
Si ego

non sim Deus ponat me, et si ego sim, Deus me teneat in ilia. Ego es-

sem magis dolens de toto mmido, si ego scirem me non esse in gratia
Dei".

^0 "
Quantum ad ducem Bm-gundiae ipsa requisivit cum per litteras et

suos ambaxiatores, quod esset pax inter regem suum et dictum ducem,
quantum vero ad Auglicos, pax quam oportet ibi esse est quod vadant
ad patriam suam in Anglia".—Vol. i. p. 233.

I. 20
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"was wliolly in God". She was asked if she had not sinned

in leaving her father and mother against their wish. She
said that if she had offended therein, they had forgiven
her

;
that in all things else she had obeyed them, but that

in this she was bovmd to obey God rather than them,
and if she had a hundred fathers and mothers, and were
the daughter of a king, she would have done likewise.

Her Yet (for the truth must be told) it is evident that on
story of one point Joan was guilty of prevarication. She had, as we

angel.
Said, refused at the beginning to take the oath to answer

simply everything which was asked of her; for she appre-
hended that questions might be put to her which she

could not lawfully answer; and this determination she

persisted in throughout, although at the commencement
of every examination the same scene was repeated of ex-

treme importunity on the part of her examiners to induce

her to take the oath without restriction. Now, amongst
other subjects upon which she was closely pressed, was
the sign which she had given to Charles VII., by which
he recognized her divine mission. That sign consisted,
as we have seen, of the revelation to him of his doubts as

to his legitimacy, and of his secret prayer. With Joan's

feelings towards the king, she would sooner have died

than publish such a thing to the world. Accordingly for

many days she met the question with a simple refusal to

answer—"You will not", she said, "extract that from my
lips".^' Her examiners having still returned to it the

more eagerly on that account, she at last cried out,
" Would you wish me to perjure myself?"^^ and imme-

diately after, as if seeing there was no escape, she com-
menced a story about an angel having brought from

Heaven a crown of gold and jewels, and placed it on the

king's head in the hall of Chinon. An endeavour has

been made to explain this as an allegory ;
and that she

herself was the anccel who brought to the king the crown
of France. Surely it is simpler to say with Joan herself

afterwards on the point of death,
'^^ that it was a fiction in

which, tortured as she was, she took refuge
— a fiction, not

^' "
Interrogata quale signum dedit regi suo quod ipsa veniebat ex

parte Dei respondit : Ego semper vobis respondi quod iiou milii extra-

hetis illud ab ore". —Vol. i. p. 91.
'•''- Essetis vos contenti quod ego incurrerem perjurium.

—Vol. i. p.

139.
^^ To the Eriar Martin L'Advenu—" Dixit et contessa fuit quod,

quidquid dixisset et se jactasset de dicto angelo, uuUus tamea fuerat

aiigelus qui dictam coronara apportasset".
—Vol. i. p. 479.
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a perjury, for it was expressly excluded from tlie compass
of her oath.

The great point upon winch she was urged was her

assumption oi male attire contrary to a canon of the

early Church ;
but this she said she had done, because

she was so commanded from on high.-'^ On one matter

they were more successful in ensnaring her—that of su j-

mission to the Church. They asked her would she sub- She is re-

rait the truth of her visions to the decision of the Church, quired to

She said she referred herself to God and His holy angels. f"^|"g'

They told her it was not to the Church triumphant, but Church.

to the Church militant, that she was required to submit.

It is evident that she construed their meaning to be, that

she should submit her revelations to them, her judges,

by whom she knew she was prejudged, and she refused

to make the required submission. Yet, even in that her

deep sense of faith pointed out at last the true solution
;

and she said when she was brought out to receive sen-

tence: "I appeal to God and to our Lord the Pope". Her ap-
" We cannot go so far as to seek the Pope", cried the peai to

Bishop of Beauvais
;

"
every ordinary is judge in his own * ® °^*'

diocese"." Her voices, she said, promised her salvation,

but conditionally upon her preserving her virginity of

body and soul. They also promised her deliverance

from her enemies, but in what way she knew not; but

for the most part, they said, it would be through a great

victory; and they said to her: "Take all patiently,
neither be solicitous concerning thy martyrdom; thou
shalt come finally into the kingdom of Paradise. And
she called it martyrdom for the pain and adversity which
she endures in the prison ;

and she knows not whether
she shall suffer yet greater pains, but she commits herself

to God".^«

^* She prayed fervently, she said, for light as to the reUnquishment
of this dress, and she gives the words of her prayer:

" Tres doulx Dieu
en r onneur de vostre sante passion, je vous requier, se vous me aimes

que vous me reveles que je doy respondre a ces gens d' EgUse. Je

S9ay bein quant a 1' abit le commandement comme je 1' ay prins. Mais

je ne scay point par quelle maniere je doy le laisser. Pour ce plaise
vous a moy 1' enseigner".

—Proces, vol. i. p. 279.
*^

Interrogata utruiu velit revocare omnia dicta et facta sua quae
sunt reprobata per clericos : respondet :

"
Ego me refero Deo, et Do-

mino nostro Papae"
— et fuit sibi dictum quod hoc non sufficiebat et

quod non poterat fieri quod iretur quajsitum Dominura nostrum Papam
ita remote ; etiam quod ordinarii erant judices quilibet in sua dioecesi.—
Vol. i. p. 445. The disallowing of tliis appeal seems to have been the

grossest piece of illegality connected mth the trial.

'•^ Et ut plurimtmi voces ei dixerunt quod ipsa liberabitur per mag-

20*
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Articles

sent to

Paris.

Her con-

demna-
tion.

Her re-

tracta-

tion and

sentence-

Ingrati-
tude of

Charles

VII.

Out of her answers were culled carefully sucli as were
conceived to tell against her

;
and these were digested into

twelve articles, which were sent for the opinion of the

University of Paris. The opinion of that body, whose
sentiments we have seen, could not be long doubtful.

They condemned the propositions sent to them as blas-

phemous and heretical
;
and soon after the answer came

back, Joan was formally condemned in a full assembly of

the assessors, and on the morrow of Pentecost, in the year
1431, was led ovit to receive the doom of a sorceress and
an apostate.

In this dreadful trial she seems to have been abandoned
to her own strength. She had faced death a hundred
times in the field with perfect calmness, but this chalice

was of another kind. That agony of fear of death, which
sometimes assails the finest natures, overcame her, and
she shrank from the faggot and the fierce flame. "Give

me", she said,
" I will sign a retractation". So a paper

was put into her hands to sign, by which she declared

herself misled by her voices, and renounced the use of her

male attire. She was sentenced, as a merciful commutation,
to perpetual imprisonment, with bread and water. This

sentence she ought legally to have undergone in the eccle-

siastical prison ;
but the Bishop of Beauvais gave her up

again to the English, who led her back to her old cell.

And now we may ask one question. A full twelve-

month liad elapsed since she had been taken prisoner:
what did her king, Charles VII., do for her during that

time?—did he make a single effort to save her who had

given him back his crown and kingdom? He had the

wealth of cities which she had won for him—he might
have offered to ransom her, so long at least as she was in

Burgundian hands. He had many noble captives, pri-

soners of her victories
;
he might have offered them in

exchange, or justly threatened their lives if a hair of her

head were injured. Or if everything else failed, ought
he not to have put himself at the head of the chivalry of

France, and marched to rescue her or perish ? History
has to relate, beyond all recorded ingratitude, that he
made no sign, did not even speak one word on her

nam victoriam : et postea (licunt sibi ipsoe voces,
"
Capias totum gra-

tanter : nou cures de martyrio tuo : tu venies finaliter in regnum Para-
disi . . . Et vocat illud martyriuni pro poena et adversitate quam
patitur in carcere, et nescit utrum majorein poenam patietur sed de
hoc se refert Deo".—Proces, vol. i, p. 135.
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behalf. On tlie contrary, there is the clearest evidence

that the coterie around him were filled with base satis-

faction at getting rid of her, and probably looked to her

death almost as eagerly as the English. As for Charles,
his feeling was not that, but was simple indifference.

He was enslaved to ignoble pleasure ;
and what can be

more dead to gratitude or duty than the heart of a volup-

tuary? It was of Agnes Sorel that he thought, and not

of the pure maiden Joan. Yet she never dreamed of re-

proaching him
; throughout her trial she remained full

of loyalty, as enthusiastic and tender as when she knelt

at his feet at Chinon or at Rheims. In the very sermon
which was preached to her at her condemnation, she bore

in silence all that was said against herself, but when the

preacher called her king a heretic and a schismatic, she

arose and reprimanded him, and said that her king was
the noblest of Christians and the truest to the faith and
to the Church.

She was now condemed to perpetual imprisonment; Resolu-

but the English never meant to be so baulked of their *•"" °^

prey. What care they had of her we can judge from
jj^^ ^^^'

one circumstance. During the course of her trial, she be- destroy

came seriously ill. The Earl of Warwick summoned the ^^'•

best physician in Rouen, and told him to attend her well.
"
For", said he, "my king has bought her dear and holds her

dear, and would not on any account that she died a natural

death, or otherwise than by the hands of justice at the

stake"." What plot was laid to bring to pass the tragedy
which ensued, will never be fully known. One witness

afterwards said, that her woman's clothes which she had

adopted in obedience to her sentence, were taken away
from her during the night and her male attire alone left

beside her, so that she had no choice but to assume it.

And this is highly credible, for having at her retractation

finally abjured the garb of a man, how else, except by
the order of her keepers, did she come by it ? That she

was found in her dungeon a few days alter in her male
dress is unquestionable, and this was seized on as conclu-

sive evidence of her obstinacy and relapse. It must, how- She re-

aver, be added, that she plainly repented ofand recalled her
"^^^^^^

abjuration, and when the bishop and some of the offi- tracta-

— ——^— tion

*' "
Quia pro nullo rex volebat quod sua morte natural! moreretur,

rex enim earn habebat caram, et care emerat, nee volebat quod obiret

nisi cum justitia et quod esset combusta".—Deposition of the physician
De Camera, vol. iii. p. 49.
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cials visited her in prison, she declared openly that

she had sinned in denying her revelations, and asserted

anew that her voices were from God. And then the

bishop told the Earl of Warwick to be of good cheer,
for that all was finished. This was upon Sunday. On
Tuesday the Bishop of Beauvais summoned the judges
once more, and on Wednesday morning a good friar,

Martin I'Advenu, was sent to hear her confession, and to

announce to her that she was that day to be led out and
burned. She was overcome with anguish, not so much
at the thought of death, as of the dreadful death she was
to die. But she recovered herself, made her confession

humbly, and implored to receive the Sacrament, which was
andis led not denied her. When she was led forth, weeping, she once

finai"'^ -
'^0^6 beheld her judges sitting cold and stern. She saw

teuce. the pitying faces of the people, and the fierce eyes of the

English soldiery as they stood in arms around tlie pile
where she was to suffer.

"
Ah, Bishop, Bishop", said she

to the Bishop of Beauvais, "I die through you; if you had

put me in the prison of the Church, and given me fit

keepers, this would not have befallen me". When her sen-

tence was about to be read, she fell on her knees, invoking
God and the Blessed Virgin, St. INIichael, St. Catherine,
and St. Margaret, and she asked of all to pray for her;
and from her judges, from the bishop, and all, she im-

plored that tliey would say a Mass for her soul. Every one

was melted to tears, except some of the brutal soldiery,
who cried out: "Come, priests, make haste ! do you mean
to keep us here till dinner time ?" Her sentence was then

read, and she was handed over to the executioner. She
asked for a cross, and a soldier breaking a staff in two,
made a rude cross and gave it to her. Such as it was,
she pressed it to her bosom, but she implored that a cru-

cifix should be brought, that it might be held before her

eyes when she was dying. There was a high scaffold

erected and the faggots placed on the top, that her death

might be visible to all, and that being once lit from below,
it might be out of the power of the executioner to abridge

Her her torture. "Oh, Rouen, Rouen !" she cried, "am I then
deuth. here to die ! I fear that thou wilt suffer through my death".

This, then, was the deliverance which her voices had

promised her. Her confessor ascended the scaffold with

her, comforting her and exhorting her. When she was
bound to the stake, and the fire applied below, she uttered

a cry ;
but still, thoughtful for others rather than herself,
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slie implored of her confessor, whose zeal made him still

remain near her, to go down, as he might be in danger.^*
She then said: " Whether I have done well or ill, my
king is free from blame".

When the flames first touched her she shuddered, and
asked for holy water; but as they gathered round her,
she cried out,

" My voices have not deceived me—my
voices were from God".^^ From that time forth she

uttered no word except the name of that Saviour which
she had once inscribed upon her banner of victory, and
with that holy name upon her lips she expired.
Her work was not the less accomplished. She said she

had come to drive the English forth from France—and
she did so. Their power continued to dwindle day by day.
She said boldly on her trial that before seven years would

pass, the English would receive a greater blow than the

fall of Orleans; and in six years after that time King
Charles entered Paris.

It would be a matter of interest, if space permitted, to

trace in some degree the fate which her memory has

undergone ;
how it was long obscured and defaced by for-

getfulness and calumny ;
to say something of that drama

which reflects so faithfully the passions of her national

enemies, and which bears unworthily the name of Shake-

speare ; something also of that crowning disgrace to

France—that composition where profanity vies with
ribald indecency, and which bears most worthily the name
of Voltaire. That work was worthy of the eighteenth

century and its patriarch ;
but the nineteenth has other

thouglits. France has returned to do homage to her

heroine. Those whose principles lead them to deny any
miraculous intervention in human affairs, yet place her

in the first rank amongst wondrous hviman creatures;
and we may say tliat almost every inquirer who has

combined high intelligence with faith, has come to avow
himself a believer in the truth of her divine mission.

Where the Chiu'ch has not pronounced, each one is of

course left to his private judgment upon the evidence.

We may, if it so seems to us, conclude that all this won-
der—this undeniable history of an unlettered child, who
in her obscure hamlet, not only declares herself commis-

**
Dep. de Martin I'Advenu, t. iii. p. 1G9.

'•"^

Usque ad fijiem vitse suae manuteniut et asseruit quod voces quas
habuerat erant a Deo . . . nee credebat per easdem voces fuisse de-

ceptam.—Dcp. dc Martin I'Advenu, t. iii. p. 176.
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sioned from on high to deliver her country, but from the

beginning, details with luminous precision the means by
which that deliverance was to be effected

;
who in the

accomplishment of her task, was enabled at once to recog-
nize those whom she had never seen, and to reveal

secrets known to no mortal
;
whose prophecies of future

events are attested by evidence which defies doubt
;
and

who in the command of armies showed the skill of a

captain of thirty years' experience
—that it is all explica-

ble upon natural principles of enthusiasm and delusion.

We may, if Ave are of the class that can repose contentedly
in words and abstractions instead of realities, name her

the impersonation of the soul of France, and even (her

the most devoted to her king and to his nobles
!) the

herald of the triumph of democracy and of the rising of

the Gaul against the Frank and Norman. We may
recur for an explanation to the modern miracles of mes-
merism and spiritualism. Or we may, upon the whole,
deem it the simpler solution to say, that in a great crisis

in which the whole future of the balanced commonwealth
of Christian Europe, and with it the peace and freedom
of the Church, were imperilled, the Arm which had of

old sent forth a shepherd boy for the salvation of Israel,

was not shortened, and once more raised up the weak
ones of this world to confound the strong. If Joan was

not, as she averred, sent from God to save her perishing

country, history has no such marvel and no such problem.
John O'Hagan.

Art. II.— The Genius of Alcihiades.

Alcibia- TTAVING been led by the study of the period in

des un- JLJL which Alcibiadcs lived, to the belief that modern
derrated writers have scarcely done justice to the importance of the

deni°" P^^'^ played by that extraordinary man in Grecian, and

times. particularly in Athenian, history, we propose in this paper
to endeavour to form as exact an appreciation as the ex-

isting sources of our information will permit, of the cha-

racteristics of his genius, and of the mode in which it

developed and exhibited itself

Niebuhr' has remarked that in the view of the ancients,

' Lectures on Ancient History (Schniitz), ii. 98.
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Alcibiades was one of those demon-like beings wlio have His cha-

power to change the destinies of whole cities and nations, racter as

Thucydides, that calmest and ablest of liistorians, who described

was probably personally acquainted with Alcibiades, but cienT

at any rate must have often heard him speak in the pub- writers:!,

lie assembly, bears in many passages of his history ample ^^,T''"'

testimony to the marvellous power of his character. Thus '^^ ' ^''
'

in his sixth book (ch. 15), he distinctly attributes the

downfall of Athens to the fact of their having withdrawn
the command of their forces from the hands ofAlcibiades.
He says: "And although he had as a pubHc man most

admirably conducted the military operations, yet his per-
sonal habits and manner of life produced in them so much
irritation and disHke, that they entrusted the command to

others, and so in no long space of time brought ruin on
the city". Again, the historian represents Alcibiades as

the prime mover m the Sicilian expedition, which he un-

doubtedly regarded (ii. 65, vi. 31, 86, vii. 42) as no
Quixotic enterprise, but as a scheme perfectly feasible

;
he

also records the vigour and uniform success which charac-

terized the early operations of the expedition during the
brief period that they were presided over by Alcibiades.
It is tolerably evident, therefore, that in the opinion of

Thucydides that expedition also was ruined by the recall

of Alcibiades, and might have succeeded, had he been
allowed to conduct it. Aristophanes, in his play of the

Frogs, which was exhibited in the year 406, that is shortly
after Alcibiades had been superseded in the command of 2. byAris-
the fleet at Samos, makes Dionysus inquire of ^schylus tophanes.

and Euripides, what is their opinion respecting Alcibiades.

Euripides, whom it is throughout the object of the dra-

matist to exhibit in a contemptible hght, replies in a

pompous strain, that he " hates a citizen who is slow to

serve his country, but quick to benefit himself", etc.

jEschylus, on the other hand, on being appealed to, re-

plies in two fine oracular fines, the purport of which is—
'Twere best to breed no lion in your state

;

But if you do, you shoiUd consult his humours.

Now as, in the amusing trial of skill between ^schylus
and Euripides, which takes place before Dionysus, the
former is always the conqueror, and at last is formally ad-

judged as such by the god, and released from Hades ac-

cordingly, nothing can be clearer than that Aristophanes,
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"wtose soundness of judgment and practical sense chines

out in every page of his plays no less tlian liis literary

ability, was himself of opinion, and wished to instil that

opinion into the Athenians, that, in spite of the heavy mis-

deeds of Alcibiades in times past, yet, for the sake of liis

lion-Hke powers, it was their interest to " consult his

himiours", and not, through their irritation at his personal
habits, thwart him and set him aside when disposed to

exert himself on their behalf. The hke strain of thought
is indicated by the passage in the Aves

(1. 145), where

Euelpides, in reply to the suggestion of the Hoopoo that

there is such a blessed city as he is looking for, one uncursed

by poHtics and law-suits,
"
hy the Red Sea\ replies

—
oifioi, ntj^a/jiwQ

y'lfuv ys TTaoa OdXarrav, 'iv 'araKvipiTai

K\T]Trjp' dyovcr' 'iwOtv ») 2aXa;utvta.

The allusion here to the appearance of the Salaminian

trireme at Cutana, bearing the smnmons to Alcibiades to

return and stand his trial, and the oblique censure cast on

that proceeding by the dramatist, are too evident to requii-e

dwelHng upon.
The judgment then of Aristophanes and Thucydides,

both contemporaries
—both eminently competent wit-

nesses—may be quoted as testifying, first, to the extraor-

dinary ability of Alcibiades as a statesman and as a

general; secondly, to the folly of his countrymen in vo-

luntarily depriving themselves of his ser\ices. We have

drawn out the proof of tliis point at some length, because

we shall reqim-e it presently when we review the judg-
ments passed on Alcibiades by modern writers.

Testi- The testunony of the orators, whether for or against

muny of Alcibiades, cannot pass for much. The most conscien-

tious advocate, even in modern times, puts the worst or

the best appearance on any given set of facts, according
to the terms on which he has taken his brief, and it could

not be expected that Athenian advocates would be found

more scrupulous. The orators who mention Alcibiades

ofLysias ^^'^' Lysias, Isocrates, Andocidcs, and Demosthenes. Ly-
'

sias eulogizes Alcibiades in the speech,
" Pro bonis Aris-

tophanis'; but in that against his son {In Alcihiadem,

p. 14:2), he goes so far in the opposite direction as even

to deny him more than average abihty. Isocrates, in the

pf y^o. oration De Bigis, written for the younger Alcibiades as a

crates, reply to the oration of Lysias just mentioned, takes occa-

sion to enumerate all the splendid exploits of his father.

the ora

tors
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This he miglit do as an advocate merely; but in tlie

Busiris (§ 5), an oration composed for tlie schools, not for

the law-courts, Isocrates incidentally expresses an opinion
to which more weight may be attached. In opposition to

the sophist Polycrates he maintains (we quote the passage
from Midlers Grecian Literature, p. 508), that the fact of

Alcibiades having been educated by Socrates redounded
to the latter's credit rather than to Iris disparagement, see-

ing that Alcibiades had " so far excelled all other men".

The speech of Andocides against Alcibiades is, according
to Muller, unquestionably spurious. Demosthenes, as of De-

might be expected from his more commanding intellect, ^^^'

gives a more independent, and therefore more valuable,

opinion. In the oration against Meidias (p. 561), he re-

fers to the history of Alcibiades as of a man who had per-
formed signal service to his country, as of a great general
and a consummate orator. But when he goes on to say,
that in spite of all this, the Athenians had justly discarded

him on accovmt of the intolerable v|3p«c? oi' insolent pride,
of his private character, we are not bound to regard this

as his real opinion, but only as a statement accommodated
to the requirements of his argument and the feehngs ofhis

hearers. He is charging Meidias with this mipardonable
oiFence of u/Bptg, and the hne of liis reasoning is,

" If your
forefathers refused to pardon this crime in Alcibiades,
counterbalanced as it was in him by eminent services to

the state, much more should you refuse to pardon it in

Meidias, who can plead no public services whatever". In
the 'EpwriKoc A076C, p- 1414, among other instances of

statesmen and generals benefited by the intercourse and
instruction of philosophers, Demosthenes adduces the case

of Alcibiades, who, though naturally far less disposed to

virtue than Pericles, was yet materially improved by the

teaching of Socrates.

The connection of Alcibiades with the illustrious man Testi-

just mentioned, will be discussed fm'ther on. Among the "^""y °^

other contemporary philosoiDhers, Plato, though in no less
" "'

than four of his dialogues Alcibiades holds a prominent
place, does not appear to have felt much interest in him.
Plato was a professional philosopher

—a thinkerpar excel-

lence;—extraordinary as was liis intellect, he docs not
seem, to have been a man of much character. Men of
actioii—men formed to influence and rule their fellows—
he did not perhaps entirely understand, and therefore

could not adequately pourtray. We find in the dialogue
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called the first Alcibiades, a confirmation of the account

given by Thucydides (vi. 90) of the schemes of wide-

reaching ambition wliich our hero cherished in his youth.
In the Protagoras, Alcibiades mixes occasionally in the

conversation, but cliiefiy in the defiant spiiit of a partisan
who backs his own champion against all comers

;
a mode

of representing liim which illustrates so far the description
of Plutarch, who says that his ruHng passion was the am-
bition to contend and overcome. In the second dialogue

bearing his name, Alcibiades is a mere lay figure, serving
to introduce the Socratic theory of prayer. In the Sym-
posium, Alcibiades comes into the house of Agathon
drunk—a device of the writer in order to introduce

naturally that extraordinary speech, in which, at lus own

expense, Alcibiades dilates on the moral pimty and self-

command of Socrates. But in all this there is but little

indication that Plato felt that he was speaking of one of

the most remarkable characters of liis own or any other

age. The name of Alcibiades serves to hang a theory or

a disquisition upon, hke that of Crito, or Euthydemus, or

Agathon, and that is all. There is a little more charac-

terization in the first Alcibiades than in the other dia-

logues, but this is probably derived from actual recollection

of the sentiments entertained by Socrates towards liis pupil.
ofXeno- The only remaining contemporaiy writer is Xenophon.
phon. This author comes before us in a twofold character, as

philosopher and historian. Wliat he says of Alcibiades in

the former character, we shall have occasion to notice

when we come to consider the relations between him and

Socrates. As a historian, Xenophon (Hellenica, i.)
relates

without comment the miHtary career of Alcibiades between
the years 411 and 400. We need not feel very desirous

that he had been more expHcit. He had neither the sa-

gacious insight nor the sublime impartiality ofThucydides ;

he regards actions as mere external facts, rather than, with

Thucydides, as the manifestation and illusti'ation of the

inner life of the agent ;
hence he is a good witness to mat-

ters of fact, and Httle more.

Testi- The testimony of later writers is of com'se less valuable,

mony of but it all pouits to the same conclusion—the high estimate
later wri- formed by the ancients generally of the genius of Alci-

Plutarcb biades. The life by Plutarch is full of anecdotes handed

down by literary tradition, many of which are doubtless

no more to be depended upon than the current story,

which Cicero {J^p- ad. Att., vi. 1) records only to explode,
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that Alcibiades tlirew Into tlie sea Eupolis tlie comedian

dm'ing the voyage to Sicily, although, as Cicero observes,
Eratosthenes speaks of Eupolis as being in the land of the

living several years later. One or two of these anecdotes,

however, which bear internal marks of probabihty, will be
noticed jJi'esently.

Cornelius Nepos seems to have been much impressed by and Cor-

the character of Alcibiades
;
he says of him,

" in hoc na- "^'"^^

tura, quid efficere possit, videtur experta". He refers to
^^°^'

the eulogies passed on him by Theopompus and Timasus,
writers who were notoriously

"
maledicentissuni", but who

are both eloquent in his praise. Quoting from them, he
describes the wonderful versatiHty of his character; how
at Athens he was foremost in all the functions of an orator

and a politician ;
how at Thebes he excelled the Thebans

themselves in the amoimt of bodily toil which he would

undergo, and the muscular strength which he exhibited
;

how at Sparta he was more severely abstemious than the

Spartans; in Thrace drank harder than the drunken
Thracians

;
and in Persia outran the very satraps in luxury,

Wlien we pass on to modern times, and get beyond the Ten-

uncritical epoch in which scholars were contented to col- dency in

lect without sifting the testimonies of the ancients, we J^^erto
find, as Niebuhr remarks, an inclination gi'adually arising a tone of

to depreciate Alcibiades. This was probably owing to deprecia-

the intense admiration felt by scholars for the Athenian
**'^°'

people and institutions, which would lead them to pass no
favourable judgment on the man who was constantly at

variance with the great majority of his countrymen, and

who, when it suited his purpose, set those institutions at

nought. Mr. Mitford, however, who wrote the history
of Greece on English Tory principles at the time of the

French Revolution, had no love for the Athenian demo-

cracy, and hence has no motive for depreciating Alci-

biades. The account given in these volumes of his career

and character, is impartially weighed and eloquently ex-

pressed; and we unhesitatingly prefer it, both as more
consistent and probable in itself, and as better borne out

by the evidence, to the picture drawn by Mr. Grote.
Mr. Grote's extensive and important work on the His- Mr.

tory of Ancient Greece, merits all the praise to which Grote's

great learning and critical power, set off by a correct and

flowing style, entitle a historian. But that the glass

through which he presents Greece and her worthies to

our view, is wholly uncoloured by prejudice or miscon-

view
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ception, we cannot admit. The English
"
philosopliical

Radical" is often apparent under the critic's mantle, just as

the old-fashioned English Tory meets us in every page of

Mitford. The acts of the Athenian democracy are by
Mr. Grote always placed in the fairest possible light;

—
when good, he "

gilds refined gold" ;
when questionable,

he leans to the side of commendation
;
when bad, he is

inexhaustibly ingenious in palliation. The execution of

Socrates is traced to a pardonable confusion of ideas in

the minds of the sovereign multitude between the sasfe

and the sophists ;
the sentence passed on the eight generals

after Arginusa?, though condemned, is ingeniously shown

(and we frankly admit that Mr. Grote makes a strong

case) to have been natiu'al under the circmnstances, and
even to haA'^e partly originated in hmnane and lavidable

feelings :
—how, then, can we expect that Alcibiades, who

comes so often into collision with the democracy, will meet
with much sympathy from Mr, Grote? "It was not

likely", we are told,
" that either self-restraint or regard

for the welfare of others, would ever acquire development"
comba- in his mind. Now, we think that the tenor of the last

ted. seven years of the life of Alcibiades is quite inconsistent

with this assertion. When the army at Samos wished to

abandon the seat of war and sail straight to Athens in

order to put down the oligarchy, and were restrained by
the single voice of Alcibiades, Thucydides thus writes

(viii. 86) :
—" And it was then first, and in a degree sur-

passed by none, that Alcibiades appeared in the light of a

benefactor of the city No other man at that crisis

would have been able to restrain the multitude
;
but he

both made them abandon the proposed expedition, and in

stern language of rebuke put do-smi those who were stirring

up ill feeling against the envoys of the oligarchy". Again,
his practice of conforming his own habits to the mode of

life in vogue in the country where he might be sojourn-

ing, as when at Sparta he outdid the Spartans themselves

in the rigour of his bodily discipline and the plainness of

his diet (Plutarch m vita), certainly does not bespeak him

wanting in the power of self-restraint when the occasion

seemed to him to call for it. Indeed, without a consider-

able share of that quality, no man could have carried on
for several years those successful and brilliant operations
on the Hellespont and in the Propontis, by which he so

nearly retrieved the fallen fortunes of Athens. Mr. Grote

also, following Plutarch, fixes upon Alcibiades the guilt
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of procuring tlie decree for tlie massacre of tlie Melians.

But as Thucydides gives not the slightest hint of his par-

ticipation in that crime, as the usual counsellors of cruelty
in the Athenian assembly were not aristocrats like Alci-

biades, but low demagogues like Cleon or Hyperbolus
(the former of whom we knoic to have proposed the

slaughter of the Mytilenseans under similar circumstances
a few years before) ; lastly, as the conduct of Alcibiades to-

wards the vanquished, e. g., at Cyzicus, Chalcedon, and

Byzantium, seems to have been uniformly marked by
clemency, we may hazard the supposition that this is one
of the many scandals (like the story of the drowning of

Eupolis) which floated down the stream of tradition, but
have really no sohd foundation to rest upon.
Upon one other point we shall venture to express our Were the

total dissent from Mr. Grote. He justifies the conduct of A^''®'

the democracy in depriving Alcibiades ofthe command after
right in

the defeat of Notium. In this he nms counter to the judg- suspend-

ment of Thucydides (vii. 15), and also, if we have rightly j^lg

'^'"-

interpreted the passage in the Ranse (see above, p. 285), after^No-

to that of Aristophanes. Mr. Grote's reasoning amounts tium ?

to this:—Alcibiades had disappointed the reasonable

hopes of the Athenians
;
with the powerful force under his

command, he had efi'ected nothing dm-ing a long period ;

by liis culpable absence from his post, and delegation of
his own duty to an incompetent subordinate, he had been
the occasion of the disaster of Notium

;
the Cumasans at

the same time brought a charge against him' of having
wantonly attacked their city and territory;

—
ergo, the

people were justified in depriving him of his command.
To this it may be replied, that Alcibiades left Athens " in
the third month" (Xen. Hell. I. 4) after his arrival there
in May, that is, about the end of July or the beginning of

August, and that he was superseded before the end of the

year. Not so very long a period this, during which to

achieve no decisive success: but in fact Alcibiades had
gained a victory at Andros. The defeat at Notium was

certainly unfortimate, but it did not alter the position of

affairs, for Alcibiades challenged Lysander to an engage-
ment immediately after it, but in vain. If commanders-
m-chief are to be recalled for such mishaps, as well might
the British nation have indignantly deprived Sir Colin

Campbell of the command in India because General

Wyndham was defeated at Cawnpore ! The complaint of
the Cumasans, mentioned only by Diodorus, constituted,
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if true, a very serious charge. But tlie Athenians well
knew the extreme difficulty,

—the city itself being now too

poor to furnish the funds,—which their commanders expe-
rienced in raising money to pay the troops while on ser-

vice, and were not likely to have sympathized very
profoundly with the sufferings of the CuniiEans, had not
other motives of ill-will been worked upon. The simple
fact seems to be that they acted on this occasion with that

foolish jDrecipitancy which a democracy existing without
checks is so apt to indulge in. They dismissed the great
commander who had fought so many campaigns without
once sustaining a defeat, and whose name alone was worth
a hundi'cd ships ;

and in consequence, as Thucydides says,

they
" not long after ruined the city"; for the subsequent

victory of Arginusce was merely a temporary check in

that career of victory which began for the Laccdasmonians
on the day when Alcibiades disappeared from the -^gean.

Sketch of Such is a brief and imperfect retrospect of the various
tlie life of

jyjgj-i^Qj^^g passed upon Alcibiades in ancient and modern

blades :
times. We proceed to endeavour to present our o\vn por-
traiture of this remarkable man, adopting, to avoid for-

maUty, the biograpliical style, but sketching the historical

facts in the merest outhne, and only so far as they are il-

lustrative of character,

his^birth Alcibiades, son of CHnias and Dinomache, was born at

Athens about the year 452. His father, dying while he
was yet young, appointed Pericles his guardian. Pericles,

according to Plato (I. Alcih. 37), gave him for a tutor

Zopyrus the Tlu'acian, one of the most aged and inefficient

of his domestics. But Ave may be sure that, young as he
was at the time of the death of Pericles, he had mixed in

the brilliant society which gathered round Aspasia, and
derived from it in the fullest measure whatever ofgood or

of evil it had to impart. An anecdote told by Plutarch

illustrates the force of character wliich he displayed even
in boyhood. Playing at dice in the street one day with

some other boys, it fell to his turn to throw. Just then a

loaded cart drew near
;
the other boys made way for it

;

but Alcibiades, intent on his game, threw himselfdown flat

in the road, and told the carter to diive over him ifhe dared.

Inter- In his personal intercourse with Pericles, the difference

with^P -
^^

^8"^' joi^s^ *o the lofty reserve of the great statesman,

ricles. must have prevented much sympathy. Anecdotes indeed

on the subject are not wanting. Not to mention the

celebrated story of his advice to Pericles about rendering

and edu-

cation.
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his accounts, related, but with striking differences, by
Diodorus and Pkitarch, there is a curious anecdote in

Xenophon's Memorabilia, relating how Alcibiades posed
his guardian by a series of cleverly put questions, more
Socratico, on the subject of law. Even if not strictly true,
the anecdote is an evidence of the opinion entertained by
his contemporaries of his intellectual powers. Of Critias,
whom Xenophon associates with Alcibiades in this place
as another distinguished pupil of Socrates and an able

politician, the anecdotes related point to no such con-
clusion.

Socrates, perhaps, first met Alcibiades in the salons of I"*er-

Aspasia. The extraordinary personal beauty of the young *^"."'''
^

man—a quality to which all Greeks were so susceptible
—

crates,

may have first attracted him; but it was the " soul of Al-
cibiades" (I. A Icib.) which permanently fixed the philo-

sopher's regards. It is not difficult to understand why.A generous nature desires to find in the object of its affec-

tion that which supplements itself; and Alcibiades pos-
sessed largely just those persuasive and commanding
qualities which nature had denied to Socrates himself.

Alcibiades, with his grace of bearing and godhke beauty,
was formed for a great orator

; Socrates, with his brusque
manners and grotesque countenance, could only be a talker.

The genius of Alcibiades, though not averse to specula-
tion, tended to action

;
the genius of Socrates, though

highly valuing action, tended to speculation. Of Alci-

biades, about the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, it

might doubtless be said more truly than of any other
Athenian Hving :

" There is a man in whose hands are

the keys of the future; whose ambition is boundless,
whose activity is untiring, whose talents are equal to his

ambition;—rule him, and you will rule Athens, and

through Athens influence the destinies of the civiHzed
world. Imbue Alcibiades with philoso|)hy, so that his

whole nature shall be possessed by it, and you will see

theory become practice ;
and the ethics of Socrates, after

vitahzing the poHcy of the dominant Hellenic race, will

be ultimately reflected from the laws, the manners, and
the civiHzation of a pacified Greece and a subjugated
Asia". If Socrates took some such view as this of the

character of Alcibiades, we can better understand the in-

tensity of his attachment and the earnestness with which
he endeavoured to gain his confidence. In the first

Alcibiades (ch. 4), after showing that he has fathomed
I. 21
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the boundless ambition of the yovitli, which would not
suffer him to be contented, even if some god were to pro-
mise him absolute dominion in Europe, but woidd then

impel him to cross over to Asia, and never h^t him rest

until he had "
filled with liis name and his power all

mankind", the philosopher proceeds:
" Now it is impos-

sible for thee to bring these aspirations to a rational result

without my assistance
;
so great influence I believe my-

self to have over thy affairs and over thee". At the close

of the dialogue, Alcibiades, who is represented as fairly
subdued by the logic of Socrates, promises that he will

henceforth enter upon the study of virtue and justice.

Socrates, in reply, uses these remarkable words :

"
Gladly

would I see thee continue so minded; yet I am filled

with apprehension, not from any want of confidence in

thy natural character, but when I contemplate the

strength of the city, lest it should master both me and
thee". Profound and suggestive prognostication ! AVhere
Socrates felt himself weak was in the ability to supply a

motive sufficient to siistain his pupil in the practice ofthat

virtue whose abstract excellence he clearly saw, against
the torrent of opposing example by which he would be
surrounded in the world. "Athens will be too strong for

you ;
its corrupt moral atmosphere "svill infect you ; you

will not purify it". This inability to supply the adequate
motive is, of course, the weak spot in all philosophy ;

here

it must be supplemented by religion or it will fail. Nay,
even against relijjion itself, is not " the strenrjth of the

city" at all times a coimter-agent of marvellous efficacy ?

How many gifted minds, which no intellectual bar, at

least no insuperable one, divides from the Catholic faith,

are kept from embracing it by the dazzling spectacle of

the greatness and success of England, and by the pressure
which the example of her vigorous and high-spirited peo-

ple exerts in the opposite direction !

The
^

The pleadings of Socrates for the supreme authority of
teaching

j^gi^j^.^ q^^^ \drtue in human affairs, have loner since been re-
01 oocro,- . w
tes ina- cogmzed and accepted by the world, and will be treasured

dequate as long as literature exists. But upon Alcibiades, as the
to purify j^-^if^^ of the philosopher misgave him, they produced no

nature of permanent effect. Virtue, as an abstract idea, may possi-
Aicibi- bly engross the feelings and influence the conduct of the

^'^^d h lonely thinker, whose life is led apart from the thronging
'

market-place, and whose reflective tendency saves him
from many temptations to which the men of action are
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exposed. But with these last it is usually otherwise.

Virtue must come to them in the concrete, must be
clothed in a personality, must be in short, what religion

paints her—the effluence of a God incarnate,—not what

philosophy paints her—the theoretic perfection and har-

mony of the human faculties, if she is to stand much
chance of curbing their proud wills and chastening their

fervid passions. Accordingly the "
strength of the city"

was too much for the lessons of Socrates
;
and the low

moral tone of the Athenian democracy supplanted, be-

cause it was present and vital and strong, the beautiful

but cold ideal which the philosopher had conjured up
before his pupil.

It was not till shortly after the peace ofNicias (b.c. 420) Aici-

that Alciblades took a leading part in public affairs. He '^"''''^^

.1 /rryi 1 fx '-
' 1 enters

then aj)pears (ihuc, v. 45) as resortmg to unworthy public life
;

trickery in order to discredit the Spartan envoys, and

bring about a rupture of the treaty. Yet his motives do
not appear to be wholly selfish. According to Thucydides,
he really believed that the alliance with Argos was pre-
ferable for Athens in point of policy to the alHance with

Sparta. His conduct during the next two years throws

light on his motives. Having effected an alliance between
Athens and the Argive confederacy, consisting of Argos,
Elis, and Mantinea, he marched at the head of a small

Athenian force into the Peloponnesus, and with extraor-

dinary zeal and abihty endeavoured to organize at her
own doors a powerful opposition to the ascendancy of

Sparta. His success was at first great ;
and perhaps he

was already flattering himself that the first act of his life's

drama was to close with the humiliation of Sparta; but
the rout of Mantinea, caused by the rashness and indis-

cretion of the allied generals, baffled in an instant all his

plans. On that occasion he seems to have been present
as envoy merely (v. 61); had he held the command, the

resvilt would probably have been different.

For three years we hear little of him. In this interval

occurred the slaughter of the Melians, of his supposed
share in which we have already spoken. In 415 took

place the expedition to Syracuse. There seems no rea- promotes

son to doubt that the chief projector of the enterprise was '.''*^

^''='-

Alcibiades. The redviction of Sicily was but a portion of
p'^ditbii-

it : that done, the numerous cities of the Italian Greeks

(Thuc, vi. 90) were to have been induced by force or

persuasion to acknowledge the hegemony of Athens
;
an

21 *
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attempt on the Carthaginian possessions, and on Carthage
itself, was to have followed

;

—and if the expedition had
been but partially successful so far, the great accession of

wealth and military resources which would have accrued

to Athens would have been all turned against the Pelo-

ponnesus, in the liope of cnishing finally and for ever the

power of Sparta, and making Athens indisputably su-

preme in Greece. Plato, as we have seen, goes a step

farther, and ascribes to him, as if in anticipation of the

conquests of Alexander, ultimate designs even upon Asia

and the dominions of the great king. By what strange

fatality the expedition was at the very outset deprived of

the master-mind, the cooperation of which alone could

give it a Ukehhood of success, is matter of famihar history.
One or two episodical reflections, to which the circum-

stances seem naturally to lead, will find a place presently,
becomes Alcibiades became an exile, and, powerful alike for evil
an exile; ^^^ ^^^, good, dealt to his country those crushing blows

from the weicfht ofwhich she never afterwards recovered.

Thucydides makes him justify his conduct by referring it

to a singular species of patriotism.
" That man", he

makes Imn say (vi. 92),
"

is truly patriotic, who, when

unjustly exiled from his country, endeavoiu's to recover

it by every means in his power, owing to the greatness of

his love and longing for it, rather than he who refrains

from assailing it". The meaning is, that wltile the de-

mocracy ruled, he, Alcibiades, could not return ;
it was

his object, therefore, since he ardently loved his coun-

try and could not be happy away from it, to establish

aristocracy or oligarchy there; but this could only be

done by the use of main force, and by reducing Athens
to extremities. His fatal eloquence induced the Spartans
to send Gylippus to Syi'acuse, to seize and fortify Decelea,
and to encourage Ionia and the islands to revolt. He
himself managed the revolt of many of the Ionian cities.

All this mischief he effected in the space of three years.
In 412 the tide turned. Alienated by various circum-

is recal- stances from the Spartans, he re-attached hunself to the

led
; sinking cause of Athens. For the ensuing five years he

laboured with a true self-sacrificing patriotism to vmdo
the evil he had Avrought, and to restore to Athens her old

liis ser- Supremacy. The victories of Abydos, Cyzicus, and An-
vices; di'os, the Capture of Chrysopolis, Chalcedon, Byzantiimi,

etc., testify to the strenuousness of his exertions and the

greatness of his capacity. He was never once beaten by
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land or sea. But all was unavailing. Discarded by his

foolish countrymen, he retired to live among the wild is again

Thracians, who idolized him
;
and after having vainly ^"P^""^^"

warned the new generals of the disaster which their ne-

gligence was certain to bring upon them, he witnessed

the ignominious rout of ^gospotami. Soon afterwards

his eccentric, self-neutralizing life was brought to a violent

close. At the instigation, according to Plutarch, of Cri-

tias, his old fellow pupil, and the rest of the Thirty, who
could not behove their power to be secure while Alcihi-

ades lived, he was assassinated by order of Pharnabazus, His vio-

in Phrygia, while on his way to the Persian court. His
J^"*'

death occurred in 404, in the forty-eighth or forty-ninth

year of his age.
With an observation or two on some topics connected Special

with the life of Alcibiades we shall conclude this article.
^^^^^ '

The first point which we shall consider is the relation in 1- there-

which he stood to the popidar Athenian religion. That
^^^^^ '^e

he regarded it, viewed externally, as a mass of delusion stood to

and absurdity,
—embelhshed, indeed, by art, but valueless thepopu-

in the view of philosophy,
—we may hold as a certain fact. ^^^

''*'^'"

A shght intercourse witli Socrates would have taught him
'

thus much
;
and farther than tliis external view he proba-

bly did not go. The religious speculations of Socrates,
as distinct from his philosophy, would be too subjective
in their character to interest him deeply. The con-

catenation of causes and effects, the nature and the varie-

ties of hmnan motives,—all that is now called positive

knowledge,
—would present to his mind a character of

certainty and reliability, which no philosopher's devout

dream, much, less any popular legend or ancient mystery,
could pretend to. But he found himself li^dng in a so-

ciety inter-penetrated by religious ideas, such as they
were, and in whose daily Hfe rehgious practices were con-

stantly recurring. What wonder if a temper so auda-

cious, an intellect so emancipated from moral or custom- which he

ary restraints, revelled m heaping scorn and ignominy
despised,

even on the most sacred and interior portions of the reli-

gion of the vulgar;
—

if, in the house of the wealthy Po-

lytion, Alcibiades, with a number of equally reckless

companions, biu'lesqued the mysteries of Demeter and

Persephone, and acted himself the part of high-priest in

the travestie which they performed on the solemn di'ama
of initiation !

It was an enormous mistake, to say the least, and its
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but
consequences blasted the life of Alcibiades, and ultimately

crushed
iii"^'olved a wider ruin than his own. But for this, he

him at might have defied his numerous enemies to shake that as-

last,
cendancy which his towering genius had obtained

;
but

this intolerable deed just supplied them with that basis of

attack which they desired. He could out-argue and out-

manoeuvre the cleverest of his clever countrymen ;
crush

the stubborn Spartan valoiu- by a yet more immovable reso-

lution
; and circumvent the wilv Persian with an astute-

ness greater than his own
;

—but he ridiculed a puerile su-

perstition, and he fell. In the natural order, such genius,
such fascination as his were irresistible; but there is a

supeniatiu'al order also, which equally with the natural

pervades the world, the laws of which he ignorantly de-

spised, until they cnished him. What makes the case more

singular is the fact that the Athenians were anything
but a strait-laced or Pharisaical people. Aristophanes
could with impunity turn the Olympic gods into ridi-

cule before the assembled people, and even introduce them
as low and comic personages on the stage. But they felt

that Aristophanes was laughing with them, while Alci-

biades was lauffhing- at them : and this made all the dif-

ference. Heathen worshippers have often been hnoAvn
to abuse and even belabour their idols, when theyimagined
them to have tiu'ned an uncivilly deaf ear to their peti-

tions, while yet their belief in the reality and power of

their deities remained unshaken. So the Athenians

could enjoy the scenic representation of Dionysus as a

sort of pot-bellied, cowardly FalstafF; yet the next Diony-
sia would not be the less reverently and solemnly cele-

brated. But an act which seemed to imply a dehberate

rejection of their religion, they could not forgive. Nor is

their tenacity on this head uninstrvictive. For their re-

ligion,
—

coiTupted and corrupting though it was,—and

especially the mystic portions of it, which Muller supposes
to have been, in part at least, relics of the ancient simpler

worship of the Pelasgians, contained a tradition and a

trace, however absurd and mutilated, of the primeval re-

velation of the Divine law to man : on it depended, in

great measure, the organization and mterdependence of

parts of their social fabric
;

—with it were bound up the

sanctity of marriage and the sanction of covenants
;
—and

it was a true and sound instinct which urged them to

preserve religion from attack, although in any particular
instance their mode of vindication may be open to the
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gravest censure. Religion then marred the mighty pro-

jects of Alcihiades, as it has marred so many other pro-

mising schemes
;

—it is an element in human affairs which

may he pure or may he corrujDt ;
hut in either case he who

contemns it reckons without his host. The English ci-

vilians, for instance, who thought to ignore it altogether,
and govern India on the principles of the "

Philosophie
Positive", have terribly expiated their error

;

—
again, the

Americans, who seemed to have so thoroughly succeeded
in hunting rehgion out of the highways into the byways
of Hfe, and relegating it to the domain of the private, the

voluntary, and the speculative, now beliold a religious
war of the most odious and humiliating kind on the point
of breaking out within their territory ;

and Mormonism
teaches the American Universalist, as Polytheism taught
the sceptical Alcihiades, that there is an error somewhere
in those generahzations, which treat of man as amenable

solely to physical laws, and that as the common air is

needed for the bodily existence of the individual, so reli-

gious faith is necessary to the moral existence of a nation.

To one other topic we will, in conclusion, briefly ad- 2. His re-

vert. This is, the typical character of Alcihiades, as a re- presenta-

presentative of " the genius and the moral frame" of the
pj^afcha-

Athenian people. In the history of every great people racter,

we meet with remarkable individuals, who exhibit in a

combined and concentrated form those quahties which are

recognized as peculiarly characteristic of their countrymen
in the mass

;

—thus Leonidas was the ideal Spartan ;
the

Duke of WelHngton was often said (though of Irish bu-th)
to represent remarkably well the national character of

England ;
and Napoleon, who was partly French, partly

Italian, is said by Mr. Carlyle^ to have been the typical
Itahan in his earlier, the typical Frenclmian in his later

career. But Alcihiades represents Athens with an exact-

ness Avliich not one of the above instances can parallel.

Take, by way of illustration, the celebrated sketch of the illustra-

Athenian character in the fvmeral oration of Pericles,
^gfgrence

Observe what prominence is given in this sketch to to the

the intellectual and JEsthetic superiority of the Athe- sketch of

nians over the neighbou.ring nations, and how, the
^j^^ ^^^l

object of the orator being of course to paint every- racter in

thmg in the fairest hght, this superiority, leading as the Fu-

it did to energetic and well-directed action, is described
o^^tion.

^ Lectures ou Hero-worship.
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as compensating, and even more than compensating, for

any moral deficiencies that might be attributed to them.

And indeed if genius without virtue could preserve an

empire, the Athenian hegemony might have endured to

this day ;
for no people, as a people, ever equalled them

in intellectual endowments. But in a God-made world
this cannot be, and hence the moral delinquencies of the

Athenians became the cause of their downfall. Now
Alcibiades presents this pecuHar type of character most

remarkably. Let us take the several features one by one
as Pericles enumerates them. First (ch. 37) we are told

that the Athenians were not strait-laced nor over censorious,

e.g., like the Spartans. This freedom of manners we see

developed in Alcibiades to the pitch of licence. The
" observance of the laws" next attributed to the people,
does not certainly suit the individual, except in that large
sense in which (compare Thuc, vii. 89) he threw himself

heartily and sincerely into the political forms which he
found existing, because Iris keen discernment taught him
that Athens coidd not be great under any otliers. He was
no doctrinaire or political fanatic, like o\ir Mazzinians of

the present day ;
and although he thought aristocracy a

sovmder principle ofgovernment in theory than democracy,
he did not consider that a sufficient reason for revolution-

izing a state of things which had prescription in its favour.

Next (ch. 38) we are told that the Athenians " reheved
the toil of their spirits by the refined enjoyments of art, by
games and festivals, and by the elegance and taste which
embellished their private life". So Alcibiades was a great

patron of art, and himself a skilled musician,—a great
winner on the turf (as we should say), for three of his

chariots carried away prizes at Olympia in the same year,
—

and a rival of the very Persians, as we have seen, in the

luxury and splendour of his private establishments. Again
we are told (ch. 39) that "

genius and natural high spirit

supplied the place for the Athenians, in times of danger
and trial, of that ascetical training practised by Sparta" ;

that they were " brave not by rule but by temper
and disposition". These words precisely explain the

extraordinary success of Alcibiades in all his mihtary
operations. His genius was more than a match for the

Spartan tactics and training. Again (ch. 41) the quality
of "

graceful and happy versatility" is mentioned as an

Athenian characteristic. How remarkably it appertained
to our hero we have already noticed. "

Pushing enter-
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prise and expansive daring" are next mentioned
; qualities

on which the whole career of Alcibiades is one continued

comment. Lastly, the circumstance of being the object of

very general hatred, mentioned by Pericles in his speech

during the plague (II. 64), as the inevitable concomitant

condition of the greatness, ambition, and ceaseless activity
of Athens, was conspicuously the case, and for the same

reasons, with Alcibiades. " His enemies" are continually
mentioned in connection with his name by Thucydides,

Xenophon, and Plutarch
;
the two latter of whom state,

that even after the vote for his recall had passed the as-

sembly, he could scarcely visit Athens with safety on ac-

count of the number and rancour of his private enemies.

Thomas Arnold.

Art. III.—On a Uniform System of Weights, Measures,
and Coins for all Nations.

CALCULATIONS
connected with money, weights, Simplici-

and measures make up a great part of the active busi-
portant'

ness of life
;
and by far the most extensive application ofthe in busi-

science of numbers is that made in our daily transactions of "^^s cai-

bviying and selhng. Few who are engaged in such calcu-
^"

lations will be prepared to state that, considered as arith-

metical exercises, they are accompanied with any peculiar
intellectual pleasure. The astronomer, who labours over

an apparently inextricable mass of nmnbers, usually feels

some interest in a task which even in its progress imfolds

relations of symmetry in the arrangements of the material

universe
; yet lie would gladly welcome new processes of

computation, which, without impairing the accuracy of

his results, would diminish the labour necessary for their

evolution. It is, therefore, extremely natural that persons

engaged in the ordinary calculations of every-day business

should, in Hke manner, be willing to adopt methods for

lessening the time and labour devoted to their computa-
tions. In order to arrive at sound conclusions on this

question, it is first indispensable to consider the means

employed in all kinds of calculations.

Mankind have been so long and so universally accus- Mode of

tomed to count by tens, that the decimal system of numc- counting
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univer- ration has become associated in our minds with the ground-

^d^"^t A
work of all nmnerical computations. But tliis might

by man- ^i3,ve been otherwise, and if man had been created with
kind four or six fingers on each hand, instead of five, we should

most probably now employ either eight or twelve as the
modulus of our nmnerical system. Much might be said

as to the advantages attending the employment of either

of these numbers as a numerical modulus, but such re-

marks would be wholly speculative at the present day,
and would probably never possess the slightest practical

utility,

should The calculations of trade have reference either to objects
be em-

capable of being directly and separately counted, such as

wkh^re- pi^ces of money, or of being counted by comparison with

ference Other objects, such as most of the solids and all the liquids
^° a'l that are commercial commodities. Such substances must

We
° *'

generally be weighed or measm-cd before they can become

things, subjects for computation. In order to effect these processes
in such a way as to attach definite notions to our results, we
refer all weights and measures to certain fixed standards.

Had we only one coin, one weight, and one measure, as we
have only one unit in arithmetic, much practical incon-

venience would result
;
and accordingly civilized nations

have been long accustomed to employ a great variety of

coins, weights, and measures. Every single member of

each of these classes has usually some fixed numerical

relation -with the other individuals of its class
; but, as the

fundamental standards employed by different nations have
been generally different, so have been the relations among
their groups of coins, weights, and measures. Yet as

these relations necessarily form what constitutes the sub-

ject matter of ordinary computations, it follows that they
should harmonize as closely as possible with the numerical

system employed in such computations. If, therefore, we
coimt niunbers, considered as abstract representations of

countable things, by tens, we should also count the real

things themselves in the same way, whether they happen
to be coins, weights, or measures. In other words, having
adopted a decimal system of arithmetic as a pure science,
a decimal system of coimting objects to which it is

applied will be the easiest and most natural. Had we a

duodecimal or any other system of arithmetic, a corre-

sponding system of counting coins, weights, and measures

would be the simplest; but with our actual system of

computation, calculations referring to objects whose rela-
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tlons are discordant with that system, must be attended

with increased trouble and complication. These general

arguments are true not merely to-day, but were equally
true thousands of years ago, when man first commenced

numbering ; they are true not merely for us, but for every
nation on the surface of the Earth. The rigorous truth

of these conclusions has, moreover, been verified thou-

sands of times in practice, and is now apparently univer-

sally admitted; yet different nations have for centu-

ries employed systems of coins, weights, and measures,

not only unconnected one with the other, but framed

without any immediate reference to the system of num-

bering which has been almost instinctively adopted by
every family of the hmnan race.

Although an important advance has been made in Resist-

recent tunes towards the estabhshment of an improved
*"ce to

system, the great nation which has had the honovrr
of^^p^°^,g"^

taking the first step in this rational course, has as yet been ments ii-

followed by but few others,' and by none belonging to the lustrated,

limited ninnber wliich can bear comparison with her, in ^

population, territorial extent, and material resources. Im-

provements which require the most simple change in a

man's mental habits, even when these improvements spare
trouble to the lazy mind itself, are often slowly received

by an individual: such improvements are siuToimded

with difficvdties incomparably more serious when a great
number of minds must agree before they can be adopted.
Our simple and elegant arithmetical notation, xisually Arabic

called the Arabic system of numerals, made very gradual numerals,

progress into Em'ope, through Arabia, from India, where
it was originally invented. Its advantages over the Greek
and Roman systems of notation are so immense, that its

absence was undoubtedly the principal cause of the remark-

ably imperfect condition of the calculating portions of

astronomy and mathematics among the ancients, compared
to pure geometry and its applications. To the influence

of Pope Sylvester the Second is mamly due the adop-
tion of the Arabic numerals during the middle ages in

the South of Europe. But centuries elapsed before they

' The system is now either in actual operation, or its introduction has
been sanctioned by legislative enactments in the following states besides

France, namely, Belgium, Greece, Spain, Sardinia, Holland, Lombardy,
Switzerland, Modena, Mexico, Chili, Columbia, and Costa Rica. The
well known union of the German States (Zollverein) for weights and
measures has in part adopted the French metrical system.
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entirely displaced the complex and cumbrous Roman nu-
merical symbols among the nortliern nations. The Arabic
numerals were unknown in Russia imtil the time of Peter
the Great

; they were employed in England about two
centuries before, but there, the barbarous Roman system
still Hngered among the accouiHs of the exchequer down
to a very recent time. And this improvement was even
for a while successfully resisted by one of those states-

men^ whose rank is usually supposed to supply all the

by mo- qualities required for managing pvibHc affairs. The pro-
dern ma- gress of the higher departments of the exact sciences was
thema-

g^-eatly retarded in England during the last century by
the adherence of mathematicians to a system of notation

much inferior to that employed on the continent. This
arose in a great measure from natural though misdirected

feelings of veneration for the memory of Newton; just as

if the Genoese were to retain precisely the same methods
in navigation and seamanship, as those which had been

employed by Columbus. More than a century elapsed,
before Newton's comitrymen were able to understand that

the splendid heritage which he had bestowed on mankind,
was best cultivated by more manageable weapons than had
been employed by the illustrious discoverer himself. In

and by \]]^q manner, although incontestably better than that pre-

roria/^' "^io^^sly employed, our present mode of computing time,

Caien- according to the Gregorian calendar, came very gradually
d"'". iiito operation, except in Catholic coimtries, and at this

day it is not yet universally adopted. In England, when
the proposed reform of the calendar was fii-st brought
under the notice of the Duke of Newcastle by Lord Ches-

terfield, it appears that the minister was much alarmed at

the project. He entreated the earl not to stir matters that

had remained so long quiescent, and expressed his per-
sonal disinclination to newfangled things? With such

powerful arguments in favour of retaining the old system,
it seems wonderful that it has not held its ground up to

the present day.
Cosmo- As a decimal system of coins, weights, and measures
pohtaa

appears to have no pecuharity of a merely provincial or

a decimal national character, which would adapt it solely for em-

system ployment within the confmcs of any separate nation, it is

of corns, reasonable to suppose that its general adoption by all na-

* Lord Grenville.
^ See Maty's Memoirs of Lord Chesterfield, section vi.
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tions would be universally attended with similarly benefi- weights,

cial results. Not only would the internal transactions of and mea-

eacli country be simplified, but its external commercial ^"'®^"

intercourse would also be greatly facilitated by the simi-

larity of its metrical and monetary arrangements with

those of surrounding countries. This result would be yet
more decisive were common standards adopted among the

several countries. Here the pecuharities and habits of

different races doubtlessly present some reasons for exist-

ing differences, and will probably interpose some obstacles

to the final adoption of an vmiversal system. Although
the fundamental ideas of measure, weight, and value are

now nearly alike among civilized nations, they are not so

completely identical as the elementary notions of number.
The primitive units of lineal measure appear generally to

be derived from the dimensions of parts of the human

body. Thus the foot has its equivalent designated by a

corresponding word among all European languages, but

its value is not the same in any two coim^tries. Our first

notions of weight are derived from the muscular effort

required to sustain a mass of matter, and the commonest
instrmnent for roughly estimating the relative weights of

bodies is the hand. Arbitrary ideas of weight thus arise

among men, according to their varieties of strength and

physical constitution. The designations of certain vmits of

weight also indicate their arbitrary character: thus the
" stone" accounts by its very name for the actual varieties in

the weight it represents. The fundamental notions ofvalue

among mankind, although still somewhat arbitrary, have
been long approximating to a condition of uniformity,

owing to the wide-spread circulation and universal adop-
tion of the precious metals as representatives of wealth.

A certain definite quantity of one of these metals, or of

an alloy in fixed proportions, would thus assuredly be a

sufficiently intelHgible standard of value among all civi-

hzed nations.

The formation of a uniform system of weights, mea- Twofold

sures, and coins for all mankind would thus require a operation

twofold operation
—the adoption of the same standards,

(j°u(,fng"

and, in the subdivisions and multiples of these for uniformi-

smaller or greater values, the employment of that deci- ty of

mal system of numeration which in their arithmetical sys- ^^^
**

tem mankind have already universally adopted. Nor is measures

it solely to the metrical arrangements of separate and in-

dependent nations that this double operation would apply.
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In some countries we find a multitude of provincial

weights and measures, as different from each other as

those belonging to entirely different races, lire weights
necessity and measures of Great Britain and Ireland are thus far
for Its from beino^ xmiform in any sense. They are not only
applica- i*^-! r iT-i ••^
tion in arranged without reference to the decimaf enumeration,
Great but are variable in value and in name, in different coun-

and^k"-
*^^^ ^^^ provinces. Selecting a few from numerous exam-

laud, pies of metrical curiosities, it appears that while the

length of a rood at Preston is from 16^ to 24 feet, in the

"Vale of Leven it is 36 yards or 108 feet. The Irish acre

contains 7,840 squai'c yards, the Scotch acre 6,084. In
some parts of England an acre means 4,840 square yards,
while in others it means 10,240. The square rood some-

times amounts to 1,210 square yards, and sometimes

only to 30;^. A bushel of wheat at one place contains

601bs., at another place 4881bs: at Dundalk a bushel is

equivalent to 20 stones
;
at Saltash, to 8 gallons. At Scar-

borough a weight of corn means 40 stones
;

at White-

haven, 14 stones. The weight of a pound of butter is

not always estimated in the same way Qven in the same

locality ; thus, at Stoke-upon-Trent a pound of this article

might vary from 16 to 24 ounces. The hundred weight
is, of course, never 100 lbs., but usually 112 lbs., and fre-

quently 120 lbs. A complete list of all the names attached

to the provincial weights and measures of Great Britain

and Ireland would occupy more than a page, and would

unquestionably present some points of interest to the

philologist and antiquary. The confusion and trouble

arising from these diversities in estimating the weights and

quantities of articles of produce, has long excited attention

and loudly demanded a remedy. In Ireland, as well as

in England, complaints have been freqviently uttered,

commissions of inquiry instituted, blue books printed, and

yet the only possible complete solution of the difficulty is

constantly avoided.'' The apathy or open opposition

presented by successive British administrations dm'ing the

last half century to the formal introduction of a uniform

* The Agricultural Society of Ulster has honourably distinguished
itself by passing a resolution, about the commencement of the present

year, strongly recommending a decimal system of weights and mea-
sures

;
and a memorial was drawn up, praying for their legal introduc-

tion in connection with fairs and markets. The contemplated govern-
ment measure was justly characterized as entirely inadequate to inee

the requirements of the country.
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decimal system of weights, measures, and coins into the

commercial system of England, will probably hereafter

be pointed out in history as a remarkable instance of the

superior influence of prejudices and mental indolence

over the strongest claims of general utility and common
sense.

The country to which the human race owes the first The

step towards the establishment of a metrical system in
^'^"|'''

perfect harmony with our imiversal numerical system, is and mea-

France. From what has been said regarding the provin- sures for-

cial systems of Great Britain and Ireland, it \A;dll not ap- "'^'''^ '"

J
. . , TIT,,' a very

pear surprising that b ranee should at one time present a confused

similar mass of confused and embarrassing weights and state ;

measures. The gradual growth of that country by the

successive aggregation of its provinces, by treaty or con-

quest, from the most fertile and populous districts of cen-

tral Europe, was highly favourable to the preservation of

local peculiarities. Each newly-added province usually
retained many of its laws, customs, and fiscal arrange-
ments. It was often considered a privilege to retain what
was bad, as well as what was good, and thus each pro^dn-
cial system of weights and measures was scrupulously

preserved. Thus it happened that, pre\dously to the

Kevolution, commercial transactions between remote parts
of the kingdom were nearly as embarrassing as with

foreign countries.

At that early period of the Revolution, when it seemed tbeir re-

only destined to apply wholesome remedies to the fright- j^[™ ^°^_

ful abuses which had so long preyed upon the lives connect -

and happiness of the people, the confusion of weights
^^ '^'^^^

and measures attracted the attention of the Constituent
J^J„'*a"v

Assembly. The operations proposed for remedying these excesses ;

evils, and the manner in wliich they were can'ied into

effect, were totally unconnected either with the absur-

dities or atrocities of the Revolution. It is important
to dwell on this fact, for while few circumstances have
more seriously retarded in other coiuitries the reception
of the French metrical system, nothing has interposed
such obstacles to a fair appreciation of its merits, than the

prejudices arising from its supposed connection with

anarchy and violence. Such prejudices will presently be
shown to be entirely groimdless, for it will appear that

the course of operations required for the establishment

of the metrical system on a sound philosophical basis had

nothing to do with the period of anaxchy and terror, ex-
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cept that of being seriously obstructed; and for some
time tliese operations were suspended by the very men
whose names are now universally employed to personify

jj. political furor in its most odious form. But had the mc-

this
'

trical system emanated from the party to wliich so

could not many deeds of ferocious atrocity are ascribed, this would

the'r'- ^scarcely suffice as an objection, when the improvement,
suit. regarded as a result of science, might prove beneficial

to man. Whatever associations may be connected with

an invention, if it is good in itself, common sense will

not reject it. Had Archimedes discovered the fruitful

principle of hydrostatics with which his name is indis-

solubly associated, not by inquiries undertaken to deter-

mine the composition of Hiero's golden crown, but for

the satisfaction of a whim of the bloodstained Diony-
sius, we would not the less recognize the immense value

of that principle in physical science, as one of the most

important aids to experimental investigation, and we
should not cease to apply it in the useful arts, as fur-

nishing the most correct and simple method we possess
for detecting specific differences between an endless

variety of materials. The chronometer, by the aid of

which mariners can now determine the position of their

vessels on the ocean so much better than their predeces-
sors at a period not more than a century from the present

day, owes its principal improvements to repeated and hbe-

ral offers of reward from the English government ;
when

at the same moment a large proportion of the inhabitants

of these islands had the benefit of knowing from expe-
rience the nature of a legalized and permanent reign of

terror; when, for instance, a priest detected in the per-

:
formance of functions regarded as most sacred by the ma-

jority of Christendom, furnished thereby the most conclu-

sive evidence for being handed over to the finisher of the

law, and provided the detective with the strongest claims

for remuneration. It is true, indeed, that the unparalleled

atrocity of this law caused it to be frequently disregarded,
but it was not altogether inoperative. In the course of

the very year when the improvements in finding longi-
tudes at sea were so liberally and justly rewarded, a mem-
ber of the noble house of Talbot was arraigned for having
said Mass, and only escaped death from the want of suffi-

cient evidence. Yet, were any person even to hint at

these revolting circumstances in order to prejudice the

world against the employment of chronometrical im-
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provements in finding the longitude at sea, lie would be

laughed at as a simpleton, or pitied as suffering from
mental disease. Although the French metrical system
is not openly criticised on similar grounds, yet such allu-

sions and references to events of the Revolution have
been sometimes made by those who object to the exten-

sion of that system, as sufficiently indicate the source

from which they arise in minds so far resembling those

of revolutionary anarchists as to see history exclusively

through a mist of political prejudices.
The new metrical system has been sometimes erro- The

neously connected with what is called the Republican tricai

Calendar. The former had been proposed long anterior
^y*'^"*

to the latter, and while the metrical system originated thing in

from philosophical views, the calendar was a mere tran- common

sient aberration of political fanaticism. Its authors could
]!"'^ ^!\®

scarcely have intended it to become universal
;
and if can Ca-

Alexander von Humboldt had previously published his lendar.

map of isothermal Imes, the calendar would probably
never have been proposed, at least as a philosophical

system. In Ireland we would sometimes pass through
the month called Nivose without snow, while an inha-

bitant of the southern hemisphere might amuse himself

with skating during Thermidor, and might watch the fall

of the leaf during Germinal.
The views developed by La Condamine (1748) had long Proposal*

rendered the question of imiformity of measures famihar in in France

the scientific circles of France; but in 1791 the proposal ^'^^^'_'^

of a new system of weights and measures began to be dis- biish-

cussed not only among scientific men, but also among ment.

some of the people who suffered from the confused state

of affairs in the provinces. In the spring of 1788 the

matter occupied the serious consideration of the Consti-

tuent Assembly ;
and a report was adopted on the 8th of

May, in which the king was entreated to write to his Bri-

tannic majesty, in order that he would obtain the coope-
ration of the. English legislature with the National Assem-

bly for the determination of a natural unit for the compari-
son of weights and measures, so that, with the sanction of
both nations, an equal number of commissioners, chosen
from the Academy of Sciences and from the Royal Society,
could meet, in order to find at the parallel of latitude half

way between the equator and the pole, or any suitable

parallel, the length of the second's pendulum. From the

length so ascertained the representatives of the two nations

I. 22
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were tlien to deduce an Invariable standard for a new me-
trical system. In August of the same year the Constituent

Assembly fully ratified this report, charging the Academy
of Sciences with the determination of a system founded
in nature and destined to permanently supersede the va-

ried and jarring systems existing throughout the provinces
of France. It was also proposed that the new system
should be so framed as to render it acceptable to the

tastes and apphcable to the wants of the other civiHzed

families of mankind. The Academy resolved therefore

Decimal that its divisions should be connected according to the
divisions decimal scale, and that the units of surface, capacity, and

ted-^
"^"

weight should all depend on the unit of length. To de-

termine the absolute magnitude of this unit, and to fix on
a suitable standard for its comparison, became a problem
of fundamentaHmportance. The commissioners appointed

by the Academy to decide on this question were Lagrange,

Laplace, Borda, Monge, and Condorcet. After discussing
the relative merits of the invariable length which is known
to be required for the exactness of a second's pendulum
at any given latitude, and of a unit taken from the di-

mensions of oiu' planet, they decided on preferring the

latter, as not involving the heterogeneous element of time,
and being also necessarily of a more cosmopohtan charac-

ter. The ten-millionth part of the arc of meridian com-

prised between the equator and the pole was therefore

selected as the unit of linear measurement. It was assvmied

that, as long as the Earth continues in habitable conditions

for the human race, its dimensions cannot sensibly change,
and that, consequently, if the national standards of length
should through physical or political causes be lost or in-

ane! a jured, their true values could always be recovered by a
fraction

Jij-ect remeasurement of the Earth, or by a fresh determi-

meridian nation of the length of the second's pendulmn, the rela-

is select- tion between which and the standard of length having
ed as the 'been previously determined. There cannot be a doubt

ard"of ^^^^^ *^^^ ^^s* method would furnish the shortest and easiest

length, mode of recovering the standard, if it happened to be in-

jured or destroyed, for the operation of determining the

dimensions of the Earth is one of the most difficult and

dehcate in theory, as well as tedious and laborious in

practice, that comes within the range of the sciences of

exact observation. Had the Earth been an exact sphere,
it is easily perceived from the elements of geometry, that

the measured distance between two places lying on the
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same meridian, compared with the difference of latitude

of these places, would enable us to deduce all the di-

mensions of the globe. The measurement might, in so

simple a case, be supposed to be made directly, and the

difference of latitude would be found by knowing the dif-

ference between the angles formed by the visual ray from

any star with the plmnb-line at each of the two stations.

But the actual problem is far from being so simple as this.

The Earth's surface presents deviations from a spherical

shape, wliich, however small compared to its entire magni-
tude, acquire considerable importance in the exact estima-

tion of its figvire and dimensions.

Long before the proposal had been made in France for Measure-

adopting a standard derived from one of the dimensions ™ents

of the Earth, measurements had been executed in different
e^e^^t^j

countries. Attempts had been made even at periods of from

remote antiquity, of which the Httle we know indicates which a

that science has lost nothing of real value in not possessing ^j'^^^'ifg
the remainder. But if these attempts had been executed deduced.

with every modern refinement, they would still have been

perfectly useless for the objects of the French commis-

sioners, as the lengths of the units of measurement em-

ployed in these early determinations have never been

satisfactorily ascertained, and will probably remain for

ever unknown. More recently, geodesical measurements,
intended to ascertain the magnitude and figure of the

Earth, had been made not only in Europe, but scientific

expeditions had been sent expressly for these objects to

parts of the western continent. Some of these operations
are closely connected with the most splendid discoveries

in the relations of the material imiverse that have ever
been unfolded to the human mind. A result derived from
one of the earliest of the European measurements induced
Newton to resmne certain calculations which he had laid

aside as leading to conclusions discordant with observed

facts, but the discordance arose only because he had to use

among liis data an imperfectly determined value of the

Earth's radius. On substituting the more correct value,
he was able to establish, that the same kind of force which

produces the fall of a rain-drop on the Earth's surface, re-

gulates in space the motions of the planets. The more
refined measurements which succeeded, while fiu'nishing
materials for studying the physical conditions of our planet
at remote periods of its existence, have also contributed,

perhaps more than any other of the results among the

22*
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sciences of observation, to verify tKe law of imiversal

gravitation, not merely for definite bodies one upon tbe

other, but for every particle of matter on all other par-
ticles.

Yet it Although it was admitted that an estimate of the stan-
was re- ^ard of length deduced from some previously executed

t„ yj,jgr- ™6asurements of the Earth, would be more than suffi-

take all cicntly exact for the ordinary purposes of commerce and
the pre- j^q ^rts, it appeared to the French Academy better, both

work^"^^ for the sake of science and for the pliilosophical character

afresh, with which the new metrical system was to be invested,
to make an entirely fresh re-measurement. The ine-

quahties of the Earth's surface, which are most obvious to

ordinary observation, such as hills and valleys, prevent
the dii-ect measurement of an arc of the meridian. This
arc is supposed to traverse a surface to which a plmnb-line

suspended over any point woidd be always perpendicular,
or along which an observer, carrying a spirit-level, would

always find the bubble at the middle of the tube. This

surface, although imquestionably not the mean sm-face of

the Earth, yet deviates from it probably in so slight a

degree as to render the difference of no consequence, ex-

cept in those questions of terrestrial physics, in which

peculiarities of the internal structure of our planet are at-

tempted to be studied by the aid of such phenomena as are

presented to us on its surface. If the positions of certain

points which are known to be on the meridian, such as the

two extremities of the arc, are ascertained by any process,
the length of the interval between them can be calculated.

In order to determine the position of such points, a two-

fold series of operations must be performed ; first, a gene-
ral survey by the aid of methods similar to those employed
in the great triangulation of the Ordnance Survey re-

cently completed in Ireland and England ; and, secondly,
the determination of the positions of the triangles witli

regard to the meridian. The astronomical determination

of the latitudes of the points whose positions have been
thus ascertained by terrestrial measurements completes
the work. All these operations require a large staff of

practised and skilful observers, highly finished insti-uments

of different kinds, and, finally, an ample interval of time

before they can be brought to a close. The management
of so important an undertaking was intrusted to a com-
mission of the French Academy, of which Delambre and
Mechain were the two astronomers more especially en-
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gaged in tlie geodesical operations. The arc selected for

measurement is tliat extending between Dunkirk aud

Barcelona, of which the northern and by far the larger

portion, extending from Dvmkirk to Rodez, was to be

superintended by Delambre, while his colleague undertook

the management of the operations connected with the re-

mainder. This unequal division of work arose from the

presmnedly greater difficulty of the Spanish part of the

arc, and the circumstance that the French portion had
been already twice surveyed by diiferent observers.

It was soon found, however, that the principal difficul- Obsta-

ties were not to be met Avith across the Pyrenees, but close
t^,e^(Jig.

to the walls of Paris. Mechain had scarcely commenced turbed

his journey towards the south, in the summer of 1792, state of

when he was stopped by bands of armed citizens, and kept country,
for a short time under arrest, until regularly liberated by
authority. As he advanced, the obstacles to his progress

gradually diminished, and he was able to commence his

labours without any interference. In autumn he had

completed the entire measurement of the angles of the

several stations distributed across the Pyrenees and the

north-east of Spain. The foliowin of winter was to be

employed in astronomical determinations at the southern

extremity of the arc.

Delambre was less successful in France
;

liis first diffi- Difficulty

culty arose from the want of such prominent and distinct !°
obtam-

objects aswovild suffice for marking his stations with pre- proper
cision when observed from distances so great as the inter- signal

vals between these stations. Wlien the angular distance
^"^^^

f"*^"^

between two objects, each distant from an observer from desicai

twenty to thirty miles, is to be ascertained with the mi- opera-

nute accuracy required in a geodesical survey, it is indis- ^^^^^'i

pensable that these objects should be well defined in outline

and clearly visible. Such objects as towers and steeples are

well adapted for this purpose ;
but they are not always so

situated as to meet the reqi.urements of the system of tri-

angidation. On tliis account, artificial signals have to be

frequently constructed, usually pyi-amidal structures of

wood or stone. By the aid of powerful lamps, night ob-

servations are also capable of being made with very satisfac-

tory results. Under the existing circumstances, night sig- danger of

nals were attended with manifest danger, and Delambre
"j'f^^jg

and his associates appear never to have vised them except
on one occasion close to Paris, and then, perhaps fortu-

nately for themselves, in a most imperfect manner. Only
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a few nights before this attempt, their attention had been

excited by a lurid glow towards the south. This arose

from burning houses in the Place du Carrousel, for that

happened to be the night of the 10th of August, 1792.

The Although furnished with passports and other documents
astrono-

emanating from the government, the astronomers found

copied
themselves stopped by serious difficulties arising from the

with the disturbed condition of society. The consti-uction of sig-
work en-

j^^jg ^^g sometimes prevented by the people ;
the observers

fresh em- wcre frequently placed under armed surveillance by the

barrass- district authorities. Much embarrassed by these obstacles,
ments

; Delambre despatched one of liis assistants to Paris to ob-

tain fresh passports, wliich were rendered the more neces-

sary from changes that had taken place in the supreme

power. He prudently abstained from presenting himself,

as he foresaw that he would be told to postpone liis labours

to an epoch of greater tranquillity, and that with such a

postponement, an indefinite period might elapse before the

undertaking could be again resiuned. In the meanwhile
he caused liis passports to be vised at St. Denis, where he

happened to have arrived, and also took the precaution of

thev are obtaininor a certificate from the district authorities. But
aneeted, these precautions availed little, for in half an hour after-

wards the astronomer with his companions were arrested at

Epinay. The instiixments were regarded with particular

suspicion, as perhaps dangerous counter-revolutionary en-

gines ; just as, a few centm-ies before, the same people might
have looked upon them as apparatus comiected with the

mysteries of the black art. Delambre is required to dis-

play the instruments on the gromid, and to explain their

use. As may be readily supposed, not one among such

a cultivated audience can understand his explanations.
He tries vainly to excite the interest of two surveyors who

happen to have got into the crowd, by showing the close

affinity between his operations and the labours of their

profession. These men would not compromise themselves

by saying anytloing ; they dared not oppose themselves to

the tone which was now so prevalent among the multi-

tude. After a discussion of three hours, the astronomers

were conducted back to St. Denis under anned escort.

The open place before the venerable mausolemn of the

kings of France was filled with groups of republican
A'olunteers waiting to be armed before marching to de-

fend the frontier. The prisoners had to pass through
this motley crowd

;
their carriages are explored ;

a heap
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of sealed letters addressed to the authorities of the de-

partments in which the geodesical operations were to be

carried on are discovered. The letters are speedily

opened and publicly read, when they turn out to be

only circulars, in which the Committee of Public Instruc-

tion of the National Assembly recommend the bearers to

the good offices of the official personages to whom they
are addressed. When the curiosity of the crowd had

been satisfied about the letters, they next turn to the in-

struments. These are quickly displayed upon the open

part of the square, and Delambre is once more compelled
to attempt a lecture on geodesy under circumstances at

once terrible and ludicrous. The day was rapidly wan-

ing; the last rays of sunset had long since tinged the

smnmit of the cathedi'al, and objects close to the ground
were no longer distinctly visible in the growing dusk of

twiHght. The first ranks of the numerous audience

saw Httle, and heard without understanding; the more

remote heard less, and saw nothing. Impatient mur- and in

murs arose ;
cries began to be heard, suggesting the g""^^'

usual expeditious means employed at the time for cutting
^"^*'^'

short all doubts. The president of the district has the

presence of mind to suggest the postponement of further

inquiry until the suspicious looking instruments could be

examined with the advantage of broad day light ; and,

affecting a tone of severity, he orders these and all other

articles belonging to the astronomers to be placed under

seal. Delambre immediately addressed a letter to the

President of the National Assembly, entreating some spe-

cific measure for the protection of himself and his asso-

ciates. This was done without delay, so that he was able which

to emerge, after the lapse of three days, from a place of tiiey

conceahuent where he had been obliged to remain since

the adventures wliich had threatened to so abruptly ter-

minate his scientific career.

For some time after these events, natural obstacles alone in i793

opposed themselves to the progress of the geodesical oper-
fresh po-

ations. During the spring of 1793 fresh difficulties arose,
gg'^Jifjgg''''

from the necessity of constantly procuring new passports, arise
;

and of exhibiting them almost unceasingly at the demand
of every local authority. About this period also, the tri-

angulation having been pushed to the northern extremity
of the arc, the observers found themselves close to the

scene of war, but by changing a few intended stations,

they were able to avoid the awkwardness of carrying on
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tlieir scientific labours in the presence of two hostile

armies. The work had now advanced to the south of

Paris; and as the triangulation approached the Loire,
it was found essential to construct, on the hill of Chattil-

lon, between Pithiviers and Orleans, a signal of con-

siderable dimensions. As this structure was to serve as a

kind of geodesical observatory, it had to be so made as to

present not only a Avide surface to the autumnal and wintry

gales that now began to rage, but also a very congpicuoua

appearance among surrounding objects. The erection thus

became a fruitful source of the most absurd rumours, and
had to support, along with the fury of the elements, the

equally blind attacks of many a village orator,

and the Hitherto the obstacles encountered by the little band
scienti c

of scientific observers had been orenerally such as would na-
opera- n • • i P- "^

o ^

tions are turally arise at any period, and m any country, irom the

suspend- combined influence of popular ignorance with the excite-
*

' ment consequent on a disturbed state of society. But at

Chattillon, they became acquainted with a fact wliich, for

a time, put an end to their labours. The Academy of

Sciences had been abolished six months previously ;
but the

Commission for Weights and Measures was retained by a

special decree. The party now in power was favourable

to the metrical system, but had little sympathy with the

fundamental operations required for its establishment. A
provisional standard of length, deduced from former mea-

sui'ements, was apparently deemed good enough for defi-

nite adoption. The commissioners of the metrical system
received hints that it would be desirable to rapidly termi-

nate their labours, and that some ofthem would very soon

be dispensed from further occupation. Not long afterwards

Delambre received an official communication, enclosing
a decree which is here given verbatim.

Du troisieme jour de Nivose, Pan deuxieme de la

Republique Fran9aise, une et indivisible.

by a de- Le Comit^ de Salut Public, considerant combien il importe a
ciee of ['amelioration de I'esprit public que ceux qui soiit charges du
tieoom-

gQuyei-nement ne d^leguent de fonction ni ne donnent de mission

Public qi^i'
^ dea hommes dignes de confiance par leur vertus r^pub-

Safety. licaines et leur haine pour les rois; apres s'en etre concert^ avec

les membres du Comite d' Instruction Publique, occupes speciale-

ment de 1' opdiation des poids et mesures, arrete que Borda, La-

voisier, Laplace, Coulomb, Brisson, et Delambre, cesseront, a

compter de ce jour, d' etre membres de la Commission des Poids

et Mesuies, et remettront de suite, avec inventaire, aux membres
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restans, les instruments, calculs, notes, memoires, et g^ndralement
tout ce qui est entre leur mains de relatif a 1' operation de

itiesures. Arr^te, en outre, que les membres restans a la Com-
mission des Poids et Mesures, feront connaitre au plutot au

Comit^ de Salut Public quels sont les hommes dont clle a uno

besoin indispensable pour la continuation de ses travaux, et

qu' elle fera part en meme temps de ses vues sur les moyens da

donuer le plutot possible 1' usage des nouvelles mesures a tous les

citoyens en profitant de 1' impulsion revolutionnaire.

Le miuistre de 1' iut^rieur tiendra la main a l' exdcution du

present arretd.

To tliis document were signed the names of Barere,

Robespierre, Billaud-Varrene, Couthon, Collot d' Her-

bois: thus giving to the decree the character of the

strongest testimonial in favour of those against whom it

was directed.

Delambre himself seems to have thought that the first Political

part of this decree contamed only an empty pretext, and ^"'''"" '*''"

that no one would be so absiird as to sujDpose that he science,

should quit his signals and instnunents in order to display
in the clubs his republican sentiments and hatred of

kings. Political furor is, however, a strong incentive

to absurdities as well as to deeds of -oppression ;
and its

hostility to science, whenever the latter cannot be de-

graded into its service, is sometimes manifested in other

countries besides France, and by men claiming for them-

selves much more coolness, moderation, and wisdom, than

the terrorists of the Revolution. The discussion carried

on in England about the commencement of the American
war as to the comparative merits of Hghtning conductors

terminating in round knobs or in points, deserves on this

account a prominent place in the history of science.

Notwithstanding, as most readers will anticipate, the al-

most unanimous opinion of British savans in favour of

pointed conductors, the contrary views were countenanced
in the highest quarters of the state, because it would be

unseemly to adopt the invention of a rebel Hke Franklin.

It is said that the resignation of Sir John Pringle, as Pre-

sident of the Royal Society, at this period, arose from his

disinclination to imitate the courtiers of Canvite, by assert-

ing the supremacy of the royal prerogative over the laws

of the creation.^ Political or personal prejudices, how-

* A well known instance of a somewhat analogous character is thus
referred to by Humboldt :

"
It is scarcely necessary to mention that

Protestant physicians suffered themselves sometimes to be influenced
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Recom-
mence-
ment of

opera-
tions in

1794.

Embar-
rass-

ments
still en-

coun-

tered

ever, do not preclude tlie possibility that the Committee of

Public Safety, careless ofthe scientific character ofthe ope-
rations then in progress, sincerely desired that they should

be hastened to an end, so as to take advantage of the impel-

ling force of the Revolution in propagating the new system
of weights and measures, of which they were to form the

foundation. If so, this hope was apparently groundless ;

for it was not until long afterwards, and in times of un-

usual tranquilHty, that the decimal weights and measures

commenced definitively to supersede their antiquated pre-
decessors.

The suspension of the geodesical operations did not

continue much beyond the period at which the power of

those who commanded that suspension had passed away
with themselves; and in the spring of 1794 arrangements
were made for resuming the work nearly on the same

footing as before. In the meantime, Mechain had not

only to contend with physical obstacles among the Pyre-
nees, but also with difficulties arising from the war which
had broken out with Spain. The signals marking his

stations were frequently destroyed, the instruments and

even the observers were sometimes imperilled by the fury
of those ascending and descending gusts of wind which
are so prevalent among the deep gorges of the movmtains.

The dangers arising from parties of guerillas were fortu-

nately much diminished by the Hberality of the Spanish

authorities, who, for a considerable time, invariably

granted the utmost freedom of action to the French as-

tronomers. At length, it appeared to the general sta-

tioned on the frontier, that the information acquired by
Mechain and his companions respecting the country tra-

versed during the operations might prove prejudicial to

the interests of Spain, and accordingly the astronomer

was ordered not to quit the country.
In the autrmin of 1794, Delambre recommenced his

labours in the neighbourhood of the Loire, but his pro-

gress was very slow, from the necessity of defraying all

expenses with the now greatly depreciated assignats.

After an absence of several months from this quarter, in

order to execute the tedious and difficult operation of de-

termining with precision the latitude of Dunkirk, he

proceeded with the work to the south of Bourges, among

by religious intolerance and hatred of the Jesuits, in tlie long contro-

versy that was maintained respecting the good or evil effects of the

fever bark'"—Views of Nature, p. 423. Bohn's edition.
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the central districts of France. Some trouble, and much
delay, arose in this part of the country, owing to the man-
ner in which church steeples, that would have afforded
excellent signals, had been stunted of their proportions by
revolutionary fanaticism. One representative of the peo-
ple had boasted, in a letter to the National Assembly, about ge-

that he had levelled those steeples wlaich so proudly reared o'^^sicai

themselves above the humble dwellings of the " sans cul-
^'S^'^^^-

lottes". Delambre witnessed everywhere that the hiunble
"sans cullottes'" regretted very much the loss of their

steeples ; and, on one occasion, having had to supply a
church spire, which his triangidations rendered indis-

pensable, its subsequent removal was prevented by the
determined opposition of the entire parish. At another

station, ha\dng covered with white canvas, to render dis-

tinct, one side of a pyramid of planks which occupied the

place of a levelled chui'ch spire, an alarm arose among the

people at the sight of a colour- in their eyes so significant of
counter-revolution

;
but a complete remedy was soon pro-

vided, by attaching to one side of the white canvas a

strip of red cloth, and to the other side a strip of blue.

This signal was always respected, while another, only a
few leagues to the south, was in constant danger. The
very day on which it was erected, a violent storm
visited the neighbom-hood, and the momitain torrents

swept an immense volmne of earth and gravel into the
streets of the adjacent town, where apprehensions were at

the same time entertained for the safety of a bridge
across the river Dordogne. The signal was blamed for

these disasters, and it had also to bear the imputation of

causing the heavy rains wliich for two months suspended
agricultural labom's among the mountains. Several at-

temjDts were made to cause its removal
; but, fortunately,

its position was almost inaccessible. All the triangulation
of the south having been finished, nothing remained but
the measurement of the two bases at Melun and Perpig-
nan. These measm-ements were terminated without any
difficulty, except such as are natural in labours requiring
so many precautions, and in which the physical observer
is compelled to employ every resource that science can

bring to his aid.

Invitations had been long since issued by the French Commis-
sionersgovernment to neutral and allied countries, in which they

Avere requested to send deputies to Paris, who should as-
JoaTange

sist, along with the commissioners of the Academy of
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tiie me- Sciences, in the final settlement of a metrical system
tncal

adapted to the usage of all nations. Such deputies had
sys em,

i^ggj^ accordingly despatched from the Netherlands, Den-

mark, Spain, Switzerland, and several states of Italy. The
and to entire body of French and foreign commissioners having
discuss assembled about the beginning of the year 1798, divided

suits of itself into sub-committees
; one, for examining the astro-

the mea- nomical and geodesical results of the operations whose

history has been partly related
; one, for determining the

relation of the standard so deduced to previously existing
standards

;
and another for fixing the imit of weight.

These The laboiu's of the first committee resulted in pointing
show out some hitherto unknown deviations of the Earth's figure
certain

^^^j structiu-c from the more symmetrical conditions wliich

rities in it had been previously supposed to possess. The con-

ihe cordance between the nmuerical results, as well as the
Earth's

g]^-|j ^j^j experience of the observers, would not allow the
° '

commissioners to attribute these anomahes to errors of ob-

servation. The dimensions of the Earth finally deduced,

differed but sHghtly from those abeady assigned by ear-

lier measurements.

Deter- As the length of the arc of meridian was necessarily
miiiation estimated in terms of the platinum rods employed in

dards"o"f
*^^^ measurement of the bases, the relations of these rods

length to existing standards wovdd determine the length of the

and ca- metrical standard in terms of the ancient system of mea-
^^^'^y- sures. This comparison was made, as usual in all similar

cases, by the aid of an apparatus furnished with sliding

microscopes and thermometers, so that the most minute

differences between the metallic bars submitted to exami-

nation could be readily detected. The comparison in the

present case amounted rather to a verification of the rods

employed in measuring the bases of triangulation, for

these rods had been themselves constructed after the toise

or fathom called the toise of Peru, which was deposited
with the French Academy. From these difiTerent pro-

cesses it appeared that the ten-milhonth part of an arc

extending from the pole to the equator was 443.3255

lines of the old measure, and a bar of tliis length was ac-

cording adopted as the metre. When the measured arc

was afterwards prolonged to Formentera, this value was

altered by less than than its sixty-thousandth part. The

length afterwards defmitively adopted is^
443.296 lines;

so that the metre is equivalent to a little more than

thirty-nine and one-third English inches. The standards
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of surface and capacity, as may be readily conceived,
were deduced from multiples or submultiples of the linear

standard. Thus a square ten metres long was designated
as the standard of surface for land measure

;
in other

words, the value of this unit is one hundred square
metres. The standard of capacity for liquids was deter-

mined by finding a cylindrical vokime equal to a cube
whose edges are formed by tenths of the linear standard.

This is the litre^ a measure somewhat smaller in capacity
than one of our imperial quarts.

In order to determine a imit of weight in harmony Selection

with the rest of the metrical system, obvious considera- ^^* f'^T
tions present tnemseives m guidmg the choice oi a phiio- weight,

sophical inquirer. The weight of any substance depends
on its density as well as on its bulk. Density is a property
of matter which is known to vary not only among different

substances, but also even in the same substance when un-
der different conditions. It became, therefore, desirable

to choose a body over whose conditions the utmost control

could be exercised, and which could also be easily ob-
tained at all times and in every part of the world. Water

possessing the required properties, it was selected as the
substance adapted to furnish the best unit of weight.
Equal volumes of distilled water, at the same temperature
and under ordinary atmospherical conditions, are known to

have equal weights all over the world. Like all other

bodies, water is susceptible of changes of volume by
changes of temperature. It expands when heated beyond
its ordinary temperature in our cUmate

;
and every person

who has experienced a warm bath is aware that the water
must be agitated in order to perfectly mingle the warmer

liquid, which tends to float, in virtue of its comparative
lightness, above the colder and heavier fluid that rests at

the bottom. When water cools to a sensible degree be-
low the ordinary temperature, it becomes at first heavier,
but after losing a certain amount of heat, it again expands
and becomes light, so that, when frozen, the solidified

water floats above the liquid mass of which it had formed
a part. It thus happens that water has a maximum of

density ;
that is, at a certain temperature, a given volume

is heavier than an equal volume at any higher or lower

temperature. Provided that the water is in a state of

purity, this maximum is invariable. The weight of a
litre of distilled water at its maximum density was accor-

dingly adopted as the standard of weight, and called a
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kilogramme. The preparation of a corresponding mass of

metal to be kept for reference, was executed under the

superintendence of a skilful physicist, Lefevre-Gineau,
with every precaution required in an operation of such

extreme dehcacy. This unit of weight had subsequently
to be compared with existing units, when it was found to

be equivalent to 18827.15 French grains, or a little more
than two English pounds avoirdupois.

Nomen- The units of length, capacity, and weight having been
ciature

determined, multiples and subdivisions according to the

French <iecunal scale were easily framed, and a special nomencla-

metrical tm'e was deviscd for the entire system thus invented,

system, This nomenclature had been proposed in different forms,
sometimes consisting merely of the names of former

measures with a new signification
—sometimes with such

names slightly modified
;
that wliich was at last defini-

tively adopted has no connection with the nomenclature

of the older weights and measures. It has nothing
French about its character, more than any other group of

scientific tenns derived from Greek and Latin roots. The
words fxirpov (measure), Xirpa (measure for liquids), and

ypafifxa (small weight), form the foimdation of the metrical

nomenclature. A thousand times the weight called a

gramme, being the most convenient for the unit of weight,
was necessarily called a chilogramme, or kilogramme, K
being used as the representative of \ for the sake of

euphony. The multiples of the units are designated by
Greek prefixes, thus: "

decametre", for a measixre ten

metres in length,
"
hectometre", for one equivalent to one

hundred metres. The subdivisions are denoted by Latin

f)refixes

: thus,
" decimetre" means a measure equal in

ength to the tenth part of a metre
;
while a " millimetre"

is the thousandth part of a metre. It is unnecessary to

name the rest, and a shght acquaintance with the system
shows that most of its terms are nearly superfluous ;

for the

decimal metrical system possesses the great practical ad-

vantage of not requiring any technical terms beyond those

attached to its units. Thus, instead of writing two hec-

tometres, we might write 200 metres
;
instead of half a

centilitre, ^^^htre. This course appears to be the most

easily intelligible; and as weights and measures are

intended for the use of the great mass of mankind, their

terminology should be as free as possible from any appear-
ance oflearned formality. Had the new system of weights
and measures been intended exclusively for France, it
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may perhaps have been prudent to have adopted a nomen-
clature wholly derived from the vernacular tongue. In an obsta-

the course of a tedious struggle against the active force of
g^^^j*^

prejudices and the formidable inertia of mental indolence,
the new metrical system could not have have had any
more serious obstacle to its reception among the riu-al

population of France, than its Greco-Latin nomenclature.

If that system shoiild be extended to other covmtries be-

sides those in which it has been already adopted, the

terms denoting the units should at most be introduced at

first into their languages, the multiples and fractions being
expressed by the aid of numbers. Such names are not

solely for the purposes of science, where the learner who
has any pretensions to acquire knowledge must be pre-

pared to understand compact, though to him strange,
terms derived from Greek or Latin roots, which could not

be abandoned for corresponding vernacular expressions
without the use of a cumbrous and inexact phraseology.
A man who never heard of the names of Pericles, The-

mistocles, or Epaminondas, would scarcely demand their

provisional abandonment in a popular exposition of Gre-
cian history, for such names as Smith, Brown, and Thom-
son, which, although not the most suitable designations of

the personages to whom they would be applied, would
have the advantage of being more familiar to his ear

;
and

yet the same person would complain of scientific tenns,
even when fully explained, for no other reason than their

imfamiHarity. Absurd as are the objections to scientific

language on the part of persons professing to be learners,
those useful members of society who are engaged in the

active business of life, and who have no pretensions to

scientific or literary acquirements, cannot be so fairly ex-

pected to quickly master a strange nomenclature appHed
to some of the objects that constantly occupy their atten-

tion and minister to their daily wants.

In connection with the formation of a decimal system Gradual
of weights and measures in France, the coinage was natu- progress

rally arranged according to a corresponding system. This ^^^
^^

soon became much better known and more universally trical

emploj'-ed than the new system of weights and measures, system.

The use of the old weights and measures, slightly modi-

fied, had even to be sanctioned by successive govern-
ments, until July, 1837, when a law was passed enforcing,
from the beginning of 1840, the exclusive usage of the

improved system, as determined by the commission of
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1798. Its merits are now practically appreciated not only
in France, but in every state of Europe and America,
where it has been introduced. A few countries, -sNathout

adopting the French system, have long since employed
some system of decimal coinage or measures. Thus in

the United States of America a decimal system of coins

coexists with weights and measures similar to those of

Britain.

Interna- The feeling wliich has been long growing in favour of
tionai

a, decimal system in England, and which parHamentary
tion°"

'

iiiquiries from time to tune so clearly reveal, has very
for uni- recently received a considerable accession of strength,
fynmty ^he industrial exhibition of 1855, held in Paris, having

weights'
^•ttracted to that capital an unusual concourse of the

and mea- thoughtful as well as practical mmds of every nation,
sures.

meetings were held for the discussion of suitable projects
for inducing all civilized powers to imite in adopting
a system of weights, measures, and coins, adapted to the

requirements of all mankind. An international associa-

tion, centred in Paris, with branches in the principal
states of Eiu^ope and America, was accordingly orga-
nized under the presidency of Baron Rothscliild. This

body has already effected considerable progress in the

objects for which it was estabHshed; and, chiefly through
the exertions of Mr. James Yates, of London, the English
branch has succeeded in exciting a feehng throughout
these countries which promises to give the consideration of

a new system of weights, measiu-es, and coins, a far wider

basis than it had previously possessed.
Reasons The advantages to the entire hiuiian race which a uni-
for be- versal metrical and monetary system would confer, are now
that such "^"sry generally admitted; but doubts are entertained as

a system to the practicability of so great an achievement. Such
will be

(Joubts arise partly from the known obstacles presented by

sally
^^ habits and mental indolence of the majority of society ;

adopted, but similar improvements have triumphed in every country
over the same difficulties, and in some nations a uniform

decimal monetary and metrical system has abeady gained
possession of the shop, the counting-house, and the mar-

ket. A system established in conformity with mental

habits that belong to all mankind, which takes its standard

of length from the dimensions of the planet of which

they are common inhabitants, and its standard of weight
from that Hquid wliich is at once the most useful to man
and the most universally diffused, cannot assuredly be
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accused of exhibiting any peculiarities merely local, or

any traces of being subservient to the advancement of the

views of a political party. That all these qualities are

possessed by the French metrical system, no person can

doubt, who examines the history of its origin, and medi-
tates over its philosophical character. Objections, in

objec-
some measiirc well founded, have been raised by a few tions to

eminent scientific men in England against the adoption ^t^"''''^|^''

of standards found in nature. The length of the seconds' nature,

pendidiim and the dimensions of the Earth, are the only
two invariable qiiantities which appear to be within our

reach
;
but their determinations do not give strictly the

same results in every country. The Earth's figure is

not perfectly regular, nor is its structiu-e homogeneous.
The meridians in different coimtries, although curves very
similar, are not precisely alike

;
and the lengths corres-

ponding to the same celestial arc, will differ from one
meridian to another. If lines traced on the true surface

of the Earth, over hill and valley, were those estimated, the

discrepancies would probably be still greater ;
but those

which are measured, although independent of small local

irregularities, are aflfected by the greater deviations of the

Earth's figure from an ellipsoid of revolution. The length
of an invariable pendulum depends on the intensity of gra-

vity at the place where it is set in vibration. This inten-

sity, as might be expected a priori, varies not only in

going from the equator to the pole, but also sometimes,

though in a less degree and with less reg-ularity, in the

direction of the parallels. The diff'erenccs between the re-

sults of dimensions of the Earth, obtained from distant

geodesical operations, and of the lengths of the second's

pendulum, as determined by different observers at different

stations, although far below what are required to be consi-

dered in the formation of a standard of length for ordinary

operations, yet may become important in connection with

scientific determinations where a higher degree of preci-
sion is desirable. On this accoimt it has even been pro-

posed to abandon natm-al standards altogether, and to

merely adopt the old system with additional precautions
of inclosing the standards in a place of safety, whence they
could be obtained for rarely occurring and important
national objects, only with great trouble and with the

sanction of the highest legislative authority. The estab- shown to

lishment of a natural standard does not, however, preclude l>e invalid,

the fulfilment of such an arrangement
—the preserved stan-

I. 23
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dard would always necessarily retain tlie liiglier authority ;

but this should not prevent the existence of some provi-
sion against its injiu'y or loss. Even were these contin-

gencies completely obAaated, it would manifestly contri-

bute to the cosmopolitan character of a imiversal standard,
if it were either the length of the second pendulum at

the equator, or a fraction of the Earth's dimensions, ap-

proaching to the truth far more closely than the ordinary

purposes of society would ever be likely to reqiiire.

Sugges- A standard based on no philosophical idea whatever,
tion of a could only be proposed for the exclusiA^e use of a single

standard nation, and is certainly far from being inappropriate
if ano- wherever the entire system of division of weights and

^J^®""
measm'cs has no pretension to be in harmony with the

desira- numerical scale which foiTQS the basis of all computation.
ble. The slight deviations of the Earth's figure from that of an

ellipsoid of revolution, rendering its meridians dissimilar,

might suggest the adoption of another ideal standard, if

the subj ect is really worthy of serioiis reconsideration . The
axis of rotation of the Earth is common to every meridian,
and its most coiTect value is obtained by a comparison of

the measurements of several different arcs belonging to dif-

ferent meridians. An easily remembered fraction of this

axis might form a standard of length, which would be less

liable to vary in its estimated value than a fraction derived

directly from an arc of a meridian, the influence of the

physical pecuHarities of the countries through which the

measured arcs happen to pass woiild be nearly eliminated,
and the final result would be of a kind to wliich every

country would have the same relation. We are, however,
far from proposing the adoption of a new standard, and we
make this suggestion only as a mode for overcoming any
difficulties that may impede the reception of the me-
trical system among those great nations into whose shops
and markets it has not as yet foimd its way.

General It is natural to suppose that the philosophical excellence
use of

^ QT^^ practical advantages of the new metrical system would

ciraal ^6 most readily acknowledged among scientific circles,

system It has been accordingly for many years introduced into
for the scientific cabinets and laboratories over the greater part of

of"s^i-^^ Em-ope, and with or without the cooperation of govern-
ence. ments, has made itself familiar to a large number of the

better educated classes of every country.
Besides the estimation of length, surface, volume, and

weight, in science and the useful arts, it is often necessary
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to estimate relative quantities of heat. For this purpose, a Estima-

universal standard presents itself, in the property by which
^'°° "^

water under the same pressure boils and freezes at fixed
cooiin^'

temperatures. The interval between these temperatures to a deci-

has accordingly been adopted as the standard for measur- "^^^ *y^"

ing heat. Its division into 100 degrees, long since pro-
^°^"

posed by the Swedish philosopher Celsius, has gradually

superseded the division into eighty degrees introduced by
Reaumur in France. The centigrade or hundred-degree
thermometer is completely in harmony with the decimal

metrical system, and the one is likely to be fairly appre-
ciated wherever the advantages of the other have been felt.

Although the somewhat arbitrary thermometrical scale in-

troduced by Fahrenheit has held its ground vip to the pre-
sent time in Great Britain, the inferiority of that scale to

its more pliilosophical competitor is now beginning to be

felt, and the latter has been recently adopted by eminent

EngHsh physicists in an extensive series of researches on
the mechanical and molecidar conditions of heat. The

increasing attention which the climate of the globe is con-

stantly receiving, and the vast number of observations

which are now made, both on land and sea, render it ex-

tremely desirable that a uniform system should be piu'sued
in estimating the most important of all climatological ele-

ments. On this account alone, if a imiversal system of

weights and measures should be estabHshed, the thermo-

metrical scale must claim a share in the improvement
—a

change which will fortunately be of the simplest natui-e,

as it will only reqiure that a selection be made of one

scale out of the three that have been generally received

among civiHzed nations.

The arrangement of coins according to a decimal scale Present

is easily understood. Thus, the franc being the basis of ^f^nge-

the French coinage, its multiples are—in gold, the pieces [^g"'

^

of lOOfr., 50fr., 20fr., and lOfr. ;
in silver, those of 5fr. and French

2fr. Its hundredth part is called the centime
;
and the coinage.

multiples of that in silver are, 50c. and 20c.
;
in copper

or bronze, 10c.
, 5c., and 2c. These are numbers belong-

ing to the decimal scale, because those less than ten evenly
divide it, and those less than one hiuidred are also even
divisors of that number. The introduction of such a

system into accounts immediately removes a mass of super-
fluous figm^es. In cases where per-centages of sums of

money are estimated, no calculation whatever is necessary ;

all that is required is done by changing the place of a

23*
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Decimal

coinage
of Great

Britain

recom-

mended

bj' a

Commit-
tee of the

House of
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decimal point. The obvious advantages of decimal coin-

age and accounts have lately forced themselves on the at-

tention of our legislature. All the evidence collected by a

Committee of the House of Commons, in their compara-
tively recent inquiries, points in one direction, namely,
that of proving the superiority of a decimal system of coin-

age and accounts over every other. In order to realize

this prcfei-ence of a decimal coinage, it is proposed to

make a few alterations in the present coinage, by wliich

the wliole would become decimalized. Callimr the thou-

sandth pai't of a sovereign a mil, the proposed scale would
stand thus:

1,000 mils=
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ment desirable, why should not some attempt be made to simuld

mould it in harmony with the systems of other nations ? ""' ^®

The evils resulting from the existing diversity of weights
*^ ^^^ *

and measures among provincial districts of Great Britain

and Ireland, are now seen and felt more than ever, be-

cause mutual intercourse has increased. Great nations

are the world's provinces, and among them also inter-

com'se is rapidly extending. Each people has peculiari-

ties; some of which, were it even possible, it would per-

haps not be desirable to change; but there are certain

traits of mental as well as of physical character wliich are

common to all ahke. The idea of estabhshing a universal

system of coins, weights, and measures is suggested by
the notions of the fundamental natm-e of numbers and

quantity possessed in common by all mankind. If several

nations separately find themselves induced to adopt metri-

cal systems identical in numerical arrangements, why not
make them identical in all respects ? That metrical sys-

tem, whose origin and history has been briefly sketched
in the foregoing pages, aj^pears to present all the charac-
ters of univcrsahty that would adapt it for general use

among mankind.
It seems impossible to conceive any mode in which the

French metrical system could be improved, except per-

haps by some modification of the standards on which it is

based. Should tliis appear desirable in other comitries,
where the tendency towards its adoption is growing,
why not propose some readjustment of the question of
standards ?

The plenipotentiaries of the great powers of Europe The adop-
have often met to debate over the settlement of a frontier,

t'o" of

which would determine the temporary disposal of a few p
®

,

square leagues of territory : would it less become an as- system

sembly of the representatives of nations to finally concur m\gh\. be

in an arrangement that would give equal advantages to
^^gnf'o-"^

all, and by which misunderstandings between countries tentia-

as well as between individuals would be rendered pro-
""ies.

bably less frequent, and certainly less complicated ?

Henry Hennessy.

The International Association for obtaining a uniform decimal
system of measures, weights, and coins, has published a comprehensive
essay, by Mr. Yates, on the best unit of length, which was received

just when the foregoing article was about to be printed o9'. It is there-
fore briefly noticed under the head of Scientific Notices.
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Art. IV.— Oil the formula, juia (jjixng tov Otov Xoyou
ataapKCJUivr]. Btj Very Rev. J. H. Newman, D.D.

§1.

THIS
celebrated formula of St. Cyril's, perhaps of St.

Atlianasius's, was, as is well known, one of the main
The in- defences of Eutyches, the patriarch of the Monophysites, in

quiry controversy with CathoHcs. It has been so fully discussed

by tlieologians from his day to our own, that it hardly
allows of any explanation, which woidd be at once origi-
nal and true; still room is left for collateral illustration

and remarks in detail; and so much shall be attempted
here.

First of all, and in as few words as possible, and ex

abundanti cauteld:—Every Catholic holds that the Chris-

tian dogmas were in the Chiu'ch from the time of the Apos-
tles

;
that they were ever in their substance what they are

turns now
;
that they existed before the formulas were publicly

upon the
adopted, in which, as time went on, they were defined and

recorded
;
and that such formulas, when sanctioned by the

due ecclesiastical acts, are binding on the faith of Catho-

lics, and hsLXc a dogmatic authority. With this profes-
sion once for all, I put the strictly theological ques-
tion aside

;
for I am concerned in a purely historical in-

vestigation into the vise and fortunes of certain scientific

terms.

§2.

Phrase- Even before we take into account the efi'ect which

oiogy of would naturally be produced on the first Christians by
Science

^j-^^ noveltv and mysteriousness of doctrines which de-
gradu- -I n A

• • • ^ t->i' i

ally per- pend lor their reception simply upon Kevelation, we nave

fected, reason to anticipate that there would be diflSculties and
mistakes in expressing them, when they first came to be

set forth by unauthoritative writers. Even in secular

sciences, inaccuracy of thought and language is but gra-

dually corrected; that is, in proportion as their subject-
matter is thoroughly scrutinized and mastered by the co-

operation of many mdependent intellects, successively

engaged upon it. Thus, for instance, the word Person

requires the rejection of various popular senses, and a

use of

terms.
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careful definition, before it can serve for pliilosopliical
uses. We sometimes use it for an individual as contrasted

with a class or multitude, as when we speak of having
"
personal objections" to another; sometimes for the body,

in contrast to the soul, as when we speak of "
beauty of

person". We sometimes use it in the abstract, as when
we speak of another as "

insignificant in person" ;
some-

times in the concrete, as when we call him " an insignifi-
cant person". How divergent in meaning are the deriva-

tives, personable, personalities, personify, personation,

personage, piarsonage! This variety arise's partly from
our own carelessness, partly from the necessary develop-
ments of language, partly from the exuberance of human

thought, partly from the defects of our vernacular

tongue.o

Language then requires to be refashioned even for sci- especi-

ences which are based on the senses and the reason
;
but

^''^

'"

much more will this be the case, when we are concerned vince of

with subject-matters, of which, in our present state, we reveia-

cannot possibly form any complete or consistent concep-
*^'°°*

tion, such as the Catholic doctrines of the Trinity and In-

carnation. Since they are from the nature of the case

above our intellectual reach, and were unknown till the

preaching of Christianity, they required on their first pro-

mulgation new words, or words used in new senses, for

their due enunciation
; and, since these were not definitely

supplied by Scripture or by tradition, nor for centuries by
ecclesiastical authority, variety in the use, and confusion
in the apprehension of them, were unavoidable in the in-

terval. This conclusion is necessary, admitting the pre-

misses, antecedently to particular instances in proof.

Moreover, there is a presumption equally strong, that IMistakes

the variety and confusion that I have anticipated, would
^^'""

in matter of fact issue here or there in actual heterodoxy,
as often as the language of theologians was misunderstood

by hearers or readers, and deductions were made from it

which the teacher did not intend. Thus, for instance,
the word Person, used in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity,
would on fij-st hearing suggest Tritheism to one who made
the word synonymous with individual; and Unitarianism
to another, who accepted it in the classical sense of a mask
or character.

Even to this day our theological language is wanting in

accuracy : thus, we sometimes speak of the controversies

concerning the Person of Christ, when we mean to in-

the pro-
ces3.
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elude in them those which belong to the two natures

which are predicated of him.

§3.

Reinc- Indeed, the difficulties of fonning a theological phra-
taiice uf

seology for the whole of Christendom were obviously so

thoifcs

^

great, that we need not wonder at the reluctance which

to pursue the first age of Catholic divines showed in attempting it,

it even apart from the obstacles caused by the distraction

and isolation of the churches in times of persecution. Not

only had the words to be adjusted and explained which
were peculiar to diftcrent schools or traditional in different

places, but there was the formidable necessity of creating
a common mcasiu'c between two, or rather three lan-

guages,
—Latin, Greek, and Syriac. The intellect had to

be satisfied, error had to be successfully excluded, parties
the most contrary to each other, and the most obstinate,

had to be convinced. The very confidence which would
be felt by Christians in general that Apostolic truth would
never fail,

—and that they held it in each locality them-

selves and the orhis terraruni with them, in spite of all

verbal contrarieties,
—would indispose them to define it,

till definition became an imperative duty,
illustra- I think this plain from the nature of the case

; and his-
*«^i

^y tory confirms me in the instance of the celebrated word

ofioovcnov, which, as one of the first and most necessary

steps, so again was apparently one ofthe most discouraging,
in giving a scientific expression to doctrine. This formula,
as Athanasius, Hilary, and Basil affirm, had been disowned
as savouring of heterodoxy by the great Council ofAntioch
in A.D. 269

; yet, in spite of this disavowal on the part of

Bishops of the highest authority, it was imposed on all

the faithful to the end of time in the Ecumenical Council
of Nica3a, a.d. 325, as the one and only safeguard, as it

really is, of orthodox teaching. The misapprehensions
and protests which, after such antecedents, its adoption
occasioned for many years may be easily imagined.

Though above three hundred Bishops had accepted it at

Nicaja, the great body of the Episcopate in the next gene-
ration considered it inexpedient ;

and Athanasius himself,
whose imperishable name is bound up with it, showed
himself most cautious in putting it forward, though he

knew it had the sanction of a General Council. He men-
tions the word, I think, only once in his three celebrated

the Ho
1110usion
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Orations, and tlien rather in a formal statement of doc-

trine than in the flow of his discussion, viz., Orat. i. 4.

Twice he gives utterance to it in the Collection of Notes

which make up what is called his fourth Oration (^Orat.
iv. 9, 12). He introduces it indeed into his de Decretis

Nic. Cone, and his de S)/nodis; but there it constitutes his

direct subject, and he discusses it in order, when chal-

lenged, to defend it. And in his work against ApolUnaris
he says ojuoovaioQ 17 rpiag, i. 9. But there are passages of

his Orations in which he omits it, when it was the natural

word to use; vid. my notes on Orat. i. 20, 21, and 58 fin.

Moreover, the word does not occur in the Catecheses of St.

Cyril of Jerusalem, a.d. 347, nor in the recantation made
before Pope Julius by Ursacius and Valens, a.d. 349, nor
in the cross-questionings to which St. Ambrose subjected
Palladius and Secundianus, a.d. 381. At Seleucia, a.d.

359, as many as 150 Eastern Bishops were found to aban-

don it, while at Ariminium in the same year the celebrated

scene took place of 400 Bishops of the West being worried

and tricked into a momentary act of the same character.

They had not yet got it deeply fixed into their minds, as

a sort of first principle, that to abandon the formula was to

betray the faith. Wc may think how strong and general
the indisposition was thus to regard the matter, when no
less a man than Athanasius believed the report that Pope
Liberius had given it up {vid. Histor. Avian. 41 fin).

This disinclination to dogmatic definitions was not con-

fined to the instance of the ojuooixjiov. It was one of

the successful stratagems of the Arians to urge upon Ca- and by

tholics the propriety of confining their statement of doc-
^'Z"^""

trine to the language of Scripture, and of rejecting viroa-

raaig, ovma, and similar terms, which, when once vised in

a definite sense, that is, scientifically, in Christian teach-

ing, would become the protection and record of ortho-

doxy.
In the instance of the word viroaramg, we find Atha- especi-

nasius, Eusebius of Vcrcellaj, and other Catholic Confes- a"y ti.e

sors of the day, recognizing and allowing the two accep- tos/Ji'is;

tations, in which at that time it was used, in the Alexan-
drian Covmcil, A.D. 362.

§4.

Such a reluctance to fix the phraseology of doctrine
,^^ ^^-^^

cannot be logically taken to imply an indisposition to- m proof
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of care- wai'ds dogma Itself; and in matter of fact it is liistorically
lessnesi

contemporaneous with tlie most unequivocal dogmatic

dogma,
statements. Scientific terms are not the only token of

science. Distinction or antithesis is as much a characte-

ristic of it, as definition can be, though not so perfect an
instrument. The Epistles of Ignatius, for instance, who
belongs to the Apostolical age of the Church, are in places

unmistakeably dogmatic. Such is the fragment preserved

by Athanasius (de Si/71. 47) : Etc larpog Ian (rapKiKog kcu

TrvtviuaTiKog, jtvriTog Koi ayivriTog, Iv avOpwrru) Oeog, Iv

uavaTU) ^fi>r) aXridivi), Koi Ik Mapiag koX Ik 6iov. 1 have
been led to refer to a number of similar passages, though
with another object, in some Latin Dissertations which I

published in Rome in 1847, pp. 32-34; but the subject
would admit of large illustration. From this small work
I extract a sentence, which is apposite to the point imme-

diately before us :

"
Quis dubitet sanctissimos viros in gra-

vissima materie Catholicas enunciasse sententias? Sed
aliud est loqui Catholice, prorsus aHud uti iis ipsis voca-

bulis, quaa Catholici hoc tempore utuntur, qua2 quidem
non erant necessaria, non erant in ecclesiastico usu, donee

irrepsisset hjereticorum fraus, donee periclitaretur fideHum
salus"

(p. 36).
Athana- Indeed no better illustration can be given of that in-
sius (log- trinsic independence of a fixed terminolofyy which belongs

though t^ t^^^ Catholic Creed, than the writings of Athanasius
without himself, the special doctor from whom the subsequent
"

treatises ofBasd, the two Gregories, and Cyril are derived.

This remarkable author scarcely uses any of the scientific

phrases which have since been received in the Church and
have become dogmatic ; or, if he introduces them, it is to

give them senses which have long been superseded. A
good instance of his manner is afibrded by the long pas-

sage
—Orat. iii. 30-58, which is full of theology, with

scarcely a dogmatic word. The case is the same with his

treatment of the Incarnation. No one surely can read his

works without being struck with the force and exactness

with which he lays down the outlines and fills up the de-

tails of the Catholic dogma, as it has been defined since

the controversies with Nestorius and Eutyches, who Hved
in the following century ; yet the word BeoroKog, which
had come down to him, like ofioovcriog, by tradition, is

nearly the only one among those which he uses, which
would now be recognized as dogmatic.

science.
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§5.

Sometimes too lie varies the use which he makes of His va-

such terms as really are of a scientific character. An in- ryingap-

stance of this is supplied by hypostasis, a word to which
0/^*!,'°".

allusion has abeady been made. It was usual, at least in tasis.

the West and in St. Athanasius's day, to speak of one

hypostasis, as of one usia, of the Divine Nature. Thus
the so-called Sardican Creed, a.d. 347, speaks of fxla

viroaraaiQ, rfv avrol 01 alpeTiKol ovaiav Trpoaayopevovai.
Theod. Hist. ii. 8

;
the Roman Council under Damasus,

A.D. 371, says that the Three Persons are rijc avrrig vttoct- One hy-

Taaewg kuI ovmag; and the Nicene Anathema con- P'^^^'^^^f

demns those who say that the Son Ijivero l^ tripag ^^^m-
vTTOcrraaEijjg rj ovcriag ;

for that the words are synonymes tury,

I have argued, after Petavius, against Bull in one of the

Dissertations to which I have already referred. Epipha-
nius too speaks of

lucla vTroaraaig. Hcei'. 74, 4 Anco}\ 6

(and though he has ai vitoardatig, Hair. ^2, 3. 72, 1, yet
he is shy of the plural, and prefers Trarrip IvvTrocTTarog,

vlog h>vw6(TTaTog, etc., ibid. 3 and 4. Ancor. 6, andrpi'a as

Hcer. 74, 4, where he says rpia fwiroaTara Tr\g avTi]g

viro(TTa(7£iog. Vid. also Iv viroaraaei TsXeiOTijrog. Uair.

74, 12, Anco7\ 7 et alibi); and Cyril of Jerusalem of the

fxovoH^rjg viroaTaatg of God. Catech. vi. 7, vid. also xvi.

12 and xvii. 9 (though the word may be construed one out

of three in Cat. xi, 3), and Gregory Nanzianzen Orat.

28, 9, where he is speaking as a natural, not as a Chris-

tian theologian.
In the preceding century Gregory Thaumaturgus had and in

laid it down that the Father and Son were virocTTaan ev
;

^'^^' ,*^®'^"

and the Council of Antioch, a.d. 364-369, calls the Son

ovaic^ Ka\ vTrodTuaaL Oeov Oaov vlov. Routh Reliq. t. 2,

p. 466. Accordingly Athanasius expressly tells us, '^''Hy-

postasis is usia, and means nothing else but avrd to 6v
ad Afros. 4. Jerome says that " Tota ssecularliun litter-

arum schola nihil ahud hypostasin nisi iisiam novit". Epist.
XV. 4. Basil, the semi-Arian, that "the Fathers have
called hypostasis usia". Epiph. Hcer. 73, 12, fin. And
Socrates says that at least it was frequently used for usia,

when it had entered into the philosophical schools. Hist.

iii. 7.

On the other hand the Alexandrians, Origen (in Joan, -phree by
ii. 6 et alibi), Ammonius {ap. Caten. in Joan. x. 30, if Alexan-

genuinc), Dionysius (ap. Basil de Sp. S. n. 72), and Alex- d"ans-
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ander (ap. Tlieod. Hist. i. 4), speak of more hypostases
than one m the Di\ane Nature, that is, of three

;
and ap-

parently without the support of the divines of any other

school, unless Eusebius, who is half an Alexandrian, be
an exception. Going down beyond the middle of the

foiuih century and the Council of 362 above refeiTcd to,

we find the Alexandi'ian Didymus committing himself to

a bold and strong enunciation of the Three hypostases,
which is without a parallel, I think, in patristical literature.

Both one It is remarkable that Athanasius should so far innovate

bv At'ha-
^^^ ^^^^ custom of his ovsai Church, as to use the word in

iiasius,
each of these two applications of it. In liis In illud Om-
nia he speaks of raq TptiQ vTToaTaauQ nXaiag. He says,

fiia ?j OfOTTjc, Kai t'lQ dfog iv rpiaiv vTroaTiKTtcri, Iiicarn. c.

Avian, if the work be genuine. In contr. Apoll. i. 12,

he seems to contrast ovaia and (pvcrig with viroaTamg, say-

ing TO ofioovmov ivuxTiv KaO' virocTTacnv ova eTnde\6iuisv6v

t(TTi, aXXa Kara (pixTiv. Parallel instances occur in Expos.
Fid. 2, and in Orat. iv. 25, though the words may be

otherwise explained. On the other hand, he makes usia

and hypostasis synonymous in Orat. iii. 65, 6Q. Orat. iv.

1 and 33 fin. Vid. also Quod Unus est Christus, and the

fragment in Euthym. Panop>l. p. 1, t. 9
;
the genuineness

of both being more than doubtful,

wlio in- There is something more remarkable still in this Inno-
rovates

yation, in which Athanasius permits liimself, on the prac-

Aiexan- tice of liis Churcli. Alexander, liis mimediate predecea-
drian sor and master, published, a.d. 320-324, two formal
usage, letters against Arius, one addressed to his namesake of

Constantinople, the other encycUcal. It is scarcely pos-
sible to doubt that the latter was written by Athanasius

;

it is so unlike the former in style and diction, so hke the

writing's of Athanasius. Now it is observable that in the

former the word hypostasis occurs in its Alexandrian

sense at least five times
;
in the latter, which I attribute

to Athanasius, it is dropt, and usia is introduced, which is

absent from the former. That is, Athanasius has, on this

supposition, when writing in his Bishop's name a formal

document, pointedly innovated on his Bishop's theological

lancniage, and that the received lanoaiage of his own
Church. I am not supposing he did this without Alex-

ander's sanction. Indeed the character of the Arian po-
lemic would naturally lead Alexander, as well as Atha-

nasius, to be jealous of the formula of the rpuQ vTroard-

aeig, which Arianism Avas using against them
;
and the
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latter -would be confirmed in tliis feeling by his subsequent

familiarity with Latin theology, and the usage of the Holy
See, which, vmder Pope Damasus, as we have seen, a.d.

371, spoke of one hypostasis, and in the previous century,
A.D. 260, protested by anticipation in the person of Pope
Dionysius against the use wliich might be made, in the

hands of enemies, of the formula of the tliree hijpostases.

Still it is undeniable that Athanasius does at least once

speak of three, though his practice is to dispense with the

word and to use others instead of it.

Yet it is difficult to believe that so accurate a thinker yet

as Athanasius really used an important term in two dis- -withoiit

tinct, nay contrasted senses
;
and I cannot but question the een!-

the fact, so commonly taken for granted, that the divines rai sense

of the beginning of the fom'th century had appropriated
of 'he

any word whatever definitely to express either the idea of ^^°^'

Person as contrasted with that of Essence, or of Essence

as contrasted with Person. I altogether doubt whether

we are correct in saying that they meant by hypostasis, in

one country Person, in another Essence. I think such

propositions should be carefully proved, instead of being
taken for granted, as at present is the case. Meanwhile,
I have an hypothesis of my own. I think they used the

word in East and West with only such a slight variation

in its meaning, as would admit of Athanasius speaking of

one hypostasis or thi-ee, without any great violence to that

meaning, which remained substantially one and the same.

Wliat this sense is I proceed to explain :
—

§6.

The schoohnen are known to have insisted with great , . ,

earnestness on the numerical unity of the Divine Being ; denotes

each of the three Divine Persons being one and the same the one

God, unicus, sinoailaris, et totus Deus. In this, however, ^^"P''^'"^

they did but follow the recorded doctrine of the Western

theologians of the fifth century, as I suppose will be al-

lowed by critics generally. So forcible is St. Austin upon
the strict unity of God, that he even thinks it necessary to

caution his readers against supposing that he could allow
them to speak of One Person as well as of Three in the

Divine Nature, de Trin., vii. 11. Again, in the Creed

Quicunque, the same elementary tmtli is emphatically in-

sisted on. The neuter unum of former divines is changed
into the masculine, in enunciating the mystery.

" Non
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tres astemi, sed imus seternus". I suppose this means, that

each Divine Person is to be received as the one God as

entirely and absohitely as he would be held to be, if we
had never heard of the other Two, and that he is not in

any respect less than the one and only God, because they
are each that same one God also

;
or in other words, that,

as each hmnan individual being has one personahty, the

Divine Being has three,

as intii- Returning then to Athanasius, I consider that this same
vidua), mystery is implied in his twofold application of the word
persona ,

/^^jp^s^asis. The polytheism and pantheism of the heathen
world imagined,

—not even the God whom natural reason

can discover, conceive, and worship, one, individual, living,
and personal,

—biit a divinitas, wlrich was either a qua-

lity, whether energy or life, or an extended substance, or

something else equally inadequate to the real idea which
the word conveys. Such a divinity could not properly be
called an hypostasis or said to be in hypostasi (except in-

deed as brute matter may be called, as in one sense it can

be called, an hypostasis), and therefore it was, that that

word had some fitness, especially after the Apostle's adop-
tion of it, Hehr. i. 3, to denote the Christian's God. And
this may account for the remark of Socrates, that it was a

new word, strange to the schools of ancient philosophy,
which had seldom professed pure theism, or natural theo-

logy. "The teachers of philosophy among the Greeks", he

says, "have defined usia in many ways: but oi hypostasis,

they have made no mention at all. Irengeus, the gram-
marian, affii'ms that the word is barbarous".—Hist. iii. 7.

The better then was it fitted to express that highest ob-

ject of thought, of which the " barbarians" of Palestine

had been the special -witnesses. Wlien the divine hypos-
tasis was confessed, the word expressed or suggested the

attributes of individuahty, self-subsistence, self-action, and

personahty, such as go to form the idea ofthe Divine Be-

ing to the natural theologian ; and, since the difference

as the between the theist and the Cathohc divine in their idea

God of of his nature is simply this, that, in opposition to the Pan-
natural

^]^gjgt^ -^i^Q cannot imderstand how the Infinite can be
'

Personal at all, the one ascribes to him one personality,
and the other three, it will be easily seen how a word,
thus characterised and circumstanced, would admit of be-

ing used with but a slight modification of its sense, of the

Trinity as well as of the Unity.
Let us take, by way of illustration, the word fxovag
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which, when applied to intellectual beings, includes the and also

idea of personality. Dionysius of Alexandiia, for in- ^^ being

stance, speaks of the fxovaq and the rpiaq : now, would it
eadi^'of

be very harsh, if, as he has spoken of " three hypostases'' theThiee

6v fxovadi, so he had instead spoken of "the three /xovadeg",
Persons

that is, in the sense of rpfo-wTroo-raroc juovac, as if the in-
j^^]^

trinsic force of the word monas would preclude the pos- Trinity,

sibility of his use of the plural fiova^ei; being mistaken to

imply that he held more monades than one ? To take an

analogous case, it would be about the same improper use

of phu'al for singular, if we said that a martyr by his one
act gained three factories, instead of a triple \'ictory, over

liis three spiritual foes. This then is what I conceive

that Athanasius means, by sometimes speaking of one,
sometimes of three hypostases. The word hi/j^ostasis nei-

ther means Pet^son nor Essence exclusively; but it means
the one personal God of natural theology, the notion of

whom the Catholic corrects and completes as often as he
views him as a Trinity ;

of which correction Nazianzen's

language, supra p. 335, contrasted with his usual fonnula

{vicl. Orat. 20, 6) of the three hypostases, is an illustration.

The specification of three hypostases does not substan-

tially alter the sense of the word itself, but is a sort of

catachresis by which this Catholic doctrine is forcibly

brought out (as it would be by the phrase "three mo-

nades"), viz., that each of the Divine Persons is simply the

Unus et Singidaris Deus. If it be objected, that by the

same mode of reasoning, Athanasius might have said ca-

tachrestically not only three monades or three hyptostases,
but three Gods, I deny it, and for this reason, because

hypostasis is not equivalent to the sunple idea of God, but
is rather a definition of Him, and that in some special

elementary points, as essence, personaHty, etc., and be-

cause such a mere improper use or varying application
of the term would not tend to compromise a truth, which
never must even in forms of speech be trifled with, the

absolute numerical unity of the Supreme Being. Though
a Catholic could not say that there are three Gods, he
could say, that the definition of God applies to unus
and tres. Perhaps it is for tliis reason that Epiphanius
speaks of Tpia evvTroarara, (TuvvTroorara, tTjc avrrfg viroa-

racrEojc- Hair. 74, 4 (vid. Jerome, Ep). 15, 3), in the spi-
rit in which St. Thomas, I believe, interprets the "non
tres setemi, sed unus jeternus", to turn on the contrast of

adjective and substantive.
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Latitude Petavius makes a remark which is apposite to my pre-
in the gg^i; purpose.

" Nomen Dei", he says, de Trin. iii. 9, § 10,

the term
" ^^"^ ^^* ^^ eonmi genere quae concrcta dicuntur, forniaiu

significat, non abstractam ab individuis proprietatibiis,
sed in iis subsistentem. Est enim Deus substantia aliqua
divinitatcm habens. Sicut homo non humanam naturam

separatam, sed in aHquo individuo subsistentem exponit,
ita tamen ut individuum ac personam, non certam ac de-

terminatam, sed confuse infiniteque representet, hoc est,

natwam in aliquo, ut diximus, consistentem ... sic no-

men Dei proprie ac directe divinitatem natiu-amque di\d-

nam indicat, assignijicat auteni eundem, ut in guapiam
persona suhsistentem, nullam de trihus expresse designans,
sed confuse et universe'. Here this great author seems to

say, that even the word " Deus" may stand, not barely for

the Divine Being, but besides " in quapiam persona sub-

sistentem", without denoting ichich Person
;
and m hke

manner I wouhl understand hypostasis to mean the monas
with a hke undeterminate notion of personaHty, (witliout
which attribute tlie idea of God cannot be,) and thus,

according as one hypostasis is spoken of, or three, the

word may be roughly translated, in one case "
personal

sidistance", or "
bemg with personality", in the other

" substantial person", or "
pi^rson which is in being". In

all cases it will be equivalent to the 0f orrjc, the piovag, the

divine oixria, etc., though with that peculiarity of mean-

ing which I have insisted on.

iliustra- These remarks might be illustrated by a number of

ted from
passages from Athanasius, in which he certainly implies

Athana-
^|^^^ ^|^g fiovag, that is, the indivisible, munerically one

'
'

God, is at once Father and Son
;
that the Father, who is

the fxovag, gives to the Son also to be the fnoviig ;
and to

have his (the Father s) hypostasis, i.e. to be that hypostasis,
which the Father is. For instance, he says that the /biovag

fltoTijroc is aSiaipsTOQ, though Father and Son are two
;

—
0)'at. iv. 1, 2. He speaks of the TavTorrjg rrig OeoTtjTog,

and the Iixottjc rfjc ovalag, Orat. iii. 3
;
of the ivoTrig rrig

o/uLOKiXTtwg. de Sy7i. 45
;
of the ravTorrig tov (})0JTog, de

Deer. 24 ;
of " the Father s hypostasis being ascribed to the

Son", Orat. iv. 33
;
of the TrarpiKi) Oeorrig being to tivai

TOV viov, Orat. iii. 3
;
of the ih'ai to vlov being Trig tov

iraTpbg ova'iag j'Stov. ibid., of the Son being the TraTpiKi)

l^ioTiig, Orat. i. 42
;
of the Father's Otorjjc being in the

Son, de Syn. 52 (whereas the Arians made the two

OedrriTeQ different in kind) ;
of the Son's OeoTr^g being the
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Father's, Orat. iii. 36; of the Son's irarpiKri Otor^g. Orat.
i. 45, 49; ii. 18, 73; iii. '2Q, of the Son's irarpiKTi (pixrig,
Onit. i. 40 ;

of the Son being to irarpiKov (pwg, iii. 53
;

and of the Son being the Tr\{)pwf.ia riig Oeon^rog. Orat.
iii. i. Vid. also Didjm. Tr{?i. i., 15 p. 27, 16 p. 41, 18

p. 45, 27 p. 80. iii., 17 p. 377, 23 p. 409; Nyss. Test. c.

Jud. i. p. '2^2
; Cyril c. Nest. iii. p. 80, b.

§7.

Since, as has been said above, hypostasis is a word Una has

more peculiarly Christian than usia, I have judged it »
^'^^^,

best to speak of it first, that the meaning of it, as it is
'"^"""S.

ascertained on inquiry, may serve as a key for explaining
other parallel terms. Usia is one of these the most in use,

certainly in the works of Athanasius, and we have his

authority as well as St. Jerome's for stating that it had
been simply synonymous with hi/postasis. Moreover, in
Oj^at. iii. 65, he uses the two words as equivalent to each
other. If tliis be so, what has been said above, in expla-
nation of the sense he put on the word hyjyostasis, will

apply to usia also. This conclusion is corroborated by
the proper meaning of the word usia itself, which answers
to the Enghsh word "being". Now, when we speak of
the Divine Being, we mean to speak of Him, as what he
is, 6 wv, including generally his attributes and characteris-

tics, and among them, at least obscurely, his personality.
By the " Divine Being" we do not commonly mean a
mere anima mundi, or first principle of fife, or system of
laws. Usia then, thus considered, agrees very nearly in

sense, from its very etymology, with hypostasis. Further,
this was the sense in which Aristotle used it, viz. for what
is

"
individumn", and " numero unum"; and it must not

be forgotten that the Neo-platonists, who exerted so great
an influence on the Alexandrian Church, professed the
Aristotehc logic. Nay to St. Cyril himseh', the succes-
sor of Athanasius, whose formula these remarks are in-

tended to illustrate, is ascribed a definition, which
makes usia to be an individual essence : ovma, trpajfia

avovTrapKTov, fxrj deofxavov Iripov Trpbg ttjv lavrov ava-
raaiv

; vid. Suicer. Thes. in voce.

Tliis is the word, and not hyp)ostasis, which Athana- and is

sins commonly uses, in controversy with the Arians, to preferred

express the divinity of the Word. In one passage alone,
^^ ^^^^'

as lar as 1 recollect, does he use hypostasis: ov Trjv viroa-
I. 24

uasius
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raaiv \(t)ptZ,u)v Tov Oeov Xoyow otto tov Ik Mapiag ctvdpijj'

TTOv. Orat. iv. 35. His usual term is iisia:—for instance,

Tr)v Oeiav oixriav tov \ojov rivio/jivov (pvcret rw tavTov

TTarpi. In Ilhid, Omnia, 4. Again, 7) ovaia avri] rfig ovaiag

TTjg irarpiKrig Icrri ytvvtjjtta. de Spi. 48
;

—two remarkable

passages, which remind us of the two ovmai and two
<f)v-

(TEig, used by the Alexandrian Pierius (Phot. cod. 119), and
of the words of Theognostus, another Alexandrian, 7j tov

vlov ovaia Ik Trig ''"ow iraTpog ovaiag t<pv. op. Athan. de

Deer. Nic. c. 25. Other instances of the usia of the Word
in Athanasius are such as the following, though there are

many more than can be enumerated:— Orat. i, 10, 45, 57,

59, 62, 64 fin.; ii., 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, 22, 47, 56.

ns a sy- In all these instances usia, I conceive, is substantially
uoiiyme

equivalent to hypostasis, as I have explained it, viz., ex-

postasis pressing the divine povag with an obscure intimation of

personality inclusively ;
and here I think I am able to

quote the words of Father Passagha, as agreeing (so far) in

what I liave said.
" Qumn hi/postasis", he says, de Tri-

nitate, p. 1302,
" esse nequeat sine substantia, nihil vetabat

quominus trium hypostasvun defensores hypostasim inter-

dum pro substantia sumerent, prajsertun vxbi hypostasis

opponitm* rei non subsistenti ac eflficientise". I should

wish to complete the admission by adding,
" Since an in-

tellectual usia naturally implies an hyjjostasis, there was

nothing to hinder tisia being used, when hypostasis had
to be expressed". Nor can I construe usia in any other

way in the two passages from In Ilhid, Omnia, 4, and de

Syn. 48, quoted above, to which may be added Orat. ii.

47, init., where Athanasius speaks of the "Word as t?jv

ovaiav lavTOV jivwaKwv povoyevi) (Tocpiav Koi jivvr\fia

TOV TTCLTpog. Again he says, Orat. iv. 1, that he is i^ oi»-

mag ovGiuy^rig kcu Ivovaiog, i^ ovTog o)v.

If we want a later instance, and from another school,

of usia and hypostasis being taken as practically synony-
mous, when contrasted with the economda, we may find

one in Nyssen c. Eunom. Orat. v. p. 169.

§8.

and phy After what I have said of usia and hypostasis, it will

sis a. so, not surprise the reader if I consider thaiphysis also, in the

Alexandrian theology, was equally capable of being ap-

plied to the Divine Being viewed as one, or viewed as

three, or as each of the three separately. Thus Athana-
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sius says, inia 17 Oeia (fivair. contr. Ajyoll. ii. V6Jin.de
Incarn. V. fin. Alexander, on tlie other hand, calls the

Father and Son rug ry vTroaraau ^vo (^vghq, (as Pierins,

to whom I have already refen-ed, uses the word), Theod.

Hist. i. 4; and so Clement, also of the Alexandrian

school, 7J vlov ^V(7LQ ?J T(^ fJ^f^Vf-^) TTClVTOKpUTOpi 7rpO(TE\£(7rO-

Tt], Strom, vii. 2. In the same epistle Alexander speaks
of the /jLEcTiTevovaa (pvaig /j.ovojivi)g ;

and Cyril, in Tlie-

saiir. xi. p. 85, speaks of ?j yivv^)aag (piaig, and 11 yfvvrj-

Oeiaa £s avTitg. In like manner Athanasius speaks of the

(pvaig of the Son being less divisible from the Father than

the radiance from the sun, de Syn. 52. Vid. also Orat. i.

51. In corroboration of this \\cm of the word
(j>v(Tig

I

may refer to Cyril himself The
(jtvcng tov Xoyov^ he •

says, signifies neither Jujpostasis alone, nor what is com-

mon to the hypostases, but rriv Koivr]v (pvcriv Iv t(i tov

\oyov xmoaTaau bXiKiog O^wpov/iivriv. op. Damasc. F. O.

iii. 11. And thus Didymus speaks of the avaXXoiwTog

(pixTig £v TavT0Ti]Ti T(ov TrpotrwTTwv iaTuyaa. Trin. 1. 9.

EtSoc is a word of a similar character. As it is found '^"^^

in John.) V. 37, it maybe interpreted of the di\ane essence
" °^'

or of person; the Vulgate translates "neque speciem ejus
vidistis". In Athan. Orat. iii. 3, it is synonymous with

Bwrrjg or usia; as ibid. 6 also
;
and apparently in ibid. 16,

where the Son is said to have the eldog of the Father.

And so in de Syn. 52. Athanasius says that there is only
one EiSoe OsoTtjTog. Yet, as taken from Gen., xxxii. 31,

it is considered to denote the Son
; e.g. Athan. Orat. i. 20,

where it is used as synonymous with Image, tUwv. In

like manner he is called " the very el^og Trig Oeur-nTog.

Ep. ^g. 17. But again in Athan. Orat. iii. 6, it is first

said that the tTSoc of the Father p.nd Son are one and the

same, then that the Son is the il^og of the Father's Oeorrjc,

and then that the Son is the il^og of the Father.

§9.

So much on the sense of the words ova'ia, vTToaraaig,
Tlmse

(piaig, and ei^og, among the Alexandrians of the fourth
ap?,iT-"'

and fifth centuries, as denoting fully and absolutely cable in

all that the natural theologian attaches to the notion of t'>eirfuil

the Divine Being,
—as denoting the God of natural theo-

^^^^^

logy, with only such variation of sense in particular pas- Word's

sages as the context determines, and as takes place when ii»nia-

we say, "God of heaven",
" God of our fathers", "God of "''-'•

24*
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armies", "God of peace"; (all of whicli epitliets, as much
as "one" or "

tliree", bring out respectively different as-

pects of one and the same idea,) and, when apphed to the

second Person of the Blessed Trinity, meaning simply that

same Divine Being, Deus singularis et unicus, in persona
Fihi. Now then the question folloAvs, which brings us at

once upon the formvda, which I have proposed to illustrate
;

viz., since the Word is an ovcria, virocTTaaig, or (jivaig,
can

the man, avBpioTroQ,
—manhood, humanity, human nature,

flesh,
—wliich he assumed, be designated by these three

terms in a parallel full sense, as meaning that he became
all that " a human being" is, man with all the attributes

and characteristics of man ? Was the Word a man in the

precise and unrestricted sense in Avhich any one of us is a

man? The formula denies it, for it calls liun /xia (pixrig

(reaapKwuivi], not dvo (fivaeig ;
and in the sense which I

have been ascribing to tliose three terms, it rightly denies

it
;
for in the sense in which the Divine Being is an usia,

etc., his human nature is not an usia, etc. ;
so that in that

sense there are not two
(pvcrtig,

but one only, and there

could not be said to be two without serious prejudice to

the Catholic dogma.

§ 10.

yet they I have said,
" in the sense in which the Divine Being

are so Jg ^n usia"; for doubtless this and the other terms in ques-
^^^ '^

' tion are not always to be taken in the sense which
attaches to them in the above passages.

e.g.Hy-
1- Hypostasis, for instance, is used for substance as op-

postasis. posed to appearance or imagination, in Hehr., xi. 1. And
in like manner Epiphanius speaks of the aapKog vTroara-

<nv a\r]6ivriv. Hcer. 69, 59. And Irenseus, of " substantia

carnis", Hcer. iii. 22, which doubtless was in the original

hypostasis, as is shown by the oi» BoKijasi, aXX vTroaraaei

aXriOdag, ibid. v. i. In a hke sense Cyril of Jerusalem

seems to use the word. Cat. vii. 3, ix. 5, (>, x. 2. And
Gregory Nyssen, Arctirrh. 25, fin. and apparently in the

abstract for existence, c. Jud. p. 291. And Cyril of Alex-

andria, whose formula is in question, in his controversy
with Theodoret. ^vtjTacng is used for it by Athan. c.

Apoll. i. 5, ii. 5, 6, etc. Vid. also Max. 0pp. i. 2, p. 303,
and Malchion ap. Routh. Rell, t. 2, p. 484. The two
words are brought together in Hippol. c. Noet., lb fin.,

(where the word hypostasis is virtually denied of the hu-

man nature), and in Nyss. Test, c Jud. i. p. 292. Also,
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Tj ctap^ ovK vTToaTarnq ISioaixTTaroQ eytyovn. Damasc. c.

Jacob. 53. For iSiocTva-raTog, vid. Didym. Trin. iii. 23,

p. 410. EphrjEm. ap. Phot. cod. 229, p. 785 fin. Max.

Ojjp. t. 2, pp. 281 and 282.

2. If even hiipostasis may be found of tlie Word's and ima,

humanity, there is more reason to anticipate such an ap-

plication of the other terms which I have classed with it.

Thus as regards usia: debg wv o/uov ts kcu avOpMirog TtXet-

OQ 6 avTog, Tag cvo avrov ovaiag ETrKXTuxrciTO
r]fj.'iv, says

Melito ap. Routh. Hell. t. 1, p. 115. And Chrysostom,
oi/\i Tag ovaiag (jvy^iivv, in Psalm. 44, p. 166; also in

Joann. Horn. ii. 2. Vid. also Basil, in Ewiom. i. 18.

Nyssen, Antirrh. 30. Cyril. 2 ad Siicc. p. 144. But
the word {i.e.i substantia) is more common in this sense

in Latin -writers:—
e.g.

Tertullian. de Cam. Christ. 13, 16,

etc. Pra^scr. 51. 'Novat. de Trin. 11. Amhvos. de Fid.

ii. 77. Augustin. Epist. 187, 10. Vincent. Commonit. 13.

Leon. Epnst. 28, p. 811. As to Alexandrian writers,

Orig-en calls the Word's soul, substantia, Priyicip. ii. 6,
n. 3, as Eusebius, vo^pa oucria, de Const, i., p, 536. Pe-

tavius quotes, as if from Athanasius, to aojfjia Koivi)v e'xo''

rote Traai tvjv ovaiav, Dogm. Theol. t. 6, p. 13, but this

may be external to the union, as airap^^riv XajSiov ek Tr}g

ovaiag row avOpwirov, de Inc. et c. Ar. 8 fin.

3. The word physis has still more authorities in its ami phy-
favour than usia; e.g. (j)V(T£ig Svo, Oebg Km avOpooTrog, Greg.

^'^'

Naz. Epist. 101, pp. 85, 87. Epist. 102, Carm. in Laud.

Virg. V. 149, de Vit. sua, v. 652, Greg. Nyssen. c. Apoll.
t. 2, p. 696, c. Eunom. Orat. 5, p. 168. Antirrh. 27. Am-
philoch. ap. Theod. Eran. i. QQ. Chrysostom, in I. Tim.
Horn. 7, 2. Basil. Seleuc. Orat. 33, p. 175. And so

natura, in Hilar. Trin. xi. 3, 14, in Psalm. 118, lit. 14, 8.

Vid. also Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, etc. For other in-

stances, vid. Cone. Chalc. Act. 2, t. 2, p. 300. Leon. Ep>ist.
165. Leont. c. Nestor, ap. Canis. t. 1, p. 548. Anastas.

Hodeg. X. Gelas. de D.N. {in Bibl P. 1624) t. 4, p. 423.

Flavian and Ephraem ap. Phot., pp. 801, 806. And for

Alexandrian writers, I do not cite Origcn (e.g., in Matth.
t. 3, pp. 852, 902, t. 4, Ap>pend., p. 25, etc.), because we
cannot be sure that the word was found in the original
Greek. But we have dtog i]v ^van, icoi yeyovtv avdpwTrog
^v(TH, Petr. Alex. ap. Routh. Pell. t. 3, p. 344—346.

Ev iKUTtpaig Talg (l)v<Te(n viog tov Oeov. Isid. Pelus.

Epist. i. 405. And Athanasius himself, i) fiopcpi] tov Sov-

Aov is {] voepa Ti]g avOpwTTMV. avdTaatMg (pvcrig (TVV Ttj
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6pyaviK\) KUTacTTCKTH, c. ApolLii. 1. Vid. also i. 5, ii. 11.

Orat. ii. 70, iii. 43. Nor must it be forgotten that Cyril
himself accepted the two (pvcreig ;

vid. some instances at

the end of Theod. E?xm. ii. Vid. also c Nest. iii. p. 70,

d. e. and his Answers to the Orientals and Theodoret.

§11.

but not However, though we could bring together all the in-

j" t''^'"^ stances which antiquity would furnish on the point, still

the fact would stand, first, that these terms did not belong
to the Word's humanity in the full sense in which they
were used of his Divine Nature ; secondly, that they are

not ordinarily appHed to it in any sense by Catholic

writers up to the time of Cyril,

especi- That they did not apply, especially physis^ in that fiill

n\\y phy- gensc in which it belonged to his divinity, will be plain
*'*' on considering what was said of him in those sacred

books, which then, as now, were received in the Church.

He differed from the race, out of Avhich he was taken, in

many most important respects. (1) He had no human

father, Matt., i. 20; Luke, i. 34, 35. Gregory Nyssen,
with a reference to this doctrine, says, "he was not a man

fust, on wholly (SI oXou), not a man like others altogether (kol-

.scrip-
i^^^j^ ]3ut as a man". Antirrh. 21. (2) He had no human

'^^Touuds nyVfioviKov, or sovereign principle of action in the soul;

for if there were two Kvpia or t]yr)iuoviKa,
there were

two beings together in him, which is a tenet contrary

to the whole tenor of the Gospels, and, when put forth

by some early Gnostics, was condemned, as it would

seem, by St. John, I. Epist, iv. 3. (3) He was sinless;

and, though sin is not part of our nature, yet St. Paul

does call us children of wrath, (pvcni, Eph.n. 3, which

would be a reason for being cautious of applying the term

to the Word's humanity ; and, though it is true that St.

Paul elsewhere speaks of the law of conscience being

f^vcru, Rom. ii. 14, 15, yet St. Jude speaks of a base

knowledge being ^uo-jkov, also, v. 10. (4) We may con-

sider in addition how transcendant was his state of know-

ledge, sanctity, etc. (5) His body was different in fact

from ours, as regards corruptibility, as would appear from

Acts, ii. 81, xiii. 35. (6) It had a life-giving virtue

peculiar to itself. Matt., vii. 23; John, ix. 6. (7) After

the resurrection it had transcendant qualities ;

—came and

vanished ;
entered a closed room

;
ascended on high, and
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appeared to St. Paul on his conversion, wliilc it was in

heaven.

§12.

But besides this argument from the sacred text, there »ext, on

seemed a necessity from the nature of the case to lay S™>'"''^

down restrictions, so great, on the sense in which the

Word took our common nature, as almost to deprive it of

that name. The divine and human could not be united

without some infringement upon the one or the other.

There were those indeed, who, like some early teachers of

the Gnostic family, whom I just now spoke of, and the

Nestorians at a later date, escaped from the difficulty by
denying the union

; but, granting two contraries were to

meet in one, how could that union be, without affecting,
in its own attributes and state, either the human or the di-

vine ? Wliich side of the alternative was to be followed,
is plain without a word; ovk Iv (Tw/uaTt wv IfioXvveTO, says

Athanasius, aAXa f^iaXXov kcu to (jw/ua ayiatiev. Incarn.

V.D. 17. There is a similar passage, Nyssen, Antirrh. 26.

Tov yap rifxiTipov pvTrov, etc. Here we are concerned

with the alternative itself. Either the Word must be ab-

sorbed into the man, or the man taken up into the Word.
The consideration of these opposite conclusions will carry
us nearly to the end of om- discussion

;
I shall pursue the

separate investigation of them under the letters a and b.

(a) The former of these was the conclusion in which The di-

resultedthc speculations of the Sabellians and Samosatcnes,
'^''"®

.

who explained away the " incarnate Word" into a mere
(,,'i/gt ,.e_

divine attribute, vii'tue, influence, or emanation, which tain its

dwelt in the person of one particular man, receiving its
*^""

.

perfect development in him, and therefore imperfect be-

fore the union, changed in the act of union, dependent
on liim after the union. Eusebius (whose language, how-

ever, is never quite unexceptionable) may be taken as

the spokesman of the Catholic body on this point. "The

indwelling Word", he says,
"
though holding familiar in-

tercom'se with mortals, did not fall under the sympathy of

their affections
; nor, after the manner of a man's soul,

was fettered down by the body, nor changed for the

worse, or came short of his proper divinity" ;
deLaud. €,

p. 536. And then he has recoiu'sc to an illustration, com-
mon with the Fathers, and expressed by Eustathius of

Antioch thus :
—" If the sun, which we see with om- eyes,

imdergoes so many indignities, yet without disgrace or
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infliction, do we think that the immaterial Wisdom is

defiled or changes his nature, though the temple in which
he dwells be nailed to the Cross, or suffers dissolution, or

sustains a wound, or admits of corruption ? No, the tem-

ple is affected, but the stainless usia remains absolutely in

its unpolluted dignity", ap. Theod. Eran. iii., p. 237.

Vid. also Vigil. Taps. c. Eutijdi. ii. p. 503. Anast. Ho-

deg. 12, who are opposing the Apollinarians, Eutychians,
etc., who were involved in the same general charge,

there- (^) But, on the other hand, if the di-\-inity remains
fore unchanged, change must happen to the himianity ;

and
* ^"

accordingly, the Fathers are eloquent upon the subject of

phjsis
this change, which from the very nature of the case, and

must
independent of the direct testimony of scriptm'e and tra-

reTtric*-
<lition, was necessary. To say notliing of the celebrated

ted passages in Nyssen, who has no special connection with
nieaii- the Alexandrian Church, I shall content myself Avith a
"'^'

passage from Origen :

"
Si massa aliqua ferri semper in

igne sit posita, omnibus suis poris omnibusque venis

ignem recipiens, et tota ignis effecta, si neque ignis ab ea

cesset ahquando, neque ipsa ab igne separctur, nunquidnam
dicimus hanc . . . posse frigus ahquando recipere ? . . •

Sicut . . . totam ignem effectam dicimus, quoniam nee

ahud in ea nisi ignis cernitur, sed et si quis . . . affectam

tentaverit, non ferri, sed ignis vim sentiat, hoc ergo
modo, etiam ilia anima, qua;, quasi ferram in igne, sic

semper in Verbo, semper in Sapientia, semper in Deo

posita est, ornne quod agit, quod sentit, quod intelligit,

jDeus est, etc. de Princ, ii. 6, n. 6. Hence Isidore, another

Alexandrian, says that the Word called himself bread,
because he, as it were, baked his human substance " in

the fire of his own divinity". Epist., i. 360. Passages
from Cyril, Damascene, etc., might be quoted to the same

effect, e. g. C}t. Quod wnis, p. 776. Damasc, c. Jacob,

p. 409. Hence it was usual with Athanasius and other

Fathers to call the incarnation a Oiiocrig, or deoTrohjcrit:

of the avOpioTTivov. (vid. Concil. Antioch. ubi infra
Athan. de Deer. 14 fin. de Syn. 51. Orat., i. 42, etc., etc.),

from the great change which took place in its state, or

rather difference in its state, from human nature generally.

§13.

How But, if the humanity assumed was thus extricatedfrom
tiien a the Common usia ox physis, to which under other circum-

^'jII*'''

^
stances it would have belonged, and, being grafted upon
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the Word, existed from the very first in a siiperii?ituT3.\

state, liow could it be properly called nature? In the

words of Damascene, 7j /uev (j)vaiQ Tjjc (fapKog Otourat, ov

aapKoX St TTiv (j)V(nv tov Xoyov. deol fxlv to TTjOOcrX^/x/ia,

ov aapKovTai di- c. Jacob, 52, p. 409. It is hut in

accordance with this train of thought to lay down that

there is only one nature in Christ. Here, then, we see

the meaning of Cyril's formula.

It means (a), first, that, when the Divine Word became Hence

man, he remained one and the same in essence, attributes,
t^^e force

and personahty ;
in all respects the same as before, and formVia.^

therefore juia (pvaig.
It means (b), secondly, that the manhood, on the con-

trary, which he assumed, was not in all respects the same
natiu-e as that 7nassa, usia, phr/sis, etc., out of which it

was taken, 1. from the very circvmastance that it was but
an addition or supplement to what he was already; and 2.

because in the act of assmning it, he changed it.

This added nature, then, was best expressed, not by a

second substantive, as if collateral in its position, but by
an adjective or participle, as a^aapKWfxivi]. The three

words answered to St. John's, 6 \6yoq adp^ lyiviro.

§14.

We have an apposite illustration of this account of the lllustra-

formula in an early passage of liistory, as contained in the t'"^" ''^"^

fragmentary documents which remain to us of the Great ^/aIuI
Council of Antioch, a.d. 264-269 (to which I have och.

ah-eady referred), in which Paul of Samosata was con-

demned, Malchion being the principal disputant against
hhn. Paul denied that the Divine Being was in Christ in

essence or personahty; I say
" in essence or personality",

for, as I have explained above, since the divine essence
cannot be without personality, to deny the one was to

deny the other, and the further question, whether that

personality was single or triple, did not directly come into

controversy. By such a doctrine both points of Cyril's

subsequent formula were sacrificed:—(a) the ^\mc jyhi/sis
in Christ was explained away, and (b) the crapE,, being
denied its supernatural union, was no longer vTr{p<f)vr)g,
but remained in its strictly natm'al usia, as any otlier in-

di^ddual of our race, who was in the divine favour. The
Synodal Epistle aims at (a) the fonner of these errors

;
and

the fragments of Malchion's disputation (b) at the latter.
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§15.

(a) Paul said that the Word was not incarnate as an

zisia, but only as a quality ;
the Fathers of the Council

therefore declare that, on the contrary, he really was an
usia and hypostasis (for they use the terms as equivalent),
Routh. MelL, t. 2, p. 466

;
a i^ioaa Ivlpyua ivvirorrTaTog,

p. 469
;
the Creator of the universe, p. 468

;
and Son

and God before the creation, p. 466
;
and that he be-

came incarnate, arptTrTiOQ. Still fiu-ther to destroy the

notion of a separation into two beings, they call this pre-

existing Word Christ, p. 474, and they assert that he is ev

Kat TO avTo T)j ovai(i, from first to last, on earth and in

heaven. In thus speaking, they are evidently entering
a protest against another contemporaneous asjsect of the

same doctrine, into which even Catholics had, as far as

language goes, been betrayed. The opinion I allude to,

viz., that of the Trpo^o/utKoc \6yog, was that the Word,
at first nascent or inchoate, had been perfected by the

Incarnation. Not only had TcrtulHan stiid, speaking of

the "Fiat Lux" at creation,
" Ha^c est nativitas per/^cto

sermonis", c. Prax. 7, but Hippolytus too, that "the Word,
before his incarnation and Kuff tavrov was not riXeiog

vluQ, though. riXiiog Xojog tjv juovoyeviiQ". c. Noet. 15.

Now all these points, the oneness and identity of the

Word in usia, his imalterableness in his incarnation, his

perfection from eternity, his one sonship, and the crimi-

nality of dividing Word and Son, or holding two sons,

Avere traditional matters for Catholic teaching and preach-
inir, atyainst those Avho imairined some chancre or other in

his nature or state, from the date of this Council, two
hundred years before Cyril, down to that of the Council of

Chalcedon, after his death, to say nothing of other periods
of history. Cyril comes in merely as one instance of the in-

culcation of this doctrine out of a hundred like him. His

peculiarity is his using the term physis, for which I have

given some reasons already, and shall give more presently.
All this may be illustrated from Athanasius, who, in

controversy not only with Apolhnarians, but with teachers

of the Samosatene school, had to protest against any degra-
dation of the Word's nature, and therefore to maintain his

unity., his unchangeahleness, and his perfection.
"
They

fall into the same folly as the Arians", he says,
" for the

Arians say that he was created that he might create
;
as

if God waited till creation, for his prohole (^Iva irpnftaXr}-
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rai), as these say" {vid. e. g. Tertullian above,)
" or his

creation, as those" (the Arians). He goes on to condemn
the notion that 6 \6yog Iv rto 6eii» artXrjCj yevvrjOtig, is

riXdog {vid. Hippolytus above) ;

" He was not anything,
that he is not now, nor is he what he was not" (here is

the " one and the same" of the Council above)
" otherwise

he will have to be vnperfect and cdterahle. Orat. iv. 1 1
,
1 2.

Again: "The world was made by him; if the world is

one, and the creation one, it follows that Son and Word
are one and the same before all creation, for by him it

came into being". 19. "As the Father is one", he says,
"
so

also the /xovoyevi'ig is one". 20. Tavrov 6 viog kol

\6yog. 29.
" Those who separate the divine Word from

the divine incarnation conceive that the divine incarnation

is an alteration., rpoTrri, of the Word; but let a man
understand the divine mystery, one and simple. 32.

Again: God's Word is one and the same; as God is one.
His Image is one, His Word one, and one His Wisdom".
Orat. ii. 36. Elsewhere he says,

" God's Word is not

merely TrpofpopiKOg, nor by his Son is meant his com-

mand", eg. Fiat lux, "but He is riXeiog Ik reXdov. ibid. ii.

35. Vid. also iii. 52, Eph. Hcer. 76, p. 945, Hilar. Trin.

ii. 8. Also Didym. Trin. i. 10 fin. 20, p. 63, 32. p. 99,
iii. 6, p. 357. Nyssen, Antirrh. 21 and 56.

So again, ahroq arptTnog pivwv Km
f.iri dWoiovfi^vog and other

' - ' fl ' ' / \ - > / '„•;,• 7 Fathers,
£V T^j avupwTTivyj (HKOvojuui Kcii Ttj '^v(TapKio TvapovGiq. ibia. '

ii. 6. And so against the Apollinarians, c. Apoll. ii. 3, 7.

And so Pseudo-Athanasius, aj9.
Phot. :

" The Word took

llcsli to fulfil the economy, and not dg av^r](nv ovaiag.
And so, Ovaia pivovaa uir^p eari Chryst. in Joan. Horn.
xi. 1, Naz. Orat. 29. 19. Procl. ad. Arm. p. 615. Maxim.

0pp. t. 2. p. 286. And so, manens id quod erat, factus quod
non erat. August, cons. Ev. i. 53. Vid. also Hilar. Trin.

iii. 16
; Vigil, e. Eut. i. And in like maimer Leo '•^ Sim-

p>lex et incommntahilis natura Deitatis [in Verbo] tota in

sua sit semper essentia (usid), nee damnum sui recipiens
aut augmentum, assumptam naturam beatificans. Epist.
35. 2. And again, In se incommutabilis perscvcrans, deitas

enim, quas ilh cum Pater communis est {i. e. y) (pvaig tov

Oeoi) Xoyov) nullum detrimentum omnipotcntia subiit, (i. e.

^da ea-Tiv) quia summa et sempiterna essentia, (^.
e. ovaia

/ilia), etc. Leon. Serm. 27. 1.

Moreover, I do not think it a refinement to suggest,
who

that this was one reason wliy so many of the Fathers in-
!,''r-l["[*'

terpret Luke, i. 35, of the Word, not of the Spirit. It wa? 't!ie hu-
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man ytv- tlieir wisli to enforce his personal being and omnipotent
vrj(TiQ i[£q before and in the first beginnings of the economy ;

as

Word, is done by Athanasius by saying Xojog tv
ti{> irvev/jiaTi

iirXaTTE TO
(T(l)fia. Serap. 1. 31, and elsewhere by refer-

ring to Prov. ix. 1
;

e. g. Omt. ii. 44, and so Leo, Epist.
31, 2. Thus Irenajus, after insisting on the real existence

of both natures, and saying,
"

if what had existed in tinith,

ovK efieive Tcvivfia after the incarnation, truth was not in

him", proceeds to speak of the Verhum Patris et Spiritus
Dei viventem et perfectum effecit hominem. Hcvr. v. 1.

Hilary too, after laying down "Foniia Dei manehaf, Trin.

ix. 14, adds, "ut manens Spiritus Christus, idem Christus

liomo esset", with a reference to the passage in St. Luke.
Clement too says, contrasting the personahty of the Chris-

tian \6yog with the Platonic, 6 Xoyoc tavrov yevva. Strom.
V, 3, This doctrine of one vIotyiq with a double jivvticrig,
must not be confoimded with the Sabcllian tenet of the

vioTrarwp, which related to the Trinity, not the Incarna-

tion. It is with the same piu"port that the creed in Epipha-
nius speaks of the Son as

" not in man, but tig tavTov aap-
Ka avairXacravTa, ug juiav ay lav lyorjjra". Ancor. Jin.

Thus So much then on the light thrown upon the pia (pxxrig,
Cjril,

yJ2., rov Oeov \6yov, by the language of other Fathers.

tiie'/<(a Cyril, too, does but teach that the ^vcrig ofthe Word is /nia,

<pv(Tic, one and the same. His " One nature of God" implies, with
means

^]^q Council of Antioch, a protest against that alterableness

and imperfection, which the anti-Catholic schools affixed

to their notion of the Word. The Council says
" one

and the same in usia'\- it is not speaking of an human
iisia in Christ, but of the divine. The case is the same in

Cyril's formula ;
he speaks of a pia dda <^v<jLg in the Word.

He has, in like manner, Avritten a treatise entitled "Quod
unus sit Christus"

;
and in one of his Paschal Epistles he

enlarges on the text,
" Jesus Chiist yesterday and to-day

the self-same, and for ever". His great theme in these

works is, not the coalescing of the two natures into one,
but the error of inaking two sons, one before and one upon
the Incarnation, one divine, one hmnan, or again of degra-

ding the divine usia by making it subject to the himianity.
Vicl. also his Answers adv. Oinental. et Tlieod. passim.

the Thus, for instance, he says to Nestorius: "It is at once
Word's

ignorant and impious even to imagine that the Word of the
e eini y,

pg^^j^gj. gl;iQnld be called to a second beginning of being, or to

have taken flesh of the Holy Virgin, as some kind of root of
his oion existence', c. JS^est. i. p. 7. Vid. also ibid. p. 5, c.
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So to Successus,
*' There is one Son, one Lord, before

the incaiiiation and after; the Word was not one Son, ""i^y.

and tlie cliild of the Virgin another
;
but avrbg ^KeXvog 6

TTpouKvviog, man, not by change of nature but by econo-

mical good pleasm'e". JEp. 1, pp. 136-7. Vid. c. Nest. iv.

Jin. 'KpiaTov tva kuX vlov koI Kvpiov aTTorfrtAf/cf rov avrov
ovTa Oeov koX avdpwirov. ibid. ii. 58. The nature of the

Word remained vfhat it w&s. ibid, i.p: 15. Me/xlvrjKe Iv av-

6pw7r6Tr]Ti deoQ. ibid. iii. p. 73. " He is one, koi ov Six"^

aapKog, who in his own nature is e'^w (rapKog. ibid. p. 45.

EIc votirai fXiTa aapKOQ. ibid. 55. Vid. also ii. p. 60, a.,

and ad Succ. Ep. 2, p. 145.

And, when he is formally called on to explain his for-

mula, his language is still more explicit in the same sense.
" He 7'emained wlmt he was, (pvaei Oeog; and he remained ""^'t^''-

07ie Son; but 7iot li-ithout flesK\ ad Succ. Ep. 2, p. 142.
" The (pvmg of the Word has not changed into rriv Trig

aapKog (pvaiv, nor the reverse
; but, each remaining and

being recognized iv Idiornn ry Kara ^vmv, by an inef-

fable union, he shows to us
fx'iav vlov (j)V(nv,

but that 0uo-tv

<jh(TapK(i)}xivr\v" . ibid. "Had we", he continues, "stopped
without adding (jeaapKWfXivr], they might have had some

pretence for speaking, but ri ev avOpwrroTrirt reXeiorrjg and

7? KaO' 7]ij.ag ovaia is conveyed in the word ataapKWfiivr)'.
ibid. p. 144, etc.

§ 16.

(6.) Now we come in the next place to (TsaapKu/xivr],
Thesame

and must return to the Council of Antioch and Paul of
^/^',\^j'^

Samosata, and to INIalchion, who was appointed by the och ea-

Council to dispute with him. forces

JMalchion views Paul's doctrine in its consequences to
^^®

^^'^~

the humanity assumed. He accuses him of denying oi»- that the

aiiocrdai kv tw oAtj) (JWTripL tov vlov rov /JLOvojevri, Routh, Word's

Rell.t.2. p. 476 ; rriv ao<hiav (Tvyyeytvricrdai tm avdowrrivti) ""'f
°*^"

ovani)Cu)g., p. 4o4:; oi tavTr]g t7ri6i:cr)/JLr}Kevai ovauocwg tv the hu-

T<^ awjuaTi, p. 485
; ovaiav elvai ovaLWjxivriv iv awjxuTi, p. manity,

485
; Qibv avvovaiuifxivov t<^ avOpivirio, p. 486 ;

—that is, of

denying that the divine iisia in its fulness had simply taken

possession of, occupied, and permeated an individual of our

race, and that all that was in his human nature, totum quan-
tumcumque, was lived in and assumed into the usia of the
Word. What had been from eternity an usia only in itself,

now manifested itself as tv ry KTicrat or Iv To7g ytvr]To7g ;

whereas Paul held nothing more than that a human usia had
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received the Divine Wisdom Kara Trotorrjra, p. 484. In a

fragment of Africanus (a.d. 220) we find a statement paral-
lel to Malcliion's, tlie same prominence being given to the
divine natm-e in contrast with the economy. 'Ei/ ry o\ko-

vojiita, MQ Kara rrjv ovaiav oXrjv oixTiMOtig, avOpwrrog Xe-

yerai, ibid. p. 125
;
that is, his absolute and whole divinity,

not an emanation, or virtue, or attribute, simply filled, ener-

getically appropriated, and sovereignly ruled a human na-

ture as an adjmict; and he refers to Col., ii. 9, in which it

is said that in him, that is the human nature, dwells the
whole fulness of the divinity, (yw/naTiKiog, substantially. Vid.

the striking passage in Cyril, c. A^est. i. p. 2S, a. h. and

TraxvveTaifDamasc. C.Jacob, p. 409. In these statements the

usia of the Word is put so prominently forward, as to imply
prima facie that in his economy there is no usia besides

it. Compare with them Athanasius's words, in his de De-
cretis:—" As we, by receiving the Spirit, do not lose our

proper usia, so the Lord, when made man for us, and

bearing a body, was no less God : for he was not lessened

by the envelopment of the body, but rather deified it and
rendered it immortaf.— 14. If we brouiiht oiit in a for-

• • •

mal statement the impression which such a parallel creates,
it is this :

—that the Word had one usia, divine
;
and we

one usia, hmiian; and that, as our proper usia remains
one and the same, /uia ^ucrtc? though it received grace, so

the divine usia remained one and the same, though it took

upon it humanity, as an adjunct or possession. And in

like manner Didymus, on Acts, ii. 36, after contrasting the

usia of the Word with the Word as
" conformed to our

hwniliation\ says,
" To describe a thing as being in this

loay or that, is not to declare its usia\ Trin. iii. 6.

and that Now there is another way of expressing the same doc-
the

hu-_ trine :
—viz. to say, not that the Word came as an usia into

"aken'^'un
^ d'catcd uaturc, but became an usia to, or the usia of, a

into tiie created nature. In this mode of statement it is not said
Word's that the Word ovauoOr] ev rn KTitrei, but 17 ktigiq ovauoOi]

in the Word
;
but the meanmg is the same, for in both

cases only one Usia is spoken of, who, besides being what
he is in and for himself, kuO^ tavrov, 1^' iavrov, etc., also

makes himself, and serves as, an usia to the created na-

tui'e which he assumes. Thus (for illustration, but illus-

tration only), fire ovaiu)Br] in iron, or is in iron, be-

cause its real and substantial presence is m every part of

the mass, which is simply mastered by it
;
and iron ovcriwOrj

in fire, or is in fire, in the sense that it is transformed into

usia,
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a new nature, which depends for what it is, solely on the

presence of the fire. Accordingly Nazianzen, after say-

ing Oeov 8' 6\ov fxtTia-\i:V avOpwTTOv (pvaiQ, that is 9ebg

ovaitoOrj iv (^vaH avOpwTTov, goes on to speak of human
nature as ovaiuiQug' {i.e. Iv Beiij) uxnr^p avyaiQ i]Xiog,

de Vit. si(d, V. 642, the material body of the sun being
flooded with light. Here then, as little as in the foraier

form of speech, are two usias spoken of

This latter mode of speaking will be illustrated by the as analo-

parallel use of it by Athanasius in relation to the crea- s°"^'y

tion generally, not to the hypostatic rmion. He says tion ai.-o

(analogously), that the whole imiverse depends for its
if

estab-

stability upon the Word
;
—that the (pvcrig twv jevnroJv, ^^f-^'^

'" ^"^

as having its hypostasis i^ ovk ovtwv {i.e.,
from what

has no bvaia) is evanescent, and must be protected

against itself. Accordingly, the Creator, ohauoaag rrjv

kt'kjlv in his Word, does not abandon it ry iavTrjg (pvau

^ep^adai, etc., c. Gent. 41. vid. Didym. Trin. iii. 4, p. 351.

And this illustration enables us to advance a step fur- Contrast

ther. Even in Nazianzen's verses, ^lsia was contrasted between

with phi/sis; the contrast is brought out more pointedly in
!j^d us/a

the last statement of Athanasius, and it will appear that, if
'

there were reasons for backwardness in calHng the Word's

hmnanity a substance or essence, lest it should introduce
the notion of a second and independent being, so there

were even stronger reasons against calling it a nature.

Phijsis is a word of far wider extent of meaning than The pro-

?/sza, and may be said to be the predicate of which xisia is P'^'"
.

the subject. When applied to the Supreme Being, it means
o"^,!/;!,'sfs

his attributes
;
as '/Stov jv^piafia rr/c Odag (pvaewgrj (piXav-

6p(i)Tria, Nyssen, Orat. Catech. 15. When applied to the

universe, it means 2'>hamomena; hence, those who investi-

gate them, as distinct from ontologists, whose subject is wsm,
are called physicists. When apphed to man, it means his

moral disposition, etc., as the Poet's " Naturam expellas
furca", etc., and as we speak of good and ill nature. Wicn
apphed to the moral (as the material) world, it means the
constitution or laios which characterise it

;
Butler saying,

that " the only distinct meaning of the word is stated.,

fixed, settled''. Anal, part i. ch. i. Hence, though (in the
Catholic doctrine of Holy Eucharist) the substance of the
bread ceases to be, the natura, as being what schoolmen
have called the accidents, may be said to remain, as in the

Epistle to Cajsarius ascribed to Chrysostom, in which we
read,

" divina sanctificante gratia, mediante Sacerdote,
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dignus habitus est [panis] dominici corporis appcllatione,
etiamsi natura panis in ipso permansit".

shows But li pliysis or natura is thus to be taken for the attri-
the dell-

jj^^j^gg qj^^ properties of humanity generally, as contrasted

applying
with vsia or essence, it became a gi-ave question whether,

the term in applying it to the Word's humanity, there was not the
to the

j,^g]^ q£ ^^^^ very degradation of the divine usia, against

nity,
which the Cathohc writers, as we have seen, so strongly

protested. If an human usia involved the risk of two

beings or personalities, a hviman pJiysis imphed a conta-

mination with human passions and excesses. St. Hilary,
while he adopts the word, ilhistrates the abuse which

might be made of it.
"
Assumpta caro", he says,

" id est,

totus homo, passionum esse permissa naturis\ Trin. x. 24.

Tertullian, on the other hand, taking the word in the same

general sense, repudiates it, and adopts substantia {usia)

instead, making natura eqiuvalcnt to culpa. He says,
that the Word, in taking llesh, abolished,

" non carnem

peccati sed peccatvmi carnis, non materiam sed naturam,
non substantiam sed culparn\ de Carn. Christ., IG. Leo
corrects this language pointedly, saying,

"
Assumpta est

natura non culpa". Serm. 22, 3. Athanasius, too, as

the Greek Fathers and CathoHcs generally, reserves the

word physis for our moral constitution as it came from the

Creator, and refers sin to the mil of the individual. He
says that it is

" the impiety of the Manichees to say that

the (pvmg of the crap^, and not merely the irpa^ig, is sin",

c. Ajjoll. i. 12-19; vid. also ii. 6-9, and Vit. Ant. 20.

which is But on the other hand, in matter of fact the humanity
'" * of the Word was 7wt left m its natural state, but, as the

aiidve Council of Antioch had said, TidiOTrotrtTai ;
since then it

nature, was beyond all doubt in a state above nature or supemo.-

tm-al, why (as I have said above,) should it be any longer
called a nature ? It was that which loould have been a

nature, had it not been destined to be miited from the first

to the Word
;
but in fact it had been taken out of the

massa, the (pvpajna, rwv yevjjtwv, and been refashioned,

as Isidore said, supr.,
"
by fire of the divinity".

" The

body itseir', says Athanasius, "which had a mortal ^vaiv,
rose again virlp <pvcnv, on account of the Word which

was in it, and lost the corruption wliich is Kara 0u<Tiv,

and became incorruptible, being invested in the Word,
Avhich is vrrlp avOpwirov'. Ad Epict. 10. Wliat had a

special fulfilment after the resurrection, was analogously
true in the incarnation itself.
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When then Cyril said ataapKMfiivr], he meant to ex-

press that our Lord's humanity had neither the i]yr]ixoviKov
of an usia, nor the imperfections and faults of a

2^fti/sis.

§ 17.

No wonder then, these tilings being considered, that,
^""^

after we have done our utmost, we shall be unable ^ot'com-
to discover more than a few instances in the early Fathers, moniy

compared with the multitude of opportunities which the
*=^^'*^*!

^

subject-matter of their works admits, of dogmatic state-
•^ '^'"^'

ments verbally contrary to Cyril's formula, while, on the
other hand, that formula admits, or even requires by its

very wording, an explanation absolutely consistent with
the CathoKc dogma, as expressed, at least in Alexandria,
up to liis time. No wonder that, while the whole body of

theologians admitted the Ik Svo (j)V(t£wv, it remained for

a Pope, who saw with a Pope's instinctive sagacity the till Leo

need of the times, to explain the old truth, in which all ^^^

parts of Christendom agreed, under the comparatively new ^of'^^'
formula of the Iv ^vaL (pvaecn. To prove a negative, diffi-

cult at all times, cannot be expected here
;
but as I have

given specimens of the Catholic use ofphj/sis or natiira,
in application to the humanity of the Word, which,
though not near all which could be found, are sufficient to

justify the Council of Chalcedon in adopting it into their

formal definition of faith
;
so now, in conclusion, I will, in as proved

addition to the general considerations which I have en- ^f«i the

larged on in explanation of Cyril's formula, set down some
[iie*^eariv

instances of the absence of the word 2'>hysis in great theo- Fathers"

logical authorities and others, in denoting the Word's hu-

manity, where it might naturally have been expected.

§18.

^1.)
Thus Athanasius, in a remarkable passage, in appro-

which his eagerness to avoid ascribing human imperfec- R"^^*
tions to the Word's humanity makes him speak as if he to the

would deny to it a will (which is contrary to his categori-
divi-

cal statement elsewhere, de Inearn. et c Ar. 21) uses jyhi/-
"''-''

sis simply for his divine nature. " He set up anew", he

says, "the form of man in himself, in the spectacle of a
flesh which had no Heshly wills or human thoughts, in an

image of renovation. For the will is of the OeoTr^g alone
;

since the whole ^vmg of the Word was there", c. Apoll.
11. 10. And he argues, against the Arian objection from

I. 25

ate

the term
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describe

the hu-

manity
as an

envelop-
ment

as an ad

junct,

and as

an ex-

tract,

are silent

about it

as buoH-

aioQ or

6fio(pvi]c
with us.

"The Lord created me", etc., in Prov., viii. 22, not simply
that it refers to the Word's hmnan usia, but that it does

noi refer to his usia (as if he had no tisia bnt one), that it

refers to something happening 7rE|0i tKEtvov, something ad-

ventitious, an adjunct or circumstance, which does not at

all warrant the inference that " what is said to be created

is at once in nature and usia a creature". Orat. ii. 45.

(2.) The force of this last expression ttejoi
tKEtvov will be

seen in the de Veer. 22, where he not only denies that the

divine usia admits of accidents, but that it has anytiling
" about it" necessary for its perfection; i^wBiv nva irtpi-

fjOAijv c'x^"'' "^^^ KaXvTTTefjOai, rj eivai nva irepi avrov.

Such a Trepi(5o\r) then, or KctXvfu/xa, he considers the hu-

manity. Hence, in spite of the Apollinarian perversion
of the idea, we find it called a Trepij^oXri- Theod. Eran. i.

p. 23. (coAvjU/ua, Athan. Sabell. Greg. 4. TrpOKctXvjuiua
Theod. ibid. Adv. Gent. vi. p. 877. KaTaTriraapa. Athan.

ad Adelph. 5. Cyril. Cat. xii. 2G. xiii. 22. Cyril. Alex.

Quod unus. p. 7G1. TrpoirtTaapa. Athan. Sabell. Greg. 4

Trapairtraapa Theod. ibid. p. 22. otoAj). ibid. p. 23. Vela-

men, Leon. Epist. 59, p. 979. Serm. 22, p. 70. 25. p. 84.

Vid. also the striking illustration, Athan. Orat. ii, 7, 8.

(3.) A safer term, which became a term of science, was

TTpocrXrippa and the parts of its verb. 6 irpog avrov \r](p-

Ohq, Athan. Orat. iv. 3. 6 TTjooaAjj^Oac avOpwKoq., Nyssen,
Antirrh. 35. to \r](pQiv Cyi"il. c Nest. iii. p. G9. Kara

irpoaXijipiv, Cyril, ad Succ. Ep. 2. p. 1422. TrpocTXrippa
Naz. de Vit. sua. v. 648. Damasc. F. O. iii. 1.

(4.) These words consider the humanity in relation to

the divine zisia; another word, "first fruits", which is

taken from St. Paul, considers it in relation to that univer-

sal human physis, firom which it was taken ;
but marks

still the same reluctance in theologians to call it distinctly

by the latter name. ^Awapxii Ik rrjg ovaiag rwv avBpoj-

TTwv, says Athanasius, de Incarn. et c. Ar. 8. And so

Orat. iv. 33. Didym. Trin. iii. 9 fin. Cyril, c. Nest. i.

p. 5. Nyssen Antirrh. 15 fin.

(5.) The same reluctance is evidenced by the omission

of the phrase, bpoovaiog -nplv, in relation to the humanity.
This phrase is found in Eustathius and Theophilus ap.
Theod. Eran. i. p. 5G, ii. p. 154, and in Amphilochius ap.
Phot. cod. 229, p. 789

;
as is bp6(f>vXog in Procl. ad Arm.

pp. 613, 618. and o/zoyEv/jc Athan. S. D. 10. But the

word ofxoovdLog itself Athanasius singularly avoids in this

last passage, though he has just used it in expounding
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John, XV. 1, etc. And he still more remarkably avoids it

in his ad Epict. and Contr. Ajwll. where it was the natural

amendment upon o/nooixnog ry deoTrjTi, which he com-
bats

; yet he does not use it once, nay, he scarcely once,
if ever, uses even e^ ovaLctg Mapiag, substituting for it

simply k' Mapiag.

^ (6.) In like manner, in the antithesis between the di- ""^

vine and human natures, which is of constant occurrence in X-iour
the Fathers, the word phjsis for the latter is scarcely found, contrast

but
av6p(i)7r6Tt]g, aap^, oiKovopla, etc. For instance, Atha- °^ '^^'°

nasius says,
" The Word was by nature Son of God, but

°'''"''''*

by economy son of Adam", de Inc. et c. Ar. 8.
" He was by

nature and usia the Word of God, and according to theflesh

man".^
ad Epict. tit. 12. Or, as Basil of Seleucia says,

speaking of texts which refer to his mission, "These refer
to his economy, 7iot to his usia". Orat. 32, p. 171.

I set down some instances of this contrast :—
1. Otog ev avOpioTTOTrjTi. Cyril, c. Nest. iii. p. 84.
2. Beog Iv (TopKi. Athan. Orat. ii. 71, ad Epict. 10.
3. 9ebg ev awfiaTi. Orat.'ii. 12. ad Epict. 10. Nyssen

Antirrh. 55.

4.
^ripcovpyog £v awjuaTi. Athan. ad Epict. 10.

5. vlog £v (Toj/uaTi. Orat. i. 44.
6. Xoyog Iv (Tojpari. Sent. D. 8.

7. Kvpiog av aiifiari. Orat. i. 43.
8. \6yog Iv (TapKi. ibid. iii. 54.
9. Kvpiog and his

(rap^. Nyssen. Antirrh. 44.
10. \6yog and his aapt. Athan. Orat. i. 47, iii. 38
11. Xoyog and his avOpwirog. ibid. iv. 7.

12. Xoyog and his evavdpwTrrjmg. Cyril, c. Nest, iv,

p. 109.

13. Xoyog and his oLKovojxia. Didym. Trin. iii. 21.

Cyril, c. Nest. iii. p. 58.
14. vlog and his oiKovofiia. Athan. Orat. ii. 76.
15. his ovcria and his biKovopia. ibid. ii. 45, iii. 51.
16 his ov(jia and his SiuKovia. ibid. i. 12.
17.

^

his ovcria and his
iTn^r^fila. Origen. Caten. in

Joan i. p. 45.

18. his ovaia and his iirKpaveia. Origen. c. Cels. viii. 12.
19. his ovaia and his Taweivorrig. Didym. Trin. iii. 6.

20. his ovaia and his SovXikt) uopchri. Nyssen. An-
tirrhet. 25.

/ /- PV / J

21. his ovma and his avOpojirivov. Athan. Orat. iii. 51.
22. his ovala and his avOpwirog. Origen. c. Cels.

vn. 16.

25*
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23. liis viroGTaaiq and his avOpwirog. Atlian. Orat.

IV. OO.

24. his ^utrtc and his avdpMirog. Origen. in Joan,

torn. i. 30.

25. his (j)vcng and his avOjowTrorijc- Cyril. Schol. 25.

26. his (^tvGig and his awjxa. Athan. Ora^ ii. p. 57.

27. his
<l>v<jiQ and his aojO^. Athan. Orat. iii. 34.

Cyril c. Nest. v. p. 132.

28. his Oeorng and his o-op^. Didym. Trin. iii. 8.

29. his IvdctpKog iiridrinia. Athan. Oi^at. i. 59.

30. his ivaapKog irapovaia. ibid. i. 8, 49, etc., etc. In-

carn. 20. Sent. J). 9. Ep. JEg. 4. Serap. i. 3, 9. Cyril
Cat. iii. 11 ei alibi. Epiph. Hmr. 77, 67, etc., etc.

The terra 31. his (Tw/^artic?) TTapovma. Athan. Orat. ii. 10.

avOpio- j|. j^jj^y
geem to some readers that the word avOpioirog,

noifa which occurs among these instances, expresses the doc-

fuller trine of a hnman nature even more strongly than ^uo-tc
meaning ^ould do, and even with some sort of countenance of the

physis.
Nestorian doctrine of a double personality. But the

word is in too frequent use with the Alexandrian and
other divines to admit of the suspicion. I will set down
one or two specimens of the parallel use of homo among
the Latins. " Deus cum homine miscetur

;
hominem in-

duit". Cyprian Idol. Van. "
Assumptus a Dei Filio homo".

Hilar, in Ps. 64. 6.
"
Assumptus homo in Filium Dei".

Leon. Serm. 28, p. 101. ''

Suus\ the Word's, "homo".
ibid. 22, p. 70. " Hk homo". Leon. Ep. 31, p. 855. ''Ille

homo, quem Deus suscepit". Augustin. Ep. 24, 3.

Parallel The word "assumptus" in some of these passages is the
of Hiia- Latin of the Trpoa\r\(pdCig spoken of above, and reminds

phrase-
'^^ of Hilary's division of the Word's attributes into natu-

ology. ralia and assumpita, from which might be drawn an addi-

tional illustration, did we choose to pursue it, of the early

theological language, and that the more striking, because,

as we have seen, that Father has no difficulty of using the

word natura, when the occasion calls for it, of the Word's

humanity. Vid. the Benedictine Preface in Hilar. Opera.

§19.

Eecapi- To recapitulate the conclusions to which we have
tulation.

arrived, concerning the sense of the formula, fxta (pvaig

<ji(japKU)fiiv^.

Meaning 1-
<i>v(yig is the Divine Essence, substantial and per-

of^vCTic, sonal, in the fulness of its attributes,
—the One God.
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And, Tov Xoyov being added, it is that One God, con-

sidered in the Person of the Son.

2. It is called
/Liia, (1) because, even after the Incar- a<''«,

nation, it and no other nature, is, strictly speaking, 'IBia,

his own, the flesh being
"
assumpta" ; (2) because it, and

no other, has been his from the first
;
and (3) because it

has ever been one and the same, in nowise affected as to

its perfection by the incarnation.

3. It is called a^aapKwuivr]., in order to express the de- (r^iyapKio-

pendence, subordination, and restriction of his humanity,
^'*'"''

which (1) has neither
I'jyrj/zoi/ticoi'

nor personality, (2) has
no distinct vlonjg, though it involved a new jivvy]aig,

(3) is not possessed of the fulness of characteristics and

operations which attaches to any other specimen of our
race. On which account, while it is recognized as a

perfect nature, it may be spoken of as existing after the

manner of an attribute rather than of a substantive being,
which it really is, as in a parallel way Catholics speak of

its presence in the Eucharist, though corporeal, being
after the manner of a spirit.

§20.

It only remains to add concerning the formula, that, in Fortunes

spite of the misapprehensions to wdiich it has given rise, of the

and the suspicion with which it has been viewed, it is of ^*^'^"^'^^^-

recognized authority in the Catholic Church. Whether
Athanasius himself received it, is a contested point.
Flavian admitted it at the Latrocinium, a.d. 449, in the

presence of its partlzans, the Eutychians, who condemned
and murdered him there. It was indirectly recognized
at the fourth General Council at Chalcedon, a.d. 452, in

the Council's reception of Flavian's confession which con-

tained it. It was also received in the fifth General, and in

the Lateran of a.d. 649. But, for this point of pure
history, I refer the reader to Petavius de Incarn. iv. 6,

who brings together all that has to be said upon it in the

course of a few pages.

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to observe, that my
reason for not referring in the above inquiry to the works
of the Areopagite, to the disputation between Dionysius
and Paul of Samosata, toHippolytus contr. Beron. etHelic.

and some other works and fi-agments, has been a disbelief

of their genuineness.
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Art. V.—" The Sick-bed of Cuchulainn and the only
Jealousy of Eimer\ \_Quoted from the

' Yellow Book
of Slane in Leabhar na h-Uidhre-l By Eugene
Curry, M.R.I.A.

[In printing the following article in the Atlantis, It is right to call the particular
attention of the reader to tlie beautiful Irisli type here for the first time employeil—
a type expressly cut for the Printing OflSce of the Catholic University, and the forms of
which have been selected from the earliest original authorities. For the designs of
these forms for the founder, the Editors are indebted to tiie kindness of one of the mo.st

accomplished of Irish artists, as well as our most learned of antiquaries. Dr. Geoeoe
Petrie, P.R.H.A. All the existing Irish type, with the exceptions presently to he
mentioned, is not only for the most part very inferior in execution, but entirely inac-
curate in design, many of the letters being quite unlike the genuine Irisli models.
The only exceptions have been in the instances of two forms of type cast within tlie

l.ast few years. The first of tliese was tliat designed some years ago by Dr. Petrie for
the Ordnance Survey, a form which, with some imjirovements in the details of execu-
tion, has been carried out in the beautiful type used by Mr. Gill, at the Printing
Office of Trinity College, in tlie printing of J)r. O'Donovan's Annals of the Four
Masters (7 vols.), and in the publications of the Irish Arehaiological and Celtic Soci-

ety, etc. The second is a new type, differing very little from the last named, and
also cut from drawings by Dr. Petrie, which has been lately manufactured for Mr.
Alexander Tliotn, the Government Printer. Both these types are perfectly accurate
so far as regards authority for the forms used, whicli have been in every case taken
without alteration from M.S. forms preserved in the earliest known M.S.S., some of

them of a date so early as the sixth centurj', and in the inscriptions upon stone

tombs, some of them of the ages immediately succeeding the introduction of Chris-

tianity into Ireland. These forms are much more rounded than those of the beautiful
letters now for the first time employed, and the use of them in Irish writing is consi-
dered by some antiquaries prior in point of date. Other authorities, however, are of

opinion that the more angular forms of the letters from which the present types are

designed, are quite as ancient, if not even of still higher antiquity in Ireland ; and
there is no doubt that at all events the angular letters are those in which the Irish

language was Mritten in the early as well as always in later centuries, and that it is

this form of letter which is so peculiar to Irisli scribes that it is known everywhere as

immediately characteristic of the nationality of the M.S. in which it is employed. It

would seem indeed that both styles of letter were used by the earliest known Irish

scribes. The rounded form seems to have been almost always used in the transcription
of Latin pieces, and for writing in what we should now call capital letters. On the
other hand the angular form seems to have been always preferred, if not invariably
used, in transcribing pieces, and even mere occasional sentences, in the Irish language.
So the Book of Kells (a copy of the Gospels), which is altogether in Latin, is altogether
written in rounded capital letters ;

and it is chiefly upon the authority of this M.S. (be-
lieved to be of the sixth century) that the advocates of tliis fonn support themselves.
And in the Book of Hymns (a M.S. of the ninth, or early part of the tenth centuiy), the

text, when it is Latin, is beautifully written in the same style. So in the celebiated
M.S. copy of the Psalms, called the "Catliach", in the handwriting of Saint Colum-
cille, written in the sixth centui-y, the forms are altogether rounded, or rather indeed

absolutely Latin forms, that book being altogether in the Latin language. And in the
fragments of the earliest M.S. of all, the Gospel called that of Saint Patrick, because
the M.S. was in his possession if not actually in his handwriting, (fifth century),
the letters are almost all rounded as in the Book of KeUs, the language being also
Latin. On the other hand, the Book of Armagh, a collection transcribed at the close
of the eighth century, is altogether written in the angular style, although almost all

the contents of that book are in the Latin language. And in the Liber Hymno-
rum, above referred to, (of which one part has lately been beautifully printed by the
Irish Archaeological and Celtic Society, edited by the Rev. J. H. Todd, F.T.C.D.,
P.R.I.A.), all the prefaces, notes, and glosses, forming by far the greatest part of the

M.S., are invariably wTitten in the angular form of character, being in tlie Irish lan-

guage ; as are also those portions of the text in the same language, such as Fiach's

Hymn, etc. All the Irish M.S.S. later than the tenth century are invariably in this

latter style, the custom of writing even Latin in the moie rounded form having by tliat

time disappeai ed. So that the form of the tj^ie now for the first time used, is not only
that of tile Book of Armagh, and of the Irish writing in the Liber Hyninorum, but is also

that of the Leabliar na h-Uidhre itself (circa 1100) ; of the Saltar na liann, in the library
of Oxford (same date) ; of the Book of Leinster (1100—1160); of the Leabliar Breac, or

Speckled Book, in the R.I.A. (1380—1400); and of all the M.S.S., it may be added,
cited by Zeiiss in his work ; as well as of all the later vellum ."M.S.S. such as the Books
of Ballymote, of Lecan, etc. To conclude, the forms adopted in the present tyjie have
been carefully drawn by Dr. Petrie from those of the Book of Hymus, in which v>ill
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be found the exact fac similes of every form among them ; and this was done after a

critical examination by Dr. Petrie and Sir. Cuiry, not only of tlie various fornix used

in the Liber Hymnorum (which is one of the mo.st beautifully written M.S.S. in ex-

istence), but of those occurring in all the other early vellum M.S.S. in Dublin more
particularly remarkable for careful caligiviphy ;

and particularly in the Leahhar Breac,
in the library of the R.I.A.,

—the Astronomical Tract in the same collection (18.-5),

written circa 1400,
—a beautiful fragment of the Laws, older than but bound up at

the end of a copy of the Felire Aenrjus, which is dated 1463 (43.C. R.I. A.),
—another

exquisite M.S. in the IM.A., containing portions of the Laws, written about the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century (3-5. .5.),
—another similar M.S., (tliere classed 46.6),—

and in an ecclesiastical fragment, consisting of a few leaves, of the earlier date of the

tenth centmy, bound in a volume of the Laws, in the Tiinity College Library, classed

H. 3.18. These are then the authorities for every letter of the present type, which

may perhaps be regarded as the most perfect, if not the first perfectly correct, Irisli

type ever cut.]

THE following tale, now translated and published for The ori-

tlie first time, is copied from an ancient vellum «inai

manuscript, preserved among the rich antiquarian trea- ,,
.

' °
,

P f '-ri 1 T •
1 A 1^ rm •

1
• tins tale

surcs 01 the Koyal Irish Academy, ihis vomme was on-
(circa

ginally of small folio size, and contained a now unknown a.d.

number of leaves, or folios, of which sixty-nine only
'^'

remain at present. From a memorandum in a space left

originally blank, written in about the year 1345, at Sligo,

by Si5]\<M'o O Cui]\nin, (Sigraidh O'Cuirnin), it appears
that this book was compiled, from various other more
ancient books, by Maelmuire, the son of Ceilechair, who written

was the son of Conn ua ni-bocc (Conn-na-mbocht), or ^^^
.'^^"'^'"

Conn of the Poor, a distinguished nobleman of Ulster, grandson

who, abandoning the world, retired to the sacred cloisters of Con ?i-

of Clonmacnois, and spent the close of his Hfe in acts of "°''"'

devotion and charitable attendance on the poor, and who
died in the year 1031. The sons and grandsons of this

Conn appear, from various ancient authorities, to have

held a high literary position at Clonmacnois; but the

wreck of time, and the adverse political state of this

country for the last seven hundred years, have been fatal

to the preservation of their works, as well as to those of a

host of other distinguished men of the ancient times
;
and

no vestige of their labours is now known to exist but the

present fragment.
The fragment consists of 67 leaves of vellum; these Extent ot

leaves are mmibered to 84, in writing now probably 200 "-''s ^^-S-

years old
;
the folios between one and seven are, however,

lost, and there are several other chasms besides.

The following old books are quoted in it : The Book of Books

Nennius (fol. 7 b.) ;
The Yellow Book of Slane (fol. 36 a.

j;^;'^''^

38 a.) ;
The Short Book of Monasterboice (fol. 36 a.) ;

The Books of Eochaidh O'Flannagan (fol.
36 a.) ;

The
Books of Monasterboice (fol. 36 a) ;

and the lost Book of

Dromsnechta (fol. 67 a. 80 b.).
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Theprin- The most important of the contents of the hook (be-
'ip^l sides a great nmnher of vahiahle fragments of tales and
contents \

of the poems,) are :
—

M.S. The celebrated Poem by Dalian Forgaill on S. Colum
Cille (fol. 8), of wliich some folios are lost. This poem

Dalian has always been considered by Irish scholars, ancient and
Forgaiil's i^odcrn, the most difficult piece of composition in the
^°^""'

language. This is the oldest copy of it known, though it

is not so complete nor so copiously glossed as that in the

"Yellow Book of Lecain", a M.S. of the fourteenth centmy,
in the hbrary of Trin.ColL, Dublin (classed H. 2,16). The

gloss contains quotations from several ancient Irish poets.

Book of Part of the Book of Invasions, containing an account of

Inva- the first colonies in Erinn, as dehvered by Fintan to S.
sions, Fingn of INIovilla, in the sixth century (fol.

14 a.a.).
_

Several Portions of the celebrated old tales called The Inebriety
historic of the Ultonians, The Cattle Spoil of Dartadh, The
t"'^^' Cattle Spoil of Fhdais, and The Wanderings of the Boat

of Maelduin
(fol.

23 to fol. 25 b.a.). Of these tales more

perfect copies are also preserved in the Trin. Coll. M.S.

just referred to.

Religious The Vision of S. Adamnan; followed by Ancient Ser-

pieces, mons on the Day of Judgment and the Resurrection (fol.

30 to 33 b.).
Histo- The Death of King Dathi, and the burial places of the

'

a.) ;
The Causes of the Battle of Cnucha, in the Second

century, in which fell Cmiihall, the father of the celebrated

Finn, (fol.
37. b.).

The Story of the Sick-bed of Cuchulainn, now printed.
On the causes of the banishment of the Desies from Tara

into Munster, in the reign of Cormac Mac Art, a.d. 270,

(fol. 43 a.a.).
The A fine copy of the UAin bo ChuAiljne, (fol. 45), defcc-

S^" tive five fohos.

ailgne,
And lastly may be mentioned, imperfect copies of The

Destruction of the Court of Bruighean da Derga ;
of Bric-

and rend's Feast
;
of tlie wild rehgious tale called The Ghost

several of Cuchulainn's Chariot
;
of the Account of the Battle of

hist^o'ri-
Cam Conaill (seventh century) ;

of the Conversion of

cal and King Laoghaire by S. Patrick, and of the Miracles of the

legen- Saint
;
The Prophecy (or Vision) and Christian BeHef of

pieces
'^'^* ^^^^ Solitary (the father of King Cormac), who was
killed at Magh Mucroimhe, a.d. 180; The Adventures
of Connla the Beautiful (son of Conn of the Hmrdred
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Battles, and only brother of King Art) ;
the Story of The

Courtship of Emer (by Cuchulainn) ;
the ancient Story

of the Conception of Cuchulainn, from the Book of Drom-

snechta; part of the ancient Tale of the Education of Cu-

chulainn, etc.

Of Maelmuire (a name which literally signifies Ton- otMael-

sured to the Blessed Virgin Mary), grandson of Conn ofwiwiVe,

the Poor by his son Ceilechair, the, compiler and scribe
^°'^.?"^.

of this once beautiful book, we know nothing more than ^^^
'

what has been already said, and the melancholy fact of 1106.

his having been slain in the great Chtu'ch of Clonniac-

nois, by a party of robbers, in the year 1106.

The present book was known by the name of
'LeA'b<!>^\ This M.S.

nAb-llTOne(Leabhar na h-Uidhre, or the Book ofthe Dun compiled

Cow), so called after another ancient book belonging to
oH^nal^

Clonmacnois, containing the history of the UAin bo Chu- Leabhar

Ait^ne (Tain Bo Chuailgne), and probably other histori- "«
'^-^^-

cal tales, which had been written by Saint Ciaran, the
g^^jj^j.

founder of Clonmacnois, on the preserved and prepared Ciaran,

skin of a favourite Dun Cow, which had followed him
from his father's flock when he eloped from him to a

monastery in his boyhood, and which he kept afterwards

with great veneration till her death of old age.
But it is evident that Maelmuire did not compile his and from

book exclusively from the original Leabhar na h-Uidlu-e, ^^ u

as he gives the names of several other ancient books from Book of

wliich he is transcribing, and among them the LeAbA^A Slane".

bu-oi StAtie (the Yellow Book of Slane), of which we have

no further account, and from wliich the present piece was

copied by him, thus throwing its original composition
back to at least the time of compiHng this YelloAv Book
of Slane—a period, as I beheve, of perhaps five or six

hundred years from the time of Maelmuire himself.

At what time, or under what circumstances, the present History

Book of the Dun Cow passed from its original home at
"^''^^

Clonmacnois, we are now vmable to say; but from the :\i.s,

memorandmn already mentioned, we find that about the

year 1340, it was given by Conor O'Donnell, Prince of

Tirconnell, to Cathal O'Conor, Lord of Sligo, in ransom

for the son of O'DonncU's hereditary family historian,

who had been taken prisoner by O'Conor. The book ap-

pears to have remained in Connacht from this time to the

year 1470, when Hugh Roe (the Redliaired) O'Donnell,
Prince of Tirconnell, led a large force into that comitry,
and laid siege to the Castle of Sligo, which after a con-
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siderable time he took from the O'Conor. The chief ob-

ject of this siege appears to have been the recovery of this

book, and another ancient book called theteAlDAH ^ca^h,
(Leabhar Gearr, or Short Book), wliicli had been given by
the O'Donnells in ransom for John O'Doherty, who had
been previously captm-ed by the O'Conors ;

with all ofwhich
the valiant Hugh Roe returned in triumph to Tirconnell.

Love of The liistory of this remarkable volume (and that indeed

r
^

f
°^ ii^aiiy others which, if space j)ermitted, we could name),

^j^gir
affords a striking evidence of the love wliich the ancient

national Gaels have ever entertained for the liistorical and literary
history monmnents of their native country.

litera-
^^^ Book of the Dim Cow, in its original complete

turo. form, appears to have been a great repository of the oldest

mythological tales in the Gaelic language ; but, unfortu-

jjf jije nately, a few only of them remain in a perfect state in the

original present fragment of it. Of these few the folloAvmg, as well

"h^ n^
"^ "^ point of the antiquity of the style and orthography of the

QQyf'\ language, as for preserAong to us a good type of the mytho-
logical notions of the ancient Gael, is perhaps as good a spe-
cimen as could be selected for the pages of this periodical.

The style
"^^^^ style of this tale will not, however, come up to

of the the standard of antiquarian purity which the philological
language gchool of the prcscnt day has erected for itself The lan-

M.s. gi-^^S^ i^ Jiot as severely systematic in some of its gram-
matical forms as the writings of some of the ecclesiastical

scribes of the middle ages, whose glosses upon the Latin,
in their ova\ handwriting, are now preserved in some of

the ancient monastic libraries on the Continent, and from
which large, but sometimes inaccurately copied, quota-
tions are given by the learned and lamented Zeuss in his

great work, the Grarnmatica Celtica.

Gram- These continental glosses are, I believe, generally re-

mat ical ferred to the eighth, ninth, and tenth centmies, and it is

forms <.f
q^ute clear that the ecclesiastical, and doubtless the other

ecciesias- wi'itcrs, of that and an earher period, employed a language
tical the OTammatical forms of which were far more recfular, and
scribes, f^, more in consonance with those of the other Indo-Eu-

ropean tongues, than those which were used by the writers

of the Leabhar na h-Uidhre, and the Leabhar Breac, and

perhaps even than those found in the Liber Hjonnorum.
Exam- ^^^ °^ ^^^^ chief evidences of the antiquity of Gaelic

pies of composition insisted on by modem philologists is, I be-

gramma- lieve, the presence of the article in a plm-al form of termi-

forms nation, in order to agTee with nouns in plural forms, in the
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ablative and dative cases, as in tliese instances :
" A-ociAin supposed

ifn^Mb infcib ^xoelui-p in-oecm"—" We see in tlie words
^^j.™°\

whicli tlie clim-ch (or,
the wise man) puts forth". And

loToglsts

again:
"
liyi m 'oe]\G inA]\q\e "oo, fOTOicu c]\viche ocii]Modemon-

•oiojAcne AjA C]\ii'C, AinAib, -ono, "oo cboeininichiii]A "oun-
^[^^^^^^^^j^

•OAib ApfcobAib 00 in5]\immini niA cboen octif oc ):o]\ce- ^^^^^. ^^

cut jAechco •oee; con5Aibecii]\ niA qie chenele inAi\q\e a Gaelic

-po i^nib cobni'oib"—" The red martyrdom to him is to ^^^^

suffer crucifixion and slaying for Christ's sake
; such, now,

as the apostles attained to while extu'pating vices and pro-

midgating the law ofGod : so that they received these three

kinds of martyrdom in their bodies" (or,
in the flesh).

(These words are taken from an ancient homily pre- xhe

served at Cambray, in a manuscript which can scarcely Cam-

be of later date than between the years 7(33 and 790, ^'^i'^^-^-

when Albericus was bishop of Cambray and Arras.)
Another indication of ancient construction with the Another

philologists is, I believe, a phu'al termination of the adjec-
indica-

tive to agree also with the termination of nouns in the
^°"jg*|f^

plural nmiiber. (And here, by way of parenthesis, I construe-

should wish to ask those learned investigators who have tion ac-

access to the ancient GaeHc M.S.S. on the Continent, iff^'^f^g^'

they have found those forms strictly adliered to in any same

ancient j^oems which these M.S.S. may happen to contain
;
authori-

because I much doubt that the requirements of melody
*'^®"

would tolerate these frequent consonant terminations.)
These dogmas, however, if such they be, do not appear, pouj^t,

to me at least, to be perfectly safe guides in determining whether

the affe of any piece of GaeHc composition : and for this ^^'^ ''"'es

1 xf X 1 4. r^ ^•
• of the

simple reason, that we have very ancient (jraeiic composi- ^,1^^^]^.

lions in which they are not invariably present, while we gists re-

have others several hundi'cd years later in whicli they
*"eTed to

are conspicuous enough. And, without burdening these
g^fide^g^jn

few observations with any elaborate illustrations of this the in-

fact, we may at once refer the inquirer to the Book of the vestiga-

Dun Cow, the Book of Lcinster, the teAbA-jA b^eAC, ^°Jl]^^

(Leabhar Breac, or Speckled Book), the Book of Bally- M.S.S.

mote, and the Book of Lecan, all compiled between the

close of the eleventh and the beginning of the fifteenth

centuries—say between the years 1100 and 1416. In all

these books, and in others that could be named, in profane
as well as in sacred writings, numberless instances of the

above grammatical forms may be foimd
;
but it must be

admitted that they are not strictly adhered to, as they
arc in the Avritings of those men who appear to liave

always aimed at classical regularity and miiformity.
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The pre- It must not, however, be supposed for an instant, from
^^,^^ the observations just made, that I am not a hearty advo-

fected as
^^^^ ^^^^ admirer of the labours of the modern comparative

a speci- philologists
—to whom, indeed, my approval or disapproval

men of -wourd be of little moment. With some of them I have

language
^^^^ honom' of an intimate acquaintance, and with others

specially the happiness of a highly prized friendship, warm and of
interest-

long standincr. And I am anxious that it should be

phllolo-
known that my chief reason for selecting the present tale

gists. for publication is in order to place before these deep
thinking and painstaking philological investigators a

sj^ecunen of composition older, at least in point of tran-

scription, than any other sustamed piece of profane writ-

ing in the language hitherto pubHshed.
Anti- If the language in this tale is not pure, according to the

quity of native cultivation at least, we need never expect, I fear, to
the Ian-

Y^Q^,l -^ith purer. It is certainly as old and as pure as the

this language found in Cormac's Glossary, wliich was compiled
piece. about the last quarter of the ninth century, and of Avhich

we have a fragment in the Book of Leinster (a compila-
tion of the middle of the twelfth century), and copied,
there is good reason to believe, from Cormac's own hand-

writing, or book, the Psalter of Cashel.

The sub- And now to return to the subject of our tale. We have
ject of

only to premise that Cuchulainn, the hero of it, was a na-
e piece.

^-^^ prince of Ulster, and the inheritor of the districts of

CuAit^ne (Cuailgne) and tl1iii]\ceinne (Muirthemne), ly-

ing between and including the present towns of Drogheda
and Dundalk, and now called the county of Louth. Cu-

Of Cu- chulainn's chief residence was 'Oun "OetgA (Dundalk), and
chu- he was the most distinguished of the band of Ulster heroes
lainn.

who, in our ancient writings, are called CiJ]\Ai-6e ha C^AAibe
1luAit)e (Curaidhe na Craibhe Ruaidlie), that is, the Cham-

The pions or Knights of the Royal Branch. This "
Royal

"
Royal

^
Branch" was one of the celebrated palaces of the ancient

'^^^^ '

city of Emania, the chief city and royal residence of the

kings of Ulster from a remote ante-Christian period down
to the year of our Lord 331, when it was destroyed by the

Tliree CoUa's (of the Heremonian race), who wrested the

province and its sovereignty from the Rudricians, its pro-

prietors from the Milesian conquest to tliis time.

Conor Conor [CoucobA^A] Mac Nessa (so called from his mother
Mac

Nessa), was the most distinguished king that ever ruled
Nessa.

^^ Emania. He was cotemporary with our Saviour ;
and

it was in his time that the fame of the Knights of the Royal
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Branch arose to tlie highest degree of honour. Among the

most conspicuous of these knights were Fergus Mac Roigh, Knights

Conall Cearnach, Fergus Mac Leite, Curoi Mac Daire, and
^^

'^®

Cuchulainn Mac Soalte, who was the youngest of them all. Branch.

The Lady Eimer, whose name appears in the tale, was
the beautiful daughter of Forgall Monach, a chief who of the

held large possessions along the coast of the present coim- Lady

ties of Meath and Dublin, and whose princely residence
^^^^'

was at the place now well known as Lusk, in the county of

Dubhn, but which in the olden times was from him called

'Oun po]\5Ait'L HlonAc (Dmi Forgaill Monach). The

wooing and winning of the Lady Eimer, by Cuchulainn,

against the consent of her father, forms in itself another

celebrated ancient tale, a very curious and very wild tract,

of which I have in my possession an excellent copy.
To Labraid "of the quick hand at sword", and to his Of La-

enchanted island, I have never met with any other ^'''I'^i
'.'

"^

reference but what this tale contains, except in one other
^and''!^

tale m which he acts a part, preserved in a valuable M.S.,
known as the Book of Fermoy, purchased at a late sale

in London, by the Rev. Dr. Todd, F.T.C.D., and des-

tined for the noble Library of the Royal Irish Academy.
He must of course have been one of the mysterious Uu-
ACA "Oe T)AnAnn (Tuatha De Danami) ;

and from certain

allusions in the text, as well as from two insertions in the

Annals of the Four Masters, liis island appears to have
been an inland one, and situated somewhere in or about

the confines of the present county of Fermanagh.

[The text of the following tale is printed exactly as it is found in the

original vellum M.S., save only that the contractions are omitted and

every word given in full. The different words are even separated or
united precisely as in the original. The division into paragraphs is, how-
ever, that of the present editor, made for convenience of reference, the

paragraphs in the original and translation heing arranged to correspond.
The accompauymg lithograph is an exact fac simile of the commence-

ment of the tale, as it is written in the original. The page is a large

quarto or small folio in shape, the vellum leaf, in its jDresent state, being
about 2G.5 centimetres (about 10,^^ inches) long, by about 20.5 centime-
tres (about 8 inches) broad, including the margins. The M.S. is written

in columns, not in lines across the whole page. The hthograph contains

as much of the first of the two columns of the first page as could con-

veniently be printed in the present pubhcation. The original extends
to eight lines more to the column. The fac simile will show, better

than any description, the nature of the contractions and the form of the

letters used in a good Irish M.S. of the end of the 11th or beginning of

the 12th century, written, however, not with the studied beauty of style
which characterizes our best Gaelic M.S.S., and will be particularly inte-

resting, no doubt, to those who have not access to the M.S. collections of

Dublin, London, or Oxford.]
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[stichc UbAin btixji stAtn.]

seiR5ti5i conciitAiiiii inso sis, octis
oeneu emme.

OeriAc -oojiiite tAtltuA cecAbtiA'onA .1. cpl-A iAiA|"Ain]:iiin

ocu]' cptAA iA]\niA, ocu'p lAce 11A fAmriA -peij^ne. IS^^e^o ejAec

nobicif IIIaix) ini'in inimAij 1Tlu|Aceinni, oc ].-e]\cAin oeriAig

nA-|"AmnA cecAbtiA'onA. Ocu]^ ni]\Abe i^^m biu ni "oo^nece 111-

nepecpn leu acc ctuci, ocu^xeci, ocu^^Amvi-p, octii'Aibinnni]',

ocvij' bon^A'D, ocvi]" cotTiAibc, comt) x)epn acac iiAqieriAe I'AniriA

l^ecnon nAlie]ieiTo.

"PeccAi" AiTO c]\A, irencA oetiAC bA blltcu ininiAig 11111^-
cenini

ocii]' bAbAii^ iio]:e]\cA beu, -jrobic cAbA^ACA -oocac acoiii-

^\Aiine ocu]"A5A|xi"o "oo^iAe]" cecA]"AmnA. tDAbej" beu -oriA, "oia^

innAcoin]iAiine ire^ACAin iiTooenAij. [Da p in coni]\Aimeinio|\]\o]^
.1. 1MIT0 AU]\bAb]AA cecpp notnA]\baf 00 cAbAi]\c innAmbojyAn,
ocii]^obe]Acii" Aii]\bAb]\Ai nAcec]\Ae "ooitu^vit) iiAcoiniAAni hi]"u-

oit), ocu-p "oobejAet) cac AcompAiti Atropn 6i'ai]a"o, acc bA cac

A]\1JA1]A, OCU^'II^AnitAlt) "OO^niCIf fin OCUfAcbATOlb i:OfAfblAfCAlb

incAn TDOjnicif in compAiii. ^pinfocif AcbAi-oib ffiu, incAn

'oojnia'p ^licoiiifAiTi. 'Oeicbif on AfnotAbjAAicif t)emnAp'\ui

•oiAnAfmAib, conix)"oe bAci]iconiAiAci fU]\^\o AiiAipn.

' These words appear to have been left out of the text by mistake.
^
SAinipum {Sam/huiii, or Samhuin). Tliis is a compouud word, composed of

S>.\r»i {Sam), an ancient Gaelic form of the present word SAiinxAf) (Samhrad/t),
Summer, and -pin (fuin), an ancient Gaelic word for "end"; so that ^'^xtnp.nn
means merely the " end of Simimer"; and the name was properly applied to the
last night of October, which was, and still continues to be called OiTxie f-Aiiin<\,

shamhna being the condensed genitive from fAiriyum (samhfhuin), in accord-

ance with a well-known rule of Gaelic grammar. The authority for this deriva-

tion is to be found in the following short explanation, preserved in an ancient

M.S. in the Library of Trinity College, DubUn, class H. 3, 18 :
—

SAiiiftun .1. iniin
111 cTAinyvAiT) Ann; a^x I'p

"oe i\oiiiii no bic i:o|ii'An nibiiA'OAin AnAbb .1. 111

^AmivA-o o "bebcAine co SAniAin
;

in ^einiiMT) o SViAniAin co 'bebcAine.
" Samfhuin", that is, the end of the Summer at it

;
because it was two divisions

that were on the year of old, that is, the SAm]\AT> (Summer), from 'betcAine

(May) to SAnuMn (November); and the 5eim|\it) (Winter), from SAiTiAin (No-
vember) to "bebcAine (May). Although tliis division of the year into two simple

parts may have been and doubtless was current in Erinn in the very remote

times, it is very clear that they had a division into four quarters at a very
early time too, because they have had in ancient tmies and have still original
native words to denote them They also had a custom of celebrating, in a simple

way, the opening of every new quarter of the year, by certain feasts and prac-

tices, not only of a public but of a domestic or social character ; a fact comme-
morated in an ancient poem of four stanzas for the four quarters, in my posses-

sion, from which it appears that their year commenced with the present month
of February, as the seasons always do. The following is the stanza of tliis poem
which tells us how the Samhain was ushered in :--
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[" From the Yellow Book of Slane'\']

TJie Sick-hed of Cuchulainn, and the only jealousy of Emer.

The Ultonians liacl a custom of
holding

a fair every year,
wliicli lasted the three days before Samhain^ [the first of No-

vember], the day of Samhain itself, and the three days that

followed it. That was the period of time which the Ultonians

devoted to the holding of the Fair of Samhain in the Plain of

Muirtheimne^ every year ;
and nothing whatever was done by

them during that time but games and races, pleasure and amuse-

ment, and eating and feasting ;
and it is from this circumstance

that the Tertias (three days) of Samhain are still observed

throughout Erinn.

On one occasion a fair was held by the Ultonians in the

Plain of Muirtheimne, and the reason [or origin] of holding the

fair was, because every one exhibited his trophies of war and

valour always at Samhain. It was a custom with them, now,
after the trophies, to hold the fair. [The trophies were,] i. e.,

the top of the tongue of every man they slew to bring it with

them in their pouches ;
and they used to bring the tongixes of

cattle to multiply the trophies ;
and every man then exhibited

his trophies, but it was each in his turn; and the manner in

which they did this was, to have their swords lying across their

thighs when showing the trophy, because their swords would
turn against themselves if they held forth a false trophy. The
reason of this was, because demons were accustomed to speak
to them from their arms; and it was hence that their arms

were inviolable.*

CA|vn<x, coi|\nib, en 0111 ef ca-oIa,

Ace AtJA riA SATtiriA
;

CennAL Ayv cnuc, co njjMnne,
"blAUAC, b]\eccAn ii]\

mime.

Fleshmeat, ale-cups, beautiful nuts,
These are the privileges of the Samhaim :

Fires upon hills, with assemblies,

Buttermilk, roUs of fresh butter.

^ Muirtheimne.—This was the name of an ancient territory, which was situated

in the present county of Louth.
* And it was hence that their arms were inviolable.—That is to say : If a king or

knight swore by his sword, or by his arras, that oath was inviolable
;
and if

the sword, spear, or the arms of a king, chief, knight, or chief poet, were given
or pledged as a protection to a person, it was disgraceful and unlawful to abuse

that protection. See the Second Battle of Magh Tuiredh
; and the Story of

Cormac Gailcng in Cormac's Glossary.
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«

Uaiicaca^ UIato ub "oocotn
in-ooeriAij, acc

-oia]' tiAtninA .1.

CoriAtt Ce|\nAC ocuf "Pe^tjiq^ niAC
^aoij.

l::e]\eAii\ AnoeriAc, oUIIato. t1i p]\p-oei\, olCuculAmn, coci
CohaU ocuf "Pepjui'; ]:obic bAliAici "oo "pejiju^^ octif bAconiAl-
CA CohaII CepiiAc.

-Afbe^Ac SencA
ia]\oiii : 1inbe]ACA]A p-ocellA "oun coleic, ocvif

CAmcA^i '0]\eccti, ocu]^ a^ac clej^AmriAig. "Oognicep iA]\om
Ani]'iri.

^nibACA]^ AITO iA)\om, caiimut) enlAic p^ipntoc ocAib; n'lbA-

CAH in
e-jAe enlAic iDACAim.

Daca]\ inirolrAnAij HAirmA inniAlieoini iiiTOA^uibAi^c i:ai]\.

^AbAif CAG "oib imiiiA]\bAi5 Animuin Acebi imgAbAit iiAnen.

-A^^beiAc Ocne AicencAiq\ec,^ ben ConcobAi]\: A^-Agniynii en

ceccA-|i ino'OA^tiA'LAn'o "oin'oentAic vtciic. AiYA^u^yeni nti, ot

nAninA, Anipn. 1TlA5AbcAi]\'ooneoc i]"OAni^"A cecugebcAip, ot
6cne In^iibA, ben ConcubAmn.

Cit) "oo^enAin obnAinnA. Ilin.*' |'0]\'LeboficAni ingen Oa ocu]'

^"OAipce, i^gAi^A UAib t3o cuincit) ConcutAinn.
t>tii"0 iA^\oin, CO CoincnbAinn ociif A^-be^c \\ViX'- If^it "oonA-

innAib nToeom ucuc nACfin. AcecA ActAix)eb "oomibe^Ac i:iii|\|ai.

Ill irogbAC iiie]\"0]\ecA UIa-o AnAitt acc jronAmi en "ooib -ooca-

bAi]\c -poiAnT)
in"oni. tlicoin -ouic em, |ro]ALebo]ACAiii, iruAj^nAt)

ppu A]M-|'C|uiic ACA inc]\e]' Anmi pi |:o]\iiinAib "UtAt) .1. gvnbte,
A]\ ice ceojAA Anmi pb yo]\ninAib llbAt) .1. cbuine, octipnm'oe,

ocu^^gtiibbe. A\\ cecben i\oca]\a]xa]\ ConAbb Ce]\nAc, bA
cboen, CAC ben "onA, |AocA)\A-pcA]A CnixitAit) ment) itiao Con-

cobAi|\ •oobepet) i:o]\tTiin'oe -poiAAeiAbAb^AAi ;
aca •pAmbAit), cec

ben
i\ocA-nA-|XA]\ ConcnbAinn nogobbAt) lA-nom a]ao]x -pocop

tnAibnij" ConcnbAinn, ocuf A|AA]"ei]ic, A]\bA -OAn "oo^^om, incAn

bAnobc AiiienniA, no]'bocAc in-OAbA^'tnb connA|\oce"o co]1]a innA-

cint). 'Ooceiii^et) in"0AbAnAi immAc coinnieic co]n cobbcAi^i.
In-oeb "oun in cA^ipAc^ a Laic, obCucubAinn. 1nt)bif t^oeg

iA]iom, incA^ApAc ocni" ceic CncnbAinn pncA|ipAC, octip ACA15
CAicbeim 'oiAcbAi'oitib tDoib co]\uib'oecA]i Aiiibop^A ocufAneci

'oint)n-pciii.

TlopgAibec nbi iA]Aoin, ocup "oopbencACA^i beo, octipro-OAib-

l^ec 'oonAiiinAib connAiAAbi ben nA'Ojiip'e'o "oa en *oib acc G-cne

*
Etanchaithrecii, i.e. of the hairy face.

* In all our ancient manuscripts this contraction is piit for the words,
" m

h An-o-pA A inTDiprt", i.e.
"

it is not difficult to tell tliat"
;
but it has been more con-

venient to preserve the contraction in the form of nin., and translate it "answer".
'' Chariot (CA|\bAc). Of the remote antiquity of chariots in Erinn there

cannot be the least doubt; and our ancient annals enable us even to assign
a date to the first introduction or invention of the chariot in this country.
There is an ancient tract on the etymologies of the proper names, or

rather surnames, of the most remarkable men and women to be met with
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All the Ultonians came to the fair on this occasion, except
two alone, namely Conall Cearnach and Fergus Mac Roigh,

Let the fair be connnenced, said the Ultonians. It shall not be

commenced, said Cuchulainn, imtil Conall and Fergus have

arrived, (for Fergus was his [military] tutor, and Conall was his

fellow-student).
Sencha [the poet] said then : Let us play chess for the pre-

sent, and let poems be smig for us, and let games be arranged.
This was then done.

Wliilst they were thus engaged, a flock of birds alighted on the

lake in their presence, and in Erinn there were not birds more
beautiful.

The women present were desirous to have the birds which
moved on it [the lake]. They all began to contend with one
another about the possession of the birds.

Eithne Aitenchaithrech, King Concobar's [Conor's] wife, said :

" I must have a bird of these birds on each of my two shoidders".
" We must all have the same", said the other women. " If any
one is to get them, it is I that must first get them", said Eithne

Inghuba, Cuchulainn's mistress.
" Wliat shall we do?" said the women. " I shall tell you",

said Lebharcaim, the daughter of Oa and Adarc,
" I will go

from you to Cuchulainn to ask him".

She went then to Cuchulainn, and said:
" The women desire

to get these birds from you". He threatened to strike her -with

his sword, and said :

" The courtezans of Ulster will have nothing
less than to send us a bird-catching to-day !" "It is not proper
for you, indeed", said Lebharcaim,

" to be angry with them, be-

cause it is through you the women of Ulster have one of their

three blemishes, namely, to be half bhnd". For, the three ble-

mishes of the women of Ulster were, stooping, stammering, and
half-bUndness. For every woman who loved Conall Cearnach
became bent

; every woman who loved Cuscraidh Menn, the son
of Concobar, got an impedhnent in her speech ;

in the same way
every woman who loved Cuchulainn became bhnd of an eye,
like Cuchulainn, and from the intensity of her love for him

;
be-

cause it Avas his practice, when he was out of humour, to draw
one of his eyes back, so that a crane could not reach it in his

head
;
the other he would press out so that it would be as large

as a heifer's cauldron.
" Yoke for us the chariot, Laegh", said Cuchulainn. Laegh

yoked the chariot,' and Cuchulainn went into the chariot, and

in our ancient manuscripts, but confined, chiefly, to the Milesian line, pre-
served among our old records, and known as the Coi|a AniriAnn, or Explanation

I. 26
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In^ubAi A lioentin. UAnic ne iA]Aom, coAmtiAi
i:e-|yin. 1]'

otc

•00 iTiemriA, ot Cucu'LAinn flMA. tlihotc otGcne, viA\\\ i-p
uaiiti

i:o'OAiice|\ "ooib. 1i^ecbe]\ tDAir, obp, nipb "onb miiAi iiacic-

CA^AAt) noiiA bee cuic "oaic; viai^a niAXJ ineip, nipb emu 'ooiiac

Aititi immtiiTi]'A ACC"oiiicpu coenuiA.
tlAbAt) obc "oo meniriA qAA, ot CueutAinn, "oiAcifAt) eoin mAg

Tnii]Ac:eiiini, no IDoiito, in"OAeii bAliAi'Lx)em "o'lb 'OiiCTe]:A"o.

Ill bociAti iA]\oni conAecACA|i "OAen yo^i^^in'otoc ociip\on"o

of Names. In this tract (part of whicli is preserved in the Book of Leinster),
it is stated that Chariots (cA)\bAic) were first invented in Erinn by Eigh-
airled, a prince of Munster, the fourteenth in descent from tliat Eiber
Finn (the son of IMilesius, one of the three surviving brothers and leaders of the

Milesian colony), who was ancestor of all the Eberian families of Munster ;
and

the time of the invention, according to the chronolog}' of the " Annals of the

Four Masters", would be about anno mundi 4000. That the chariot invented by
Kighairled was one of two wheels (perhaps, indeed, without wheels at all), and
for two horses, may be inferred from the fact that Rotheachtaigh, a monarch of

Erinn, of the Eremonian line, is said to have received the name of Rotlieachtaigh

(that is, possessor of wheels), from his having been the first to yoke four horses

to a chariot in Erinn. He was killed by lightning at Dun Sobhairce (mo-
dernised "Dun Severick)", in the present county of Antrim, anno mundi
4170. It will be seen that both these references apply to the JMilesians,
to the exclusion of their predecessors, the Firbolgs and Tuatha de Danann.
All our ancient tales abound with references to chariots, and those not

only for the ordinary purposes of carriages, but also in some few instances,
for battle. Thus we find, in the C<.\in bo CuAiLjne, of which we have

copies as old as the year 1106, that when Meave, Queen of Connacht, was

setting out on that famous expedition, she had nine chariots appropriated
to herself alone : two chariots before her

;
and two chariots after her

;
and two

chariots at each side of her : and her own chariot in the middle of them. The
reason (sajs the tract) that Meave went forth in this order was, in order that the

eods thrown up by the hoofs of the horses, and the foam of their bridle bits, and
the dust of the great army, should not tarnish the queen's golden diadem. It

appears that the war chariot was furnished, if not with cushions, at least with
cloths and skins, on which the wai'rior and his charioteer sat, and in which, when
occasion required, the fatigued champion rolled himself up and took his scanty

repose. Of this we have a clear instance in the same tract, the cAm bo

Ciuvibjne, in the case of Cuchulaimi himself, its principal hero, on the day on
which he first received the arms and admission into the order of the luiights of

the Royal Branch. In compliance with what appears to have been an ordinary

custom, the new knight, on the first day of his championhood, took one of King-
Conor's chariots, and drove to the border of the province, for the purpose of sig-

nalizing the occasion by some deed of valour against a neighbourmg province.
He directed his course southwards from Emania, crossed the border from
Ulster into Meath, a little above Drogheda, on the Boyne, and drew up at the

gates of Dun Neachtain Scene, [Skene] where he sounded a challenge, and then
ordered his charioteer to spread for liim the cloths or cushions (^o^]\zce,foirtchej,
and the skins (po|\j;Aimin, forgaimin) ,

of the chariot, in order that he might lie

down and sleep until his enemies of the court, the sons of Scene, [Skene], should

discover him and come to the attack. Instances of similar arrangement of the

chariot fm-niture are frequently met with, so that the custom must have been

general and not exceptional.
The following is the description of Cuchulainn's war chariot, in the rAin bo

CuAibjne:
—"Then did the valiant champion spring into his armed battle-

chariot, fcAucAivbAc i'e|\|\'DA) : with its thin swords ;
with its hooks, and hard

spUces ;
with its champion-bending spears ;

with its opening machinery ;
with its
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dealt the birds a tath-heinf of his sword, so that their feet

and their wings clove to the water.

They caught them all then, and carried them away, and dis-

tributed them among the women, so that there was not a woman

among them who did not receive two birds, but Eithne Inghviba
alone. He came at last to his own wife.

" Your spirits appear
to be bad", said Cuchulainn to her. "

They are not bad", said

she.
" Because (said he) it is by me the birds have been distri-

buted among them". " Good reason you have", said she,
" be-

cause there is not among them a woman who woidd not share

her love and friendship with you ;
whilst as regards me, no other

person shares my love, but you alone".
" Let not yom- spirits be low, therefore", said Cuchulainn, "for

should birds come into the Plain of Muirtheimne, or upon the

Boyne, you shall have the two most beautiful birds among
them".

It was not long after until they saw two birds on the lake,

linked together by a chain of red gold. They chaunted a low

melody which brought sleep upon the assembly. Cuchulainn

went towards them. " If you would listen to our advice", said

Laegh (Cuchulainn's charioteer), and said Eithne, "you would
not approach them"

; "for", said she, "there is a power at the

back of these birds
;

let birds be got for me besides them". " Is

it possible that you question my word?" said Cuchulainn.
" Put a stone into that sling, Laegh" [said he]. Laegh

then took a stone and placed it in the sling. Cuchulainn let the

stone fly at them. It was an erring cast.
" Woe and alas", said

he. He took another stone, he let it fly at them, and it passed

galling sharp nails, which were disposed on the axles, and straps, and shafts, and

ropes of that chariot. Thus was that chariot: with its thin (close), dry entrance

to its hody ; liigh-mounted ; straight-shouldered ; champion-like, in which would
fit the arms of seven chiefs

;
with the fleetness of the swallow, or of the wind, or

of a fox over the course of a plain. Tliat chariot was yoked upon two fleet,

bounding, furious steeds ;
with small heads, small tufts, small legs, sagacious,

broad-hoofed, red-breasted, switch-tailed, streaked, easy-yoked, easy of motion
under the splendid timbers of the carr. One of these was swift, fleet-bounding,
of great action, of flowing mane, vigilant, entire

; the other steed, curly- maned,
slender-legged, long-legged, narrow-hipped, sensitive", etc. etc.

Great cavalcades, or chariot progresses, are described in several of our ancient

tales. Thus ffiug Conor MacNessa goes to dine with the chief armourer of his

court, and M'ith the elite of his household, in fifty chariots. And again, we find

that when Queen Meave pressed Ferdiad to fight Cuchulainn on her part (in the

CAm bo CuAibjiie), one portion of the great reward which Avas offered him was a
chariot worth "four times seven cumals", that is worth eighty-four cows. And,
again, the SAen cA-ppAic, or chariot builder, had his place of honour in the great

banqueting-haU (ceAch niio'DCUA|\r:A), at Tara, where he ranked with the mer-
chant (cpeAcoi]A), and (in the distribution of tlie state repast) had for his joint of

meat the " crooked bone".— [See
" Fetrie's

"
Antiquities of Tara", p. 179.]

*
Tath-belm, that is, a vertical stroke.

26*
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oencoijA ezo]\]\o. CAiipc ceoL mbec. Uoiacaija cociut)
i:o^\

pni^loj. ^q\Ai5 CucutAinn AiTOociiin. 'OiAcoifcice i--]Aim,

opl^Ae^, ocu-pote-chne, iiiiujca ciicii, a]aica iiAccumAccu
i:o-n-

Acut iiAnerrpA AcecACA^A eom
'oaiti^^a ceiiA. Itrooij bACOom-

eti^u-o-pAon, otCiicutAinn.

^Aibci cboic ipncAitrti Ato'ig. ^^i^^^^ Loe5iA]\oni ctoic ocuf-

•oobeijA ipncAibm. 'Ooj^beci CucutAinn ctoic ]:o]\Aib. pocAi^\c

im-iAott. pe AniAe oti^e. 5^'^ibi'o ctoic HAite. 'Oo-|"teic"o6fb

ocu]^tiii'0 ^'eocu. Aniqiij]'A cpA, oti^e, ogAbuiyA ^Aipcet) ni^AotA

ini]iott niotii\cii-|\ cup^iiToni.

pocAiiAc AC]io'ip5 "|:o]\]io
cottuit) c]AefciAC nece in "OAtA lieoin

tA^'otDAin. t/OCAi]A iTOAtirro.
'OocAec CucutAinn lAjipn co ca^a-o a'o^aviiiti ^.-pipntnc ocup-

bAhotc AmeniiiA tei]", ocu]' 'ooy'Uic coctAX)
i:ai|a.

Coitaccai m
'OA11111A1 CUCAI. llTOAtAllAI b]\AC UAinC

lllipe, AtAltl b|\AC C0]\-

cjAA coicoiAbAit
im'i'ii'oe.

'OottuitJ inben copnb]\oc iiAiie cucai ociiixibit) gen T-'inf,

ocui" "oobeirc benn "onToecptei^'c -oo. 'OocAec AtAiti cucai x)nA

ocu]" cibit) y]\\f ocui'nox)i'tAi'o ironAtc cecriA; ocu]^ bACAn ^]\\

ciAHA moi^i ocAi^m .1. ceccA^i "oe imniA'pec cucAi beti]"oiAbuAtAX),

coiTiboinA]Ab Acc bee. t/Oci|A ua-o iA]Aom.

-d-|\15pCA]1 tltAlt) lltl Allipn OCl1-|" A]'be|ACACA]A A]AA1TOtl|"CTOe.
-Acc otpeii^u-p, HAcin^tuApx) i\e^'Acci.

^c]\Acu iA]\oiTi c^AenAcoctut). Clt) "OOCIAOnAt), otlltAlt)
fill]'-

t1i]A0|.-ec lA^Aom AriAccAttAim.

noinbe^AA|A, -pojAi^e "oompeiAjtiju .1. "oon Ueci D-picc, riAbA 'oo

X)un
1ni]Aic, no -00*01111 'OetcA.

nocbe]\cA]\ 'oo]"Ai5i'o Gini]ii "oo 'Oun 'OetcA, yo\\ t/Ae^. Aicc

otfe, mob^Acic "oonUeci l3]Aic. l3e]AAin A^y ia|aoiti
coniboi co-

cenx) mbtiA"onA ipmnApnpn cen tAbiiAX) -jriAinec eci]A.

Laci iiAiTO ^Aepnci"Ami:viin Aite ciito btiA-oiiA, AinbACA]A UtAit)

mibi ipincAi^ .1. pejA^u]" eci]A ocu-|^-p]\Ai5i"o ;
CoiiAtt CejAnAC eci]\

ocuf c^AtTo; l/tigAi-o ]Ae6x)e]A5 eci]A octi'pAX)A|Ac ;
G-cne IngubAi

|r|A1AC01YA.

AmbACAjA lA^Aom, ironi'AmAitpn caiiic fe]\ cucti ij^Acec ocii-j'

•oeip-o ]:o]ApiTOAi]Mnnic riAitntJAi iniboi CucutAinn.

® Telle Breac, i. e., the speckled palace. Tlois was one of the three palaces
of Emania, the chief city of ancient Ulster. The others were the Craebh-ruadh, or

lioj'al Branch, and the Craebh Dhearg, or Red Branch.
'" Dim Imrith.—The exact situation of this place is unknown, but it must

have been in Muirtheimne, and one of Cuchulainn's own residences.
^^
Dun-Deahja, now Dundalk, in Muirtheimne, and Cuchulainn's chief an-

cestral residence. It had its name from Dealga, a chieftain of the Firbolgs,
who buiit it.
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tliem. "I am a wretcli", said he
;

" since I have first taken arms,
I have not made an ening throw until this day".
He then threw his heavy spear [croisech], and it passed

through the flying wing of one of the bhds. They phmged
under the water.

Cuchulainn went away then in bad spirits, and put his

back to a rock, where sleep soon fell upon him. And he saw

[through liis sleep] two women coming towards him. One
woman had a green cloak, the other had a five-folded crimson

cloak on.

The woman with the green cloak went up to him, and smiled

at him, and she gave him a stroke of a horse switch. The other

went up to him then and smiled at Mm, and struck him in the

same manner
;
and they continued for a long tune to do this, that

is, each of them in turn striking, until he was nearly dead. They
went away from him then.

All the Ultonians perceived what had happened, and they
asked if they would awaken him. "

No", said Fergus,
" do not

move him before night".
Cucludainn stood up afterwards through his sleep. "Who

has thus used you ?" said the Ultonians to him.

He was not, however, able to converse with them.
" Let me be brought", said he afterwards,

" to my bed of de-

cline, namely, to the Teti Breac,'* not to Dun Imrith,'" nor to

DunDelca"."
" Let Hm be brought to [liis wife] Emer, to Dun Delca", said

Lacgh. "No", said he,
"

let me be brought to the Teti Breac".

He was then carried there, and he continued to the end of a

year in that place without speaking to any one.

One day before the next November, at the end ofthe year, the

Ultonians were around him in the house, namely Fergus, between

him and the wall, and Conall Cearnach between him and the door
;

Lugaidh Reo-derg between him and liis pillow [lioldiug him

up] ;
and Eithne Inghuba at his feet.

As they happened, now, to be thus situated, a man came into

the house to them, and sat on the front rail of the bed in which

Cuchulainn lay.
"What has brought you there?" said Conall Cearnach. "I

will tell", said he :
" if the man who is here were in health, he

would be a protection against all the Ultonians ;
and in the great

illness and debihty in which he now is, he is the more a protec-

tion against them". " I fear nothing", said he,
" because it is

to converse with loim I have come". " You are welcome, you
need fear nothing", said the Ultonians. He then stood up and

sang for them these verses :
—
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Cix) -ooccucAi An-opn otCoriAtt Ce^MiAfe. Tlin. otfe. inAt)-

itiA^^lAinci irTop|\ pi yuiit) ]\obA-o comAi|Ace A^itltcAib ubb.

Ini-oitobnAi ocuf ininjA]^ -oua aca ipnoo-oe Af coniAiiAce ai|\ciu.

11iA5ii]\
nee iA]\om tiAi^Mi^oiAACAfLAim "oo "oeocAT). UAcucfAet-

ce, niAi5ce|\ 111, obtlbAit). AqiAig iAi\]Mn innA]'e]^Aiii ocu^^ 5A-

bAif X)oib innA]\tin-oufA py iajaotti.

A CucuIaittd |roc5AtA|i,
tlibo p]\]"Aii incAnAt),

tlocicpcTp "OiAmcii'lAr,

In^enA Ae-OA -AbjAAC.

Afbepc t/ibcvn immAij C]\iiaic,

bif yoiroei-j' t/Ab]\A"OA iuAic,
RobAt) cjii-oii^cei Ia "PAin-o,

Coibbgi y]\^
ComcutAin-o.

HobAT) mtriAin bA iTiA'oyi|i,

Ricpt) CiicubAint) iiiocin,

RAmbiAT) A^Acuc ocuy 6|i,

RombiAX) Tn6|\ yinA iDooi.

'OiAmmA'ocA|AA "OAm coye,
CucutAint) niAC SoAbce,

1nAcconnA'[\c inA-juiAn,

X>ey ACCOAT) cenAi'tuAj.

ImniAi^ tT1iij\cemni -punc teyy,
-AiX)ci I'ATnnA mbAinie-p,

'OoTnpc]:e UAimi'e LibAn,
A CucutAinx) COCJAbA-p,

A CttcubAin-o.'^

C01C ctifi^u, obi AC. 111 eip OengAf itiac -Ae-OA Abjuvc olfe.
Luit) nA"oib

iA|\oiii u^ye]\ ocupii]:ecACA]A ciAX)eocAi'0 no cAn

-oonbuiT). AqiAi^ CncubAinn inAfU-oi iAi\orr! oci.ifiAb]\Aif u\|\|*in.

1i)ait!ici5 em, obtlbAix), Anipn, ij^nic cit) Ant)Ocn6nA"o.
Ac connAiAC em oi-pe Aii^tingi immon-pAmAin mnti^AAiX). Avyez

•061b iibi AmAib ACconnAijAc.
Cm "oojencA^i oi^^tin'o a popA ChoncobAi^A, obCucubAinn.

"OogencAji, obConcobAiA, oiaca co]\ip in cot\te cecnA.

'* All ancient Gaelic poems end with the word or words with which they begin,
and when this is the case, the poem is presumed to be perfect ; sometimes, how-

ever, more than one stanza, towards the end of a poem, ends designedly with the

first word, as will be seen farther on.
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" O Cucliulainn ! in thy illness,

Thy stay should not be long ;

Ifthey were with thee,
—and they would come,—

The daughters of Aedh Abrat.

Liban, in the plain of Cruaich, has said:—
She who sits at the right of Labraid the quick,

—
That it would give heartfelt joy to Fand
To be espoused to Cucliulainn.

Happy that day, of a truth,

On which Cuchulainn would reach my land
;

He should have silver and gold,
He should have abundance of wine to drink.

If my friend on tliis day should be

Cuchulaimi, the son of Soalte,

All that he has seen in his sleep
Shall he obtain without his army.

In the plain of Muirthemne, here in the south,

On the night of Samhuin, without ill luck,

From me shall be sent Liban,

O Cuchulainn, to heal thy disease.

O Cuchulainn !"''

" Wlio are you?" said they.
" I am Aengus, the son of Aedh

Abrat", said he. The man then departed from them, and they
knew not whence he came, nor where he went to. Cuchulainn

then sat up and spoke.
"It is time, indeed", said the Ultonians

;

" relate to us what

has been done".
" I saw", said he,

" a vision about this time last year". He
told them then all that he had seen.

" What shall be done now, my master, Concobar?" said Cuchu-

lainn.
" This shall be done", said Concobar;

"
you shall go now

until yovi reach the same rock".

Cuchulainn went forth then imtil he reached the same rock,

when he saw the woman with the green cloak coming towards him.
" That is well, Cuchulainn", said she. " It is not well, indeed;

what was the object of your visit to us last year?" said Cuchu-

lainn..
" It was not to injure you, indeed", said she,

" that we came,

but it was to seek your love. I have come now to speak to you",

said the woman, "from Fand, the daughter of Aedh Abrat, who
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\jwn CticutAinn Af^"iA]Aom co^aaiiic iirico|tce, cotiACCAi iritiiri<M

bjAUicviAni CUCA1. THaic pn <x CucuiAinn
ot-pi. tliniAic -oriA,

em, CTO i:o|ACU]\iip cuctint) innii]AAi"o, otCucvitAinn.

Hi-ou yop^rogAit ein otp, "oo "oeocAininA^Mii, acc iinDocuinciT)

^o]\cA^\AC]\Aix). 'Oo'oeocA'O'pA em, 'oorACAtlAimpti, otinben, o

"Paiito inpn Ae-OA Ab^AAC, lAOfbeci ITlAriAn'OAn mAC
1/1^\; ocuf

DO jAAC -pei]ic 'ouicpu lAjAom. LibAn "otiA, mAinm-pe yein. Ui-

mA^WAt) "oiiic lA^Aom, 6m ceiiu, oLAbjAAit) buAt tAm A]\c'LAit)eb.

"OobeiAA 'oeicinmnAi AiA-oebATO iioenlAi bei-p ]:]AiSenAcpAbo^\ce,

ocuf i^piG-c'DAij niuib, ocu-p -j.'^i e^05An mnbi]A.
tlmicA mAic em, oi'pe, "Oocac y^MpjUi inx)iu. Dto^ai^ v<\]\

Anipn, o]ALibAn, biA i^tAii ociii^t)0]:o]miAixA]A oeiCATTooceixA

•oicm^Ac. ^y "oencA "oaic a]\ t/AbiAAit) Ani]'iii, A]M]'e lAec Ain)ec
"oiocAib "oomAin.

Cip Ai]Am bicAp-oe, if:o\\
CucutAinn. 1ca immAig Tllett obp.

1l' ye]\\\ x)Ami"A cecc tec nAilb obiiTom^en. UAec t/Ae^ Iac,
olCuculAinn -opy inci]\i Ap\ciix»CAT). UAec iA]\om o[t]LibAn.

t/OCA]\ iAi\om, co]\AncACAi\ C0Ai]\m imboi "Paito. Uic iA]\om,
LlbAtl XJIAfAipt) t/OIJ, 0CU]^5eibci A]\5VIAtA11T0. ni]\A5A A]y
c^AA, aX/Oi^ otpAnx),'^ int)ui imbecu acc memcAinje ben. 1li

boex) A]^ mo ^AOgiiACAigfem "oun cii|X]AACfA, yo\\ Uoe^, bAii co-

rn
a]aci. ^pp•|^A1n'o ociip bicApp^Ain-o itac he Ciicii'LAinn pit

ic]\icc iiTooiyA, 0]\ t/ibAn. UA-omAic limpA -onA, combAt) be
nobec AtTo, po^AtAej.

^^Recte ti"bAti.
'^ Manannan Mac Lir.— Manaunan, the son of Ler, the great Tuatli do

Danann cliief, merchant, and navigator, whose chief residence was Inis Manan-

niiin, or Manainn, that is, Manannan's Island, now corruptly called the Isle of

Man.
'^
Eoghan Inbliir, that is, Eoghan of the River's Mouth. The River's Mouth

mentioned here is, I beheve, Inbher ilor, the mouth of the river Abliainn Mhor,
in the county of Wicklow, Mhcre the town of Arklow stands. This identification

of Eoghan Inbliir is derived from the Book of Leinster, folio 5, where it is

stated that Fiaclma, a son of Delbaeth, monarch of Erinn, and the six sons of

Ollam, were slain by Eoghan of Inbher Mor. Tliey were all of the Tuath De
Danann race, and tliis event, according to the chronology of the Annals of the

Four Masters, occurred, a.m. 3470.
'^ Magh Mell, that is, the plain of happiness. This was one of the mytiio-

logical names of the Elysium or Fairy-land of the ancient Gael.
'^ The Island—This was Inis Labraid or Labraid's Island, the exact posi-

tion of which is not, as far as I know, ascertained. The name occurs twice in the

Annals of the Foiu' Masters
; firstly, at the year of our Lord yiD, where it is

stated, that the Danish prince, Goffraigli, tlie son of Imar, plundered the city of

Armagh, and the country all roimd it, westward as far as Inis Labrada, and
eastward as far as the river Banna, etc.

;
and secondly, it is stated under the

year 1108, that Inis Labrada was demolished by the Feara-Manach (the peo-

ple of Fermanagh). It is evident from this record that Inis Labrada, at the time

inentioned, was a fortified place, and it is very probable that it was situated in

Loch Erne.
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has been abandoned byManannan Mac Lir,'* and she lias conceived

an affection for you. Liban, indeed, is my own name. I have a

message for you, too, from my husband, Labraid of the quick
hand at sword. He will give you the woman on your giving
him one day's aid in battle against Senach the distorted, and

against Eochaidh n-Iuil, and against Eoghan Inbhir".'*
" I am not well enough, indeed", said he,

" to make battle

against men to-day".
" Short is the time that that shall be the

case", said Liban; "you shall be healed, and what has been

lost of your strength shall be restored to you ;
and you ought

to do this for Labraid, because he is the noblest of the cham-

pions of the world".

"In what place is he?" said Cuchulainn. " He is in Magh
Mell Qjlain of Mell]",'« said she.

" I had better be going elsewhere", said the woman. " Let

Laegh go along with you", said Cuchulainn, "to examine the land

from which you have come". " Let him come then", said Liban.

They went forward then until they reached \recte, to reach]
the place in which Fand was. Liban then went up to Laegh
and caught hun by the shoulder. " You shall not escape, O
Laegh, this day", said Fand

\_recte, Liban],
" unless you are pro-

tected by a woman". " That is not what we were most accus-

tomed to hitherto," said Laegh,
"
woman-protection".

"
Alas,

and eternal alas ! that it is not Cuchulainn that is in your place

now", said Liban, " I would be glad that it were he that were

there", said Laegh.

They went away then until they arrived by the side of the

island.''^ They saw the little copper ship upon the lake before

them. They then went into the ship, and they went into the

island, and they went to the door of a house
; they saw a man

coming towards them, and Liban said unto him :
—

" Wliere is Labraid of the quick hand at sword
Over victorious troops ;

Victorious in the body of a strong chariot.

He looks upon bloody spears ?"

The man answered her then, and said to her:—
" Labraid is quickening clanns,

—
It is not slow he is ever in good,

—
Assembhng a battle, a slaughter will be made,
Of which the plain of Fidghae will be filled".

They went then into the house
;
and they saw three times fifty
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\jOt:a\\ axx ia]aoiti coniiAncACA^A coeb nAitro^-e. Cohaccaca]!
Ill tungiTie c^ie-oumeyo^Apn-otoc A|AACin"o. Uia^aic iA];om, ipn-
tungi) octif CIA5AIC ifiiininp, ocuf Ioca^a "ooDopuf age, con ac-

CACA]A iii]:e|\
cucu

; ^^ atto Afbepc LibAn ppi-p:
—

CAce LAbjiAit) buAc bAm
a|\ cbAi'oeb,

^ixerro mbu'oennibuA'OA;
buAlt) UA]X]\eC CA]ApA1C gbitini,

*Oe]\CA]' |Mnni )mia"oa.

t^l^rS^r^ "oiffi i^V^p iA|\pn conepepc fo f|MA:
—

-dCA t/AblAAIt) btllCe cbAITO,
HibAiriAbb bit) iniTDA.

Umot CACA ctii]\cen a|i,

"O'lAbAbAn ITIA5 "Pi-o^Ae.

TiA^Air iA|AOin ifAcei, coriAccArA]\ x:\v\
coecco iTnt)AtD ifo^,

ocui"C|ucoicAicbAn iiToib. "Pe-pi'Aic ube pAebci -pn'i boeg. ISex)

<Afbe]\cACc\n ubi y\\\\'. foceiTouic a I/015 "oiAg \j-'ecte "oaij] rieic

bA]XU'OCA"0 OCU-p OCtl'OCUX), OCU]" "OICOAI^ ye^'iii.

CiT) "00 jen A •pecci'A A t^oij, i:o|a bibAn, in]\A5A 'ooACAbtAim

ITAiTToe cobeic. IIa^ac acc copA]ai]\ innAi^Mii aca. 1lin. ^ca

inA1]\1Cub -pobeiC, obubAtl. b/OCA]A 1A]\0ni, •OlAllACAbbAini, OCUI'

yepAiiYToe jTAebci jt^mu -pomnriA]" cecriA.

"Paito t)in, in^en -Aexxx AbpAC .1. Aex) cene, ip be cene tiA

•piibA iniiiAC nnbe^-en ; "PAnt) lAnoni, Annn ha xyeyxe "oocAec CAi|Mp.

-di^AjbAini jAOAiniiiniget) "oip pn, ocup AHACo'itni, A]\niboi ipn
bic p\ifA I'AinAibce ceriA.

In CAn inbACA]\ Ant) iA]\om, coctiAbACA]A cub^Aijie CA^pAic
LAb]\A'OA 'oun'oinp. Ii^obc meninA bAbjux-oA int)iu, ob LibAn.

UiA^Ain tiiA ACCAbbtMiii. UiAjAic Ap' iiimiAC ociii'ye-|\Aip b/ibAn

fAebci pnp, conepe]ic:—
Pocen lAbiiAit) buAC bAin A]AcbAi"oeb, comA^ibAe bunone, pne-

"oe pbe^Ai^e, pbATOix) pc'iACU, pcAibit) 5011, c]\eccnAi5i'o cunpu,
gonAiX) poe]\u, pAip-o oiji^niu, aiI-oui innAib, niAn^wxit) pbuAgu,
p|Aei"o muine, pobA]\cAc piAn pocben. "Pocben b/AbjAAit).

nipp|\ecApc bAbpAiT) beup, octip Apbe]AC mtJingen Ace]\tic:
—

pocen bAbpAix) btiAC bAtn A]\cbAToeb Au^pA, ti]AbAm "ooiiac,

pupcec "00 CAC, pAijcec "oo cac, cpeccAC Acoeb, cnntDAib AbpiA-

CAp, bpiJAC ACe]\C, CA]\CAC A]:bA1C, bAlinceC At)ep, "OlgbAC A^up,
cinbec bAeocu, b/AbixAit) ]:ocen. pocen b/AbpAit).

llipope^ApclDeup LAb]\ATO ; CAnAi-opi bAi-o nAibi A^rppi-oippi :—
Pocen byAb]\AT0 buAC bAin A]i cbAi*oeni, bAec-ou ocAib, UAlbcn

tnupib, iTiAnpAit) joiyA, jnnt) cacu, cinAcpAit) ocu, cocbAix) bo-

bpu, cAipnit) cpiunu, yocen bAbpATO. pccen bAbpAix).
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couches in tlie liouse; and three times fifty women on them.

They all bid welcome to Laegh. This was what they all said to

him: "Thou art welcome, Laegh, on account of the person
with whom thou hast come, and from whom thou hast come, and

on thine own account".
" What wilt thou do now, O Laegh?" said Liban; "wilt thou

go to talk to Fand at once?" " I will, if I but know the place
that she is in" [said Laegh].

" I will tell thee : she is in a sepa-
rate chamber", said Liban. They went then to converse with her ;

and she bid them welcome after the same manner [as above].

Fand, now, was the daughter of Acdh [Hugh] Abrad, i.e.,

aedli is fii'e, the fire of the eye is the pupil. Fand, then, is the

name of the tear which passes over it. It was for her purity she

was so named, and for her beauty ;
for there was nothing in life

with which she could be compared besides it.

As they were thus there, they heard the rolling of Labraid's

chariot coming to the island.
" Labraid's spirit is bad to-day",

said Liban ;

"
let us go to salute him". They then went out,

and Liban bid him welcome, and said :
—

"
Welcome, Labraid of the quick hand at sword

;
the repre-

sentative of legions ;
the shooter of light spears ;

the cleaver of

shields
;
the scatterer of heavy spears ;

the wounder of bodies ;

the slayer of nobles
;
the seeker of slaughters ;

most beautiful in

appearance ; destroyer of hosts
;
scatterer of wealth ;

assaulter of

champions ; welcome, welcome, Labraid !

"

Labraid did not yet speak, and the maid said again :
—

"
Welcome,' Labraid of the quick hand at battle-sword;

ready his stipend ;
munificent to all

;
seekful of battle ;

wounded
his side; faithful his word; rigorous his justice; benign his

sovereignty ; strong his right arm
; avengeful his deed

; gentle to

his steeds
; Labraid, welcome

; welcome, Labraid".

Labraid still did not answer : she spoke another lay again :
—

"
Welcome, Labraid, of the swift hand at sword; most vahant

of warriors
; haughtiest of chiefs

; destroyer of strength ; fighter
of battle

;
exterminator of champions ;

elevator of the weak ;

subjugator of the strong ; welcome, Labraid
; welcome, Labraid".

" What you say is not just, O wife !

"
said the man Labraid

;

and then he said :
—

" It is not haughtiness nor pride, O wife, nor a high spirit of

happiness, that confuses our senses : a battle approaches, of double-

edged spears many, of dangerous plying of red swords upon the

fists of right and left hands
; [equal to] many is the one heart of

Echaidh Iviil : we cannot have any haughtiness. It is not haugh-
thiess, it is not pride in me, O wife !

"

" Your spirits mil be good indeed", said the wife, suiJ Liban,
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llimAic <MiAfbe]M Aben obnci "LAbnAit), coiii-o atto Ai'be]\c :
—

tliUAt nAliiiAbti|A "OAm Aben, nACAiroAiAcnit) ineltcAi niefc-

tA^]\ A^ACorro, ^tecmi cac nimniiTo ninroA, nmiAmnAf imbejicA
cbAitDeb tToejAg A^TOO^AriAib, "oefAib, ctiACAib; itib oenc]\ix)ui
CcT)Ac Imb, nicAnbi iiac nuAti. tVuiAtt nitiAbA]\ "oaiii Aben.

tDA-orriAic Lac *oo mentriA z\\a obinben, 0]\l/ibAn i-'juf,
aca

t/oej, A|\A ConcubAin'o I'unt) 00111" ciinAi\nA'o louic uav "oocicyA

l^iog UAt). pepAi]" 'LAb]\Ai"o yAebci y]\^y iA|\om AnA^^be]\u:
—

"Pocen "ouic aIaij yobic nAinnA lAfCAn ac ocuj" mcAic ocu-oca-o.

'06 •OUIC "DO CI5, A L-Alg, 01\l/Ab]\ATO, OCU1' -HAgAlX) LibAn 1CX)1A1'0.

Uic t/Ae^ A]YiA]Aoni co6mAin ocu)" AC]:ec A]xe'LA "00 Coincti-

tAinn ocuyx)ocAC otcenA.

-dcjAAi^ CucutAinn iAi\pn nA^u-oi ocu]"'Oobe]AT:bAiiii "OAitAAjit),

ocu]"ACAtiAi]' t/Aej CO ^16, ocuy bAne]\cici teif AinenniA nA

]XetA A'OpA"OA|\ "oo ingiblA.
bAi "onA, ce]\coiii]\Ac occec]M obbcoece'OAib bG]Aenn mtJin-

bAi"oi'in 'oij]" miTAigbicifnec bAt) co^a beo 'oiAcibe|\ci]' ]\^^\

nG|\en'o. VlA^]\
bA bote beo ciiAc Ai]\ecAiy ocu]" cigejinAi]'

bC]\enn .1. UeniAiii, Abie cenjiecc^i jug "|--tin]\i, ocuy bAotc beo
iiA CUACA cenpiiACC ^115 occocencA-o Acoqvebi. -(XnbACAji y^\\

be-|\enn ceni^niACC iii5fO]\]\o fi^il^e.
tin. mbtiAX)An iA]\n'oic Con-

Ai]\e imbjni'oin 'OA'oe^icA cu]Yinmo]\t)Aii-j^in cecju coicex) nG]i-
enx) hi Ueni]iAi5 nA

]\)^, I'li^^b ^1^^ "^^^ Conp]\i IIia-o
"Peji.

-AciAC i"o iino]\]AO, -pij bACA]\ i^^nTOAitym. 1. 1T1ex)b ocn]'

Aititb, Cn]\oi ocu)' 'Ci5e]\nAC UecbAnnAc iiu\c bticcAi, ociif "Pin-o

niAC
1lO]"^^A.

tli-oencAii" iA]\oni in-oyin^eA coiTiAi|\ti \x\^ ]:|nt1lcu yobic A]\i]'-

"ooenoencAib bAcA^t in'opiv^'e Incen-o HIax).

'Oognice]^ iA]ioiii CA]ib]:e|^ beo Ant)yin co pA-|XAif e]xi cia

oiAcibe]\cAi|' -ingi.

ll^AiiibAiT) "oo^nice incA]vb]:e^Yin .1.
t:A]\b pnt) 'ooiiiA|\bA'o

ocui"oenpe|\ 'oocAcim a]"aca x»ia eoib ocupoAenb]uir:i, ocu]" co-

cbuT) x)6 yon-pAicpn ocni" 0]\ pjinToi "oo cAnuAin "oo cec]u t))\u-

oib
fAi]!, ocu]' Accice "oo inAi'iin^i innA^ in-opn no tii^pAi-oe

Ant) AfA-oeitb ocuf A)'ACiiA]\Ai"cbAib OCUI' innAi' in"oop]\iX) vo

gnic. 'Ouicc]iAiy inpep AfAcocbn'o ocuy A'opA'OAp Ai^ei^ oonA^n-

jAib .1. inoecociAecpAe]\,i"onAinc, cont)AC]\i-p'oencACAi|\i-|', ocu]'

1'e opA'OA]\c p]\ ^Y^\c inCniAin ITIaca.

PAi'oice]A lA^oiii ceccA p|\ipn coCinAin. l^^An-opn bACA]i
HIait) inAr;ii|icom]\AC 1111 ClioncobAp inG-iTiAin incAnpn, ocu]"
CticubAinn inApei]\5bi5ii AnxD. AcpAtJAc Ai'cebA'oo ChoncobA]i

ocuyoo iiiAcib tltAt) otcenA

'* Conaire Mor, monarch of Erinn, was slaiii by British and Irish outlaws, at

Bruigheau Da Derga, near Dublin, am. 5160.
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to liim :
"
Laegli, Cucliulainn's cliai'loteer, is liere, and has a mes-

sage for you from liim to say that he will join you in your expe-
dition". Labraid then bade him welcome, and said :

—
" Thou art welcome, O Laegh, for sake of the woman with

whom thou hast come, and the man from whom thou hast come.

Return thou to thy home, O Laegh", said Labraid, "and Liban

shall go after thee".

Laegh came away then to Emania, and he told his story to

Cuchulainn and to all besides.

Cuchulainn then rose up, and he passed his hand over his face
;

and he pleasantly conversed with Laegh, and he felt that the

stories which the youth related to liim were a strengthening to

his spirits.

There was, now, a meeting of the four great provinces of Erinn

held at this time, to see if they could find a person whom they
would select, to whom they would give the sovereignty of Erinn

;

because they deemed it an e^dl that the Hill of Supremacy and

Lordship of Erinn, that is Tara, shoidd be without the rule of a

king upon it
;
and they deemed it an evil that the tribes should

be without a king's government to judge their houses. For the

men of Erinn had been without the government of a king over

them dming a period of seven years, after the death of Conaire,'*

at Bruighean Da Derga, until tliis great meeting of the four pro-
vinces of Erinn, at Tara of the Ivings, in the court of Cairbre

Niafear.

These, now, were the kings who were in that meeting, namely,
Mcdbh and Ailill, Cvu'oi, and Tigheniach Tetbannach, son of

Luchta, and Finn Mac Rossa.

These men, now, would not hold counsel for [the election of]
a king with the Ultonians, because these men were of one
accord opposed to the Ultonians.

There was then prepared a bull-feast by them there, in order

that they should discover out of it to whom they would give
the sovereignty.
Thus was that bull-feast prepared, namely : a white bull was

killed, and one man eat enough of his flesh, and of his broth ;

and he slept under that meal
;
and a charm of truth was pro-

noimced on hun by four Druids
; and he saw in a dream the

shape of the man who should be made king there, and his form,
and his description, and the sort of work that he was engaged in.

The man screamed out of his sleep and described what he saw to

the kings, namely, a yoimg, noble, strong man, with two red
streaks around him, and he sitting over the pillow of a man in a

decline in Emain Macha [Emania].A message was then sent with this description to Emania.
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pittinm iiiAC 'pAe]^, I'oceneoit irorrpATnAitpn, ot ConcobA]A .1.

tugAit) lAeo-oe^Aj,
iDAC riAUiAipiiToemnA, -oaIca ConcutAinn pt

o-pAt)A|ir
riA I1111TOA cAtt Amne ocu^ija^iciju-o a aici .1. Concu -

tAinn pi hii'i]\5.

Ac]\Ai5 CuculAinn AiTOAToe ocu]' gebit) ]:o]\ceco|'c a-oaIcai,

com-OAiit) A^"be]\u:
—

bRMu1i^\nuliecosc conctitAiiTo inso.

Tli]\bAC rAe]A]AeccAC -oebcA "oene X)oe]\ ^A^]^ce. 11i]\bAc 'oipci|\,

•ooiclec, -onimniAfAC. tlibbAcecAt, ocaI, opoiTO, efAinAin. V\\-

pAC cAi^\ne omAin iTiAn'OA]\CA me^xcA. tlibAC 'oe]\5nAC cottA

coi]\niebicit^]ui|Accb. TliAbArilpiiAij imipAnT) necquviTO. tli^Ai]'

"OAine "ooclu •oicumAing. Hiia'Oac uibAili ]:o]\cceccu Ail. Ai]\-

bce]A ciimni coic comA]\bAi c]\e. Cmbp^rejv fencAit) pn co-

p]\inne yni 1iicpAX>nAifi. "PiniiACAji beuAmAin b]AACi]\ fceo

tnb^AojA. IllnojACA^i genelAig! jef, ci iiAjemcop 5ein. ^<\i]\-

ce]\. bibeoAi^cep puoefu. Ai^mii i]\]\oq\ebfAc niAi^Ain.
IllAin-

ijce^A coniA]\bAi yo]AAceccu coic. UocomtAAC Aiipni coa

neinre rie]\c.

llipAefneyeA colAbu]!. TliAifneifeAcojlojiAc. flipi^ife. tli-

cuicbe. 11ip\iccire]\ i'eno]M. tlipA imconinnAC oneoc. lli^eif

CO AiTOfA. llieccif nee cenA-ooiiiAncey. CAin oif.
Caiii e]\A.

Caiti Ai|Alice. bAC urriAl rtuincA ojAecAib. bAccumnec coi-pc

ocferiAib. bACfeicmec ^majIaacaitoai. tlipAC iJAHc]\Ai-oec im

CA^TOui. bAr5iipnA]\ imnAimciu. llipApMcenec -oebcA hicib-

conijAAicib nijAbAcpcebAC, Accop^AriAc. ni]:Aiixe. HicAipce ni

nibAco^\bA CoiifecA 'oocvi]\]'aca'o ijtiiniAib AiiceccAi. riicom-

Ain^^e ci]Ainne A]\coit 'OAine. llibACAcboinp-o ApiAnbACAiqtec.

nibAucom^AoniAC A^MiAbACinifcnec. 11i]\bAC tefc a]a HA^AbAC

inei]\b. t1i]\bA?: i^oefcit) A]MiAbAC-ooefCAin. Ap-ooccuibtDi^ p\i-

I'ecein nAinbpACA^Apii a mic?

l^'Anx) Afbe]AC Ivi^ai-o infopf p\i ComculAinn.

6tD ApiiAic, Ambic ube;

A]\in"|:eixA|A CAc-oune;
tloco ce^^ebA ni -oe

;

"pl^A^TAI-OeiX 1TlA"0tl-|A1|^e.

'9 ' ^n ale-polluting flea' .
—This sentence, like almost all the sentences of this

difficult speech, contains an allusion to forms of expression used in the Laws,

which it would reqmre too much space to explain at length in a note here
;

all

these allusions will, however, become fully intelligible when the great work m
preparation by the Royal Commissioners for tlie publication of the " Brehon

Laws" makes its appearance. The general meaning of the sentence is but an

exliortation to the young king, to avoid being led into intemperance at the
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The Ultonians at the time were assembled around Concobar

in Emania, and Cuchulahm in his decline there. He [the mes-

senger] related his story to Concobar, and to the nobles of

Ulster also.
" There is with us a free and nobly descended youth of that

description", said Concobar,
"
namely, Lugaidh Reoderg, the son

of the Three Fair Twins
;
the pupil of Cuchulainn ;

over whose

pillow he sits in his bed within, by himself,_ solacing liis tutor,

that is Cuchulainn, who is in his bed of dechne".

Cuchulainn rose up [then] and began to instruct his pupil,

upon which he said.—

Tlie Verbal Instruction of Cuchulainn.

" You shall not be a terrified man in a furious, slavish, [op-

pressive, severe,] fierce battle. You shall not be flighty, inac-

cessible, haughty. You shall not be intractable, proud, preci-

pitate, passionate. You shall not be bent down by the

intoxication of much wealth. You shall not be an ale-polluting

flea in the house of a provincial king." You shall not make

many feasts to dispense to foreigners. You shall not visit dis-

reputable people, incapable [of entertaining you as a king].
You shall not let prescription close on illegal possession.^" Let

witnesses be examined of who is the heir of land. Let the

historians^' combine in trathful action in your presence. Let

the lands of the brethren be ascertained in their lifetime, and

their increase. If generations have multiplied in branches, who
has each been generated from ? Let them be called up ;

let them

be revived on oath [that is, their ancient claims reestablished on

oaths]. The place that the dead
[their ancestors] have resided

in. Let the heir be preserved in his lawful possession. Let the

strangprs be driven ofi' it [the patrimony] by the strength of

battle.
" You will not relate garrulously. You will not discourse

noisily. You will not mock, you will not insult, you will not

deride old people. You will not be ill-opinloned [you will not

suppose ill] of any one. You will not make difficult demands.

You will not refuse any one for his cow. [You will have] a

law of lending, a law of extortion, a law of pawning. You

feasts prepared for him by the provincial kings, during his state visits to the

different provinces of Erinn.
2" You shall not let prescription close on illegal possession. This is in accor-

dance with the "Brehon Laws", which enacted, that no matter how long a term

during which land might be illegally or secretly obtained and overheld, it should

not amount to prescription.
2' Let the historia7is combine.—This also was enacted by the "Brehon Laws".
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5A)1A^\ 5-^1^11 pigl "OO, OCUf yAlf hi UeiTI^AAlg int)Ait)cipii ; ocii)-
tuit) CAC •oiAmennAc lAjipri.

unuliusA uninonno, conctit<\inii issex) A'opi-
ASUAii siint) coieic.

TDo "ouic uAim a t^Aig, i.'0]\ Cticti'LAinn, coai]\iii Iiica Gnie]\,

OCUj" iriT11|'
COTTOAC 11111 Apt)! ^lOIIICACIg^^eC, OCUf |\0mA'01T1lt^'eU,

OCU]" ApA1]1 y]AlA 11'^e]\|\
ACAC 1CO]'A octii' CAeC

•OOllllll'OnAl^lt).

1]'
ATit) ^-|^be]ic 111^1

ttA ocne|\CAX) CoiiciilAinn ini^o:
—

Vi\6\\ e^^pA oo tAec t^igi piiftiAH pe]\5ii5e, aii^oo nA-obAc

^eiiAici (.1. itiiia) Ae-pA, AcenniAj qiojAigi (.1.
a HIA15 inetl,), con-

"ooqio-obfAC coiTOOccACCfAC, coiroouebbAcecA]! bjujA bAiiepDA.

'OuicciiA (.1. ei^nj) Ace]\bAi5 AiTOjiejoin (.1. a^aIaji bAHj^Toi),

All "oocAec 'OO tocbjiigA (.1.
'OO tAec b]U5A) ece]i AjijAib e|i|\icib

(.1. AnpA-OAib), coiToocjAUi'oi ini-oi nog, coirooccettci
(.1.

con-

'oe|\nA), coiToocciu|\ci niA^ignimti, 'oia^toca^ic tuc lyAbjAA'OA,

ApiA]!!!"©!, AC]\A1 C0110pAC11l6]1. 111
6]A OppA.

Ueic injibtA iA]i]'iii coAi]iiii miboi Cinep ocup A'cpec aiiiaiI

boi CticuiAinii.

Otc "ouicpiu Agitbi yo|ip, AjMpcu cAicigcp iiip'o cenycib ica

"oo ci5e]\nA "OAgbAib "Lac. U]itiA5 otltcAib, pojipi, ceiipi]\ciii a

iiiA]iicA. 'OiAiiibA'o Coiicobtip c^ie-obAigce, no "Peiigup nicApcA]\

]niAn, no CAnAtt Ce^mAc CAbpAc c]\eccA, ip CucntAinn cobA]\ce.

CACAinp iA]ioni Ia'to lApo'OAin yon cjincpA:
—

-Amic TliAngAbpA pop'ip,
CixnTienic

1111C151 mpit),
tliiTioc "oo^ioic tec itte,

1cc 1111c "oetbA 'Oeccejie.

U1A11A5 "otltcAib cotin JApCA,

Ccip Aice ipconiAtcA,

Cenpipum in-ooniAin 'ouin'o,

IDicc ACApAc ConcutAnTO.

ITlA'o'Pepgup nobec
[_recte, nAX)bec] ippiuvn,

'OAniccA'o Aicnet) oen'0|\uA'o,
tlibiA-o niAC 'Oecce]ie ip^op,

Cop^AjbA'o •opui "oiAcomop.

'OiAmbA'o be ConAtt cenA,

Ppipmbec cpveccAi-pcne-OA,

ilopippe-o in Cu innnc (nibic) mbpA]-,

CopAgbA-o tiAig -oAtegep.
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will be obedient to the teaching of the wise. You will be recol-

lective of the instructions of the old. You will be a folloAvcr of

the rules of your fathers. You will not be cold-hearted to

friends. You will be strong to your foes. You will not be a

rctorter of abuse in your many battles. You will not bo a tat-

tler and abuser. You will not waste
; you will not hoard

; you
will not alienate. You will bear to be reproved for unbecoming
deeds. You will not sacrifice your truthfulness to the will of men.
You will not be a releaser [namely, of bondmen and prisoners
without security taken for themi, that you be not repentant.
You will not be a competitor, that you be not jealous. You will

not be lazy, that you be not inert. You will not be too impor-
tunate, that you be not mean. Do you consent to follow these

words, my son?"
Then Lugaidh spoke as here below^ to Cuchulainn :

—
" As long as it is well, they shall be all kept;
For every one shall know
That nothing shall be deficient of it

;

It shall be verified, if practicable".

Lugaidh then repaired, along with the messengers, to Tara,
and he was proclaimed as king ;

and he slept in Tara that night ;

and after that, all [the assembly] returned to their homes.

T7ie Story of Cuchulainn is ivhat is told here now.

" You are to go from me, O Laegh", said Cuchulainn,
"
to

where Emer is, and tell her that it was women of the hills [fairy

women] that came to me and injured me, and tell her that I am
getting better and better, and to come and reside with me".

Then the servant said, to strengthen Cuchulainn, what
follows :

"It is great idleness in a champion to yield to the sleep of a

bed of dechiie, because genaiti (i. e. women) from Ten-mhagh
Trogaighi {i. e. Maigh Mell,) have appeared to you, who over-

came you, who manacled you, who boimd you within the

power of idle women
;

start (i. e. arise) out of death (i. e. dis-

ease), by maidens wounded {i. e. by women of the hills), for all

your strength has come
(^. e. champion strength), among warrior

cliiefs
(^. e. heroes), mitil you rush to the place of warriors—

until you have done (i. e. performed)
—until you have achieved

mighty deeds, where active Labraid leads his rushing men.
Arise I that you may be great". It is great idleness.'

22

^2 The first words of the speech repeated ;
as customary with the scribes of

old, to show where the piece or poem ends.

I. 27
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ITlAt) "00 t/AejAI^Ae bllATJAC,

UlfAt) AJ bA'OimUAt'LAC,

tlopiiyet) hCjuiTo riAniAC,

"Oic line ConriAit) mic ItiAc.

"OAinbAt) -00 ChetrcAi^A ha celj,

RobAt) A^X]1AC AIXDCI 11'tA

6ci]\ pt)Aib SecAiiCA.

'OAiiibAT) iruinbAit)! riA pAn,
tlobec 1til56 tAiiciAn

nopn].'et) iTTOoinon iro^von

CoyAgbAt) Ace]'A]\con.

^cbACfAu i^buAij p-oe U]AUim,

lloi'CA^A1'ACA]\ A111 0]\5bl1
1 1T0

,

tlicec Accu
[_recte aiicu] 'OA^\conA,

OnojAb -ptiAii pt \)]\OX^S.

tIcAn 'oo^aIu^a nomjeib,
O Coin ce]\T)A ConcobAi|i,

IfAec |Aeinc|\it)e ipAeiiicnep

"OiAci^'At) "oim Abege]".

lIcAn i]X]\u inocpitDe,

Se]\5 yo]\iTiA]\ctic ininAije,

ContiAco]\Ai5 ]"uiTO ibbe,

'Ooenuc inuge inu]\uemne.

ISioe tiAac AbeTTiAin,

'OA15 nA-oebbA ^Aon'oe'OAib,

Ifmepb lyii'inAi^b inogiic,

"OaI^ ACA]"Om yO'DO]AOC^\UC.

THi ocuf|iAce ociiybbiA-OAin,
CencocttiT) •j:6com]\iA5Aib,
Cen "oinni bA-obnir) tAb]\A,
UlCUAbA AmiC IxlAH^Ab^lA.

Amic lliAnjAbjiA.

UAnic CiTie|AiAenipi cohCniAin iA]Apn tDinnAigit) ConcubAiiTO,

ocui' x)eiYi'o iiyiiToniTOAi imbAi CticubAiiro, ocupiobAi ca]\at);

Ipnebub 'otiic o^p, bAiji pMbAtig^AA-o, \.^A^\\ "OogenAX) gAl-Ap
•ouic p]\bi5i, ocufbAi CAACAbbAiin ocu]^\ocAn bAi"o:—
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The servant went then to where Emcr was, and told her how
Cuchidainn was.

" Bad of thee, O servant", said slie,
" since it is thou that fre-

quentest the hills, that the means of curing thy master are not pro-
cured by thee. It is a pity for the Ultonians", said she,

" not to

seek his perfect cure. Had it been Concobar that was in bonds,
or Fergus that could not sleep, or Conall Cearnach who had re-

ceived wounds, it is Cuchulainn that would relieve them".

She then sang a lay after this manner :—
O Son of Riangabhra, alas !

Though often you visit the hill,

Not early have you hither brought
The cure of the beautiful son of Dectere."

Pity the Ultonians, of boundless valour.
Both in tutors and in pupils,
Not to have searched the world's expanse
For a cm-e for their friend Cuchulainn.

If it were Fergus that could not sleep,
And that any Druid's skill could heal hlin,

Dectere's son at home would not sleep
Until he had found a Druid to perform it.

If it were Conall, in like manner.
That suffered from wounds and sores,

The Hound [Cuchulainn] would search the world wide,
Till he had procured a doctor to cure him.

If upon Laeghaire Buadhach [the gifted].
There had come battle [wounds] intolerable.

He would have searched all Erinn's land

To cure the son of Connaid, son of Iliach.

If it had been upon the vindictive Celtchair,
There fell sleep and permanent sickness,

—
Both night and day should see the journeys,

Among the hills, of Setanta.^*

Had it been Furbaidhe, chief of warriors,
That lay in his bed of tedious illness,

'^' Decterc.—She was Cuchulainn's mother, and sister of Conor Mac Nessa,
King of Ulster.

-^ Setanta was Cuchulainn's first name.

27*
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He would have searched the convex world

Until he had found what would save liim.

The [fairy] host of the hill of Trim^^ has killed him
,

They have parted him from his great valour,

The Hound [Cuchulainn] does not excel homids,
Since he caught the sleep of the liill of Brugh.-^

Uchone, with sickness I am seized,

For the Hound [Cuchulainn] of Concobar's smith,
^^

It shall be to me a sickness of heart and of body,
Should I not succeed in effecting liis cure.

Uchone, it bleeds my heart,

That illness should rest on the rider of the plain.
That he could not have hither come
To the Fair of the plain of ^Nlurtheunne.

The reason why from Eniania he comes not, is

Because of the [noble] fonn with which he has parted :

It is weak and dead my voice is,

Because that he is in a bad condition.

A month, a quarter, and a year
Without sleep

—it is my iixed rule,

And no person whose words were sweet,
Have I heard, O son of Riaiigablira.

O son of Riangablu'a.

Emer then went forward after tliis to Emania to attend on
Cuchulainn

;
and she sat in the bed in wliich Cuchulainn was,

and she was saying:
" It is a disgrace to you", said she,

" to lie

down for a woman's love; because constant lying down will

bring illness to you"; and she continued to converse with him,
and she spoke a poem :

—
25—26 Ancient fairy hills and palaces on the left bank of the Eiver Boyne,

above and below Slane.
^^ Culann Avas the name of Conor Mac Nessa's smith, and it was from hira

that Setanta derived the name Cu-Chulainn, or Culann's hound.

[To be concluded in the next number^
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES.

Art. I.—On an Inequality of long period in the motions of the

Planets Jupiter^ Saturn, and Uranus. By Rev. W. G.

Penny, M.A.

IN consequence of tlie fact that tlie quantity 2n^—Qn^\-?>n^,
or 813", is small witli respect to the mean motions of each

of the ahovenamed planets, there will arise in the motions of

each of them an inequahty of long period; and besides this,

there will be corresponding inequalities whose periods are

nearly the same as those of the revolutions of the several

planets.
I have adopted the elements of the planets given by M.

Pontecoulant
;

as also their secular variations. A different

value of the annual progression of the periheHon of Uranus to

that here used is sometimes given; and if it were adopted in

this instance, the inequalities of Saturn and Uranus would be

somewhat greater than here found; but probably M. Ponte-

coulant's value is the more connect one.

To find then the inequalities in the motions of Uranus

and Saturn arising from their direct mutual perturbation,
it will be necessary to substitute in the disturbing fvmction

which relates to them, the following inequahties in the mo-
tion of Satm-n which arise from the direct pertiu'bation by
Jupiter.

= (23154"-n".2)sin(^,-c7,)

+ 811.9" sin (2(^,-2?^,)

-(652.59-.038"0 sin (2(/,-%+59°.34'-60.7"0

-24.37" sm (2q,~2>q^-\-20°Ab')

-31.89" sin (2^,-2^,)

-(2906.6"-.114"0 sin 5</),-2<^.+3°.38'-76"0
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r =9.5577-0.5349 cos ((7,-cr,)

-.015cos(2^,-2ct,)

+ (.01479 -.000000750 cos (2(/,- 4.;, + 5b°.28'-G3"0

-.00155 cos (3(/,-2(^,+ 38°.55')

+ .0014 cos 2(7,-2<^,)

+ .00095 cos(5f7,-2(/,+32°.320

where
^j,,

etc.= 7ifj+ £j, and

5'5=nr,<+ e^+tlic inequalities of long period wliicli occur in

the motions of Saturn.

By exactly the same process as that followed in a previous

number, these quantities will produce terms which, when put
into combination, give for Uranus the inequaHty

g0= (43.371"-.OO24"Osin(3<^«-G^,-2.^,+ 7°.52'-68"O

and for Saturn the inequality

S0=- (11.869"-.OOO74'7)sin(3</)«-65,-20,+ 8°.32-68"O.

Also there are in the coordinates of Saturn the following quan-
tities arising from the direct perturbation of Uranus.

g0= (29.66"-.OO195"Osm(2(?,-3r7e+ 24°-l"O

+ (3.O84"-.OO017"0sin(3</.,-3(7e-38°.6'-5'0

-.254"sin(4(^,-3(/,+ 58°.2)

+ 30.89" sin (306-0J- 87°.28')

Sr= (.00066
- .000000009"0 cos {2q,

_
3^„+ 24°- 1 "t)

_
(.00076 -.0000000008^0 cos (3^,-3(7,-5"i-28°.40')

+ .00000104 cos (4^,- 3^e+ 63°)

The second of these quantities differs from that given by
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MM. Pontecoulant and Laplace. The difference appears to

arise from tlieir having taken into account the eccentricity of

only one of the planets.
These quantities, when substituted in the function relating to

the mutual disturbance of Jupiter and Saturn, give for Ju-

piter

20= 11.407"sin(3^6-<3<^,+2«^,+lP.480,

and for Saturn

g0=-(28.O76-.OO43"Osin(3<^,-60,-2<^,+ ll°.48O,

which latter, united with that arising from the direct perturba-
tion of Uranus, gives for the entire inequality of Saturn

g0=-(4O.O35"-.OO67"Osin(3^6-6.^5+2.^,+lO°.38-39''O-

Also there will be in the motion of Uranus the following ine-

quality, whose period is nearly the same as that of the planet.

80= -8.873" sin (2^,-6(?,-i-2^,+51°.54') ;

and there will be in the motion of Satm-n the term

80= 1.28" sin (lq^-2q,-dq,-h^%

which arises from the perturbation of Uranus; and also the
term

S0=-2.545"sin(2(7,-5^,-|-3</,-|-82°27O,

which arises from the perturbation of Jupiter.

Collecting, therefore, these results, we have

for Jupiter

80= 11.407'' sin (2^,-60, -l-3(^,-t-lP.480,

and for Saturn

80=2.545" sin(5^5-2g,-3^e-82°.270
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+ (40.035"-.OOG7"0 sin (60,-2<^,-30e-lO°.38 + 39"O

1.2S"sm(7q-2q-^q,~6d%

and for Uranus

g9= -8.873" sin (2(^,-6^,-2^,+5P.54')

+ (43.371"-.0024"0 sin (30e-C0j-2^,+ 7°.52'-68"O

Some otlier ineqiialities of the same kind will be given in a

future number.

Art. II.— Ofi the Distribution of Heat over Islands, and

especially over the British Isles. Part I. Bj Henry Hennessy.

NO element among tbc conditions of terrestrial climate is so

important, none has engaged so much attention, nor has

any other been systematically observed for so long a period, as

temperature: yet the time is comparatively recent when philo-

sophers commenced to consider the laws of its distribution over

the earth's surface in a truly scientific spirit. In 1779 appeared
the mathematical inquiries of Lambert, in which an attempt was

made to estimate the difference between the heat received by
the earth from the sun and the heat which it loses by radiation.

Mayer had about the same time deduced his well known law
from theoretical grounds and by considering solar radiation

alone as the source of terrestrial heat. Towards the close of the

last century our countryman, Richard Kirwan, attempted for the

first time to compare Mayer's law with existing observations,

and thus to arrive at general views regarding the climate of our

planet. Humboldt followed up this step by one of still more

importance when he published his essay on Isothermal Lines.

Laying aside speculative considerations, he presented the results

of actual observation in a way at once novel and luminous.

Having found the mean annual temperatures of a great number
of stations, he compared them together and marked on a map the

places which had equal temperatures. The points of equal tern-
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perature having been joined by curves, the forms of the isother-

mal lines thus produced present a graphical picture of the dis-

tribution of heat over the earth. This elegant method of repre-
sentation has since been applied to other elements of terrestrial

physics, such as atmospheric pressure, magnetic intensity and de-

clination, and the distribution of the tides.

While the science of terrestrial temperature was thus progress-

ing by systematic induction from observed facts, some of its

fundamental principles were examined and consolidated by the

mathematical labours of Fourier, Poisson, and Laplace. Fourier,

especially, has established with surpassing clearness the relations

subsisting between the thermal conditions of the earth's surface,

tlie warmth of its interior, and the temperature of the planetary

spaces. His works also contain some highly suggestive views as

to the influence of the physical properties of the superficial por-
tions of the earth's crust on local and general climates.

To the meteorologist occupied in unravelling the records of

numberless, complicated, apparently conflicting, observations,
the researches of Fourier may furnish hope as well as light ;

for the beauty of his methods and the sublimity of their results

give to his writings an indescribable charm, and his memory
shines before the student like a star illuminating the true path
of scientific discovery.
No one has more ably extended, or more eflectlvely applied,

Humboldt's graphical method of representing the distribution of

terrestrial temperature than Professor Dove. Having tabulated

a vast number of observations made in different parts of the

world, he has not only been able to improve the representation
of mean annual temperature, but has furnished us with maps of

the isotliermals of each month.'

A glance over the maps of mean annual, mean smnmer, mean
winter, or mean monthly temperature, informs us of the general
fact, that the temperature of a place depends on other circum-

stances besides its latitude. Mayer's law coidd not be true luiless

the isotliermals were all parallel to the equator,
—a relation which

they are far from fulfilling. The same remark applies to the im-

proved forms of Mayer's law, which have been subsequently sug-

gested by difierent eminent scientific men." Had the earth's sur-

face been of uniform texture, and stripped of every kind of fluid

' These maps api)eared originally in the Berlin Transactions, but they are

best known in these coiuitries through the English edition prepared for the
members of the British Association by General Sabine.

^
Except a formula of Sir David Brewster's, in which he makes tlie mean

temperature of a place depend upon its distance from two points of minimum
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covering, the temperature of every point would depend upon its

latitude, and places having the same latitude would possess tlie

same temperature. But, three-fourths of tlie heat-absorbing and

heat-radiating siu'face is water, and this, from its mobility and
other properties, greatly modifies the distribution of the warmth
which its particles receive from the sun. The surfaces of the

seas and oceans are traversed by currents, whose temperatures in-

fluence the chmate of any land which they approach, and whose
directions depend on varied and complicated conditions. The

resulting effect upon the temperature of the land must correspond
in some measm'e to such complications.

But even if the ocean were free from currents, it might still

Influence the climate of the land, if it possessed a different mean

temperature. That it does actually possess a higher mean tem-

perature at its surface than the mean temperatvu-e of the air over

the land, seems to have been definitely proved within a very
recent period. The facts adduced by Admiral Duperrey, by
which he was led to infer that the mean temperature of the

liquid coating, which surrounds three-fourths of our planet, is

higher than that of even the lower strata of its gaseous envelope,
continue to receive additional confirmation in proportion to the

number, sagacity, and activity of observers. Lieutenant Maury,
wliose labours have so greatly enlarged our knowledge of the

physical conditions of the ocean, has especially contributed to

establish the truth of the above conclusion. From whatever
cause this superiority of oceanic temperature may arise, it im-

parts additional interest to the problem of the influence of the

sea on the climate of the land.

This question has been already treated by Humboldt in his

essay on the causes of the inflexions of isothermal lines ;^ but
here I propose to examine it in a more general manner, and by
ibllowing an order precisely the reverse of that which he has

adopted.
In this way, I have succeeded in establishing a general law

relating to the distribution of isothermal lines, which does not

temperature, the one in Asia, the other in America. This was undoubtedly an

improvement; but it did not justify tlie remark of an eminent writer, that the

coordinates of latitude and longitude should be altogether discarded in con-

nection with cUmate. The connection of the former is obvious, though compli-
cated

;
the connection of the latter is less important, and it manifestly depends

on the prevalent directions of oceanic and aerial currents, the influence of which
on climate is universally acknowledged. See Forbes, Reports of the British As-

sociation, i. p. 215, second eilition.
^ "

Fragments Asiati<iues", ii. p. 397.
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appear to have been previously noticed, and which comprehends
as particular cases such as had been already observed.

Let us conceive an island situated in either hemisphere of the

globe, and let it be completely surrounded with water possessing

nearly the same temperature all around the coast. The tempera-
ture of any place on the island will depend upon constant and

fluctuating causes. The former are the temperature of space,
and the extremely small but steady flux of heat from the in-

terior of the earth through its outer crust. The latter are the

heat it directly gains from the sun, what it loses by radiation,

what it receives from warm and loses from cold currents of the

atmosphere, what it obtains by the condensation of moisture and

gives back by evaporation.
The four last sources of gain and loss are manifestly connected

with the conditions of the ocean in which the island is situated.

If the surface of the ocean is warmer than the air over the island,
the latter will gain in temperature by the interchange of currents

of air over both. If wx abstract all other causes, it is obvious that

a point on the island would, in this case, be warmer, the closer

it happened, to be to the sea
;
in other words, its temperature would

be a function of its distance from the coast. The isothermal lines

of the island would be a series of nearly concentric curves having
some relation in their shapes to the outline of the coast. If the

influence of the amount of heat gained by sunshine above what is

lost by radiation be now considered, it appears in general that the

positions and sliapes of the isothcrmals will be changed.
This change may he rejiresented by transporting the centres of

the isothermals towards the nearest pole of the earth.

For if H represent the effective amount of lieat gained by a

point in the island, its expression will be made up of two prin-

cipal terms, of which the first, as we have just seen, must be a

function of the distance c from the coast. The second would

obviously be a function of the latitude A, whether we take into

account the absorption of the sun's rays in passing through the

atmosphere or not. In the latter and more simple case / (A),
can be found in terms of the latitude of the place, the sun's longi-
tude, the inclination of the ecliptic to the equator, and tlie

eccentricity of the earth's orbit. I have treated the problem
of isothermal lines with the form of / (A) so found, and have
arrived at the same conclusion as that which is here deduced,
in a paper read before the Royal Irish Academy.

If we take into account the resistance of the atmosphere to the

passage of sunshine through it, whatever knowledge we already
possess shows tliat the loss of heat from this cause will increase
with the obliquity of the sun's rays, and therefore it will be such a
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function (A), as to possess the property of increasing with X,
and its minimum value will be ^ (0).
We may therefore write

H=F(.)+/(X)-<^(X),
or simply, H=F (c)4-/(X),

with the conditions that F (c) continuously increases as c di-

minishes, down to c=io; and that/(X) continuously increases as

X diminishes, down to \= o; so that the maximum value of H
would be

F(o)+/(o).

If another point whose distance from the coast is c,, and lati-

tude Xi, be situated on the same isothermal line, we must have,

H=F(c.)+/(X,);
whence

F(c)-F(0=/(X,)-/(X).

It follows from the foregoing conditions that tliis equation
cannot subsist unless we have the inequalities

X.-:iLXi and c,-ai.(7, or

X"P=^X, and c^zp^c.

Hence that part of the isothermal which has the greatest latitude

must be nearer to the coast than any other part, and that which
has the smallest latitude must be the most remote from the coast.

Isothermals which had been previously near the coast would now
no longer be closed curves, at least within the island, and thus

several might terminate on the coast as irregular arcs, with their

convex sides turned towards the equator. If the dimensions of

the island in the direction of the meridian were very great, the

isothermals might all terminate on the coast.

If predominating currents of wind should blow from any point
of the compass, it is likewise evident that they will further influ-

ence the position of the isothermals in a manner that can be re-

presented by shifting them away from, or by moving them to-

wards, the point of the wind, according as it happens to be a

warm or a cold current.

As the surfaces of islands are usually not flat, but covered

witli eminences and depressions, and as the temperature of any
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point depends on its elevation above tlie sea, as well as on the

other elements of its position, the transportation of the isother-

mals in an island would necessarily be accompanied by some

change in their shapes, and thus, after transposition, they would

not in general have the same detailed relations to the coast-line as

in their concentric condition. As every piece of land, whether

designated as a continent or as an island, is in reality surrounded

by water, these views are capable of very general application.

But, in the case of continents, as the oceans surrounding them do

not possess the same temperature at different parts of their coasts,

the function F (c) should receive different values for different

places. In the case of islands of Hmited extent, we may, however,

compare these views with observations without much difficulty.

It has been long recognized that the warm current, known to

mariners as the Gulf Stream, bathes the shores of these islands as

well as the greater part of the western coast of Europe. Very

recently decisive evidence has been afforded of its calorific effects,

not merely upon om- western seaboards, but all around the entire

coast-line of the British islands. They are thus situated pre-

cisely imder such conditions as naturally lead us to expect to find

the distribution of heat over their surfaces, such as would be in-

dicated by groups of isothermal fines conforming to the law here

adduced.

There* are, in addition, some physical pecuHarities in the struc-

ture of Ireland, which probably enhance the influence of the

ocean upon the relative thermal conditions of its maritime and its

inland portions. It is nearly surroimded at its coasts by ranges
of mountains or lofty hills, and its interior consists chiefly of flat

and low-lying plains. Eight such littoral ranges of elevated

ground can be distinctly traced on a map of Ireland, each sepa-

rated from its neighbour by some great outlet for the drainage
waters of the interior. These elevated masses may be traced,

1. on the north-west coast in Donegal; 2. on the west in Mayo
and Galway ;

3. along the south-west coast in Kerry and Cork
;

4. towards the south in "Waterford
;

5. on the east coast in Wick-
low and Wexford; 6. on the north-east coast in Down; 7. to-

wards the north-north-east in Antrim; and 8, near the nortli

coast in Londonderry. The first of these groups trends prin-

cipally from N.E. to S.W. The second from N. to S., with some

nearly perpendicular offshoots. The fourth from E. to W.
;
the

fifth from S.S.W. to N.N.E.; the sixth from S.W. to N.E.; the

seventh is a rather irregular group of hills; the eighth trends

from E. to W. It thus appears that the general direction of each

of these groups is nearly parallel to the general direction of the

adjoining coast. The only extensive line of coast which is not
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backed by a hilly or mountain barrier is that lying between tlio

Wicklow and Mourne mountains.

Although it would be difficult to estimate the precise influence

of these elevated masses in obstructing interchanges between
the air surrounding the coast and that of the interior, they doubt-

lessly must j)roduce some effect. It is at least obvious that

moist and warm currents, encountering such masses, would lose

with a portion of their moisture some of their heat, and would,
on reaching the inland plains, be observed by the inhabitants

colder as well as drier than the same winds had been noticed by
those residing on the coast.

The considerable opening from the interior towards the sea,

which has been just referred to, happens to be situated in the

direction of those winds which blow least frequently in Ireland,

and which, at the same time, possess the least moisture and
warmth.

Although observations on temperature have hitherto been

made at very few stations in Ireland, it is still possible to com-

pare what has been done with the principles here put forward.

During the year 1851, a series of meteorological observations

were conducted under the management of a committee of the

Royal Irish Academy, and the stations, although not numerous,
were fortunately so distributed as to enable us to combine their

results in such a way as to clearly illustrate the thermal con-

ditions of the island. The most important results are contained

in the Rev. Dr. Lloyd's valuable memoir on the Meteorology
of Ireland.^

As to temperature, the observations had a two-fold application ;

1st, those referring to the temperature of the sea, and 2ndly,
those relating to the temperature of the air. A comparison of

both classes of observations establishes the fact of an excess of

temperature of the sea over the air in 1851, amounting to 3° 8

Fahrenheit. The mean temperature atPortrush
,
the most northern

station, during the same year, was 49.1, and that at Castletowns-

cnd, the most southern, 52.1. The excess of temperature of the

sea over that of the air appears thus greater than the greatest dif-

ference of temperature which could arise between two stations as

a consequence of their difi^erence of latitude

On comparing the mean annual temperatures of the sixteen

stations where observations were made in 1851, I immediately
saw that the following approximately isothermal groups could be

formed.

^ Trans. Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxii. ^. 411.
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have had to lay them down by the ordinary metliod of tracing
curve lines, each of which runs through a group of stations of

equal temperature. On looking at the map, it is apparent that,

having first traced the isothermal of Cahirciveen and Castle-

townsend, the isothermal of the next lowest temperature must
fall completely inside it, for otherwise it would not be an isotlier-

mal line. But this line runs through Westport and Dunmore,
and is therefore much longer. The line which represents the next
lowest temperature is included within this

;
thus we have four open

isothermals, until we come to the isothermal of Portrush and Bun-
crana. But as this must be included within the preceding, it

would, if produced at each extremity, form a reentrant curve.

The isothermal ofArmagh, Markree, and Athy, must be included

within that of Portrush and Buncrana; and thus we have a second

closed isothermal. But the station of least temperature, Portar-

lington, must be situated within this, and it actually does lie

nearly between Markree and Athy, although much nearer to

the latter. Any other places possessing the same mean tempera-
ture as Portarlington, must be situated within the isothermal of

Armagh, and if such a line pass tlirough Portarlington, it must
also be reentrant.

Donaghadee, as should be expected, lies inside the prolonga-
tion of the isothermal of Dublin, Courtown, and Killough, and
outside the isothermal of Portrush and Buncrana.

All these results completely harmonize with the views I have

put forward, and I feel perfectly assured that further observations

will only confirm the truth of my general conclusions. In Ire-

land we thus perceive that the coldest district lies in the north-

east portion of the midland counties—probably somewhere be-

tween the counties of Cavan and Tyrone, and that the warmest

region is situated along the coasts of Kerry and Cork.

Dr. Lloyd has deduced a result of some interest in connection

with medical climatology, namely, that if a high winter tempera-
ture and a small diurnal range of the thermometer are favoiu'able

conditions of chmate for the residence of invahds affected with

pulmonary complaints, Caliirciveen is the locality which, in Ire-

land, appears to possess these advantages in the highest degree.
But it appears that at all the coast stations the diurnal range of

the thermometer is very small, and it will be hereafter seen that

the approximate parallelism of the isothermal hnes to the coast is

more decided dm'ing the winter months than at any other period
of the year. A person suffering from the maladies referred to

would thus probably derive equal benefit from the chmate at any

part of the south-western coast between the mouths of the Shan-

non and Blackwater, and he would thus be in a better position
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for selecting a place of residence that might combine in the

liighest degree all the other requirements which, as well as cli-

matological advantages, might assist in promoting his health.

I now proceed to examine how far the distribution of heat

over the island of Great Britain conforms to the general laws

that have been shown to regulate it in Ireland. Here there are

some remarkable conditions in the physical configuration of the

island which should be kept in view in considering its thermal

conditions. The western coast alone is backed by any consider-

able masses of elevated land, and the interior is generally far

from being so fiat as the inland portions of Ireland. Its position
with regard to the warmer and more prevailing winds, as well as

the magnitude of the Bristol Channel, indicates that this great
arm of the sea may exercise a remarkable infiuence on districts

in the valley of the Severn which might otherwise possess a cli-

mate similar to places more strictly inland. Lastly, the much
greater length of the island in the direction of the meridians,

compared to its mean breadth in the direction of the parallels,
would seem to point to a very different distribution of tempera-
ture from that which exists in Ireland.

The observations on the temperature of the sea recorded in

Dr. Lloyd's memoir show that, in the Irish Sea and St. George's
Channel, as well as in the Atlantic Ocean, the mean tempera-
ture of the surface-water exceeds that of the air. A similar result

lias been found by observations made on the surface of the Ger-
man Ocean at Scarborough, although the excess of the water

temperature above that of the atmosphere in this case is not so

remarkable as in the former. It is to be hoped that Captain
Woodall, who announced this interesting fact at the meeting of
the British Association held in 1856 at Cheltenham, will publish
the observations which have led him to a result so important.
As it thus appears to be placed beyond the possibility of rea-

sonable doubt, that the shores of Great Britain, like those of Ire-

land, are washed by heat-bearing currents, I was prepared, not-

withstanding the diversity of configuration of the two islands,
to find some approach towards the reentrant shape in the iso-

thermals of the former. In order to construct these lines, I have
made use of -the valuable tables calculated by Professor Dove
and printed in the Report of the British Association for 1847,
and of the quarterly returns of the state of the weather in Eng-
land, published by Mr. Glaisher. I have also availed myself of
some detached results which are not contained in either of these

collections. In Mr. Glaisher's returns will be found the names
of the observers to whose patience and devotion to science we
owe many of these interesting facts.

I. 28
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Having calculated the mean annual temperatures for more than

fifty places not already in Dove's table, and corrected a few of his

results by the aid of subsequent observations, I combined them in

approximately isothermal groups, precisely as I had already done
in the case of Ireland. The isothermal lines laid down in the

map which accompanies this essay, have been drawn by the aid

of such indications, most weight being attached to the results of

the best observations. These lines are not intended to represent
with perfect accuracy the mean annual distribution of tempera-
ture, because in some extensive districts observations are entirely

wanting, although made in great numbers in certain localities.

Although these isothermals may thus require some ulterior

modifications, I have no reason to doubt their faithfulness in

presenting a general view of the distribution of temperature.
The influence of distance from the coast, as well as of latitiide, is

very distinctly visible, and the arrangement of the isothermals

evidently conforms to the same laws as those of Ireland.

The mean temperatures of stations where observations have

been made, have been recorded usually in connection with

certain coordinates of each station, namely, its latitude, longi-

tude, and elevation above the level of the sea.

While the influence of latitude and longitude is now more

justly estimated, that of elevation above the sea is sometimes

liable to be overrated. The decrease of temperature with height
has generally been calculated from observations made on the

sides and summits of momitains, or by comparison of the thermal

conditions of successively overlying portions of the atmosphere

dm'ing the voyages of balloons. But a much slower rate of de-

crease must take place in the temperature of the air which
touches gradually rising and widely spread surfaces, than along

nearly vertical lines or raj)idly ascending planes. The manner
in which the air becomes heated by contact with the ground is

sufficient to indicate the truth of this conclusion. Thus, although
some of the best determinations from observations made in bal-

loons give a decrease of 1° Fahr. for 276 feet, the decrease of

temperature on the sides of mountains has been estimated at 1°

in 355 feet, and at 1° in 433 feet on the surfaces of elevated

plains.^
The mean elevation of the greater number even of the inland

stations of Great Britain whose temperature has been determined,

is probably less than 200 feet, and almost all such stations are

situated on gently undulating or low lying grounds. The highest

* 195 metres and 235 metres for 1° C. KsBmtz Meteorologie, p. 215, French

edition.
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station in Ireland is only 230 feet above the level of tlie sea, and

it is situated in the great central plain of the island.

As the heights of most of the inland and coast stations in

Ireland have been determined with more than ordinary care by
actual levelling, we may estimate with remarkable precision the

elevation corresponding to a decrease of temperature of one de-

gree, on the supposition that vertical height above the sea, and

not horizontal distance from its surface, produces the low tempe-
rature of the interior as compared with that of the regions bor-

dering on the coast. For this purpose we should manifestly

compare a group of inland with a group of coast stations nearly
on the same parallel of latitude. The following are thus selected

from the table of mean annual temperature of Ireland :
—

INLAND STATIONS.
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stations in tlie British islands it is undoubtedly tlie most impor-
tant after latitude. In the accompanying tables a column has

been accordingly appended, in which the value of this element
is given in English miles. The distances are all taken from
the maps published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge, When a distance is taken from the mouth of a

river or estuary, it is generally not counted from the nearest

point of the coast, but from some point about midway between
the oj)posite shores of the inlet.

The mean temperatures, marked D, are taken from Dove's

Table; those marked n, I have calculated entirely from other

sources
;
those mimarked are combinations of such results together

with those contained in Professor Dove's tables. In the table which
exhibits the mean annual temperature of twenty-three stations

in Ireland, the results marked L are given on Dr. Lloyd's au-

thority. He estimated these numbers from the observations of

1851, by subtracting 0°.3 from each, because in Dublin the

temperature of the year was in excess of the mean of twelve

years by that quantity. The mean temperatures so deduced are

probably much closer to their true values than the uncorrected

results of 1851. This may be noticed with reference to stations

where observations were made during other years, such as

Armagh and Markree, where the temperature is regularly re-

corded at the astronomical observatories of Dr. Robinson and
Mr. Cooper.
The observations at Cove wei'e made by Dr. Scott

;
at Cork,

by Mr. Humphreys and Ms predecessors at the Royal Institu-

tion, also at the barracks; at Limerick and Kilrush, in con-

nection with the Ordnance Survey ;
at Deny, by Mr. Patterson

;

at Waterford, by Dr. Cavet f at Belfast, under the superinten-
dence of Professor Stevelly at the college.
The isothermals of the northern portions of the two great con-

tinents which constitute the old and new worlds, exhibit, at least

during the winter, very decided conformity to the same laws as

those which are so manifest in the British isles.

On examining Professor Dove's large map of the isothermals

of January and July (No. 3 in General Sabine's edition), it ap-

pears that during the former month the isothermals which
traverse North America run very nearly parallel to its western

coast; then bending, they run nearly parallel to the northern

shores of the Gulf of Mexico
;
afterwards they ascend towards the

northeast, and cut the eastern coast ofthe United States, Canada,
and Labrador at very oblique inclmations. In Europe, those

^ Wilde in the Reports of tlie Census Commissioners. Tables of Deaths, vol. i.
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wliich approach the sea appear in general to be parallel to the

coast, as in Scandinavia and on the western and southern coasts

of France. In Asia, some of the isothermals approach in shape
a rude outline of that great division of our continent, and many
appear to cut the northern coast of Siberia almost at right angles
to the parallels of latitude, precisely in the same manner as some
of those in the British islands, which are not reentrant curves.

These results indicate the existence of the two poles of mini-

mima temperature suggested by Sir David Brewster,' but a more

general conclusion may be drawn from the entire of the pre-

ceding reflections, namely, that there are nearly as many poles
of minimum temperature upon the globe as there are islands and
continents distributed over its surface.

Table of the Mean Annual Temperature of Great Britain.'
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station.

No.
of

years

Thame

Cardington (near

Bedford)
Norwich

Lampeter

Bywell
Bute

Rosehill (near

Oxford)
Hartwell Rectory
Ackwoith
Anatomical Gar-

dens [St. An-

drew's?]
Holkham
Hawarden
Grantham
York

Berlihampstead
Linslade (north

of Aylesbury)

Nottingham
Wakefield

Malvern

Newcastle

Eign (Hereford)

Alderley Edge
New Malton

Clifton

Gainsborough
Colinton

Clunie

Keswick

Glasgow
Derby
Edinburgh
Scarborough

Warrington
Kendal

Elgin
Carlisle

Wick

Mean
Annual
Tempe-
rature.

Lati-

tude,
North.

Longi-
tude,
West.

Eleva-
tion

above
the sea

6

18

7

7

7

7

lOi
o
O

4

7

7

1

1

1

1

8i
5

5

5

16

41
3

9

18

3

3

13

4
24
2
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station.

Dunmore
Kilrnsh

Killybegs
Courtown
Dublin

Killough
Limerick

Donaghadee
Deny
Portrush

Buncrana

VVaterford

Belfast

Athy
Armagh
Antrim

Markree

Portarlington

.-, Mean
^°-

I

Annual

y^*^'^ rature.

1

21
1

1

12

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

6

1

14

14

1

Lati-

tude,
North.

51.3

50.8

50.5

50.0

50.0

49.9

49.4

49.3

48.9

48.8

48.7

48.6

48.6

48,1

47.8

47.8

47.8

47.0

Longi-
tude,
West.

Eleva-
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in this many natural constituents of plants containing nitrogen,
way, but

-wliicli, altlioucyh Connected by analofries with the amides

iniii'ous"' J^^^ mentioned, we would scarcely be justified in refer-

bodies ring to the ammonia type in the present state of our
not yet. knowledge regarding them—we are indeed almost wholly

to it.^

^ °

ignorant of the true composition of most of them, and
cannot reproduce any ofthem artificially. In this group of

comparatively unknown and unclassed compounds is in-

cluded a remarkable class of substances, found universally
in plants and forming the greater part of animals, and

Know- which, to avoid perpetuating the nomenclature of a
ledge of

|;i;)(3Qj^.y
jjQ-^ generally considered inadmissible, may be

constitu- distinguished as the albuminous bodies. The pheno-
tionsy- mcna of growth may be said to almost consist in the
no'iy- production and transformation of those bodies. Hence,mou3 r

P 1 • • • •
1

withche- the discovery ol their true composition is almost synony-
niistry of mous witli that of the chemical phenomena accompany-
g--"^^-"^-

ing growth.
Plants Whatever may be the final result of the inquiries as to

"^^r h
^- "^'1^6t^''er plants possess the power of assimilating nitrogen

nitre ren directly from the atmosphere, there can be no doubt that

as am- practically plants receive all their nitrogen in a state of
monia combination—chiefly with hydrogen as ammonia, but

trio acid, ^^so with oxygcn as nitric acid. Probably in every case

A„,^, ammonia is the startino^ point of the successive afrj^lome-

Ilia the ration of molecules which ends in the production of the

probable albuminous bodies, a circumstance which would, if estab-

poiut
"^'

lished, confirm the view that they were constructed upon
the ammonia type. It would also appear that glucose, or

Function rather perhaps the whole class of bodies, which, for con-

of glu- venience sake, we might call hydrates of carbon, performs
cose. some prominent part in this ascending series of trans-

formations.

This The products of decomposition of the albuminous
'^'^^^ bodies appear to lend considerable support to this view.

ed by Thus, whcu they undergo spontaneous decomposition,
products several acids of the series homologous with acetic acid,
of de-

leucine, tyrosine, ammonia, and as I have recently

tionofal- sliown,* ti'imethylamine, ethylamine, etc., are foa.'med.

bumin- Heated with fused hydrate of potash, they yield the
ous bo- gau^e acids, leucine, tyrosine, ammonia (traces of com-

pound ammonias are always found in the disengaged

'

Hesse, it appears, has also obtained similar results—see an account
of his experiments among the Scientijic A'otices.

dies.
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ammonia), and hydrogen. Distilled with sulphuric acid

and deutoxide of manganese, they yield the same homo-

logous acids and their hydurets, and also the hyduret
of benzoyle ;

with the more energetic oxidizing mixture

of sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash, the pro-

ducts are nearly the same, but there
is_

also formed

hydrocyanic acid and valeronitryle, or cyanide of tetryle,

a body resulting from the action of hydrocyanic acid upon

hyduret of valeryle.
But ammonia is not only absorbed by the roots of Ammo-

plants, but also sometimes exhaled by the flowers or
g^Jj^l'U

leaves, as Chevallier, I believe, first pointed out in the
by flowers,

case of Chenopodium Vulvaria
;
and Dessaignes has since etc.

shown that propylamine (or more probably the isomeric

base, trimethylamine) accompanies the ammonia. This Azotic

remarkable circumstance appears to indicate that, either a
j''^'^^_

portion of the nitrogenous compounds formed from the
^^ggj

absorbed ammonia is again decomposed, and the am- duriug

monia set free during the process of growth, or that am- growth

monia performs other functions besides contributing to
^^^^^^

the formation of albuminous bodies. The first view uia.

seems to harmonize with the change which albuminous
• • •

bodies undergo in passing into those active states m
which they exert so remarkable an action upon starch,

etc. It is very probable that the action of such fer- Action of

ments as diastase is sometimes accompanied by the pro-
diastase

duction of ammonia, compound ammonias, small quantities ^"^g^j^
of the acids homologous with acetic acid, and carbonic acid putrefac-—that is, that the action may be considered as a kind of tion.

putrefaction. Traces of ammonia and of the acids in Ammo-

question are invariably found in the ordinary fermented uia, etc.,

liquors, especially when the process is carried very far.
I"'''"'^®^

There arc also many reasons for supposing that this is nienta-

really the case during the germination of seeds having tion.

an endosperm.
The nitrogen of active substances may not always be Nitrogen

separated in these transformations as ammonia : it is quite ^^ ^.'^'•''^

possible that in some plants it may be separated in an
evolved,

uncombincd condition. Saussure, indeed, showed that Experi-

plants evolved nitrogen as well as oxygen when exposed
"^^"f* "^

to sunlight. Some, as Boussingault, consider that the
^^^^^

"

nitrogen thus evolved is derived from that contained in Uoussin-

the water absorbed by the roots, but Draper concludes ea»>f.

from his experiments, that it is derived from an azotized '^''^"^'^'

substance acting as a ferment. Or it may be separated as
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It may a fixed base, and may be deposited in the bark or seeds,
be sepa- ^nd again take part in further transformations. It cer-

a fixed

^

tainly does appear as if several of the organic bases found

base, in plants should be considered merely as excretions.

Ihis view seems to be supported by the interesting cir-

^H^h""^''
cumstance that ammonia appears to always accompany

ammonia Vegetable alkalies in barks. Thus Reichardt^ found 0.137
found ia of ammonia (calculated as NH^O) in the dried cinchona
barks. I^ark of Calijsaya plana, 0.123 in that of Calysaya convo-

luta, 0.086 in young weak pieces of Huanco cinchona

0.100 in the bark of Cinchona ovata, var. erythroderma

(Wedell), and in a specimen of bark from Cinchona cordi-

folia, 0.26G, or more than one-fourth of the whole organic
bases present. ReicheP found in old strong pieces of

Huanco bark, 0.070 of ammonia (NHj), and in the bark of

the stem of Cinchona Condaniinea,y3,v. lancifolia, 0.210, or

nearly one-third of the whole amount of quinine ciucho-

nine and quinidlne found in the same specimen ;
in the

bark of the stems of the same species, he found 0.220, and
in that of the twigs, 0.153 per cent.

Nitric There is one other form of combination in which the

acid may nitrogen may possibly present itself when it has fulfilled
be form-

^j-^^ fVmctions of a ferment in plants, namely as nitric

plauts,
acid. I mention this singular hypothesis merely for the

purpose of suggesting a line of research which cannot fail

to lead to many important results, whatever may be-

come of the hypothesis itself To anticipate the results,

which I am about to give presently, I may observe that

nitrates occur in small quantities very generally in the

sap of most plants, but in those plants especially which
either perceptibly evolve ammonia, or which yield it

along with compound ammonias Avhen distilled with

support- water. In such cases the nitrates are more abundant in

^?
^y the leaves and leaf-stalk, and in bulbous-rooted plants in

tion of

"

t^^6 crown from which the leaves spring. The proportion
nitrates of nitric acid is often so considerable in the leaves that it

in some
jg difficult to suppose it wholly derived from nitrates ab-

^ *° ^"

sorbed by the roots from the soil. This difficulty appears
to be increased by the circumstance that in bulbous roots,

at least in those which I examined, the parts nearest the

2
Chemiscli-physiologische Abhandlung iiber die Cliemischen Bes-

tandtheile der Chinarinden vou Dr. E. Keichardt. Braunschweig, 18oi5 ;

also Gmeliu's Handbuch, Bd. viii. S. 51 & 5"i.

' Ueber Chinarinden und deron Chemische Bestandtheile. Leipzig,

1856; also Gmelin's Handbuch, Bd. viii. S. 52 & 53.
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fine rootlets do not contain more nitrates than the centre,

but on the contrary less, and that they appear to spread

downwards from the leaves. The following results show

this distribution of the nitric acid in an entire plant of

sugar beet weighing about 8 lbs. :—
Per-centage of

nitric acid.

1. The whole of the leaves and leaf-stalk, .- . .0.180
2. Upper segment of crown, 0.220

3. Segment of bulb h inch tliick, cut at right angles to

axis one inch below crown, .... 0.060

4. Similar segment cut 2^ inches below No. 2, .
_

. 0.040

5. Similar segment cut 3 inches below No. 3, or a little

below the middle zone of root, .... 0.045

6. Point of root 2^ inches long, 0.020

This distribution of nitrates corresponds exactly with

that already pointed out for the solid matter. It is pos-

sible that some of the ammonia liberated in the leaves or

existing in the sap may have been oxidized by the nascent

oxygen set free in the leaves by the action of sunlight,

and may thus account for the accumulation of nitrates

in the leaves and crown. This nitric acid would of course

be gradually removed from the leaves and again decom-

posed. It may of course be objected, that the nitrates

absorbed from the soil accumulated in the leaves very
much as other saline matter. This might no doubt explain

it; but then, on the other hand, when beet is grown on

land heavily manured with nitrates, they are absorbed

and are found in every part of the plant, but in such ex-

cess in the bulb as sometimes to replace nearly the whole

of the sugar ;
the accumulation in the leaves not being in

a corresponding proportion, I am fully sensible that ex- Experi-

periments such as those just given are not of that definite m^nts

character which should be adduced in support of so novel
g,\'o„gh°

an hypothesis. I did intend to make a series of experi-
ments with plants of tobacco, different species of cheno- others to

podium, etc., so soon as I could get an opportunity; but in be made,

the meanwhile it may be worth while to put the hypo-
thesis before chemists who may have more facilities for

such experiments than I possess.
With regard to experiments of this kind I may remark, All

that all plants would not necessarily give like results. i''^"'f
^'^

All 11 n K °
. -1 ,T not give

Although the phenomena of germmation and growth jj^e re-

possess the same general features in all kinds of plants, suits :

they must exhibit many points of difference when dif-

ferent families are compared. The observations of Saus-
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exam- surc and others upon the relative absorbent powers of

pies. plants for saline solutions, afford us many examples of

such differences. Thus Trinchinetti* found that Mercu-
rialis annua and Chenojyodium viride absorbed much

saltpetre and little common salt from a solution con-

taining both salts. On the other hand, Satureja hortensis

and Solanum Lycopersicum absorb much salt and little

saltpetre. Vicia Faha takes up much salt, while Mercu-
rialis annua absorbs much chloride of ammonium from
a solution of botli.

Part of the salts of ammonia and nitrates, when taken

up by the roots, must begin to be transformed imme-

diately ;
but it has not been ascertained to what extent

the transformation proceeds before reaching the leaves.

Ammo- ^^ *^^® process be slow, then we may expect to find both

nia and ammonia and nitrates present in every part of a plant,
nitric

exccpt pcrliaps in the fully ripened seed. Again, if the

every"
fermentative action of albumen be in some cases ac-

part'of companied by the production of ammonia, and if nitric

plants; acid can be formed by the oxidation of the latter in

leaves, we have a second distinct cause for the general
diffusion of ammonia and nitric acid in the juices of

noticed P^3,nts. Ammonia and nitric acid are noticed as consti-

as con- tuents in the results of analyses of many plants, especially
stituents \xi those made about twenty or twenty-five years ago. In

in ana-

^
some instances the presence of the ammonia may have been

lyses; owing to putrefaction or the action of reagents; but sucli

an objection cannot be urged against the newer analyses,
in which better processes were employed and most of the

probable sources of error known. These isolated ex-

quentiv amplcs, some of them also being liable to the objection
enough just Stated, though proving that both ammonia and nitric
to estab-

^^^-^^ exist in considerable quantity in certain plants,

nerafdif- '"'01-dd not Suffice to establish their diffusion in all plants,
fusion. The establishment of such a fact is obviously of the

greatest importance, because it must serve as the indis-

> th" ps^sable basis to all inquiries concerning the changes
basis of which take place during the growth of plants, and the

phyto- influence of chemical agents upon those changes. From
chemis-

^|^-g ^q\^^ q^ view I undertook to collect together all the

statements concerning the presence of ammonia and nitric

acid in plants made up to the present time, and to exa-

trv

State-

ments

* Sulla faculta assorbente della radicii, quoted in Gmelin's Hand-
buch, Bd.'viii.
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mine a large number myself. I have combined the re- collected

suits of previous observers, whicli are more numerous
g^'^g";^^

than might be supposed, with the extensive series ob- ments

tained by myself, in the form of a table which will be made by

found further on, in which the plants are arranged
author,

according to the natural families.

This is the place to acknowledge my obligations to Author's

Professor Rochleder's Phytochemie, in gathering together
oW'ga-

the results of previous experiments. Indeed, whatever of
j^i.^^j.

completeness the table possesses in this respect, is justly due leder.

to the assistance which his laboiu'S have afforded me.*

Before describing the processes employed to detect the

ammonia and nitric acid in the plants contained in the

table, I will make a few observations upon the probable
transformations which ammonia undergoes in plants, and

mention some experiments which I made in connection

with this subject.
Whether the ammonia found in plants be wholly de- Quanti-

rived from the soil, and therefore representing a part of
„"^'o°iia"^Q

the still unassimilated food, or be also in part a product plants

of the transformations occiu'rmg during their growth, the ^'"^11

quantity must necessarily be small and variable
;

it may r^i^ig*'

even be that no appreciable trace could be found in one

specimen of sap while abundance may be found in an- „ioje ia

other. As we might natm-ally expect, plants grown upon them on

rich soils or upon artificially manured land, gave more ^^^^
'^^''^"

than those grown upon dry, barren soils. The position of
gojig^

a plant vnth. regard to smilight appeared to materially j„ ^jjg

affect the ammonia in the sap and leaves. Thus plants shade

which had rankly grown upon a rich soil in the shade, al- *'^^" '°

ways seemed to contain more ammonia than those which
gj^j'^^g

.

had grown under the full influence of sunho-ht. Perhaps
.

^
.

^
. .

' not ap-
this observation would not apply to ammonia resulting phing to

from transformations of growth, and which would be to am-

chiefly found in flowers and in the descending sap in the ^"™^
bark. Here, the greater the energy of growth, or in other during

words the greater the amount of sunlight, under other growth.

^ Professor Rochleder's work (Phytochemie von Friedrich Rochleder,
Med. Dr. and Prof.

—
Leipzig^ verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann^ 1854), is

the first sj'stematic attempt made to connect the form of plants with
their chemical composition. More recently Professor Kochleder has
written the part of the eighth volume of Gmelin'si/rt7!(/6McA der Chemic,
devoted to phyto-chemistry, upon the same plan. The two works sup-
plement each other, and will, no doubt, contribute greatly to the ad-
vance of this branch of science. I regret that I had not an opportunity
of using the second work in the construction of my table.
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necessary conditions, the more ammonia may be formed.

European grown tobacco, especially that grown in North

Germany, Belgium, and the northern departments of

France, contains more ammonia than that grown in tro-

pical countries. Perhaps this increased qviantity is due
to unassimilated ammonia derived from the soil, while
the large quantity of ammonia contained in the Cinchona
barks may be derived from the transformation of albu-

minous bodies.

Analo- I am anxious that the preceding observations should be
gons ob- considered merely as suireestions, and not as positive opi-

tions of
^^if^^is. 1 et tney derive some interest irom analogous

others, observations made from time to time by others. For ex-

ample, Stenhouse found that Ct/Usus scoparius contained

more of the basic substance sparteine, when gro^vn on

sandy, sunny spots, than when it luxuriantly vegetated in

the shade. In Hkc manner Plcss has shown that Erysi-
mum alliaria produces only oil of mustard when grown
upon sunny places, but in shady places produces both oil

of mustard and oil of irarlic.

Asso- In the table containing the names of plants in which
ciated ammonia and nitrates have been detected, I have added a

enT^'f""
<^<^l^^^^i containing the names of the acids, bases, bitter

each substances, etc., which are found associated in each plant,
plant In the present state of our knowledge, no deductions of

faw"
'"

^^^ value can be drawn from such associations, but it is

No con- obvious that we should always keep them in view in che-
clusion mical experiments upon plants. But not only should we
'^'^'^^.,!' know the constituent proximate principles of a plant as a
ducible nil 1 p^i 1 111
from wnoie, but those oi each organ separately ;

we would tnen
these. be able to ascertain where particular substances were first

formed, and where others ceased to be present. The dif-

ference between the composition of the ascending and de-

scending sap should be particularly attended to.

Origin of Perhaps the odoriferous principles of plants are . those
odorife- among the proximate constituents whose origin is most
rous bo-

o|3gc^^,g_ They belonir chiefly to the followiner catesfories :

dies most i-n •
-i i*i iii iiii i

obscure; 1- Volatile acids related to alcohols, aldehydes, ethers; Z.

carburets of hydrogen, oxygenated substances derivable

from them. The former class appears to be more frequent

probably
i^^ flowcrs and frviit where the process of deoxidation is

connect- feeble. Both of them appear to be somehow connected

^f yj*^
with the transformations of azotic bodies, and may in

of azotic many cases be regarded with considerable probability as

bodies, the excess of carbon and hydrogen separated in the pas-
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sage of one body into another, especially of tliose belong-
ing to the class of amides. The circimistance tha't the

production ofmany essential oils is increased in the direct and

rays of the sun seems to favour such a view. In the case therefore

of such a plant as Calotvopis procera, which is odoriferous
^J^'^^^'

in the sunhght and odourless in the shade, the esssential

oil is obviously a kind of excretion.

There can be no doubt that some azotic bodies can Some

only be formed under the inflvience of sunlight, but there ^^"^}^

are others which can certainly be generated without it.
Jj^^mgd

Thus asparagine is perhaps more abundantly formed in without

darkness than in sunlight, and when so produced, appears sunlight.

to be rapidly transformed if the plant be exposed to light.

Young plants of the vetch, for example, when grown in a
dark cellar, contain a great deal of asparagine, which dis-

appears with considerable rapidity on exposing them for a

day to sunhght. The late Professor Gregory it was who Amicies

first suggested, I believe, that amides are perhaps the first
J''^

ji''st

bodies formed in plants. The existence of a vegetable acid fonn?d •

in the sap would fulfil the chief condition, as it would

always find itself in the presence of ammonia absorbed by
the roots. The amides might be of two classes,

—that is, '"'g'lt be

we might have amides derived from ammonia salts of or-
ll^^^

ganic acids by the loss of water, or in which the hydrogen
of the ammonia would be replaced by an oxygen com-

pound, and would be either neutral or acid
;
and others in

which the hydrogen would be replaced by a carburet of

hydrogen, such as the so-called compound ammonias.
Both may, and no dovibt are, simultaneously formed in Circum-

most, if not all plants, but it is probable that the predomi-
stancea

nance of one or other class may be characteristic of some
JJ,'j^'!^|j

families. In seeds with endosperms, and in which none each

of the acids analogous to mahc acid or to oxaHc acid class

occur, it may be that the first stages of gi'owth depend jj^mej''

upon the production of compound ammonias. Wlien
acids of the kind mentioned are present, the formation
of the other class of amides may be most prominent.
Asparagine, which only occurs in plants containing
malic acid, may be but the type of a number of similar
bodies formed with other acids. Thus oxamide, or
rather a body bearing to it the same relation that aspara-
gine does to nialamide, may fill the same functions in

plants containing oxalic acid as asparagine docs in those

containing mahc acid. I made some experiments with
Oxalis Acetosella in order to determine whether such a

I. 29
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Other re'

actions

which
seem to

Bhow
that am-
nion iii is

tlie

starting

puiiit.

Experi-
nieuts to

ascertain

whether
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pound
ammo-
nias are

formed in

plants.

body existed in it, but have not as yet obtained any de-

finite results.

Besides tlie conclusions wliicli may be drawn from the

products of putrefaction and oxidation of the albuminous

bodies, as already stated, other reactions seem to show
that the substitution of the hydrogen molecules of ammo-
nias by carburets of hydrogen, etc., is the process by which
the azotic bodies of plants are built up. Wurtz, Roch-

leder, Wertheim, and Anderson, have shown that the

whole, or a part, of the nitrogen of the organic bases may
be separated as raethylamine or similar bodies; while,
on the other hand, the existence of several of these bodies
in plants has been established by Dessaignes, Wittstein,

Wicke, and myself It may be that the first stage is the

formation of a salt of ammonia with an organic acid,

which, by loss of water, becomes an amide, and by deoxi-

dation in the leaves, an ammonia base. If the latter class

of bodies be formed in tliis manner in plants, we may ex-

pect to find traces of them where their presence has not
hitherto been suspected. Plants growing upon natural

soils must of course contain, at any given moment, but a

very small portion of such bodies, even assuming their

universal difi*usion
;
a larger proportion would be found

in those grown upon highly manured soils. It accord-

ingly occurred to me that I might very largely increase

the quantity, in case they are found at all, by growing
some plants upon land dosed with azotic manures. With
this object I divided a piece of ground into patches of

two square yards, separated by deep trenches. One

patch was left unmanured, and the other ten were ma-
nured with three classes of azotic manures, as follow :®
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Upon the patches so manured, as well as on the un- process

manured patch, two varieties of beet (long red mangel empioy-

wurzel and sugar beet) were grown. At the commence- ^^ ^'^ *®'

ment of last winter they were examined for ammonia, almno-

etc. For this purpose about ISlbs. to 201bs. of the roots nia and

were cut into thin slices and boiled with water (free
^^^^'''

from ammonia) to which a small quantity of sulphuric
acid was added, until the whole was reduced to a pulpy
mass; this was strained through bags and pressed; the

strained decoction was then distilled, the distillate treated

with hydrochloric acid and evaporated carefully to dry-
ness. A residue was obtained from the roots grown upon
each plot treated in this manner, but very variable in

amount, being apparently most abundant from the blood
and salts of ammonia.
The series of dried residues obtained in this way

were next successively submitted to the same process of

examination, as follows:—The dried mass was treated

with a mixture of anhydrous ether and alcohol, which in

every case dissolved a part ;
the insoluble part was chlo-

ride of ammonium, as was shown by a determination of

the per-centage of platinum in the precipitate which it

formed with chloride of platinum.
The alcoholic solution was distilled to separate the

alcohol and ether, the residue was dissolved in the smallest

possible quantity of water, and the solution divided into

two unequal portions. A concentrated solution of chlo-

ride of gold was added to the larger portion, forming
about two-thirds of the whole, by which a yellow preci-

pitate was thrown down. The remaining one-third of the

liquor was then added to the portion containing the pre-

cipitate, and the whole allowed to digest at a very gentle

temperature ;
when perfectly cold it was filtered to sepa-

rate the precipitate, a few drops of the gold solution were

the only occasion upon which he has sho^ra his desire to further scien-
tific experiments in connection with agriculture. Now that a great
number of model farms are estabhshed, it is to be hoped that the public
will see the importance of encouraging the carrying out of such experi-
ments as are required to solve important questions in agriculture, and
which could not be made by private means. This wovdd be one of the
most important advantages to be derived from the present agricultural
organization, and would be more than equivalent for the whole sum
spent in their support. I wish also to acknowledge my obhgations to
Mr. C. F. Patterson for the care which he devoted to the plots : indeed,
without his kind assistance, I could not have made the experiments at
all. I am indebted to Mr. Ritchie, of Belfast, for the greater part of
the manures.

29*
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added to the filtrate, which was then set aside over sul-

phuric acid.

The precipitate remaining on the filter was dissolved

in boilhig water, and the solution set aside over sulphuric
acid in the dark. In the course of a couple of days the

whole or a greater part crystallized out in the form of

short cube-like prisms and octohedra, having all tlie cha-
Tritne- ractcrs of the gold salt formed by trimethylamine. The
tiiyia-

following determinations made with salts repeatedly

crystallized out of a boiling solution, from which the

crystals separated on cooling, confirmed this supposition :

1. 0.125 grammes of tlie salt gave 0.0G2 grammes of gold.
8. 0.205 „ „ 0.101 „

which correspond in 100 parts to—
calculated found

].>
40 39G (49.600

8. ;
^^-^"^

t 49.2G8

It was not found practicable to determine the exact

composition of the crystals in the other cases, but there

could be no doubt of their identity with those analysed.
The mother liquor filtered from the precipitate as

above, and set aside in the dark over sulphuric acid, gave
after some time, besides crystals of the gold salt just

and some described, some of other gold salts, among them fine
other bundles of lustrous golden orange-coloured needles and

formed Small micaccous scales. The quantity was, however, so

in iiighiy small that no further separation could be attempted. In
manured addition to ammonia, therefore, the presence of trimethy-
^ '^"'*'

lamine was ascertained in the roots grown upon all the

plots, and the existence of traces of several other bases

established with certainty in those grown upon plots 1,

7, 8, 9, and with ^considerable certainty in most of the

others.

Pastina- It is Very probable that the volatile bases which have
cine, etc., been mentioned from time to time as occurring in several
probably

pjg^Q^g j^eloug to the Same class as those formed in the
only the ^

, • 1 A IT • n
same roots just mentioned. Among them 1 may specially men-
base, tion pastinacine, from the parsnip, in which, by a similar

process, I also found trimethylamine, cicutine, from Cicuta

virosa; the supposed volatile alkali of Chaeropliylluni

bulhosum, etc. Another fact of considerable importance
in connection with this subject is the interesting obser-
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vation of Kekule and Von Planta, of the presence of

methyleconine along with conine in hemlock. From
some experiments of my own, I am inclined to think that

methylenicotine is also often present in tobacco.

I shall now return to the description of the processes

employed to detect ammonia and nitric acid in the plants
named in the subjoined table, examined by myself.

In order to determine if ammonia was present, the sap, Process-

expressed juice, infusion in cold or hot water, or decoc- ^^ "^^'^

tion, as the case may be, and in some cases the flowers, ^^^^^^ j[,g

young twigs, or young buds, were introduced into a presence

small tin vessel, provided with a head and condensing-
"^

*"."-.

worm, and furnished with a small steam-pipe connected
"|!|j^[g

"

with a boiler. The latter was charged with water to

which some lime water was added, and allowed to produce
steam for some time, until half a gallon of the condensed
water gave no trace of ammonia when evaporated with a

few drops of hydrochloric acid, which was usually
the case when about one-third of the water had been

vaporised. The absence of all appreciable traces of

ammonia in the steam employed having been thus

secured, the steam was turned on until the volatile

oils, etc., had passed over; a little baryta water, or

a very dilute solution of caustic soda, was then added,
and the distillate collected apart, treated with some

drops of pure hydrochloric acid, and evaporated to dry-
ness. The residue, if any, was chloride of ammonium or

other volatile bases, always coloured with some organic
substance

;
it was usually tested for ammonia in the ordi-

nary way ; but when a sufficient quantity was obtained,

compound ammonias were sought for, as will be described
further on. Sometimes ammonia came over with the
volatile oil before the addition of the baryta water or so-

lution of soda. Where the quantity of material was too

small to admit of adojjting the process just described,
which was usually the case with saps, the distillation waa
effected in a glass retort with baryta water.

I found great difficulty in detecting a small quantity of P'^l*^"/"
•

,
• •

T
.

1 ,.
-^

. .
o

.
^

-,
-^ . ty of de-

nitric acid m a solution containing a mixture of organic termin-

substances, and still more in the determination of its ing ni-

amount. I sought everywhere for the description of ''.^^^*
'_"

the processes which others had followed, but with^"*"^'

thp exception of the indirect method described by pro^^essca

Villc, I could not find one. If any have been pub- "iiv"dT-'

lished, they are not mentioned in any of the usually scribed ;
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available sources of information. It is to be regretted
that the processes employed in the proximate analysis
of plants have not been more frequently described in

detail, for a knowledge of those processes is necessary
to enable us to understand the exact value of the

benefit results. Again, the publication of a process prevents
from

^\^Q reinvention of it, and leads to its gradual improve-
tionof* ment and simplification, or its substitution by a better

pro- one. Not having been able to find any, I successively
cesses, devised several

; but, with the exception of the one which
I shall now describe, they were more or less unsuccessful.

But even that which I finally adopted is very complicated
and troublesome, and leaves much room for improvement.
When, however, great care is taken, and the operations
are not hurriedly done, very satisfactory results can be
obtained. It is but right to add that, although the pro-
cess be complex when we seek to isolate only a single

constituent, it possesses the advantage of being readily
made the basis of a process for the complete proximate
analysis of plants.

Author's The substances which may be present in the juice, in-

process fusion or decoction of plants, are: dextrine, gum, man-

n\\xx\ns' "^*^' glucose, cane sugar, some of the gelatinous princi-
nitrates. plcs, glucosides, tannins, acids of the series which yield

pyrogenous acids—malic, citric, fumaric, tartaric (also ra-

cemic or inactive tartaric acid), and aconitic acids; acids

of the series homologous with acetic acid—acetic, etc.,

acids
;

lactic acid
;
acids homologous with oxalic acid—

oxalic and succinic acids; bitter principles; colouring
matters

;
amides—asparagine, etc.

;
alkalies

;
neutral azo-

tized or albuminous bodies; chlorides of potassium, so-

dium, ammonium, etc.
; sulphates of potash, soda, etc.

;

phosphates of potash and soda; nitrates of potash, soda,
and ammonia. The organic acids will also be usually
in combination with some base. All the substances just
named will not, of course, occur together in any one

plant, the existence of some of them in the same fluid

being incompatible. Of the organic acids only one or

two are usually found in the same plant, but as many as

four or five may occur. As all nitrates are sokible in

water, and those which are insoluble in alcohol almost

invariably correspond to the salts of the organic acids

present, insoluble in the same medium, the separation of

the nitric acid present in the sap or juice of a plant in-

volves the successive separation of every one of the
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bodies above enumerated which may happen to be pre-
sent. It is on this account that a process lor the deter-

mination of the amount of nitrates in plants must neces-

sarily be a process for the separation of all the proximate
constituents of vegetables.
The sap or expressed juice, as the case may be (hav-

ing been weighed, if a quantitative determination be

made), is to be heated to boiling, in order to coagulate
the albumen. A quantity of lime water is added to pre-

cipitate certain nitrogenous bodies not coagulated by-
heat, pectic, phosphoric, oxaKc, etc., acids. This preci-

pitate should be allowed to deposit, and when separated
may be employed to determine the amount of the latter

two acids. The sulphuric acid may also be thrown down
with baryta. A stream of carbonic acid is then to be

passed through the liquid to neutraHze excess of lime
and baryta. The hquor is then boiled, filtered, to sepa-
rate carbonates of lime and baryta, and a few drops of

sulphuric acid added to the liquor, again boiled, to con-
vert any cane sugar present into glucose. Before per-

forming this operation, the amount of deviation might be
determined by the polarimeter, and again after boiling
with acid, by which data for determining the amount of

sugar would be obtained. The liquor boiled with acid is

tlien carefully neutralized with baryta and made to fer-

ment with yeast until the whole of the sugar is converted
into alcohol. The fermented liquor is then distilled to

remove the acohol, the quantity of which may be em-

ployed to control the previous determination of the
amount of sugar. In juices containing a very large
amount of sugar and of salts of malic, etc., acids insoluble
in alcohol, a portion of the salts may be precipitated du-

ring the progress of the fermentation if the liquor happen
to be somewhat concentrated. This is, however, of no

consequence, because they are re-dissolved according as

the alcohol is removed by distillation.

The liquor remaining in the retort after the distillation

is carefully evaporated to dryness in a water bath, and the
dried residue treated with anhydrous alcohol (distilled

ofi'lirne, and not oiF carbonate of potash), which dissolves

mannite, acetates and lactates of potash or soda (and a
trace of citrate of soda, if present), etc. This solution I

shall call B.

The residue after treatment with anhydrous alcohol is

then treated with perfectly neutral anhydrous ether, to
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remove colouring matter, resins, fats, and any peculiar

crystalline body soluble in it but insoluble in alcohol,

which may be present. This solution, which I shall call

C, may be employed to determine the fats, etc.

The residue of this successive treatment with alcohol

and ether is dissolved in the smallest possible quantity of

water, and then treated with an alcoholic solution of

oxalic acid, and set aside for some time with frequent

shaking ;
the whole of the salts present will be decom-

posed, and oxalates of potash and soda formed, which,

being insoluble, will be precipitated. The strongest alco-

hol should be used to dissolve the oxalic acid, and suffi-

cient of the solution should be added to that of the resi-

due in water to form a mixture much stronger than

ordinary spirits of wine. In solution will be found

hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, and all the organic acids

present. An alcoholic solution of sulphovinate of sil-

ver is then to be added, and some recently prepared
oxide of silver; chloride, oxalate, malate, citrate, aco-

nitate, tartrate, and fumarate of silver will, if present,
be separated. By allowing the wliole to remain toge-
ther for several hours, shaking tlie flask from time to

time, and finally plunging it into hot water for some

minutes, the sulphovinic acid set free will be neutra-

lized by the dissolution of the oxide of silver, and

there will now remain in solution only nitrate of sil-

ver and the excess of sulphovinate of silver. The so-

lution is separated from insoluble compounds by decan-

tation, and the alcohol distilled off; the residue left in

the retort is boiled with Avater to which baryta is added,

by which the whole of the silver is thrown down, and the

sulphovinic acid decomposed, the sulphuric acid being

precipated by the baryta according as it is set free. The
excess of baryta may then be removed by passing a

stream of carbonic acid through the liquid, and then

boiling it. The liquid, filtered and evaporated to dry-

ness, yields nitrate of baryta.
Solution B may be employed for the determination of

lactic and acetic acids, mannitc, etc., if present. Solution

C and the silver salts of organic acids may likewise be

employed for the determination of the difiercnt bodies

contained in them.
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List of Plants in which the presence of Ammonia and Nitric Acid has

been observtd.
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Plants examined arranged
according to Orders.

Parts of Plant used.

Ammonia. Nitric acid.

Acids, bases, etc., whicli
occur in each plant.

Dancus carota :

Common red carrot

lied Surrey
White Belgian

CAPEIFOI.IAGK.B.
Sambucus ixigca.—Common eldei

CIKCnONACE.T..
Cinchona Calysaya var. vera.

„ raicrantha

„ ovata rar. co'tliro
derma

,, cordifoMa

„ Condaminca rar. Ian
cifolia.

COMrOSIT/E.
Cichorium Intybus—CAtcoci/

„ Endma,— £ndive
Lactuca rirosa— Tr«'W lettuce

sutiva—Comtnon lettuce

altlssima

Titraxacum officinale (Leontodon
Taraxacum) —Dandelion

Souchus oleraceus — Common
sow thistle

Calendula otRcmaMs—Mari/gold

Cnicus benedictus (Centauria
benedictus)

Carduus (Cnicus) lanceolatus

Spear thistle

Senecio vvUgans— Groundsel

Achillea millefolium—j^ncfoto

„ nobllis

Matricaria ChamomlUa — Com
mun chamomile

Artemisia Absinthium— Worm-
toood

Root—Sulliv.

Root—Sulliv.
Root,leaves— /S

Flowers dis-

tilled with
water—
Oleitsmann,
Pa<fenstecher

Hark— Tteicfi-

ardt.

Ditto Ditto
Ditto Ditto

Ditto Ditto
Ditto lieichel

X\ooi--Juch
I

Young plant-5
Milky sap or i

lactucarium-,
Pagenstecher

At period of

flowering
distilled

with water
Sullivan

Juice— .S'H7/ti'.

Juice—<S((//jc.

Root, alveole of Malic acid, carotlne (colouring
leaves— /S'!(7.

Leaves -Sul.
Roots and
leaves— aSh/.

Dark—<S«W«>.

Plant at period
of flowering
—Sullivan

Entire plant.
Bley

Leaves—/S!«?.

Leaves and
stems at pe-
riod of flow-

ering — Pa-

gensteclier,
Wah.

Lactucarium—
P/affd-Klhik

Extract of

plant some
years old-

Bley

Milky sap—
Auhergier

Jviiec— Sulliv.

Leaves- /S'f<?.

Leaves-Geigei

Entire plant—
Morin

?\imt— Sulliv.

Entire plant,
flowers—
Bley

Extract—Jois

Watery extract
—Braconnol

matter), sugar, peetine se-

ries.

Malic, acetic, and valerianic

ackis, grai)e sugar.

Quinine, quinidine, oinclio-

nine, chiiiic, cliinovic, and
oxalic acids, peetine bodies,
starch, tannine, etc.

Caoutchouc- like body, Inullne.

Oxalic acid, valerianic acid

(Ludiiig), citric and malic
acids (lln/i), succinic acid,

{Kunke) lactiicinc (Amide?),
lactucone.

Malic, oxalic, and succinic
acids, lactucine, lactucone.

Malic and oxalic ncids, aspara-
gine, a crystallizable bitter

substance, etc.

Taraxacinc (bitter stdistance),

inulinc, caoutchouc like

body, mannite.
Caoutcliouc-like body.

Malic acid, calenduline (mucil-
aginous substance).

Malic acid, cnicinc (a litter

substance).

Propionic acid, nchlllcic (ma-
lic ?) acid, achiUeine (bitter

substance).

Formic, acetic, and malic
acids, tannine.

Tartaric acid (?), malic and
acetic .acids, essential oil.

Succinic acid Cprobably also

malic and taiitonic acid.^),

Bbsinthine (a bitter sub-

stance).
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Plants examined arranged
according to Orders.

Parts of Plant used.

Ammonia. Nitric acid.

Acids, bases, etc., which
occur in each plant.

ATROPACEvE.

AtrojiaBellaJona—Deadly night-
s/idde

Datura Stramonium -

ajipl6

Thorn-

Ilyoscyamus niger- Henbane

Nicotiana Tabacum
Tobacco

Nicotiana
bacco

Expressed
juice, entire

plant— Vau-

qitelin, Bran-
dts

Expressed
juice, entire

plant— Vau-

queUn, Bra7i,-

das

Malic, oxalic, and acetic (?)

acid.s, fat oil, atropine, aspa-
ragine, escnline? (a one year
old e-itract of the leaves also

contained asparagine).

Fresh plant, ex-'llalic and acetic acids, atro
tr. some yr.s,

old — Prom-
nitz, Bley

Virginian Juice of leaves,
etc. — Vau-

guelin. Ret
viann, and
Possell

rustica—S^M'nn To- Fresh loaves,
flowers—Sui-
livan

pine, sometimes stramonine.

Malic and acetic acids, hyoscy-
amine.

Juice of freshlMalic and citric acids {acetic

LABI.VT.fl'-.

Salvia offlcinalis—Sagre
Lamium purpureum

Leonurus lanatus
nata—Lin.)

(Ballota la-

fPLANTAOINACE.*.

Plantago lanceolata— iitft-wort

CHKNOPODIACB.®.
Beta niaratima—Sea-beet

„ vulgaris |3
cicla—iin. : Root, crown,

etc.—Buch-
ner, Payen

^n^te Silesian Root, alveoles,
leaves~.S«/.

Long, redmangeUcurtel Ditto—Sulliv.

Yellow globe

Orange „ „
Ped „ „

Chenopodium (Ambrina), am-
brosioides

„ Vulvaria(olidum)

hybrldom

POLrGONACK.ff;.

Rheum rhaponticum—Rhubarb

Runiex obtusifoUus- Dock

„ Acetosella—Sheep's sor-

rel

Polygonum tinctorium

Ditto—Sulliv.
Ditto— Sulliv.

Ditto—Sulliv.

The plant ex
hales ammo-
nia Cheral-

lier, and pro-

pylamine—
Dessaimes

Plant yields
ammonia
when dis-

tilled with
water—Sul.

Stalks and
leaves Sul.

Leaves—Sul.

Leavea—Sul.

leaves—Vau
quelin, Rei-

viann, and
Posselt

Fresh leaves—
Sullivan

r^ant-Ilisch
Juice of fresh

plant—Jofiu

Plant—/or»

Leaves—SmZ.

Root, crown—
Buchner and
Payen

Root, alveoles,
leaves—Sul.

Ditto—Sulliv.

Ditto—Salliv.
Ditto—Sulliv.
Ditto—Sulliv.

Vla.nt—Bley

acid ?) nicotine, nicotianine,

methylenicotine, (?) fat oil.

Malic acid, tannine.
Malic acid.

Tannine.

Stalks and
leaves—Sul.

Leaves—»SMi.

Leaves—Sul.

Leaves—Gir-
ardin and
Preisser

Oxalic acid.

Citric and oxalic acids, pec-
tase and pectose, sugar.

Acetic acid. (Part of the am-
monia exhaled is combined
with acetic acid).

Malic and oxalic acids, starch,
tannine.

Oxalic and malic acids (pro-
bably also tartaric), cliryso-

phanic acid {rumicine), tan-

nine.

Oxalic and tartaric acids.

Oxalic acid (Ilervy), acetic

and malic acids (Girardin
and Preisser), indigo, tan-

nine.
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Plants examined arranged
according to Orders.
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wliich eacli individual exhibits. These causes are not of

equal generality: the order is, indeed, the reverse of

that in which we have enumerated them.
Relations It SO happens that the relations between the chemical
between constitution and the individual and specific forms of

constitu- plants, have hitherto received very little attention, the

tion and former indeed none at all; and yet phyto-chemlstry, espe-
form not

cJ^iiy from an agricultural point of view, should be based

died. precisely upon a knowledge of the action of those causes.

Impressed with the great importance of tracing this con-

nection, I have attempted some experiments, which,

although of a very fragmentary and not very conclusive

character, may help to call attention to one of the most

important subjects of inquiry, whether judged from a

purely physiological or agricultural point of view. I shall

begin with the individual morphological structure.

Former III the years 1852 and 1853, I made, in the Museum
experi- of Irish Industry, in conjunction with my friend Mr.
nients

p^ Gagcs, Several hundred analyses of the bulbous roots

bulbous usually cultivated. The results of these analyses led
roots. to the important conclusion, that the difference in the

amount of water between the large and small roots, grown
under similar conditions, in the same field, was generally

greater than that produced by the action of different

manures
;
a result which necessarily invalidated all ex-

periments upon the comparative action of different ma-
nures upon turnips, beet, potatoes, etc., hitherto made, in

which the influence of size was not taken into account,
and this had been almost never done.

Part of The proportions of water, ash, and nitrogen, were de-
buib termined upon a slice cut, in one series from the centre

ployed,
o^' ^^^^ ^*^o^ and at right angles to the axis, and in another

series in the direction of the other axis. Mr. A. Rehrlng,
of Edderltz, liavlng, however, shown that the amount of

Distribu- sugar Contained in different parts of a beet root varied,
twn of

\)q{^„ c^i a maximum in the thickest part of the body, and

bulb. diminishing upwards and downwards, it appeared to fol-

low that the ]3er-centage of solid matter determined from
the cross sections, would be sensibly higher than the

mean of tlie whole root, and tlaat from the section along
the axis, sensibly lower than the mean. This distribu-

tion of the su<2;ar is more or less in accordance with the

structure of the bulb, which consists of alternate layers
of vascular and cellular tissue, the sugar beinrr contained
m the latter, especially in those cells close to the vascular
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tissue. A larger proportion of such cells would of course

occur in the thick body than at the point of the root.

A considerable portion of the azotic substance being Other

found in the vascular tissue, it struck me that the law of °°"^^'*'^'

distribution for the other proximate principles of the root
babiy

^'^

might not be the same as that for sugar. With the view different-

of determining this point, I made, during the last autumn ^^ (listri-

and winter, the following experiments.

I.—^A root of long red mangel wurzel, weighing 9 lbs. Experi-

15 ozs., and measuring 19 inches in length, had five "^^"'^

cross sections cut from it, which gave, when dried, the ascertain

following results :
— this.

Per-centage of

Solid matter. Water.
1. Segment of crown, half-inch thick, 11.64 88.36
2. Segment of body immediately hclow

the crown, 11.09 88.91
3. Segment of body three inches below

section No. 2 10.28 89.73
4. Segment of body four inches below

section No. 3, .... 11.17 88.83
5. Points of root or forkiugs, . . 12.85 87.15

II.—A root of white Silesian or sugar beet, weighing
6 lbs. 11 ozs., and measuring 14 inches in length, simi-

larly cut, gave :—
Per-centage of

Solid matter. Water.
1. Segment of crown, .... 7.55 92.45
2. Segment of bodj', half-inch below crown, 8.75 91.25
3. Segment of body, taken tliree inches

below No. 2, .... 10.45 89.55
4. Segment of body, taken three inches

below No. 3, . . . .11.55 88.45
5. Point of root, two inches long, . 12.13 87.87

According to these results, the maximum amount of Result of

solid matter is in the thin part of roots, which, according ^-"^p^'"
to Rehring, contain but little sugar. When the quantity
of sugar is very considerable, the maximum may, how-

ever, be in the thickest part of the root.

The relative diminution of solid matter, as the size of lnfl"enca

1
• 11 '.I • of size

an organ increases, appears to be a universal law within ^ ^^_

certain limits
;
and the proportion of nitrogen follows the lative

same law. The young buds, just before bursting into a™ount

leaf, contain more solid matter and nitrogen than when
jj, organs

fully unfolded. In the case of cabbage, I have found, in of plants.

30*
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two instances that I tried the experiment, that the in-

crease of water from the young heart leaves to the ex-

ternal ones was quite regular. Large roots sometimes

appear to form an exception to this law by containing
more nitrogen than the smaller roots. Part of this nitro-

gen is often, however, derived from nitrates and ammo-
nia, the quantity of the former being always greater in

large than in small roots. It would appear, too, that part
of the azotic bodies is expended during the production of

the sugar, and that, consequently, the less sugar that is

produced, the less of the azotic bodies will be lost.

Being desirous of ascertaining how far this gradual in-

crease in the relative amount of solid matter towards the

narrow parts of the roots would influence the difference

between large and small roots, which former experiments,
made in the Museum of Irish Industry, had established.

New de- I recently undertook to make a new series of determina-

do""T' ^^°^^^' ^°'' ^^pon a segment of the root as before, but upon
solid the whole root. Although it is now universally admitted
matter in that large roots contain more water than small ones, yet
bu bous

^^ seemed to me to be worth incurring the labour of this

made ncw scries of determinations, if for no other purpose than

upon the to ascertain the actual condition of our green crojj hus-

bandry as regards quality. The results of this inquiry,
which extended to nearly all the kinds of root crops now
cultivated in Ireland, and in which much care was taken

in getting average samples, will be found in the annexed
table. Besides the actual determinations of water and
solid matter, the results of which are given in the table.

Density I made a series of determinations of the density of a great
of other number of other roots, by a process to be described fur-

terraiued.
*^^^^' '^"- ^° t\^^t, although but two roots from each

locality were dried, these were selected as representing
the average, as determined by the density of, perhaps, in

Table ex- some cases twenty roots. The table may, consequently,
presses be Considered to express the present average quality of
present Irish-grown roots, and will serve as a standard by which

quality
to determine the future improvements in the quality of

of Irish- our green crops, for which indeed there appears to be
grown inucli room. Hitherto all the efforts of husbandmen

seem to have been directed to quantity and none to

quality. This is abundantly proved by the circumstance

that the only test recognized at shows of agricultural

produce, for determining the comparative merits of the

specimens of turnips, etc., exhibited, is weight. It is to

wliole

root.
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be hoped that henceforward some better test than this will

be introduced, and that prizes be awarded for improving
green crop husbandry, and not for deteriorating it, as the

present forcing system but too often tends to do.

However important the object above mentioned may Law of

be, it was not the immediate one I had in view in making
s'ze not

this new series of determinations. That object was con-
n,ediate

nected with the subject of this paper, and which I shall object of

noAv enter upon.
the new

An examination of the table alluded to shows, that
nations!'

although large roots almost invariably contain less solid

matter than small ones, thus confirming the results of

former experiments made upon segments and not upon
the whole root, equal differences of weight between

large and small roots are very rarely accompanied by
equal differences between the amounts of solid matter;
and this is not only true of all roots compared together,
but even in many cases of roots grown in the same
field under as nearly as possible similar conditions, as

we shall see presently. To give a few examples from
the table:—
The greatest observed difference of solid matter (10.81) Equal

is attended by a difference of weight of only 21bs. 8ioz.,
*^'^^*^'"

while the greatest difference of weight observed between
weight

two roots grown together (lOlbs. 4oz.) shows a difference not ac-

in per-centage of solid matter of only 2.40. A nearly
^ompa-

equal difference of weight in another case (9lbs. ISioz.) equaldTf-

gave a difference of solid matter of only 0.17 per cent, ferencesof

To what are we to attribute these extraordinary varia- P^r-cent-
tions ? If the experiments had been limited to a few solid

specimens, they would be set down most probably to matter;

the action of the soil and manure; and no doubt both
causes may have contributed to the result. But as similar

variations, and sometimes to as great an extent, may be
observed among roots grown under precisely the same cause of

conditions as to soil and manure, it is evident that an this

initial cause of difference must have existed in the germs
from which they were produced. I was led to this opi-
nion by observing that roots grown from inferior, and

especially from mixed, seeds, but under precisely similar

conditions as to soil and manure, varied very much in

their composition, and did not follow exactly the law of
iii„strat-

size, while good, uniform, and fully ripened seed inva-edbyex-
riably followed that law. The following examples will amples.

illustrate this :
—
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I.—White Silesian beet, grown upon a strong clay soil,

and manured with matter from cess-pools and sulphate
of ammonia-

Mixed inferior seed.'

Agricul-
tural

seeds not

UDiform.

Weight of root.

13 lbs. 4 oz.

12
10
8
5
3
2
1

5
lU
13|

lOf
12I

Per-centage of
solid matter.

... 8.75

... 6.43

... 9.75

... 9.92

... 7.52

... 12.74

... 10.42

... 10.42

Good uniform seed.

Weiglit of root.

lbs7
6
6

6
4
2
2

1

101 oz.

12i „

6* »

3| „

6^ „

15? „

Per-centageof
solid matter.

... 11.94

... 12.32

... 12.80

... 13.09

... 14.32

... 16.92

... 14.56

... 15.48

II.—Long red mangel wurzel grown on a light clay soil,

and manured with farm-yard manure.

Mixed Inferior
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One of tlie most striking differences in quality which

roots exhibit is that of relative amount of solid mat-

ter, a difference which may be determined by ascer-

taining their specific gravity, the roots containing least

water being densest. 1 therefore determined to try whe-

ther this property of density could be propagated. For

this purpose I selected three roots of white kSilesian beet

of nearly the same size (21bs. 6oz. to 21bs. 7oz.), but ex-

hibiting as great a difference in specific gravity as pos-

sible. I determined the specific gravities by means of a

series of solutions of common salt, indicating differences

of specific gravity equal to 0.005. I employed eleven

solutions placed in wide-mouthed jars, numbered from

one to eleven. The following table gives the specific

gravity of each:—

Differ-

ence in

quality
of roots

ascer-

tained

from spe-
cilic gra-
vity.

Jlode of

deter-

mining

specific

gravity
of roots.

No. 1

2

3
4

1.025

1.030

1.035

1.040

No. 5

6
7

1.045

1.050

1.055

LOGO

No. 9

10
11

1.065

1.070

1.075

The root whose specific gravity was to be determined,

having been washed, was plunged into each successive

solution until it floated fairly. We shall suppose a root

sinks in solution No. 5, but floats in No. 7, its specific

gravity may be considered as the mean, or ] .050 ;
it

ought consequently remain for a moment in any part of

No. 6 solution, slowly rising towards the surface, if its

specific gravity lies between 1.045 and 1.050, or sinking
if it be between 1.050 and 1.055. For all practical pur-

poses intervals of 0.005 are quite enough.
The roots whose specific gravities were thus deter-

mined were planted and allowed to produce seed, which

was sown, and the roots produced from them examined.

The following table gives the results :—

Specific

gravity of

parent root.
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not suffi- The experiments which I have made upon this deeply

mime^ interesting subject are not sufficiently numerous or varied

rous to to establish so important a law as that supposed to exist,
establish ^he results so far arc, however, very remarkable; and

'^^^' whether they be the expression of a general law or an

accident, they suggest a line of investigation which, if

gest in- properly followed up, would assuredly yield some valu-

vestiga- able and interesting theoretical and practical results.'
^'°"- Such experiments occupy a great deal of time, and de-

mand great care and attention, and could only be suc-

cessfully carried out by persons favourably circumstanced.
To such I commend the subject; and as an additional

argument, I would suggest its immense practical impor-
tance

;
for if such a law as I have supposed exists, we

might raise the quality of most, if not of all, cultivated

crops far beyond their present condition. In this respect
there appears to be much room for improvement, as will

Import- |je gQgi^ jjy ^ glance at the table containing the results of

subject.
^^^ determination of water and solid matter in bulbous
roots. To increase the solid matter in all root crops (not

including potatoes) by only one per cent., would be

equivalent, in Ireland alone, to adding 5,000 acres to the
area under cultivation !

Probable In connection with this subject, it may be worth while

sta'i^ttng
*° direct attention to the tendency which some mangel

of roots, wurzel roots have of starting, as it is called
;
that is, of

prematurely producing their flower-stalk. This of course
exhausts the bulb of its azotic and saccharine principles,
at the same time that it becomes woody. I have deter-

mined in several cases the relative amount of water and
solid matter in roots just about to produce their flower-

stalk, and never found the amount of the latter to exceed
ten per cent. Dense roots appear never to exhibit that

tendency ;
but in a crop of mangel wurzel in which the

' Since writing the above, I have found that M. Louis Vilmorin has

proposed to improve tlie quality of the sugar beet by selecting the
dcnisest roots and growing seeds from them, and continuing this system
of selection for several generations. I am glad that the results of my
experiments are so fully in harmony with the experience of so eminent
an agriculturist. He determines the density of tlie juice by cutting out,
by means of a peculiar instrument, a piece of the root, which he rasps
and presses. Small boxes containing all the apparatus required for
the purpose are sold in Paris, and described by M. Vilmorin in a paper
published in No. 5, for March 5, 1858, of that admirable periodical, the
Journal d'Agriculture Pratique, edited by M. Barral.
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per-centage of water is higb, a considerable number of

roots prematurely produce their llower-stalk as soon as

the amount of water passes 90 per cent., which it does

Avhcn the root reaches about three pounds in weight.
If by a judicious selection of seed, we could ultimately Probabi-

succeed in growing crops of roots having 15 or IG per'"^y5'^^'
cent, of solid matter, it seems reasonable to suppose that fa^/con-

we ought also to be able to develop some particular stituents

constituent which may be of more importance than the ™ay be

others. Thus some plants are grown for sugar, others for
by^seiect-

oil, others for fibre, etc.: it would certainly be a great ing seed.

advance in practical agriculture, if we could increase the

relative proportion of each of these constituents in the

respective plants which produce them. That such an
initial difference of this kind may exist in plants, is, I

think, proved by the different qualities of flax seed.

Although the quantity and quality of fibre in the flax

plant are very much influenced by the character of the

soil, it is well known that all flax seeds will not produce
the same quality of fibre when grown on the same land.

Some will give a coarser fibre, others an extremely fine

one. These differences in seed are of course the result of

the influence of soil and climate upon the plants which
bore them. There can be no doubt that, if experiments
were made in this direction, most important results would
be arrived at.

In assuming that a plant can transmit its individual Indivi-

as well as its specific character through its seed to the *^"^' ^^'^-

plants which they produce, I do not mean to imply that
pig^^

°

the action of this cause may not be modified or wholly may be

counteracted by the operation of the numerous other mo'i''i«i

causes acting during the growth of plants, especially by of'son^'*'"

the modifying influence which the soil exerts in virtue of etc.
;

'

its mechanical and chemical constitution. The contrary
must indeed be the case

;
for the individual character is,

in the first instance, as I stated in reference to the flax

plant, the result of the action of such causes. Whatever
be the cause or causes which produce the specific cha- specific

racter of a plant, they appear to be so powerful as to character

predominate over the action of soil, climate, etc. The
individual character is the measure of the effect of those
(causes in modifying the specific type. If we consider
with Ilochleder that the homoeomorphism of plants, like Ilomreo-

the isomorphism of minerals, is tlic result of chemical mo'pii'sm
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of plants constitution,—and the opinion seems rational,
— all modi-

the result flcations in chemical constitution, whether they consist in

caUo™-' ^^^ production of an abnormal substance or in the deve-

stitution. lopment of an abnormal quantity of one or more other-

wise normal constituents, must, if they at all affect the

seed, tend to perpetuate themselves—that is, to pro-
duce varieties. But nothing has yet been done, strictly

speaking, to trace the kind of modification in chemical

composition which most affects the germ.
Germs of I^ plants which produce but one flower-stalk, the

plants wliole of the germs are more likely to have the same
having chemical composition, and therefore the same structure,

er-staik than wlicrc numerous flower-stalks are formed on dif-

more ferent parts of the same plant. As each flower may be
uniform

(developed at different periods, the chemical constitution

those of the sap may vary very much within the intervals of

having time between the formation of tlie several germs, and
many,

consequently a different character may be impressed

upon the germs of each flower. But even the seeds con-

tained in the same capsule or pod often vary considerably
in size and density. This is well seen in the leguminous
seeds, but it may be often observed even in the case of

Sap of such small seeds as those of the poppy. In timber trees, and
timber

generally in plants of slow growth, the constitution ofthe

j^Qre ^^P appears to be more constant and less liable especially
uniform to rapid modifications, or at least to those which affect the

^^h quality of the seed, than herbaceous plants. This is, per-

ceous' haps, due in some measure to the various substances

plants, stored up in the vessels and cells, the produce of former

growth, wdiich serve to dilute or counteract the modifi-

cation. On this account, it is much to be regretted that

no one has determined whether the sap of the sugar

maple presents as great a variation in composition as the

quick-growing sugar cane and beet root.

Plants being composed of chemical molecules subjected
to the action of the force or forces which produce the

Physical phenomenon of life, a species may be considered as simply

p^^^'
a series of groups of such molecules, whose motions fulfil,

species, under a certain relation of forces, the condition of the

most stable equilibrium. So long as the relation of forces

deviates very little from that which results in equili-

brium, the type is constant, and any deviations from it

are transitory. If the deviation be considerable, we may
have: 1. a modification of the type, which may be in-
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dividual if the deviation be transitory, or may result in

the production of a variety if constant; or 2. the devi-

ation taking place slowly and by successive steps, so as

not to remove for a moment the molecules from the in-

fluence of the vital forces, a new condition of equilibrium

may arise which would result in the development of a

new species; or 3. the eqvulibriura may be so disturbed

as to remove for a moment some of the molecules from
without the sphere of vital force, the immediate result

of which would be the death of the individual. If the Probabi-

transmutation of species be possible, the chances of the ''^y ^^

production of a new one may be set down at not less L?^!I!"

than one m several millions at least
;
while the conditions of new

of equilibrium must impose a limit to the possible num- °°6s
;

ber of species which can exist under any given combina-
possible

tion of physical conditions, and the most stable arrange-
number

ments would naturally be those first attained. Now,
'''"'^^'^•

from this point of view, the question of the extent to

which a species might be permanently modified has not

yet, so far as I am aware, been examined. Experi-

Although the action of chemical agents upon plants
ments

has engaged the attention of many distinguished experi- gj^o^j^ ^^

menters, yet beyond the great outline sketched by Leibig, made to

very few positive data have been up to this acquired.
<Jeter-

Perhaps the circumstance, that hitherto the influence of
"^^1^^^* ^^^

chemical agents has been only studied upon the indivi- chemical

duals of a generation, may in part account for this. agents

Carefully conducted experiments should therefore be Xnts
made, to determine the action of chemical substances upon
plants through the several successive generations obtained
from a single parent plant. The seed of each plant, begin-

ning with that of the parent plant itself, should be care-

fully distributed into several sorts, according : 1 . to rela-

tive volume and density ;
2. shape, in reference to normal

type ;
3. position of the flower on the plant, especially

with reference to the action of solar rays ;
4. period at

which the flower of each seed (if single) or of each pod,
etc., was developed ;

and so on. In this way, whatever

slight influences might be exerted on the different seeds

of the parent plant, might be gradually exalted after two
or three generations. Such experiments should not be
confined to one or two families of plants, because, no

doubt, every family would be affected more or less dif-

ferently by the action of the same causes.
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Table showing the influence of Size upon the relative amount of water and sohd

matter in the usually cultivated Bulbous Eoots.

Name of Root examined.
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Name of Root examined.

Orange Globe Mangel-
Wurzel

Orange Globe Mangel-
^^'urzel

Yellow Globe Mangel-
Wurzel.

Purple-topAberdeen"^

Turnips (Bulloch))

Skirving's Improved

Purple-top Swedish

Turnips

Laing's Purple-top
Swedish Turnips

Matson's Purple-top

East Lothian Pur-

ple-top }

Ashcroft's Swedish )

Turnips /

Fettercairne Green-

top Swedish Tur-

nips I

Weight of Root.

Large. Small.

lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

12 1^
11 9

10 2

9 10

14

11

10

9

2

15

7 3
5 11

4 3

5 lU

8 8

7 13

6 0|
6

5 10

9 10

5 Of! 1

10 5i
4 5

1 14

2 5

1

1

1

1

1

1̂

11

11

1 4
1 12

1 14

3 3i

9i
9i

Hi
9

Per-centage of solid

matter.

5 9ii 1 10

G 1 9

6 12i 2 61

Large.

5.24

9.96

7.52

11.88

11.11

11.66

10.80

9.99

11.94

10.68

14.32

12.35

12.66

11.58

8.08

10.69

9.77

10.61

11.32

10.37

9.95

1.200

11.09

11.17

10.82

Difference between
Large and Small

Roots.

Small, in weight.

9.35

11.72

12.58

13.77

16.12

18.34

16.60

13.36

15.19

14.10

13.50

15.40

15.40

8.93

11.07

12.75

12.23

12.71

11.42

11.21

11.76

14.41

11.73

10.52

7 10 1 3 14.401 11.30 7

6

5

5

3

3

3

1

m per-cen
tage of

solid

matter.

lbs. oz.

6.66 1 12

7 4

8 4

7 5

9

12i
9*
9

14

7

Hi

5 15

3 15

2 5

2 8

1.42

4.20

0.70

2.66

4.46

7.54

6.61

1.42

4.51

1.15

2.74

3.82

0.85

3i 2.98

6 14| 0.38

6

4

4
4

7

8 2

3 15|

1.62

1.39

1.03

1.26

3 15^ 3.32

4 7

4 G

0.56
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Art. V.— Observations on the Motions and Sounds of the

Human Heart during life,
as icitnessed in the case of

M. Groux. By Robert D. Lyons.

THE
Scliool of INIeclicine of the Catliolic University

had the lionour of first Introduciifg to the notice of

the medical profession in this city the interesting case of

M. E. A. Groux, of Hamburgh, the subject of congenital
fissure of the sternum.^

The almost unique conformation of parts observable in

the centre of M. Groux's chest in front, offers to the phy-
siologist and the practical physician a rare opportunity Congeni-
for making researches on the motions and sounds of the tai fissure

human heart and lungs during life. These organs are, °^®'^''"

by an anatomical condition of parts of almost unexampled M.Qroux.

rarity, partially exposed to touch and sight in the person
of M. Groux. I had been familiar with the history of
this instructive case, having for the last two or three

years traced M. Groux's progress through Era-ope by the

reports and pubKcations of the various academies and
learned societies before which he had been successively

presented. On his arrival in this city I therefore felt

that I was best carrying out the spirit ofmy duties to the

Catholic University and to science in making the earKest

possible arrangements for a seance with M. Groux, and
in thus securing to our students the advantage of a perso-
nal observation of the phenomena of the heart's motions
and sounds during life, in a case of such singular interest

to the science of medicine.

It was likewise my desire to have an ojjportmiity of

making a full and patient exploration of M. Groux, with
a view to the determination of some points of great prac-
tical moment to the physiologist and physician in con-

nection with the phenomena of the heart and lungs in

'
I\I. Groux was subsequently presented to the class at the Meath Hos-

pital by Dr. Stokes, also to the Pathological Society, the Surgical So-

ciety, and at other places in this city. The Council of the Eoyal Irish

Academy appointed a commission to investigate and report on M.
Groux's case. The following gentlemen were nominated to form the
commission : Sir Henry Marsh, Dr. Stokes, Dr. Corrigan, Dr. Cu-
sack, Dr. Adams, Dr. Harrison, Dr. Law, Dr. Williams, Dr. Wilde,
Dr. Lyons. The commission presented their report to the Council
R.LA., and it will appear in the ensuing volume of the Academy's Pro-
ceedings.
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Extreme

rarity of

tliis con-

forma-

tion.

IM.

Groux's
case the

second

on re-

cord.

health and disease. The results of these researches I pro-

pose to put forward briefly in this paper. I have to tender

my best acknowledgments to M. Groux for the kindness

and patience with which he submitted to my prolonged
and repeated examinations, continued on one occasion for

nearly three hours.

The opportunities for observing the action ofthe human
heart have been of great rarity, and our knowledge of its

complicated functions, and the harmonious movements of

its several parts, is almost wliolly derived from analogical

reasoning. Vivisections, or experiments performed on

living animals, combined with obser\'ations on animals

in wliich artificial respiration has been estabhshed after

the destruction of the nervous centres, have abmidantly
shown us how the similar parts m the lower orders of

creation jDcrform their allotted functions; and on the

whole it does not admit of reasonable doubt that our con-

clusions from experiment, and their applications to the

explanation of the phenomena of the central organ of the

circulation in man, are well founded. But it has ever been

a grand desideratum in the Science of Medicine to have
the opportunity of confirming our reasonings and con-

clusions by the direct and unmediate exploration of the

motions of the human heart by our organs of sight and

touch, which constitute as it were the high court of appeal
for the final decision of all physiological and pathological

questions in dispute.
The extraordinary rarity of the opportunities for sub-

mitting the phenomena of the human heart to these tests

(of sight and touch) will be best appreciated when it

is stated that since the time of the illustrious Harvey, the

great practical expomider, if not the sole or even earliest

discoverer of the circulation of the blood, M. Groux's

case constituted till very recently only the second in-

stance upon record in which the physiologist and phj^si-

cian have had the means of investifjating by ocular in-'nil
spection and the sense of touch the motions of the heart

in man.*

The case observed by Harvey is of much interest in

^ It is almost needless to say that we exclude fi-om consideration here

those instances of foetuses surviving birth but a few liours, in wliicli the
heart was partially exjjosed by congenital malformation of the thoracic

or abdominal walls. No account during life is preserved of the specimen
of ectopia cordis abdominalis in the Museum of St. Thomas's Hospital,
taken from a man act. 47,
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connection with M. Groux's, and as it has but rarely found
its way into pages accessible to the general reader, I think
it will be of advantage to cite its details in this place. The
particulars of this case arc given by Harvey in confirma-
tion of his assertion that the heart is itself insensible. His Heart in-

aCCOUnt is as follows :
sensible.

"
Meantime, I cannot be silent on the remarkable fact

that the heart itself, this most distinguished member in the

body, appears to be insensible.

"A young nobleman, eldest son of the Viscount Mont- Harvey's

gomery, when a child, had a severe fall, attended with ^*^^ '°

fracture of the ribs of the left side. The consequence of of Lord
this was a suppurating abscess, which went on discharg- Montgo-

ing abundantly for a long time from an immense gap in °^®''y-

his side
;

tliis I had from himself and other credible per-
sons who were witnesses. Between the eighteenth and
nineteenth years of his age, this young nobleman, having
travelled through France and Italy, came to London,
having at this time a very large open cavity in his side,

through which the lungs, as it was believed, could both
be seen and touched. When this circumstance was told as

something miraculous to his Serene Majesty King Charles, ^j^^

he straightway sent me to wait on the young man, that I Charles

might ascertain the true state of the case. And what did (lirects

I find ? A young man, well grown, of good comj^lexion, [^^"^^^^
and apparently possessed of an excellent constitution, so mine the

that I thought the whole story must be a fable. Having
case.

saluted him according to custom, however, and informed
him of the king's expressed desire that I should wait upon
him, he immediately showed me everything, and laid

open his left side for my inspection, by removing a plate pi.ite

which he wore there by way of defence against accidental ^om on

blows and other external iniuries. I found a larjje open
*'

V,
1 1

•
1

•
1 r 11 Ti • 1 protect

space m the chest, mto which 1 could reaculy introduce heart
;

three of my fingers and my thumb
;
which done, I straight-

way perceived a certain protuberant fleshy part, afliected the plate

with an alternating extrusive and intrusive movement; femoye.i,
this part I touched gently. Amazed with the novelty of j,gyrt g^..

such a state, I examined everything again and again, and posed to

when I had satisfied myself, I saw that it was a case of old 'o"'^''-

and extensive ulcer, beyond the reach of art, but brought
by a miracle to a kind of cure, the interior being invested

with a membrane, and the edges protected with a tough
skin. But the fleshy part (which I at first took for a

mass of granulations, and others had always regarded as

I. 31
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Pulsat- 3- portion of the lung), from its p^ilsating motions and

ingbody the rhytlim they observed with the pulse
—when the fin-

®'"''"'f' gers of one of my hands were apphed to it, those of the

supposed
other to the artery at the wrist—as well as from their dis-

to be the cordance with the respiratory movements, I saw was no
lung.

portion of the lung that I was handling, but the apex of

Harvey the heart ! covered over with a layer of fungous flesh by
deter- way of external defence, as commonly happens in old foul

thiTbod
^^^^^^'^- '^^^® servant of this young man was in the habit

to be the daily of cleansing the cavity from its accmnulated sordes

heart. by means of injections of tepid water
;

after which the

plate was applied. With this in its place the young man
felt adequate to any exercise or expedition, and in short

he led a pleasant life in perfect safety.
" Instead of a verbal answer, therefore, I carried the

young man himself to the king, that his Majesty might
with his own eyes behold this wonderful case : that, in a

man alive and well, he might, without detriment to the

individual, observe the movements of the heart, and with

his proper hand even touch the ventricles as they con-

King tracted. And his most excellent Majesty, as well as my-
Charles

gg^f acknowledged that the heart was without the sense

the case of touch
;
for the youth never knew when we touched his

with heart, except by the sight or the sensation he had through
Harvey, ^^le external integument.

"We also particularly observed the movements of the

emerged l^^^^'tj viz., that in the diastole it was retracted and with-

•with sys- drawn, whilst in the systole it emerged and protruded ;

tole, re- ^nd the systole of the heart took place at the moment the

whV diastole or pulse in the wrist was perceived. To conclude,
diastole, the heart struck the walls of the chest, and became pro-

minent at the time it bounded upwards, and underwent
contraction in itself".

It is to be regretted that the observations of Harvey and
his royal brother-investigator were not elucidated by the

revelations of the stethoscope, the discovery of which was
reserved for the nineteenth century.
We shall defer any discussion of the phenomena pre-

sented in this remarkable and unique case, hitherto all

but forgotten in the records of medicine, until we have
studied the phenomena presented in M. Groux's case.

Physical
^- Grroux is about twenty-seven years of age, rather

confer- small in stature, but well formed, and of light and active
inatioa build. He is habitually pale, or rather sallow in com-

Groux : plcxion, but his frame is well rounded
;
and though at
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one period of delicate habit, and having once suffered he enjoj-s

from pleuritis of the left side, he has enjoyed excellent §°°"

health for the last three years, during his active life of

scientific peregrination. The remarkable condition which

gives such interest to his case, is that of a congenital fis-

sure in the middle line of the chest in front, covered by
tliin integument, and caused by want of union of the tion^of"

symmetrical lateral valves of the sternum or breast-bone, thebreast-

which in his person seems to have undergone develop-
^°"® "''^''

ment by two lines of ossification. The several points of
"" ^^^ *'

ossification which correspond to the several subdivisions

of the breast-bone, assumed, it maybe supposed, the con-

dition of two parallel ossific lines ranged on either side of

the middle line. Arrest of ossific deposit in the mesial

line took place, as the result of which the lateral halves thefi<-

of the bone in its further process of growth maintained ^"''^ ^''®

• T 1 • oiTii- 1 1 result of
an independent existence, bach 1 believe to have been arrested

the mode of development in this case, resulting in the deveiop-

subdivision of the sternum into symmetrical lateral halves ™®,"|'.'

""'

., . ,. •' -,.(.. TP^ detor-

with no connecting medium, except at the interior end oi
xaxtj.

the bone, where in the situation of the normal xyphoid
cartilage, a strong and dense ligamentous band forms a p^rts of

means of junction. A long, narrow, irregularly-triangular breast-

fissure, depressed to a variable extent of one-fourth of an boneum-

inch to one inch, is thus formed, the base of which is situ- ^y ug^.
ated at the interclavicular space, and the apex is limited ment.

by the ligamentous band above mentioned. Tlie fissure

is of irregular outline on both margins, and presents a

contraction at a point corresponding to the line of the

fourth rib. The edges of the fissure are capable of being

approximated, and even partially overlapped, by volun-
Y\ssme

tary muscular effort on the part of M. Groux
;
while can be

he is again capable of greatly increasing the width of the enlarged

fissure by the action of another set of muscles. The ac-
^"acted"'

companying diagram will explain the position, shape, and at will,

relative dimensions of the fissure, and will likewise enable

us to explain with greater precision the motions and

other phenomena of the several parts observable in it

from above downwards; they will subsequently become

the subject of description in detail.

As shown in the diagram, the fissure may be subdi-

vided into two portions
—an upper and a lower : the lat-

ter is the more contracted and the more deep, and is like-

wise that in which the parts of the circulating apparatus
are more difficult of detection and exploration by sight

and touch. (This diagram is only a plan of the parts.)
31*
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Fissure The upper portion of the fissure is that part which is of
divisible

jjiQre immediate interest in connection with the phenomena
upper

of certain parts of the heart and lungs brought into view,
and a The dimensions are, from A, sterno-clavicular articula-
lower

^.Jqjj^ ^q g^ projection of sternum inwards on level of fourth

rib, 3^ inches
;
the lateral width from C to D in the quies-

cent condition is 1^ inches; its greatest width at the same

level, under the conditions of maximum expansion, as

determined by me with all the requisite precautions, was
found to be 2^ inches.

The letter X corresponds to the site of the ligamentous
band which unites the two portions of the sternum in-

feriorly.
It is to be premised that the results of most carefully

made and repeated stethoscopic examinations have satis-

No disco- fied me that there is no discoverable sign of organic lesion

verabie of the heart or its appendages in the case of M. Groux ;

sign of ^^^ |.|^jg opinion is fully concurred in by many eminent
organic , r J j j

disease oDscrvers. Ihe puise IS seventy-two, the cardiac action
of tiie regular, and quite free from abnormal sound of any kind,
heart.

"pj-^g following is the jyroct^s verbal of a carefully con-

ducted examination of the phenomena presented in M.
Groux. They were taken down by an assistant from my
dictation.

Phenomena recognizable hy Sight.
—M. Groux in quiescent con-

dition.

Twovisi- Obs. I. There is an oblong pulsation visible in the
ble pui- direction EF; it disappears with a long, slow, waving
sations.

action, in the direction of the arrow. There is a slighter,
fainter vertical pulsation in the direction of G H.

II. Two movements are visible in the first pulsation;
First pul- one a slow and apparently double motion, in which the
eation body sccms to come towards the surface, and take a direc-

pound.
^^^'^ ^^'°™ ^^®P ^^ superficial, and slightly from left to

right; the other, shorter, more distinct, and with a direc-

tion from superficial to deep, and from before and the

right backwards and to the left, being accompanied with
an indrawing of the integument covering the point A.

Pulsa- II^- -^y careful observation, a slight motion is observ-
tion at able and above X, corresponding to the site of the ensiform
xiphoid

cartilage ;
this motion becomes very distinct on forcible in-

spiration, being then attended with protrusion and retrac-

tion of a portion of integument about one inch in diameter.

IV. In the perfectly quiescent condition, only a very
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slight and limited wave, continuous with the vertical Slight

wave H G, is visible at the root of the neck. The action ^Qj^f
of the vessels of the neck is not otherwise visible. neck.

V. In a favourable light, a manifest and appreciable
interval of about two radial pulses is seen to exist be- Interval

tween the oblique wave E F and the vertical wave H G. between

VI. In the quiescent condition, there is only a very g p a^ji

slight wavey movement at a point one inch below and H G.

one inch within the left nipple.
Slight

VII. The motions of E F and of X are manifestly move-

not synchronous, the forward motion of E F correspond- ment.

ing pretty nearly with the retractile motion at X. ^
^ ^°*^

Phenomena recognizable hy Touch.
^"^^3^

VIII. The impulse of E F appears to be like that of

a rounded and oblong body; it is produced apparently

by a gradual but not very slow filling ;
its disappearance Impulse

or subsidence is quick and rapidly completed ;
its first °^ ^ ^'

impact is distinctly single, but its disappearance is ac-

companied by the sense of a second deeper shock, when
the fingers are permitted to follow its retraction.

IX. There is a very strong and vigorous resistance to Strong

the finger, pressed deeply into the seat of this pulsation,
pulsation

X. A weak double and thrilling pulsation is felt on
pressure,

pressing deeply into the fissure opposite the second rib
;
a

similar weak double thrilling impulse is felt on pressing Double

the index finger deeply behind the sternal end of the thrilling

right clavicle.
_ _ _

^"^P'^'^''"

XI. The motion at X is not attended with percep-
tible impulse in the quiescent condition, but on deep in- Impulse

spiration a diffused impulse can be felt in that situation, ^\ ?^
^''

but it IS not synchronous with the motion h, s .

deepin-
XII. The cardiac impulse is readily perceptible to spiration.

the hand placed flat on the precordial region ;
the apex

beat is most perceptible through a surface of about an Cardiac

inch in diameter, midway between the left border of the impulse

fissure and the left nipple, and only slightly below the
"^""^ "

level of this latter point.

Phenomena recognizable by Auscultation.

XIII. Both cardiac sounds are audible in this same

situation, the first having somewhat of a clear and hard

quality of tone
; above this point, the first is fuller and has cardiac

greater body of tone
;
tlie second is everywhere clear and sounds

distinct
;
both sounds are clearly audible on the inferior "or^al.
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portion of tlie right fragment of tlie sternum
;
the first has

here, however, a muffled character, and the second is not

so loud as when heard to the left of the fissure.

Both XIV. In the upper part of the fissure, over the dia-

^"^Tlf gonal pulsation E F, boths ounds are conveyed to the ear
audible ^

. , ^
. iii-- i "'i

above witii an mtenseij loud nngmg character: they preserve
clavicles, their natural relations as to duration

;
the second is some-

times most distinctly reduplicated.
XV. With the bell of the stethoscope half above the

Localised clavicles, two sounds are very distinctly heard, the first
inurmur ^f which is full and rinffincr, the second is here veryin rij^ht I 1111 1 • 11*^
carotid. Clear, strong and. loud, and predominates over the other.

XVI. Over the right carotid, both sounds are audible,
the first being attended with a slight but very percep-
tible bellows murmur

;
I cannot detect this in the left :

the second sound is very clear, loud, and certainly the

predominant one in both carotids.

XVII. With Groux's stethoscope behind the sternal

end of the clavicles, both sounds are distinctly audible.
Second Over E F, the sounds are the same as before

;
the second

yg" is perhaps the more intense and loud
;
the second sound

intense is everywhere throughout the fissure most intensely loud
;

through- jjj the right carotid the same sound is heard as before,

sure.

*"
^^^ there is much more difficulty in hearing the sounds
of the left carotid with this instrument (a small glass bell,

with a flexible india rubber tube fitted upon it).

Interval XVIII. The diagonal impulse E F and the apex beats

E F^.^^d
*^^® place very nearly at the same time

;
the former, in

apex- my opinion, slightly precedes the latter. This is the more
beat.

perceptible when the two are felt with the one hand. No
pressure that can be safely borne can produce a murmur
in the situation H G, though the stethoscope was pressed
back so as nearly to touch the spine.
XIX, In deep inspiration, followed by slow and com-

Great di-
plete expiration, the diagonal pulsating mass E F comes

f e'f
°

prominently forward and appears subdivided into two, by
a kind of hour-glass contraction, and at the same time a

very strong pulsation is seen and felt in the second and
third intercostal spaces, especially when the tips of the

fingers are pressed deeply in between the ribs.

expe-^'
XX. The feather experiment shows a distinct interval

riment. between the diagonal pulsation E F.^

' Tills simple but very demonstrative experiment is thus performed :

the feathered portion of an ordinary c[uill is made to adhere by the
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XXI. With the sphygmoscopes, the diagonal motion Sphyg-

precedes by a short but appreciable interval, the beat of
JJ°^,^"^^.'

the heart's apex.* terval.

Before discussing the phenomena presented in M.
Groux's case, we may here insert a brief account of a

somewhat similar instance of deficiency of parts, which

constitutes tlie tliird example since the days of Harvey Details of

of a condition of the anterior wall of the thorax admit- a third

ting exploration of the cardiac movements.

Blamdahier, son of a master cartwright, a boy of fourteen,

labours under a deformity, consisting chiefly in a very decided

hump and a lateral curvature of the spine, accompanied by a

deviation of the ribs, some of which are imperfect.

The inclination of the vertebral column commences about the

middle of the cervical region, is directed at first from left to right

and backwards, then almost transversely; and finally, directly

from above downwards, thus forming the figure of a turned

Roman S.

The greater convexity of the thorax corresponds, therefore,

anteriorly to the right half, posteriorly to the left half. The right

side deviates inwards, the left outwards, and the greatest trans-

verse diameter of the chest bisects the sternum, and answers to

the inferior angle of the left scapula.

The following points, observed on the anterior aspect of the

thorax, are worthy of remark:—
1. The sternum is wider than in the normal state, and is

directed obliquely from above downwards, and from right to

left.

2. Of the left ribs, the first alone is articulated to the sternum ;

the second terminates at the distance of two and a half inches

from that bone
;

the third, fourth, and fifth descend at first

almost in a straight line from the hollow of the axilla, and stop

at three inches from the sternum
;
and the others, articulated to

one another by a common cartilage, form from left to right a

medium of some Tiscid substance to the thoracic parietes immediately
over the pulsating body; motion communicated to the feather becomes

very apparent at its free extremity, and the interval between two con-

tiguous motions is thus readily recognizable.
* The sphygmoscope is a simple instrument thus made : a small glass

tube, terminating in a bell, is closed with a tympanum of caoutchouc ;

a flexible caoutchouc tube, of any required length, is attached to this

tube, and in its turn terminates in a small glass tube of two or three

inches in length ; any coloured fluid contained m this compound tube

receives a wave from any pulsating body with which the bell (stopped

by the caoutchouc tympanum) is brought into contact. If one sphyg-

moscope be filled with red fluid, and another with blue, the difterence

in time of two contiguous pulsating bodies is made very evident, one

coloured wave rising in one of the tubes, while the other falls in the next.
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Case semilunar arch, and terminate at half an inch from a rudimentary
some-

xiphoid appendix.

mihr*'" ^' ^^ consequeuce of this malformation and of the absence of a

to M. portion of the ribs, there exists on the left side of the chest a sort

Groux's. of triangle with the base above formed by the first rib and the

lower edge of the great pectoral muscle, the truncated apex being
directed downwards

;
at the right superior angle is the nipple ;

the sides of the triangle are three and a half inches long, its sur-

face is half an inch lower than that of the rest of the chest.

4. In this triangular space are situated the inferior organs of

the thorax, covered only by the skin, beneath which the move-

ments of the heart and of a portion of the left lung are distinctly

seen.

5. The motions of the heart are observed at the upper angle of

the space just described. A movement from left to right is

plainly distinguished, and on palpation the impulse of the heart is

felt immediately under the skin, appearing reduplicated, and con-

sisting of two shocks, the one longer and stronger, the other

shorter and weaker.

The first is isochronous with the systole, the second follows the

first and the systole, simulating a weak and rapid rebound.

The motions of the lung are easily recognized by an elevation

and depression isochronous with inspiration and expiration, and

by the edge of the luug covering the heart gliding alternately from

left to right.

6. On percussion it is found that the heart extends from the

place where the impulse is perceived to the right under the

sternum, and downwards as far as the xiphoid cartilage, and that

it has rather a transverse direction from left to right and from

before backwards ; consequently, it is probable that the part of

the heart which pulsates in the triangle corresponds to a portion

of the left ventricle.

Moreover, percussion in the upper angle of the triangle yields a

clear sound over a circumference of two square inches, which,

therefore, covers a part of the left ventricle, and occupies the

greatest extent of the triangle ;
the inferior third furnishes a

completely dull sound, and contains the stomach, as well as the

left lobe of the liver.

7. Auscultation discloses in the free portion of the heart the

two normal sounds, the first being longer, and being emphasized.
In the rest of the precordial region the two sounds continue the

same, although they are weaker on account of their distance. The

accentuation is always laid upon the first, which extends towards

the free part of the heart, and corresponds to the stronger impulse

already mentioned. The second sound, which is shorter and

weaker, corresponds to the second shock, which presents the same

characters.

On the contrary, in the region in which, as would appear from
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the clear sound yielded on percussion, a portion of the left lung

exists, a vesicular murmur alone is heard
;

in the lower third of

the triangle, where the duluess is detected, the ear perceives no

sound.

The results of my first examination of M. Groux, made
with considerable care, were such as I have stated. At

subsequent periods I again examined M. Groux with

much attention (I do not here speak of those occasions on

which I took part in the investigations and observations

made by the Commission of the Royal Irisli Academy).
In my subsequent investigations, I found the visible and ^ddi-

tactile phenomena very much as already described : but tionai

the following results of auscultation were determined obs^rva-

by careful exploration of the oval tumour E F "with the

flexible stethoscope and glass bell, which, as before, we
shall denominate " Groux's Stethoscope":

Obs. XXII. On placing the glass bell over the oval tu-

mour with the least possible pressure which was sufficient

to maintain contact, a single short and rather faint sound
single

was audible
;
the same sound was heard when the glass

faint

bell was maintained in contact with the tumour by a
^"p''

'"

small quantity of adhesive substance. When an ordi-

nary stethoscope, with a very small bell, was held over

the tumour, contact being maintained by the most deli-

cate pressure possible, a similar sound was likewise heard

with this instrument
;
but it required the utmost nicety in

the adjustment of the ordinary stethoscope, to obtain the

purely single character of the sound. It became apparent
to the observer that a very slight amount of pressure
was sufficient to replace the single sound which seemed

proper to the tumour itself by a well-marked and dis- this sound

tinctly double sound, much more loud and intense, and replaced

giving the impression that it was derived from a more ^
?.^

^

deeply seated source. This double sound could be, pressure

as it were, produced at will
;
with such pressure over be made.

the tumour as was barely sufficient to maintain contact,
the stethoscope detected a distinctly single sound of the

characters already specified;
—a slight amount of pres-

sure brought the instrument in contact with a deeper Deeper

body having two distinct sounds. This alternation of body

single and double sound could be produced according as
^'jip^g]^"

the instrument was placed lightly over the tumour or

pressed deeply into the fissure. I dwell upon this point,

because, after repeated examination and the exercise of

every possible precaution, I can see no ground for doubt-
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ing its accuracy, though I am aware that the existence

of a special single sound, referrable to the oval pulsating

body, has been called inquestion by eminent authortiy.
Before we proceed to examine in detail the several

phenomena presented in this interesting case, it will be
well to consider in the first instance what conditions

normal or pathological could be regarded a priori as

capable of giving rise to the motions and sounds in ques-
tion. They may be enumerated as follows :—

In the portion of the human chest corresponding to the

congenital fissure in M. Groux's sternum we meet with :

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.

IX.
X.

The Auricles of the Heart (portions of them).
The Ventricles of the Heart (portions of them).
The Pulmonary Artery.
The Aorta and its Arch.

The^Artcria Innominata.

The^Carotid Arteries (parts of them) .

The Superior Vena Cava.

The Inferior Vena Cava (part of).
Portions of the Lungs.
Morbid Conditions, as aneurisms and tumours

of other kinds.

It may be observed that our remarks are practically
limited in M. Groux's case to the consideration of the

phenomena presented by the first five of the causes here

enumerated. They comprise, as will be seen, the most
essential parts of the central apparatus of the circulation,

namely, the four chambers of the heart, and the great
vessels which spring from it, and which maintain on the

one hand the pulmonic, and on the other, the systemic
circulation. For reasons presently to be specified I shall

exclude from consideration in this place any phenomena
referable to the causes indicated under the ninth head.

The Vense Cavse in like manner must be regarded as not

coming practically within the scope of the observer in

the present instance. The Superior Cava it is true, if it

retains its normal position in M. Groux's chest, must

occupy a position at no very considerable depth in a line

corresponding to the posterior surface of the left border

of the right half of the sternum. It might be supposed,

therefore, that in a fissure such as that presented in M.
Groux's case, this vessel could be felt, or that at least

some indications of its presence could be detected in the

situation above described. After the most careful exami-

nation of all parts of the fissure, the most minute and de-
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licate tactile exploration of the several parts contained in

it, and the most careful auscultation, I am not satisfied
g„perior

that I was at any time able to define a part which I cavas not

should be warranted in concludintr to be the vessel in to be de-

r^n • • .^ •
, ,' 'i.

• tected 111

question. Of its presence m the situation it occupies gggure.

normally, I see no reason to doubt, while at the same time

its movements and sounds, if any, and the physical cha-

racters of its walls, are such as not to admit of the vessel

being detected by any of the means of exploration now
at our command.
With respect to the class of causes included under the

^^^ "1^^"

tenth head, I am persuaded that in the case ofM. Groux, suppose

there are no tenable grounds for presuming the exist- aneuris-

ence of aneurismal conditions, pulsatile sacs with fluid "!f.'
*^''"'

. .' 1
. , ditions to

or semi-iiuid contents, receiving a communicated, wave
i^g prg.

from the impact of contiguous vessels, or of other similar sent.

morbid states with which we are acquainted.
This opinion must, it appears to me, be arrived at,

from the absence of all signs and symptoms having the

characters of those resultincf from aneurisms or other tu-

mours, which, of necessity, produce the extrinsic phe-
nomena of eccentric pressure and interference with sono-

liety.^ The intrinsic phenomena of thoracic tumours

may, perhaps, find some parallel in the signs presented by
the parts within the fissiire; but, as will presently be-

come evident, these (the intrinsic^ phenomena are fully

explicable on the hypothesis that they are caused by the

normal action of normal parts ;
and we thus of necessity

eliminate abnormal causes, which no longer require con-

sideration.

We have now narrowed the sphere of our researches Elimina-

to the consideration of the heart and its appendages, the t'O" o*" =''

great vessels, pulmonary artery and aorta. Proceeding except
as we have done, par voie cVexclusion, it may be now the heart

affirmed that we can recognize no other causes for the ^"'^ "*'

phenomena presented in the congenital fissure in M.
^ag^g.

Groux's sternum, than the four chambers of the heart,

and the two great vessels just mentioned, some or all of

which it is to be next shown are singly or collectively

concerned m the causation of the impulses and sounds in

question. It may be as well to remark again, that for

' See ii paper by the author on tlie Diagnosis of Aneurism, Dub.

Quarterly Journal of Medicine, May, 1 SjO, in which a general method for

the Diagnosis of Intrathoracic Tumours is developed.
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Motions tlie time we exclude from consideration at present the

of Lungs phenomena manifestly referable to the motions of the an-
not con-

^grJoj. Ijorders of both luncrs, of which more hereafter,

in this We shall now study in the order in which we have
section. ^^^^^H already considered them, the

parts presented in the fissure,

with the view of assigning to

each its special interpretation.
The most prominent and strik-

ing phenomena, and those which
first arrest the attention of all

observers, are the motions and

^^^^^^^_^^^^^^ sounds of the oblong or oval
This dia- ^H^^^^H^^^H^I body, the axis of the pulsation

f^^^a ^I^^^H^^^B^I ^^ which is in the line E F (see

plan ^B^^^B^^^^R^I Diagram). I have described two

motions in this body (Obs. II.,

p. 456), one slow and apparently

reduplicated, in which it comes
to the surface: it is obviously
the motion of a part being filled

with fluid. The other motion

is that of a body expelling fluid

by contraction of its parietes.
The phenomena presented by

this oval body (E F in Dia-

gram) must be referred to the

action of some one or other of

the following causes :—
I. The systole and diastole of the Eight Auricle of the heart (Ap-

pendix or other portion of it).

II. „ „ Left Auricle of tlie heart (its Appendix
Tossible or other part of it, in some

causes of abnormal position of parts).

E F III. „ „ Right Ventricle of the heart (portion
of it).

IV. „ „ Left Ventricle of the heart (portion of it

in some abnormal position of

parts).
V. „ „ Aorta.

VI. „ „ Pulmonary Artery.
VII. „ „ Arteria Innominata.

If we omit IV., I believe it may be said that each of the

other causes here specified has been assumed, and its effi-

ciency for the production of the phenomena in question
maintained by able observers. In evidence of the diver-

sity of the opinions held on this point and the authority
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of" their advocates, it will only be necessary to mention

the following instances:—
Professor Virchow considers the pulsating body to be vircimw

the cone of the pulmonary artery. Traube regards it regards

as a part of the right ventricle
; by others again it is

'^ ^
.**'.

stated most confidently to be the aorta.
pui'mo-

Discarding all controversial discussion of the opinions of oary

others, I will proceed to discuss the grounds upon which artery.

I conceive the true nature of this pulsating body can be

proved by a logical necessity from the several observa-

tions we have recorded, and which admit of being veri-

fied by all inquirers who devote sufficient time and pa-
tience to the investigation. I shall be the more explicit
in the adducing of proofs of the nature of this body, as

it manifestly and admittedly constitutes the key to the

whole series of actions presented in the fissure.

Two observations which can be determined with regard
to it with a precision which leaves nothing to be desired,

seem to me to closely narrow the circle of admissible

causes.

Careful exploration must satisfy the observer that it is

a body with comparatively thin and yielding walls : such .

is not either ventricle of the heart.
i/ojy

Under certain conditions it requires an increase of vo- with

kune, and is thrown prominently forward as a dilated "^*^'T'l""

saccular body, to an extent which it is impossible to con-

ceive any portion of the ventricular walls could undergo j^^

by any amount of distension : it is equally impossible to markable

conceive that either the pulmonary artery or the aorta ""crease

could rapidly dilate to the extent observed in the tu- ^^^^'

mour, and as rapidly subside.

The conditions under which this maximum distension p„inio-

of the oval tumour is reached are such as directly alFcct nary

the right auricle, right ventricle, and pulmonary artery,
''^''^^''y''''

but in no way affect the aorta, except in so far as pro- could not

bably for the time to diminish the absolute quantity of reach the

blood it receives from the ventricle. They ai'e as follows :
^^™^

Obs. XXIII. M. Groux makes a very deep inspiration, ^f ^jjij^.

and then very slowly and gradually expires until he expels tation.

as much air as possible from the lungs. During this latter Process

process, that of forcible expiration, the oval body gra- ^^ which

dualiy tills with a succession oi waving, more and more
,jj,„ ^^

rapid, and in the end fluttering irregular motions : in this effected.

process it comes prominently forward as a somewhat oval

tumoiir of ai least three or four times its orio-inal volume
;
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in its state of maximum distension it exhibits a partial sub-
Partial division into two portions separated by a slight horizontal

sion 7" clepression. These actions are very characteristic of the

E F filling of the right auricle and the distension of it by venous
when in blood by reason of the obstruction offered by the lung, in
state o

^1^ condition it is caused to assume during forcible expi-maxi- . 1 • 1 •
1 1 1 ? ^

niuindis- ration, to the circulation through the pulmonary artery,
tension, -which reacts upon the right ventricle, and so upon the right

auricle. It may be a question whether a dilated state of

this part has not been produced artificially by the repeated
distension of it in the experiment just described, which, as

Probable being one of great interest, INI. Groux with his charac-
tiiiata- teristic courtesy exhibits at least twice during every

a'uHcle seance, though it is attended with not a Httle personal dis-

in M. tress. The series of actions here described is to me
Groux. conclusive evidence that the tumour in question is a part

of the right auricle of the heart, probably (from the

cause just specified) an enlarged and dilated appendix.
But there are other evidences which, if not individually
so striking, are such as, when taken conjointly, to leave

no doubt upon my mind of the natm-e of the principal

pulsating body in the fissure; and this point once

settled, it becomes as it were the key for the correct in-

terpretation of the remaining phenomena. The impulse

(in line E F) of this oval body (right auricle), is not syn-
chronous with that which takes place close beside it in

E F not the line H G, nor with that at the point X, nor again with
synchro-

^|-^.^^^ ^^ ^^xq situation of the cardiac apex below the left

^itii nipple
—

(Obs. V. and VII.).
H G or The motion H G, visible in favom'able conditions of
^' ^^ light, and traceable upwards into the neck, is manifestly

apex.
that of a vessel of large cahbre; the upper part of it must

be referable to the arteria innominata and the right
carotid. The aortic walls cannot, it is true, be as satisfac-

torily defined in the normal situation of the vessel, as

Nature of might be supposed a jyriori to be possible ; yet, in the ab-
motion

ggjice of any j)roof of irregular origin or distribution ofthe

vessel, it is not unsafe to presume that it occupies nearly
its normal position, though perhaps it is placed somewhat

deep.
The pulsation H G is presumably that of the aorta, and

in its upper part certainly that of the innominata and

carotid. Now this pulsation is posterior, in point of time,

to that of E F (right auricle).

In the normal action of the several portions of the heart.
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Ave know tliat tlie systole and diastole of the following

parts are severally synclironoiis in successive pairs :
— Syncbro

((/),
tire two Auricles; {h), the two Ventricles; (c),_the""""

Pulmonary Artery and Aorta
;
and the order of the actions

of these parts is that in which they are here enumerated.

It is clearly deducible from the foregoing that the pulsa-
tion EF is not that of the Pulmonary Artery; if it were,

-^^ ^^^
it should and would be synclu-onous with that of the Aorta

^^^ ^^

and Innominata HG. motion of

It will be interesting, I think, to place before the puimo-

reader at this point one of those brief and luminous pas-
^^^e^^^^

sages of Harvey, in which he so well describes the

motions of the heart and its several parts. "First of all", Harvey's

observes this great anatomist,
" the auricle contracts, and account

in the course of its contraction, throws the blood (which it
"^ '''^^'j.'°'^

contains in ample quantity as the head of the veins, the
°

storehouse and cistern of the blood) into the ventricle,

which being filled, the heart raises itself straightway,
makes all its fibres tense, contracts the ventricles, and per-

forms a beat, by which beat it immediately sends the

blood supplied to it by the auricle into the arteries
;
the

right ventricle sending its charge into the Imigs by the

vessel (the pulmonary artery), which is called vena arte-

riosa, but which, in structure and fimction and all things

else, is an artery ;
the left ventricle sending its charge into

the aorta, and through tliis by the arteries to the body at

large".
The resvdts of my own observations lead me to concur

in the accuracy and truthfuhiess of this description of the

order of the cardiac movements, and I cannot conceive
-^^

by what perverted ingenuity of research, or what desire grounds

for the eclat of novelty of opinion, it has been recently
^ov con-

attempted to substitute another order of actions for that
^^^IJ^^^^

which, since the time of Harvey, has been not alone re-

ceived on his authority, but confirmed by innumerable

vivisections.

The normal action of parts may then be briefly summed

up thus:—Auricles, Ventricles, Aorta, and Pulmonary

Artery. But each of these actions is double ;
each part

has a motion of diastole and a motion of systole, and each

part has an interval of quiescence or non-action. The

synchronism, succession, and dependence of these several

actions, may perhaps be thus expressed.
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Synchro-
nism and
(succes-

sion of

cartliac

actions.

Proofs

from

sound of

E F.

I. Auricular diastole,
II. Auricular systole,
III. Ventricular diastole,

IV. VentricTilar systole,

V. Ventricular repose.

B.

1. Ventricular repose.
2. Ventricular diastole.

3. Repose of Aorta and Pulmo-
nary Artery.

4. Diastole of Aorta and Pulmo-
nary Artery.

5. Systole of Aorta and Pulmo-
nary Artery, diastole of Au-
ricles.

It must be understood that the several arteries specified
in the cohimns A and B, are not perfectly synchronous®
in pairs taken one each from opposite and corresponding
portions of these scales, as II. with 2, III. with 3, etc.

Each element of cardiac action in the column A slightly

precedes in point of time the corresponding one in co-

lumn B.

We have now to arrange under their proper heads the

several motions and sounds observable in and near the

congenital fissure in M. Groux. We have, on the grounds
already specified, determined the oval pulsating tumour EF
to be a part of the Right Auricle. It presents a motion of

diastole and systole :
—the diastole is gradual, and the re-

sult of successive actions
;

the systole is likewise gradual,

though a more active movement than the diastole
;

it is

slightly vermicular, which can be appreciated best by the

tips of the fingers ranged in line over it. Neither of these

actions is one of much force or resistance. As abeady
stated, the systole is attended by a slight but appreciable

single sound when the bell of the Groux stethoscope
is gently placed over it, such force only being used
as is sufficient to maintain apposition (Obs. xxiii. p.

461) ;
if the bell be retained in apposition by any glu-

tinous material, the same result is produced. If the

fingers be pressed with even but little force upon the

Auricle (oval tumour E F) a distinctly double shock is per-

ceptible to the touch, and with the bell of the Groux or

of the ordinary stethoscope, two distinct sovtnds are audi-

ble unless the precaution be adopted, as already explained
of using extremely light pressure upon it. As stated

(Obs. XXIII.) the single or the double sound is producible

•^ I wish here to draw attention to the uncommon confusion of terms

consequent on the erroneous use of the v.-ords synchronous and iso-

chronous. The former refers to the simultaneous action of parts moving
at the same time, as of pendulums of equal or unequal length ;

isochro-

nous signifies the equality of motion in equal times of pendulums of the
same length.
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at will bj graJuuting the amount of pressure empluyed t?i„,.ie„r

with the stethoscope. doiiide

An obvious and to mv mind sufficient explanation *""'""'.

of these phenomena is the following:
—To the finger ijie"..,r'

and the stethoscope, placed lightly upon the delicate win.

and yielding walls of the Auricle, a single impulse and
a single sound, each proper to the Auricle itself, is percept-
ble. Any increase of pressure causes the yielding Avails

of the Auricle to recede before the finger or the stetho-

scope which is then brought into immediate relation with

the walls ofthe conus arteriostis pulmonalis, or, as it is other-

"U'ise denominated, the infundibulum of the right Ventricle,
at its jimction with the Puhnonary Artery; a portion
of this vessel itself is likewise in this situation overlapped
by the Auricle, and its motions are felt and heard through
the compressed auricular substance when the fingers or

stethoscope arc made to impinge with any force upon the

oval tumovu' E F.

The observation of Virchow is therefore partially right, yj^^,^

for it is undeniable that the cone of the pulmonary artery observ

occupies the position in question ;
but it is here over- •^'""^

lapped by the auricular appendix, the presence of which, ^^J,l^^

as well as its single sound and impulse, would seem to

have been overlooked by this usually most accurate ob-

server.

We have therefore in the situation of the oval tumour to Two dis-

consider two causes of motion and sound : one superficial
tinct

and single ;
the other deeper seated and double. The

^^^^^^^

"^

superficial motions and sounds are those of the Auricle; and

they are, it is almost needless to repeat, single : the sound in

deeper are those of the pulmonary artery. E^p^"""
An observation of great interest and importance dedu-

cible from the foregoing is to be here noticed : The pul- j,^^^ ^^^^

monary artery possesses two distinct impulses and two tions and

distinct somids. *"'»

We have seen that the motions ofH G are presumably puimii"-'"

those of the Aorta, and certainly in the upper part those nan-

of the arteria innominata. It vnW not be wrong to artery

conclude as follows:— The Pulmonary Artery and Aorta
^"j^^^_

are shown hy the exploration of the congenital fissure in

M. Groux to jyossess a double impulse and a dorible sound.

This observation is of great interest, and not without

importance and some practical bearing upon the physiolo-

gical pathology and diagnosis of Aneurisms.
In connection Avith this important observation, the posi-

I. 32
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tive determination of which Ave owe to the facility of
Author's

exploration presented by M. Groux s case, I beg leave to

tiamln"
^^ allowed to cite here some conclusions advanced by me

l^50. on a former occasion' (1850).
" The column of blood in

the arch and superior part of the thoracic aorta must be
considered as subject to two forces acting at an appreciable
interval, viz., the ventricular and arterial systoles, the

influences of which must be supposed to be combined and
simultaneous on particles of blood at a distance from the

heart
;
for in no other way can we explain the single pul-

sation of the carotid, femoral, and radial arteries".
" The sequence of actions may be considered to take

place as follows:—The blood contained in the arch of the

aorta, receiving an impetus from the left ventricle, is set

in motion towards the extremities; but before it can be

propelled to any great distance, it receives the additional

systole of the first portion of the aorta, and now continues

its course impelled by the combined influence of two

forces, that of the ventricular systole being as it were
overtaken by that of the arterial. It is highly probable
that their force becomes thus simultaneous in their action

in some part of the descending thoracic aorta, and that

the ordinary impulse of the abdominal aorta and its

branches, as well as that of the carotid, radial, and

femoral, is single". The conjecture was then hazarded,
that the impulse in the ascending portion of the aorta was
likewise single, except in cases of aneurism. And in the

conclusions drawn in this memoir respecting the motion

and sounds of aneurism the following observations occur:

"
7th. That there is a point, to be yet determined, situated

at a certain distance from the centre of the circidatiou, ou the

cardiac side of which two impulses and two sounds may in

general be expected to attend aneurism, and on the distal side

of which these tumours are generally characterized by a single

impulse and a single sound ; and that on the aortic trunk, the

prime point at which the second impulse and second sound are

lost, is yet to be ascertained '.

These "\Yg derive from the examination of the motions and

p,,,,."
sounds presented in the aorta and pulmonary artery in M.

firmed Groux's casc, an important and direct confirmation of the
iiy phs- views sucTEfested in the passasxes iust cited, and which

^ In Duhlin Quarterly Journal of Medicine, May, 1850:—Observations
on the Motions and Sounds of Aneurism, the mechanism of their produc-
tion, and their diagnostic value. See also the French translation of tliis

memoir by M. Aran,
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have not, as far as I am aware, been put forward by other in :m.

observers." Gronx's

The next phenomenon of interest is that of the motion ^^^^'

at the point X : it is but slightly visible in the perfectly -yjotj^-

quiescent condition of M. Gronx's chest, but on deep of point

inspiration a manifest and vigorous pulsation is seen and ^ 'm-

felt. It then gives the idea of being caused by the im-
sgg„^[,'^

^

pact on the finger or stethoscope of a body with dense quiescent

and resisting walls, and acting with considerable force, state.

Its motion is posterior in point of time to that of the ^ poste-
auricle EF, and anterior by a slight but appreciable in- rior in

terval to that in the line of the aorta, HG. It is sjaichro- P'^'"t "^

nous with that seen and felt below the left nipple, that of g"p
'''

the heart's apex-beat. precedes

There is m my mind no possibility of regarding this H G.

movement otherwise than as that of a portion of the right
Ventricle : in the position in wdiich it is presented, the -^

'®

^J^'

character of the movement, and its relation in point of
^jgiij

'

time to the other motions in the cardiac region, and in ventricle,

all other essential particulars, we find that it corresponds
with the phenomena of motion and sound which we know
to be those of the right ventricle.

The remarkable phenomenon described in Obs. XXIII.,

p. 465, now demand attention. The extraordinary force

of the cardiac pulsations presented when M. Groux per-
forms the respiratory acts described, must, I think, be

referred to powerfully increased ventricular contractions,
and these I am disposed to regard as chiefly assignable
to the Right Ventricle. The auricle dilates to several

volumes; the whole heart appears to undergo some

change of position, and the pulsations are felt with power- Puisa-

ful resistance when the fingers are pressed deeply into tions in

the second, third, and fourth intercostal spaces. It
'"|erco»-

would appear as if the heart vmderwent a kind of rota- that ot

^

tion, the apex being elevated, and the mass of the right

dilated right ventricle coming to lie close under the ^e'-t'"''^'^-

above-named intercostal spaces to the left of the sternum.

The mechanism of their action is probably as follows :
—

By the gradual expulsion of the air from the lungs,
the pulmonary tissue becomes reduced to a minimum of

^
It M'oiiM be very desirabie tli^t the phenomena in M. Groux's case

should he submitted to that mathematically accurate recording iustru-

ment, the kymograpbion of Ludwig. I trust, when M. Groux vifita

Vienna next, he will undergo a careful examination at the hands of ray
eminent friend, Professor Ludwig.

32*
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Mecha-
capacity. The lungs, in proportion to tlieir diminislied

"'^^ c- '^^olume, become less and less capable of receiving and

tion of circulating the mass of blood sent into them at each
these stroke of the right ventricle. There is then an obstruction
P eno-

niomentarily increasing to the passage ofthe blood through
dimi- the pulmonary artery; less and less blood is therefore
nished

discharged from the ventricle at each contraction: the

^'n^nes ventricle, and finally the auricle, become surcharged with

Blood blood, constantly pouring into the latter from the vena
accumu- cava. The auricle becomes dilated and distended

;
its

rrhV" dilated appendix is that body found in the fissure: the

ventricle, same happens with the ventricle, the force of the pulsa-
tions of which momentarily increases in the efforts to

overcome the obstruction and discharge the blood with

which it is loaded to excess : it is during this over-action

of the ventricular walls that the inordinately powerful

pulsations are felt in the intercostal spaces.
But a stage is quickly reached beyond which it is not

possible that this condition of things can exist
;
there is

a momentary period of almost complete apnsea, after

which the muscular tension of the expiratory effort is

relaxed, a sudden and deep inspiration takes place, and
the normal action of parts is forthwith restored.

A remarkable power of arresting the radial pulse is

Arrest of Possessed by M. Groux. This suspension is effected by a

radial Series of short and rapid inspiratory efforts, after which
pulse the breath is forcibly held. The result is somewhat the

p,n„^ same as in the former experiment—distension of the au-

ncle, but not to the same amount. It was rej^eatedly en-

deavoured to determine with positive accuracy whether the

carotids ceased to beat at the same time with the radials
;
but

tids owing to the strong action into which the muscles of the

cease to neck are thrown in this experiment, it was not easy to
beat as determine the matter with certainty. It did seem on

radials? some occasions that the carotids ceased to beat for a brief

interval. How the act of stopping the radial pulse is

effected, must be a matter of speculation. This power is

possessed by other individuals.® It may be, and probably
is effected, in M. Groux's case, by the cone of the lungs'

apex on either side bemg made to press upon the subcla-

vian artery in a direction from below upwards.

^ It is almost unnecessary to say that tlie mode of stopping the pulse
at the wrist, alluded to here, is not that in which the arm is forcibly

retracted, and the subclavian artery strained against the first rib.
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Amongst the most remarkable instances of tlie volun- Volun-

tary powers wliicli M. Groux has acquired over the action tary

of certain parts are those alhided to ah-eady, by which P"^^^*"

a reduction of the pulmonary tissue to a minimum capa- by^M^.^

city for air and blood is effected. This condition has Groux

been already sufficiently noticed. Another effect is that
P'^""

of withdrawing the anterior borders of the lungs, to the anTre-

extent on the left side of effecting the removal of the pul- t^piratory

monary structure totally from in front of the heart. This
"*''''°"^-

likewise has been already sufficiently studied. A third

effect (less remarkable in my opinion) is that of protru- protru-

ding the anterior borders of the lungs in the fissure : this sion of

is accomplished at will on either side, but apparently to ^""S^ '"

a greater extent on the right than on the left. On the
^**"'^^'

right side an irregularly globular or oblong mass is

caused to protrude from beneath the right half the ster-

num : it gives the usual percussion sounds of pulmonary
substance, and of its nature there can be no doubt. I will

take this opportunity to observe, that after carefiil con-
sideration of the phenomena in question referable to the

voluntary movements of retraction and extrusion of the no con-

pulmonary substance, I cannot see that they offer any elusions

basis whatever for speculations bearing upon the mode of
"j''"'^^'-

connection of the emphysema of the lung : and having connec

said so much, I shall abandon this subject, which, it ap-
tion of

pears to me, has been made the ground of much unprofit-
^'"!'''y-

e discussion.

It is somewhat singular, and the observation is one 1!^^''®

fraught with great interest, that while M. Groux has has

"^"""^

acquired a certain amount of voluntary power over the acquired

movements of the lungs, he seems to be quite incapable
voiun-

by any effort of the will of interfering with the move-
po'^-gr

ments of the heart. True it is, he can distend the over

auricle in the manner already described, and he can like-
J""^'^'

wise arrest the pulsation of the radial arteries
;
hut both JJes'

those effects, it is to he rememhered, are brought about in- none

directly by the agency of the lungs. M. Groux, then, seems
°'*'^^.

to want entirely that direct voluntary power over the move-
heart's movements, said to have been occasionally mani- menta.

fested in the human subject, as in the celebrated case of
^^^y

Colonel Townsend. such

I shall now sum up seriatim, by way of conclusions and api><'re'it

corollaries, the results wliich I think have been gained to
\"Jijl^\^

science and to practical medicine from the minute study and refer-

of the phenomena presented in M. Groux's case. ^^^^ ^"

lungs.
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Conclu- I- It appears to me that we have gained by the study
810113. of M. Groux's case much precise knowledge of the force,

vigoui", and general importance of the motions and sounds
' '"" of the Right Auricle of the heart, and, presumably by ana-

Jwiu^of ^*^8T' of both auricles of the heart in the state of health,

the It is to be concluded that the motion of the amides of the
auricular heart in the hmuan subject are forcible, vigorous, and

exteiided
illdependent, in point of time, of other contiguous motions.

Cor. A.—Without going into detailed discussion of the

applications of this knowledge of the motions and soimda

of the Auricles to questions in practical medicine, I will

state briefly such important deductions as present them-
selves to me.
The motions of the Right Auricle of the heart, and pre-

sumably of the left in conjunction with it, are in them-
selves sufficient to account for certain of the hitherto un-

Light explained pathological phenomena of cardiac action in the
thrown disease known as Pericarditis.

tain'^'^" (*^) '^^^^ single friction murmvu' over the site of the

pheno- Am'icle, often observed in acute Pericarditis, may be re-

lueaa (if ferred to the systole or contraction of the Right Auricle,
pericar-

^^^ q^^ ^£ ^1^^ ^^^^ friction soimds audible, in ordinary
cases of Pericarditis, is attributable to the systole of the

auricles
;
the Jirst friction murmur is in ordinary cases that

First which we may attribute to the auricular systole, (c) A
murmur Certain roughness of tone, sometimes, but not always,
attiibu- amountinfT to murmur, will be found in certain cases to
table to

at^gjij^^ iiyQ cardiac action : it may be referred, in some in-

contrac- Stances at least, to a state of the auricular surface which
tion. has been at one period coated with lymph, the result of

partial or localised pericarditis ;
cure has been effected

without adhesion of the opposed surfaces
;
the lymph re-

mains unabsorbed, and though in progress of time it

becomes covered over with serous epithelium, an amount
Certain of irregularity of surface remains capable of giving rough-
r.mgh negg to the cardiac sounds. The systole of the Auricle is
^'"

^'t*^ under these circumstances attended with a slight but dis-

ex- stmct, rough, attrition murmur. '° Gases of tfiis kind are

plained, liable to be mistaken for acute pericarditis, and the liighest

stethoscopic skill is requisite to insm'e a safe diagnosis.
II. The systole of the Auricle is attended by a sound of

a faint but ^stinctly appreciable character. This sound,

'" These observations are based on specimens (illustrating well the

conditions now described, for the first time, I believe) preserved in my
collection in the JNIuscum of the Catholic University Medical School.
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it may be supposed, is, under the ordinary healthy con- Sound of

ditions, not sufficiently loud to be propagated with dis-
^"^''-'"'a'"

tinctness through the sternum. (It requires, it must be not pr.pa-

remembered, the nicest and most delicate adjustment of gated

the stethoscope to detect it when the instnnnent is placed
^'''''^'"g'l

on the auricle with only the integument intervening, in in ordi-

the case of AI. Groux.) htj
Cor. B.—Certain cases of duplicate conditions of the

j^^'""^'"

first sound of the heart may be explained by supposing Certai^i

the auricular sound (sound of the auricular systole) to duplicate

become intensified to such a degree as to be audible ^°"'^'^.^ ^,11,,, °
explained,

through the sternum.

III. The Pulmonary Artery and the Aorta
(z'.e.,

a vessel

of large size occu2:)ying the position of this latter vessel,
and presumably the great primary arterial trunk) present pouijle

each a double impulse and a double sound in the healthy l,"^^'"'"*^

condition. double

Cor. C.—(a) The dovible sound of the great vessels, if sound in

we sujDpose it to be augmented and intensified, will ex-
J^",.'"°'

plain those duplicate and even triplicate conditions of the artery

second sound, audible in the cardiac region vmder certain ai'd

circumstances. (5) The double impulse and double sound of
health

°

the Aorta throw much light on the phenomena commonly condition.

presented in aneurisms within the thorax. These tumours Certain

are, we know, generally attended by two distinct imj)ulses ^",','^1';']^

and two distinct sounds
;
those of the abdomen are usually of second

characterized by single impulse and single sound. sound

In connection with this j)oint, I beg leave again to
£^''1'^^'°^'^'

refer the reader to the extracts from my memoir of the thrown

year 1850, already given.
<'« piie-

IV. (a) The ordinary succession of cardiac actions is as
"°'"^"*

follows in point of time (as originally laid down by Har- aneurism,

vey):
—

Istly, the systole of the Amides; 2ndly, the Normal

systole of the Ventricles
; 3rdly, the systole of the great 0"^ardS^

vessels (Aorta and Puhnonary Artery). actions

(h) The (right) auricular contractions become, under t'lat laid

certain conditions of dilatation of the auricle, weak, flut- t,"^^"
^

. .
' '

Harvey.
termg, and irregular

Cor. D.—We derive from these phenomena an expla-
nation ofthe weak, fluttering action of the heart sometimes
observed during life.

Cor. E.—The phenomena presented in the right cham-
bers of the heart, when the capacity of the lungs is dimi-

nished, have a direct and important bearing on the similar

states of dilated right heart produced by chronic pulmo-
nary disease.

Gate

ona
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Am. yi.— O/i the function of Sdmmeruujs Yellow Sjjot in

producing unitij of visual perception in binocular vision. Bj
Thomas Hayden, M.D.

THE simplest form of visual organ with which we are ac-

quainted is exemplified in the eye-dots of the common
leech; they are ten in number, and disposed in the form of a

semicii'cle in front of the mouth, in the concavity of the oral

disc. These eye-dots are dark specks of microscopic dimensions,

consisting of a convex transparent cornea, beneath which is

placed a layer of dark pigment, representing the choroid, but
destitute of iris and pupil, and behind this the bulbous enlarge-
ment of the optic nerve. This rudimentary eye is therefore

unprovided with an optical or refracting apparatus, and is con-

seqviently incapable of more than a vague perception, by which
it is enabled to distinguish light from darkness. Indeed the

position of the eyes in this and alhed animals, on the inferior

surface of the organs of progression, where they are shut off

from any but the most indirect and general influence of light,
would render it impossible they could enjoy a more elevated

order of vision. It is, however, amply sufficient for their pur-

poses, and is supplemented by the very acute sense of touch

which they possess.
A grade of vision but slightly elevated above that of the leech

and stai'-fish is enjoyed by most insects and crustaceans. Though
apparently much more complex in structure, the eye of these

animals is really nothing more than the multiple of an organ

scarcely more elevated in the scale of organization than that just
described. The compound eye of the crab (Cancer) or the but-

terfly (Papilio), consists of a number of hexagonal cornege, ex-

tended in form of the section of a hollow sphere ;
each cornea is

bi-convex, and separated from those adjoining by superficial

grooves, so that the surface of the eye presents the appearance of

a beautiful mosaic pavement. Behind the cornea is placed a

conical vitreous bodv, extended in the direction of the radius of

the eye, and siurounded by a dark choroid, except in front,

where an apertiu'c is left corresponding to the pupil, and behind,
where its small extremity is received into the cup-shaped exj^an-
sion of the "

]3roper optic nerve"
;
the latter is prolonged back-

wards in the radius ofthe eye, perforating the " common choroid",
and expanding to form the " common retina", both of which are

semicircular and concentric with the superficial surface of the eye.
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From the common retina the "
secondary optic nerv^es" extend

backwards in the same dii-ection for a short distance to the bul-

bous enlargement of" the "
primary optic nerve", which itself' is

derived from the supra-^esophagal ganglion, corresponding to

the brain in higher animals. Each of these hexagonal eye-tubes
is thus constituted an independent ocellus, associated with the

others only by a common dependence on the primary optic nerve.

The superficial area of its larger extremity, or that presented to

the surface of the eye, vaiies in the different orders of the Articu-

lata. The number of ocelli likewise varies for the different orders,
but is determinate in each order of a class; thus, in the com-
mon house-fly (Musca domestica) of the order Diptera, the num-
ber is 4,000 ;

in the dragonfly (Libellula), order Neuroptera, about

12,000; in the butterfly (Papilio), order Lepidoptera, 17,355.
The peculiar construction of the organ just described, would

appear to be supplemental of the immobility of the head and

eyes, and also of the want of an apparatus for optical adjustment.
The eye being immovably fixed in its position, and the head com-

paratively so, an extensive range of vision could be acquired only

by conferring upon the eye such a degree of con-N'cxity and promi-
nence as wovdd enable it to command a view of objects placed be-

fore and around it
;
but a simple refractile organ of tliis form, and

incapable of altering the direction of its axis, would obviously be
attended with the inconvenience ofspherical aben-ation in an exag-
gerated degree. To obviate this inconvenience, and render vision

as distinct as the circumstances will admit, the eye is divided into

a number of radiating cones, having separate and independent
functions, and so directed that the rays of light reacliing the eye
from an object situated anywhere witliin the field of vision, must
fall upon one or more of them in the direction of its proper axis

;

and as each is encased in a dark choroid, and not more than the

fraction of a line in its transverse diameter, the marginal portion
of the entering pencil of rays, or all those which deviate from
the axis, must impinge upon the sides of the tube, and be there

absorbed; the consequence is, that the axial ray alone finds

entrance, and as tliis suffers no refiraction in its passage, spherical
aberration cannot occur. A fiu-ther advantage is gained by an

eye of this construction in the power which it confers upon the

animal of seeing the most minute objects with the utmost dis-

tinctness; for any object which subtends the produced axes of

two adjacent ocelli, will be depicted upon the retina as distinctly
as one of much larger size.

It is ob^^ous, likewise, that rays of light reaching the eye
from any distance within the field of vision, will find a sufficient

number of ocelH suitably directed to receive and transmit them
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in tlie line of their axes
;
and as none but axial rays can reach

the retina, all others being arrested in their progress, distance can

have no influence in modifying the definition of the object,
save only as to the vi\ddness of the impression, and hence aber-

ration from parallax can have no existence, and an apparatus for

adjustment is not required.
In man and vertebrate animals generally the eye is constructed

upon one and the same model, and possesses essentially the

same parts variously modified according to the medium in which
the animal lives, and to some extent also the peculiar habits to

which it is addicted. The mechanical principle held in view

ajjjDcars to be that of the camera obscura. The constituent parts
of the organ may be conveniently divided into the essential and

the tributary; the former include the refractile media, namely,
the cornea, aqueous humour, crystalline lens, and vitreous body,

together with the retina or percipient membrane
;
the latter, the

sclerotic coat and choroid, with its appendages
—the ciHary liga-

ment, ciliary body, ciliary muscle, and iris, besides the proper

rotatory muscles and common elements of organization, viz., ves-

sels and nerves.

The figure of the eye is, in itself, of but secondary importance,
and entirely determined by that of the refractile media in the

aggregate ;
and as the latter affect a spheroid for optical reasons

sufi&ciently obvious, the eye assumes a corresponding form within

certain Hmits. The limitation alluded to may be expressed by
the formula—the greater the sphericity of the lens, and the

shorter its consequent focal length, the less is the antero-posterior
diameter of the eye-ball. But as the total magnitude of the vi-

treous body, which occupies four-fifths of the hollow sphere, must

bear a certain fixed proportion to that of the lens for the pm-pose
of optical adjustment, it follows that the eye must gain in the

transverse what it loses in the antero-posterior axis. Hence, in

fishes, whose lens is a perfect sphere, the eye is flattened consi-

derably in the direction from before backwards, and in mam-
maha and birds it is more globular, whilst the lens is less

spherical than in fishes. In man the figure of the eye-ball and

ciystalHne lens is in strict accordance with the principle above

laid down. The axis ofthe former is about .98 inch, and its ver-

tical diameter .90 inch.' The excess of the antero-posterior over

the vertical diameter is due to the presence of the cornea in front,

which, being a segment of a smaller sphere, having a radius of

3.3 lines^ appended to the larger, represented by the eye-ball,

' Valentin's Physiology, by Brinton, p. 430.
_

-

^
SbmmL-ring de oculorum liominis aniraaliuni que sectione horizoatali com-

mentatio. Gottingfe, 1818.
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increases tlie antero-postqrior diameter by about .4 inch, and

renders tlie eye spheroidal. The axis of the lens measures 1.6

line, its transverse diameter, 3.6, radius of anterior convexity, 4.2,

of posterior convexity, 2.4 lines.* Thus the eye of man presents
a configuration the reverse of that v^liich characterises the organ
in mammals, birds, and fishes. The convexity of the lens is to a

certain extent supplemental of that of the cornea and aqueous
humour taken together. In fish, the aqueous humour is small in

quantity, because its refractive index being scarcely higher than

that of the water in which the animal lives,* such a fluid could

serve no useful purpose as a refracting mcdivim
;

it is therefore

present in quantity barely sufficient to float and sustain the iris
;

and as the cornea has a degree of convexity corresponding to the

quantity of the aqueous hmnour, it is in this class of animals

nearly flat: hence the remarkable convexity of the crystalline
lens. The eye of the bird affords an exception to this rule,

namely, a convex cornea, an abundant aqueous humour, and a

spheroidal lens. The rarity ofthe medium in which high-flying
birds occasionally exercise the faculty of vision, as well as the

-distance at wliich they view objects whilst soaring in the higher

regions of the atmosphere, reqviire that every refractile agency
of which the eye is capable should be placed at the animal's dis-

posal for these occasions. But as the birds imder consideration,

in common with those of less exalted flight, ordinarily move in

the lower and more dense strata of the atmosphere, the provision

just mentioned must not be fixed and immutable, but rather ca-

pable of such modification at the will of the animal, as may adapt
it to the special circumstances imder which it is brought into

operation. The ciHary muscle, which in birds is of the striated

or voluntary kind, supplies the means of effecting the necessary

change, by regulating the degree of convexity of the cornea, and

altering the position of the crystalline lens.

A further provision for adapting the eye of the bird to vision

at various distances, is supplied in the circle of bony plates im-

bedded in that portion of the sclerotic which immediately sur-

rounds the cornea; for when, under the compressing action of

the oblique muscles which embrace it like a girdle, the eye is

elongated from behind forwards, the protrusion of its anterior

surface is limited to the cornea by the unyielding nature of the

osseous circle immediately adjoining, hence a greater convexity
of the cornea, and a proportionately increased refraction of the

rays of light transmitted through it,

^
Sommering, opus citat.

* Refractive index of aqueous humour, 1.337; do. of water, 1.336.
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Witli the exceptions presented by man and the Quadrumana
amongst mammals, and the strigldge (owl-family) amongst birds,
the eye occupies a position on the head more or less lateral in

all animals. The eye-dots of Annehda and the "simple eyes"
of insects and crustaceans will, of course, constitute additional

exceptions; but the former being rudimentary and anomalous
in so many particulars besides that of position, and the latter,

when j)laced centrally on the head, being sujaernumerary

organs, need not to be admitted as invalidating the rule just
stated. In consequence of the lateral position of the eyes, the

visual axes divei'ge in front when the eye is in equilihrio, and
in the majority of animals do not admit of being brought
to a focus, however much they may be produced anteriorly,

as is shown in
fig.

1

(annexed), and fiq,

2 (p. 481), which

represent the rela-

tive position and di-

rection of the eyes in

man and the ox. It

is obvious that ani-

mals so endowed are

incapable of percei-

ving a single object
with both eyes si-

multaneovisly, in the

lines of their visual

axes, and as it will be

shown subsequently

of the axes of vision

upon an object, con-

stitutes an indispen-
sable condition for

the smgle perception
of it with two eyes,
it follows that the

great bulk of the

animal creation, and

probably the entire

animalkingdomwith
the exceptions for-

merly mentioned, are

destitute of this the

highest attribute of

the faculty of vision.
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A, yellow spot of Sommering.
1>, entrance of optic nerve with central artery of retina.

In the bottom of

tlie human eye, at a

distance of about

one-eighth of aninch

outside and a little

above the point of

entrance of tlie optic

nerve, and nearly in

the axis of vision, a

yellow spot is observ-

able in the retina,

as represented at

A in the diagram
fig. 3. This spot,
which is about ^V
inch in diameter,was
first described by
Sommering, and
named by him the
" foramen centrale",

from the circum-

stance that a minute

aperture is visible in

it, and that it oc-

cupies a central po-
sition in the eye ;

over it the vesicular

constituent of the re-

tina alone is expand-
ed, the fibrous and
vascular elements di-

verffinsf as if to avoid

it." The yellow

spot of Sommering
is peculiar to man
and the monkey
tribe, and forms a

zoological feature

quite distinctive of

the orders Bimana
and Quadrumana ;

it therefore coincides

with the frontal po-

* Todd and Bowman, the Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man,

part iii. p. 3 1 .
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sition of the eyes, and the facidty of single vision with a double

organ equally characteristic of those two orders, and may not

unreasonably be supposed to be inseparably related to, and

indispensable to the existence of, this faculty, according to the

rule in physiology of inferring functional from structm-al pecu-

liarity. Whether anything resembhng the yellow spot exists in

the eyes of nocturnal birds T have not been able to determine,
not having had an opportunity of examining the organ in one

of these animals whilst engaged in preparing the present article.

From the arguments now stated, supported by experiments to

be detailed further on, I have been led to the conclusion that

unity of visual perception with two eyes is inseparably associated

with the yellow spot of Sommering, and may invariably be

inferred from its presence, and that this property is limited to

a circle, having as its centre the foramen centrale, and a radius

of about '04 inch. This circle I propose to designate as the
"
region of visual imity", within which the rays of light proceed-

ing from an object must fall, in order to produce a single per-

ception from a binocular impression. Outside this circle, and

concentric with it, is another, having a radius of 0-533 inch:—
the latter I would name the "

region of visual duality", because I

beheve that the image of an object depicted within it, and

outside the region of unity in both eyes simultaneously, produces
a double perception in the sensorium. That portion of the

retina extending from the region of duality to the ora serrata or

free border, is probably insensible to luminous impressions, and

serves some other pm-pose in the economy of the eye, with which

we are still unacquainted. Diagram Jig.
4 (p. 483), modified

from Valentin, will -render the preceding observations more

intelligible. It represents a section of a graduated sphere,'

which may be assumed, for the purpose of illustration, to exhibit

a magnified view of the eye.
First experiment.

—If the optic axis I h i be directed to an

object situated at 90°, the object will be depicted on the yellow

spot at I, and \\ ill be seen with its maximum of distinctness.
^

If

now the eye be slowly rotated upon its centre, k, to either side,

the object, being stationary, will continue to be seen with undi-

minished distmctness till the axis pass 87° or 93°, as the case may
be. During this rotatory movement of the qjq, the image of the

object travels pari passu in the same direction (or rather, the

image remains stationary whilst the retina moves), from Z to o or

I to p, through the r(itinal angle I k o or / k p; i.e., over a space

measured by the radius of the circle of " visual unity". If the
eye^

still continue to rotate in the same direction, the perception of

the o])ject grows gradually less distinct till the axis reach 50° or
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Fy. i.

130°, when it has attained its minimum of distinctness, and

beyond that point it ceases to be visible.

In the last-mentioned portion of the experiment the image of

the object moves through the retinal angle ^p^-n or okm, and
therefore through a space corresponding to the radius of the

circle of" visual duality" minus that of the circle of visual unity.
If now, instead of a single eye, both be used in this experiment,
and the produced optic axes convergent upon an object situated

in the common axis be moved 3° towards the visual base,*^ the

image of the object will move in both eyes through the segment
of a circle I o, and produce but a single perception in the senso-

rium. If, while the position of the object remains unaltered, the

axes still continue to move in the same direction, till they inter-

sect in a point in the common axis 37° nearer the visual base,

the images of the object will travel through segments o m, and

produce a double sensorial impression.
Second exjMriment.

—If three small bodies be placed at a, b,

and c {figure 5)

^ The terms " visual ba?e"' and "common axis'" were first used by Dr. 'Wells

(An Essay upon single vision witli two eyes, by W. C. Wells, M.U., London,
1818), the former to designate a horizontal Hne connecting the optic axes at

their points of emergence fronj the cornea;, and the latter a line passing forward
from the middle of the visual base through the point of mutual intersection of

the optic axes.
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Fig. 5.

in the common axis P C B A, at short distances apart, and about

ten inches from the face, and the optic axes Z/'nB and ^' ^ oB then

brought to bear upon the central body at B, whilst the visual

angles B e n and B f/ C, or B e A and B fZ A, are made to include

either the more or the less distant one at A or C, the body at

the point of intersection of the optic axes in B will be seen

single, whilst the included body at A or C will appear double.

If now the axial and included bodies be slowly approximated, the

two images of the latter will be observed to gradually approach
each other, till ultimately they are converted into one, when the

bodies have attained a certain close proximity.
If. on the contrary, the bodies be separated to a greater dis-

tance from one another, the two images of the included body
will be likewise separated in a corresponding ratio till they are

entirely lost sight of. If, whilst the bodies occupy their original

position, one eye be suddenly closed, we lose sight of one of the

imasres of the included bodv, the one lost beinsf that of the op-
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2)osite side, when tlie body which yields it is the proximal one,

and that of the same side when that body is the distal one.

In this experiment, the object situated at the intersection of

the optic axes produces but a single visual perception, bccaiise

the image of it is depicted on the retina of each eye within the

circle of visual vuiity at b and i, whilst the included body gives rise

to a double perception, because the rays of light proceeding
from it are incident upon the retinae at j and k or h and m, outside

that circle, and withm the region of visual duality. When, how-

ever, the included is made slowly to approach the axial body, it will

arrive at a point ere it come into contact with the latter, at which
it produces but a single perception, because, during this move-

ment, the retinal angle, decreasing in an equal ratio with the

visual angle, will come finally to be less than 3°, and therefore

to fall withm the circle of visual imity. The abolition of one of

the two images of the included body, consequent upon the

closing of either eye, is due to the fact that its apparent position
is advanced or retracted, as the case may be, towards the visual

curve deseribed by the optic axis as a radius. When the body
included in the visual angle is the proximal one at C, its images
are projected to opposite sides of the common axis P C B A,
towards the visual curves described by the radii i B and I B, but

encountering in their course thither the axial rays ^ nf I and
^ o g i proceeding from the object at B, they are arrested at n

and 0, where the lines of their visible du^ection intersect those

rays. Hence the closm'c of the right eye is attended with the

loss of the
left image at n, and of the left eye with that of the

o'igJit image at o. When, on the contrary, the included body is

the distal one at A, its images are retracted quite to the visual

curves described by the radii i B and I B, because the lines of

their visible direction meet no interruption from the axial rays
B nf i and B o (/ i; and since the altered position of the image
is on the same side of the common axis as the eye which takes

cognizance of it, the closure of the right eye in this case involves

a loss of the right image, and that of the left eye a loss of the left

image. The apparent change of position of the included object
in this experiment, is probably the resvilt of ocular adjustment ;

it

is impossible that the eye can adapt itself at one and the same time

to the vision of two objects placed at dliFerent distances from it;

and as only one of these can be in the optic axes, and the length of

the axial ray determines the adjustment of the eye, the apparent

position of the other is altered by the actual state of adjustment,
for the purpose, as it would seem, of equahzing its distance to

the length of the axial ray.
Third experiment.

—If we look through two small tubes so

I. 33
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held before the eyes that the optic axes shall tra%^erse them as

nearly as possible in parallel lines, we see two luminous circles

of exit. If, now, the tubes and axes be made slowly to converge
towards a common point in front, we come at length to see but
a single circle. If, over each orifice a slip of coloured glass be

placed as in the experiment of Diitours, one being yellow and the

other blue, a single luminous circle will be seen as before
;
but this

will not be of the intermediate colour, green, the two colours

being superposed, not blended, and a portion of each visible at

the same time. In the first part of this experiment two luminous
discs are seen, because the optic axes normally converge in front,

and under no circumstances, as I believe, diverge, or even assume
the mutual relation of parallel lines, in the healthy eye : hence the

rays of light admitted through divergent or parallel tubes inter-

sect the axes at angles more or less acute, and if the latter exceed

^04 and are less than .533 inch, the rays fall on the retina AAathin

the region of visual duahty, and give rise to a double perception of

tlie orifice. With reference to the non-fusion of the coloiu's, the

explanation I am disposed to offer is, that the course of the optic
axes being interrupted by the coloured glass before reaching the

point of mutual intersection, the colour placed in each makes an

unmixed impression on the corresponding retina, and this im-

pression being uninterrupted preserves its individuality, although
the apparent situation of the glass which produces it is projected
to the "

plane of the horopter", i.e., a plane at right angles to that

of the optic axes, and passing through the point of their mutual

intersection
;
here the coloured discs are accordingly seen to over-

lap without being blended. In the familiar experiment of ra-

pidly rotating before the eyes a disc painted in the seven colours

of the solar spectrum, the compound lohite is prodviced, because

the impression made by each primitive colour, though transitory,
is of sufficient duration to last till those of the complemental
colours are superadded.
The advantages conferred by the use of two eyes in viewing

objects, conjoined with the faculty of forming a single conception
from a double image, are :

Firstly, as shown by Jurin,' objects seen with both eyes ap-

pear brighter than when viewed with one, by about one-thirteenth

part.

Secondly, the individual is thereby enabled tojudge of distance

throus^h the muscular sense exercised in the movements of the

eyes, whilst directing their axes towards the object to be viewed,
as observed by Sir C. Bell f for, although in monocular \asion the

^ Smith's Optics, vol. ii. p. 1 07, et sequent.
'
Pliilosophical Transactions, 1823, p. 178.
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operation of directing the axis of one eye to near and distant

objects requires an equal degree of muscular contraction, and a

proportionate exercise of the muscular sense in the muscles

brought into action, as when both eyes are used, still an equally
certain means is not thereby afforded by Avhich to judge of dis-

tance
; because, whilst a single eye is being used in viewing an

object placed in the common axis, a change m the position of the

object towards the right or left side would reqidre a contraction

of the rectus muscle of the same side, for the purpose of alter-

ing the direction of the axis, differing only in degree from that

necessary when the object is brought closer to the eye, or removed
to a greater distance from it

;
and hence a lateral change of posi-

tion in the object might be readily mistaken for one in the hne
of the common axis. This source of error is obviated by the

use of both eyes, which enables us to distinguish between the

changes of position indicated; for if the object move from the

mesial line towards either side, the external rectus muscle of one

eye and the internal rectus of the other are called into consen-

taneous action, whilst a movement towards, or from the face, in

the direction of the common axis, would be followed bv a con-

traction of the internal or external recti of both eyes, as the case

might be.

It is worthy of remark, as bearing on this subject, that the

internal and external recti are supplied with nerve-filaments

from distinct sources, namely, the third and sixth cerebral nerves.

If it be admitted that the muscular sense is an endowment con-

ferred upon muscle by its nerve of supply, the exercise of that

sense through distinct nervous channels, in the two cases sup-

posed in the last paragraph, will obviously serve as a means of

distinguisliing between them. As the distance of the object
from the eye must regulate the angle formed by the casual axes

convergent upon it, the intuitive knowledge which we possess of

the magnitude of this angle, by what Porterfield aptly terms
" the natural geometry of the eyes", must serve as a means of

approximately determining distance. Wlien, however, but one

eye is made use of, we have only two sides of the triangle,

namely, one axis and the visual base, by which to measure the

angle under which the object is viewed, which, being insufficient

for that purpose, we necessarily fail in the attempt to determine

distance by this means. Inasmuch, however, as the angle in

question diminishes less sensibly for very distant objects, we are

unable to determine with equal accuracy the distance, and con-

sequently the magnitude, of objects so situated.

Thirdly, the capacity of forming a single conception from a

double image confers the further advantage of enabling the
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individual to appreciate figures projected iii relief, as sliown by
the ingenious experiment of Wlieatstone.*

Of the various theories that liave been propounded, in expla-
nation of the phenomenon of single perception from dual vision,
I will direct attention to those three only which have com-
manded the gi-eatest amount of respect, both by their ingenuity,
and the deseixedly high character of their authors. Sir Isaac

jS"ewton'° asks the question :

" Are not the species of objects seen with both eyes united, where the

optic nerves meet before they come into the brain, the fibres on the right
side of both nerves uniting there, and, after union, going thence into the
brain in the nerve which is on the right side of the head ; and the fibres

on the left side of both nerves uniting in the same place, and, after

union, going into the brain in the nerve which is on the left side of the

head
; and these two nerves meeting in the brain in such manner that

their fibres make but one entire species or picture, half of which on the

right side of the sensorium comes fi'om the right side of both eyes,

through the right side of both optic nerves, to the place where the nerves

meet, and from thence on the right side of the head into the brain
;
and

the other half, on the left side of the sensorium, comes in like manner
from the left side of both eyes." The optic nerves of such animals as look the same way with both

eyes (as of men, sheep, dogs, oxen, etc.) meet before they come into the

brain
; but the optic nerves of such animals as do not look the same way

Avith both eyes (as of fislies and the cameleon) do not meet".

This explanation, though simple and apparently satisfactory at

first sight, will not stand the test of close inquiry; an opinion
which appears to have been shared by its great author, from the

circumstance of his havinsf offered it in an interrofrative form.

It proves too much and too little for the intended purpose.
Wlien an object is viewed with both eyes, it is not the half of a

single image which is depicted on the corresponding sides of the

two retinae, as stated by Newton, but the whole; and if tliis be
not his meaning, but rather that the half of a doiihle image

—
i.e.,

the whole of a single one—is portrayed on each retina, then
the original difiiculty remains untouched.

Again, if an object, placed directly before the face in the com-
mon axis, be not of such dimensions as to occupy a space greater
than the interval between the optic axes at the points of their

emergence from the corneae—if, in short, it be a mere point, it

will obviously not be depicted upon
" the right side of both

eyes", and thence propagate an unprcssion to the sensorium
"
through the right side of both optic nerves", nor "

upon the

^
rhilosophical Transactions, 183S, part ii. p. 371, et sequent,

'"XeAvton's Optics, query 1.5.
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left side of both eyes", and thence to the sensorimn "
through

the left side of both optic nerves", nor indeed upon any points
whatever of the retinae, save those corresponding to the optic
axes or their immediate vicinity, imless the axes intersect

before reaching the object, in which case a double perception
would be the result, as shown by the second expcrhnent.
Nor does the anatomy of the optic chiasma, on which Newton

rehed for confirmation of his theory, afford it more than a nega-
tive support, for although an no animal, as far as we know, ca-

pal)le of viewing an object with both eyes simultaneously, is

there an absence of an optic commissure, still in many whose

eyes have a decidedly lateral aspect, and are therefore incapable
of axial convergence, it exists in a not less perfect state than in

the former. This is the case in most of the whale tribe, and in

birds generally.
The opinion of Miiller'^ on this subject will appear from the

following quotation :
—

" Parts of the retina which lie in the same segments of the sphere, in

the same meridian and the same parallel of latitude, the middle pohit of

the retina being regarded as the pole, or which lie at equal distances in

the same direction from the centre of the retina, are completely identical.

All other parts of tlie retina are non-identical, and when they are excited

to action the effect is the same as if the impressions were made on differ-

ent parts of the same retina. If the position of the eyes with regard
to a luminous object be such that similar images of the same object fall

on identical parts of the two retinae, the object cannot be seen othernise

than single ;
but in any other case two images must be seen".

This theory of " identical" and "non-identical" parts affords a

satisfactory explanation of many of the phenomena of vision, but
not of all. In the second experiment it has been shown that iftwo
bodies placed in the common axis be brought into such close

proximity, that whilst one of them is in the optic axes, the lines

of visible chrection of tlie other shall intersect those axes at a

retinal angle of less than 3°, the latter will produce but a single

perception in the sensorium, although its image is depicted on
the inner, or the outer side of the axis, i.e., on non-identical parts
of both retina?.

The last theory I shall notice is probably the most beautiful

that has been offered on this subject, and, though insufficient in

itself to meet all the requirements of the case, is nevertheless,
in its measure, a satisfactory explanation, namely, that of

Aguilonius,'^ as adopted and modified by Porterfield. The

"
IMiiller's Physiology, by Bayly, vol. ii. p. 119.

'^
Aquilonii Optica, as quoted by Wells, opus citat.
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theory of Aguiloniiis may be stated thus :
—All bodies seen at a

glance appear situated in the plane of the horopter; if really
situated in that plane, they appear single when viewed with both

eyes ;
if 7iot really situated in it, they appear double

; because,

if situated behind the plane of the horopter, their lines of visible

direction intersect each other before reaching that point of it in

which they appear situated, and, if in front of that plane, they

appear likewise double, because their lines of visible direction

jDass through it at different points before intersection.

Porterfield writes:'^—
" In seeing objects, the mind, by means of an original and connate law,

to which it has always been subjected, traces back its own perceptions

not only from the sensorium to the retina, but from thence also outwards

towards the object itself, along right lines drawn perpendicularly to the

retina, from every point of it on which any impression is made by the

rays forming the picture, by which means the mind or visive faculty does

always see every point of the object, not in the sensorium or retina, but

without the eye, in these perpendicular lines".

These two theories combined afford a rational explanation of

single vision from a double image, and of double vision from a

einglc object, notwithstanding the sneer of Sir C. Bell," but they
do not assign to the retina its due influence in these phenomena,
much less attribute to special portions of it special functions,

which it has been the purpose of this article to establish, and

without admitting which, I hold it to be impossible to account

for many visual phenomena, as, for example, the fusion of the

two images of the included body which results from approxima-

ting it to the axial body, as in the second experiment.

'^ A Ti-eatise on the E_ve Edinbm-gb, 1759, vol. i. p. o72.
'*

Plulosoj)hical Transactions, loco citat.
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1.— TJte Rev. Dr. Lloyd on the Direct Magnetic Influence of a Didant

Luminary upon the Diurnal Variations of the Magnetic Force at the

Earth's Surface.

The diurnal changes of terrestrial magnetic force, which exhibit

phjenomena inexplicable by the theory of thermo-electric currents, have

led Dr. Lloyd to examine tlie influence wliich might be ascribed to

the snn and moon, on tlie hypothesis that these bodies are endowed with

inherent or induced magnetism.

Having found analytical expressions for the three rectangular compo-
nents of the magnetic forces upon any point at the earth's surface, Dr.

Lloyd resolves these components in the direction of the earth's radius and
in the tangent to the meridian, and thus finds, for the variations of U and

V, the horizontal and vertical components of the earth's magnetic force,

the equations

AU=j^3 -j

sin 6 ('2P sin ^+Q sin X cos 5)+cos 0(2F sin \ cos c

-Q sin B)-E cos \ cos ^
[•

and

AV=j-j I (2P cos e+Q sin 0) cos \+Rsin \ I

where D represents the distance of either luminary from the centre of the

earth, X. the latitude of the point on the earth's surface, 6 the angle
included between its meridian and that of the magnetic luminary, and the

magnetic declination, P, Q, and R, the sums of the components of the

magnetic forces in the du-ectlon of the rectangular axes.

At the equator where X—
0, we have

AU=-p- 1
sin a (2P sin ^-Q cos ^)-R cos 2

[
,

AV=j^(2Pcose+Qsin6>).
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Hence it would follow, that a diurnal inequality having one maximum
and one minimum, should take place in the magnetic intensity depending
on 6, or in other words, on the hour angle of the sun or moon. The
actual phenomena are, however, entirely opposed to this. Hence the

author concludes, that the phenomena of diurnal variation are not caused

by the direct magnetic action of the suu and moon. This inquiry is valu-

able in so far as it seems to remove from the theory of terrestrial mag-
netism, a supposition which might otherwise stand in the way of the true

path of investigation.
—

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Feb-

ruary, 1858, and Phil. Mag. for March, 1858.

2.—On the best Unit of Length.

This inquiry is developed in a group of systematic replies by Mr.

James Yates, to a series of questions circulated by the Interna-

tional Association as to the determination of a unit of length best adapted
to the present wants of mankind. The result of the whole inquiry is an

overwhelming mass of the clearest evidence in favour of the metre, and
the conclusions have been embodied in a report which has been unani-

mously adopted by the Association.

Mr. Yates has taken pains to show the great difficulty with which the

question of improved weights and measures had so long to contend in

England, in spite of the exertions of intelligent and energetic advocates.

Amongst others he says—" None deserves more honourable mention than

Sir John Riggs Miller, an Irish baronet, who, in order that he might col-

lect information and promote reform, sat in parliament for one of the

lowest of the rotten boroughs, received more than a thousand letters,

obtained the appointment of a committee to investigate the actual state of

the weights and measures used throughout England, and exposed their

faults in two speeches, more clear, powerful, and conclusive than any
others upon the subject. His efforts were abruptly terminated by the

dissolution of parliament, so that England remains in the same disgraceful
condition which he so eloquently and ably exposed".

Mr. Yates shows clearly that the hair-splitting objections against the

metre arising from its presumed want of accuracy as an exact represen-
tation of the ten-millioueth of a quadrant of the meridian, are altogether
devoid of any practical application. He points out its superiority as a

standard, over its competitor, the length of the second's pendulum, and

shows that it is susceptible of being applied advantageously by its sub-

divisions and multiples to all purposes in the arts and in trade where

exact measurements are desirable. Besides showing the progress which

its application is making in foreign countries, he shows that even in Eng-
land it has already obtained a footing partly among men of science, and

partly among manufacturers and traders, whose operations are connected

' What is the best iinit of length?—An inquiry addressed to tlie Interna-
tional Association for obtaining a uniform decimal system of measures, weights,
and coins. London : Bell and Daldy.
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with those of foreign countries. From the postscript to Mr. Yates'

treatise, we learn the very important fact, that in Russia the metre is

also coming into use, not only amongst scientific circles, but also among
different classes of artificers and tradesmen.

CHEMISTRY

3.—Investigation of Croton Oil. By Dr. Thom. Schlippe.

The author has published the results of what appears to be a very

thorough investigation upon this subject. We can only give bis sum-

mary of results here, referring to the memoir itself for details :
—

(1.) In the preparation of croton oil, spirit of wine acts rather as an

expelling agent than as a solvent, because the ordinary rancid oil requires
23 partSj and the pure fat oil 35 parts of spirit of wine of 85 per cent,

to dissolve them.

(2.) The oil obtained by means of spirit of wine is a stronger irritant

than that got by pressure.

(3.) The acids forming the fat oil of croton oil are:—
a Of the homologous series, having the general formula C2„H2„04 :

—
Stearic acid, Q,yJi^f,0^•, Palmitic acid, CaaHgoOi ; Myristic acid,

C28H28O4 ;
and Laurie acid, C24H04O4.

h Of the Oleic acid homologous series, probably some members between

C,oU,804 and C34H30O4 ; besides these, Crotonic acid of the for-

mula C8H6O4 and Angelic acid, CioHg04.

(4.) All the acids named under 3 are contained in the non-rancid oil,

as glycerides.

(5.
1 Crotonic acid is neither an irritating agent when applied exter-

nally, nor a drastic when used internally.

(6 ) The irritating agent of croton oil is a resinous body, crotouol,

whose formula is either C,i5Hi404, or a multiple of it.

(7.) The often observed peculiar smell of non-rancid croton oil, and
which greatly resembles the decoction of senega root, arises from a pro-
duct of decomposition of crotonol. Another product of decomposition is

the volatile oil of former investigators.

(8.) The material which, in croton oil, reddens the skin, or crotonol,

.has no purgative action
;
the latter property belongs to another body

which has not been isolated.—Annalcn der Cheinie und Pharmacie, neue

Beihe Bd. xxv. Heft. 1. S. 1.

4.— On the formation of Succinic Acid during alcoholic fermentation.

By M. Pasteur.

The author states that during the alcoholic fermentation of sugar, part
of it is transformed into succinic acid, whose amount is at least one-half

percent, of the fermented sugar. The simplest process to separate the suc-

I. 34
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cinic acid is to evaporate the fermented liquor, and dissolve out the acid

with ether
;

if it be accompanied with so much lactic acid that its crys-

tallization is thereby hindered, the two acids should be saturated with

lime, and the salts separated by weak alcohol, in which lactate of lime is

soluble and succinate of lime insoluble. Pasteur also detected the pre-

sence of succinic acid in wine.— Comj^tes rendu, xlvi. 179.

5,—Note on Hesse's Experiments on Products of Putrefaction of Beer

Yeast, and on the Probability that some of the Compound Ureas are

usually Present in Common Urea. By William K. Sullivan.

Since the publication of my paper in the first number of this journal—
•' Observations on some of the Products of the Putrefaction of Vegetable
and Animal Substances and their Piclation to Pathology", p. 202,—I have
learned that Professor Hesse has been likewise studying the same subject,
and has arrived at results almost identical with mine. He has published
an account of his experiments on the products of the putrefaction of beer

yeast in the Journal fur Praktische Chemie, No. 16, 1857. The acida

he found were acetic, propionic, butyric, caprylic, and pelargonic. He is

of opinion that formic acid was also present. The bases, besides ammonia,
were trimcthylamine, monethylamine, monamylamine, and one whose

composition agreed with that of monaocprylamine, but whose crystalline
form appeared to indicate that it was a different substance. The plati-

num salt of some other base was also obtained, but no definite results as

to its constitution could be found. He does not mention the presence of

valeric acid, which is singular, considering that amylamine was formed,
and that amylic alcohol is a constant product of fermentation. I have in-

variably found it present in the products of putrefaction of all the sub-

stances, whether vegetable or animal, that I have examined.

In connection with this subject, I may be pardoned for mentioning
here what I had quite forgotten when writing the article above men-

tioned, namely, that I had read a short paper before the Pathological

Society of Dublin in the beginning of 1850, upon the products of the

putrefaction of brain, in which I announced that, in addition to a base

having the properties possessed by trimcthylamine, I obtained one in

which one equivalent of hydrogen was replaced by Cjo Hi„ the sup-

posed radical valyle, or in other words the base, now called monamyla-
mine. The only published record of this fact which I can lay hands

upon at the moment, is a note in a Review by Dr. Lyons, on the Patho-

logy of the Kidney, in the Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical

Science, p. 388, No. XVIII., May, 1850, and which I shall give here:—
" Some interesting observations on the new ammonias were laid before the

Dublin Pathological Society at one of its recent meetings, by Mr. William K.

Sullivan, chemist to the Museimi of Irish Industry, etc. Mr. Sullivan has ob-
served that in the breaking up of the constituents of the brain during the pro-
cess of putrefaction, a large quantity of valerianic acid is produced and at the
same time ammonia, but an ammonia, in which part of the hydrogen is replaced

by a carbo-hydrogen : in this instance valyle, the carbo-hydrogen of valerianic
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acid, was the one which liad been substituted. Mr. Sullivan is further of opinion
that such bodies may occur in the animal organism also, and that their tu-eas (that

is, combinations having the same relations to these ammonias that common urea
has to the ordinary ammonia) will be found of frequent occurrence in abnormal
conditions of the blood and urine".

It is gratifying to find that so important a fact as the formation during

putrefaction of compound ammonias, and even of one not otherwise

known at the time, should be so completely verified by so competent an

observer as Professor Hesse.

Before passing from this subject I may also observe that Dr. Odling of

London has mentioned to me, that he had found Amine bases in exhala-

tions from sewers.

The circumstance of having read the paper to the Pathological Society
was accidentally recalled to my memory in reading a notice in Lieblg's
and Kopp's Jahreshericht for 185G, of the interesting discovery of l)es-

saignes of trimetliylamine in human urine. In consequence of the pecu-
liar smell of the carbonate of ammonia evolved during the evaporation
of urine, he submitted large quantities to distillation. The distillate,

smelling strongly of ammonia and of sea fish, became red on being super-
saturated with hydrochloric acid; on evaporation a quantity of salammo-
niac first separated. The mother-liquor was evaporated to dryness, the

dried mass exhausted with alcohol, and the solution treated with bichloride

of platinum, by which, after several crystallizations, beautiful crystals of

the double salt of hydrochlorate of trimethylamine with chloride of plati-
num were obtained. Its composition was verified by analysis. Sixty-five
litres of fluid obtained by distillation from urine already concentrated gave
2,200 grra. of chloride of ammonium and only 17 grm. of the platinum
double salt, equivalent to 3.7 grm. of trimethylamine. In the notice

alluded to (p. 524) it is observed that Dessaignes left it undetermined
whether the trimethylamine existed ready formed in tlie urine, or ap-

peared in it as a product of decomposition. Now I think the suggestion
contained in the note above quoted from the Dublin Cluarterly Journal

of Medical Science, with regard to the probable formation of compound
ureas in the animal body, points to its true source. Common urea in

solution in urine decomposes, producing carbonic acid and ammonia,
C2H4N202+2HO=2C02+ISiH3. Under the same circumstances, trimethyl-

lu-ea, if it be formed in the body, would give trimethylamine. Thus :

C8H,oN202+2 H0=2 CO2+NH3+NO6H9.

Tremethylurea. Trimethylamine.

It is impossible to overrate the importance in a physiological, as also

in a pathologiciil, point of view of this question of the probable formation
in the body of compound ureas, now especially that Dessaignes' observa-
tion places it almost beyond doubt. This must plead my excuse for

referring to my observations of eight years ago, and which, I regret, have
been allowed to lie so long barren. Now that our knowledge of the com-

pound ammonias and compound ureas is so complete, it is to be hoped
that physiologists will seek for these bodies in urine, etc. The chemistry
of that fluid is evidently not yet exhausted.
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6.—On the penetration of the Spermatozoa into the Ovum during the

act of fecundation. By P. J. Van Beneden.

One of the most interesting questions in this branch of physiology is

that which affects the part played by the spermatozoa in the process of

fecundation. Van Beneden has given the results of some observations

made on the Distoma from the stomach of the turbot. An ovum just

formed was placed under observation
;

it presented in the centre a trans-

parent vesicle covered with opaque granulations. Around this vesicle

were to be seen numerous little transparent spheres without any appear-
ance of granulations.

While the attention was fixed on the germinal vesicle, it was seen to

be suddenly disturbed, and around the vitelline mass a delicate filament

WAS perceived, having an undulating movement. This was the sperma-

tozoon, which was still aUve, and had manifestly penetrated within the

vitelline mass. Tiiis spermatic filament was about double the length of

the ovum, and surrounded the vitelline mass so as nearly to form a com-

plete ring. At the end of an hour all motion ceased in the spermatozoon.
Van Beneden concludes from his observations—
(1.) That the spermatozoon is in immediate contact with the germinal

vesicle and vitelline mass.

(2.) That the spermatozoon disappears without leaving any trace of

its passage.

(3.) That no vitelline membrane exists at the first period of the life of

the ovum.

(4.) That these ova have no occasion for a micropyle, since the sper-

matozoon is present before the formation of the envelopes.
—Bulletin de

L'Academie Royale des Sciences, etc., de Belgique, Tome 4, No. 4:,p. 312,

1858,
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